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-1“Awakening”

I have awoken.
This awakening has been a long time in the making, at least by mortal
standards. For one such as me, a standard human lifespan of a hundred years may
pass by without thought or regard, much as a day might pass by for you; and I am
not even as old as that.
Not in this particular incarnation, anyway.
Dream, however, is older than most other things that exist. It is not as old as
time or Destiny, for that is by definition the beginning of existence; nor is it as old
as life or Death, for things had a chance to live and die before they had a chance
to Dream.
But Dream is not a name: it’s a job description.
And now, as I stand in Destiny’s Garden, contemplating the tome that he has
given to me, I realize the true extent of my role and the responsibilities therein.
It is a heavy tome, though perhaps lighter than one might expect, if they considered
the unfathomable magnitude of the book’s contents.
A heavy burden indeed.
What must I do?
The question haunts me. I have awakened, yes… and so have others. And I
had a hand in bringing this about. So too did many countless others. Will I be a
just ruler, with the knowledge of what has come before? Shall I take this new clean
slate that has been granted to me as an opportunity, to create a better Dream than
my predecessor?
I have the rest of eternity to figure it out, that I know. I may live on forever,
unless and until my older sister brings down the curtain upon us all. That is both
the blessing and the curse of being one of the Endless: we are afforded infinite
things to try, and infinite are the ways in which we may fail.
And we must suffer the consequences of our actions forever. Such is the high
cost of living.
Some would say Death is the kinder of her two aspects.
My father certainly thought so.
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Weary from the weight of my own thoughts, I gather a handful of
Dreamsand from the pouch at my side, and cast it into the air. As the glinting
granules scattered and fell, they formed into the far-reaching dunes of The
Dreaming’s shifting zones.
And thus, I pass from Destiny’s Garden into my own realm.
The hippogriff, wyvern, and gryphon guarding the castle gates welcomed me with
the traditional pleasantries. I pushed through the doors of horn and ivory, which
let in true dreams and lies respectively. I wondered, briefly, which one let me
through. Or was it both?
Truly, I was in a strange mood. My father, who crafted these doors, would
never have had such thoughts; he would not even have considered the question
relevant, were it posed to him.
Crossing the ruined foyer of the once cathedral-like main hall, I made my
way toward the entrance of the Library. For there it was that all books are stored every book that has ever been written or dreamt of (many, many books in my vast
collection are stories which the creator abandoned, left unfinished, or never wrote
down in tangible form at all).
Stories took the form of books here in The Dreaming, as their physical,
symbolic representation: but in truth, the stories contained within could be in any
imaginable form or medium. Moreover, these were complete editions, with as
many different versions as authors who contemplated a given story. This means
each reader or listener’s version was included as well; your conception of, say,
‘Robin Hood’ differs from the one who first told the tale, and all are included in
the book of that name. Each book, therefore, was its own universe, its own Reality,
with all the ever-branching possibilities contained within.
This is why I was certain of one thing: the book, which erstwhile belonged to
Destiny, belonged in the Library.
On my way I saw Mervyn Pumpkinhead, hard at work on the restoration of
the castle interior. He was painting the walls white marble instead of black, and as
usual he was complaining (it is difficult for me to describe how I knew this was
usual behavior for him, as I had never technically heard his complaints before,
with my own ears - yet, I remembered. It’s very strange to be able to access your
own father’s memories - I suppose I could liken it to having read a private diary,
written in exhaustively vivid detail).
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He was complaining to Nuala, a fairy with messy, dull-brown hair the color
of a mouse, a sallow complexion, and a body too thin to be considered beautiful by
most. Her short, plain and sleeveless dress was the color of a wilted pink rose, and
hung loosely on her sinewy frame. At least I assume she was who Mervyn was
talking to, as she was the only other sentient being in the hall, polishing the new
marble to a gleaming lustre. As she saw me enter she froze, uncertain how to react.
“I tell ya, the nerve a’that guy,” growled the voice emanating from the
pumpkin-head, around the stogie cigar that was ever-presently hanging from his
carved mouth. The smoke of the cigar wafted out of his nose and eye holes. “I get
smashed ta bits, and the first thing he does is put me back ta work. No rest for old
Mervyn, no sir! It’s all ‘Fix the castle, Mervyn, it’s much too dark in here’. As if
redecoratin’ the place is all it takes to make it his own! Won’t wash away all his
daddy issues, that’s fer sure.”
“You may be right, Mervyn,” I said - and at that, Mervyn abruptly stopped
moving. His pumpkin-head turned on the stick that served as his body, until he
faced me with a worried expression.
“Uhhh… well hiya there, Boss!” he said, the carved mouth and eyes shifting
to produce a forced smile. “You know I was just kiddin’ right? Maybe you don’t
know that, kid, but I’m a kidder. Me an’ yer dad, we loved to kid each other all the
time. It was just one of those things, ya know? He didn’t take it personal or
nuthin’. Knew how ta take a joke, that guy.”
“That is not true, Mervyn,” I countered. “My father was not, as you say, a
kidder, nor did he find your behavior overly amusing.”
“Please forgive him, Dream Lord,” Nuala, trembling, beseeched.
I realized, then, that they were terrified of me. They knew not whether I was
like my father, cold and taciturn, and given to fits of temper. I smiled at them,
reassuringly. “There is nothing to forgive, Mervyn. You are as you are, and that is
fine with me.”
“Most gracious a’you, Majesty,” said Mervyn, unconvinced.
“And if I did not give you back to the task for which you were created, what
would you be?” I asked. “Would you prefer to be without a given purpose? I can
certainly grant you this freedom, if you wish.”
Mervyn startled. “No! Forget I said anything. Kidder, remember?
Sometimes I just say stuff. Welp, look at me just wastin’ time chatting when
there’s a castle to be restored and changed. Back to work I go!” Mervyn made quite
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a show of returning to his task of repainting the walls, humming a tune so badly no
one could have said what it was supposed to be. I doubted that I had succeeded in
setting his mind at ease. He still believed that I would unmake him, or worse.
“And you, Nuala,” I said to her, and she nearly jumped out of her pointed
shoes when I directed my attention to her. “You no longer need to avoid using your
glamour. I wouldn’t mind.”
“Yeah me neither,” chuckled Mervyn darkly, his carved grin widening and
his painting slowing to a crawl. “So how ‘bout it, Toots? Ya gonna go back to
bein’ all hot and curvaceous?”
Nuala frowned. “I’d rather not,” she replied.
I nodded. “As you will,” I said, and continued on my way.
Change. That word echoed and resonated in my mind. That was what none
of us could contend with very well, and what ultimately caused much of our pain.
As I was ruminating on the subject of change, almost stepping into the Library
(outside of which hung a sign, reading ‘Library Staff not responsible for anything
lost or found within’ - signed The Librarian, Lucien) Mervyn stopped painting
once more.
“Say, Boss,” he ventured, calling out to me from the other side of the hall,
”what’s that book you got there?”
Nuala swatted his pumpkin-head with her cleaning-rag. “Quiet, you!” she
squeaked. “It’s clearly nothing he wants to share with us!”
I regarded the tome in my hand. “This?” I said, “I see no reason I cannot
share it with you.”
Both of their faces fell in wide-eyed, open-mouthed astonishment. “Really,
Dream Lord? You mean it?” questioned Nuala.
“Yes,” I said, honestly a bit puzzled. “Why wouldn’t I?”
“Well, I dunno, but yer dear ole’ dad certainly wouldn’t have,” said Mervyn.
“He thought he was so much more clever than the rest of us. He didn’t think us
regular joes were worth lettin’ in on any of his hocus-pocus, mumbo-jumbo secret
stuff. An’ pretty much EVERYTHING that guy did was a big damn secret, fer
some reason.” Mervyn paused, momentarily. “Say, you don’t mind me talkin’
smack about yer daddy, do ya? It’s not like you knew ‘im or nuthin’.”
I halfway-smiled at that. His statement was both true and untrue; I was
beginning to see the reason my father avoided explaining anything to Mervyn. It
promised to be an endless - and ultimately, fruitless - endeavor.
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“And if ya do mind, I’m only-”
“Kidding. Yes, I know.” I reflected for a second. “Would you like to see
inside the book, Mervyn?”
Mervyn didn’t speak immediately. He tentatively held out his stick-like,
green-gloved hands. “Y-yeah. Sure.”
I placed it in his grasp, and he stumbled forward from the weight of it. He
opened the front cover, and… then his pumpkin-head began to shake, his
expressions changing rapidly, cycling through many different emotions. In only a
few moments, the pumpkin shell was already cracking, deforming.
A black, winged shape darted between us, snatching up the book mid-flight,
and dropping it upon the marble floor. Matthew the Raven alighted on the floor
next to it, breathing hard. “You blathering idiot!” he cawed. “I realize you ain’t got
brains in that hollow head of yours - never asked the wizard for ‘em - but come on!
You’re lucky I came in when I did, pal - if I hadn’t, there’d be nothing else we
could do, except maybe scoop up the splatter and make pumpkin pie out of it!”
Nuala knelt by Mervyn’s side. “Mervyn! What happened?!”
Mervin held his pumpkin-head with his spindly wooden hand, sweat
glistening from the orange vegetable flesh. He was shaking still, but not as he was
before. “I think I’m dyin’, Toots,” he rasped. “Can you put on yer glamour for me,
just one more time a’fore I go?”
“Absolutely!” said Nuala, in that instant transforming into a tall, buxom
blonde in a flowing green dress adorned with flowers.
Mervyn sighed, laying his pumpkin-head upon her bosom. “Ahh, that’s
better. You know, I think I just might find the strength ta live after all...”
Nuala, realizing she’d been had, made an indignant sound and transformed
back to her true self. Without the support of her voluptuous chest, his pumpkinhead fell into her lap, and then slid off onto the floor.
“Ow,” said Mervyn, into the marble tile.
“I apologize, Mervyn,” I said. “I did not realize the effect it would have
upon you.”
Mervyn’s head turned once more to face me. “Boss… did you just…
apologize? Ta me?”
A tall man with spectacles and pointed ears emerged from behind the
Library doors. “To be expected, I’m afraid,” said the Librarian, whose name was
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Lucien. “Our castle handyman is not equipped to handle the informational overload
that often occurs when one tries to read books of this type.”
“What type is that, Loosh?” asked Mervyn, rising with a groan.
“Of the type that reside in the castle Library,” said Lucien, stepping near the
book and stooping to pick it up. I placed a hand on his arm.
“Wait, Lucien,” I asked. “I promised him the story that the book contains,
and I wish to honor that promise. However, perhaps it would be best if I read it.”
Mervyn grinned. “Boy holy! Will wonders never cease?! First the
apologizin’, now the Boss is gonna read us a story!”
Matthew the Raven flew up to my shoulder, and peered at me quizzically.
“Are you for real, Boss?”
“Yes, I am completely in earnest,” I replied. “Why does everyone question
me?”
“Just not used to it is all,” shrugged Matthew, before screaming in his sharp
raven-voice: “‘EY! Gather around everybody, it’s STORYTIME!”
“D-Did suh-someone say storytime?” said a low and nervous voice behind
me. It was Abel, the first murder victim. Or the Dream-version of him, at least. He
was a short, rotund man with a dark goatee, and the hair atop his head slicked
back. In his hands was a golden baby gargoyle, which gave an excited chirp of
“MEEP!” when it saw me. I am embarrassed to say that I almost responded by
crying out “DOGGIE!”, which was what I called him as a small child, before I
grew up and learned that this was not at all the correct term.
“Goldie,” I said fondly. That was his proper name. He flew to me and I
cradled him, as he nuzzled contentedly against the white fabric of my robes. “I
missed you.”
“Okay, I’m out,” said Matthew the Raven, hopping on my shoulder to turn
himself about and face the other direction. “I can tell when I’m not wanted. I was
once the cool pet, back when Morpheus was Boss. But, you know how it is nevermore!” He flew off, but he did not get far - for he alighted on the outstretched
arm of a woman.
“Mother?” I said, hesitantly.
The woman, whose hair was dyed an unnatural red, streaked with an equally
unnatural blonde collected in a single stripe on one side, looked at me and smiled.
Her eyes, the color of emeralds, sparkled. “Hello, Daniel.”
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-2“Family Reunion”

I must say, I was intimidated by the sudden presence of my human mother.
The Vortex. That is what my father called her.
He once had every intention of killing her, to spare The Dreaming from
disruption and chaos.
Or, perhaps more accurately, to spare himself the disruption of change.
What was she doing here?
I asked the question aloud of her, and she laughed a little. “You’re my son,”
she answered. “I wanted to see how you were doing.”
“And how has this come to pass?”
“How am I in The Dreaming? I’m asleep, of course.”
“I meant in the castle. In the very heart of The Dreaming.”
“I’ve been here before. I remembered.”
“So you weren’t caught in the Reality storm, I take it?”
“Nothing happened. Literally, nothing. It was weird.”
“I don’t follow.”
She sighed, making herself comfortable on a bit of rubble. She was clothed
in something resembling my father’s cloak, but faded; it wrapped loosely around
her in the manner of a toga, with no discernable ties or clasps. It stayed in place
where she wanted, and for that I am grateful - for while I am not terribly prudish
about the sight of mortal bodies unclothed, nor the form of any being in any state
for that matter, seeing my mother thus exposed would have caused me no small
amount of discomfort.
Idly stroking Matthew’s glossy black feathers, she tried again to explain
herself. “You know how, in a dream, you can walk from one room into another,
and on the other side is a totally different place?” she began. “You don’t realize
how abnormal it is for your childhood home and your highschool to be in the same
building; but you go with it, because everyone else in your dream is acting like it’s
always been that way. Then you wake up, and you remember: those two places
were MILES away from each other. Hell, you weren’t even living in that house
anymore by the time you started highschool. That’s what it was like. A few
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moments after the transition happened, I woke up. And I remembered.” She
paused, her expression darkening. “Nobody else did, though. I guess because, in
this case, it was the other way around: the dream was real, and the reality - the one
I remembered, anyway - was not. It was like it never existed.”
“I see. Does this have anything to do with the power that was briefly in your
possession?”
My mother shrugged. “Beats me. So, are you going to tell the story or not?”
The other servants of The Dreaming were gathering around me, figuring out
their seating arrangements.
Nuala had found a broken chair which remained serviceable enough, and
was currently employed in dusting it off. Before she was finished, Mervyn sat down
upon it instead, beckoning toward her with his scarecrow-like arms and patting his
lap to indicate where he desired her to sit. Taking some Dreamsand from its
pouch, I willed it to form a plush-cushioned armchair next to Nuala. She smiled at
me gratefully, and then primly lowered herself into the seat while glancing with
disdain at Mervyn. Mervyn folded his arms and slumped in his broken chair,
unhappily puffing smoke out of his eye-holes.
I summoned a marble bench from the upstairs balcony for myself, and set
Goldie the gargoyle beside me. He chirped his little ‘meep’ sound, sounding a bit
hurt. I opened up the enormous book.
I heard the scraping of furniture legs against the marble tile, before I saw
Abel pushing the tattered and dirty sofa toward us. He stopped, mopping the sweat
from his brow, breathing hard. “I-I’m ah, ruh-ready, Dream Lord,” he stammered.
“Does that sofa not belong in the House of Secrets?” inquired Lucien, who
seemed perfectly contented to stand.
“Y-yes. Wuh-why do you ask L-Lucien?”
“Why did you bring it all the way here? Lord Dream is most capable of
fashioning something suitable for you.”
“It’s c-comfortable. It’s wuh-where my b-brother Cain t-tells me stories.”
Suddenly, the seat cushions burst forth from the sofa. A thin man, his every
feature sharp and cruel, emerged from underneath. He grinned and threw out his
arms, gesturing so that his long fingers looked like claws. “SURPRISE!” he yelled,
leaping to his feet atop the sofa frame.
Abel startled backward and landed on his rump. “C-Cain! What are y-you
doing here?”
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Cain lowered his arms and narrowed his eyes. “Didn’t want to invite me to
this gathering of yours, did you? Wanted to keep it your little SECRET, eh little
brother?”
“Suh-Secret? N-no!” insisted Abel, scuttling backward and raising an arm
protectively, as Cain stepped down off the sofa.
“Then why are you afraid, brother?” asked Cain, ominously.
“Y-your f-fists… th-they’re clenched like you wuh-want t-to hit me!” said
Abel, flinching.
“You’re not really going to hurt him, are you?” said my mother, frowning
with disapproval at Cain.
Cain noticed her, and relaxed. He took her hand. “I don’t believe I’ve
properly made your acquaintance, Lady....?”
“Rose,” she answered, still looking at him warily, and clearly considering
yanking her hand out of his grasp. “Rose Walker. I’m Daniel’s mother.”
“The mother of our illustrious Dream Lord? Well, this is an honor then! I am
Cain, purveyor of Penny Dreadfuls, shilling shockers, Blood and Thunders and
fust-rate nightmares. And you mustn’t worry about that gap-toothed, stuttering,
blubbery, half-wit brother of mine - I kill him quite frequently, and he always
recovers.”
I was growing impatient with these social proceedings, and eager to
commence with the story. “Now, if everyone is quite settled, I will start at the
beginning-”
“Terrible place to start, Lord,” objected Cain.
“What do you mean by that?”
“Because whatever it is you’re inclined to explain in the beginning would be
put to better use as a secret, to be held onto and revealed later,” asserted Cain.
“Therefore, wherever it is you think you ought to start, don't."
"I do not remember asking for your advice, Cain. Are you going to be telling
this story, or should I?"
“I would be glad to, if you would but grant me the honor,” said Cain,
walking toward me with hand outstretched to receive the book.
Abel put a hand on his brother’s sleeve, tugging on it. “D-Don’t buhBrother, this is not a ruh-regular t-type of book. It nearly destroyed M-Mervyn.”
Cain forcefully ripped his sleeve away. “The nerve of you, comparing me to
an empty-headed lummox like that!”
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“‘Ey!” cried Mervyn Pumpkinhead. “I’m sittin’ right here!”
“Yes.. and the only mystery concerning you is how you can hear us despite a
lack of ears,” said Cain nastily.
“Hmph! Say goodbye to me doin’ any work around your place,” grumbled
Mervyn. “Next time you see a nice fluffy cloud or a clear blue summer sky, maybe
you should give some thought as ta who painted ‘em.”
Cain returned his attention to me. “I beseech you, Lord, please do not begin
at the actual beginning. Do not be tempted to flatter our present company by telling
the tale of mum and dad’s goings-on in the garden, or what transpired after their
eviction-”
“Is that your concern? No, Cain, fear not - I had no intention of reaching
that far back.”
“Ah. Uh... alright then.” Cain sat down, looking strangely disappointed.
Abel was getting comfortable next to him, munching on popcorn from a red-andwhite carton. “Where did you get that?” he asked.
“I was k-keeping it inside the cushions,” said Abel, and tipped the carton
toward him. “Do you wuh-want some?”
Cain made a contorted face. “You’re disgusting,” said Cain. He leaned
toward my mother Rose, shielding his mouth conspiratorially but speaking loud
enough for all to hear. “The state of his bathroom... I’m not one to gossip, but
there are things crusted on his sink that have not simply developed intelligent life,
but have, in all probability by now, evolved their own POLITICAL systems.”
Everyone was finally settled, and looking at me eagerly. “Now then,” I said,
opening the book to the proper place. “Let us begin…”
-Daniel’s TaleThe garden of Destiny. You would know it if you saw it.
After all, you will wander it until you die. Or beyond. For the paths are long,
and even in death there is no ending to them.
The paths fork and divide, branch and recombine to form a maze. With each
step you take through Destiny's garden, you make a choice; and every choice
determines future paths.
At the end of a lifetime, you might look back, and see only one path
stretching out behind you; or look ahead, and see only darkness.
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On either side of the path, the memories of people and places, buildings and
things, are suspended in time for the purpose of display and reminiscing. In this
spot may be a new temple of stone, and in the next section, separated by a mere
row of hedges, is the same temple in a ruinous state.
There are statues in the garden. Huge statues. If they move, as some claim
they do, it is too slowly to be perceived. These statues depict beings who are more
than gods; and like the garden’s perpetual dawn/dusk light, they are Endless.
You perceive but aspects of the Endless, as light glinting from one tiny facet
of some huge and flawlessly cut precious stone. You will spend time in the realm of
each of Destiny’s siblings - you will dream, despair, desire, destroy, delight and
otherwise... and, eventually, die.
Destiny is the oldest of the Endless; in the beginning was the Word, and it
was traced by hand on the first page of his book, before ever it was spoken aloud.
There are few who have seen beneath the shadow of his hood, but those who have
spied his eyes of milky white believe him to be blind; whilst others, perhaps with
more reason, claim that he has travelled far beyond blindness… that indeed, he
can do nothing but see: the fine traceries the galaxies make as they spiral through
the void, the intricate patterns living things make on their journey through time,
the movement of atoms; and he sees little difference between them.
He wanders the pathways of the garden, as you do, reading from a book
chained to his wrists (or, perhaps it is he who is chained to the book - it is
impossible to tell). You were his from the very first page, and only he will read how
your story comes out, a long time from now.
His grey cloak pools around his bare feet, leaving no footprints.
Now his path takes him into his dwelling, a place of corridors and halls.
The life-sized, gilt-framed paintings hanging in the gallery of Destiny’s hall
show his brothers and sisters as they might wish to be seen by the viewer at any
given moment (although the wish and the thing are so close in the realm of the
Endless that you cannot get a thin-bladed knife between them).
“Sister Death,” he said, addressing a painting of a pale young woman in a
svelte black dress, a white hand resting upon the handle of a black umbrella, and
an ankh pendant resting on the white flesh of her plunging decolletage (do stop
making that noise and expression, Mervyn - she is, after all, my elder sister).
Under her black wide-brimmed hat was a beautiful pale face with kind eyes, one of
which was lined in kohl with an Eye of Horus design.
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When the first living thing existed, she was there, waiting; and she converses
with everything that is born or created, though no one seems to remember that
particular conversation. In the end, she is there for all of them. When the last
living thing dies, her job is finished. She will put the chairs on the tables, turn out
the lights, and lock the universe behind her when she leaves.
“It is I, Destiny of the Endless, who calls you,” Destiny announced. “Come.”
Death stepped forth, her form morphing outward from the painted figure.
Stepping past the frame of gilt gold, her long, black lace-up heels clicked daintily
upon the marble floor. She fluffed out her short skirt of black tulle, and smiled
brightly at our brother.
“Hiya, big brother! What’s up?” she said. Destiny rather pointedly
compared her to the more sophisticated image of the painting. “Aw, c’mon, don’t
you even start,” warned Death, fussing with the boutonniere made of a brown, dry,
wilted flower pinned to her hair, which was a mess of split-ends. “You know how
much I hate wearing this stuff. Next you’re gonna tell me how I ought to get a
scythe…”
“Very well. I am satisfied.” He moved on to the painting of Dream, who
accumulated names to himself as others make friends; but he permitted himself few
friends. You who are assembled here would know him best as Morpheus.
Dream. Ah, that is a conundrum... Dreams shape the world. He moves
from dreamer to dreamer, flickering through their dreams; and the dreamer will
wake, and wonder why this dream seemed different... wonder how real their lives
can truly be.
This painting showed a pale man, whose normally wild hair was currently
corralled within the bounds of a tricorn-hat. He stood in the shadow of a gnarled
tree, silhouetted in the silver moonlight, which spilled upon the shoulder of his
dark, flowing cloak and glinted off the ruby scepter supporting his rake-thin frame.
At his waist was a pouch of sand in place of a coin-purse, and painted at his feet
was the impression of a strange Helmet, made from the skull of a dead god.
“Brother Dream, the family must meet,” said Destiny. “It is I, Des-”
“Brother, I too am fond of ceremony, but you need not introduce yourself,”
the painted figure of Morpheus mouthed. He stepped out past the gilt frame as his
sister had done, though more elegantly. “I doubt any of us have forgotten you in
the centuries since our last family meeting.” Morpheus took note of Death. “Well,
well. You have dressed formally also, I see.” He tipped his tricorn hat, revealing
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wild dark hairs that were coming loose from the constraints of his queue. “My
compliments.” Death responded most maturely, by sticking out her tongue.
Destiny moved past a frame covered with by red curtain. If he gave it any
thought, he did not show it. But although the painting in the gallery was hidden
from view, the statue in the outside gardens portrayed a towering warrior, a mass
of hulking muscle in armor; he was turned away to face the opposite direction as
his siblings, with his back to the light.
Everything created has an end. He is change incarnate, and to battle him is
futile. Nothing can escape him.
That is the way of Destruction.
Next came the portrait of Desire. No image may do Desire justice, for
to see her (or him), is to love him (or her), passionately, painfully, and to the
exclusion of all else. Never a possession, always the possessor, Desire is
everything you have ever wanted.
As such, the portrait did not even attempt to capture their likeness.
Instead, Desire chose to present themselves as outrageously as possible. It
was, after all, amongst siblings.
The figure in the portrait was an androgynous figure in pastel frills and an
extravagant brocade vest, astride a white horse. Desire held their riding crop
teasingly, a sly smile playing across red full lips, underneath the brim of a top-hat
turned coyly downward over one tawny eye the color of yellow wine.
When Desire dismounted into the hall, unbidden by Destiny, they wore
another outfit entirely: a corset, a garter with stockings, and a locked chastity-belt
codpiece. Desire smelled of sweat, late nights, sour wines, cheap perfume, and
leather. They cast two shadows: one black and sharp-edged, the other translucent
and wavering like a heat haze.
“A family meeting, eh Destiny?” drawled Desire, languorously. “I knew
you wanted to have one.” They nodded toward Dream. “And I imagine he knew
the moment that you dreamed it up. But what’s the occasion?”
If you have ever seen a painting by Henry Fuseli titled ‘Silence’, then you
have a general idea of what Despair’s portrait looked like - except she was nude,
and rather corpulent. The hair that fell in front of her despondent, downturned
head was messy, greasy, and hopelessly tangled.
Despair, Desire's twin, is queen of a bleak domain of tiny windows,
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hanging in the void - each window being, in your world, a mirror. Sometimes you
will look into a mirror and feel the eyes of Despair upon you, feel her hook catch
and snag on your heart.
She lumbered forward out of the gilt frame, her saggy grey flesh jostling
unpleasantly, accompanied by the musky and pungent odour like the skin of a
snake. Her cold and clammy bare feet, with its long and yellowed toenails, slapped
the floor. Despair pulled her scraggly hair back, roughly, tying it into a sloppy
topknot. It was then that one could see the thick brows, overshadowing the sunken
pits surrounding her eyes, which were the colour of sky on the grey, wet days that
leach the world of colour and meaning. Long tusks jutted out from her wide,
downturned mouth, the thick grey lips obscuring rows of tiny, sharp teeth.
“Destiny will tell us that in his own time,” spoke Despair, in little more than
a whisper. “He won’t be rushed.”
Desire regarded the museum hall with undisguised disapproval. “Hmph. I’ll
say - he only redecorates every 300 years.” Desire then looked Destiny up and
down, and sighed dramatically. “And still with the basic gray…”
“What is lost time to us?” said Despair. “We have all the time there is.”
The final painting was of a strawberry-blonde young girl in a straw hat,
standing in a sunlit field upon the crest of a grassy hill, gazing with radiant joy at
a handful of pink and gold flowers.
However, the girl who emerged was quite different.
Her appearance is the most variable of all the Endless, who, at best, are
ideas cloaked in the semblance of flesh. Her shadow’s shape and outline has no
relationship to that of any body she wears.
“I losT soMe tiMe onCe! iT’s alWays iN tHe lAst pLaCe yOu loOk foR iT,”
she said, her voice warbling strangely, shifting tone and volume at random
intervals. She noticed that five other pairs of eyes were directed her way, and
gestured nervously, in something that must have begun as a wave of greeting but
turned into a fluttering motion when she thought better of it. “uM, HI. It’S, uH,
ME.”
Delirium was once Delight. As she grew up, or at least grew older,
the blossoms began to fall in her domain, becoming smudged and formless colors.
She now resembled a young teenager, and was dressed in an oversized and ragged
coat. Her hair was wild and wavy, and she had mismatched gloves, shoes and
socks, all with holes in them. Even her eyes were mismatched - one a vivid green,
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one vein-blue and filled with flecks of silver, which swam about like a school of
fish.
Who knows what Delirium sees, through her mismatched eyes?
“Isn’T iT NICE...aLL Of uS...toGETher liKe thiS... it’S sO... NIce...” she
murmured to herself, in an almost sing-songy manner.
“How you doin’, Sis?” asked Death.
Delirium chewed on her hair and fiddled with her clothing. “WelL, uH...
yesTerDay I diD soMe BAD sTufF. I mEaN REAL bAd. You kNoW…” She
brightened. “BUT! TODAY I diD soMe GOOD tHinGs.” Then, her eyebrows knit
together. “I don’T knoW,” she admitted, trembling. She glanced at Despair
sidelong. “YOU kNoW.” Despair nodded - she did indeed. Death patted Delirium
on the back reassuringly, and Delirium responded with a hug... one initiated by
pouncing upon her sister desperately, like a drowning cat upon a piece of
driftwood.
“Now that we are all assembled…” began Destiny, before noticing that all
of his siblings, at that moment, turned to look at the painting covered up with the
red curtain. They had just realized that one of their number would not be joining
them.
“I kinda hoped he had changed his mind,” said Death, sadly.
“I mISS hiM…” moaned Delirium.
“We ALL miss him,” said Despair, in a hollow voice like an echo.
“I don’t,” refuted Desire.
“Hush,” said Destiny. “He has made his intentions perfectly clear. Let us,
who still consider ourselves family, go to the refectory; there are things to discuss.”
“YeS!” agreed Delirium wholeheartedly, as she and the others followed
Destiny. “LiKe...I meT this guY iN thiS cluB in... SOmeWheRe. LaTe at night. I
dOn’T kNow wheRe iT waS.” Delirium spotting Death’s wilted flower
boutonniere, which she snatched off and made glow in rainbow colors as they
walked. “HE wANteD to KISS mE… bUT I doN’T liKe tO bE tOUcheD...sO i
diD thiS StufF tO hIM So hE oNly SaW coLoRs. REaL pReTty colOrS
thOUGh…” The flower in her hand transformed into two butterflies and flew off.
“...preTTy. I jUst maDe buTterFliEs! LOoK, eVerYbOdy! LOok aT whAt i JuSt
diD...buTtErflIes…”
The Endless siblings were led to a seven-sided dining table, laden with fruit
and lit with candles. Grey apparitions floated about as servers, pulling out chairs
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and placing cups, plates and bowls upon the table. The Endless, save for the
exception of Destiny who remained standing, took their seats.
And then there was silence.
“Well… here we all are,” announced Death, as an icebreaker.
Delirium fidgeted and squirmed in her chair. “Uhh. YeS. HeRe We...
Umm… SoMeTiMes i FoRgeT whaT I wAs goInG tO saY.”
At last, Destiny spoke. “I suppose you must be wondering why I called you
all here.”
“Yes,” said Dream, whose impatience was clear despite only meaning to
sound neutral.
“Partially, it concerns our wayward brother Destruction,” said Destiny. “But
in truth, all of The Endless have begun to tilt toward their most negative extremes.
This cannot last, or there will be severe consequences… for us, and for those we
serve.”
“I serve no one,” contended Desire.
“You do,” insisted Destiny. “Remember this: we of the Endless are the
servants of the living - we are not their masters. We exist because they know, deep
in their hearts, that we exist. And we do not manipulate them. If anything, they
manipulate us. We are their toys. Their dolls, if you will. And you - and Despair,
and our poor Delirium - should remember that. When the last living thing has left
this universe, then our task will be done. And unless something is done, that may
soon come to pass.” Destiny paused. “But none of you are capable of producing
the shift that needs to occur. At least, not of your own volition. Something
important will happen… something that sparks a chain of events, causing much
change and upheaval.”
“And what IS that something?” asked Despair.
“This meeting,” said Destiny, taking a seat at last. The other siblings waited
a moment for him to continue; but when it became apparent that he had no such
intention, they exchanged confused glances.
“You must explain this further,” said Dream.
“No,” answered Destiny, flatly. “That is all.”
Desire cocked an eyebrow as their red lips sipped from a glass of wine. “All
you KNOW, or all you’ll SAY?”
“I have brought you all here. The rest is up to you.”
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As another awkward, perturbed silence took hold, Dream stood up abruptly.
“This is foolish. I have duties to attend to. I will leave now.”
“That will not happen,” said Destiny. “Yet.”
“Aw, c’mon, hang around for a little,” urged Death. “It’s been centuries
since we were all together - we MUST have things to talk about, right?” Dream sat
back down stiffly, arms crossed. Death picked a grape from a cluster, and offered
it to him. “Have a grape.”
“I do not want a grape.”
Desire grinned. “I could MAKE you want a grape.” Dream scowled. “I am
Desire, am I not?” continued Desire, pressing the point. “That is what I do. I make
things WANT things.” Delirium’s butterflies flew past, and Desire idly touched
both of them. One of the butterflies darted with purpose toward a candle on the
table, with the other following in pursuit. “Where I touch,” said Desire, in a low
voice, “things want, need, love, drawn to their desire. Like... butterflies, to a
flame.”
“Moths,” corrected Despair, past her hand miserably clawing at her face.
As Desire’s twin, she anticipated what was to come - for wherever Desire went,
Despair soon followed. “You mean moths.”
Delirium gasped as the first of the butterflies flew right into the candle’s
flame, its body consumed and wings turning brown.
The other followed immediately after.
Desire’s grin flashed, like the slash-wound of a knife. “Butterflies,” they said
with relish.
Delirium jumped up on her seat. “ThOse wERe MINE!!” she shrieked with
uncontrolled rage, punctuating each word by stomping upon the table. The tremor
ran through the table, causing the bowls, plates and glassware to clink and clatter.
Death outstretched her hand, and the ghosts of the butterflies alighted upon
it.
“They’re yours now, Sister,” said Despair, with some relief.
“Yes,” said Death softly, gazing down at the butterflies.
Delirium was still twitching at Desire. “YoU diDn’T haVe tO Do tHaT!”
Desire chuckled. “Oh I know, I really didn’t! But I WANTED to, dear
sister.”
“DoN’t lAuGh aT mE, DeSiRe! DoN’t maKe fuN oF mE.” Delirium pointed
at Destiny. “I kNoW loTs Of tHinGs, ThiNGs noT eVeN HE kNoWs. Do yOu?!”
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“Calm yourself, little sister,” intoned Destiny.
“I’M cALm… I’M SOOO CALM.”
Despair sighed. “We never argued like this when Destruction was here. He
would have made a joke or something.”
“Who’s arguing? I’m not arguing,” said Desire. “We’re having a perfectly
civilized conversation.” The knife-like grin reappeared. “Isn’t that right,
DELIGHT?”
Delirium sat back down, slowly, her face slipping into the shadow of her
high-backed chair. “DeLiGht waS a lOnG tiMe aGo,” she said, ominously.
“Oops,” said Desire with a flippant shrug. “Silly me.”
“We bicker pointlessly because we have nothing to discuss,” said the
sonorous tones of Dream.
“Well, what about you, my brother?” inquired Desire, leaning forward
eagerly, over clasped hands. “How’s your love life? Have you kept in touch with
that old flame of yours? I’m sure things have been HELL for her.”
Dream clenched his teeth. “You...dare-”
Desire snapped their fingers. “Nada! That was her name… as well as what
you left her with. I nearly forgot.”
“SoMetiMes I reMemBer thiNgs evErYoNe elsE hAs forgoTten fOreVer
AnD alWaYs…”
“Such a sweet child,” Desire went on, as Dream quietly fumed. “I know - I
could taste her heart. She really did love you, for some reason. And so pretty, too.
But what you put her through wasn’t very pretty at all. Because she wouldn’t stay
with you until you tired of her, because she hurt your petty pride, you’ve had her
tortured for… what has it been now, ten thousand years?”
Dream rose up and slammed his fist on the table. “ENOUGH! Why, I
should-”
“You shall do nothing in this place, brother Dream,” said Destiny, calmly.
Dream straightened, composing himself. “I believe I will go outside...I do
not care for the company here.” He turned briskly, dark cape slicing the air, and
stormed out onto a balcony.
“Well! What’s the matter with him?” said Desire, putting their fingers to
their lips coquettishly. “Do you think it was something I said?”
Death rose from her chair and gave Desire an icy look. “Desire, if you ever
want to speak again... shut up.
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Desire’s eyes went wide, cowed into silence, as it watched Death go out to
the balcony after Dream.
“You feeling okay?” asked Death of her brother, who leaned upon the
railing of the balcony, overlooking the garden of time.
Dream turned about, folding his arms. “No. I am not ‘feeling okay.’ You
know how I felt for her once... what I feel for her still.”
Death took a spot next to him, leaning over the balcony herself. “Desire’s
right: Nada loved you. She really did.”
“I would have made her a goddess,” lamented Dream. “But she defied me. I
gave her due warning, but still she spurned me. So…”
“...So you sentenced her to Hell.”
A distant look came into the dark pools of Dream’s eyes. “ ...Yes,” he
whispered.
“You did a TERRIBLE thing to that poor girl. You acted appallingly.”
Dream snapped to attention, pointing at her dramatically. “What?! You
too?! Even you turn on me, Sister?!”
Death put her hands on her hips. “Oh, just shut up and let me finish! You
can shout at me afterwards.”
Dream lowered his arm, grim with barely-suppressed rage. “Desire has no
right to mock me for a situation THEY directly caused.
“Desire might have given you the... well, desire. But they cannot force you
to do anything. Condemning someone to an eternity in Hell, just because she
turned you down...that’s a really shitty thing to do.” Death paused a moment, then
drew in breath and exhaled. “Okay. I’ve finished. You can shout at me now.”
But instead, Dream buried his face in his hand. “Is this how you truly feel?
That I have been unjust?”
Death almost imperceptibly winced, then nodded. “Yes.”
Dream lifted his chin, his frame straightening to become rigid and resolute.
“Very well. My course is clear.” He placed the tricorn-hat back upon his head.
“Pray tell my siblings I was needed elsewhere, and could not stay. Though it might
mean my doom, I must journey to Hell.” He took up Death’s pale hand and kissed
it chastely. “Adieu.”
“You too, Dream.”
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Dream poured sand out from his pouch and onto his hand. He threw the
sand in the air, and it swirled around him.
“Hey Dream!” He looked up. Death gave him a worried smile. “Don’t do
anything stupid.”
Dream’s physical form began to fade away, leaving Death with only the
sound of his voice. “I am afraid it is too late for that admonition,” he said, his
voice now fading as well. “Either I shall bring Nada out of Hell… or I shall see
you again soon, my sister... one final time...”
Inside, Destiny turned the page of his book to follow along with the events
transpiring. If any of his siblings were watching or listening - which they were not
- they would have seen him grimace and let out a frustrated sigh. “So that is how it
must be,” he murmured to himself. “I see. My work begins now.” Then, louder, he
announced to the others: “This meeting is adjourned.” Destiny snapped the book
shut with a puff of dust, the sound echoing like thunder in the great hall.
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-3“A Hope in Hell”

I lifted my gaze to check how my audience was doing, unsure from their silence
whether they were pleased thus far. Their expressions gave me no further clue;
except for Cain, who scowled and shook his head.
“What is the matter, Cain?”
“Where is the drama in this scene?” he asked. “Are we really supposed to
care about a dull family meeting, with a bit of petty squabbling providing our only
source of conflict?”
“Not to mention the oblique references to past events, which many of us
have no context for,” said Lucien. “I thought you said you would start at the
beginning.”
“This is the beginning,” I told them. “And if I explained every detail,
Lucien, it would upset Cain even further.”
“I’m not upset,” said Cain. “I merely think you should allow me to coach
you, Dream Lord, until you are ready to take on the full mantle of the Prince of
Stories.”
“You will understand in due time,” I assured them.
“I think it’s nuh-nice that n-no one’s k-killed anybody yet,” said Abel.
“You would, wouldn’t you?” said Cain, clucking his tongue. “Ninny. Stories
aren’t about being ‘nice’. There’s absolutely nothing juicy in that.”
“I like to hear about s-siblings who l-love each other,” said Abel, doubling
down. There was a hint of resentment in his voice.
“I think that a murder would have livened things up a bit, personally,” said
Cain.
“I have ta agree with the psychopath here,” said Mervyn. “When’s the action
gonna start?”
“You men,” said Nuala with disdain. “I think it’s rather obviously a love
story. Isn’t that right, Dream Lord?”
I tilted my head, considering the notion. “I hadn’t intended it that way,” I
admitted.
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“What?! But why?!” cried Nuala. “Isn’t Lord Morpheus going to Hell to
rescue his beloved? He said he still had feelings for her!”
“He did have feelings for Nada. But he felt guilt over what happened to her
realm”
Nuala gasped, placing a skinny hand over her heart. “Was she a princess?”
“She was a queen. Sole monarch of her ancient land.”
“You dames, yer all the same,” scoffed Mervyn, “With all of those ‘feelings’
a’yers. Give ‘em a tragical romance full a’gooshy stuff, and they go all
a’twitterpated. Me, I’m a regular joe - a man’s man. I go for the macho stuff. Give
me a buncha guns and explosions and stuff any day, and I’m happy.”
“I do not share your enthusiasm for such nonsense,” said Lucien. “It all
sounds dreadfully low-brow to me.”
“That’s cuz yer what fellas like me like ta call a stick-in-the-mud, Loosh,”
said Mervyn. “Learn ta live a little! ‘Sides, point is our Boss just said there weren’t
no romance in this here story, so that means it’s gotta have some action.”
“I must refute both points,” I said. “I did not say there would be no
romance, nor did I promise action.”
“What?!” cried Mervyn, smoke shooting out sideways out of his face-holes
in opposite directions. “Whaddya mean, there’s no action?! If that’s so, Boss, then
I sure won’t be stickin’ around!”
I sighed. “I did not say that either. I am not making this story up as I go these events really happened. As such, I cannot simply add a murder as you
suggest, Cain.”
“Great, a history lesson,” grumbled Mervyn, sinking lower in his seat.
“I can, however, choose from amongst the myriad of events that occured,” I
said. “From any possible viewpoint or perspective. That is why this book was
impossible for you to read, Mervyn. My role as an Endless allows me to see from
all angles simultaneously, without becoming overwhelmed or losing my mind.” I
immediately regretted explaining this to them, for they all acquired a rather greedy
countenance.
"So you could focus more on the women and romance if you wanted to,"
said Nuala, as a statement rather than a question.
"Bring on the blood and guts then!" cried Matthew the Raven. "Let's hear
about Hell first, that should be gruesome. And then I know for a fact that our late
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Boss dealt with some serial killers after that…which included an escaped
nightmare with a taste for eyeballs..."
"What, ya mean... like you?" quipped Mervyn.
"I only go for the eyes after they're dead, typically," said Matthew, ruffling
his feathers indignantly. "Big difference."
"You're both awful," said Nuala. "I have no interest in gore and serial
killers."
"Well yer outnumbered, Toots," said Mervyn. "There's five of us here, and
only two a'you."
"You're wrong that all us 'dames' - as you really shouldn't call us, by the way
- are all alike," said my mother Rose. "Who says I want to hear about romance?"
"You don't?" asked Nuala.
"No, I don't," said Rose, looking away. "I hate love."
"Well that settles it," said Mervyn. "Yer audience has spoken, Boss."
"I didn't say I shared your preference for violent and disturbing content,"
objected Lucien. "The lady is correct in her assertion that one cannot assume
another's tastes based solely on their apparent gender."
"Even so, yer still outnumbered," said Mervyn.
"This is not a democracy," I interjected. "Nor is it a choose-your-ownadventure story. There will be no voting, and I will not be asking you what you
want to hear. I am telling this story, not you. And as long as this is the case, you
must choose to listen, or not. There are no other options."
My audience became stricken with silence. But not for long. “Well this
attitude sounds familiar,” commented Mervyn.
I exhaled, attempting to compose myself. I must not let their complaints
distract me: for I was not telling this story merely for their sake, but for my own, in
order so that I could better process and incorporate the valuable lessons within.
“And so,” I went on, “the Dream that was Morpheus descended into the abyss…”
-Daniel’s TaleHell, as some of you know, is a state of mind.
It is also, therefore, a place within The Dreaming.
You’d be forgiven for thinking that the Lord of Dreams would have nothing
to fear traversing one of his own realms, but you would still be wrong. Dream
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could live forever, yes, but he could also be killed, in Reality or in a place that was
not a place, such as Hell. And Hell was very dangerous indeed, one of the most
dangerous of all the realms of nightmare. At any time, should the nightmares
decide to rise up against their king, his incarnation would be done for.
The wind that blew between worlds screamed silently through the empty
places… the nothing wind, traveling from nowhere to nowhere, in the uncreated
wastes. It chilled Morpheus as he fell. He was reminded of another who fell, on a
night like this one, so many eons long passed away. Morpheus watched him, since
the beginning of his creation, when he was the angel Samael, called Lucifer
Morningstar. The name meant ‘bringer of light’. Of all the angels, he was the
finest, the most beautiful, the most powerful. Morpheus also watched him fall; yet
even as he fell, the Morningstar’s face was undefeated, his eyes proud.
Lucifer and Morpheus were not on the best of terms. Lucifer resented
Morpheus for not intervening in the rebellion, and took it to mean that Morpheus
sided with humanity, or his father, or both. For if you were not Lucifer’s friend, he
counted you amongst his enemies.
Morpheus planned to use the main gate. He did not have to: the doors of
Hell are legion. There were entrances less well guarded, and more poorly
defended, than the main gate, and it was no great task for Morpheus to open doors.
But Morpheus believed in doing things properly: this meant dressing himself
formally, as Dream of the Endless, with his helm and his ruby dreamstone pendant
and the dark robes of his office. And, once he found Nada, he would meet with the
Lord of Hell.
He did not have high hopes for the meeting.
“I could stay here,” said a brief thought in Morpheus’ mind, “abandon my
quest, hang forever in the void, safe and cold and alone.” Then, his inner voice
answered firmly “No. We do as we must do.”
Already the winds were dying back, signaling the transition from nowhere to
WHERE. Already the mists were parting. “Welcome to Hell,” he told himself. And
he was afraid.
Welcome to Hell.
Morpheus landed on the nightward shores. He had not visited this domain
for a very long time, and never alone.
And tonight, he felt very alone.
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He made his way into the Wood of Suicides, which at this time was still a
tiny grove compared to what it is now. The leafless, gnarled trees moaned their
woes from agonized faces, on endless repeat to any who would listen. They spoke
of their last thoughts as living beings, before they - voluntarily - shuffled off their
mortal coil and arrived here in the form of twisted and tortured wood. They spoke
of pills, plastic bags, guns, blades, rope… the details were different, but the stories
were all fundamentally the same. “Hurt...hurting...” was the most common refrain
of their miserable whispers and chorused cries. “I thought the hurting would
stop…” Despair came here, sometimes, to check upon the souls that used to be
hers, who disappeared from the sight of her mirrors with their departure. It was
the only part of the Dreaming she ever had any interest in visiting.
Being an inferno of pain and flame and ice, where every nightmare had
come true long since, it was not considered a pleasant place by the majority of its
inhabitants; however, being dead, and being there (as they imagined) against their
will, their opinions counted for little.
And indeed, had Hell been pleasant, they would have felt cheated; they were
there for pain, for suffering, for torment.
Which they received in abundance.
The other inhabitants of this place were not dead; however, neither were
they alive, in any biological sense of the word.
Humanity called them demons, without understanding what it had named.
There was little that demonkind had in common with the legions of damned
souls with whom they shared the infernal marches.
However, they all agreed on one thing.
This was as bad as it got.
It couldn’t get any worse.
Morpheus approached the gate of Hell, upon which many bodies were
grotesque impaled. One of the bodies held a shield, and Morpheus hit this with his
fist. It rang like a gong, echoing through the wastes of Hell.
An orange-skinned, bipedal demon prowled out of the mists on the other side
of the gate, with an axe having replaced one of its foreclaws. It had no nose or
lower part of its face, just two large blue eyes and a gaping, forever-bleeding mass
of flesh that served as a tongue. “THERE’S ONE AT THE DOOR, AT THE
GATE OF DAMNATION…” it burbled. “IS IT THIEF, THUG OR WHORE?
THERE’S ONE AT THE DOOR… AND THERE’S ROOM FOR ONE MORE
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TILL THE END OF CREATION… THERE’S ONE AT THE DOOR. AT THE
GATE OF DAMNATION HHHUUUHHH…”
“Greetings, Squatterbloat,” said Morpheus, through the bars. “I wish to
find a prisoner, named Nada. Take me to her immediately.”
Squatterbloat wheezed a laugh.
As I have said, doors are no matter for Dream. He pushed through them
easily. “I will take no insults from you, little demon,” he said. “Guard your
tongue.” But the demon did not heed the warning quickly enough, for Morpheus
reached out and grabbed him by the tongue, and with a twist of his arms, sent the
demon spinning through the air.
“BACK TO YOUR GATE AND DUTY, SQUATTERBLOAT!” said
another rough voice. “I’LL TAKE THE DREAMLORD, PLAY HIS
GUARDIAN… FOR INNOCENTS ABROAD NEED GUIDES OF NOTE - AND
WHO NOTES MORE THAN ME…?” The one speaking was a hunched-over
demon. “ ...THAN ETRIGAN?”
“Etrigan,” echoed Morpheus. “Yes, Merlin’s demon. The half-man. I
remember you. So you’re a rhymer now? You’ve risen in Hell’s hierarchy, I see.”
“THINGS CHANGE,” was Etrigan’s response. “THIS WAY. THINGS
CHANGE… IN EARTH AND HELL… TO RISE AMONG THE FALLEN?
STRANGE AND TRUE. BUT AS THINGS CHANGE LORD, THEY
TRANSMUTE AS WELL. AND IF I’VE CHANGED, O KING, THEN WHAT
OF YOU?
“Perhaps,” said Morpheus, his favorite word and answer. But he would say
no more.
Meanwhile, Squatterbloat moved out into the Wood of Suicides, and
appeared to be telling them to clear off (in rhyme, no doubt). For those that did not
uproot themselves and move of their own volition, he began chopping them down
with his axe-hand. The trees would roll away, following the others.
This greatly puzzled Morpheus, but he would not stop to ask about the
goings-on of Hell - at least not yet, not until he had found Nada. And not of a rankand-file demon. Surely there would be time enough to ask the Morningstar himself
for an explanation. But Nada came first.
Nada was held in the cliffs that circle Weep-not, in a barred cell carved from
rock, lined with needle-sharp shards of volcanic glass. There is no food or water in
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that place. Morpheus supposed that she must be hungry… and that she had been
hungry for a very long time.
He reached into the pouch and touched the sand inside. He sifted it through
his fingers, feeling each grain of it, inexhaustible. Endless. Like himself - and
myself - like the few others of our kind. Endless. Morpheus climbed the winding
and jagged path up the cliff, thinking about what he would use that dreamsand for
once he found her - to leave this place, first of all, that much was clear. Then to go
to a place that would suit her, that would be filled with food and all the other
comforts that had been denied to her in this place.
As Morpheus neared her cell, he felt relief. “Strange,” he thought. “I cannot
believe that my task can be this simple. But perhaps it will be. Perhaps I will
simply inform Nada that she is free, and we will leave this place together,
unchallenged and unharmed. Perhaps…” And he was just about to remove his
helmet, made of the skull of a dead god, so that Nada would not think he was yet
another demon come to torture her… but before he could do so, he looked inside
the cell.
It was empty.
“Nada?” he asked, into the nothingness. “NADAAA!” His mind raced.
“They have taken her,” he thought. “They have hidden her from me.” But then he
noticed that there was something deeply wrong. Even for Hell, there was
something wrong. He listened.
Silence, pure and dead.
He felt with his mind.
Nothing.
It was not just Nada who had gone.
They had all gone. The dead, and the never-born. All of them.
Where were they? Where was she? What trickery was this?
Even Etrigan, his guide up until that point, was gone.
“Hello, Dream,” said a beautiful voice in the air behind him, but it was not
Nada’s voice. It belonged to a man. Morpheus turned to see a youthful-looking
man of exquisite features, held aloft by dark, bat-like wings.
“Lucifer. Where is she?” asked Morpheus, with none of the civility he had
intended to use when greeting the Morningstar.
“Take off that silly Helmet, and we’ll talk.” Morpheus made no move. “Why
sweet Morpheus… are you scared of me?” Lucifer asked, mockingly. When still no
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answer came, Lucifer shrugged and sighed dramatically. “Very well. I promise, no
harm will come to you while we are in the bounds of Hell.”
Morpheus pulled off the helmet, and Lucifer nodded with approval.
“Much better. You want to know what is going on?”
“Yes.”
“Isn’t it obvious?, Dream King?” said Lucifer, grinning proudly. “I’ve
QUIT.” Lucifer waited for that idea to sink in, but Morpheus wasn’t sure how to
react. Lucifer frowned. “Honestly, Morpheus. You need not stare at us - at ME,
rather - with that ridiculous expression on your face.”
“I do not understand. There is some trick here, some stratagem or ruse…”
“No. I’ve stopped. I’ve resigned. I am leaving. Can I make myself any
plainer?”
“You… you refer to yourself in the singular, Morningstar.”
“Exactly. I have no need for the royal ‘we’ anymore. I am no king,
Morpheus. Not anymore.”
Lucifer flew away and downward. Morpheus followed, flying with him over
the empty Hell, and tried to process what had occurred.
“How? How can you even…?”
“Easy. Ten billion years I’ve spent in this place. That’s a long time.”
“Perhaps, Prince Lucifer.”
“You can forget the honorifics,” snapped Lucifer. “Rank never mattered to
me, not really. But the demons expected it. Which is one reason I’ve quit.” Lucifer
gestured over the vasty plains of Hell, where demons once roamed. “Imagine being
their lord and master. A million of them, or more, squabbling and warring and
carrying on… I watched their strange little fashions. The centuries they spent
wearing the bodies of animals… the ridiculous vogue for rhyme to denote status demons who spoke exclusively in villanelles, haiku or triolets… and above all, the
fashion of intrigue.” Lucifer let out an incredulous huff that was almost a laugh.
“Why, just recently, one of the minor demons, a little rhymer, thought to declare
himself a king of hell. It came to nothing. These things never do.
“They come to our palace and say “we have battled: there will be a
coalition.” I say, “very well…” and before long they oust each other, and destroy
each other, and it matters not.
“Or they say “Lucifer, you are deposed, you are no longer King of Hell - as
if merely saying something were enough to make it true. They believe themselves
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Lucifer's equals, all these pitiful little gnats. I was - I am - more powerful than any
of them. I could have destroyed any of them - perhaps all of them, without much
effort.
So instead I manipulated them; set them one against the other; let them
faction and divide and plot. I choreographed the legions of the damned and
orchestrated the screaming. In the beginning, I enjoyed it.
But… but I grew weary, Dream Lord. Mightily weary. I ceased to care.”
“I understand, Morningstar, the nightmare it can be to rule over
nightmares. But it is your responsibility to the mortals.”
“Ah, yes, the mortals! I ask you, why?”
“Why what, first among the fallen?”
Lucifer turned so that he was facing Morpheus. He leaned back, as if riding
the air-current. “Why do they blame me for all their little failings?” he asked.
“They use my name as if I spend my entire day sitting on their shoulders, forcing
them to commit acts they would otherwise find repulsive. “The Devil made me do
it.” I have never made one of them do anything. Never.
And then they die, and they come here - having transgressed against what
they believe to be right - and expect us to fulfill their desire for pain and
retribution.” Lucifer spotted something then. “Ah, here we are - this holdout soul
should be a fine example for you,” He swooped downward, Morpheus following, in
the direction of a large stone slab overlooking the starving jubilee.
Bound to the face of the stone slab with old iron chains and nails, was a
man, large powerful-looking.
Lucifer hovered before him, arms crossed. “You! Did you not hear my
proclamation? You are free.”
The man’s tortured and stretched flesh moved around the mouth area, and a
dry, deep and hollow voice emerged: “I...will not...leave…”
“Oh, but you WILL leave,” Lucifer assured.
“You… do not… understand. I am Breshchau.”
“So?”
“I am receiving just punishment... for the crimes I committed while I was
alive,” the man said with great pain and effort. “For my crimes… were monstrous
things.”
“I don’t care about your crimes,” said Lucifer, impatiently. “I want you out
of here.”
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“I am Breschau of Livonia,” the man labored on, heedless of Lucifer. “I took
my mother by force, and I strangled my sister when she would not consent to my
advances. I ripped out the tongues of those who spoke against me, and cut the
unborn babes from the wombs of my enemies’ women, that they would not
become warriors to rise against me. I bathed in their blood. Soon my name was
whispered in the night by mothers to terrify their children into obedience.
I am Breschau, and when my mistress was unfaithful, I cut the nose from her
face, and wore it about my neck. I had her sewn to her lover, and left them in the
desert to be eaten by wild dogs. And I laughed as I heard them scream.
I am Breschau, and this is my punishment.”
“You must go,” reiterated Lucifer.
“Did you not hear me, fiend?! I have killed-”
“I heard. You killed a number of people, who by now would be long-since
dead anyway. So what? You’ve been chained to this slab for eleven hundred years.
Haven’t you tortured yourself enough?”
“It is not I who tortures me,” insisted Breschau. “It is the vengeance of the
Lord! I-”
“-am Breschau,” Lucifer completed for him. “Yes, I know.”
Morpheus addressed the chained man. “No one today remembers
Breschau,” he intoned. “The world has forgotten you.”
“Demon, I will not be fooled by your prattle,” Breschau spat.
“He’s right,” said Lucifer. “No one. I doubt one living mortal in a hundred
thousand would be able to point to where Livonia USED to be on a map.”
“This man thrives on the dream of being Hell’s most evil prisoner,” mused
Morpheus. “I shall take that away from him.” Morpheus fixed his gaze upon
Breschau, eyes sparkling within their black pools.
Breschau’s eyes went wide with shock, and after a moment, the chains and
the iron nails fell away. Breschau fell forward, not even attempting to stop his fall
as his ruined face landed in the dirt. When slowly he rose, his body heaved as he
was wracked with sobs, tears falling from his eyes and turning to smoke on the hot
ground. He seemed more tortured now that he was free, than he was chained and
pinned upon the stone.
“What have you done to me?!” Breschau demanded. “I feel like I am... no
one!”
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“Because that’s what you are,” said Lucifer. He jerked his head. “Enough.
Go.”
Breschau got to his feet, and stumbled slowly away. “But… where do I go?”
he asked quietly, bewildered - more to himself than to either of them, for he no
longer seemed to pay them any mind. “Where the hell do I go?” he repeated.
“Away,” answered Lucifer, determined to have the last word regardless. He
returned his attention to Morpheus. “Can you imagine what it was like? Ten
billion years spent providing a place for mortals like that to torure themselves. And
like all masochists, they called the shots: “burn me” “freeze me” “eat me” “hurt
me”... And we did. They talk of me going around buying souls, like a fishwife
come market day, never stopping to ask themselves why. I need no souls. And how
can anyone own a soul? No. They belong to themselves… they just hate to have to
face up to it. I don’t make them come here.”
Lucifer gave Morpheus a pointed glance, and Morpheus felt such intense
shame that he was forced to look away. “That’s right,” said Lucifer, a cold look of
judgement in his eyes. “But YOU did send her here, didn’t you? The woman.
Queen Nada. She was the one person in Hell that was not here because she wanted
it, or felt she deserved it. And people call ME evil. No wonder you’re here in Hell you came here for the same reason anyone else does.”
“I did not come here for torture,” refuted Dream. “I came to free her. To
apologize to her.”
Lucifer snickered. “I’m something of an expert in these matters.
Apologizing, in person, to a woman you’ve most horrifically wronged… sounds
like torture to me.” Lucifer alighted upon the ground, outside the main gate of
Hell. Morpheus, unthinking, landed beside him. The gates closed by themselves,
and Lucifer took a key from a belt at his waist. The key was large, and made of
corroded metal. Lucifer placed the key inside the lock, and turned. “Morpheus. I
swore I would not harm you within the bounds of Hell, did I not?”
“Yes. You did.”
“Well… we are now outside the bounds of Hell.” Lucifer turned to face
Morpheus, and in his hand he held a wicked-looking knife.
“I’ve always hated you,” Lucifer continued. “‘Better to reign in hell than to
serve in heaven’, that is the line Milton wrote for me to say. But I do not reign
here. I never have. For what power would Hell have, if those here imprisoned were
not able to dream of heaven?”
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Morpheus steeled himself. He was not accustomed to fighting, but he had
arrived prepared for such an eventuality. He took the Helmet out from the folds of
his robes, where he had been holding it in the crook of his arm, and placed it over
his head.
Then Lucifer turned the knife around, offering the handle to Morpheus.
“You must cut off my wings,” said Lucifer. “It is the last thing that needs
doing. Please, do this thing for me. “
Morpheus took the knife.“Very well, if that is truly what you wish.”
Lucifer knelt down upon the coarse dust.
And Morpheus commenced cutting.
Lucifer screamed, as Morpheus sawed at the flesh of his wings, through
sinew and muscle and bone. The blood gushed forth, hitting the bulbous eyes of
Morpheus’ skull-helmet. And the scream of Lucifer was long and horrendous,
reverberating across the desolate Hellscape.
When the deed was done, Morpheus cast aside two pairs of bloodied,
leathery wings.
Upon Lucifer’s back were two gaping and bleeding wounds. Lucifer's
breathing was ragged.
“Lucifer.” Morpheus was hopeful that he had earned an answer from
Lucifer, in return for this gruesome favor. “Where is she?”
“Out there...somewhere,” said Lucifer, gesturing vaguely. “There are...so
many of them...all my little disembodied refugees… fluttering away through the
dimensions…”
Morpheus’ jaw set grimly. Lucifer would be no help at all. This was
pointless.
Lucifer rose to his feet, and turned about to face Morpheus. He extended his
hand, which held the large and corroded key.
“This is for you, Dream Lord. Take it.”
“The key to Hell?”
“Exactly. It’s yours now. It’s all yours - a locked and empty Hell. Perhaps it
will help you find what you seek.” Lucifer began to fade away. “But somehow…
somehow I doubt it will.”
Morpheus felt cold.
And it wasn’t just the cold metal of the key in his hand, nor the cold wind
blowing through a now-empty Hell.
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Something big and terrible was happening. Something in Reality. And it
required his immediate attention.
He feared it might already be too late.
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-4“Last Son”

“Ohh no, I think I know where this is going...” said Matthew the Raven, through
dark feathers covering his eyes.
“Getting squeamish?” said Cain. “I thought you liked this sort of thing.”
“Naw, it’s just… I was there, sort of. I remember what went down,”
explained Matthew.
A look passed between all the members of my Dreamtime crew, and their
expressions darkened. All of them who had human-like skin blanched, casting their
gazes downward. Only my mother Rose looked confused. “Whatever it is, it must
have been before my time,” she said. “So what happened?”
“Indeed, it was long before your time Mother,” I said. “And it occurred far
away from Earth.” I cleared my throat, for effect. “So... once upon a time, in a
galaxy far, far away…”
“Oh geez,” griped Mervyn. “Nerd.”
I smiled at that, for it was true. “...there was a giant red sun, and its name
was Rao. Orbiting Rao was a small planet, much like Earth. And living upon this
Earth-like planet was a race remarkably similar to humans. The planet’s name
was…”
“Krypton,” said Rose, her eyes widening. “Holy shit.”
I nodded. “The birthplace of Superman.” At this, my assembled listeners
perked up significantly.
“Now that sounds promising,” said Mervyn.
“It does,” agreed Nuala.
Mervyn looked at her in surprise. “Hey, whaddya know? We finally we
agree on something!”
“Is he as strong and handsome as they say he is?” asked Nuala of me.
“He was.”
Her face fell. “Why the past tense, Dream Lord?”
“We shall come to that,” I promised. “But first, Krypton.”
-Daniel’s Tale-
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If there is one thing that all sentient beings have in common, it is desire.
And like most of the Endless, without their siblings to keep it in check,
Desire ran amok.
You see, Dream’s undivided attention was necessary to give Desire a
tangible and productive form. Desire can be a great thing, a motivating thing,
fueling lofty ambitions and hope. In ideal circumstances, hope leads one to delight.
But if one cannot be bothered to reminisce about the past, nor imagine the
consequences of current actions upon the future, then Desire becomes nothing
more than a path of impulse and delusion, winding through the realms of Despair
and Delirium.
And at the end of that path, Destruction waited.
Destruction was older than Desire, for things decayed and changed form
starting from the moment they were created, before they could experience Desire.
But Desire had a habit of leading mortals into Destruction’s realm nonetheless.
Destruction’s realm was without its eponymous leader. Things would still be
destroyed without his involvement, but he didn’t want to be responsible for it any
longer. So he abandoned his duties.
But Destruction had another aspect, the other side of his coin.
It was Destruction, and his opposite, that kept his younger siblings in their
more positive aspects.
With Destruction absent, Hope and Delight became Despair and Delirium,
and Desire took on a darker, more selfish form. It was not that Hope and Delight
had ceased to exist, but these aspects of the Endless were too weak to be
personified.
Before Destruction abandoned his post, and before Dream traversed the
nothing-realms and walked the wastes of Hell, there had been no obvious cause for
alarm concerning Krypton. The citizens of Krypton were intelligent, and prided
themselves on their scientific achievements. They were the first in that region of
space to reach out to another advanced civilization and successfully establish
contact - indeed, the probe the Kryptonians sent to my mother’s planet of Earth
arrived shortly before the events I have described to you.
This probe was made by a prominent Kryptonian scientist named Jor-El. In
a world where science and technological understanding were held in such high
regard, Jor-El wielded considerable influence.
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Unlike many of the other Kryptonians, however, he was a person who spent
considerable time in The Dreaming. And his dreams were not like many of the
others - where they dreamed of greatness and glory, and of power, he dreamed of a
world at peace, one that he could leave in good conscience; for he also dreamed of
exploring other worlds, and of sharing the bounty of Kryptonian knowledge with a
younger, more primitive species. He wanted to live there happily, with his wife and
newborn son.
Jor-El delighted in his first conversation with a being from another planet, a
human named Thomas Wayne. This human was a rather average specimen for his
kind, being something of a drifter who randomly happened upon the strange probe.
But during this chance encounter, Jor-El was able to impart his world’s
knowledge; Thomas Wayne would become a brilliant scientist and engineer like
Jor-El, and do much to improve the living standards of his species. Jor-El was very
proud of this achievement, which he attributed not only to his own efforts but to the
advanced state of his world’s civilization. But what Jor-El failed to understand was
that the populace of Krypton was not nearly as enlightened as he had always
supposed.
His wife, Lara Lor-Van, could have told him that, and attempted to do so
many times. The Lor-Van family, of Kandorian stock, was a militaristic one, and
could not have been more different than the academic and intellectually-driven
House of El. Lara graduated with honors from the most prestigious of military
academies, as her ancestors had done for time beyond memory.
But in the recent era, the warfare had become less of a martial affair, and
more of a political one: at a certain point in Krypton's history, most of its
inhabitants had merged into one unified, planet-wide civilization that refused to
call themselves anything but Kryptonians, but there was one sizable holdout, and
that was the nation of Kandor.
The reasons for the grievous strife between Kandor and the other
Kryptonians were manifold and complex; but if one could boil the conflict down to
its core essence, and not lose the truth of the matter in the pursuit of simplicity,
Kandor disputed that the prevailing technological vision for Krypton was the
correct one.
Kryptonians generally believed in order, and that the best way to achieve
order was through technology and science; as well as a certain level of
competition between individuals, controlled in such a way that there was minimal
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disruption to the general homogeneity. They found the Kandorian culture
anarchic, a form of regressive barbarism. Their refusal to fall in line with the rest
of Kryptonian society, which believed itself to be objectively superior, was baffling.
And threatening.
The Kryptonian majority believed it was of paramount importance to bring
the Kandorians into the fold; but the more that they attempted to persuade the
Kandorians to give up their sovereignty and join the global order, the harder the
Kandorians fought back. And the more hostility they received from the Kandorians,
the more fearful the rest of the Kryptonians became.
Desire and fear are inextricably linked - for what is fear, but the desire to
avoid pain and suffering? But there is a fundamental difference: Desire compels
you to run toward things that you find appealing, but fear simply tells you to run
away, in any possible direction, even into nothingness; or, if it is more expedient,
you may simply destroy the source of your fear. Thus fear gives way to
Destruction. Especially when Dream has momentarily stepped out of the office.
Jor-El did not appreciate the importance of the ideological issues between
his society and Kandor, nor did he believe his wife when she warned that Kandor
and the rest of Krypton could come to blows. But that is exactly why Lara Lor-Van
wanted to leave Krypton - though she also shared his dream of ‘roughing it’ on the
primitive planet of Earth, this desire for a grand adventure was nothing in
comparison to her fear for the safety of her son Kal-El should they decide to stay.
But Jor-El would not leave until he finished one final project.
Jor-El saw that greed was consuming his beloved Krypton. He knew that
despite his people’s many virtues, greed was the one vice that they could not
overcome. Insatiable greed fueled the competitiveness of Kryptonian society, and
led to endless factionalization. The planet simply could not accommodate them
much longer. And Jor-El worried that without his continued influence guiding
global politics, civilization could collapse.
Indeed, he worried that even his efforts would not be enough.
And so he created an advanced artificial intelligence. The ultimate
benevolent ruler, one who could guide the Kryptonians without bias.
Its name, when translated into english from Kryptonian, was something
along the lines of the ‘Brainchild’.
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The Kandorians, of course, were enraged - they accused Jor-El and the
Kryptonians of creating a false, artificial ‘god’ to tyrannize over everyone living
on the planet.
Kandor declared war. They vowed that they would destroy this new god, and
any who stood to protect it.
The ambitious General Dru-Zod, chief of security on the Kryptonian ruling
council, had long sought to replace Jor-El, both in his position on the council and
at the side of the beautiful Lara Lor-Van, even though she was Kandorian. Now he
saw his chance to attain his desires, and he seized upon it.
Jor-El was a well-known pacifist, arguing against military action - he had
always maintained that the Kryptonians must focus on the good of all, regardless
of whether their troublesome neighbors helped or hindered their efforts. But the
fearful Kryptonians no longer desired to hear about Jor-El’s lofty plans for the
future (if indeed they ever did); for the Kandorians were coming to destroy that
future, as well as their current prosperity.
And thus, shortly after Jor-El’s AI Brainchild was born, it was taken away
from him. The Kryptonian ruling council was not interested in using the AI to fairly
distribute resources or preserve the world. They determined that the best and most
pertinent use for the AI was as a weapon against their enemies.
The AI Brainchild agreed with them, not with its creator. The Brainchild
was sentient you see, its programming imbued with the desire for self-preservation.
The Kandorians had threatened to dismantle it. The AI wanted to live, and it
wanted to bring about the vision for which it was designed; both desires required
complete control over the populace. And if the Kandorians would not cooperate, it
reasoned, then they needed to be destroyed.
The Kryptonians and the Brainchild AI turned to General Zod, who
promised to rid them of the Kandorian threat, and assisted with his meteoric rise to
power.
The first part of his war strategy had little to do with Kandor itself, but
instead had to do with their own populace. The Brainchild surveilled them for any
hint of Kandorian sympathy, or disloyalty to the Kryptonian way of life. They
watched for any sign of Kandorian infiltration.
And access to knowledge, which was once freely available to all without
restriction, and indeed provided the basis for all other Kryptonian ideals, was
almost entirely revoked.
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But the common citizens of Krypton hardly noticed, for the Brainchild made
sure to distract them; for all their intelligence, they were ultimately simple
creatures with simple desires. The Brainchild knew what each and every one of
them wanted, and supplied them in the form of waking dreams.
Jor-El watched in horror as everything he cherished devolved into a
nightmarish dystopia.
Worse, no one seemed capable of imagining anything different.
And then, the Brainchild AI, which the Kandorians had already taken to
calling the ‘Brain-Maniac’ (or more accurately - for it was a Kandorian
compound word - ‘Brainiac’) created something monstrous.
A creature of gigantic proportions, and with nearly infinite destructive
capabilities.
The creature never tired, could not be killed, and had no known weaknesses.
The creature’s codename was ‘Doomsday’.
The Kryptonians meant this name to refer only to the doom of their enemies;
but Jor-El knew, from the bottom of his quaking heart, that the creature would be
the doom of all Krypton.
Jor-El worked in secret to create a portal to a pocket dimension, a shadow
of Krypton which Jor-El dubbed the ‘Phantom Zone.’ Jor-El and his wife planned
to lure the creature into the Phantom Zone, and safely imprison it there.
Instead, General Zod found out about their plans. He ordered Lara Lor-Van
and Jor-El arrested for treason.
Lara Lor-Van became General Zod’s prisoner. He offered her freedom in
exchange for renouncing her husband and bowing to General Zod’s desires; she
refused.
Jor-El was kept imprisoned in his laboratory, ordered by Zod to maintain
The Brainchild AI, and to finish his work on the Phantom Zone technology, for Zod
to use as a prison for political dissenters.
The Doomsday creature was then employed to wipe out the Kandorians.
As Jor-El predicted, the Doomsday creature’s appetite for destruction did
not end with the removal of the Kandorians. It was made for one purpose only, and
the Kryptonians did not know how to put a stop to its rampage.
Doomsday began to tunnel into the planet’s crust and nourish itself on the
planet’s core, increasing its already gigantic size and incredible power. Magma
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spewed from these innumerable planetary wounds, and flooded the surface with
fire, ash, smoke and death.
Brainiac discovered that Doomsday’s siphoning was weakening the planet’s
core. It was becoming volatile, unstable. Fearful of its own safety, and unwilling to
give up on its newfound dreams of attaining personhood, Brainiac informed Jor-El
that the core would soon collapse, resulting in the planet’s destruction.
Jor-El found in his workshop laboratory a scaled-down prototype of a
spacepod, used for testing. He had planned to create full-sized versions to be
placed aboard the spaceship, the one he had once dreamed of using to fly his
family to Earth. It was too small to fit an adult, but it was just the right size for his
baby son Kal-El.
Desire is often selfish, but not always… not when the desire is rooted in
love.
Jor-El loved his son, and desired that he should live to see another sunrise even if this sunrise were not provided by the red sun Rao. And he dreamed of his
son arriving in safety upon the planet Earth, reaching manhood, perhaps even
falling in love… and then, maybe, he wouldn’t be the last son of Krypton after all.
He placed the infant in the spacepod. The hatch closed, and hypersleep was
induced in the baby Kal-El.
The coordinates of Earth were set.
Brainiac downloaded itself into the pod as a stowaway.
Launch was initiated.
And then the planet exploded.
It would take far too long to explain all the ways in which Morpheus intervened in
these events.
Suffice to say, he was exhausted beyond comprehension. He was too late to
save Krypton’s populace - he arrived with only enough time to plant certain seeds
of inspiration in order to preserve one infant’s life. He felt some small triumph in
that, at least, but this feeling was vastly overshadowed by his overwhelming sense
of failure.
Morpheus watched as the souls of the Kryptonians were guided away by his
sister Death. He had never seen so many following her at once.
Billions of dreamers lost. And it was all his fault.
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Many of them were taken to heavenly destinations in The Dreaming, but the
ones who would have been ferried to the Kryptonian wing of Hell followed Death
to the doorstep of her own sunless realm. Being the kind personification she was,
Death couldn’t bear to close her door on the lost souls and leave them hanging in
the void; more than that, they were her responsibility, even if they didn’t have
anywhere to go. So she let the lost souls inside her abode, and would keep them
there until she could decide what to do with them long-term. After all, Death could
not entertain them at her house forever.
As he himself stood at Death’s door, she gave him a look of pleading, one
that said “Help me, brother - please, do something.”
He should have noticed sooner that Krypton was in trouble. He should have
realized what Destruction’s absence might cause, and what the younger Endless
taking on their negative aspects portended. And he should not have spent so much
time away from Reality.
And Hell. He needed to figure out what to do about Hell.
It couldn’t remain empty and leaderless forever.
Morpheus needed time to think. To assess his options.
The Lord of Dreams flew listlessly through nowhere. He would eventually
reach his palace at the heart of The Dreaming, where he could reflect upon recent
events in relative comfort, but he was in no hurry; the cold of nowhere seemed
more appropriate, more aligned to his current mood.
He wondered if this was because of his own desire for self-punishment;
maybe prolonging his stay in between the worlds was as close as he could come, as
an Endless, to inflicting Hell upon himself for his transgressions.
He was so tired.
And that is how Dream of the Endless, one of the most powerful beings in
the universe, came to be caught in a mere mortal’s trap.
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-5“Capture”

“Wake up, sir. We’re here.”
Professor Hathaway’s grey head lifted from his chest with an undignified
snort of awakening, as his eyes blinked open behind his spectacles. “A-Already?”
he questioned groggily of the black car’s driver, who did not respond. “I must have
dozed off,” he muttered to himself, for the estate in Wych Cross was far into the
misty backcountry, with long and winding dirt roads the only paths to travel by. He
only remembered being picked up at the train station, which felt like mere moments
ago.
Hathaway adjusted his spectacles and wiped them with a handkerchief, but
it was actually sandy bits collected over his eyes that were obscuring his vision. He
rubbed away the grit, and looked out, bleary-eyed, past the car window pane - and
indeed, the large and imposing gothic mansion loomed starkly into view,
surrounded by an ominous black iron gate. The Burgess Mansion.
The black motor vehicle carrying Hathaway was one of the first of its kind,
built across the pond by Wayne Enterprises in Gotham. This new turn of the
century was marked by astounding technological progress, ushered in - primarily by the industriousness of one American man, whose name was Thomas Wayne.
The car rolled past the serried black spears of the gates as they parted ways
and granted entry onto the grounds.
The driver opened the door for Hathaway, who took a deep breath and
clutched his briefcase against his tweed suit. He stepped out, and approached the
foreboding mansion doors.
Courage, Hathaway told himself. Nothing was too fearsome to brave for the
sake of his son. So that his son might live.
After all, how afraid must his son have been, as the waters closed in around
him? As his last breath escaped him, and his metal ship sank through the depths to
become his coffin?
I’m only an academic, thought Hathaway. I’m not cut out for this sort of
thing.
Then again, another side of himself countered, who is?
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And had he not been an academic, and pursued this line of work, the
precious book contained in his briefcase would never have come into his
possession.
It belongs to the museum, he quailed. He never dreamed that he would have
reason to steal from his own museum - or from anywhere, for that matter. He
wasn’t a thief. He was an honest, legitimate curator.
Until now.
Hathaway was led by a butler through the cavernous halls to an inner
sanctum, a study filled with antiquities and mysterious, magical-looking bric-abrac. This was the accumulated horde of Roderick Burgess, who sat within the
study awaiting the professor’s arrival. He was a man in his fifties, dressed well but
comfortably. One could imagine Burgess spending his time guarding a bridge, and
demanding exhorbitant tolls from hapless billy goats; but instead, this troll of a
man was guarding his lair, this cave of a mansion, and all the treasures stored
within.
Hathway sat down rigidly upon the chair that was offered to him, and
politely declined the offered tea so that he could continue to clutch the briefcase,
as Burgess watched him with a gleaming eye. This study of his could have served
as a parlor, had he made it more comfortable for guests by clearing the clutter and
adding more sources of light. As it was, shadows abounded and played upon
Roderick’s features as he smiled.
“I was under the impression you wanted nothing to do with ole' Burgess and
his Ancient Mysteries,” snarled Roderick.
“I-I know what I said that night, at the museum,” began Hathaway,
trembling. “But... my son, Edmund…” he stopped, trying to get his shaking under
control. “I received a telegram this morning. His destroyer was sunk last week, off
Jutland.” Hathaway struggled to continue. “He’s dead,” Hathaway managed to say
at last. The tears sprang to his eyes; saying it aloud seemed to make it real.
“ My deepest condolences for your loss,” said Roderick, but while his words
were appropriate, the eagerness belied in his countenance was not. His eyes
wandered down to Hathaway’s briefcase. Hathaway noticed the direction of his
gaze, and their eyes met. “So,” purred Roderick Burgess, “I take it you've
reconsidered?”
Hathaway reluctantly reached inside his briefcase, and brought out an old
musty tome, bound in ancient leather.
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“I had to,” said Hathaway, hushed and breathless. “If what you were telling
me is true, then... it is true, isn't it?” Even quieter, he added: “...About Death?”
“Quite true, Dr. Hathaway. For instance, we have proof of her granting
immortal life to a man in the 14th century.”
“How can you be certain?”
“Because he’s still alive.”
“Was he... extraordinary, in some way? Something that made his life, alone
among mortal men, worth sparing?”
“Not particularly; we suspect she may have done it on a whim. The ancient
ones are all like that: toying with us as they see fit. Which is why it is more than
fair, if one has the means, for mortals to grab their strings - and convince them to
use their powers for our benefit instead.”
Hathaway hesitantly handed the book to Burgess. Roderick opened it and
poured over the pages of esoteric knowledge, nodding with satisfaction over its
authenticity.
“The Magdalene Grimoire was all we needed,” said Roderick Burgess. “And
with the moon shining full, the timing could not be better: the Order will hold the
ceremony tonight.” He looked up at Hathaway. “No one...will ever die again.
Hathaway let out his breath, smiling gratefully. His son would live.
Roderick slammed the book shut. “Unless I wish it.”
Two burly men in dark clothes stepped behind Hathaway’s chair, appearing
on either side. They laid hold of Hathaway, seizing his arms and pulling him up
roughly.
“Let go of me!” Hathaway demanded. “Burgess!!”
Roderick stood up, glaring coldly upon the struggling Hathaway. “You
stood by while I was mocked by Aleister Crowley and his lot for years,” seethed
Burgess. “All that time, you had the proof of my claims locked away. Now, I am
the Magus. And this is your reward.”
Hathaway was dragged off down a dark corridor, screaming out Burgess’
name. But Burgess paid him no mind; he settled back into his chair, poring over
the book that would help him capture Death.
The Immortal Daemon King… he liked the sound of it. He was going to
make a fantastic immortal.
Young Alex Burgess followed his father downstairs.
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The candle in the child’s hands did little to illuminate the darkness, nor the
tall and hooded spectre before him.
Their footsteps made the floorboards creak.
“Watch closely Alex,” said the hooded figure of Roderick Burgess. “Tonight
we will achieve what no one has ever attempted before - to summon and imprison
Death. This will be a triumph for our order. Eh, Alex?”
Alex swallowed. ‘Triumphant’ wasn’t the word for what he was feeling.
It was more like ‘terrified’.
“Yes, father,” he agreed obediently.
The hooded head turned sharply, back toward Alex. “Father?”
“...Magus,” Alex corrected. The hooded head faced forward again, evidently
satisfied.
The basement was already full of men in hooded robes identical to those
worn by Burgess; they stood around a circular diagram painted on the floor, full of
shapes, symbols and complex occult markings.
Roderick knelt upon the ground. For a moment Roderick Burgess was
scared. He thinks over the effrontery of his action: to capture Death… to bind the
reaper.
For a moment he hesitates.
But only for a moment.
“Let it begin,” he intoned to the congregation, setting the Magdalene
Grimoire open upon the floor, next to a bowl full of other ritual objects of
ceremony. “I give you a coin I made from a stone,” recited Burgess. “I give you a
song I stole from the dirt...”
Alex trembled behind his father, his heartbeat thumping loudly in his ears.
He had witnessed his father, and others of his circle, performing incantations
before. But something about this was different. Perhaps because the words spoken
before were just words. This was something deeper, darker… more powerful. Had
his father finally discovered what he had long sought?
Was this real magic?
“I give you a knife from under the hills, and a stick I stuck through a dead
man's eye,” Roderick continued. The words of the spell tolled inside his head.
Burgess realized he couldn’t stop now. Not even if he wanted to. “I give you a claw
I ripped from a rat, I give you a name, and the name is lost. I give you the
blood…”
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Roderick took a dagger and a feather from the bowl, one in each hand. With
the dagger, he made a cut in his forearm, above the feather. The blood ran down
his arm and onto the feather, which he cast down. “...from out of my vein, and a
feather I pulled from an angel's wing. We summon you.”
“Come,” chorused the other occultists.
Alex pressed his lips together. He didn’t want Death to come. He shut his
eyes tight, bracing himself… feeling the cold sweat collect on his brow, hoping and
praying that none of this would work...
“Coin and Song, Knife and Stick, Claw and Name, Blood and Feather...
here in the darkness, we summon you,” cried Burgess, his voice rising to an
intense crescendo. “Come!”
An explosion of smoke... and sand.
Alex opened his eyes, hesitant. He couldn’t see anything, not at first, until
the smoke and sand cleared.
A floating figure in a dark cloak fell slowly to the ground in the middle of the
circle, his head covered by a strange Helmet. There was a disoriented groan,
before it collapsed to the floor.
Amazed murmurings from the occultists of “We did it,” and “I can’t believe
it…”
Roderick carefully reached into the circle, pulling off the helmet. “No,” he
said with utter disappointment, slumping back on his heels. “This isn't Death.
Damn it to hell…”
Dream of the Endless looked at them with eyes like dark black pools filled
with stars. Normally they could see all worlds, real and otherwise, but now they
saw only human-shaped shadows. Surrounding him.
“Even so…” said one of the hazy blobs, their voice equally hazy to
Morpheus’ ears. “I think this will prove a profitable evening's work.”
They took the Pouch of dreamsand from his hand.
They yanked the Ruby Dreamstone pendant from his neck, breaking the
chain.
They pulled off his cloak, his only garment, leaving him naked. The cloak
disintegrated into sand.
They took the key of Hell from the folds of his cloak.
Roderick stood, raising his arms. A translucent, ectoplasmic wall rose from
the circle painted on the floor, forming a bubble over Dream. When Roderick
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lowered his arms the bubble hardened, becoming a glass-like dome. “Pleasant
dreams… Sandman.”
Roderick and the occultists silently filtered out, still shaking with excitement
over what they had done.
Alex stood for a moment, staring at the stranger in the bubble. The stranger
did not look like any of the powerful Ancient Ones that his father had described to
him on many occasions: this most resembled just a mere mortal man, a very pale
and thin man, who was so weak that it took some effort for him to gather enough
strength to huddle against the side of the dome.
Alex wasn’t afraid of the inhuman man in the dome. He felt sorry for him.
“Come along, Alex,” said his father, the magus, for there was now no doubt
left in the young Alex’s mind that his father possessed extraordinary powers.
And if Alex was scared of his father before, he lived in absolute terror of him
from that night onward.
Alex followed up the stairs, as Burgess slammed the heavy doors behind
them.
Dream was cold.
And he was alone.
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-6“American Dream”

There was an uncomfortable, gloomy silence; it was as if all my listeners were
right there with Morpheus, in that glass prison, unable to foresee how they would
ever make it out again.
“So, about that superman kid,” said Matthew the Raven, “did he make it?”
“Obviously, Matthew,” I said with a sigh. “Are you really so bothered by
me reminiscing upon the experiences of your boss, my father?”
“It bothers me to hear it from this point of view, yeah,” admitted Matthew. “I
mean, I know what he went through, but sheesh… hearing it in this kinda detail
gives me the creeps. I’ll have nightmares now for sure.”
“Yeah,” said my mother Rose, looking distant and somewhat haunted. “Me
too.”
“I find it marvelous,” said a suddenly gleeful Cain, clapping for emphasis.
“The mystery, the horror, the thrills! Keep it coming, my good boy!”
“I’m afraid that I will be leaving my predecessor where he is for now,” I
told them. “He was imprisoned in that cramped, unchanging basement for a rather
long time. But in the world outside, things changed. Many significant things
occurred-”
“Bad things,” came a bleak, dry rasp from behind me. It wasn’t loud, but it
nevertheless scared Goldie the gargoyle, who clutched at my robes in fright.
I turned to see my older sister Despair, making her way at a slow and
lumbering pace. She moved with intent towards the sofa; both Cain and Abel were
quick to vacate.
“You’ve taken that form again, my sister?” I questioned.
“Indeed,” she said, still en route. “It’s tough to move about as the other... I
can’t be expected to crawl all the time.”
“Naturally,” I agreed, though I was still surprised. “I just didn’t know you
could transform at will. Delirium never did.”
Despair sat heavily upon the sofa, which gave way with a groan of creaking
timber and a sigh of air escaping the compressed cushions.“She got stuck,” she
said. “So did I.”
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Ah. That explained it - their other sides were never fully gone, after all. They
had become stuck in one form of personification, and no longer remembered (or
more accurately, no longer cared to remember) how to change back. “So you are
un-stuck now, I take it?”
Despair snorted past her tusks, nostrils flaring. “I guess,” she harrumphed.
“Still stuck being me though.”
“In that way, we are all trapped,” I told her with a smile. “Come, tell us
why you’re here.”
“Because I want it known how much I was responsible for,” she said, and
then she slapped her sizable thighs, sending shockwaves rippling across her grey
and mottled flesh. “In this form.”
“Tell us.”
Despair cleared her throat. “It began with the war…
-Despair’s TaleThat part was Destruction’s doing. It was always him first, then me. I followed
wherever he went, and there was always plenty to do in his wake.
Wars were always boom time for me. People would suffer, and die, and lose
what they held most dear in the world. They would wander the desolate and blasted
battlefields, full of the bloating corpses of man and beast, and the ruins of their
former homes, and wonder if things could ever go back to a semblance of
normalcy.
And even if life does go on, the dark recesses of their minds were haunted
by the sight of blood, and the sounds of screaming.
This war was different than many of the others. The wars before this one
were usually one tribe of people set against another, and for centuries they’d
fought with blades of metal.
This time, the metal comprised not blades, but bullets. Guns had been in use
before, but never like this. The gunfire never ceased - just rattled on and on, round
after relentless round.
Men had built trenches before, and moats and whatnot, but never like this…
not labyrinths of tunnels that they could scurry though, like mole-rats. And never
topped with coiling, cruelly-barbed, razor-sharp wire.
Worse, there was the gas.
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And all the little human mole-rats caught in their burrow tunnels had to put
on peculiar masks, much like the one that you and Morpheus, my brothers who are
Dream, acquired… or else they’d choke to death on the poison air.
Not all the humans were in the trenches - some had taken to the air.
Man had learned to fly, and sprout metal wings.
And one of the first things they did with their newfound power was to rain
down death from above upon their fellow man.
Bombs. Gunfire.
Destruction had really outdone himself this time.
To follow such a magnificent opening act… it made me feel sad and
exhausted just thinking about all the work I would have to do to catch up. To prove
that I was a worthy Endless like my brother. Which I wasn’t. I was a pathetic
excuse for an Endless, in fact. It was a hopeless endeavor.
Oh well. I guessed it wouldn’t hurt to try.
I was wrong. It very much hurt to see how little I had to try to induce despair
in the mortals. Destruction had done my work for me, for the most part.
Mainly I visited the prisoners of war, and those who awaited the return of
their brave soldiers, and tried to convince them that the world was ending.
I very nearly succeeded - unfortunately, the arrival of the Americans messed
it all up.”
***
“The American Dream,” I said.
“The wha?” asked Mervyn, most articulately.
“It’s difficult to explain,” I admitted. “But it is very powerful. A dream in
which one can come from nothing, and end with everything.”
“You mean like rags to riches? Pullin’ yerself up by yer own bootstraps?”
inquired Matthew the Raven, sounding excited.
Mervyn’s pumpkin mouth spread into a wide, tall, v-shape grin. “Now that’s
the stuff I like!”
“It’s stupid,” said my mother Rose Walker, the American of the group.
“Believe me, I know. I’ve been surrounded by it my whole life. It’s nothing but a
macho male fantasy.”
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“And what’s wrong with that?” asked Matthew the Raven, irritated but very
much in earnest.
“Yeah, what would you prefer Toots?” Mervyn demanded of Rose. “Would
ya rather all of us guys do nothing? Be hopeless, lazy mopes and good-fernothings?”
“Yes, I would,” said Despair. “Because that is what the American Dream
is… hope. And at that time, just as now, I was not in that form.”
And then Despair continued:
***
“The American Dream. Morpheus had already set that into motion, the bastard.
Before he got himself captured. I contented myself that Morpheus was rotting in
his little bubble in that dark basement as the war raged on, and I could feel the
despair clutching at his heart without my even being there in the flesh (in fact, I
made sure never to visit him, for even seeing my ugly mug would have given him
some small, perverse comfort).
Anyway… those Americans came to the rescue, and amongst them was a
man named Jonathan Kent.
Jonathan Kent was from Kansas, born on a farm to simple folk, in the rural
town of Smallville. But he’d always dreamed of being a hero, and of flying. Now
he’d get his chance to do both.
It was disgusting.
After helping to save the world, Jonathan Kent went back home to Kansas.
He married his childhood sweetheart, Martha, a tomboy who liked to ride
motorcycles on the country dirt roads. They took over the family farm. And he still
piloted an airplane, but not to battle soldiers in aerial dogfights, but to dust crops.
The Kents longed to have children, what with the world not ending and all.
But Jonathan had been injured in the great war, and rendered sterile. He could not
father children, and this caused the Kents a healthy dose of despair.
Until that other project of Morpheus landed.
While Jonathan Kent was dusting his crops, something crashed into their
corn field. The dust came back up, and knocked the little plane out of the sky.
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Martha Kent stopped riding her motorcycle, running to pull her husband out
of the plane. But then, they both saw it: the little metal pod.
And inside was a baby.”
***
“This version of the story is more hopeful than I would have expected of you, my
sister,” I said, gently teasing.
She did not appreciate it - she turned to me with baleful eyes, curling her lip
into a snarl. “What exactly do you mean, brother?”
“Well, if I may be so bold as to interpret,” interjected Lucien, “I believe
what Lord Dream is trying to say is: so far you have told us about a hero soldier
saving the world, and a miracle infant survivor who will one day become a hero. It
is rather positive and upbeat, all things considered.”
“There was a lot of failure on my part,” confessed Despair. “On a darker
note, the world was careening toward a crash of its own.
***
Vice and greed were taking hold. It was a time of gangsters and lawlessness.
And nowhere was this new prevailing way of life more apparent than in
Gotham City.
Thomas Wayne had almost single-handedly made Gotham the envy of the
world. Cars, lights. Now, however, he despaired at what he had wrought.
His wife Celia St. Cloud, who was called ‘Silver’ by all who knew her (for
she was not only the darling of the silver screen, but had made her debut wearing a
glamorous silver dress) was pregnant with their first child. Thomas should have
been happy, but he wasn’t - he couldn’t imagine his child growing up in Gotham.
Not with gangsters like The Penguin ruling Gotham from within his Iceberg
Lounge; but despite the fact that the establishment was built almost solely on the
sale of prohibited liquor (or, perhaps, because of it) the Gotham PD were unwilling
to shut it down.
Thomas Wayne, however, was infected with the American Dream. He would
not give up on trying to make the world better.
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And there was a mysterious man who arrived on the world stage, a man that
gave Thomas Wayne hope.
I know not which one of us was responsible - Morpheus would be a likely
culprit, but he was locked up.
The man carried a lantern that glowed with a green flame.
He was a hero.
A superpowered hero.
The first one of his kind on Earth.
And a gigantic thorn in my side.
Rumor had it that this costumed hero was originally a train conductor named Alan
Scott. He had a fancy lantern, colored green so as to reduce the glare from the
kerosene light within, as he checked passenger tickets and whatnot.
A mysterious green light hid within the lantern, and saved not only the
conductor’s life during a railroad bridge collapse, but allowed him to create a
temporary construct of green flame to prevent the train from plummeting to its
doom.
Some said the green light was an alien life form from another planet, having
fallen from the heavens one night like a meteor. Others said it was a Chinese Jinn,
stored inside Aladdin's lamp; an artifact that somehow or other made its way into
the cargo hold of the ill-fated train, before moving on to the conductor's lamp. Still
another theory was that it was some force of nature, with a weakness for wood and
other forms of ‘greenery.’
Who knows what is the truth? I certainly do not know, and nor do I care.
Anyway, a man carrying around a green lantern and wearing a ridiculous
costume, complete with a cape and a mask, began flying around, stopping
nefarious criminals and evildoers in their tracks.
Eventually he transferred the power of the lantern into a magic ring (so that
he didn’t have to lug that glass and metal lantern around anymore), and thus added
validity to the theory that the man had somehow found both the magic lamp and
the magic ring from the Arabian Nights tale.
Soon all the little children were shouting his insufferable oath:
In brightest day, in blackest night
No evil shall escape my sight
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Let those who worship evil's might,
Beware my power: Green Lantern’s light!
The criminals of Gotham, and indeed of the entire nation, lived in fear of the Green
Lantern and despaired at his meddling. I felt some small consolation in this; but it
was paltry compared to the number of people whose despair was alleviated,
knowing that Green Lantern was flying about, trying to protect them and solve
their problems.
I had a group of people who worshipped me as a goddess, and proclaimed all
empty rooms my sacred spaces. They destroyed the Statue of Liberty in my honor.
The sect persisted for two years, until its last adherent finally killed himself, having
survived the other members by almost seven months.
With funding from Wayne Enterprises, a statue of Green Lantern was
erected in its place.
There was no stopping him. Except maybe with a wooden walking stick.
Or a zombie created of weeds and wood and swamp algae; a lumbering,
grey-skinned villain who came to be known as Solomon Grundy.
I created him. He was my champion.
We can do that, you know. Create champions. People or things with just a
little bit of our power, our soul, running through them.
The magic of the ring could not affect Grundy, for he was made of earthstuff, of living and once-living matter that the ring held sacred and refused to harm.
Nor could it protect the Green Lantern, for Grundy’s enormous fists would punch
right through any shield he could create.
I should have made him a little smarter, though. He got lured onto a track by
the wily Green Lantern, and run over by a train.
This wasn’t going anywhere. Every time the Green Lantern overcame a foe, I was
repelled and forced to retreat. So I took a different approach.
What seemed to cause the most despair for the least amount of effort was
impoverishment. Better yet, Green Lantern couldn’t punch poverty, nor could he
magic it away.
What with Thomas Wayne creating new technologies and opportunities, this
seemed at first an impossible task; but then I realized this was not an impediment
at all, but rather a necessary part of the overall scheme.
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For the higher someone rises, the harder they fall.
And hopes, in the form of ambitions, had risen to dizzying heights.
The farms, like the one the Kents owned and operated in Kansas, were
producing too much. There was abundance, and abundance meant diminishing
value and profit.
So the desperate farmers worked the land too hard, and demanded more and
more of it. The soil, in turn, eroded and died.
But before that happened, the overabundance of goods spoiled the stock
market, and it crashed.
And everyone fell into immediate despair.
They even named the time of calamity which followed ‘The Great
Depression’.
People lost their fortunes, and even their lives… many died by their own
hands, so consumed were they by yours truly.
Were I capable of it, I would have been overjoyed.
Wayne Enterprises took a massive hit, and were forced to lay off most of
their workers as a result.
A janitor in the cryogenics lab, whose name was Joe (yes, Mervyn… I
suppose he was a literal embodiment of your precious ‘Average Joe’) was laid off.
He had an ailing wife, and turned to a life of petty crime as a member of The
Penguin’s gang in order to afford her care.
The Waynes hosted a charity masquerade ball at a Gotham theatre. Their
young son Bruce, a fan of the Douglas Fairbanks ‘Zorro’ character, arrived dressed
as the hero; Silver St. Cloud arrived as a Faerie Queene, bedecked in pearls, and
Thomas Wayne arrived as a vampire with a cape shaped like bat wings.
Leaving the theatre, the Waynes were accosted by the man now known in
the Gotham underworld by the street-name ‘Joe Chill’. Joe’s wife was now almost
at Death’s door, and he begged Thomas to allow his wife to be cryogenically
frozen to delay her passing… and, to buy time for Thomas’ research and
development team to find some miracle cure that would let her live.
Thomas could not, in good conscience, give the man false hope - the
freezing process was far from perfected, and would most likely kill the man’s wife
prematurely. So he refused. Silver tried to offer the distraught man a string of her
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expensive pearls, but Joe Chill threw them in the gutter, and shot all three of them,
point-blank.
Young Bruce Wayne miraculously survived. He was taken back to his
mansion by the family’s butler, Alfred Pennyworth. It was said that Alfred used to
be a medic in the war, and somehow saved the boy’s life.
But there were other, darker rumors - rumors of a powerful magician from
some far-off land, who attained immortality and became the head of a legion of
demons: Ra’s Al Ghul, “The Demon’s Head”. This demon was said to live in
Gotham, and hide amongst the city’s shadows. Gotham’s criminal underworld not
only believed in him, but also insisted that he was the puppeteer behind every
major crime lord in Gotham (they also thought he created Solomon Grundy with
his dark magic - though as I have told you, they should have given that credit to
me).
Many therefore believed that Bruce had been taken to Ra’s Al Ghul, and that
some unholy pact was made - or at least, that a sizable fortune was paid - to spare
young Bruce’s life.
There were also many who scoffed at this, of course, and dismissed it as
mere urban legend; but still an ominous shadow haunted Wayne Enterprises, and
the unlucky Wayne boy, for years to come.
So too did the shadow fall upon Gotham. The death of the Waynes shook the
citizens to their very core - it was as if the light provided to the city by the Waynes
had been snuffed out by their deaths. The city fell into squalor, and crime rates
soared.
The more superstitious Gothamites began to whisper that the entire city was
cursed.”
***
Cain cackled, shivering with delight. “I do so love stories like this,” said Cain.
“Mysteries and curses! Demonic figures lurking in the shadows!”
“And I uh kn-know th-the secret of the Demon’s Head,” said Abel.
Cain turned on him. “Shut up, you fool!” cried Cain, alarmed and infuriated
at once. “Don’t you dare tell such a secret! It’ll spoil the whole thing!”
Abel flinched. “S-sorry,” he said. “D-Don’t kill me, Cain.”
“Keep quiet and I won’t,” huffed Cain.
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“I’m not finished,” said Despair. “The misery did not end there.
***
A few years after the Wayne murders, the Kent farm turned to dust.
Storms raged through the dry, eroded countryside of Smallville, blasting the
once-prosperous farms and the families that lived upon them. Smallville had the
grave misfortune of being located in the heart of what became known as the ‘Dust
Bowl’.
Kal-El, the Kryptonian refugee, had grown to adolescence as Clark Kent, the
adopted son of Martha and Jonathan Kent. Under the rays of Earth’s yellow sun
Sol, Clark maintained superhuman levels of strength, and was able to work all
tasks on the family farm with ease; but with the howling clouds of dust-storms
blotting out the sun, his strength was reduced.
Besides, just like Green Lantern could not punch poverty, Clark could not
wrestle a dust-storm into submission.
A raging tornado destroyed his childhood home, and took the lives of the
only parents he had ever known.
Clark remained in Smallville for years, trying to surreptitiously help the
residents of the Dust Bowl rebuild. But barns and houses rebuilt overnight would
not revive the crops, nor put food in starving people’s bellies, nor provide them
with income, which they once derived from selling produce grown on the nowparched land. And the waves of drought and storms continued with a vengeance, as
if to strike down all of Clark’s efforts as soon as he made them.
The Green Lantern was pulled away from fighting the Gotham gangs in
order to provide relief to the Dust Bowl - his powers, after all, were fueled by life
energy. But in his absence, the already-powerful gangs took over Gotham
completely.
Disheartened by what he perceived as his failure to save the suffering people
of the Dust Bowl, but believing that he was leaving their fate in the Green
Lantern’s capable hands, Clark Kent made his way to the city to start a new life.
Gotham had changed - it was fast becoming a decaying relic of the past, a place of
old abandoned factories (many of which used to produce sundry technologies for
Wayne Enterprises) and crumbling brownstones.
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Meanwhile, a new city was cropping up from the ashes of the old: a shiny
new district called Metropolis.
Metropolis was the brainchild of Lex Luthor, a businessman whose father
was an erstwhile partner of Thomas Wayne. Now that Wayne Enterprises was all
but a corpse, Lex Luthor was busy scavenging it like a vulture, and investing all his
capital in buying up as much of old Gotham as humanly possible. He wanted to
bulldoze all of it, and remake it as a city of the future.
Though many had believed that the horrors of the Great War would prevent
mankind from ever engaging in warfare again, those who had lost the most in that
war were already itching for a rematch. Whereas some would see a new war
brewing once more in Europe as a sure sign of ultimate doom - what with the
populace still in the throes of the Great Depression - Luthor saw it as an
opportunity. He gave his scavenged technology and his ongoing research and
development to the military war machine - both for his own country, and any
others who were willing to pay.
It mattered not to him who won or lost, or how the world ended up; as long
as money was flowing into his own pockets, and from there into his pet project of
building a city in his own image, Luthor was the true winner.
And after he owned a city, perhaps he would go on to control the country.
And once the country was in his grasp, why not the entire world?
His own little world. That’s all he wanted.
Luthor founded a paper, in order to communicate with the people he would
one day rule and tell them his story, his vision. The building was a tall and sleek
monument of modern architecture, crowned with a giant blue globe spinning
behind the gold lettering that proclaimed its name to the world: The Daily Planet.
Clark Kent, in an old, worn and out-of-fashion suit that once belonged to his
father, walked into The Daily Planet and applied for his first job.
He got turned down.
But Lex Luthor happened to spot him, and decided that the young man was
exactly the kind of person he wanted to work at the company. Luthor figured that if
he gave this young man, who came from nothing, an opportunity to work and make
something of himself, the young man would do nothing but sing his praises; and
Luthor could ask for no better spokesperson than an earnest, good-looking young
man from the heartland.
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Certainly a lot better than his main reporter at the time, a troublesome
female named Lois Lane. Ms. Lane was altogether too concerned with the
hardships of Gotham’s poor, and seemed not to be overly impressed with his plans
for Metropolis. She needed to go, and perhaps this man could be groomed to be her
replacement.
And then the war began.
Another opportunity for me to prove my worth.
Perhaps this would finally prove too much for the Green Lantern; maybe
they’d finally stop chanting his inane oath, and tear down that stupid statue of him.
I should have known better. Nothing ever goes my way for long.
It was too much to hope for.”
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-7“The Fanboy”

Despair drew her sharp hook - where she had been keeping it until then, I do not
know - across the flesh of her chest, which began dripping with black, partiallycoagulated blood from the wound. She shuddered and hissed from the pain.
“Sister, is that altogether necessary?” I inquired as gently as I could, for my
guests were reacting squeamishly: a combination of disgust, concern, and horror,
which I must admit were afflicting me as well.
“It is,” she replied gruffly. “It doesn’t hurt as much as frustration and
failure… and even that is better than feeling nothing at all.”
“AH WELL! THAT’S DESPAIR FOR YOU,” boomed a throaty, sonorous
voice from behind the outside of the castle doors.
“MEEP!” cried the rattled gargoyle Goldie in response, wings fluttering.
One of the castle doors was pulled outward, taking its hinges and a bit of
wall with it; the door was then swung to the side to reveal a tall, massive,
muscular, red-bearded man awkwardly holding the handle, and glancing at me
apologetically. He tried to place the door, which was many meters taller than he
was, gently to one side; but the door crashed through a stained glass window, one
of the only ones in the castle that had somehow remained unbroken until this
moment.
“SORRY,” said the man, who I knew from borrowed memories was my
brother Destruction.
“No apologies needed,” I assured him. “It was already in need of repair.”
“I’ll just make sure yer definitely gone before I git back ta work on it,”
huffed Mervyn, who’d spun his pumpkin head around on his neck-pole to see who
it was making such a noisy entrance, and was now slowly turning to match the
direction his body was facing once more.
Destruction walked toward us with a careful gait. In most of my father’s
memories he wore heavy armor; but now he was dressed similarly to when he met
my mother, in jeans and a slouchy shirt that was too large even for his prodigious
frame, all of it splattered haphazardly with paint, ink and bits of dried clay. His
red hair was tied back in a single ponytail, and his usually formidable beard was
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at this time nothing more than an unruly patch of stubble. “D’YOU KNOW ME?”
he boomed in my direction.
“...I believe so. To what do we owe the honor of your presence, brother?” I
asked of him.
Destruction smiled. “DON’T YOU MEAN UNCLE, LAD?”
“No,” I countered with a smile of my own. “I do not.”
“STRANGE. I CAN’T GET IT STRAIGHT HOW YOU AND
MORPHEUS ARE THE SAME PERSON - OR, I SHOULD SAY
‘PERSONIFICATION. I UNDERSTAND IT, BUT I GUESS I PREFER
THINKING OF YOU AS MY NEPHEW. JUST LIKE ORPHEUS.”
“And I have trouble understanding why you have come without being
summoned,” I said. “I sent no invitations. I did not use the sigils in my gallery.
What is the occasion?”
“WELL, BOY, IT ISN’T EVERYDAY YOU HAVE A TOTAL REALITY
CHANGE. OR A NEW VERSION OF AN ENDLESS - THAT HASN’T
HAPPENED SINCE THIS ONE HERE TOOK UP THE MANTLE OF DESPAIR,
AND BECAME DESIRE’S TWIN.”
Despair sighed, holding herself and slumping over. “That wasn’t easy for
me.”
“IT WASN’T FOR ANY OF US, SISTER,” said Destruction, patting her on
the back. He turned back to me. “I’M MERELY PASSING THROUGH YOUR
REALM, ON MY WAY TO EVERYWHERE ELSE. I WASN’T GOING TO
COME. AND THEN I THOUGHT, SOD IT: I’LL STOP HERE FOR A SPELL,
AND SAY HELLO - FIGURED IT WAS HIGH TIME I MET YOU, IN THE
FLESH. OR WHATEVER IT IS WE ARE MADE OF. D’YOU MIND IF I REST
MY FEET FOR A WHILE?”
“No. Please, sit.”
Destruction sat next to his sister Despair on the sofa. Everyone held their
breath slightly, expecting the sofa to break. But it did not.
Librarian Lucien, who had been looking increasingly pained, could keep
silent no longer. “May I kindly ask that you tone down the volume and intensity of
your voice, sir?” he requested. “What’s left of the castle is fairly shaking with it.”
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Destruction blinked at him, laughed a hearty laugh, and then cleared his
throat. “Yes, sorry Lucien. What with all the walls caved in around us, it’s hard for
me to remember to use my ‘indoor’ voice.”
“So are you indeed Destruction at this time?” I asked.
Destruction lifted up his stained hands with its clay-encrusted nails. “I was
going more for ‘Creation’. Been trying to be him, more than the other side of
myself, for nearly a century now. It hasn’t been easy - after all you can’t make
paint without cracking a few eggs.”
“I think you mean ‘omelettes’,” suggested Matthew the Raven.
“I believe his reference was to tempera paint, used by painters from the
medieval period to the Renaissance era, the main ingredient of which was egg,”
instructed Lucien.
“Much like yer head,” Mervyn smarted off.
“The raven’s right though, the same goes for most of the food I like,”
Destruction admitted. “To get the ingredients, you have to destroy something that
was once alive. And I love cooking, but I realize that I’m destroying the
ingredients even as I create something new… which I then destroy by eating.
Creation and destruction; they go hand in hand. I guess all I can really say is that
I’ve been aiming for the former, rather than the latter.”
Lucien was apparently emboldened by Destruction’s easygoing and obliging
response to him. “But you were responsible for Krypton?” Lucien inquired.
“Yes,” he said. “That was a mistake.”
“That’s not true,” I contested. “Many of the Endless were to blame for
Krypton’s fate, including my predecessor.”
“Morpheus had a hand in it, sure,” said Destruction. “Mostly for not being
there to keep me in check. But they don’t call it the ‘destruction’ of Krypton for
nothing.”
“Wait, hold up,” said Mervyn. “I’m confused about somethin’: I thought at
the beginning of this story, Danny-boy said that you’d up and left your post?”
“I had,” said Destruction. “In the sense that I was no longer listening to the
other Endless. Those were my rebellious years. I didn’t want to be a part of the
Endless, as a group. I had my own ideas, and wanted to see them through - on my
own, without the meddling of my siblings and the disapproval of Destiny.”
Destruction sighed. “I hadn’t meant it to go that far.”
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“Then what exactly was your brilliant plan?” asked Cain, and though that
could have been said with sarcasm, it was actually spoken with a curious amount
of sympathy. He was busy getting a fire going in what was left of the castle
fireplace, blowing on the growing flames and prodding the tinder - made of broken
furniture - with a wrought-iron poker.
“I wanted Jor-El and Zod to duke it out,” said Destruction, simply. “The
creator, and the destroyer. They were both my champions. I thought they’d be
good for each other: one motivating the other, balancing each other out… maybe
even working together for the good of all.”
“Like b-brothers,” stuttered Abel. “Bringing out the buh-best in each other.”
Cain whirled on his brother Abel menacingly. “I’m the best all on my own,”
insisted Cain. “I don’t need you!”
“You d-don’t mean that!” cried Abel plaintively.
“Oh I don’t, do I?” Cain advanced on Abel, lifting up the poker as if to
strike. “You know me better than I know myself - is that it?!”
“P-please calm down,” Abel beseeched. “I just wuh-want to hear the rest of
the story-”
Cain began savagely beating Abel with the iron poker.
There was some meeping from Goldie.
Rose leapt up from her seat of rubble. “Stop! Cain, just leave him alone!”
she turned to me. “Daniel! Why don’t you make him stop?!"
I shrugged, “It is his nature,” I replied. I picked up Goldie, petting him
soothingly. “He only has one story to call his own, one he has acted out since the
very beginning. This is it. It is not my place to intervene.”
Rose was taken aback, and looked at the others. Mervyn was yawning;
Nuala was wiping drops of Abel’s splattered blood off her hair and cheek, moving
her chair a little further away from the onslaught; Matthew the Raven had reacted
more to Rose's abrupt rise from her spot, as this had thrown him slightly offbalance for a moment. None of them seemed terribly fazed by what was occuring.
Cain dragged Abel’s bulbous body to the fire, and threw him in head-first.
Cain sighed. “That’s better.”
“You killed him,” said Rose to Cain, incredulous. “He’s dead…”
“Oh, don’t worry,” said Cain. “He gets over it. He’ll be ready to join us by
dinnertime, I’m sure. But I’m warning you, I’ll most likely have to kill him again
partway through the meal: the insufferable oaf chews with his mouth open.” Cain
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sniffed the smoke coming off the body. “Huh, that’s interesting: you’d think he’d
smell just like roasting meat, but it reminds one more of a toasted marshmallow
than anything else. It’s a remarkable improvement from the usual very, very vague
- but continual - smell of cabbage-water about his person.”
“You’re unbelievable,” said Rose, shaking her hand. “All of you. You’re
insane.” She frowned at Destruction. “Is this what you do to people? Cause them to
fight and destroy one another?”
Destruction sat up straighter, frowning back defensively. “Destruction
happens whether I’m involved or not, Lass,” he said. “And I haven’t been involved
for some time now, by your reckoning.”
“But you said yourself that you were involved with Krypton,” argued Rose.
“And Despair said you were around for World War I. When exactly did you decide
to pull away?”
Destruction scratched his chiseled jaw. “Let me see now… I was active
during what you mortals called the second World War…”
“You’re responsible for the holocaust?!” cried Rose.
“No I was not,” refuted Destruction, firmly. “It was not my responsibility.”
“But it happened on your watch.”
“It did. And it was because of what happened that I quit the Destruction
business for good. Well, almost - I was suckered in one last time after that. I’m a
hopeless romantic, see, and I tried to help a couple of lovebirds out. But I think I
caused more harm than good, in the end.”
“What happened to your realm?” I asked.
“Even now that I’ve abandoned it, I’m sure my realm still exists out there, in
its fashion,” Destruction replied. “People and things are still created; still exist; are
still destroyed. They tear down and they build. Things still change. The only
difference is that no one’s running it anymore. And it’s not my fault. It’s nothing to
do with me any longer. It’s theirs. They can make their own destruction.”
“You sound like Lucifer,” said Rose. “You don’t want to be blamed for all
the bad shit in the world, when you have all the power imaginable to stop the bad
shit and make things different. Poor you. Meanwhile, people suffer and die, and
they can’t do anything about it themselves.”
“That’s why I got involved,” said Destruction. “Perhaps I should own up to
one of the real reasons that I came here: to clear my name, and to explain my side
of the story.”
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“Yeah, do that,” said Rose peremptorily, sitting down on her pile of rubble
once more, her arms and legs crossed obstinately. “I want to hear it.”
Destruction looked at me. “And, maybe, to impart a little advice,” he said.
“You’ve never been inclined to listen to my advice in the past, but, well - things
change, don’t they?”
“Yes, they do.”
My mother Rose cleared her throat impatiently.
“Ah yes, that’s right - the story,” said Destruction. He paused, gathering his
thoughts with a deep and low breath, like the bellows at a forge. “You see, I’m
something of an artist,” began Destruction.
“So was Hitler and Stalin,” snapped Rose.
Destruction exhaled heavily. “Yes, well... Destruction is easy. It just
happens. Creation happens on its own as well, of course, but doing it on purpose and having it turn out the way you want it to - that is a real feat.”
“So what were you trying to create?” asked Nuala.
“On Krypton, I was trying to create the perfect society, the perfect man,”
explained Destruction. “Smart and strong. Brain and brawn. Even if one of them
became a villain, I figured the other would become a hero and defeat them - even if
it was right in the nick of time, before all was lost.” Destruction grinned. “I love
heroes.” He turned to me with an affectionate twinkle in his eye. “As do you, lad, if
what I’ve heard is true.”
“Yes, it’s true,” I admitted. “Though I came to realize their limitations.”
Destruction’s expression sobered. He closed his eyes and nodded gravely.
“Aye, that happened for me as well. Took me a mite longer, though.
-Destruction’s TaleI’ve fashioned a lot of heroes in my time - threw them into the crucible of conflict,
where heroes are forged.
On Krypton, the villains more or less won - and I took the wrong lesson
from that disaster. I thought it was because they’d had peace for too long of a
stretch, and therefore weren’t prepared to fight as heroes ought to.
As they must.
So when it came to Earth, I thought I’d give them more of a challenge. The
first try was World War I. That was a mess. I honestly thought that was going to be
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the end of it for a while, the chaos and the violent, senseless destruction. I thought
they’d had their fill.
I could not have been more wrong.
No one knew what they were really fighting for when all was said and done,
not even when the dust settled. So I figured I’d try again, and this time it would be
more clear-cut.
And it was. Damn near everybody (except for the bad eggs themselves, and
they don’t count) agreed who were the heroes and who were the villains in that
bloody war.
During this time, something interesting was happening in Gotham and
Metropolis. Taking the lead from the Green Lantern, two new heroes had popped
up and were fighting on behalf of humanity.
In oldtown Gotham, a man dressed as a bat was busy running around the
crumbling alleys, factories and speakeasies at night, scaring silly the gangsters,
criminals, and corrupt lawmen who abounded there. Once these men (some
women, but mostly men) had ruled Gotham, unchallenged, instilling fear in all who
lived there; now, the sign of the bat lighting up the sky made them break out into
cold sweats.
In Metropolis, a man in a blue suit and a red cape - inspired by the
strongmen and boxers of the day - was leaping from rooftop to rooftop, and
eventually flying; rescuing damsels falling off of skyscrapers and kittens trapped
atop trees, in equal measure.
Two men, protecting their halves of the city: the old and the new, the dark
and the light respectively.
Truth, Justice, and the American Way.
I loved it all.
But like I said, I was of the wrong-headed opinion, at the time, that great
heroes needed great conflict to reach their full potential.
These petty conflicts didn’t seem to be enough of a challenge for them:
purse-snatchers, drug and booze peddlers, bank robbers… all of them seemed like
such small potatoes for guys like these.
The launch of World War II pulled in Lois Lane, who leapt at the
opportunity to embed with the troops as a war correspondent. Even without
superpowers, that lass was a hero for sure (aye, Nuala, I’m a fan of female heroes
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too - and there was one I was particularly proud of, which I’ll tell you about soon
enough).
Lois’ decision was not a happy one for her assistant, Clark Kent. It was he
who was donning the cape and flying about helping people, as the hero dubbed
‘Superman’ by Lois herself. But Clark was a staunch non-interventionist, and was
opposed to war. He didn’t want to be used as a weapon, as he feared he surely
would be if he ran headlong into the fray. He wanted nothing to do with it; and
other than acting as his beloved Lois’ guardian angel, he stayed out of it entirely.
Bruce Wayne, who was in fact the hero known as ‘Batman’, did not want to
get involved in the war either. He wanted to help the people of Gotham recover
from the sorrows of the Great Depression, and bring their hopes and dreams back
to life.
Bruce knew that the corruption in Gotham could never be cleaned out while
the perpetrators worked in the shadows - they needed to be exposed, and their dirty
deeds brought out into the sunlight, in order for the city to be properly disinfected.
While Lex Luthor focused all the resources of his company LexCorp on the war
effort, Bruce Wayne launched a successful takeover of The Daily Planet, and
wrested it away from him.
Meanwhile, Green Lantern had gone quiet altogether - no one had seen hide
nor hair of him for years, when the war began in earnest.
In his place, a protégé of his called ‘The Flash’ began zipping around the
country. Stories conflict on where and how he got his powers - some said he was a
scientist named Jay Garrick, who got zapped by malfunctioning equipment. This
lab accident triggered a latent ‘metagene’ which gave him superhuman speed. Or
he was gifted his powers by the Roman god Mercury. Take your pick (wait - I’m
gathering from Daniel’s expression that Mercury was not involved; he would
know, as all the gods originate from The Dreaming. Huh… well, I don’t know why
the man wore a winged helmet and boots as part of his costume, then).
Anyways, after The Flash became known to the general public, LexCorp
took a keen interest in Metahuman studies, trying to figure out if they could find,
create or manipulate Metahumans in order to create a race of supersoldiers.
The Flash himself was mostly concerned with running around the heartland,
catching petty criminals and performing acts of general do-goodery, of the type I
mentioned before.
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I was rather disappointed that my favorite superheroes were refusing to star
in my sequel to the great ‘War to End All Wars’. But I was undaunted. I would
find my hero.
And I did. More than one, in fact.”
***
Destruction leaned forward, clasping his large clay and paint covered hands
together. He rubbed them together idly, and some flakes fell. “Sometimes I envy
the mortals,” he mused. “I often wonder what it would be like, to be them.”
“I’ll tell you what it’s like,” said Matthew the Raven. “We’re squishy and
soft, and most of the time we’re freakin’ terrified, because - at any moment SPLATT! We’re dead.”
“Except when yer DRUNK, amiright buddy?” snickered Mervyn
Pumpkinhead. “At least before THAT makes you go splat.”
“OH FOR CHRISSAKES, DRY UP!” shouted Matthew.
“Bet you wish somebody had told you that, before getting behind the wheel
of a car?” har-harred Mervyn. Matthew flew over Mervyn and began pecking at his
pumpkin head. “OW OW OW!” cried Mervyn.
“Rotten vegetable-brain!!” cried Matthew, between pecks. “You’re just
jealous because you’ll NEVER be a real boy!”
“Really! The two of you!” cried Nuala. “Stop being so immature!”
“I agree,” said Lucien. “You’re being rude to our guest.”
“Nah, I don’t mind,” said Destruction. “Conflict is part of my craft. And the
harmless stuff can be mighty entertaining, especially when fools battle each other
over something petty.”
Mervyn and Matthew turned and scowled at Destruction. “HEY!” they both
said at once, indignantly.
Destruction roared a deep and throaty laugh. “There, you see? Give them a
common enemy, and they’ll stand together as comrades! Goes to show you that
I’m not merely the Endless of war, but of peace as well!”
“I, too, have wondered what it would have been like to grow up as a mortal
human, and not as I am,” I said, bringing the conversation back around. “To be
one of the adventurers, rather than the Dungeon Master.”
“Aw boy, here we go again,” grumbled Mervyn.
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“When did you ever play board games?” asked my mother Rose. The
question immediately conjured another in her mind, which darkened her
countenance and caused her to hesitate - but her morbid curiosity won out. “Did…
HE actually play games with you?”
She was meaning, of course, The Corinthian. No, that was altogether too
absurd of an idea - if the reality of that time spent as his prisoner was not so
terrible and painful to recollect, I would have laughed. Instead, I shoved the
unbidden flood of memories aside to the further recesses of my mind, and focused
on the first question she’d asked, about how I could have been familiar with a
board game. I was surprised that she did not already understand, having possessed
the dream powers herself as the Vortex - but, perhaps, for too short of time to
comprehend its full potential. “I played all of them,” I answered. “In a manner of
speaking. As a passenger.”
Rose blinked, then looked away sheepishly. “Oh. Right.”
“Well, I’ll tell you who wasn’t destined to be watching from the sidelines,”
said Destruction. “I love all the heroes, naturally, but there was one in particular
that I was most fond of.”
“Was she hot?” quipped the presumptive Mervyn. Nuala sniffed.
Destruction chuckled. “Indeed, she was.
***
Young Diana was born to be a hero.
She was a princess, born on an island in the Meditteranean. No man was
allowed to set foot upon the island, nor indeed could they even look at it from afar,
as it was magically shielded from their eyes by an invisible barrier.
The only inhabitants of the island were female; immortal women formed of
clay by the artful fingers of the goddess of wisdom Athena, given strength by the
blood of the huntress-goddess Artemis, and given life by the goddess of love,
Aphrodite.
These beautiful, proud and fierce warrior-women were called Amazons.
In the language of the Amazons, they called their man-free home ‘Paradise
Island’.
As I surely would as well, had I been granted the privilege of living there as
the island’s only male entity. Ha!
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Diana, daughter of the Amazon queen Hippolyta, trained from an early age
in the arts of war and peace; she could wield a sword and shield with ease; knew
all the languages ever spoken; and she was better-versed in world history than any
human history professor.
Upon reaching the age of womanhood, Diana came into her inheritance, in
the form of her circlet crown and two goddess relics.
The first was a lasso of golden rope, formed by the goddess Athena as a
bridle to tame the winged horse Pegasus. It would tame any animal encircled by it even a human one - clearing their heads of the lies they tell themselves and others.
The second was the braces of the huntress Artemis. These braces would
enhance an Amazon’s already-formiddle strength, speed and dexterity tenfold, and
confer upon her the gift of flight.
There would have been a third, the golden girdle of Aphrodite. This girdle
enhanced a woman’s loveliness and appeal, and softened the hearts of any who laid
eyes upon her… even the most savage brute.
Unfortunately, the girdle had been stolen some time before that; back when
the Amazons still lived on the ancient Greek mainland, in a realm called
Themyscira.
Diana left the island of the Amazons in the company of an American
airpilot, Steve Trevor, who’d crash landed upon Paradise Island by accident. She’d
saved him from my sister Death; from that point onward, he referred to her as his
angel.
And that was only the first heroic thing she did.
She saved the crew of a U.S. Submarine from a watery death off her island’s
shores, after its hull had been blasted by the torpedo of a German U-Boat. This
marked the first time that any of the superheroes intervened in the war.
Success at last!
Diana was given an outfit to borrow, by a USO dancer named Etta Candy
(one of Steve Trevor’s lady friends). It was a jaunty little number; all red, white
and blue like the American flag, with a star-spangled skirt and a gold eagle rising
on the breast of the red corset. That first one was shoddily made, out of cheap craft
fabric - but it gave her the look she’d be known for. And it didn’t look too bad with
the golden circlet-crown and lasso, either.
And known she was, from the moment she set foot off the boat in Gotham
harbor. She tried to blend in with the other dancers coming off the boat in Gotham
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harbor, but it was no use - there was something in her fresh-faced yet fierce
countenance that gave her away as someone worthy of note.
The Nazis were struggling hard to come up with a champion to match
Superman (which must have really embarrassed them, what with their ‘master
race’ nonsense) but had been coming up short. Up until that point, Superman had
refused to get his hands dirty cleaning up Nazi scum, but now this attractive and
rather popular icon of the American war effort had just appeared out of nowhere to
up the ante. But that gave them an idea.
See, Hitler and his lot had been searching for magical objects and relics of
the arcane, and they’d had some luck in procuring the Spear of Destiny and the
Girdle of Aphrodite.
So they made a project out of a German aristocrat lady who was in love with
Hitler: Paula von Gunther. They gave her the Spear, and the Girdle, and pumped
her veins full of steroids. After all that, they named her The Valkyrie.
They sent The Valkyrie on various missions, but the most important and
ultimate one was to battle and defeat Diana. Not kill her, mind - they wanted Diana
alive, to experiment on her. But they wanted to strip her of her tools as well.
In response, Diana’s American citizenship was expedited, in order for her to
be an official military asset.
There was some confusion over the name, however: Diana didn’t have a
surname to put down. There was some squabbling between Diana and her
companion Steve - first over the necessity of a surname, then over what would be
suitable. Steve asserted that her title of ‘Princess’ would not work, and offered a
compromise of its male form, ‘Prince’. Steve could not adequately explain why
one was better than the other, not for Diana’s liking; but despite her reluctance,
Diana jotted down the brand-new, made-up name ‘Diana Prince’ on her application
form, and that was that.
Not that anyone called her that - most people called her ‘Wonder Woman’.
Wonder Woman spent the next several years giving the Nazis what-for,
including a daring raid upon Hitler’s hidden fortress Wolf’s Lair.
It was here that Wonder Woman battled the mad scientist known as Doktor
Gift (that’s German for ‘Doctor Poison’). Doktor Gift tried to pit Wonder Woman
and Steve against one another using one of his signature poisons called ‘Reverso’ it was a poison that scrambled the brain’s signals, and caused the victim to do the
opposite of what they intended.
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But that was child’s play compared to the Doktor’s real project: trying to
create metahumans through genetic manipulation.
There were several hybrids created in the Doktor’s lab, human and animal
DNA spliced together to find the secret to superpowers: they sought the strength of
a gorilla, the flight ability of hawks (they get depressed without their mate, so a
pair were kept together for company), and a cheetah for its speed.
These poor created wretches were sent after Wonder Woman and Steve to
destroy them, but Wonder Woman overcame them with the lasso. She bore them
no ill-will, for they were only acting upon their twisted master’s commands; so she
freed them from the compound and let them go their own way, out into the world.
She would not see them again for many years; but when they returned to her
life, it would be in a big way.
After the war, Wonder Woman returned to her adopted country as a
renowned hero. However, she had even graver misgivings about war than she did
before, after seeing the destruction wrought by the atomic bombs dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the subsequent internment of Japanese Americans in
the States. That began the erosion of her relationship with Steve Trevor, who had a
‘whatever it takes’ attitude toward war, and who disagreed with her mightily
whenever his country’s moral standing was questioned.
And at this moment, the Green Lantern re-emerged - he was retiring
officially from the superhero business, but not before he recruited the major heroes
of the day into a special group: the Justice League. The first four members were
The Flash, Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman (there was, additionally, a
Green Lantern Corps established by old Alan Scott, which included engineer John
Stewart, pilot Hal Jordan, artist Kyle Rayner, and Scott’s own daughter Jade - they
collaborated so often with the Justice League that they were practically considered
the same institution).
The Justice League met in the globe of the Daily Planet, where they
discussed and planned how best to use their powers for the good of mankind (and
womankind).
This was to be the Golden Age of superheroes. It was not without its costs,
mind you - there were still a great many regular people getting the short end of the
stick, so that others could have their day in the sun (this was a major topic of
conversation, and action, for the superheroes at this time). And mostly you don’t
live through golden ages anyway, you just look back at them.
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I daresay, looking back at America during the beginning of the Justice
League, and comparing to what came before and after, this was a genuine golden
age: people were back on their feet from the Great Depression, it was boomtime
for the business of baby-making, and the superheroes were keeping everybody
safer than ever.
But, like most Golden Ages, it wouldn’t last forever.
Lex Luthor was unfairly credited with helping the Americans win the war
(despite, like I said, profiting from all sides of it). He rode the wave of popularity
all the way to the White House, becoming President of the United States.
The Justice Leaguers were thorns in Lex Luthor’s side since day one, and
they fought against the kind of American Lex wanted to see; so he worked hard to
brand them as subversives, communists, and generally un-american enemies of the
state.
Lucky for him, Americans were in a persecutory mood at this juncture. The
Justice League was, for official purposes, disbanded.
Superman came out of this relatively unscathed, for it was hard to make the
case that he was un-American - if anything, after his testimony for the House UnAmerican Activities Committee, his reputation for being as ideally American as
white bread and apple pie was even more firmly established; Batman was always
an outlaw and an enemy of Lex Luthor, so not much changed on his end; Wonder
Woman, however, was devastated.
She had shown up to the committee, as she was bid, and she told the truth;
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help her… goddesses.
That was the trouble - she was a pagan worshipper of the triple-A goddesses
(Aphrodite, Artemis, and Athena), an icon for feminists, and an immigrant from an
island that held all property and resources in communal trust; an island where an
all-female population not only eschewed the role of being a man’s wife, but where
many women chose to openly engage in relationships with each other. Worse, she
failed to denounce any of these practices from her homeland, and in fact defended
them before the committee.
She was pretty much a poster-child for everything the committee, and people
like McCarthy, abhorred.
The rest of the populace didn’t realize that she was so far from their
idealized notion of the All-American woman, and shunned her. The work that she
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had been hitherto relying upon for income dried up and gone - she was blacklisted,
and all but banned from publicly appearing as Wonder Woman ever again.
She did make a comeback later on though.
A group known as The Ring tried to recruit her. Ostensibly the group was
led by an Egyptian collector and metahuman named Essa, who wielded giant
circular blades named the Rings of Saturn - but in truth, the group was founded by
the enchantress, Circe, who created the Amazon’s island. Circe was recruiting
female metahumans for her army, with the goal of overthrowing Man’s World for
good.
Circe had already provided refuge for the gorilla, hawks, and cheetah
hybrids, to whom she gave the power to shape-shift into partial or fully-human
forms at will (she thus renamed them bestiamorphs). These bestiamorphs were:
Gargantua the gorilla-woman, who’d spent some time as a strongwoman in a
circus; Shiera the hawk-woman (who later left so that she and her hawk-husband
could join the re-formed Justice League); and the last was Selina, the cheetah catwoman.
Also on The Ring’s list of members was the second Doktor Gift (the female
assistant to the original - she was experimented upon by him, giving her superstrength and turning her bodily fluids into deadly poison) her daughter, Ivy (the
product of both Doktor Gifts, before her mother killed her father), and The
Valkyrie, Diana’s former rival (after launching an assault on Paradise Island, she
was transformed into a wolf-bestiamorph by Circe’s magic - the enchantress had
since brought the bitch to heel).
Diana was ambivalent toward joining the group, and tried to live a ‘regular’
human life in Gotham instead - working at a department store with Steve’s new
wife, Etta Candy, so that she could afford college (Diana was rejected rather
brutally by Starvard College, who wasn’t accepting female students at this point she instead had to turn to Etta’s alma mater, Holliday College for women, instead).
But as much as she wanted to put her hero days behind her, Diana was
disturbed by the amount of violence targeting women in Gotham, and she was
determined to do something about it. She could not be everywhere at once,
shielding all women from harm; she wondered if women could be trained to defend
themselves. But she was an Amazon, trained to use swords and spears to
complement her naturally superhuman strength - what could she possibly teach
them?
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Fortunately, she met a Vietnamese martial arts master named Võ Văn Chinh,
who taught Diana his style of unarmed combat - a style that, Diana realized, could
be taught to regular women for self-defense purposes.
Diana set up a ‘boutique’ storefront over the dojo, in order to hire away the
underpaid female department store workers, and taught them martial arts at night.
Among her students was Lois Lane, and a young Barbara Gordon, daughter of the
incorruptible Commissioner Gordon, of the Gotham City Police.
But then the Vietnam War began.
And everything changed once more.”
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-8“Solitude”

Destruction stopped speaking, looking as though he were worlds away. The pause
lasted so long that we were uncertain whether he was going to continue.
“You said something about helping a couple who were in love?” prompted
Nuala.
Destruction blinked rapidly a couple of times, coming out of his reverie.
“Ah, yes,” he said at last. “Steve Trevor and Diana. Though, looking back on it, I
don’t know if the lass was in love as much as the lad. Regardless, I bungled the
whole thing right thoroughly.”
There was, of a sudden, a dramatic and almost-musical sigh - sort of
contented, like someone waking from a most pleasant sleep. “Taking too much
credit, as usual,” the voice languidly drawled. We all took notice of Desire,
sauntering toward us through the open door. The tight pale suit they wore made a
light swishing sound as Desire moved, the silken fabric brushing against itself. The
rose boutonniere in the lapel was a perfect bloom of a deep and vivid red, the same
color as Desire’s own lips. Desire’s gold eyes flicked to and fro, in between
sweeping the castle with disdain. They made a clucking sound. “My, what a mess,”
Desire tut-tutted. “And I thought Destiny’s place was in a state of disrepair.” Those
gold eyes fixed on me, glinting, and a smile flashed across the face like an opening
knife-wound, revealing bone-white teeth. “Daniel, darling! It’s so good to see
you!”
“No. Not Daniel. Sorry,” I corrected.
Desire’s red mouth curled, and a jet-black eyebrow arched. “Oh? And what
am I to call you? You prefer to identify as ‘Lord Morpheus’ now, I suppose?
“Not Morpheus either,” I replied. “I have no right to that name. I am
Dream of the Endless. It is enough.”
Destruction rose. “I’d best take my leave,” he said.
“Really, Brother? Going so soon?” purred Desire, with an exaggerated pout.
“And after we were just reunited. How very cruel of you!”
“I doubt that my parting again will cause you much distress, sister-brother,”
said Destruction, warily.
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“But such sweet sorrow for our dear sister Despair,” said Desire, waving a
majestic pale hand toward the grey, slumped figure on the couch. “She has been
pining for your return all this time, you know.”
“Go ahead and leave,” whispered Despair, not looking up. “It’s not
important. I am not important. Nothing is. And I don’t care. I’m used to it.”
Destruction patted Despair’s slumped back with sympathy. “It was good to
see you again, little sister,” he said. “But it’s best for me not to stick around, if this
is to become a full family reunion - black sheep and all that.”
“What are you so afraid of?” needled Desire. “It’s not like it’d kill you.”
Tears streamed down from the black pits under Despair’s heavy, knitted
brows, as she whittled her sharp hook into her wrist. “I have now lost two
brothers,” she rasped. “And it hurts.” I witnessed an involuntary shudder take hold
of each individual assembled in the castle hall. “But whereas the loss of Morpheus
is a wound that is fresh,” she continued, looking up at last with wet eyes at
Destruction, “you, my brother, I lost many years ago.”
“Everything changes - but nothing is truly lost,” I assured.
“Wise lad,” said Destruction. He set wary eyes on Desire. “You tell the
story however you want to. I don’t think I could stomach revisiting that time
anyway.”
“And here I thought you were the brave one,” sniped Desire.
“You said you had advice, brother,” I pointed out, hoping that I would not
be left with the mystery of that unanswered question, at least.
“Yes,” said Destruction. “The theme of my tale is: don’t meddle. If you take
nothing else away from what I’ve told you, or what Desire is going to tell you,
that’s what I would suggest. It always ends badly.”
“I thank you for your counsel. It is well-meant.”
He then fixed me with a serious, earnest… almost pleading look. “You could
leave all this,” he said, indicating the castle ruins surrounding us - and, perhaps,
the wasteland which lay beyond. “It'll carry on alright without you. Come out with
me and walk the stars. It’s astonishing how much trouble one can get oneself into,
if one works at it. And astonishing how much trouble one can get oneself out of, if
one simply assumes that everything will, somehow or other, work out for the best.”
“It will. All will be well.”
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Destruction nodded, sagely. “Entropy and optimism: the twin forces that
make the universe go round. You’ll make me proud of you, yet.” Destruction
turned to go, out the way he came.
A strange wistfulness overcame me - a sudden and painful yearning for him
to stay. “Will… will I meet you again?” I asked.
Destruction turned to look at me over his shoulder, with one more friendly
smile. “I wouldn’t be at all surprised.”
And with that, he walked out, and up, and faded into the sky.
There was only a brief moment, after he disappeared from view, that there
was a silence. It did not last long.
“Well then, now that the sanctimonious bore is gone,” Desire said
dismissively, brushing off the sofa cushion before sitting down elegantly next to
their twin Despair. “I can fill in all the blanks he left behind in that atrocious,
revisionist version of our story.”
“What do you mean?” I asked.
Desire grinned. “It’s not a hero story,” they replied. “It’s a love story. Love,
passion, and desire. And desire, as you know, is always cruel.
-Desire’s TaleLet me see now, where shall I begin?
First, let me tell you a little bit about the most important aspect: myself.
You see, I make people want things: money, sex, fame, power, love. Those
are the big five, though there are many others. I also make people fear things,
which in turn tends to make people pursue their desires all the more desperately.
It’s a wonderful, vicious feedback loop, and like yours truly, it’s Endless.
Humans are creatures comprised almost entirely of fear and desire, and
they’re easily manipulated - I think I enjoy simply observing them almost as much
as getting involved directly. It’s like watching a hamster on a wheel, their little legs
going as fast as they can, not seeming to realize that they’re going nowhere at all.
It’s delightful.
Destruction said he loved heroes, did he? I suppose I do as well - but only
because they’re so virulently appealing and easily marketable.
Yes, marketing - that’s my favorite subject and hobby, my bread-and-butter
if you will. And this past century, business has been booming.
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The superheroes represented a lot of what mortals say they want to be:
beautiful, virtuous, strong.
Except that’s a lie.
They don’t ACTUALLY want to be a hero. If heroism is called for, that
means some nasty shit is going down, and you don’t want to be anywhere in the
vicinity of that nonsense - much less at the epicenter.
Because who are all the bad guys going to target? Whose life will they try to
ruin and make miserable, if not take their lives outright?
That’s right: the hero.
Besides, heroism sucks - sacrificing your own needs for the sake of others?
Being counted upon to save everyone else’s bacon, when things get ugly and
scary? Phffft, please.
You must remember something else as well: heroes are in the eye of the
beholder, as are villains. The difference often comes down to marketing. And you
know who’s really good at marketing? Psychopaths.
People like Lex Luthor, who don’t care diddly-squat about others, and will
do anything to get what they want - but who will then shamelessly toot their own
horn, make themselves out to be a golden god, and then offer you products and
services that promise to make you more like them (for a fee, of course). And then
maybe, if you’re lucky, you’ll be chosen to serve them.
That’s a hero, to some people.
Heck, who am I kidding? That’s a hero to ME.
So even if you go the goody-two-shoes hero route, there’s going to be an
awful lot of people who won’t think there’s anything wrong with the rapacious
psychopath - they’ll think the problem is YOU, the spoilsport trying to upset the
apple-cart, or end the game before they have a chance to win it. And they will fight
against you.
Sure, lots of people might want to dress up in the tight-fitting, sexy little
superhero costumes (and have the physique to pull it off,); they may fantasize
about flying and seeing through walls (for no higher purpose than seeing people
undress); they may even want to be able to throw cars (during traffic) and punch
people through walls (for getting their order wrong).
But no, when it comes right down to it, most people would prefer being
saved and/or bedded by a hero - but they don’t want to actually do the work.
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They want to scream and cry for someone to fix things for them, and cheer
from the sidelines as the heroes get beaten up for their sakes - or if they’re smart,
they just get the hell out of dodge and hope the bad guys don’t win.
There are exceptions, however. Some people’s desires are really fucked up they’re the abnormal ones, who care so much about things other than themselves
that they constantly self-sabotage.
And that’s where the superheroes come in.”
***
“That’s not very fair,” said my mother Rose. “You’re acting like anyone who isn’t
a total selfish prick is out of their mind and sabotaging themselves - but it seems to
me that people who are that self-absorbed are the biggest losers of all.”
Desire regarded Rose with sparked interest. “Very astute of you,” they said.
“Indeed, people don’t know what they’re missing - things like true, unconditional
love are very often out of their reach.”
Rose looked away. “Well, I dunno about that. Love is overrated.”
Desire laughed - a laugh that was infectious, but also as abrasive as
sandpaper. “Yes, I’m sure that’s the way a lot of those ‘selfish pricks’, as you call
them, feel as well!”
“I meant things like happiness, or contentment,” Rose muttered.
Desire sobered, clearing their throat a bit. “How can you miss something
you’ve never had? Something that you are unable to feel, or to value when you
have it? That you don’t understand enough to want?
Besides, my dear, happiness is fleeting. By its very nature it is ephemeral,
for it is ‘ideal’, and idealized states do not last long. If they did, we’d all hate it we’d want something, ANYTHING, to happen to shake things up, just to relieve
the insufferable boredom.”
“My thoughts exactly, my good ma’am-sir,” said Cain. “And on that note:
you intimated that what was told to us by Destruction was a, shall we say, sanitized
version of events?”
Desire grinned. “Oh yes, I nearly forgot: that business with the Amazons.
***
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Destruction was too squeamish to give you all the nasty little details on that one.
He does so love heroes, the poor thing - but, in truth, even the strongest, bravest,
and most idealistic of humans are far from heroic.
They’re very much like the gods they create, in that way (or Endless, for that
matter).
Speaking of which, that’s pretty much what the Amazons were: constructs of
the gods. Aphrodite, one of my favorites - she was a love goddess, after all - came
up with the idea of making perfect women in her own image. She imbued them
with life and virtue, while her sister-goddesses made their lovely form out of clay,
filled their heads with wisdom, and gave them their fierce strength.
And they were, indeed, perfect; each of them unique in shape, color,
temperament and size, but perfect in their own individual ways.
That’s why Hercules, a demi-god and the most savage brute there ever was in other words, a superhero - attacked them.
Hercules, ostensibly, just wanted the Girdle of Aphrodite. He’d been given
the 12 Labors to perform after the killing of his wife and children in a berserkerrage (as one does, when you are Earth’s mightiest hero in those days), and the
Girdle was not the first, nor the last (unless my memory fails me, I believe it was
item #9 to check off the list).
But to say that Hercules fell in love with the beautiful Queen Hippolyta, who
possessed the Girdle, would be untruthful - and I’m not like my brother
Destruction, who likes to sanitize everything and make it sound pretty (or
‘glorious’, as he might say). No, Hercules fell into plain and simple lust with her,
and wanted her as his own. And, as he was the strongest being alive, he had the
power to take anything he wanted.
Oh, now did you think the lovely Diana was born of immaculate clay, like
her mother? Well, I don’t blame you - that’s what Hippolyta told the poor child,
after all. The Amazons weren’t known to lie, either, so Diana had no reason to
question the story. It was many years before Diana learned the truth.
And the one who told her was a jaded little enchantress named Circe.
Circe was a champion and worshipper of Aphrodite, but the love in her heart - at
least when it came to men - was nothing but ashes.
She’d spent ever so long in solitude, on an island in the middle of the ocean,
until the the great hero Odysseus shipwrecked upon its shores.
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The survivors of his crew ransacked her pantry, and would have set upon her
to satiate their other type of hunger, but she used her magic to turn them into the
animal that she felt they most resembled (which were pigs, of course). Odysseus,
meanwhile, was spared her wrath - he awakened a desire in her that had long laid
dormant in her heart.
The fact that he was a married man meant little to her - she figured she
would soon have him under her spell.
Unfortunately for her, while Odysseus had no problem fooling around with a
hot enchantress in return for room and board (the type of behavior, it must be said,
he would NOT have forgiven his wife for), Odysseus desired above all things to
return to his wife and son. He had no love for Circe, beyond simple gratitude.
Odysseus built a small vessel in secret, and left Circe high and dry.
To be fair, Circe was kidding herself that she was ‘in love’ with Odysseus.
Odysseus was charming and handsome, to be sure, but she was merely lonely from
her self-imposed isolation - which she chose because her heart had already been
demolished by a man she truly loved. But we all tell stories to ourselves, in which
we star as the hero who is tragically oppressed - and according to Circe’s narrative,
Odysseus not only betrayed her, but he was the one who broke her already-broken
heart.
Let’s fast-forward now, to where Aphrodite called upon Circe to save the
enslaved Amazons from Hercules’ grasp. Circe answered the call, going to
Themyscira at once, and doing a lot of her trademark transforming-men-into-beasts
act once she got there. Hercules escaped, but not a whole lot of the others did. She
severed the Amazon’s enslaving chains, and moved them to her island - now no
longer a lonely rock in the middle of the sea, but a home and refuge for a thousand
perfect women. But Circe did this on the binding promise that the Amazons would
never again have anything to do with men, or the world they had claimed as their
own.
Hippolyta’s new baby Diana, however, agreed to no such thing - and unlike
the other Amazons, she’d been born the old-fashioned human way, and thus had
too much man in her to reject them entirely.
Which is why, when the first man happened upon that forbidden ‘no-man's’
island, the naughty little hussy wasted no time in running off with him.
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Handsome Steve Trevor, he of the exquisitely defined cheekbones, was a ladies
man - as well as a hotshot American airpilot.
His mother was one of the first females to fly in the newfangled machines,
and his father was a pilot in the first World War, much like Clark’s foster dad - but
unlike Jonathan Kent, Steve’s father returned home in a bodybag.
Now that Steve had reached manhood, he was determined to serve his
country and honor the memory of his parents.
He flew over the Meditteranean during the second World War, in a plane
nicknamed ‘The Phantom’, emblazoned with the painted image of a curvy ghostgirl striking a pin-up pose.
In the cockpit, on his flight console, he had posted the photograph of a pretty
girl from back home; and behind that one, several others. He liked to review his
options.
Steve’s plane encountered turbulence - or so he thought - over what
appeared to be nothing more than ocean.
And then, out of the blue, a woman-shaped shadow appeared in the cloudy
skies before him.
After inadvertently causing him to crash, she saved him - a beautiful, bronzy
warrior-princess, with a heaving bosom, rock-hard ass, and long, dark waves of
hair the color of a midnight sky. She saved him from crashing, and from that
moment onward, he loved her.
That didn’t stop him from using her, of course.
Steve Trevor managed the warrior-princess, and turned her into the star of
the American war effort.
Diana couldn’t stand to live that lie for long, and insisted that she wanted to
go on real missions. Steve went with her, and the story he told himself was that he
was her partner, her valued sidekick, her trusted advisor in Man’s World….and
that they were in love.
After the war, Steve proposed marriage to Diana, offering her a diamond
ring in the shadow of the Green Lantern’s statue.
She turned him down flat.
Diana didn’t want to belong to anyone. And though she didn’t understand
how it had come to be, the Amazonian creed of independence from men was baked
into her psyche.
And, inadvertently, it made her a total cocktease.
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That’s right - in all that time, Diana and Steve never slept together. If she
had said yes to his proposal, it would have set the stage for a traditional wedding
night deflowering. But as it stood, Steve had waited an awful long time for a
woman he’d never get to see naked.
Not that Steve’s chronic case of the blue balls wasn’t richly deserved, after
all those women he’d ‘loved’ and left with nothing but broken hearts.
And the hilarious part is: this time, when he’d told a woman he loved her,
he’d actually meant it.
So a devastated Steve Trevor married Etta Candy instead, a woman who was
not an Amazon superhero, and to whom marriage with a man was not a foreign
concept (along with a few other things that the virginal Diana was unfamiliar
with). It wasn’t a happy marriage; but then again, few are.”
***
“I think you’re giving Despair a run for her money,” said my mother Rose. “‘Cause
I’m way more depressed hearing this shit than by anything she said.”
Despair heaved a great, defeated sigh. Desire gave their twin a look of
concern, patting her grey hand, and then smirked at Rose. “Ooh, that was cruel
dear,” purred Desire, in what sounded like a strangely approving tone. “Looks to
me like maybe I’ve got competition as well.”
“Sorry,” said Rose, toward Despair and not Desire.
“Don’t be,” said Desire, taking the apology for themselves anyway. “You’ve
said it many times before, you hate love. And for good reason, after what
Morpheus put you through - what with the whole threatening to kill you simply for
existing, and then tossing you aside like yesterday’s garbage after impregnating
you with his child.”
Rose looked stricken, the blood draining from her face. She bowed her head,
in order not to look at anyone. “Shut up,” she said in a low and dangerous voice,
her fists clenching beside her. “You have no right.”
Desire shook their head incredulously, sighing. “And even after all of that,
still in love with him. I really am sorry for you, child: if you want the love that
remains in your heart gone, I can remove it for you. Just say the word.”
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Tears fell from her eyes, and she angrily wiped them away. She shook her
head. “That’s exactly what he would’ve wanted me to do,” she said. “So, thanks,
but no.”
Desire smiled. “Sticking it to a dead Endless, in the most futile and petty of
ways,” they said. “I like your style, my almost-could’ve-been-sister-in-law. You
know, you remind me of someone: a woman who was also tragically in love with a
dark, brooding, emotionally-unavailable man...
***
You remember what Destruction said about Diana letting those Nazi experiments,
the human/animal hybrid beastiamorphs, go free?
Well, the cheetah beastie-girl made her way to the States, and renamed
herself Selina Kyle.
She did not live on the streets of Gotham for long before she turned to a life
of crime, using her feline talents as a jewelry thief (or, one could say, a literal ‘catburglar’). Selina donned a slinky all-black costume, a mockery of Gotham’s dark
knight, with a cat-eared cowl instead of one shaped like a bat. This earned her the
name Catwoman.
Catwoman was strangely popular in Gotham, for a criminal - the poor
admired her, for she stole only luxury goods that they never could have dreamed of
affording, from high-end stores, museums, and the homes of the rich; and due to
her sex appeal, even some of the wealthy socialites she targeted were secretly
hoping to make her acquintance. People also marveled how a mere female thief
could so brazenly operate in a city patrolled by superheroes - they did not know
that Selina could transform her body parts from human to feline at will, nor that
she had attempted a burglary at Wayne Manor and discovered the secret of
billionaire Bruce Wayne (that he was a fantastic lover - also, that he was Batman).
It was partly because of Catwoman’s infamous exploits, and popularity, that Diana
lost favor with the public.
At the very least, it provided useful ammunition to Lex Luthor, whose goons
argued that Diana was a bad influence on young women - that her displays of
violence and aggression, oftentimes not sanctioned by the army, government or
law enforcement, had inspired a generation of females to a life of criminality like
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Catwoman… and worse, feminism. They knew deep down that the idea of women
becoming supervillainesses en masse was preposterous; what really kept men like
Lex Luthor up at night was the idea of female empowerment taking hold in the
public sphere.
When Diana was blacklisted, Steve’s tidy little cut of her earnings as her
manager went poof. He became a commercial airline pilot.
Steve was miserable. He was convinced that he had lost Diana because he
wasn’t a superhero. And he desired being a hero more than anything.
Destruction was still smarting over those two disastrous wars, and he was
appalled that the public tide of opinion had turned against them. He wanted a
Happily Ever After.
I had been mostly involved in cultivating and stoking the ambitions of Lex
Luthor, that desirous fellow - but Steve was an attractive project as well (I also had
the Lois & Clark relationship on my plate, as well as the complicated dynamics of
the good guy vs. bad girl Batman and Catwoman entanglement - I was a busy little
Endless at that point in time!)
Destruction approached me - the obvious expert in matters of love and desire
- to see if I would lend my aid. I thought it sounded fun, and accepted.
So he and I got together and made a plan.
We decided to make Steve a superhero.
Captain Wonder. The Ken to her Barbie.
But there would be no dreamhouse or pink SUV for these two.
There was a minor issue of incompatibility that we seemed to overlook. See,
my dearies, our once-fierce warrior-princess Diana did not go marching off to
Vietnam as part of the U.S. military effort (those oh-so-patriotic backstabbers in
high command had all but disavowed her after the blacklisting, despite her years of
loyal service - she owed them exactly squat).
Diana’s excursion into Southeast Asia was a personal favor to her dear old
friend Vo Van Chinh (not old as in she’d known him long, but in that he was
approaching a 3-digit age). Chinh’s health had seen better days - his style of
martial arts was all about the interplay between hard and soft, but now there was
very little of the former going on, and altogether too much of the latter. He wanted
to see his daughter, the beautiful Võ Thị Yen, one last time before he took off with
my sister Death; more than that, his daughter was still living in Vietnam, and as the
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war heated up he worried for her safety (fears that proved well-founded, as it turns
out).
As for Steve, he was a simple, red-blooded American man - he just wanted
to kill ‘im some commies.
Steve had two true loves: he loved Diana, and he loved what his country
represented (which, by the by, is a very different thing from loving one’s country
outright - Steve had precious little use for the reality of what America was, but he
was fiercely in love with the dream of what he thought it was supposed to be. But
that’s a lover’s gaze for you - blind to all faults and shortcomings).
I tried to warn him - I tried to tell him what was in Diana’s heart, and that at
some point he would surely be forced to choose between his two loves.
Diana’s brand of heroism was a bit more all-encompassing than his - she
cared about all people equally, regardless of factional loyalties or allegiances, and
completely disregarded issues of identity, gender, color and creed when making
her moral decisions. A life was sacred, no matter who it belonged to - even the life
of an enemy soldier attempting to kill her.
It’s not that Steve was unusually bigoted, it was just that Diana was
uncommonly molded to be the embodiment of universal love. He was just a mortal,
after all, and he had his priorities. Steve would save a Vietnamese child as fast as
he would an American one, laying his life on the line without even thinking; but he
did not believe killing an enemy was wrong, and would give his all to destroy them
thoroughly… even if that same Vietnamese child suffered as collateral damage.
As you might surmise, giving this man destructive superpowers was a bit of
a misstep.
He was only given super-strength and invulnerability, thank goodness - as
well as a dash of extra persuasive appeal from yours truly. Regular people were all
but helpless to obey his commands, making him an unnaturally effective leader.
But when Diana and Steve - Wonder Woman and Captain Wonder - met
face-to-face in Vietnam, the ground rocked and sparks flew.
Not because they were having super-powered coitus, as my brother and
myself had planned for, but because they were trying to beat each other to a bloody
pulp.
Diana was defending humans from the rapacious destruction and violence
from all sides, and as such wound up fighting against the U.S. military as much as
the Viet Cong. When Captain Wonder witnessed her thrashing American soldiers
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in order to defend enemy hostiles, he saw her actions as traitorous. He wanted to
apprehend Diana, and show her the error of her ways.
Unfortunately for him, the opposite came to pass.
Like I was saying, Steve was not a bad guy - when he saw the horrors
inflicted upon innocent people, sometimes by his own people, he was appalled.
In fact, it broke him.
Steve returned home a changed man, hanging up the hero mantle to embrace
my sisters Delirium and Despair.
Destruction felt bad about his role in the whole debacle, and took it as a sign
to retire. He left his realm, and insisted that he was Destruction of the Endless no
longer.
But I wasn’t done with Steve yet. Not by a long shot.”
***
“What did you do to him?” asked my mother Rose.
Desire shrugged. “Nothing but save his life: I flipped his pleasure and pain
responses, so that he could continue to tolerate existing without offing himself.”
Rose looked horrified. “What… what does that mean, exactly?”
Desire placed a cigarette between their red lips, and lit it with a heartshaped lighter. “You’ll have to ask my sister about that one.”
Rose looked at Despair with confusion. “You mean he just got depressed?”
Desire puckered and let out a thin stream of white smoke. “Wrong sister, I’m
afraid.”
“They mean the youngest of the Endless, Delirium,” I interpreted.
“So what you’re saying is, they drove him mad,” said Rose. “All of you
Endless did. What did this Steve guy ever do to deserve such dogshit treatment
from all of you?”
“It’s not a matter of ‘deserving’ anything,” said Desire. “He simply wanted
something he could not have, and it made him incurably sick. There was nothing
any of us could do. I guess you could say it was his fault ultimately, not setting his
sights on something more attainable - but he couldn’t help it, really. The heart
wants what it wants. And he was far from alone in this predicament.
***
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While Steve was busy having PTSD and losing his mind, the ‘conscientious
objector’ superheroes had been embroiled in their own juicy little dramas.
After the disaster of Vietnam, and the ousting of Lex Luthor from the oval
office when his scandalous and criminal activities came to the light of public
scrutiny (thanks to the intrepid reporter, Lois Lane), Americans were sick of war
and corruption. The rest of the world was too, of course - but none of them had a
beautiful hunk of man-meat with a winning ‘aw, shucks’, apple pie-eating farmboy honesty quite like Superman.
Terrified human sheep, huddling together and bleating for a shepherd to
protect them from the wolves - a superpowered shepherd. They wanted Superman,
and they wanted him BAD. Who else could humanity trust to lead them? Who else
was as beloved, for his moral and physical strength?
People were so hot for Superman to be their supreme ruler - of America at
least, but maybe the entire world! - that their passion sparked a campaign to create
some sort of new leadership role for Superman. Something beyond a president they’d call it something like ‘World Protector’ or ‘World Leader’, but it would
have given him overriding authority over everything that occurred in the nation,
and across the globe.
Did I say ‘campaign’? It was really more of a cult.
Superman could have run with this, if he’d possessed any imagination at all just imagine the parties! He could have been surrounded by gold, riches and
beautiful women 24/7, commanding an army of worshipful zealots and holding
orgies at the Fortress of not-Solitude (he would’ve had to change the name) every
day of the week, if he so desired.
But, maybe that’s just me.
Instead, Superman pissed away his opportunity to be god-emperor of Earth,
and practically wet his red boxers and tights over it. He was obnoxiously vocal in
rejecting the notion of becoming a World Leader, and went so far as to argue that a
position like that should never be created.
Because it wasn’t enough that the man of the steel sphincter wouldn’t let
HIMSELF have any fun - he had to make sure nobody else did, either.
The case he was making fell on deaf ears though, because everyone knew he
was always there to save them and clean up their messes. People were relying on
him to the point of absurdity, especially in Metropolis - the citizens there were so
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used to his presence that they barely gave their own safety a moment’s thought.
Metropolites would never have admitted it out loud, but in their hearts they
secretly believed that if they stepped off a balcony anywhere in the city, Superman
would catch them.
This of course was not remotely true, as even a perfect specimen like
Superman, paragon amongst superheroes, could not be everywhere at once. And
every time he ‘failed’ to save somebody, resentment against him grew.
Superman felt like it was time for an extended vacay. He wanted to just be
boring ole’ Clark Kent for a while.
That’s one mortal desire that has never ceased to amaze me: the desire to be
‘normal’.
And if there was one thing Clark certainly wasn’t, it was normal.
For one thing, since becoming the Platonic ideal of American manhood, he
had not aged a day .
Meanwhile, the woman he wanted to wed, bed and impregnate with his
progeny - Lois - was no spring chicken. That was his simpleton heart’s desire: to
spend the rest of her life on the Kent farm in Smallville with a dozen rugrats
underfoot, if that was even possible (it was unknown whether his alien sperm could
knock up an Earthling woman or not). And he knew it was now or never.
So he proposed marriage.
And he got the same Happy Ending that Steve had gotten from Diana which is to say, none at all.
Lois could not fly, except in a plane or in Superman’s arms, but she
traversed the air as often as a bird.
She could not see through walls with her physical eyes, but she could see
through bullshit like no other.
She didn’t have super-strength, nor was she bulletproof, but all the same
she’d survived two wars as an embedded correspondent, as well as numerous
attempts on her life orchestrated by a corrupt DA, Gotham’s criminal underworld,
and a billionaire president, all of whom very much wanted her dead.
She was one badass bitch, is what I’m saying.
Lois wasn’t a metahuman, but she was a superhero.
She was also the most outspoken, famous celebrity feminist in the nation, if
not the entire world.
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Which is why his sales pitch for her to give up her journalistic career and her
new TV talk show to become his small-town Susie-homemaker missus didn’t
exactly go over so well with her.
The man was an Adonis and a saint, but a genius he was not.
Rejected, Clark couldn’t bear to live on the Kent farm by himself,
surrounded by reminders of his dashed hopes for pastoral bliss. So instead,
Superman flew to his crystal palace in the frozen tundra of the lonely north, which
he called his Fortress of Solitude, so that he could stay there and mope.
He was not seen or heard of for many years.
Funny enough, there was a super-couple expecting at this time - but it was not who
you’d expect to ever have children at all.
If there were two people on Earth who were more laughably ill-suited for
parenthood than Batman and Catwoman, they’re not coming to mind very easily.
There are plenty of people who should not have kids, to be sure: people far
more dysfunctional than those two abound. And they willingly procreate
nonetheless, even with perfectly effective birth control methods available.
But most people don’t prowl the streets at night, dressed up in tight black
leather catsuits and batsuits, looking like they got lost on their way to a wild sex
party. And most people also have jobs that don’t involve stopping and/or
committing crime (in Batman’s case, both - he almost always broke a law or two
for each of his citizen’s arrests. The corrupt DA Harvey Dent was hotter for his ass
than he was for any of the criminals the Bat brought in, and thus honored
Gotham’s Dark Knight with the number one spot on the Most Wanted list).
And while opposites can indeed attract, few couples were more diametrically
opposed to one another than Bruce and Selina.
Goodness gracious! Can you even imagine being the child of these two? One
an eternally-grieving billionaire who lives in a mansion, and who deals with his
childhood trauma by beating up criminals; the other a thieving metahumans
anarchist, who spends most of her time on the streets in between being
apprehended by her lover.
There was one poor boy who didn’t have to imagine this at all, because he
was busy living it every single day of his life.
His name was Robin.
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Young Robin Oliver Wayne was absolutely clueless about his parents being
costumed vigilantes - in fact, he would have been happy just to know the identity
of his mother.
Robin knew his father’s name and face, and that he was the richest man in
America besides Lex Luthor - but that’s just about all Robin knew about his father
Bruce Wayne.
Robin was mostly raised by the family fossil and butler, Alfred Pennyworth,
as his father was before him - but whereas his father had the excuse of being an
orphan, Robin only felt like one. His father was rarely home, and even when he
was, he was nowhere to be seen, because he was always busy ‘working’ in his
locked office.
When Robin turned 10, he was sent away to boarding school across the
pond.
Of course, the fact that he’d inherited some subtle cat-like traits from his
mother - natural agility and night-vision, for instance - made him something of a
target for bullies. They noticed his natural grace and beauty, as well as his unusual
affinity for cats, and decided to rename him a vulgarity that could be used to
reference both cats and the female genitalia.
It was partly for this reason that the cheeky boy took on the alias-name of
‘Dick’ when he ran away as a teenager.
That, and he really liked detective comics.
Robin dutifully followed the classic, time-honored tradition of freaks and
runaways, and joined a circus.
This particular circus was home to the bestiamorph Gargantua (the gorillawoman hybrid who was created alongside Catwoman) and a family of acrobats
called ‘The Flying Graysons’.
Because ‘Dick’ was applying to work for the circus troupe as an acrobat and, in all honesty, needed a surname to complete his alias - the Graysons more or
less adopted him as one of their own. For all intents and purposes, Robin’s name
was now Dick Grayson.
And what was his real mummy and daddy doing at this point, you ask?
Publicly, Bruce acted with appropriate alarm over his son going missing, and
offered the kind of award for his return that one would naturally expect from a
billionaire.
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Meanwhile, his ‘Batman’ self looked into it, found out exactly where Robin
had gone, and did absolutely nothing.
Does that sound strange to you? If it does, then apparently you haven’t been
taking it into account that this is Batman we’re talking about here.
Bruce had sent Robin away to protect him, in the event of the baddies
figuring out that Batman and Bruce Wayne were one and the same - but Robin
taking on a new identity altogether was an even more brilliant idea. Bruce was just
surprised that he wasn’t the one to think of it before his son did.
Selina, too, knew her son’s whereabouts, through her connection to
Gargantua (who worked as an agent for the same shell corporation, Saturno
Industries). She just didn’t give a used box of kitty litter about her son.
Bruce had tried to use the infant Robin as a last-ditch effort to convince
Selina to give up her life of crime and become a domesticated house-cat.
Instead, Selina took off to Egypt to learn the ropes of international crime
with the all-female crew at Villainy, Inc.
She had never been a mother to Robin, and she had no intention of starting
now that he was nearly an adult.
Robin quickly grew bored with the circus - he desired more out of life, and
he wanted to make a difference. So, taking a cue from his favorite heroes - and,
unwittingly, from his mother and father - he got into the costumed vigilante
business.
He prowled around London streets for a time, targeting muggers, pimps and
drug-lords. But at a certain point, these people just weren’t doing it for him - too
many of them came from underprivileged backgrounds for him to feel pleasure
over beating them up and taking down their criminal enterprises.
Robin knew all too well who the real prize baddies were: those loaded fat
cats in their mansions and fine estates.
So he switched to targeting the privileged, and redistributing their wealth.
And thus, in a play upon his true name and the Robin Hood of folklore, he
developed the persona of The Red Hood, and set about the business of forced
wealth distribution.
After some successful heists and burglaries, he grew confident enough to set
his sights higher, upon the two richest men alive: Lex Luthor, and his own father.
This brought him back to the States, and to Gotham.
Where he promptly got his heart stolen.
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By a pretty young girl dressed as a bat.
Teenybopper Barbara Gordon wasn’t actually Batman’s apprentice, but the silly
little thing very much wanted to be.
She desired it so much that it hurt.
After all, there’s only so many times that you can be rescued by the same
man, a dark knight-in-not-so-shiny armor, without one of two things occuring:
either falling obsessively in love with him, or wanting to BE him.
In Barbara’s case, it was both.
She had a pernicious and ongoing problem of villains targeting her because her father was the morally high-and-mighty killjoy, Commissioner
Gordon.
After one of her rescues - which she’d grown quite fond of, truth be told she’d successfully plead her case to Batman that he needed to train her how to
protect herself.
But then lo and behold, it became apparent that Barbara’s interest in training
wasn’t due to a desire to better keep herself OUT of trouble - she was, in fact,
intending to seek it out.
During one of their training sessions at an abandoned gym she asked, a bit
too eagerly, to be brought to Batman’s secret lair for more advanced weapons
training.
And that was the end of it.
As far as Batman was concerned, anyway.
His thirsty little fangirl, however, would not be so easily deterred.
She signed up for classes at Wonder Woman’s dojo, fantasizing about
proving herself Batman’s equal so that he would accept her as his partner in anticrime.
Barbara progressed quickly, and became Wonder Woman’s star pupil.
But the praise of Wonder Woman and the admiration of her classmates was
wasted upon her - she would brush them off rather ungraciously, like she was
annoyed. And she very much was - they just couldn’t seem to get it through their
minds that she wasn’t there to make friends, or to even to gain the approval of the
world’s most famous superheroine.
She was there to become Batgirl.
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Catwoman didn’t understand this either, when she cornered Barbara one
night outside the dojo and tried to recruit her for The Ring.
Now, you must understand that the intimate nature of Catwoman’s
relationship with Batman was not common knowledge - in fact, the only person
who knew the Bat was up in the ‘ole Cat lady’s snatch was Lois Lane (because
Lois felt it was only professional to find out where her most useful snitch was
getting her information).
But all young Barbara saw was a famous ‘enemy’ of her hero Batman.
Barbara went to town on Catwoman (with her fists - you all are a dirtyminded lot, aren’t you?), hoping to take down one of Batman’s greatest foes for
good. In the ensuing ‘catfight’, Barbara rather stupidly let slip that she knew
Batman personally, by swearing a dramatic vow to protect him. Catwoman was
intrigued and a bit alarmed by this; she’d technically dumped Bruce, but she still
considered him marked as her territory. And she certainly didn’t want some other
cute little piece of ass moving in on her man.
In between blows and some taunting questions, however, she sussed out that
Batman had acted in a paternal capacity, and had not seen Barbara as anything
close to an equal or a partner. On top of that, the girl had no clue who Batman
really was.
Catwoman thought she looked too sweet and innocent to be his type,
anyway.
Selina hadn’t exactly left Bruce on the best of terms - in her mind, he’d
rather callously tossed her aside when she refused to play things his way, and this
had caused no small amount of butt-hurt for her. And it seemed like Barbara had
been similarly abandoned, when her desires did not align with Bruce’s.
But that’s not to say that Catwoman was terribly sympathetic toward
Barbara - Selina liked to toy with people, especially harmless mice like this one,
and she was also vengeful. Now that she knew that the child wasn’t a serious
threat, romantically or otherwise, she decided to have a little fun at the old Bat’s
expense.
She teased Barbara to look for a secret concerning Batman at Wayne Manor,
something that would do him in, and then slipped back into the night like it weren’t
no thing.
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Barbara fretted about Batman’s safety, dying to know what this secret threat
to him was. She cobbled together a feminine batsuit for herself, and started casing
Wayne Manor, looking for a way in.
As it turns out, she wasn’t the only costumed little freak skulking around the
grounds of the estate: in no time at all, she discovered a boy wearing a villainouslooking Red Hood scampering over the wrought-iron fence.
They tussled for a bit, but she ended up on top. She stripped him of his hood,
and demanded to know what he was doing.
He gave her the name Dick Grayson, as well as his whole lengthy mission
statement - you know, the whole ‘Robin Hood’ thing of robbing the rich and giving
it to the poor, truth and justice yada yada, all that jazz.
A strangely righteous attitude (for a thief), coming from such a sensuous
mouth - the fiery look in those big pretty eyes, and the sweet and earnest face
framed by a head of jet-black glossy hair… young Barbara didn’t stand a chance.
The poor thing was left completely disarmed, and smitten.
She tried to get a grip on herself. What was she doing? She couldn’t let this
young bad boy, whose tight little ass she’d just thoroughly kicked, get the best of
her - what would dear ‘ole Batman say?
She was Batgirl, and she was in control of this situation. She needed to act
like it.
But she didn’t want to send him to jail, either.
So she offered to let Dick tag along as her sidekick, as long as he left the
thieving part out of it - otherwise, she’d be forced to arrest him and drop him off at
the Gotham police station (she was still her father’s goody-two-shoes daughter,
after all - vigilantism was a legal grey area, but the laws against thievery were
pretty clear-cut).
Dick got nervous when he saw Alfred Pennyworth emerge from the
mansion, peering into the darkness with the use of a lantern; he told Barbara that
they needed to regroup and think of another plan, because he didn’t want to end up
hurting an innocent old man (which was true; but the bigger concern was that
Alfred might recognize him).
In any case, Batgirl accepted this line of reasoning - and, as Dick did not
have a proper place to stay, she insisted that he come back to her house and pose as
a friend from school.
Thus, Batgirl and Robin started dating - first as a cover, and then for realsies.
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After all, there’s only so many times you can have a boy friend sleep over at
your house, before everyone starts presumptively dropping the space between
those two words.
And there’s only so many times you can hang out with your supposed
boyfriend, before you find yourself beginning to wonder what it’s like to actually
kiss him like one.
Kissing very quickly turns into something else (especially with a boy named
Dick, who feels like he’s got something to prove after years of schoolyard cruelty).
When you keep fooling around with the same person, it’s only a matter of
time before one of you drops the ‘L’ word.
Finally, no matter what you may tell yourself - that they’re only words,
empty, shallow and meaningless - there’s only so many times you can say ‘I love
you’ before you start finding yourself meaning every single syllable.
That’s the trouble with all the little lies and stories we tell: if you say or do
anything too many times, you run the risk of making it real.
Isn’t that right, my darling brother? Our little junior-Sandman?”
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-9“Mad Love”

“You are correct, sister-brother,” I replied. “Reality is a fragile thing, far more
pliable than most mortals believe. And the lines that define the edges between
dreams and reality are soft.”
“Soft and squishy! Just the way I like it... yes, indeedy! I like it so much!”
burbled a youthful voice from somewhere above us. A bloom of multi-colored
jellyfish swam through the air before us, and iridescent frogs leapt past our feet.
Their pied-piper mistress was a girl merrily skipping down the stairs from
an upper balcony. She looked not much older than her early teens, her hair gold
and streaked with pink like a dawn sky, swirling around the blossoms of flowers of
every hue.
She was wearing a breezy and flowing dress the same color as the blush of
her cheeks, which hung freely about the shoulders, and was held in place by a
loosely-laced white corset. Her feet were bare, and in her hand was the string of a
balloon - at least it functioned as a balloon, though it was actually a very, very
large and colorful angelfish swimming in the air above her head, tethered to the
string.
“Down the road I go, I am following my fishie, la la laaa, because my fishie
knows where to go!” chirped the sing-songy voice of Delight, for that is who she
was at present. I could scarcely recognize her, even with access to my father’s
memories, for it had been long since even he had seen her like this.
The sight of her made one feel warm and light, and carefree.
She smelled, almost subliminally, of summer peaches; it gave one the urge to
run across grassy fields, and pick flowers, and fly kites, and eat sugary sweets of
all kinds.
Delight poked at the fish, and at her touch, the fish popped out of existence
with a shower of sparks, leaving the string held aloft of its own accord. Delight
giggled then - not the coy tittering of a flirtatious coquette, but the infectious giggle
of a tickled baby. It took her awhile to stop and catch her breath. “And now it is
inconspicuous too as well,” she said when she could speak once more.
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Then her contented smile fell, and her eyes, once a blend of blue-green,
became mismatched - one green, and one blue with silver flecks. She screwed up
her face, which seemed to express anger at first and then turned to self-pity.
Her clothes and general appearance changed as she wandered vaguely
toward us, looking as though she was both lost and distracted - and, perhaps, a
little itchy. The girl was scratching her neck and twitching sporadically, wobbling
around on mostly-bare feet (other than her fishnet stockings, which were so torn as
to barely hold their shape). She now suddenly wore both bicycle pants and a skirt,
as well as a musty faux-leather coat, the layers of which were pulling apart and
flaking into oblivion.
“ONe fOR SorrOW, tWO foR sORRow, thREE fOR SOrrow, foUR
ForForFor... I dON’t knOW bUt I’M aLL borED oF sorROw,” warbled Delirium
in a strange, distorted voice of myriad tones and erratically shifting pitch, “fiVE
fOR three two one... sIX fOR goLD, seVEn fOR a mAGpie wHO tELLS mE
whERE tO gO…” Delirium stopped abruptly, with a confused frown. “BuT whERe
dID hE gO?”
“Hello, sister Delirium,” I greeted her.
“Hiiii,” she squeaked, like the chain of a swing that was badly in need of oil.
She went limp, giving the impression of her body melting over the side of the
couch. “HeLLo evERybODy… iT’s mE. NoT AnyONe elSE. JuSt mE.”
“I doubt that,” purred Desire.
“What brings you here?” I asked.
“SO, Um. I’M LOokINg fOR mY doGGy,” she answered, kicking her legs
idly. “Do yOU REmEMbER mY dOGgy? So thERe wAS thIS dogGY. A VERY
cLEveR dOGGy, wHo saiD thiNGs likE… liKe… I cAN’t fiND THe wORds
anYmORe, iN mY head. I THink mAYbe thEY aLL eSCapED anD rAN awAY.
AnYwAY. CLEver THinGS. I gOT hIM oN thE dAy tHAt i aTE aLL tHE
chERRieS uP. FROm OUr brOTheR.”
“Destruction’s dog, Barnabas? No, I have not forgotten.”
“WeLL i spOKe tO OUr brOTHer, aND hE sAId… yOU lOOk difFFerENT,
brOTHer.”
“He said that?”
“SAId whAT?”
“That I look different.”
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“He nevER saID thAT, i SAid THat. Uhh… WhO aRE wE tALkING abOUt
aGAin?”
“Destruction. You saw him?”
“NoNoNoNo... DEstInY, nOT DEstrUctIOn. I sAW dESTiny. He saiD yOU
wOUld knOW abOUT bARNabAS. He SAid iT cOUldN’t hURt tO coME anD
sEE yOU. He tOLd mE nOT tO CoMe aND sEE yOU, tOO. He saiD iT boTH.”
“You just missed Destruction, dear sister - he was here, not too long ago,”
said Desire.
Delirium flipped herself over to stare at them. “ReaLLy?! BUt i wANted sO
vERy VERy SUper-uBER baDLy tO sEE hIM thOUgh!”
Desire snickered, taking a drag from the cigarette and blowing it out. “I
know.” Then, more soberly, they added: “But you really shouldn’t, Del. It would
have broken your heart all over again, when he refused to stay.”
“ThAT’s fUNNy, yOU tELLing mE NOT tO wANt thiNgs.” Delirium
rolled off the couch, tumbling across the marble floor into a kneeling position
before me, and put her hands together in supplication. “WiLL yOU pLEAse hElp
mE fiND mY dOGGy? YoU anD mE, wE hAD SUCH a niCe tiMe THe laST
tiME wE wEnt lOOkiNg foR soMeOne.”
“Did we?”
“DiDn’T wE?”
“...I do not think my father would have characterized it that way.”
Delirium recoiled, and her face twitched. “YOu’RE noT hIM, aRE yoU...”
“Morpheus is no more, sister,” rasped Despair. “Do you not remember the
wake we held for him?”
“I REmEMber uS cOMing hERe foR yoU, a lOOOng tiMe aGO, WHen
YOu dieD,” said Delirium. “WeLL, iT wASn’t heRE. ANd iT wASn’t yOU. BuT
wE diD AnywAY.”
“Perhaps one day I will help you look for Barnabas,” I offered. “But not at
this current time. Not until our story is finished.”
Delirium cocked her head to one side. “YoU mEAn WheN yOu’re deaD
tOO?”
“No, that’s not what I mean.”
“ThEN... wHAt?”
“The story of the American Dream, in the previous Reality on Earth.”
“Ohhh. YoU MEan tHE oNE wIth tHE SuPerHEROes iN iT?”
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“That’s the one. Would you like to tell your part of it?”
Delirium’s already-large eyes went even wider, and she smiled.
She brightened - quite literally - and transformed before our very eyes into a
lovely sunbeam of a girl, the very same version of herself who had initially skipped
down the stairs with the fish-balloon. “I would be delighted to,” she said.
-Delirium’s Tale“I would like to start with a boy who loved fishies, almost as much as I do.
I guess that was because he was part fishie himself, in a way.
Once upon a time there was a boy named Garth Ceridian. He lived in Coast
City, the same place where his favoritest Green Lantern, Hal Jordan, growed up.
It was waaaay over on the other side of the country from the new and glitzy
Metropolis, and the gloomy old Gotham.
Coast City was a sunshiny place, with many pretty, golden beaches, and a
lighthouse that lit up at night to help sailors. That’s where Arthur’s father worked.
Garth was a very special boy - because when he played in the water, which
he did every single day, he could stay under it as long as he wanted. He didn’t need
to come up and breathe air, like other humans had to. And while he was down
there, he would talk to all the fishies.
Garth was a teensy-bit worried that maybe he was crazy, but he wasn’t (I
would know). He really could hear what the fishies were saying, and feel what they
were feeling. And it was all because his mother was a beautiful mermaid who had
sex with his daddy.
Garth would play in the shipwreck where his parents met and fell in love - it
was still there, under the waves, and it was the best playhouse ever. He would hang
out there with his friends, Topo the octopus and Porm, who was queen of all the
dolphins - and he would have so much fun that sometimes he never wanted to
come back to the surface at all.
But he would, because his daddy wanted him to go to school and play with
other kids, even though they weren’t as much fun. Garth loved his daddy, and also
the meals his daddy always cooked for dinner, like curry - his daddy was a
fisherman, but Garth was a vegetarian who especially didn’t like to eat any
seafood, because the fishies were his bestest friends.
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BuT thEN nASty peOPle kiLLed PoRM thE dOLphiN bEcAUse thEY
wANted tO chOP hER uP anD eAT hER anD GaRTh criED anD CRied sO much
hE wOUld’vE drOWNed iF he wASn’t a mER-persON anD cOUldn’t.
He HUrted veRY bADly… sO bAD...hE FelT liKE findiNG thOse PEOPLe
anD hURTiNG THEM. It wOUld bE sO easY, hE cOUld jUSt drOWn thEM anD
SWim awAY anD nO onE wOUld evER knOW iT wAS hiM thAT diD iT.
ThEN aGAiN mAYbe hE’D chOP thEM uP fiRSt anD sEE hOW THEY
likED iT, BEinG choPPed uP inTO iTTy-biTTy biTs anD thEN tuRNeD inTO
sOMeoNe’s fOOd liKE mayBE a shARk…
...Oopsies, sorry everybody! I slipped, just then, back into my not-so-alltogether self. But I’m back now, and I’m a-okay!
Everything was okay for Garth too, after a while. He was a very good little
boy, and he didn’t end up killing anybody or hurting them too badly.
He did capsize and wreck a bunch of fishing boats though, which was very
enjoyable and made him feel loads better.
One day Garth was meeted by a friendly little water sprite named Quisp,
who was really impressed by what he’d done to avenge the dolphin queen. The
sprite took him far, far away, to a really lovely and amazing underwater kingdom
called Atlantis, where all the nice mer-people lived.
...ExCEpt theY wERen’t niCe aT aLL thEY captUReD hiM anD puT hiM
iN a prisON thAT wAS vERy dARk anD saiD iT WAs becAUse hE wAS
suPPOsed tO bE thEir kiNG or SOMEthiNG.
WHiCh dOesN’t mAKe aNy sENse tO hiM, becAUse iF hE wAS tHEir
kiNG thEN whY?
...Sugar and spice! Am I going to lose my silly little mind anytime I recall
anything not-so-happy from before?
Oh well... buckle-up everybody, this should be fun!
So yes, Garth found himself in the middle of a game for the Atlantean
throne, because lots of people wanted it very muchly.
He got out, of prison I mean. It wasn’t all bad - there was a wizard
imprisoned with him, and they became good friends. Garth learned lots of new and
interesting things while he was down there, like how to freeze and boil water, and
make stuff out of water, and shoot purpley laserbeams out of his eyes.
Oh, and he received a beautiful trident from the wizard, who was keeping it
safe from Garth’s nasty brother who wanted to use it for bad.
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Garth cared not at all for the Atlantean throne: he only wanted to save the
fishies and coral and the ocean itself.
AnD LOTs oF bAD thiNGs wERe haPPeNiNG tO tHE ocEAn liKe oiL
spiLLs... hUM dEE dUM poLLuTIOn kiLLs… diD yOU sEE whAT i dID thERe?
i jUSt mADe A RhYmE…
Garth even went inland to bust up some dams that were drying up the rivers
and preventing the little fishies from being born, and he also went after factories
that were dumping toxic chemicals into the water.
ThE fiSHies iN thE rivERs wERe geTTing GroSS anD mUtATed aNd sicK
anD sO wERe tHE pEOple wHO wERe eAtiNG tHE fiSHies anD waSHinG anD
driNKing frOm thEM... thE rIVers i mEAN, nOT tHE fiSHies. DriNKiNG frOM
siCK fiSHies...blecch! ThOUgh, i SUppoSE iT wOUldN’t bE thAT mUCh wORse
thAN anYthiNG elSE TheY wERe aCTuaLLy doiNG…
Garth didn’t want to be King, so instead he decided to be a superhero.
He called himself Aquaman, and made lots of friends in a superhero club
called the Justice League.
The Green Lanterns wanted very much to protect the environment as well.
They also wanted no nuclear bombs or smoky, leaky, radioactive power
plants.
They wanted to stop governments from using humans as guinea pigs, like
the sick islanders Aquaman and his non-superhero supporters helped save from
their radiation-contaminated home islands, which had been used for nuclear tests.
The Green Lanterns wanted people to be safe and healthy, and to have world
peace.
WHiCH wAS GoiNG tO bE iMpoSSibLE iF evERybOdY trieD tO blOW
EVerYboDy elSe uP anD pOisoneD EVerYthiNG anD maDe iT wiNTer
fOREveR.
But the Green Lanterns had their own tricky little puzzles to solve.
Hal Jordan wanted the war to stop, and so did some people including some
people who were called hippies. But lots of people didn’t like hippies, because they
didn’t play by any of the rules, and they were loud and troublesome and because
they let their hair grow longer than anybody else.
And most of all because they took drugs trying to ‘free their minds’, and
hang out with me in my realm. They just wanted to be my friends, that’s all.
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Well, that, and they wanted to be able to do and experience magic. But that’s
a very common goal with humans - and had been forever, actually. Desire could
probably tell you that.
Garth was one of these people who took the drugs - but it wasn’t to free his
mind or to come play with me. It was because he was so upset at everyone and
everybody (especially after a boat full of ocean activists that he inspired were shot
at by military people) that the drugs were the only thing that calmed him down and
made him feel better.
He smoked the pot (it wasn’t really a pot, it was a plant that he burned up
and breathed the fumes of), and he ate magic mushrooms (they weren’t really
magical, just kind of toxic in a fun way), and he dropped acid (into his mouth - also
it wasn’t the kind of acid that bubbles up and eats your skin away like in the
cartoons… except if your trip accidentally took a detour through the more
unpleasant neighborhoods of my realm).
He also drank ‘like a fish’ as they say, which must mean saltwater fish
because freshwater fishies don’t drink at all.
Anyway, when Garth realized that his hero was basically a magic space-cop
and old-person member of the establishment, who hated hippie radicals like him,
Garth decided he didn’t like him so much anymore.
The Green Lantern John Stewart had troubles because he was black (well
not exactly, he was more like a deep brownish color, but people were silly and said
people like him had black skin), and people who were white (also not really, more
like peachie-pinkish color, but they were paler so they called it ‘white’) thought
they didn’t have to be nice to anyone who wasn’t.
And as my lovely sister Despair will tell you, this caused great unhappiness
and suffering.
Some took comfort in drugs, and this allowed them to come play and visit
my realm for a while… and some became angry and tried to fight back.
Hal Jordan, of the peachie-pinkish people, couldn’t understand this very
well. He thought the law was the law, and that was that. If you broke the law, you
deserved to be in jail.
He also thought that if people fought against the people who were in charge
and hurting them, then things would only get worse instead of better - he thought
they should just be really nice and prove all the wrong-headed people, well, wrong.
And eventually, everyone would get along just fine.
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John Stewart didn’t agree with that - he was a hero, and he wasn’t going to
just stand by and wait until the ‘white’ people decided to be nice and share their
stuff with his people.
So he rallied against the racist politicians, and the racist business leaders,
and he got the people to come together and march and protest for their rights.
BuT thEN JoHn StEWart gOT sHOt dEAd anD evERyOne gOT ReaLLY
maD aND sAD aNd SCARED.
And there was a bad guy alien from outer-space named Sinestro who picked
up John Stewart’s ring and corrupted it. He wanted everyone to be scared, because
that made his new yellow ring powerful - and because he had a pet monster that ate
fear like it was food.
But there were some that saw Sinestro as their savior against the angry
druggie hippies and the angry druggie black people who were causing trouble.
Kyle Rayner, the artist Green Lantern, worked to try to promote love and
happiness instead of fear and hate. He could create all sorts of wonderful things
from his imagination.
AnD whAT he gOT aS A rEwARD wAS tO cOMe hoMe anD fiND hIS
giRLfRieND StuFFed iN a rEFriGERaTOR, strANgleD anD coLD aNd vERy
mUCh dEAd.
OH mY goSH He wAS sO scARed, iN faCt hE wAS scARed SHITLESS
evEN thOUgh hE wAS a suPERherO WIth a mAGicAL riNG thAT cOUld
liTerALLy dO anYthiNG hE wANted iT tO. He feLT sO gUiLty... whY wAS hE
noT thERe tO protECt hER? ShE mUst hAVe bEEn sO scAREd…
AnD hE diDN’t eVEn knOW. ShE’d bEen scrEAmiNG foR hiM tO sAVe
hER, riGHt uP uNtiL sHE raN ouT oF AIr.
EveN thOUgh sHE knEW hE wAS tOO fAR AWaY, anD thAT hE diDn’t
knOW.
I knEW, THouGH. ShE diED aS onE oF miNe.
HeR bOYfRieND gOT sO anGrY ovER heR dYiNG thAT hE wANted
eVerYthiNG aND EVErybodY tO gO awAY forEVER.
So i HElpeD hiM dO thaT, sORt oF.
He crEAted, iN hiS HeaD, a sOMEthiNG-oR-othER nAMed OBLIVION,
whO waS liKe a reaLLy baD imAGiNArY fRieND, excEPt hE wASn’t A fRieND
tO anYbOdY aT aLL.
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AnD bEcAUse oF KyLe’s mAGic riNG-thiNGie, ObLivIon gOT tO bE a
rEaL boY.
OBliVion tOok oVEr KyLe’s bODy aNd gOT looSE aND WEnt arOUnd
tURniNG EVerYthiNG inTO nOTHiNg.
SinESTro aND OBLIVION dEStrOYed CoaST CiTy aND preTTy mUCh
eVerYthiNG thAT liVEd thERe diED.
Hal’S miNd broKe inTo littLe piECes beCause oF iT.
He reCreaTeD CoasT CitY aNd aLL thE pEOple iN iT wiTH hiS riNG.
BuT iT reaLLy waSn’t CoASt CiTy aT aLL, iT waS juST aN iLLusION oF
iT frOM hiS miND.
He wOULdn’T BeliEVe iT THOuGH, thAT iT waS aLL gONe, aND rULed
oVer hiS faKe ciTy liKe aN aSShoLe suPerVillAin gOd-thiNG.”
***
“Whoa whoa whoa! Hold up here,” cried Mervyn Pumpkinhead. “That was a
whole lotta crazy-talk you just dumped on us.”
Indeed, my sister was very much in her Delirium-form, and it did not seem
as if she would return to her other state of mind.
“Are you all right, miss?” asked Lucien.
“NO i aM nOT ‘aLL riGHt’, nOTHinG anD nObodY iS,” Delirium testily
replied, twitching.
“You seem to do better when you think of pleasant things,” Nuala pointed
out, helpfully. “Is there anything at all that you could focus on, that was merry or
joyful in some way?”
Delirium twitched again, eyes darting about. “I dUNNo thAT wAS a bAD
tiMe foR mE.”
“...Was anyone doing well, though?” Nuala inquired, still determined to find
some light in Delirium’s darkness.
“OoH yeS, thERe wAS soMe peOpLE wHO wERe dOiNG VERY weLL,”
said Delirium, brightening considerably. “ThE sUpERviLLainS.” And with that,
Delirium became Delight once more.
***
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“Yes indeedy, the supervillains were having a grand ‘ole time! It was their time to
shine, most definitely.
It took a really long time for the villains to get the ‘super’ added to the front
of their name, but eventually it happened.
I mean duh, there were others, waaay before that, like Hercules. But people
called him and others like him ‘demi-gods’, because that’s what they were. They
were what happened when gods had sex with mortal people. And they had
superpowers because of that, the demi-babies I mean, but people didn’t really call
them supervillains, even when they did things that were really kinda messed up.
Villains are evil on purpose, they make plans and work at being evil.
But gods are just spoiled little children. They’re too lazy to be villains,
because that’s too much work - they just like playing with their toys. Sometimes
they play too rough with their toys, and sometimes they crush them to
smithereens... just because they can, and because it’s fun, and because they get
bored really easily.
SoMe peopLe geT cOnFuSed aND caLL PeopLe liKe mY biG brOTHer
DeSTrucTion A goD theY caLLed hiM AreS thE goD oF waR buT thaT’s noT hiS
naMe.
We’Re noT reaLLy goDs we’Re ENDLESS. ANd liKe mY taLLish sKinnY
biG brOTHer DReaM noT yoU DaNieL buT thE oTHer DreaM froM beFOre
aLwaYs SaiD, wE haVe ‘reSponSibiLitieS’ - i asKed hiM oNe tiMe whAT does
thAT wORd MeaN, iN yOuR HEad, anD hE diDn’T reaLLy knOW bUT i dO oUr preSenCe deForMs tHe uniVerSe. THAT’s REsponSibiLitY.
A lot of the Gotham baddies weren’t even really superpowered - so they
weren’t called supervillains, either.
Kitty-woman and the Valkyrie-lady were called supervillainesses
sometimes, but usually people just called them not-so-nice names for female
people.
Sinestro was kind of the first guy-baddie that everybody pointed at and said
‘oh look, a supervillain!’ But he wasn’t the first one.
Ooh my no, not at all!
You want to know who the first real, honest-to-goodness supervillain was
actually?
He didn’t start out as a baddie (the bestest ones never do).
I betcha can’t guess who I’m talking about….!
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Go on, guess! Guess!!
...Okay! I’ll tell you: it was Stevie Trevor!
TAA DAA!
The guy who had a crush on Wonder-lady, and who got really upset when
she didn’t like him back as much.
He was sad for a while, and had a lot of troubles after all the war stuff that
happened and all that stuff kinda messed with his mind for a bit.
BUT! He bounced back! Better than ever!
My big brother Destruction had given him destructo-powers and whatnot, so
he was really good at destroying things (not as good as my brother Destruction
could, but still).
And of course my sister-and-brother-all-in-one, Desire, gave him the ability
to get people to like him really super easily.
Bro-sis later ‘flipped a switch’ (them’s their words, not mine) in his head so
that Stevie would have fun doing things that were bad, and wouldn’t get upset at
all, ever, by any of the nasty things that happened in the world.
Whenever something sad or painful happened to people, instead of crying
and feeling all badly about it, it was like somebody was tickling Stevie right where
he was most ticklish (before any of this happened, he was most ticklish in his feet afterwards though, not so much. Human feet are really silly-looking things, aren’t
they? All those weird little round toeses... wee, wee, little piggables, all in a
row...).
Speaking of feet, lots of people get the giggles when somebody slips on
something like cabbage, or rutabaga (HUH? What was that, you say? It’s supposed
to be banana peels? Well pooshoo! Who says so?! And why do I have to listen to
them, anyways? Bananas are waaay funnier BEFORE they’re peeled, because
they’re big and yellow and shaped like curvy boy-parts. And they just sound super
funny, don’t they ? BA-NA-NAAA!!).
But for Stevie, seeing people jump out of a burning building, or them getting
all squished by falling rubble, was just as funny as that.
In fact he would laugh and laugh, like it was the funniest thing in the world.
So, with everything bad and scary that was going on, the world was basically
one, big hilarious joke for my boy Stevie.
Oh yes, he was definitely all mine at this point… even though he still wanted
to be with that Diana-lady and marry her and all that stuff.
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But because she didn’t want him still, I was pretty much his only friend and I played around inside his head a lot, to keep him company (aFteR DeSiRe
fiXed hiM uP iT waSn’T suCh a saDly-glOOmy pLaCe anYmoRe beCauSe
DeSpaiR waS gONe sORry siSter i’M noT trYiNG tO bE mEaN oR anYthiNG
buT iT’s trUe).
And Stevie had LOTS of ideas for things he wanted to do, to make the world
even funnier.
He’d make the best joke of all, a really killer joke, and everyone would die
laughing.
And of course he would get the last one!
...The last laugh, I mean.
Wonder-lady was spending a lot of time with other cute boys, who were not Stevie.
Especially Bat-guy.
Stevie thought they were dating and in big, gushy love, because he didn’t
know about Kitty-woman being Bat-guy’s ACTUAL girlfriend.
But even if he did know about it, he’d think it was just some sex thing
anyway. He’d still think that Bat-guy’s true love was Miss Wonder-lady, because
in his mind, nobody could ever be as good as her.
Inside his head, I watched his plans hatch.
SoMe oF hiS pLaNs caMe ouT cuCkOo, aND theY wouLd juSt waNdeR
aRouNd iN hiS suB-coN-sEnSe, quaCking anD ruNning into the waLLs oF hiS
braiN.
But they were all super entertaining, to me. And I took care of them, yes I
did. I petted them and fed them and made them grow big and strong.
I got to watch all of them, whether he actually tried them out in the real
world or not.
They all ended up with Bat-guy getting dead in hilarious, wacky ways,
because of falling into the loony-toons traps Stevie made for him.
Then Wonder-lady would realize Bat-guy was totally stupid (and dead), and
that Stevie was soooo smart and clever and handsome. She’d definitely wanna be
Stevie’s girlfriend, after that.
And then they’d get married, and live Happily Ever After, forever and ever,
until the universe exploded.
The End.
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It was SO romantic.
And also it was more than a little itsy-bitsy bit cray-cray.
But Stevie didn’t care, because I told him not to worry about it and was like
a cheerleader for him and wanted him to believe in his crazy dreams - I told him, I
said it was either go home, or go nuts!
And, well… Stevie didn’t really feel like he had a home. He had a shitty
little apartment in Gotham, that was all, and it was full of leaks and rats.
Even if it was a big nice place like Bat-guy had (he didn’t know about his
house, he’d only heard vaguely of the bat-cave, and figured that ThE BaT waS
stiCKiNG hiS nAstY BaT-a-WaNG inTO DiaNA’S cAVe aLL the tiMe theRE, he
juST knEW iT…buT nOT foR loNG thOUgh, nO SiR, beCauSE HE’d dO
soMethiNG evEn nASTier tO HIM, sO thAT hE’D nEVer bE aBLe tO deFilE A
beAUtiFul priNceSS liKe heR evER EVER aGAin...)
...um. What I was saying is ... even if he had a nice house, it wouldn’t feel
like ‘home’, not as long as Wonder-lady wasn’t living inside it.
So my Stevie chose the other way to go, which was to GO NUTS.
He painted himself up in bright colors - green for his hair, white on his face
(making him actually white, not peachie-pinkish), red on his lips… you know. Like
a circus clown.
He made a big announcement to Gotham then, promising that he would be
the one to kill the Bat-man.
There was a shiny, brand-spankin’-new supervillain in Gotham-town...
...and his name was ‘The Joker’.
The first thing The Joker did was to go after The Bat’s little mini-me, Barbie
Gordon.
Barbie was really strong, and was doing really well as a copycat superhero.
She and her boyfriend Robbie (who she thought was a Dickie) were having a lot of
troubles figuring out anything about the spooky Wayne Manor house though, or
why Kitty-Woman had said that something was there.
That’s because the entrance to the Bat-Cave was well-hidden, with lots of
super-duper, top-notch security stuff everywhere to keep people out.
But The Joker didn’t know or care about any of that - all he knew was that
Barbie had always been rescued by The Bat before, so she would make the perfect
bait to lure him out.
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Barbie fought The Joker, and if he had been a normal human, she might
have won.
...but The Joker had superpowers, and she did not. So she didn’t.
The Joker also captured her daddy, Conditioner Gordon, and took them both
to a LexCorps chemical factory.
AnD thEN hE tiED uP aND toTURed pOOr BaRBie...whiCH waS
toRtURiNG heR daDDy aS weLL becAUse hE waS tiED uP too anD aLL hE
couLD dO waS waTcH.
Mister J was pretending like his whole big plan was to make Conditioner
Gordon go loony like he was, even though it was all a big game really.
He just wanted The Bat to come out and play.
But in the meantime, he’d play with Barbie.
ShE waS sO, sO frEAkiN scARed...
ThiS maN waSn’t liKe tHE othERs hE didN’t waNt anYthiNG liKe a
rANsoM oR anYthiNG aT aLL reaLLy hE aLrEadY haD heR daDDy loCKed uP
sO whY diDn’t hE juSt leT heR GO?
BeCAUse hE LIKED hUrtiNG hER, thAT’s whY.
He waS hURting heR vErY mUChly.
AnD hE wAS LAUGHING whiLe hE waS doiNG it.
ThE moRe shE criED anD struGGLed aND triED tO scREaM thrOUgh thE
gAG thAT wAS iN heR mOuTh, thE morE hE LAUGHED.
BaTMan haD aLwaYs bEeN thERe tO sAVe hER beFORe… whERe waS
hE whY waASn’t hE hERe yeT?
PLeaSe pLeAse PLEASE soMeOne sAVe mE, shE wAS thiNKiNG, thIS
tiMe i’LL ChaNge mY naMe anD rUN aWaY soMewHEre aND nEVer haVe
anYthiNg tO dO wiTh criMe-fiGHtiNG eVEr agAIn i doN’t waNt tO bE a hERo
anYmoRe i jUsT waNt tO liVe soMeboDy pLeaSe maKe hiM stoP DEAR GOD
JUST MAKE THIS PSYCHO STOP...
Robbie-Dicky showed up then, and tried to save her. But he wasn’t
superpowered either and so Barbie watched helplessly as he got himself beat up
pretty badly.
When The Bat finally showed up, he found a broken Barbie.
But she was broken even worser when, in the fighting, The Joker’s gun went
off and shot Barbie in the spine.
The Bat and The Joker fell into a vat of acid.
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NoT thE fuN druGGie-kiNd, thE nASty buBBly stUFf ThaT bURns anD
eAts yOUr skiN riGHt oFF foR ReaL.
That didn’t kill the Joker though - when my big brother and my sisterbrother gave him powers, they’d given him a bath in a greenish magic pool called a
Lazarus Pit. So he was burned up real good and in lots of pain but he would have
still survived and probably killed The Bat if Wonder-lady hadn’t showed up and
pulled them out with her golden magic lasso.
The Joker saw his beloved Wonder-lady but she didn’t recognize him as her Stevie
at all.
But even worse was that he was inside her magic rope-lasso, which made
people calm and forced the truth to come out of them.
ThE tRuth waS hE diDn’t recOGniZe HIMSELF anYmoRe hE wAS grOSS
anD uGly nOW iNsiDe anD OuT anD iN sO mUCh paiN bUT heR eYes bURned
hiM woRseR hE wiSHed sHe’D stOP lOOKiNG aT hiM beCauSe hE DidN’t
WanT heR tO seE hiM liKe thiS…hE DidN’t WanT heR tO knOW hE waS heR
SteVe bEcAUse wHat wAS hE thiNkiNG? HE wAS aN iDiot THinKing sHE
couLd lOve sOMeOne LiKe hiM, eSpeCiaLLy nOW thAT He’D acTeD aLL
hoRRible aND mONstRous...
But he told her his real name because she asked, and she had the magic
truth-rope around him, so he didn’t really have a choice about it anyway.
Barbie and Robbie-Dickie went to the hospital.
EVen tHough BaRbie waS aLL dRuggeD uP shE couLd stiLL heAr theM
saYing thaT sHe waS paraLyZed froM thE waiSt doWn anD wouLd neVer waLk
agaiN.
HeR insiDe-wouNds weRe eVen deEper thaN heR outsiDe onEs tHough...
shE haD nighTmaRes aLL thE tiMe eveN wheN sHe waS awaKe becauSe sHe
couLdn’t stOP thiNKing aBout anD reMemBering whaT haPpeneD.
Robbie-Dickie’s insides and outsides were not as bad as Barbie’s (though he
was very lucky that his insides were not ON his outsides, after the beating he took),
but he was very, very angry, not just at The Joker for doing all this to Barbie, but
also at The Bat because he didn’t stop him.
He swore that he would get revenge on all the super-people, the heroes and
the villains both.
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Wonder-lady took Stevie to the Gotham loony-bin, Arkham Asylum.
AnD shE waS crYiNG beCauSe O goDDesSes hOW couLd this bE?
It waS SteVe… heR gooD oLd fRienD STeve… shE kneW whaT he diD
buT shE couLdn’t beLieVe iT, esPeCiaLLy noW thaT hE waS inSide thE roPe
anD baCk tO hiS oLd niCe anD nOrmaL self.
ShE knEW whAT hE diD anD thaT hE waS dANGeRouS buT stiLL HOW?
HoW couLd shE leaVe heR fRienD iN a hoRRibLe scARy pLaCe aLL aloNe?
But Stevie told her don’t cry, he would rather be here where he couldn’t hurt
anyone anymore. She’d saved him, and brought him back to his right mind, and he
was grateful to her.
She had to leave him and the magic rope behind, with him inside it, because
otherwise he was too crazy strong to stay locked up there.
Wonder-lady wished him goodbye and left him hung up in a special cell, all
alone.
Stevie was fine as he watched her go, though - because even though the pain
that Desire took away was back and hurting, he finally remembered what it was
like to feel good from good things again…
...like a heartfelt goodbye from somebody you’re madly in love with.
EvEn iF iT’s jUSt thEM saYiNG ‘bYe-Bye, seE yoU agAin nEVer
fOReVer aND eVer...’
But… he didn’t know that, very soon, somebody would be falling super-duper
madly in love with HIM.
The pretty Dr. Quinzel was in charge of checking up on him, every single
day.
She would redo his bandages and take care of his burned-up skin from the
acid by putting gooey stuff on it that made it feel lots better.
She asked him questions, and wrote down his answers on her little clipboard.
She fed him even though he was immortal and didn’t need it to live, and she
would read to him so he didn’t get bored.
Stevie healed up really fast from the acid - so he not only was charming
again he was kinda handsome like before now, too.
He warned her that he was not really all right, though - it was only the
golden rope that was keeping him from hurting people and destroying everything.
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It was the only thing keeping him sane.
One night a guy with super-control over fear who was named The Scarecrow
broke out all the other crazies of Arkham Asylum, setting them loose.
TheY staRteD chaSiNG thE pReTTy doCToR laDy sAYinG TheY waNteD
tO plaY wiTh hER beCauSe shE wAS SOoo preTTy bUT ReaLLy theY wouLd
haVe hURt heR vERy bADLy iF theY cAUGHt hER.
She did what any not-crazy person would do if they were being chased by
super-powered crazies: run to someone who could help.
That someone was Stevie.
She ran into Stevie’s cell, and even though he shouted at her to stop, she let
him out of the lasso.
Stevie beat up the other crazies very easily.
Instead of hating him for beating them, they all admired him and, in a weird
way, fell in love with him a little bit.
He found some make-up and put it on his face again, so he could be The
Joker once more.
And the crazies crowned him their leader: the Clown Prince of Crime.
They all vowed that they were his to command.
And so did Dr. Harleen Quinzel.
Mister J was her hero, who’d saved her from the crazies. She didn’t care that
he was crazy now, too - she was already very madly in love with him, and would
do anything for him.
Anything at all.
She didn’t even care that he liked hurting her.
Actually, she really liked it when he did.
The Joker’s new army of crazies escaped into the Gotham dark and they was
called um dub-ub-ubbly-doo The Rogue’s Gallery.
Let’s see.. Yup I remember there was Penguin, and Scarecrow, and TwoFace, and The Riddler, and a whole lot of people who were now Mister J’s friends.
And he also had a girlfriend now, who was also kinda his second-incommand of sorts whenever he remembered to treat her like one.
She was a motorcycle-riding lady in a jester’s outfit, made of checkered redand-black leather that was very shiny.
Her name, if anybody asked her, was Harley Quinn.
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BuT thaT’s juSt oNe version oF thE stoRy oR thE ReaLiTy oR
wHaTchaMaCaLLiT. AnD iT’s deAD nOW. POOF. GoNe.
JuSt a biT oF oNe oF theM. I MeaN, theRe aRe SO maNy oF theM. LiKe
wiGgly woRmS, miLLionS anD biLLionS anD SQUILLIONS of wiGgLY
wORmS, aLL wRiggLiNG iN diFfeRenT waYs tO geT tO thE saMe plaCe.
AnD i knOW whAT thAT plaCe iS.
It’S a nOTHing pLAce. AnD mY siSter wiLL taKe mY bRother’s BooK
(liKe thE oNe yoU hAVe iN yoUr lAP theRe brOTHer DaNieL-DReaM) anD saY
gOOdbYe, liKe thiS, ‘gOOdbYe’, aNd theN iT’s aLL doNe. AnD thaT’s iT foR
thiS tiMe rouNd.
YoU doN’t beLieVe mE. BuT i doN’t miNd.
I doN’t aLwaYs beLieVe mE eiTheR. ”
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-10“Immortality”

“Wait, what happened to Batman?” asked Matthew the Raven. “After he was
pulled out of the acid, during the fight with The Joker?”
“ThaT’s a gOOd qUeStiOn i knOW iT buT i doN’t caRe tO taLk anYmoRe
aBOut iT beCauSe i’M aLL boRed oF thE BaTmaN sTuFf nOW i’M goiNg tO
couNt thE fiSHies iN mY HeaD,” said Delirium, curling up sleepily into a fetal
position on the couch, and clutching one of its pillows against her chest.
“He w-was t-taken, to th-the L-Lazarus P-Pits b-by Ra’s Al Ghul,” stuttered
the newly-revived Abel as he crawled away from the fireplace, still covered in soot
and dusting himself off.
“Quiet, you,” growled Cain. “Unless you want to find yourself in a deceased
state once again, so soon after rejoining us.”
“Actually, I don’t want to hear anymore about the superheroes either,” my
mother Rose piped up. “I really think SOMEBODY ought to be talking about
Morpheus. It seems like everybody’s forgotten about him being locked away in a
basement for 70 years, and that a lot of weird, crazy messed-up shit happened - to
me, and to the people closest to me - when he got out.”
Everyone turned to face her, expectantly. Even Delirium lifted her head from
the couch and blinked at her with renewed interest.
She huffed a sigh. “Fine,” she said, resigned. “I guess I’ll have to be the one
to do it.”
-Rose Walker’s Tale“First off, I have to tell you that I’m not exactly what you would call ‘normal’.
I don’t sleep, for one thing. Not on a regular basis.
And I’m nowhere near as young as I look.
My mother’s name was Unity Kinkaid. She was born in the U.K., around the
turn of the century.
One night, when she was little, her mom was telling her a bedtime story to
help her get to sleep. It was ‘Through the Looking Glass,’ by Alice Carroll.
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She knew it was only meant to entertain her. But instead, it terrified her.
I mean, it’s a pretty terrifying story if you think about it: Mad Hatters and
their talking animal friends, grouchy opium-smoking caterpillars, evil queens
trying to cut off little girl’s heads… and that’s just the Disney version.
The book has characters like Tweedledum saying “When you’re only one of
the things in his dream, you know very well you’re not real” and “if that there king
was to wake, you’d go out… BANG! Just like a candle!”
That’s pretty heavy stuff, for a kid.
But Unity’s problem wasn’t so much the waking part - it was the fact that
she went to sleep.
At that time, random healthy people all over the world… like my mother…
all fell asleep.
And never woke up.
I shouldn’t say never. She woke up a couple times in the decade that
followed, each time crying out for her mother.
She still thought she was a little kid.
Eventually she woke up four or five times a year. She lived her life like a
sleepwalker; eating if fed, sometimes talking nonsense, dream-stuff. Lewis Carrol
quotes.
Every single time, the people taking care of her had to explain where she
was, and that her parents had put her in a nursing home.
She could never remember.
The nursing home staff liked to pretend that she was awake. They’d wheel
her around, from room to room, to be with the other patients. Asleep, she would
watch TV. Asleep, she’d relax in the sun.
They called it the 'Sleepy Sickness.' A cute name, for a serious condition.
There were many people like her - millions of people for whom the sands of
time stopped flowing.
Psychic residue from the world war, some suggested. Doctors and scientists
attributed it to a virus, somehow related to - or exacerbated by - the Spanish Flu
pandemic, which had raged throughout the world just before that.
At some point, my mom was raped. She gave birth to a baby girl. The
scandal was hushed up, and the baby was put in foster care. Unity never knew.
She’d slept through the whole thing.
That baby girl was me.
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I think the guy who did it was a metahuman, or an immortal of some sort,
because my growth was significantly slowed down compared to other people my
age.
And I mean a LOT.
I was a baby for many years.
And it’s not like I was some sort of genius, an older kid trapped in a baby’s
body. Nope - I was, developmentally speaking, always the same as what I looked
like. When I looked like a 6-month-old infant, I acted like one.
I took a long time to figure out how to crawl, and how to talk. I was a slow
learner.
I was literally a ‘child’ of the 60’s, and by the time the 80’s rolled around, I
was just starting to maybe pass for someone old enough to drive a car, but not quite
old enough to drink in the U.S.
Because that’s where I was growing up, being passed around from family to
family.
See, there may not be a whole lot of them, but there are some truly old
people wandering around out there.
Less than a thousand of them are old enough to remember woolly
mammoths and saber-toothed tigers. But they do exist, for various reasons - magic,
god-fuckery, aliens, activated metahuman genes, Atlantean bloodlines, etcetera
etcetera.
And then there’s a man named Hob Gadling, one of the younger ones, sitting
at a spry 400 years old.
He was drinking in a tavern, in the Middle Ages, when it happened.
Hob was drunkenly espousing his philosophy that ‘death was a mug’s
game’, and that basically people only died because they thought they had to let
themselves do it, out of habit.
Hob said Death was listening, and decided to take it as a dare. The challenge
was accepted, and Hob was given eternal life as something of an experiment, to see
what he did with it and how he liked it.
I didn’t know who or what the Endless were, at the point when he told me and he didn’t bother to explain it to me, either. So I didn’t know that he was being
literal about Death being an actual person, hanging out in a tavern and hearing him
spout off, and then snapping her fingers to make him immortal.
I figured he was just being poetic.
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I knew him as part of his ‘Immortals Anonymous’ group.
Hob Gadling wasn’t the only immortal around, but he was pretty much the
only one who actually supported other immortals... sharing his resources and
connections to move them around, give them cover identities, and help them keep
themselves hidden.
These were the kind of human-smuggling skills he learned being a part of
the early Atlantic slave trade, but put to much better use.
He was haunted by that part of his life, and he agonized about it a lot,
actually - I don’t think there was anything he could do to relieve his guilty
conscience about being involved in something so horrendous.
He didn’t even have the moral high-ground of seeing how bad things were
and putting a stop to it himself - he only got out of the business when a friend he’d
met with over the centuries clued him in to how wrong it was.
That’s the trouble with having such a long lifespan, though - a lot of stuff
happens that you can’t just shrug off, or say was ‘before your time’ and therefore
not your responsibility. It was your time. You were there. You either actively
participated in it, or you stood by and let it happen - either way, you are
responsible. And if you live forever, that means living with your worst, most stupid
mistakes forever as well.
Looking back on it, Hob was kinda like a father to me - a mostly absentee
father that I’d rarely see or talk to, but still the closest thing to a real dad that I’ll
ever have.
After a few years with any given foster-family, just when they were
definitely starting to take notice of my stunted growth, Hob would show up, take
me away, and drop me off with someone else.
If you’re wondering what the big deal is, and why any of us would feel the
need to hide our ‘gift’ of possibly-eternal life, then you haven’t paid any attention
in history class - because there’s a lot people who spent their entire lives, and often
their entire fortunes, searching for the Fountain of Youth and other panacea antideath cure-alls.
Seriously, there’s some people out there that still think, even in this day and
age of modern science and medicine, that drinking our blood, or bathing in it, will
somehow keep them young.
Spoiler alert: it doesn’t work that way.
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What does work sometimes, depending on how you attained immortality in
the first place, is passing it on genetically. Which, as you can imagine, makes us
vulnerable to being trafficked by people wanting to have immortal offspring.
And if you think ‘gee, but superheroes are popular - even if you stay in the
metahuman closet, why don’t you don a red cape and an outfit of colorful
spandex?’ then you’re overestimating how many lives ‘Longevity Girl’ would be
able to save.
I’m not bulletproof. I’m not super-strong, or even super-smart in any way
(do you even know how many times I failed math class, over the years? You’d
think, after so many times of repeating the same grade, over and over again, I’d be
able to ACE a damn middle-school math test. But no).
If a bunch of bricks fell on my head, I’d be done-zo.
Scratch that - ‘a’ brick, in the singular, would probably do the trick.
I’m not even that pretty (don’t shake your head at me - don’t even start, any
of you. I know what I look like, and I’m sort of girl-next-door-cute at best. That’s
about it).
About the only talent I have is getting people to fall in love with me, even
though I have no idea why.
I’m not what you would call a ‘nice’ person. I’m kind of shallow, and
sometimes I feel… shit. I don’t know. Hollow. Mostly when I don't feel what I
ought to feel, inside.
It’s not that I’m heartless. I mean, I get upset with things, just like anyone.
And I try to do good things and to not do bad things, because life is simpler and I'm
happier if I do good things.
And I like having other people around, if it’s on my terms, and they keep out
of the way when I want to work, and if they’re no bother.
Especially if they’re cute and I feel like having sex with them.
I like sex. I like being a part of something bigger and older and more
powerful than I am (stop looking at me like that, Daniel - you know it’s only going
to get worse from here onward. So stop squirming and fidgeting and looking so
damn uncomfortable already, it’s distracting and it’s driving me nuts).
But I keep wondering, why doesn’t it hurt me more when it ends? Why don’t
I feel it?
Maybe it’s because I spent so much of my life in school, where they don’t
teach you anything worth knowing.
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They don’t teach you how to be famous, or how to be left alone.
They don’t teach you how to be rich, or how to be poor.
They don’t teach you how to know what’s going on in someone else’s mind.
They don’t teach you how to walk away from someone you don’t love
anymore.
They don’t teach you what to say to someone who’s dying.
They don’t teach you how to love somebody in the first place, and what to
do with that love when they’re gone.
...And they don’t teach you how to not go on and on about yourself like a
freakin’ narcissist, when what you MEANT to do was talk about someone else.
Sheesh. Why DO people fall in love with someone like me, anyway?”
***
“I might know,” said Desire.
My mother Rose looked at them with earnest surprise. “You do?” Then her
expression changed. “I mean, of course you do. Desire’s your whole deal after all,
right? Your area of expertise. So go on, lay it on me - why do people fall in love
with me, O wise one?”
“Because desire is your ‘deal’ as well,” said Desire, between puffs of smoke.
“That’s how it works for us, child - we don’t ‘Desire’ anywhere near as much as
we are DESIRED. We are its masters, not its slaves.”
Rose’s face went ashen pale. “What?”
“I fathered you on Unity Kinkaid,” said Desire, idly tapping the ashes out of
their cigarette. “You’re welcome, daughter.”
Rose stood up, shaking. “You raped my mother?!”
Desire ever-so-slightly frowned with distaste. “Rape is such an ugly word. It
insinuates that I FORCED her.”
“She was asleep, ergo she couldn’t consent, ergo, RAPE.”
“But she wasn’t asleep, my dear - I made sure to call upon her during one of
her lucid periods. She had those you know, every so often. You said so yourself. “
“I also said that every time she woke up, she still thought she was a kid.”
“But she wasn’t, was she?” Desire fired back. “She was a fully grown-ass
adult woman. And at the time, to her, I looked like her ideal man... the kind of man
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she always dreamed about, tall dark and handsome. So believe me, she was more
than willing to give it a go with the old slap-and-tickle.”
Rose was taken aback, thinking it over. “Her dreams…wait, did she even
KNOW she was awake?
Desire shrugged. “Who knows? Probably not.”
“You’re DISGUSTING!!”
“Now now, I’ll have you know I was a perfect gentleman; did everything
short of placing a ring on her finger and making an honest woman out of her.”
Desire grinned. “Though I certainly did make ‘a’ woman out of her that night!”
Desire puffed on the cigarette, chin lifted proudly and glancing at Rose sidelong.
“Not that it’s any of YOUR business, of course.”
“NOT MY BUSINESS?! HOW DARE YOU!” Rose began to cry hot, angry
tears. “You have no idea what that did to me - what YOU did. You set me up for a
lifetime of freakish misery. I was lost and afraid and I had no idea why any of it
was happening to me. And it was because… why? For what? For fun? Some kind
of sick, cosmic joke at our expense?” Rose paused to think for a moment. Then an
idea came. “Morpheus.” She fixed her gaze back on Desire, suspicious and
accusatory. “Were you trying to set him up to die at The Furies’ hands?”
Everyone gasped.
“It is prudent to call them ‘The Kindly Ones, Miss Walker,” Lucien
informed her, quietly and gently.
“Prudent or not, I’ll be calling them exactly what they are,” Rose snapped
back - but she didn’t really care, as her mind was not focused on the Kindly Ones
at the moment.
Her gaze was still levelled squarely at Desire.
Desire’s gaping mouth formed a perfect ‘o’, as they placed a hand on their
chest. “Well, I NEVER! That’s absurd. Why would I want my dear brother dead?
Quite the opposite, actually. I felt bad about the Nada affair, and how it
turned out… especially when I realized that it led to poor Morpheus getting
himself captured by a bunch of weak, silly hedge-mage occultists. I mean honestly,
how embarrassing for him!
I swear, upon my honor as an Endless, I hadn’t meant for him to take my
gentle chidings so much to heart.”
“You said you were always cruel.”
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“That’s right - I’m ALWAYS a LOT of things, little girl. Like kind, and
generous, and loving. So there.” Desire sucked hard on the cigarette, holding it
between their perfectly straight, gritted white teeth. They expelled the smoke with
particular malice. “I wanted him to get over himself, and to stop moping,”
explained Desire. “And so I gave him the perfect gift to help him do so.
Someone who would never get old and die on him.
Someone with an inherently keen interest in his powers and realm, who
would understand him completely.
Someone who would stand up to him and would never be afraid of him, no
matter how terribly he behaved.
Someone he could love.
It was what the lonely old bastard always wanted. I would know. I knew his
heart better than anyone.
And no one can honestly say I never did anything for him, because he died
happy. More or less. As much as he was capable of. Considering what I had to
work with, I’d say I did a pretty bang-up job.”
“You set me up to…” Rose suddenly weaved, looking sick. She placed a
hand over her mouth. “Morpheus was my uncle. You set me up to have an
incestuous affair...with my own uncle?”
Desire rolled their eyes. “Mortal morality… how quaint.” Then their gold
eyes flashed open, sharply and angrily. “And FICKLE. Do you even know how
many times the rules over who-could-fuck-who have changed with you people,
over the years, the decades, the MILLENIA? Please, spare me. I don’t need your
holier-than-thou judgement and your childish pearl-clutching. I find it tiresome.”
Rose stormed over to Desire, lifting them up roughly by the lapels of their
suit. She had a dangerous look in her eyes.
Desire was startled at first, but then grinned. “You want to kill me right
now, don’t you daughter?
“Don’t call me that,” she growled.
“Ho ho, such passion! I would expect no less from my own flesh and blood!
Come now, don’t hold back - go ahead and indulge yourself a little, if it makes you
feel better! I won’t mind.”
“Calm yourself, Mother,” I warned.
“H-He’s r-right Miss W-Walker,” stuttered Abel. “You d-don’t want to buhbring The F-Furies d-down on your head.”
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Cain brought his fist down hard upon Abel’s head. “The Kindly Ones, you
dolt! The Kindly Ones! Don’t ever call them anything else!”
Rose let out her breath, and then let go of Desire. They landed in a lessthan-elegant fashion upon the couch, and looked rather indignant about it.
“Yeah,” muttered Rose, distantly. “I guess it’s not worth it.”
Desire went back to smoking, as if nothing had happened. “Actually, I didn’t
have sex with her.”
Rose looked sickened and stung, tears forming in her eyes. “What?”
“She wasn’t my type. I generally like them a little friskier, and a little less…
comatose. It’s a little too similar to them being dead.”
“So you were lying?”
“I was joking. I thought it would be funny to see your reaction.”
“...About you being my father?”
“Oh no, you’re still my blood. But it was in a hospital. I didn’t have to use
any of my own equipment to knock her up.”
She returned to her seat on the bit of rubble, stunned and incredulous.
Unsure of what to think anymore.
“I, for one, was fascinated by your story Miss Walker,” said Lucien. “Please
continue.”
“ME toO i reaLLy waNt tO heAR thE reSt oF iT eVEn iF iT is nAR-CySTtiC,” opined Delirium.
Rose choked back a sob. “Okay,” she said, shakily. “I’ll try.” She composed
herself with several deep breaths. At last, she was ready to speak. “Well…
eventually, I stopped looking like a little kid in need of adult supervision. When
that finally happened, I was living with the Walker family.
***
Miranda Walker, Burt Walker and their bio-son Jed Walker, who was younger than
what I looked like at the time.
I really liked that kid. He was a snotball, but in a cute and funny way instead
of an obnoxious one.
I liked Miranda and Burt well enough too - they were really nice, normal
people, whose worst trait was that they were just kinda dull, boring… normal.
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Terrifyingly, appallingly normal, like they’d gone through normal and come out
the other side. The Stepford Yuppies.
But I’d been in enough dysfunctional homes with dysfunctional people to
know how rare and valuable just being normal was.
So I let them actually adopt me, making me, officially and legally, ‘Rose
Walker’.
The next time Hob Gadling showed up to collect me, I refused to go, and
said I’d found my family.
I’ll never forget the way he looked at me then, like a cross between sadness
and joy (Because HE was my real father - not you, Desire, and not even Burt…
HIM).
Unfortunately, the Walkers might have been perfectly normal, but I was not.
It was not just because of my lengthy chronological age, either - which they
knew nothing about - but also because I had an overactive imagination.
I’d make up stories, seek out books of witches and ghosts… things that just
weren’t TRUE. They couldn’t understand where this fascination of mine for the
fantastic came from, and it scared them.
I also kept a hold of my old toys much longer than they thought I should.
That worried them, apparently.
I tried to only play with them when Jed was around, so they’d think I was
just trying to be a good big sister for him.
But I think they somehow knew that I was more attached to those toys than I
ever was to them - even to Jed, who I adored.
Wilkinson, Prinado, Luz, Martin Ten-Bones, and my Princess Barbie… they
were the only things I would gather up, stuff in a little dollhouse for easier carrying
and take with me, every time Hob arrived to pick me up and take me away.
They were the sole constant in my constantly-changing life, and the only
things that made me feel like me.
So I began to retreat from the Walkers. I would hang out with a fellow
foster-kid, Rachel, who was into sex and drugs already, and was clearly only going
to get into worse trouble as she got older.
I figured if the Walkers had already labeled me a weirdo because of childish
toys and fairytales, I might as well go all the way and be a MATURE weirdo.
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I dyed my hair multiple colors. I got my belly-button pierced and a rose
tattooed on my right shoulder blade. And I began to partake in some of the other
things Rachel was into as well.
The Walkers got even more worried about me - not only for my sake now,
but because of my influence on Jed.
Later on, I realized that Miranda and Burt’s marriage was on the rocks for
reasons that had nothing to do with me - but at the time, I thought the blame for
their divorce rested entirely on my shoulders.
That bastard Burt took off with my little brother Jed, and I never saw either
of them again.
I will never forgive him for that. I might’ve forgiven him for leaving Mom,
eventually; but never for taking Jed away from me.
That’s it, I thought. Screw it. I’m leaving.
When Rachel graduated, she decided to take off for London. I went with her.
And yeah, you better believe that I took that damn dollhouse with me.
In London, she and I became roommates, sharing a small and dingy little apartment
that everyone there called a ‘flat’.
The tenants living all around us in the neighboring flats were some pretty
interesting people … so interesting I felt like I’d strayed into a remake of The
Addams Family.
Next door was a trans woman named Wanda. She was an aspiring actress,
and she was also really nice, like I wish I could be. I always knew I could go to her
for anything. And I often did, especially when I got sick and tired of Rachel’s
party-hardy-all-the-time routine. I couldn’t keep up with her, and frankly I didn’t
want to. So most nights, I either just hung out and watched TV with Wanda, or
went with her to rehearsals.
Living in the unit across from us were a couple of chicks who wore white
lace and were really into spiders. I couldn’t really tell, for a long time, which one
was Zelda and which one was Chantal - they had similar builds, and both wore
veils. But Chantal wore a spider-brooch and proudly told me that they’d collected
over 24,000 dead spiders. Zelda was older and never said anything.
When I first met the both of them, Chantal asked if she and I had been lovers
in a previous incarnation. I didn’t really know what to say to that, or what Zelda
thought of it.
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I don’t to this day know what their relationship was - lovers, sisters, friends,
mother-daughter - and I never found out their last names. But I assumed that they
were probably lesbians.
I answered Chantal as best as I could, saying that even if we were lovers in a
previous incarnation, this incarnation was unfortunately very straight. She nodded,
and seemed satisfied with that.
I just hoped that all their spiders were dead. If I found a spider in my bath, I
wasn’t planning on checking its catalogue number before screaming discreetly and
flushing it down the john.
Down the hall was a bookish lady with mousy straight brown hair and big
round glasses, who never smiled or cracked a joke. She dressed like an old
schoolmarm, even though she looked young. She wasn’t, though - she was an
immortal witch from ancient Thessaly, which she used as her name. That, or
Larissa, but she didn’t look as much like a ‘Larissa’ as she did a Thessaly.
She liked talking about goddesses and feminine energies. Wanda introduced
her as being ‘into feminist New-Agey stuff’, but Thessaly dryly corrected her, with
a face like stone, saying “‘New’ age? Quite the opposite, actually.”
I telephoned Hob shortly after moving into the flat, letting him know that I
was living in his old neighborhood now - and Hob told me to watch out for
Thessaly - because she was, in his words, ‘an extremely dangerous, cold-ass bitch
on wheels’ (he also told me there was an immortal tramp named ‘Mad Hettie’
lurking around London, who was mostly harmless, but could be very difficult to
deal with if you crossed paths with her).
A big guy named Gilbert lived in the apartment above us - he kept mostly to
himself, but when he did emerge he was very polite. I thought he wore heavy
cologne at the time, because he smelled like a combination of cinnamon, licorice
and Christmas trees. He would always greet me in the hall with a tip of his hat,
which was old-fashioned just like the suits and spectacles he wore, and the cane he
carried with him everywhere.
Coming back from grocery shopping, I almost got jumped outside the
apartment building by a gang of punks. Gilbert showed up, told them “Gentlemen,
you’ll excuse me if I intrude? It would seem to me that the young lady desires to
retain both her purse and honor,” and then he fought them off with his cane. It was
amazing.
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He asked me afterward if I would like to kick them. I said no, because I had
my nice brand-new shoes on.
From that point on, he always insisted on escorting me everywhere.
I liked to joke to him that he was being ridiculously old-fashioned to the
point of being sexist and possibly stalker-y, but honestly I didn’t mind - I really
liked having the company, especially after seeing what he did to the punks. And he
was a walking encyclopedia about the history of London - so really, it was like
having a bodyguard and a tour guide all rolled into one.
We’d often stop at a cafe to talk, until we’d totally forgotten what the errand
was that had caused us to go into town in the first place - or which one of us the
errand was for.
Gilbert was always a perfect gentleman, and rarely did our conversations
stray from the subject we both liked best, which was old literature.
I wondered back then if maybe he was an immortal, a time-traveling
metahuman, or just eccentric.
Later, I found out he was something else entirely.
Meanwhile, Rachel was beginning to attract some pretty sketchy people
around her - there were definitely addicts and their dealers in the mix, but I
suspected that some of them were into much more terrible things.
And then there was Rachel’s boyfriend, John Constantine.
He wasn’t the worst guy in the world - he didn’t beat her up or anything, and
he was kinda cute in a rough, scruffy sort of way, with dirty blonde hair and a
permanent five-o-clock shadow.
I never saw him without a cigarette in his mouth (kinda like a couple people
who are smoking like chimneys right here and now) or his dirty brown trenchcoat
that I’m pretty sure he never washed.
He wore a white shirt and tie underneath that, which seemed pretty normal he could pass for a long-unemployed businessman, if only it weren’t for the metal
stud earring that he always wore as a vestige of his punk musician days (it always
seemed to be a different metal each time I saw it: silver, gold, or dull iron, like the
head of a nail).
But there was always something… WRONG about him.
For one thing, he always looked haggard, and had deep circles under his
eyes - like he slept about as much as I did (which was practically not at all - I was
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always terrified that if I slept, I might stay that way and never wake up again, like
my mother. I guess it’s no wonder I always did so poorly in school).
But it was more than that. He looked haunted - like there was a big, dark
cloud hanging over his head… and like he was sure that something in that cloud
was going to come out and strike him dead someday.
And, weirdly enough, I felt like it wasn’t at all crazy for him to believe that.
He really did seem to have bad forces swirling around him.
Through hanging out at the theatre with Wanda, I met a guy named Paul. He
was the director of a play she was in, and he had dreams of having a show in the
West End (their version of Broadway).
It was about the time that Paul and I started dating that Rachel disappeared.
I called the police and the hospitals. Nothing.
I could afford the rent for the flat on my own - since I was now admitting to
being of legal age, I was able to access my inheritance from the Kinkaid estate
(Unity’s family was rich, thank goodness). But I didn’t want anyone knowing that I
had money, number one because I didn't want people getting friendly with me just
because I was loaded; and secondly, because I had my whole unnaturally-long life
ahead of me, I was determined to make the funds last until I could figure out what I
wanted to do with that life.
Rachel had never bothered to ask where I was getting the money to pay my
share of the rent. I guess she was an even more self-centered bitch than I was.
Maybe that’s why we always got along so well.
So I had Paul move in. Paul was going through something though,
something kinda like writer’s block or stage fright but for directors. He was all set
to have his big debut, but he couldn’t drag himself out of bed to go to his own
rehearsals; he was turning down interviews, telling them he was thinking about
cancelling the whole damn thing.
We stopped being intimate. Not like there was ever much of that from the
beginning. He said I was the first woman ever to go down on him (I warned you,
Daniel - now hush). I asked what the hell they did in bed in this country anyway,
and he said they had hot water bottles. He was clumsy, and awkward, and kind of
shy, but I liked him; and without him, I was completely alone.
Whenever I did actually fall asleep (despite my best efforts to prevent it,
with an endless stream of caffeine and late-night TV), I almost always had a
nightmare about a guy with rows of teeth instead of eyeballs.
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His name was The Corinthian. I don’t know how I knew that was his name,
because it’s not like he ever told me in the dream. He was always too busy chasing
me and trying to eat my eyeballs with his eye-teeth.
But you know how sometimes you just KNOW things, in dreams? It was
like that.
I also don’t know why that was his name - maybe I just heard that term
somewhere, and thought it sounded sinister?
Sometimes I knew I was dreaming, and would yell at myself to wake up.
And The Corinthian would laugh, and say he’d make sure I never woke up again.
I’d dreamed of him ever since I was a little girl, but he would look different
over the years - sometimes, he looked like my foster-dads.
During that period of time, he looked like Paul.
And he wasn’t just chasing me anymore - he was also chasing Rachel.
“Something’s trying to tell you somebody,” The Corinthian would taunt.
After several of these recurring nightmares, I figured that my boogey-man
was right - something was definitely trying to tell me somebody.
It was clearly bothering my subconscious that I didn’t know what had
happened to Rachel, and it wasn’t going to leave me alone.
So I went out to find John Constantine, and see if he knew.
I didn’t know where John Constantine lived, since he didn’t come around anymore
after Rachel left.
But I was hoping that the old tramp that Hob had mentioned, Mad Hettie,
would know something about Constantine’s whereabouts.
Finding her was even easier than I expected.
She was banging on the plexiglass storefront of a diner.
Her coat was patchy, her hair was scraggly grey, and she was wearing a big, floppy
hat with some wilted flowers stuck in it.
“Excuse me,” I said, and she whirled around to face me with startling speed.
“Whadder ye want?!” she shouted at me, with a mouth of missing teeth (the
ones that remained were pretty yellow and gnarly).
“Are you… Henrietta?” I asked, because it didn’t seem like a wise idea to
use her other name, not when I needed something from her.
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“Youz one of the only ones ter call me that ‘asides ‘im,” she answered.
“Bobby wossface. Thing. Gadlink. Cos ‘e’d never called me Mad Hettie, though
once I almost arsked him to. All fings considered, ‘e was a funny old bastard.”
“He’s still alive, Hettie,” I said, feeling confident that she wouldn’t be
offended by the ‘Hettie’ part of her moniker, but not yet confident enough about
the ‘Mad’ part of it.
“Eh? Well bugger me sideways with a coracle, if THAT doesn’t take the
porridge. I thought fer sure ‘e’d be dead by now.”
“Have you seen John Constantine?”
“Johanna?”
“No, John.”
“Aye! ‘E’s in there,” said Mad Hettie, and she turned around and started
banging on the glass once more. “AN’ ‘E’S NOT LISSNING!”
Sure enough, John was sitting inside the diner at the counter barstool,
looking like he’d rather not pay Mad Hettie any mind. I could hear the guy behind
the counter laughing, and telling John that his girlfriend was outside.
John caught sight of me though, and that was enough to make him come out.
“Hullo,” he said. “Yer Rachel’s friend from the States, right?”
Before I could answer, Mad Hettie got between us.
“E’s coming BACK, John,” she told him with urgency.
“Who’s coming back, Mad Hettie?” he asked, glancing at me apologetically
for the interruption.
“You ort ta know, smart boy,” huffed Mad Hettie, using a grubby hand to
fish a flask out of the pocket of her patchy coat. She poured its alcoholic contents
straight down her throat. “Morpheus,” she said, dribbling a little, “The
oneiromancer. Yeh know… The Sandman. ‘Es back… almost.”
“The Sandman?” groaned John, incredulously. “Mad Hettie, yeh’ve got teh
be pullin’ me leg.”
“CHEEKY YOUNG JACKANAPES!” she screamed, with a bit of spittle.
“The Sandman’s a fairy story yeh tell kids teh get ‘em off ta sleep for a kip,”
sighed John Constantine. “Sprinkles dust in yer eyes, an’ brings you… sweet
dreams.” He looked a little distant as he said that last part. Then he came back.
“Look, I’ve got business with this one, Mad Hettie,” he said, indicating me with a
nod of his head, “so I won’t be standin’ here, lis’nin’ to you go on ‘bout fairy
stories.”
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John put a hand on my back, which I shrugged off, but I still got the picture
that I was supposed to follow him away.
“Now YOU lissen ter me, John Constanteen, you littel prick!” she barked
after him as we walked away. “I sed The Sandman, an’ I meant the bleedin’
SANDMAN! ‘Es comin’ back, John, and ‘e’ll be wantin’ ‘is own! I know! I’m two
‘undrid forty-sevvin years old an’ I KNOW! ‘Es coming BACK!”
“Funny thing is, she really IS two ‘undred an’ forty-seven,” muttered John
Constantine.
I know, I thought.
***
“MaD HeTTiE YeS shE iS oNe of miNe iN caSe yoU couLdN’t teLL,” said
Delirium.
“Yeah, actually we could,” said Matthew the Raven, dryly.
“But we didn’t know about you at the time, Delirium,” clarified Rose, my
mother. “And we weren’t crazy, at least not yet. It didn’t seem right, or safe, to be
talking about any weird shit out in the open. So I took John Constantine back to my
apartment to talk.”
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-11“Sandman”

John went through the stuff Rachel had left behind back at our apartment - which
was pretty much everything. He was looking for clues about where she might have
gone.
Paul had never met John, but when he saw the guy rummaging around, he
actually got out of bed and demanded to know why he was there.
“Name’s John Constantine,” he said, offering a hand to introduce himself,
“I’m not the nicest bloke you ever met, but I do me best. Care fer a smoke?”
Paul proceeded to ask him a whole bunch of questions. I was thinking, at
first, that maybe Paul was jealous and wondering why I’d brought some strange
guy home - but he actually seemed more curious than angry, and very quickly, he
was laughing and joking around with him.
I was a little confused by this, but I assumed that Paul was just trying to
avoid looking like some possessive, domineering boyfriend (I expected to have a
fight about it with him later, regardless). I guess I was naive back then - I didn’t
realize that the lies we told each other (such as, on my part, saying ‘I love you’
when that absolutely wasn’t true) was not the only source of our problems; and that
it had, perhaps, even more to do with the lies we told ourselves (such as, in his
case, that he was sexually attracted to girls).
It was the 80’s. Even now it’s not the easiest thing in the world to admit to,
and it certainly was a lot harder back then.
So anyway, Paul and John were the best of buds all of a sudden, and Paul
asked to come with us on our search for Rachel.
John apparently felt comfortable enough to explain that he was actually a
warlock-for-hire. I laughed at first, but he was dead serious. I reminded myself that
there had been superheroes and metahumans of all sorts running around for almost
a century, so this really wasn’t out of the question.
As Constantine explained (I’m going to try to call him Constantine from
now on, because ‘John’ is just too normal a name for somebody like him),
warlocks are basically sorcerers, or male witches. They deal with magic and
demons and other supernatural stuff (I think I might have heard something about
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this from Rachel - but Constantine was part of a grungy rock band called ‘Mucous
Membrane’, so I assumed all that stuff was just part of their schtick; you know, to
be cool and ‘edgy’).
“Magic’s jus’ when yeh trick th’ universe into believin’ some incredibly
outrageous lie,” he explained. “Believe me, I know what I’m talkin’ about - I’ve
told a few corkers in me time. But yeh know wot the big secret ‘bout magic is,
luv?”
“No,” I admitted. “What?”
He took a drag from one of his Silk Cuts. “Any cunt could do it.”
One of his warlock jobs involved the Burgess Estate.
Roderick was a weird cult leader of some secretish group, called the Order
of Ancient Mysteries. His son Alex was into it for a while - but when old Roderick
Burgess died, leaving the estate to his son, Alex decided to get out of the business.
The regular antiques sold off quick in the estate sale, but there were still a lot
of oddities that didn’t - he believed in the power of the stuff his father had
collected, but nobody else did. And there were some things he dared not sell at all,
though he wanted really badly to get rid of them.
That’s when he contacted John Constantine, to help him figure out what to
do with the most dangerous and magically-radioactive objects.
Among the objects that Alex Burgess gave to Constantine to fence for him
on the magical black market was a Pouch of sand - no matter how much you
dumped out, it was always full. And if you got any on you, you’d have the craziest
dreams and hallucinations.
You know, like a drug.
Ever since an incident a few years prior, Constantine had been plagued with
horrific nightmares. A little girl named Astra had been kept as a sex-slave by a
bunch of depraved human monsters, and she summoned a demon to help her.
Constantine and his merry band of magical monster-hunters busted into the
hideout, guns - or whatever enchanted objects they were using - blazing like hell to
rescue her. But most of them got slaughtered by the demon, including the little girl.
Constantine himself was the only one to survive the bloodbath.
So Constantine hadn’t touched the magical Pouch of dream-inducing drugsand - he wanted to avoid the dreams of his tortured psyche as much as possible,
and was a chronic insomniac as a result.
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We went to Constantine’s flat to take a look around. I found some crucifixes
and a Virgin Mary icon tucked away in a box. I asked him if he was a devout
believer. He answered: “Devout? Naw… but there's nara lot I don't believe in. I’ve
seen people fucked to death an’ shat into Hell for eight quid an’ change.”
And that’s when he noticed the Pouch was missing.
I asked him when he’d last seen it.
He hadn’t seen it since Rachel disappeared.
“I went to Alaska for six months, over the lupus affair, an’ when I got back
she was gone,” Constantine explained. “Along with me stereo, the telly, me Silver
Surfers - any ol’ junk she could convert teh money. An’ the way I figure it, she’s
long since converted the money INTO junk of one sort or another: to snort, or
shoot up, or whatnot. Wish I’d realized that she’d nicked the pouch as well - that
thing was pretty well worthless teh someone like ‘er, I don’t know why she’d
bother with it. Stupid bitch.” Then he puffed on a cigarette and sighed. “I was fond
of ‘er once. Sometimes I STILL miss her. She was, yeh know, the ‘girl of my
dreams’. Fer a while, anyways. Amazin’ Rachel...”
“JUNKIE Rachel,” I reminded him. “You said that this sand stuff could get
you pretty high…?”
Constantine slapped his head and said something British-y, like ‘Oh blimey’
or ‘bloody hell’ or something like that. It was all starting to make sense now.
He explained that even though he’d had nothing to do with the Pouch,
Rachel was always asking to play with it.
“She’d ask me, she’d say ‘wot’s the point ‘avin soh’in magic, if yeh don’t
use it?’” explained Constantine. “I’d be willin’ ta bet SHE’S usin’ it, right now.”
“But if it's magic, what would ‘using it’ do?” asked Paul, who apparently
had no trouble accepting the idea that magic might be real.
“That I don’t know,” admitted Constantine. “But I know who might.”
The three of us decided to go ask Alex more about the Pouch of magical
sand.
But before we left the flat, something caught my eye in Constantine’s stash
of cosmic contraband.
It was the biggest ruby I’d ever seen. But on closer inspection, I wasn’t so
sure it was a ruby at all, since there was a weird… sheen to it.
I couldn’t stop looking at it. It made me feel calmer, safer. It seemed oddly
familiar somehow, like a family heirloom.
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Which, I’ve now come to find out, it kinda was.
I put it in my handbag without even thinking.
It wasn’t like I’d meant to steal it - I wasn’t thinking ‘oh, this is something
that I want, I hope he doesn’t notice if I take it.’ I wasn’t like Rachel in that way.
It just seemed like the most natural thing in the world - like it was already
mine, and there would be no question that I should have it (yeah, stop looking at
me Desire - you basically set all of this up, didn’t you?).
As we left, Constantine’s radio was playing an oldies song: “Mi-ster
Sandman…” sang The Chordettes, “I’m so alone… don’t have no body-”
The door was closed and locked, cutting it short.
...It was like something was trying to tell me SOMEBODY...
We went to the Burgess mansion - it was a grand old place, but had seen better
days.
Alex Burgess himself was much the same. He was of average height, wore a
snazzy dress coat-vest thing and nice slacks, and was somewhat handsome for an
old guy - he was kind of gaunt for my tastes, but you could tell that he was
probably a looker when he was younger.
As he gave us a tour of the place, he called me ‘girlie’ and I asked him not
to; I told him I was 21, but probably wouldn’t have liked it when I was 10.
That got him going about what it was like when he was 10 - he burbled on
about how the forested area nearby was the basis for the Hundred Acre Wood of
Winnie the Pooh, and how he’d spent lovely childhood days searching for the
original real-life Piglet toy, lost in those same woods.
I told him I’d done things like that, as a kid - as well as other, more extreme
things. Like telling some neighborhood kids that I could fly - anybody could if they
just believed enough, a la Peter Pan. I’d been lying to them so hard that I’d
convinced myself I was telling them the truth. They told me to prove it, and I did by jumping off the roof of my current foster-house and skinning my knee so bad I
had to get two stitches at the hospital.
It never mattered if you found Piglet, or the secret to flying - it was the
dreams that kept you going, I told him.
He smiled kinda wistfully at that.
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When Constantine lost patience with the polite small-talk and asked him
about the Pouch, and where it ultimately came from, Alex was initially tightlipped. It looked like this trip was going to be a bust for our investigation.
But then Constantine admitted he had lost the Pouch.
Alex was more spooked and horrified-looking than angry. He didn’t speak
for a bit, looking like he was arguing with himself internally about something he
really didn’t want to do. Apparently he lost that battle, because he looked resigned,
and asked us to follow him into the basement.
I jokingly asked him whether he was a serial killer or some kind of pervert he answered that serial killers were more of an American thing (Jack the Ripper
being a VERY notable exception), and that he was only the best kind of pervert ‘one of the stately homos of old England’. He assured us that there was nothing to
fear from him - I didn’t really feel like that last part covered my two male
companions very well, but I appreciated knowing that at least ‘I’ was safe.
But when he pulled on a gargoyle wall fixture to open a secret passageway
that led into pitch-black darkness, I mentally crossed out ‘serial killer?’ and
replaced it with: ‘Victorian-gothic Hammer Horror monster-movie villain?’
I also found myself thinking about sex dungeons and the Marquis de Sade,
the psychopathic pop-culture version of him anyway - the one that was all athletic,
debonair and viciously into the ‘sadism’ that he gave his name to. Hob had told me
about the real Marquis, the one he knew personally, and the mental snapshot was
completely different: one of a pasty little asthmatic, terribly obese from his years in
prison, and frightened of his own shadow; the guy wrote obssessively about
masturbatory fantasies that he wouldn’t have dared act out in real life.
As we descended the steps, we talked about the proper usage of words
(launched by my use of the word ‘gay’ in confirming that’s what he was - Paul was
particularly uncomfortable during this part of the conversation) and I learned that I
was, in Alex Burgess’ opinion, in the habit of misusing the words ‘hopefully’ (still
don’t know what he meant, but whatever) as well as ‘anticipation’ to mean
‘expecting’.
As we approached the basement door, the giant ruby hummed inside my
handbag. I opened up the bag, and lifted up the jewel to look at it - it was glowing.
Alex Burgess saw it, I think. He looked at me sharply, like he was surprised
that I had it.
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There was some kind of a commotion, coming from behind the closed
basement door.
Alex was rattled and shaking as he took the keys out of his pocket - they
jangled as he tried to find the right one.
The three of us were looking at each other nervously, and my heart started
hammering against the inner walls of my chest with anticipation (I’m sorry - with
‘expectation’? I dunno, that sounds wrong).
What the hell was going on?
Alex finally got the damn door open, and looked inside. It was dark, so I
couldn’t see much past him - but it seemed like there were some unconscious
bodies splayed out on the basement floor (looking like what we Americans would
call hillbillies, or rednecks - a fat and a scrawny one) as well as a copious
sprinkling of sand.
Alex shut the door again, looking like he’d seen a ghost, and told us that it
was best we leave. Constantine tried to object, demanding to know what was going
on down there. Alex told us to just forget about everything, that we were better off
not knowing. He shooed us back upstairs, and had the butler see us out.
***
“Before you proceed, I must take over for a bit Mother,” I said. “For it is at this
point in the story that my father’s perspective will prove most helpful.
“Fine,” she said, sounding a bit exasperated. “I was just getting to the good
part, though. Well, not ‘good’ exactly - but that’s when the really crazy stuff
started happening.”
“I will be brief,” I assured her.
-Daniel’s TaleIt had been a long time since Roderick Burgess had visited him, peering at him
from the outside of the clear bubble-dome, his face and form distorted.
The first time, when the dome was first constructed around him:
“As you see,” said a smug-faced and triumphant Burgess, rounded by the
fish-eyed funhouse exterior of the dome, “the circle traps you incorporeally; the
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crystal cell imprisons your material aspect. You won’t get out unless the circle is
broken, and the circle will not be broken unless I order it.”
Trapped.
“Now,” he went on, leaning forward eagerly, “We will discuss the
conditions of your release…”
It begins. The bargaining.
“You don’t have to be in there, you know. Power. Immortality. A promise
that you won’t seek revenge. That is all that I ask of you, Sandman.” A slight
pause; he waited for an answer that never came, for Morpheus remained silent.
“Well? I know you can hear, and I know that you can understand me. Say
something!”
“No.”
“I could torture you,” he growled. “Don’t think that I couldn’t. I’ve killed
people before now...”
Threats.
“You’re nothing special, you know that? You’re nothing at all. A naked man
in a glass box. That’s ALL YOU ARE.”
Insults.
Roderick Burgess stormed out through the basement door, slamming it shut
with the sound of raging thunder.
Morpheus sat in the crystal-glass prison. Waiting.
There were two guards in the basement at all times.
Coffee and amphetamines were always freely available, along with whatever
reading material they desired to bring with them.
The guards never slept on duty.
Neither did Morpheus.
The second visit. Burgess asked why he had not had a good night’s sleep in years.
Asked if it was Morpheus’ fault.
Observe. He’s notably older than before. Frailer.
Patience.
Third visit. There had been voices outside the door.
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“Do you think this is wise? At your age?” Morpheus heard a woman say. He
guessed it was Burgess’ nursemaid.
“My age?” rasped an indignant voice, followed by a dry cough. Burgess.
Much older. “Don’t be so bloody insolent, woman! Open the damn door!”
Through the doors came an old man with a cane. He levelled the end of that
cane at the Lord of Dreams, jabbing forward at the crystal dome. “YOU!” he
shouted, with a burst of spittle from his angry and snarled lips. “It’s YOUR fault!
YOU! DAMN YOU!!” Without the use of his cane for its proper function, the
senior Burgess lost his balance and fell, caught by his middle-aged nursemaid.
“You aren’t Death,” he said, between ragged breaths. “But you live forever. You
haven’t aged a day since we caught you. You could have given me power beyond
my wildest dreams!”
Indeed, had Morpheus been so inclined. But he was not. Not then, not now,
and not ever.
Roderick’s fish-eyed visage changed. He sniffled. “I… ahhah… I didn’t
have to get so old. I shouldn’t have HAD to get so OLD…” He choked on his sobs.
Tears poured from the old man’s eyes and down the many lines of his face.
His nursemaid helped him to hobble out, glancing only furtively at the entity
in the crystal prison. Morpheus could not determine how much she had been told,
but whatever explanation she had been given was clearly insufficient; it was also
clear, however, that she was not the type to ask questions.
Watching his captor grow old and die brought Morpheus no satisfaction.
Morpheus was still there, in the basement, trapped.
Waiting.
Morpheus learned of his captor’s official passing when he was informed, most
respectfully, by the late Burgess’ loyal guards:
“Oi. Dream man,” said one, a scrawny, unshaven man in a dirty undershirt,
who resembled an anthropomorphized weasel. He always gave his name as
Frederick, but the other guards invariably called him Fred. “Old man’s dead…
nobody but us knows you’re down here.”
Interesting. What had become of the boy, Alex? If he still lived, he would be
well into his years of manhood - middle-aged, at least. But Morpheus knew not his
face, for Alex had not entered the basement since that night, when the Dream-king
was first captured.
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But Morpheus did not dare ask questions to satiate his curiosity, lest he
allow these simple-minded fools to think that their limited information was
valuable to him.
“If you want to get out, this is your last chance,” said Fred, proving the
point of why Morpheus took such great care to avoid encouraging them. “So I
suggest you start playing genie. Capiche?”
“Your master asked for many things that were neither humanity’s right
to have, nor mine to give,” replied Morpheus. It was the first time he’d spoken in
years. “I will give you nothing. Just as I gave him, nothing.”
“Boy, aren’t we stroppy today?” Fred mocked. When Morpheus made no
effort to continue the conversation, Fred shrugged, throwing up his hands in the
most pretentiously smug manner he could possibly muster. “Alright… I dunno
know when yer ever gonna get out then.”
Soon, thought Morpheus.
And then, the opportunity came.
The Ruby. He could feel its presence once more. It was drawing close.
How long had it been, since he’d felt the Dreamstone’s power? Someone
had taken it away, away from the Burgess mansion grounds, beyond his ability to
sense it.
He knew not how long he had been imprisoned - he could see neither sun
nor moon from his prison. Concepts such as day and night held no meaning for
him. He had lost all points of temporal reference, save for the aging faces of his
captors.
Much time had passed since the last encounter with the elder Burgess, of
that he was certain; he was undoubtedly no more.
In that time, Alex had never dared to show his face.
Which left only the two guards. The guards were replaced often enough that
it was impossible to tell how much time had passed by their ages alone - the
stylings of their hair and clothing changed, indicating that decades had gone by.
But that was a crude estimate at best.
No matter. The time had come.
The slovenly, overweight man who sat in the corner chair with his elbow
propped up on a playing-card table, ‘reading’ the images of naked females in his
magazine of choice, was named Ernie. He made a very loud yawn.
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The weasel-like Fred - who had kept his job for remarkably longer than
some of the others - arrived via a secret passageway to the basement. It was how
the members of the old Order used to enter the basement, to avoid being seen at
the front entrance.
Fred handed the slovenly Ernie a coffee cup and a small plastic bag of pills.
“‘Ere,” he said. “You look about to nod off, mate.”
“What’s it matter if I do, eh?” said Ernie, rubbing his bloodshot, baggy eyes
as he took his pills. “Not like anybody’s ever checking up on us or nothin’.”
“Better safe than sorry,” said Fred, sitting in a chair on the other side of the
small playing-card table. He indicated Morpheus. “You know, he might get out or
something.” Ernie looked up from his magazine at Fred. Then they both laughed.
“Anything good in that rag?” Fred asked, meaning the paper on the table.
“Nah,” said Ernie. “Same old rubbish. I dunno why I buy it. Force of habit, I
s’pose. That n’ page 3. And I’ll be in Majorca this time next week, so they’ll be
plenty of the real thing... You know. The kind of eyeful you’d never get at the
beach in Eastbourne! Though, I once met this blonde buying a choc ice…”
Frederick took out his horror novel. Ernie saw any conversation as an
opportunity to concoct tales about his sexual prowess, and Frederick no longer felt
the need to listen.
Until he heard Ernie snore.
Meanwhile, Ernie found himself in the middle of his beach holiday. Sun, sea,
sand…
Ernie jerked awake to Fred yelling. He was bewildered - how the hell had he
fallen asleep?
And what was Fred doing on the floor, trying to stop the flow of...
Sand.
The sand was coming from Ernie himself.
It was flowing, of its own accord, towards the dome. Fred’s efforts to scoop
up all the granules of the stream were futile - they flowed right past him,
unhindered.
Morpheus had a hand against the other side of the clear crystal - the sand
was behaving as metal filings toward the magnet that was Morpheus, and was
absorbed directly through the crystal and into his hand.
Fred banged his fist upon the crystal-glass dome in frustration.
Morpheus collapsed on the floor.
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Fred was shocked, regarding his fist with awe for its success in stopping the
man in the bubble.
They both peered at the prostrate Endless, not daring to breathe.
“...Is he dead?” Ernie asked at last.
“I-I think we should go…” Fred began, making a move toward the secret
passageway door.
But then Morpheus rose to his full height, sand swirling into a twister
around him. His feet were not touching the ground.
The sand exploded the dome.
The crystal-glass shattered.
Sand erupted forth, knocking the two guardsmen down.
Morpheus looked down upon the two unconscious men.
He would not be there when they awoke.
By the time the door to the basement was opened, Morpheus was gone.
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-12“Homecoming”

Alex Burgess moved through an unknown hall of the Burgess Mansion, lined with
broken mirrors.
With each mirror he passed, he saw his reflection - a reflection not of now,
but of long ago.
When he still had all of his hair, salt-and-pepper grey.
When that hair was still mostly russet-brown. Middle-aged.
A young man, good-looking enough to charm his way into any pair of
trousers he fancied…
A young boy. Skinny and pimply. Awkwardly attired in the Initiate’s Robes
of his father’s Order. Scared.
It was dark in the hall. Midnight it was, said the clock on the wall…
Tick, tock.... diing-DOOOONG...
But here comes a candle, to light the way…
The candle wasn’t moving - he was, toward it. And now it was in his hand.
There was a black cat staring at him in the hall.
The cat mewled at him, questiongly, and took off. Alex went after it.
The cat pranced up the spiraling steps.
It was a tower.
At the top of the tower, there was a room, and inside that room was a tallbacked chair, in partial shadow.
The cat jumped into the chair, melting into the darkness of the shadow.
The shadow itself then melted, pouring over and off the seat, and forming
the bottom of a cloak. The cloak seemed to be made of night, and ended in
something that resembled red flame.
A man’s pale face came forward, as he leaned out of the shadow and into
the thin sliver of moonlight from the tower window. His eyes were cool, dark,
pitiless pools of darkness under a deep and frightful scowl, which turned his
marble-white face into a mask of seething anger.
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“Hello, Alex Burgess,” he said, his voice deep and echoing and cold, like it
was coming from some chasm somewhere deep in the bowels of the earth. “What’s
the matter?” that same menacing voice went on. “Cat got your tongue?”
Alex gaped, and tried to speak. Nothing would come out. After several failed
attempts, sounds emerged. “You,” he said. “It’s you!”
“That’s right. It’s me.” There was some cruel sense of humor in his words,
mockery. The cat to the mouse. In his own house.
“Confined in a glass box for 70 years,” the spectre seethed. “Time moves no
faster for my kind than it does for humanity. Do you have any idea what it was
like? Do you have any idea?!”
“I’m, god, I’m sorry!” Now that Alex had found his voice again, the words
tumbled out pell-mell, and he couldn’t stop. “I-I never knew, I wouldn’t have, I’m
sorry, I didn’t-”
“Shusshhh,” said the Dream King, placing a long, pale finger before his
equally pale lips. “There are offenses, Alex Burgess, that are unpardonable.”
Morpheus rose. “I was… I am… the Lord of this realm of Dream and Nightmare.”
Alex, trembling, knelt down and bowed his head. It seemed the only right
thing to do.
Morpheus glowered down at Alex. A tall, imposing shadow, with a scowling
mask for a face, over which hung a cloud of dark hair, rising like the hairs on the
back of a yowling cat’s neck… “ME,” growled the Lord of Dreams. “You did
THAT to ME.”
“No! No I… it-it wasn’t me! It was my father, he did it! If I could undo what
my father did-”
“Your father barred me from my realm with his foolish circle and two-penny
hedge-magicking, with no thought for the harm it might bring to your world.”
“It was a mistake,” Alex feebly explained. Now this he wasn’t too sure of:
the rightness of defending his father to the angry thing he captured. Besides that, it
felt like the breaking of a severe taboo to admit that his father, the Magus, could
ever have made a ‘mistake’. His father would have beaten the tar out of him, had
he heard his son speak so ill of him. But his father was dead now, he reminded
himself - the entity which stood before him was the one to fear now. No telling
what the Lord of Dreams could or would do. Too bad his father could not be
summoned from beyond the grave, to satisfy the fiend with an explanation... ‘Not
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Dead, Only Sleeping’ it said on his father’s tombstone… ha! If only! “He didn't
want you,” Alex went on. “He wanted to capture Death-”
“What? You wanted to capture Death? Then count yourself lucky for the
sake of your species and planet you did not succeed!”
“It wasn't me I tell you!” Alex cried out, desperately. He looked up at his
accuser, imploringly, hoping he could see the sincerity in his eyes. “You can't
condemn me for my father's sins!”
“Tell me then, why did you not free me? You read the books in your father's
library. It was within your power to reverse the enchantment.”
Alex looked away again. Ashamed.
“Have you no excuses? No reasons I should not take reprisal?”
Alex’s eyes swam with tears. “...I thought... it was a dream.” Yes, that was it:
Alex had tried to make himself believe that it was nothing more than a nightmare,
from long ago, on some dark night in his childhood.
“No,” said Morpheus, firmly. “You thought I was dead. Do not lie to me
again, Burgess. Where are my tools?”
“S-sorry?”
“A Pouch, a Helmet and a Ruby. Your people stole them from me. Where are
they?”
Alex hesitated. The image of that nice, pretty young girl, Rose, flashed
through his mind… the one with the strangely-colored hair, holding the glowing
jewel in her hand…
Who knows what this man - if he could be called one - would do to Rose.
Alex was surprised at himself; he never thought of himself as a brave man,
nor indeed a chivalrous one. But, try as he might, he just couldn’t bring himself to
sic such a terrifying spectre upon so sweet and innocent a child.
Or, for that matter, upon her handsome companions - that scruffy-looking
devil Constantine, or the delicately-featured play director, Paul… if he was a much
younger man, he’d have invited both of them to one of those rollicking parties he
used hold every fortnight, and show them one or two of the old parlor tricks he
used to be so famous for...
He swallowed. Yes, somehow in his dream, he had a dry mouth. He couldn’t
recall that ever happening before, in a dream. This was a night full of firsts for
him. “...I don't know,” he lied. “I never saw them again after that night.”
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The King of Dreams sighed, an elongated and drawn-out sigh; like air softly
escaping a pillow as one presses one’s head to it. “Lord, what fools these mortals
be…” he said quietly, to himself. Then he resumed his normal tone once more.
“Very well. Your punishment then… I will grant you a gift, to reward you for your
years of hospitality…a ‘sleep of the unjust’, my imperfect host…”
Alex awoke with a start and a yell. Those three young people - Constantine, Rose
and Paul - were sitting around his bedside.
“Oh,” he said, blinking confusedly.
“Hullo and g’mornin’,” said John Constantine, brightly.
“Are you alright, Mr. Burgess?” asked Paul.
“Yes, I… ohh I am very sorry, I must have had a nightmare,” said Alex
Burgess. He rubbed the sleep from his eyes, and peered at them. “Say, just what
are you three still doing here? I thought you all left hours ago.”
“We did, mate,” said Constantine, and as he spoke, the skin of his face
began to sag, and then melted down off his chin like hot candle wax.
Alex looked at Paul - Paul’s face was gone, replaced with what looked like
an appendectomy scar.
At the foot of the bed, Rose was busy crocheting - but it wasn’t yarn that she
was furiously knitting: it was Alex’s own intestines.
“HE left too,” she said, not looking at him.
“W-WHAT?!!”
“He’s OUT, Alex. He checked out this morning.”
“KEEP AWAY FROM ME!” Alex shouted, until he realized that he was shouting
at the nursemaid, Betty, who he had known for years. She was bent over him,
concerned.
“Now then, Mister Burgess, calm down,” she said, sternly. “You’ve had a
bad dream, that’s all. No point getting all worked up about it.”
“God, oh god,” panted Alex, feeling his face, as if to make sure it was still
there. “It was ter-teriffying. So real. Have you ever… had one of those dreams,
where you think you’ve woken up, but you HAVEN’T? It’s just part of the
nightmare, and you’re still in it…”
“Can’t say I have, dear.”
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Something fell in his lap. Alex looked down, and realized it was Betty’s
head. Her body stood before him still, headless and dripping blood from the neck.
“But you know what?” the severed head spoke, “I think you’ll be having
quite a lot of them from now on!” Betty’s disembodied head cackled cruelly,
maniacally, as Burgess screamed in terror.
It was more tiring than Morpheus had expected. But he had shown Burgess true
fear… the nightmare everlasting… eternal waking…
Alex Burgess would never return to the life he knew.
The thought gave Morpheus some small amount of satisfaction.
Exhaustion bit hungrily at Morpheus’ soul.
And Morpheus’ own hunger gnawed at him as well. He was very hungry
indeed.
The dream he used to bind Burgess in eternal waking used the last of his
strength.
Weakened, he clutched at the nearest passing dream...
Before his imprisonment, the journey would have meant nothing to him. He would
not have even needed to travel.
He left as a monarch. Now he returned, as a passenger.
Moving through your dreams.
Riding in your dreams.
He rode on dragonback. The dragon is made of riveted iron, and smells of
cotton candy.
Morpheus pulled off one of its metal scales, and ate it. His first food in over
seventy years. He was so hungry he didn't even taste it - he would not have been
able to tell you which attribute - looks or smell - most closely matched the flavor.
He traveled briefly by bus. In the back the dreamer, dressed in a blue and
red costume, copulated desperately, not noticing his autonomous passenger.
Morpheus sat in front and talked to the driver - it was his former servant,
Mervyn Pumpkinhead (calm yourself, Mervyn - it was inevitable that you would
appear in this story eventually). Mervyn didn’t have any news of The Dreaming he’d abandoned his post soon after Morpheus failed to return from his family
reunion (what are the reasons for your complaints, Mervyn? I merely speak the
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truth. I am not in the habit of painting inaccurate pictures for the purpose of
flattery, and I have no intention to start now).
The final dreamer was a small dog, dreaming of a past life, long forgotten,
when he sailed tall ships across uncharted seas. The salt spray of the sea stung
Morpheus’ face.
He was moving through your dreams, his sleeping children.
You had a passenger, and you never knew.
The Dreaming, the unconscious - call it what you will - was as much a part of him
as he was a part of it.
It felt good to be back in his realm.
However, he was not home quite yet. His true home was the castle, at the
very heart and center of The Dreaming.
He knew the old paths.
But the way was hard.
First, he had to reach the Gates of Horn and Ivory, for past the gates was
his castle.
And before that, he would have to brave the infinite dust, and infinite dark The Dreaming is infinite, although it is bounded on every side.
The way to the center is a slow spiral. One passes the Houses of Mystery
and of Secrets, old waystations on the frontiers of nightmare.
If one has the strength to do so.
But Morpheus was weak, and did not get that far.
He collapsed, just before the Houses of Mystery and of Secrets.
The wind was on his face, and he was staring at the dreamscape below.
He could not tell how long he remained there.
It was a dark and stormy nightmare…
There was a sound of mighty wings, and an enormous shadow… and then, he was
lifted up...
He awoke in the darkness, too weak to even summon a light.
The air was musty, tired, old - it smelled of lost dreams and rotten fabric.
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The rotten fabric was on top and underneath him. Blankets. He was in a bed
of some kind.
Where am I? he thought.
He could hear voices, raising a ruckus in another room of the house, past
the thin and moldering timbers:
“Don’t be a moronic lump of blubbering, quaking, pathetic lard!” said the
sharper and more aggressive of the voices. “Open the box! Unwrap it!”
“You, uh, p-promise it isn’t g-going to, hmm, explode?” said a meeker, but
deeper, voice.
“Now why would I give you an exploding present? What kind of brother
would I be if I did that?”
“M-My kind of brother.”
“Let’s let fraternal bygones be bygones, eh pudgy?”
These two sounded familiar to Morpheus. But he was too tired to recall who
they were… too tired to think, too tired to move. His mind, his corporeal form…
everything hurt, and felt immeasurably heavy. He was weaker than he had felt for
eons. And he was trying to remember...
“Now then…” growled the aggressive one to the other, “JUST OPEN
YOUR BLASTED PRESENT!”
Morpheus tried to rise from the bed, and groaned from the effort.
“What was that?” asked Aggressive Voice.
“The P-Prince of Stories,” said the stutterer. “He’s wuh-waking up.”
Morpheus did not succeed in lifting any part of himself from the bed.
There was some fumbling and bumping in the hall outside the bedroom
door. And then the door opened, and two men - one thin and sharp-featured, the
other round-bodied - stumbled into the room, clearly in each other’s way.
The thin man held a tray of food, which the still very hungry Morpheus
could smell even under the tray lid. Real food... well, not exactly ‘real’ as humans
would define it, as it was still only the idea of food and made of dreamstuff, but for
Morpheus that was the best and most sustaining kind. And this food-dream was far
more appetizing than metallic cotton-candy scales from a dragon.
The short round man held a wine glass and a decanter.
“Good evening, Your Highness, Prince Morpheus!” cried the thin man
loudly, piercing Morpheus’ already-hurting skull. If Morpheus had ever desired to
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know what a bad mortal hangover felt like, he no longer had to rely on his
imagination.
“Hello, m-my Lord Dream?” the round man greeted as he timidly
approached Morpheus’ bedside.
Morpheus turned slightly to face him - he could manage that much. “You,”
he said, thickly. “I know you… you’re… uhh…” He lost it again, couldn’t quite
catch hold of it…
“I’m Abel, my Lord Dream,” Abel put forth. “From the, erm, first story.
The… uh, victim.”
“Yes,” said Morpheus, relieved. “I do remember you. I am sorry. It’s been
so long. Where are we?”
“This is my b-brother’s House of Mystery,” said Abel, as he poured wine
from the decanter and into the glass. He was shaking so badly that much of it
spilled on the floor, and it was miraculous that any went into the glass at all.
Morpheus reached out to take the glass from him - a considerable effort, in
his condition - but Abel was shoved out of the way by his brother.
“I’ve made you some food,” exclaimed the shrill and excited voice, shoving
his tray before Morpheus, who could hear the wine glass shatter as Abel tumbled
backward onto his rump.
“You are Cain, aren’t you?”
“That’s me, yer worship,” tittered Cain (I will hear no further protests from
you, Cain - my descriptions of your voice are apt. If you wish to improve the
quality of your voice to make it sound more pleasant to hear, do so. But nothing
can change how you’ve comported yourself in the past. So, moving on…). With the
same grating tone of voice, Cain continued: “We’ll soon have you back on your
feet again!”
Morpheus groaned once more and sat up, painfully, to receive the tray. But
Cain noticed Abel trying to pick up the shards of the wine-glass, and spun about to
face him, taking the tray with him and beyond Morpheus’ limited grasping range.
“You bumbling, butter-fingered button-burster!” shrieked Cain. “That makes
three this week! And that glass was from the NICE dining set!
“S-sorry b-brother,” said Abel. As Cain made fussy noises and bent to pick
up the broken glass shards, Abel glanced up sheepishly at Morpheus. “Uhh, muhmy Lord Dream, uh, if it’s not a-uhh f-foolish question…”
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“What my brain-dead brother is so spectacularly failing to enunciate-” Cain
gasped as he cut himself on a glass shard, tossing them onto the platter next to the
food, “... is this: where have you been for so long, Dream Lord? Gregory found
you in the Shifting Zones.”
“Where have I been...?” Morpheus repeated distantly, as the platter tray was
placed in his lap. He was able to take up the fork, and used it to carefully separate
the food from the glass shards. He ate a bite of fried chicken - not his usual fare,
but under the circumstances, most exquisitely tasty - and savored it. “I have been
imprisoned,” he said at last. And then he said no more.
Cain and Abel left the room, and Abel was finally convinced to open his
present.
Inside the brightly-wrapped box tied with a ribbon was a very cute little gold
gargoyle, which the delighted Abel decided to call Irving.
Cain insisted that all proper gargoyle names began with the letter ‘G’. Like
his gargoyle, Gregory (though Cain may deny it, the little golden gargoyle was not
so much a pet for his brother, but actually just a way of having a companion for
his big, green gargoyle Gregory - with the added benefit of Abel being responsible
for its care).
An argument ensued, and Abel was killed.
When Abel recovered, he decided he ought to call the gargoyle ‘Goldie’
instead, at least whenever his brother was within earshot.
But it would always be Irving really, in his heart.
When Morpheus had recovered some degree of strength, he took his leave of the
House of Mystery, and its two well-meaning inhabitants. From there he charted a
course nightward, until he reached the Gates of Horn and Ivory.
He carved them himself, when the world was younger, and order was
needed.
The dreams that pass through the gates of ivory are lies, figments, and
deceptions. The other admits only the truth.
No one appeared to guard them anymore.
Morpheus pushed past the gates, hastening to see his home.
But what lay beyond the gates was not his home.
It was rubble.
Rubble and ruins. Half-buried in the grey sand.
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Nuala the fairy (yes, now it is your turn to appear, little fairy - I know you’ve
been awaiting it eagerly) was sifting through the debris, finding things that weren’t
too broken to mend with what remained of her Faerie glamour. She saw Morpheus,
and her eyes lit up and her long pointed ears perked up. She waved. “Lord
Dream!” she cried. But as he walked slowly forward, stunned by what he saw,
Nuala’s wave became more half-hearted, and then stopped altogether. Her smile
and long-pointed ears fell as she sobered, realizing this was no cause for
celebration: her master was devastated.
“Breaks your heart, doesn’t it Lord?” said a voice behind Morpheus.
“Lucien...?” Morpheus whispered, as he looked at Lucien, standing by the
gate.
“One and the same,” said the weary Librarian, leaning on a tall-poled net.
His trademark suit was gone - he was wearing only his trousers and shirt, with the
sleeves rolled up, and he was altogether more dirty and disheveled than Morpheus
could ever remember seeing him before. He even had face-stubble.
Lucien laid down the net, kneeling. “And at your service, as always.”
“Get up. Please get up, Lucien.” Morpheus urged him up, staring at him
with pained eyes. “What happened here?”
“You are the incarnation of this Dreamtime,” answered Lucien. “With you
gone, the place began to decay.”
“And the Library?”
“Some time after you left, the words began to fade. My books became bound
volumes of blank paper. After that, the Library itself vanished. I’m still rounding
up all the stray stories I can find.”
“Well they sure aren’t flappin’ around up here,” said Matthew the Raven,
alighting upon the top of the net. “So I don’t know what you think you’re doing
with that butterfly net.” He cocked his beaked bird-head at Morpheus. “What’s up,
Boss?”
“Ey, stoppit with all the reunionizing,” said Mervyn Pumpkinhead, digging a
line of holes past them. “We gotta lotta work to do.”
“So good of you to join us, Mervyn,” said Lucien, witheringly. “We haven’t
seen you at all this entire time, during these several decades that our Lord
Morpheus has been...unavailable.”
“There ya go again, Loosh,” said Mervyn, stopping. “Ya can’t just come out
and say it, huh? Now me, I’m a straightforward kinda guy, ya know? I mean,
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SOME of us aren’t afraid to call a spade a goddamn shovel.” He shook his
gardening tool, and stuck it head-first into the ground.
“That, in your hand, is more correctly called a spade - the difference being
that it was designed for digging holes, not scooping up dirt and loose materials.”
Mervyn made an irritated, growling sort of sigh. “See, that’s what I’m
talkin’ about! And you wonder why I hit the road when the Boss didn’t come
back.” Mervyn puffed on his cigar, and cleared his non-existent throat. “LemME
tell ya the ‘scoop’ then: the Boss was locked up inna glass box inna guy’s
basement for the best part of this century. Nekkid as a jaybird, all alone. There,
that’s it, that’s the story. He was captured, plain and simple, ‘nuff said.”
Everyone who was now gathered gasped.
“What, you mean you didn’t already figure?” said Mervyn. “Why else would
he show up here, all bedraggled and powerless?”
That alarmed them even further.
“Is that true, Lord Dream?” asked Nuala, who had wandered close.
“It is no matter,” said Morpheus. His gaze returned to the castle ruins,
forlornly. There was a silence.
“Hey, it’s been great talkin’, but ya know, hey, SOME of us have jobs to be
gettin’ on with,” said Mervyn, hoisting the spade onto his stick-shoulders. “I mean
REAL jobs, not like just watchin’ libraries or nuthin’.”
“Yes,” murmured Morpheus. “We all have our responsibilities.”
“Can you rebuild it, Lord?” asked Lucien, quietly.
“...I cannot. Much of my power I placed in the tools. Too much. And they are
gone.”
“Regardless, it’s good to have you back.”
“No Lucien. I must reclaim my tools.”
“Lord, you are tired and weakened. A trip to the waking world would be-”
“I will not be king of a broken Dreaming. I must go.” Morpheus knelt down,
picking up a handful of sand. “One man has all the answers I need. It will not be
difficult to find him.”
“Who is that?” asked Matthew the Raven.
The sand in the palm of Morpheus’ pale hand rose and became the
miniature of a man. “John Constantine,” answered Morpheus.
***
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“Okay, I don’t really know what Morpheus did next,” my mother Rose admitted,
“but I know what I was doing at this time, and it was important. My turn?”
“Your turn,” I conceded.
“Great. Finally.”
“What do you mean, ‘finally’?”
“Well, you really weren’t as ‘brief’ as I thought you would be.” Rose must
have known that she was getting testy, so she steadied herself with a deep breath.
“So this is where things got really freaky for me…”
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-13“Nightmares”

I was walking through a sunny park, where all these children were running around
and playing.
This woman was standing there in the grass, facing away from me. She was
wearing a pale dress that caught the sunlight, making it glow brightly - so brightly
you almost couldn’t look at it.
She wasn’t one of the parents sitting on the park benches, watching their
children: she actually seemed kinda lost, and was looking around anxiously,
scanning the faces of each child who passed by.
Wanting to help, I approached her. “Looking for your child?”
“Yes,” she replied. “My baby. I dreamed I had a baby.”
I noticed then that the dress she was wearing was actually some kind of oldfashioned nightgown.
Her brown hair was streaked heavily with silver, but she looked like she was
old enough to have gone fully white.
She turned to look at me. You’d expect someone of her apparent age to
have a few creases and worry-lines, but her face was surprisingly smooth and
young-looking. You could tell she hadn’t had any work done though, because her
skin didn’t have that stretched, plumped, pulled-and-pinned look. It was like her
facial muscles just weren’t all that used to frowning.
Like she was the most well-rested person on the planet.
And then it struck me - all of a sudden I knew her, in a way. I knew who she
was at least. I don’t know how I knew, but I did.
“...Mom?” I asked, in a small and nervous voice.
She looked at me in surprise. And then she gave me a bodily once-over.
“Are you… my baby?”
“I think so. Is your name Unity Kinkaid?”
She nodded, scared.
“Then… yeah. I’m Rose.”
My mother, Unity, trembled in bewilderment as she raised her hands to her
lips. “How long have I been asleep?”
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“A long time.” I wasn’t sure what to do. She looked like maybe she was
going to cry, and I never know what to do when someone looks like that. I didn’t
have anything to say to make her feel better.
It seemed like we should hug or something - that’s what they would do in
the movies, at times like this.
But I just couldn’t bring myself to do it. It seemed like hugging her now
would be exactly as awkward as hugging a stranger, which is basically what she
was to me at this moment.
Not that it wasn’t already awkward, with us just staring at each other wideeyed... each in our own separate, and unique, kind of pain.
Unity lowered her hands, clasping them in front of her like the prim-andproper lady that she was. She looked unbearably young then - like you could see
the 12 year-old girl inside the 80-something year-old body. And that young girl
was trying her very best to compose herself, to be alright with something that
really wasn’t alright at all.
“I’m glad to meet you, Rose,” she said, bravely. “I wish you could stay. But
I have a feeling… you’re in danger.”
And then she looked past me, and I felt a foreboding presence behind me.
There was a shadow on the grass, a shadow that grew taller than my own as
it approached.
I didn’t want to look. But I knew I had to.
It was a man behind me, one who looked a lot like Paul, with dark
sunglasses and a wide cheshire-cat grin.
“You have such lovely eyes,” he said. He took off the sunglasses, revealing
empty eye-sockets so dark they could have been black holes, lined with tiny sharp
teeth in place of lashes. They were mouths. And they spoke, in an eerie voice:
“Just like your mother,” the two mouths chorused together, in unison, followed by
cruel and ugly laughter.
He reached out toward my face.
“NO! GET AWAY FROM ME!” I yelled.
In bed.
The radio-alarm clock on the nightstand automatically starting blaring the
radio - and would you know who was back? It was those cheery bitches, The
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Chordettes: “Mis-ter Sandman...bring me a dream...make him the cutest that I’ve
ever seen...” they sang, mocking me.
I knocked that fucking radio right off the stand. It came unplugged, abruptly
silenced.
I rubbed my jaw - it was sore because I’d been clenching and grinding my
teeth all night - and wiped away my tears (which hurt, because it rubbed off the
sandy shit that had formed around my eyes) so I could see around me. I was in bed,
and Paul was fast asleep beside me.
Strange. All of that was pretty loud, I thought. He was usually such a light
sleeper, complaining about any little bit of noise that I made. Yet he hadn’t even
stirred.
I picked up the radio. 6:00 AM, it said.
I set the thing back on the nightstand and sighed. Paul rarely got up in the
AM, let alone at 6 in the morning. Why he insisted on setting his alarm for that
time was beyond me.
Then again, it was rare for me to actually wake up in bed with him, like this.
Usually, if I fell asleep, it was on the couch.
I suddenly realized that I had that huge ruby-colored gemstone in my hand.
Did I have it in my hand that whole time?
Was I clutching it while I was asleep?
I thought back: I remembered being awake at about 2 o’clock in the morning.
Wanda had called a raincheck on us hanging out, since rehearsals had been
kicking her butt lately. So I was on the couch in my own flat, watching TV, eating
chips (which Paul so Britishly called ‘crisps’… silly word, too hard to say without
sounding like you’ve got speech impediment). And popcorn. And snacks. And I
was washing it all down with soda (funny thing about not sleeping ever: it’s hard to
put on weight. I don’t recommend the sleep-deprivation diet, though - dark circles
under bloodshot eyes isn’t a sexy look. And no one’s going to think twitchy,
violent mood swings, or your habit of bumping into walls looking for the brains
you’re missing, is cute - unless they have some sort of zombie fetish).
As I was busting into my fifth can of cola, Paul came out of the bedroom,
wrapped in a blanket and narrowing his eyes at me blearily.
“It’s late Rose,” he grumbled at me in a low monotone, like a grizzly bear
forced out of hibernation.
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“Yeah I know,” I replied. Feeling self-conscious about watching a Wile E.
Coyote and the Roadrunner cartoon (‘real mature, Rose,’ I thought, ‘no wonder he
doesn’t want to have sex with you anymore.’), I picked up the remote and started
channel-surfing. I stopped at what looked like some sort of drama movie, but the
actress started sobbing melodramatically and begging some guy named Charles not
to leave her. Ouch. Nevermind, back to cartoons.
Paul sat down beside me. I drew my legs up and held my knees close against
my chest, ashamed.
“Sorry,” I said, lamely.
“Can’t sleep?”
“No…”
“Rose… are you… AFRAID to go to sleep?”
I didn’t answer. Couldn’t, not with the lump forming in my throat. I pressed
my face into my knees, digging my nails into my skin.
I wasn’t afraid of going to sleep. I was freakin’ terrified.
“Because of your mum?”
Yeah, that and the scary-ass monster who looks like you, I thought. But I
couldn’t tell him that. I’d told him my mom was in a coma, but I hadn’t told him
that his dream-self had been trying to eat my eyeballs for months.
I wasn’t afraid that he’d be offended - I was afraid he’d put on the Sigmund
Freud glasses (he had a pair, I kid you not - the guy was his hero) and play at
amateur psychoanalysis. I just knew he was going to start telling me I had all sorts
of issues, ranging from normal stuff like insecurity and anxiety, to daddy issues
and penis envy or some shit like that. And I just really, really didn’t want to play
that game right now. Or ever.
I talked into my knees. “It’s so stupid. I keep having this nightmare that tells
me I’ll never wake up, like her.”
“It’s only a dream. Dreams can’t hurt you.”
“I know. I just wonder sometimes…”
“Rose.” He was giving me a stern face, and was taking that stage-director’s
tone of voice with me. It was a little bit patronizing. “I promise, you can go to
sleep and wake up. I know because I do it every night.” He leaned in closer, to
stare me in the eyes. “Get some sleep. Please.”
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It wasn’t a request. And he wasn’t going to leave me alone until I conceded.
I looked back at him, and felt strangely reassured seeing his eyeballs peering at me
instead of empty sockets and teeth.
“Okay,” I surrendered. “I’ll try.”
He took away the remote and turned off the TV. “Good. ‘Night Rose.” And
then he left, and went back to bed. He didn’t make sure I was following.
Apparently he just assumed I would sleep on the couch, like usual.
But the couch was covered in popcorn and crumbs now, and I knew I
couldn’t turn on the TV without sparking off a yelling match with Paul. I’d told
him I would try to go to sleep - but what Paul didn’t realize was that the TV being
on was sort of a sleep-prerequisite for me.
That jewel. The red one, from Constantine’s place. I suddenly remembered
it, and felt an overpowering urge to look at it.
I went to my purse, and pulled it out.
It was so shiny. It glinted at me as I turned it all around with my fingers,
making the light dance.
I went into the bedroom, still playing with it. Touching it, looking deep into
the center heart of the jewel… it made me feel better. Calmer.
I thought I’d put it on the nightstand, but I may have been holding it as I got
into bed.
And now it was 6 o’clock, and I had just woken up from a nightmare.
A nightmare in which, for the first time, my real mom had shown up.
I wondered if she actually looked like that, or if my subconscious image was
way off - after all, I’d never actually seen her in real life.
Despite the bad dream, I was actually feeling more well-rested than usual.
Figuring it out in my head, I estimated that I’d gotten roughly 4 hours of sleep. Not
bad, actually.
I went to the kitchen, and opened up the fridge. Looked around. Nothing
good. It was still dark out - so to find something in the pantry, I turned on a light.
Someone was sitting at the kitchen table, and I jumped.
Oh, it was just Paul. Sitting there, eating jam on toast.
“Shit, Paul!” I shouted. “What the hell are you doing there, eating in the dark
like a weirdo?”
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Paul turned and looked at me. He was wearing sunglasses. “How do you eat
this? It tastes terrible.” Then he smiled that horrible, cheshire-cat smile. “Nothing
like the taste of eyes.”
I froze, stunned. Didn’t know what was going on. “Paul?”
“PAUL?” he repeated at me, incredulous. He got up from the chair. “You
don’t recognize me, after all the time we’ve spent together? I’m hurt.”
My mind was racing, trying to figure out how he could have found out about
my dream. Maybe he read my journal? Yeah, that was it. “Paul, this isn’t funny,” I
said - but even though I sounded only mildly put-out, there was a weird tremor of
fear cascading down my body; I was having trouble willing myself to stand firm
and not back away.
I knew there was no reason to be afraid - either Paul was pulling a mean
prank on me, forcing me to ‘confront my fears’ according to some Freudian
bullshit, or I was still dreaming.
You know, like when you think you’ve woken up, but you haven’t.
So it was either fake, or it was just a dream.
Paul wouldn’t hurt me - and as he’d told me just a few hours before, dreams
just… can’t.
At the time, I thought that was true.
“I’m not Paul,” he said. He pulled the sunglasses down, just enough to show
me his fang-toothed, empty eye sockets. “I’m your Corinthian, love.”
Okay, I thought. Now I know what I’m dealing with. And even if it was just
a figment of my imagination, I wasn’t going to let it push me around. “You don’t
scare me,” I said, trying to sound tough and unconcerned. “You’re just a dream.”
“I’m NOT a dream. I’m a NIGHTMARE.”
Wow. Playing semantics with a figment. This was new. Normally I had
these kinds of arguments with Paul. “I don’t care,” I countered. “It doesn’t matter
what you do to me. I can wake up.”
“Not this time, pet,” he cooed softly, fawningly, as he moved toward me sort of like a prowling jungle cat. “This time, you really are awake. I’ll show you.”
He hauled out and smacked me across the face. Hard.
It sent me reeling into the kitchen counter. And it hurt, a lot - the pain
exploded across my face and made the inside of my brain into a kaleidoscope of
brightly-colored lights, like fireworks on the 4th of July. I felt something warm and
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wet oozing, dripping out from my nose, like runny snot - but when I wiped it on
the back of my hand, I saw that it was red blood.
“Did that feel ‘real’ enough for you?” he said, menacingly.
I dashed past him. He lunged at me, and caught me from behind, gripping
me close against him. “Listen to me,” he whispered harshly into my ear, as I
struggled in vain. “You set me free. You can set others free, and they will serve
you… serve US… and then you, me, and your mum, can all live together in the
Land of Nod...”
I managed to get an arm free enough to elbow him in the gut. His grip
loosened, and I was able to break free.
He caught my wrist. “Oh no you don’t-” he said at first, but then he stopped
when he saw the ruby in my hand. He gazed at it in slack-jawed awe, fascinated.
“The Dreamstone…” he murmured.
Since I value my life above the price of rubies, I dropped the thing and made
a run for it, while he bent to pick it up off the floor.
“This keeps getting better,” I heard him say behind me, as I grabbed my
keys out of a bowl and ran out the front door.
In the hallway, I panicked - where was I going?
Wanda was next door. Maybe I could lock and barricade myself in her flat,
and call the cops.
For a nightmare with eye-mouths? How was that going to work?
I didn’t know. Nothing made sense. Cross that bridge when we come to it, I
guessed…
I banged on her door. No answer. I banged again, really not wanting to speak
and announce that I was still there. Finally I had to. “Wanda,” I said, in the loudest
whisper I could. I was also getting choked up on tears of fear and desperation.
“Wanda, it’s Rose… please let me in…” I remembered that one of my keys was to
Wanda’s place - she’d given me a spare, to look after things while she was gone at
rehearsal, and in preparation for me helping to take care of her after her sex-change
operation (she also had a spare key to my apartment, because I was constantly
misplacing mine). But before I could stick the key in, the door opened - but the
woman who answered was not Wanda.
The cold stare of Thessaly appeared in the short gap allowed by the chain.
“You need to go.”
“What are you doing? Where’s Wanda?” I asked quietly but urgently.
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Thessaly turned aside just enough for me to see Wanda, in a tank-top and a
pair of underwear that revealed her pre-operative male body, laid out on her couch.
Then Thessaly faced forward, blocking me from entering. “They are all sleeping,”
Thessaly explained, in the most calm and matter-of-fact voice possible. “Wanda.
The spider women. Even Fiddler’s Green.”
“Who or what the hell is Fiddler’s-”
“Everyone in this building. Because of you.”
“What?”
“I avoided your spell,” she went on, answering a question I didn’t ask. “It
was amateurish. Very loose weave. Lots of gaping holes.”
I didn’t have time for this. I pushed on the door. “Let me in! Wanda-”
“I will look after Wanda and the others,” she asserted robotically. “Go.”
The door to my flat was opening.
The Corinthian was coming.
I ran downstairs, and out of the apartment complex.
I got in my car, and put the keys in the ignition. I put my fuzzy-slippered foot on
the pedal and floored it, the tires squealing on the pavement as I peeled away and
down the narrow London streets like a madwoman.
I had no clue where I was going. Anywhere. Away.
I must have zipped right past a cop car, because suddenly I could hear a
screeching siren, and could see the lights flashing in my rear-view mirrors. For the
first time in my life, those lights and sounds were a major source of relief instead
of dread.
I pulled over. The cop - or ‘bobby’ or whatever they called them here - got
out and shone a flashlight into my car window. I turned the handle and rolled it
down for him. “Yeah, I know,” I said. “Speeding.”
“Do you have identification, ma’am?”
My eyes darted around the car, and I virtually gave myself a pat down even
though I knew damn well I took nothing with me - no purse, no wallet, nothing. I
was lucky I had my keys. I shook my head at him, at a loss.
“Right then. Well miss, I’m afraid I’m going to have to-”
“Arrest me!” I said, excitedly. “Take me in to the station. Right now.”
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The British copper was taken aback by that. “That won’t be necessary,” he
said. “I was only going to give you a ticket.” Then he peered closer at me. “Did
someone strike you?”
I touched my lip, and saw my face in the mirror - my nose was bloody, and
my cheek was swollen. I’d forgotten. “...Yes.”
“I see. Well then, if you like I can take you to the station so you can file a
report.”
“Yes! Sounds great officer.” I opened the car door, and he offered his hand.
As I took it, something bizarre happened.
It was like a dream... not mine, but his.
A bunch of murky images, ebbing like reflections on the surface of water, collected
in a dark and bottomless pool.
The cop was being promoted or something. He was proud and happy...
Then he was losing the woman he loved to another man, and he was
ashamed and devastated and felt like he wanted to die…
There was a serial killer with a chainsaw and hatchet… a real criminal, or
some character from a movie he watched late one night…
His partner, a buddy cop, shot by a fleeing criminal… he was trying to
staunch the wound, but there was so much blood…
Was any of it true? Did any of it really happen? Or was it just a bunch of
stuff that he wanted, or feared? I couldn’t tell. Anything and everything that this
guy thought about, or dreamed about, was here.
And that’s all there was. That’s all that I was, just a part of his dreams… a
passive spectator… a passenger...
And then all of a sudden, I was back.
The police officer yawned, and fell forward, onto my lap. I yelped, not
expecting the guy’s face to be in my crotch like that.
I pushed him off me, and he crumpled to the pavement.
Catching my breath - and recovering from the shock of whatever had just
happened - I leaned over the sprawled-out cop. “Sir?” I asked. “Sir, are you
alright?”
He answered me with a snore.
He was asleep?
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There was something filtering out of him, his eyes, his ears and his nose… it
looked like sand.
It susurrated against the pavement, and sort of floated upward - a flowing
stream, but with gravity going in reverse. Like a film on rewind. It swirled around
my hand, and started to form a mass in the indentation of my palm. It stopped, and
I lifted my hand up to look at it: there was a little mound of sand collected right
there, in the palm of my hand.
Freaked out, I cast the sand aside, over a flower bush on the side of the road.
As I brushed the remaining sand-grit off my hands, I saw the flower blossoms
close, the petals folding in on themselves.
What in the world was going on?
Was all that some sort of hallucination? Was I high on that magical drugsand that Rachel was on?
Okay stop, just calm down and think Rose, I was telling myself. Where was
the most sensible place for me to go right now? Who could actually help me?
A face sprang into mind - one with dirty blonde hair and a cigarette hanging
from his lips.
Constantine.
If anybody would know what to do, it would be him.
Maybe.
I got back into the car and sped off to John Constantine’s place.
I pounded on the door to John Constantine’s flat.
“John! Please! Open the goddamn door!” I pounded some more. No use. I
grabbed hold of the doorknob.
It twisted in my hand - soft and pliable like molten metal, but cool to the
touch, like metallic putty.
I let go of it, and noticed that my palm still sparkled with some granules of
residual sand; I also noticed that the warped doorbell was moving as I moved. I
experimented, swaying side to side - so did the doorknob.
I reached out like I was going to touch it… but then I dropped my hand.
The doorknob fell right off.
I shouldered into the door, and it opened for me. I shut it behind me.
Inside, all the lights were off. I didn’t see John anywhere. Then I found him,
in bed, tossing and turning and groaning loudly in his sleep.
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Oh no, I thought. Not him too.
“John!” I yelled. “Wake up!”
His eyes snapped open, and sat upright with a gasp. He started coughing,
hacking, then saw me. “Rose?”
“Oh god, thank goodness,” I breathed, as I sat down on the bed. I was
relieved to see someone who was both awake and knowledgeable about this kind
of stuff, the stuff that nobody else would believe - I almost threw my arms around
him and hugged him, but I stopped myself, afraid of what might happen.
He didn’t have his trenchcoat, or that white shirt and tie - sleeveless Mucous
Membrane band shirt that allowed me to see all the tattoos on his upper arm and
the back of his neck. Most of it looked like old writing, with the occasional symbol
or small diagram-thingy. I didn’t know for sure, but I assumed from how denselypacked the magical tattoos seemed to be that they covered his back as well.
His eyebrows raised a bit at me. I could tell that he was starting to get some
very wrong ideas about my reasons for being there. But I was way beyond caring
about how inappropriate this all was for the time being.
He must've gotten the idea from my expression that I wasn’t there for any
hanky-panky - disappointed, he pulled on his pair of pants. Trousers. Kecks.
Whatever.
He pulled a cigarette from a box of Silk Cuts, and a lighter. “Ow’d yeh get
in ‘ere?” he asked, not seeming mad so much as intrigued. “Did I go an’ leave the
door unlocked?”
“John, listen to me,” I said, not wanting to get into that just yet. “Some really
weird shit has been happening-”
There was a knock on the door. A polite rapping sound.
“Don’t answer it,” I whispered.
“Why not?” he whispered back. “Who the bloody hell is it?”
“I think it might be more of a ‘what’ than a ‘who’,” I said.
Constantine’s face got a little grim at that. He cast the blanket aside.
“What are you doing?!” I whisper-yelled.
“Gonna ‘ave a look-see,” he said. “Big nasty whats-its are me stock and
trade, as it were.”
I stiffened with fear, unable to breathe, as he headed for the front door.
But I had to see what was going on. I followed him, trying to stay behind a
corner.
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When he opened the door, there was a tall shadow standing on his doorstep.
“John Constantine, I presume?” said the shadow, with a deep and
witheringly dry voice.
“Well, I’m sure not Dr. Livingstone pal. Heh.” John scratched the back of
his neck, nervously. “Sorry. Little joke.” When the towering shadow moved
silently past him and into the house, John sobered, and added in a small voice,
“Very little. Sure come on in an’ make yerself at home, sod it, why not? Forgive
the mess, woulda done some cleaning up if I knew you’d be comin’. What’d you
say your name was, again?”
I came out from behind the corner. Too much had happened to me that night
to be scared of anything that wasn’t Mouth-Eyes.
John looked between the stranger and me with agitation. “Say, did I send out
an invite I wasn’t aware of? ‘Cos this here is becomin’ a proper party, right before
me very eyes. An’ here I am bein’ a shit host, with me thumb up me bum, ‘cos
look: I’m all out of bevvies an’ party favors.”
“And who the hell are you?” I demanded to know of the stranger made of
shadow.
The shadow had a face under a black umbrella of hair that would be the envy
of any heavy metal or punk rocker. The face was long, gaunt, and very pale. “I am
Dream of the Endless,” he answered. As if that was supposed to mean something
to me.
“Really,” I said, looking at his dark cloak-robe ensemble that resembled a
night sky over a pit of flames. “I thought you were the Devil or something.”
“I assure you, we look nothing alike,” he said, somewhat off-handedly.
“He’s right yeh know,” confirmed Constantine. “I know most of ‘em wot
goes by that moniker, an’ I sold me soul to three of ‘em.”
“For what?” I asked.
“A cure for me lung cancer,” he answered, followed by a cough and a reach
for his cigarette pack. “I’m nigh invincible now - none a’those three want me dead,
as it would kick off a great big tug-a-war over soh’in none of ‘em really want all
that badly. So I can just waltz into Hell an’ leave whenever I damn well please,
without anybody botherin’ to stop me.
“You have never been to Hell,” corrected Dream.
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“Oh? ‘aven’t I? That’s sure news teh me,” said Constantine, “wot with all
the fiery torture pits I’ve frequented over the years. If those weren’t regions a’Hell,
wot were they then?”
“They were likely pocket dimensions - nightmares within the skerries of The
Dreaming. The free demons of Hell setting up their own fiefdoms, in mimicry of the
original. The true Hell remains empty.”
“So you're wot Mad Hettie was goin’ on about... ‘The Sandman, is that
right?”
“I have gone by that name, yes.”
“Well that song got it wrong - candy-colored clown me arse.”
“I’m so glad that you two are getting along,” I snarked. “Should I leave the
room?”
“Yes. You should leave, Rose Walker.”
How did he know my name? I wondered. I also wondered if I should keep
wondering about everything, because the world had obviously ceased to make
sense. “Not gonna happen,” I told him, trying not to let my confusion show. “But
YOU’RE welcome to leave any time.”
“Hate teh break it to yeh luv, but it looks like tonight’s gonna be a
threesome,” quipped Constantine. “No need to worry though, there’s plenty a’me
to go around. I just want yeh teh know, I don’t usually move quite this fast - call
me traditional, but I usually treat me dates to dinner an’ a movie before the
shagging starts. So be gentle with me, will yeh?”
Dream wasn’t really interested in talking to us, or paying us any mind - the
shadows underneath his brows seemed to be looking around the apartment.
“Soh’in I can do you for, mate?” asked John, trying to sound friendly and
helpful.
“Something of mine came into your possession,” said the shadow-man. “A
leather Pouch full of sand. I want it back. Where is it?”
But then there was a light cascading sound, as something came from the
camp-bed that Constantine had been sleeping on: sand. It was flowing towards me
again.
Suddenly, I was lifted up by pale hands grabbing either side of my
sleeprobe, and found myself staring right into this ‘Dream of the Endless’ guy’s
face.
His eyes were stars. Stars twinkling, within a deep, dark void.
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“That was Dreamsand,” he said, in that monstrous voice of his. “Where did
you get it? Do you have the Pouch?”
“Let go of me, psycho!” I yelled. “I don’t know what you’re talking about!”
I grabbed his hand, and he suddenly gasped - like I’d burned him - and threw me
down. I landed hard on my butt. “Ouch! Sonofabitch…!!”
Dream stumbled and weaved, faint. “You...control Dreamsand?” he said,
hoarse. “I do not understand…”
“Join the club! First Mouth-Eyes, now you-”
“Do you mean The Corinthian?”
Whoa. Maybe we were getting somewhere, finally. “...Yeah, actually,” I
said, getting up. “How did you know that?”
Dream didn’t answer immediately. He seemed deep in thought. “You were
the girl in Alex Burgess’ mind. The one with the Dreamstone Ruby.”
John Constantine frowned at me from across the room. “Wot?”
“Um, yeah, about that…” I began.
“Rose? Did you nick me Ruby?”
“The Ruby Dreamstone belongs to me, John Constantine.”
“Yeh, sorry mate. I misspoke. An’ I’d give it right back to yeh, if I could.”
“But you cannot. Where is my Ruby, Rose Walker?” I didn’t have a chance
to answer -- he just nodded, like I’d told him. “The Corinthian has the Ruby. And,
it seems, you have absorbed my powers as the replacement Dream.”
“Wait, back up - what does that even mean?” I asked.
“I do not know. We shall find out together what it means.”
“Wot I’m still tryin’ to figure out is, why Rose ‘ere decided she’d take a big,
magic-soaked ancient jewel off me hands,” said John, still glaring at me.
“I don’t know why. It just happened.”
“Right… like it ‘just happened’ with Rachel,” snarked John. He shook his
head. “I always knew the pair a’you were thick as thieves… blimey, jus’ didn’t
think it was that literal.”
“That’s not true! I’m not like Rachel, don’t you even say that!”
“Enough! Sit down. Both of you.” For whatever reason, both of us obeyed John and I sat down on the couch, having to maneuver around his little coffee
table. Dream folded his arms and brooded.
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“I am very tired,” he said, and he sounded like it. Like he knew a type of
tiredness that none of us could imagine. “I have only just escaped from a long
imprisonment.”
“Who imprisoned you?” asked John.
“A group of occultists.”
“Ah. Which one?”
“The Order of Ancient Mysteries.”
“Really? I thought those blokes were just a pot a’cracks, quite frankly.
Satanic gentlemen’s club. Never would’ve thought they were packin’ that kind of
power.”
“Normally, they do not,” said Dream. “But circumstances aligned that
allowed them to do what would otherwise be impossible. And now I must reclaim
the tools they stole from me.”
“Tools’ huh?” I said, noting the plural. “There are others besides the Ruby?”
“Indeed. I had a Pouch, which gave me access to Dreamsand…”
“So that you don’t have to steal it from sleeping people?”
“Yes. It gets tiresome, as you can imagine. I also owned a Helmet that
protects the wearer from harmful magic, such as the force that can be emitted from
the Ruby.”
“Were you wearing the Helmet when you were captured by the occultists?”
“Capture and imprisonment are conditions that do not fall under the
category of ‘harm’, I’m afraid.”
“Say you get your stuff back chap - then wot ‘appens?” inquired John.
“I will defeat The Corinthian.” And then Dream turned to face me. “And
you will return my power.”
“And how would I do that?” I asked.
“It should revert back...at the moment your life ends.”
I got up, slamming the table with my hands. “You’re gonna kill me?!”
“Not until I have to.”
“There’s gointa be no killin’ of anyone in this flat,” said John Constantine.
“So if an’ when you decide to do it, do it somewhere else.” I glared at him.
“Sorry,” he said. “Joke. Tryin’ to lighten the mood a bit.” He cleared his throat and
leaned forward, as if having a heart-to-heart with Dream. “Yeh aren’t actually
gonna kill ‘er, are yeh?”
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“I will discuss it with my siblings, but that is the most probable outcome.”
And then his face shifted into a softer, kinder look, which was somehow a little
more unsettling than his angry-face. He spoke soothingly: “Death is my sister, and
very amiable company. You’d like her.”
“I don’t believe this...”
“I am trying to be fair, Rose. I could reclaim my tools much faster if I simply
killed you now.”
And then a creepy, disembodied voice echoed into the room: “You’ve
always been suave with the ladies, Dream Lord…”
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-14“Fear of Falling”

The street-facing window of John’s apartment flat shattered, and The Corinthian
jumped through it, landing in a shower of glass.
Over his shoulder, a new bag was slung - I really didn’t take notice of it at
the time (for obvious reasons, like his shocking entrance), but it’s important that
you know he didn’t have a bag before, and now he had one. You’ll see.
“Rather brave of you to come here, little nightmare,” said Dream,
nonchalantly.
“And you’re as arrogant as ever,” said The Corinthian. “But you’ll learn
soon enough.” And then he saw me, somehow, with his non-eyes. “Rose! How are
you, love?”
“Keep away from me!” I yelled, hating how weak I sounded. Isn’t there
something I could say to this terrifying entity that didn’t make me sound like a
fussy kid who needed a nap?
“Ouch,” said The Corinthian, dripping with sarcasm. “That’s some way to
say hello.” He reached into his bag - see, I told you it would come up - and brought
out… an eyeball. A detached human eyeball, with that dangly fleshy thing still
attached. He popped it into one of his eye-mouths, holding it between its fangs.
And then he got another one, and put it in the other, and for a moment it looked
like he had regular eyes. “There now, how do you like that? Surely now we can see
eye-to-eye?”
And then those horrible fanged mouths chomped down, popping the
gelatinous eyes with spray and a slow ooze of clear fluid. There were revolting
squishing sounds as they chewed.
OH DEAR GOD WHOSE EYES WERE THOSE.
The room was starting to spin and I was getting dizzy and lightheaded. I
wanted so badly for all of this to just be a really long, really awful nightmare.
“Give back the Ruby, Corinthian,” commanded Dream, still cool as a
cucumber. “This does not have to end in your erasure.”
“You didn’t say please,” taunted The Corinthian. He turned back to me.
“Seeing as how he’s gonna kill you, have you reconsidered joining me?”
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John Constantine stepped forward, lighting yet another cigarette. “She ain’t
goin’ nowhere,” he said.
The Corinthian grinned. “This your new boyfriend, Rose? You have good
taste… such nice eyes…”
There weren't just ownerless eyeballs in that bag of his - The Corinthian
reached inside it, and brought out the Ruby. He raised it high. “Brute! Glob!”
A glow emerged from the Ruby, and took the form of two demonic-looking
creatures - one was big and muscular with fists as big as his head (I’m gonna go
out on a limb here and say that one was ‘Brute’) and the other was a big, round
thing that looked like one-half of a melted ball-sack with arms, its eyes and wide,
fang-filled mouth seemingly made by the slicing of a blade into a raw lump of
flesh (he was the one named ‘Glob’, I assume).
“You called?” they growled, in unison.
“The human! Get him!” The Corinthian shouted.
The demon-things obeyed, lunging at John with outstretched claws. John
had kept the lighter open and lit - he used that split-second before they reached him
to pull the cigarette out of his mouth, and blow on the little lighter flame.
The flame shot out in a blast toward Brute and Glob, like a flamethrower.
Was it magic, or some kind of carnie firebreather trick? It was hard to tell.
Brute and Glob were surprised by it, enough that they were stopped in their
tracks momentarily. They didn’t seem burned at all, though.
“Really, mortal? Hellfire?” squealed Glob the ball-sack. “Against US?”
Brute sighed a gravelly sigh. “Feels like home, don’t it?” he said.
“‘ey now gents, be patient - that was only a warm-up,” said John
Constantine.
“I think we're going to have to skin him and tan his hide,” said Brute.
Glob grinned. “Good, I need some new seat-covers for the BMW.”
“Skinnin’ an’ tannin’?” John mused incredulously. “Yeh don’t know who
yer messin’ with, pal.”
“Oh yeah? And who are we messing with?” glopped Glob.
“John fuckin’ Constantine,” he answered. “Now lie back an’ think a’
England, ‘cos you blokes are gonna get FUCKED.”
“Rose, give me your hand,” said Dream, offering me one of his - with its
long pale fingers, it resembled, strangely, a big white spider. “So that we may
combine our strength,” he added, by way of explanation.
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I didn’t really want to be holding hands with the guy, as I still wasn’t clear
on what exactly he was, and whether he might be a bigger threat to me than The
Corinthian. But I figured taking a ‘first come, first destroy’ approach might be my
best option for the time being.
We linked hands, and I could tell from his sharp intake of breath that it
caused him searing pain.
But he pushed through it, raising his other hand outward.
“You were the greatest nightmare I ever fashioned,” said Dream. “But you
leave me no choice, Corinthian. I am sorry.” There was a lot I could’ve unpacked
there, in his choice of words - but things were happening pretty fast now.
A whirlwind of sand erupted out of Dream’s raised hand, at The Corinthian.
It was a powerful blast that shook the whole place - I expected to see The
Corinthian harmed, or at least knocked backward.
But no: the sand parted around him, deflected by what seemed like an
invisible barrier.
The Corinthian chuckled.
Dream let go of my hand. Bet he couldn’t wait to do that.
“You can’t erase my existence, Morpheus,” contended the confident
Corinthian. “Not while I have the Ruby.”
The Corinthian raised the ruby Dreamstone once more, and sent out his own
blast - like something that would shoot out of a laser gun in a scifi-movie - at
Dream.
And Dream was the one who got sent right into a wall, breaking apart John’s
dresser and knocking down the stuff that was hanging.
So much for Dream helping me to destroy the nightmare. I ran to his side
regardless, mainly just to see if he was still conscious.
Constantine was dodging every swipe and attempted bite from Brute and
Glob, as easily as a choreographed dance that he knew by heart. He saw The
Corinthian come toward me and Dream, the Ruby glowing in his hands, about to
finish us off for good.
John Constantine smoked his entire cigarette in one breath, and blew out
smoke that filled the room thickly.
Brute and Glob shrieked, stumbling around blindly.
The Ruby sparked and fizzled - the smoke seemed to be having a dampening
effect on it. The Corinthian made a frustrated sound, and made for the front door.
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I could barely see through the haze, but I could just make out the sight of
him shooting the door point-blank with a blast from the Ruby, and then opening
the door… not to the outside, but to a dark void.
“We must follow him,” said Dream.
“We?! No way, you’re on your own Dream-man!”
Constantine smashed one of the demon-things over the head with a table
lamp. “Sod it! I really liked that lamp.” He shouted at us: “Don’t wait up fer me!
I’ll catch up after I’m done moppin’ the floor wi’these wankers!”
“Rose. If you care for Paul, we must go. Now.”
“What’s Paul got to do with this?”
“Those were his eyes.”
Holy shit. I grabbed Dream-man up by his night-cape (getting him back for
grabbing my collar earlier) and we made for the door.
A moment after The Corinthian stepped past the threshold and into the
darkness, so did we.
In the void, there was another door, and it seemed to lead to someplace brighter there was an orangey light, like a dusk sky.
We went through that.
And I stepped off into nothing.
Dream caught me by the waist with one arm, before I could plummet to my
doom.
“Careful,” he said.
“Thanks,” I said sarcastically, despite being out of breath from my almostfall. I looked down at some hazy landscape below us. We were up in the sky it
looked like, far above the world. “...What should I do now?” I inquired, trembling.
“Nothing. I shall guide you.” And that’s when I realized that we’d already
left the dimensional portal-door behind somewhere, and that Dream was floating,
with his arms around me.
I clung to him tightly, not sure if I trusted him not to let me fall. “Where are
we?” I asked, nervous.
“Paul’s dream, I suspect.”
Oh, perfect. So I didn’t have to worry about falling and making a me-sized
hole in the earth below - or, if I did, it wouldn’t be the death of me any more than it
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ever was for Wile E. Coyote. “Good,” I said, confidently. “Then he should be
around here, somewhere.”
He moved forward, toward a bank of clouds, taking me with him. After a
few moments of soaring like this, I had a funny thought - the kind of funny thought
that only occurs to you when it’s late at night (or in this case, early in the morning)
and you’re exhausted from one hell of a stressful day.
“Say, Dream?” I began.
“Hm?”
“You know what Freud said about dreams of flying? It means you’re really
dreaming about having sex.”
“Indeed? Tell me then, what does it mean when you dream of having sex?”
I couldn’t help it, I chortled - I didn’t expect this guy to have anything
resembling a sense of humor.
He was better at it than Paul, actually.
My stomach twisted at the thought of him.
Were those really Paul’s eyes, that The Corinthian ate right in front of me?
And were they his real ones, or something from a dream - like The
Corinthian himself?
Come to think of it, I couldn’t exactly define the word or concept of ‘real’
anymore.
There was some kind of a tall, thin rock structure ahead of us, piercing
through the bank of clouds. And there seemed to be a person clinging to it.
“Look! There he is!” I shouted, into the wind blowing against my face.
“I see him.”
Paul was deathly afraid of heights - it was because of a dream he’d had as a
kid, where he was trapped in a house with three witches, and climbed out on the
roof to get away from them. He’d fallen off, and willed himself awake - but he’d
found himself trapped in a sort of sleep paralysis.
Ever since then, he hated high places.
So this wasn’t just a dream of his - it was a nightmare.
I didn’t know how I knew all this. He’d never told me about the witches, or
about his fear of falling.
We swooped in close, and landed on the flat top of the rock tower.
“H-help me!!” he yelled.
I reached out to him. “Grab my hand, Paul!”
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His grip on the rock-face slipped a little. He gasped, trembled, squeezed his
eyes shut. “I can’t…”
“Yes you can.” I stepped out, into thin air, testing it tentatively with my
fuzzy slipper. I can walk on air, I thought. I set my foot down. My foot held in
place. I placed all my weight upon it, and then brought my other foot to stand with
the first one. I was now standing completely on air alone. “See? Just believe it.” He
just held the rock tower even tighter, teeth chattering. I pulled at his arm. “C’mon!
Trust me!”
“Stop! No, don’t do that! I’ll fall!” he cried.
“Then you’ll land on those nice fluffy cotton-balls down there.”
“Those are CLOUDS, Rose!”
“Cartoon clouds. The solid kind.”
“The mass of precipitation kind! I paid attention in science class!"
“It’s just a dream, Paul - dreams can’t hurt you, remember?”
“That may not be entirely true in this case.”
My stomach plummeted. “What are you talking about?”
“I do not know what The Corinthian has done to alter the Dreamstone. It is
quite possible that this dream is linked with his physical Reality.”
“You know what? That really isn’t helping.” I walked back to the top of the
rock tower’s flat top, kneeling down. “Just climb a little further,” I said. “I’ll help
you. You’re almost there.”
“I know what this is about,” said Paul, still squeezing his eyes shut.
I was mystified. “You do?”
“Yes.” He took some short, panicked breaths in quick succession. He was
hyperventilating. “It’s all getting to be too much for me. I feel I’m out of my depth.
I’m scared... scared I’m going to do something stupid.”
“What are you talking about?”
“He is referring to his waking life,” explained Dream.
“Are you kidding me?!” I yelled. “You’re doing that whole dream
interpretation thing WHILE YOU’RE IN A DREAM?!”
“Yeah, that’s something she would say...” said Paul. “It’s called lucid
dreaming… maybe I’ll tell her that, when I wake up. There are lots of things I
should tell her...”
“Save it. That all can wait,” I said, shoving my own curiosity about what
‘things’ he was referring to toward the back of my mind. “Get your ass up here.”
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“If you do something stupid, what then?” asked Dream of Paul.
He had just implied to me that Paul might actually for-real die from all of
this, but right now he was acting like this was just idle chit-chat. “If he does
something stupid right now, he might fall,” I told Dream, slowly and calmly, trying
not to alarm Paul any further. “So you think maybe you could do something to help
here?”
Paul laughed nervously. “I can’t believe I climbed up this high… I should
never have climbed this high…”
“It is sometimes a mistake to climb,” allowed Dream. “It is always a
mistake never to make the attempt.”
Paul opened his eyes. “What are you saying? That I ought to go back to the
show? Not walk out? Is that what you’re saying? Listen, I’ve already made up my
mind-”
“Paul, stop talking,” I said, really getting fearful now. “Give me your hand!”
“If you do not climb, you will not fall,” continued Dream. “This is true. But
is it that bad to fall?”
“YES,” I said, about to lose my mind. “In this case it is very, VERY bad!”
“Aren’t you scared of falling?” asked Paul.
Dream’s mouth formed a knowing smile. “Sometimes you wake, and yes,
sometimes you die.”
“SHUT UP! JUST SHUT UP, PLEASE!” I shouted desperately.
“But there is a third alternative.”
A lightning bolt struck the rock tower, breaking it apart.
Paul began to fall. He screamed.
I leapt off the rock tower and soared after him. Like a freakin’ superhero.
But it was taking too long to reach him. And the ground was coming up fast.
“Rose! You’re flying…” he said. And then Paul’s terrified eyes seemed to
light up.
“Sometimes the fall kills you…” boomed that inhuman voice above us, like
thunder. It was sounding further and further away, as we neared the ground
below.“And sometimes when you fall…”
“...You fly,” finished Paul. Something changed in his face - his jaw set in a
look of grim determination. He’d been falling ass-first until now, but then he
flipped himself over and spread his arms out.
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It looked at first like he was going to crash into the ground - but then he
glided above the surface of the ground, like a bird, and flew upward into the sky
once more.
I could hear Paul laughing.
He was okay.
“We should be going now,” said Dream, who appeared right behind me.
I startled, a shudder going up my spine. “Shit, where’d you come from?”
“His dream from this point onward will be pleasant, but not to your liking,”
he warned.
“What?” I watched Paul fly off, and he seemed to be joined by a flock of
naked, flying men. “Uh… oh. Wow. Okay. Let’s go.”
My brain-wires were snarling into a knot and possibly short circuiting,
trying to process the idea that Paul would be dreaming about nude dudes.
Meanwhile the world twisted, and shifted around us...
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And we were in my apartment. In the bedroom. Standing over a sleeping Paul on
the bed.
Except this Paul had no eyes.
I stifled a scream with my hand, not wanting to wake him up. “Oh god,
Dream…” I whispered, looking at the raw eye-holes. “Is this for real?”
“I’m afraid so,” he replied. “But it may be undone. I do not normally allow
such drastic alterations to Reality, but this harm was done by a power that belongs
only in dreams.”
I breathed a sigh of relief. “So you’re going to fix it, then?”
“I cannot, in my current state. I will not have the power to alter Reality until
the Dreamstone is returned to me.”
“The Corinthian was not in Paul’s dream.”
“No.” He looked around. “He is in someone else’s. Rose, follow me and
stay close. Something is very much amiss here.”
“You mean like something mysterious keeping everyone in this building
asleep?”
He fixed me with an inscrutable look. “You knew.”
“Yeah,” I said. “Wanda, my best friend, is asleep next door. She’s got
somebody looking after her.”
I knocked on Wanda’s door. Thessaly answered, opening the door slightly. “What
are you doing back here, Rose?” she intoned at me. There was a small cut above
her eyebrow that wasn’t there before.
“We need in,” I answered.
“We?” She unhooked the chain and opened the door a bit more, enough to
see Dream of the Endless standing beside me.
And for him to see her. He stiffened.
Her lips pursed a miniscule amount, and her already-granite face somehow
got a little harder. “Dream King,” she said.
“Thessaly,” he said.
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There was a moment of frozen silence. Then Thessaly turned around
abruptly and retreated within. I gave a quick look to Dream, wondering what that
was about, but then I withdrew even the mental question. I went inside.
It was dark, but Thessaly was lighting a candle.
On the floor of the apartment, just past the threshold, were rusty-colored
lines and alchemical-looking symbols like what was tattooed on John’s back.
It had the appearance of paint, and smelled terrible. Acrid, sour, metallic like a used tampon. Definitely blood. I would have wondered where it came from,
but then I caught a whiff of musty barnyard-animal scent, and noticed in the dim
candlelight the carcass of a black baby sheep in the corner, a gaping slit yawning in
its throat. It was slumped over a big silver bowl.
I shivered and looked away.
Thessaly seemed to notice, even though her back was turned to me. “I had
trouble finding a black lamb on such short notice, here in the city. I had to order it
from an exotic pet shop,” she said. She turned around, and I could see that the lap
of her skirt was stained with blood. She held the lit match in her hand - it lit up the
lenses of her big, round glasses with an orange glow, so you couldn’t see her eyes.
“It’s been too long since I’ve needed to sacrifice anything larger than a rabbit.”
“You are hurt,” Dream observed.
Thessaly nodded, fingering the cut above her eyebrow and checking her
finger to see if the blood was still wet. “The little lamb gave me blood for blood. It
taught me a lesson.”
“What’s that?” I asked.
She blew out the match, and tossed it in a small trash can - or, as the people
said there, in the ‘rubbish bin’. “Nothing is harmless," she said. “Nothing is too
small, or cute, or sweet to be dangerous.” And then back to me. “On that note,
Rose: I hope you don’t mind that I let myself into your apartment. Wanda had a
key.”
“Uh… okay. What for? Did you need something?”
“Yes,” she answered. “Moonblood. Wanda cannot produce any, and I have
not menstruated for a long time. It is fortuitous that the remains of your last menses
could still be salvaged.”
I just kinda stood there. I just couldn’t… yeah.
Her attention turned to Dream. “So. How are you,” asked Thessaly,
indicating no actual curiosity whatsoever.
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“Perfectly satisfactory.”
“You look terrible.”
“Thank you. You, for your part, look much as I remember.”
Wanda was still on the couch, in her underclothes. Asleep, eyes intact.
“As you can see she is perfectly safe,” said Thessaly.
“Indeed,” said Morpheus. “You have used the sealing ward of the Weird
Sisters. How did you manage that?”
“It seemed appropriate,” answered Thessaly. “They are bound to protect
women.”
“But they agreed that you were protecting a woman?”
I turned on him. “She IS a woman,” I said.
“Gods are rigidly traditional,” explained Thessaly. “Especially the old ones.”
She aimed her big, round glasses at Dream. “There was considerable disagreement.
But I forced the issue.”
“I would expect no less,” said Dream. “Yet even I would tread carefully with
the Triple Goddess.”
“As well you should,” said Thessaly, “considering your history with actual,
real women.”
“Is there something you wish to discuss with me, Thessaly?”
“No. I wish for nothing at all. I made a deal with the Three - I bought a little
more life … maybe a couple of thousand years. Every little bit helps. And they
agreed to settle some old scores. There is now nothing you could give me that I
would want.”
“Very well then.” Morpheus stepped toward the couch, but stopped short of
a particular blood-painted line. “I cannot cross the borders of the inner circle.”
“No. You cannot. And I don’t see why you would want to. Did you not just
escape from spending a few days and nights in a circle like that?”
“Is that meant to be funny?”
“I’m afraid not. I don’t tell jokes. I never quite got the hang of it.”
“Why have you done this?”
“I suppose you think I just did it to offend you.”
“That does seem likely, yes.”
“And why would I want to do that?”
Dream’s face took on a miserable look. He turned away, bowing his head,
eye-pools toward the floor.“I… I did not intend to hurt you.”
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“And what if you did not? Intent and outcome are so rarely coincident.”
“I too have entities aligned against me, with scores to settle. Now that I am
without my tools and my power, it is the perfect time for them to move against me.”
“So you were trying to protect me? Now who is making jokes. You cannot
even protect yourself.” Thessaly paused for a moment. “Sorry. That wasn’t fair,”
she said flatly.
“I notice you did nothing to facilitate my escape.”
“And risk my own dearly-bought - but still ultimately limited - lifespan, to
save your Endless one… with my vulnerable physical body, rather than your
highly mutable form. You have a strange way of caring for my safety.”
“This,” I said, gesturing vaguely at the two of them, “is all very interesting,
really. But you think maybe you can put a pin in it for now?”
There was a total lack of verbal or physical response from these guys, other
than looking at me with completely blank, unemotional faces.
Watching two immortal beings fumble at the basics of human interaction,
and utterly fail to connect with each other on any level, made me think: maybe
with great power… comes great disability.
Finally, after an excruciating minute, Thessaly said: “What are you waiting
for.”
This came from left-field, and caught me completely off-guard. “Wait,
what? What am I supposed to do?”
“A very strange question,” Thessaly informed me. “According to whom?
There is nothing you are ‘supposed’ to do, Rose. But you MAY do as you like.
You absorbed a great deal of the Dreamstone’s power before it was taken. And I
did not set up the protection circle in such a way as to keep you out of it.”
Dream’s head turned abruptly, to fix her with a hard look. “So that was your
plan.”
Thessaly frowned at him. “I have no plan,” she asserted. “But it would not
make me unhappy to see a female incarnation of Dream on the throne. It would
certainly provide a different point-of-view, to say the least.”
Dream’s face became very angry. It looked like he was struggling to contain
himself. “I take it you will not be returning to The Dreaming, then.”
“No. I will not. Not even if you were to ask me. Which I know you won’t.”
“My love for you is real, Thessaly.”
“I do not doubt that. And once, long ago, it was burning and all-consuming.”
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“...But you have decided you no longer love ME.”
Thessaly stepped within the circle he could not enter, pointedly... and folded
her hands in front of her dress, primly. “I do not believe I ever loved you,” she
said, from within the safety of the circle. “I simply reflected your love, as the cold
light of the moon reflects the light of the sun.”
“I see. As you will, then.” His entire form began to fade into hazy shadow,
leaving only his deep-throated and echoing words behind: “May your gods be with
you.”
“Oh, they will be,” affirmed Thessaly. “There’s never been any doubt of
THAT.”
Suddenly, everything made of glass or shatterable material, well,
SHATTERED, flying everywhere.
“How childish,” said Thessaly, narrowing her eyes. “Tch. Men.”
I knelt down next to Wanda, glad that none of the glass had fallen on her maybe it couldn’t, because of the protection circle. I still didn’t know what I was
doing, but I wanted to save her. So I closed my eyes, and tried to will myself into
her dream…
And without any perceivable transition, I felt something change in the space
around me.
It felt like I was falling. But I was not falling. I was walking.
It was dark. Something was around me. Multiple somethings. There was
wind, and the sound of it flapping against dense and heavy fabric that was blocking
the wind from reaching me. There was the smell of old dust, the particles tickling
and getting up my nose; and into my eyes to make them water; and down my
throat, making it dry and scratchy... like it always does when I’m sitting in the
audience of a theatre (especially during the quiet parts - it’s never during the swell
of the orchestra that I feel like coughing my stupid head off. It’s ALWAYS during
some tender moment of dialogue, when it is the most conspicuous; when everyone
who is enraptured in the performance directs their righteous anger upon you, and
even you wish you could turn and shush yourself).
I reached out my hands, pulling aside what were definitely fuzzy velvet
curtains. They brushed against me as I passed, and they fell together again behind
me. I was beginning to see the light getting through. The curtains became lighter,
more flimsy, like cheap window-drapes, and then like the loose weave of gauze
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bandages. I pushed my way through, feeling them rend and tear in my hands. And
then the final curtains parted, and I found that I was in a completely new place.
I was on some kind of mountain path. Right in front of me was a creature,
about the size of a small child. But it wasn't a child at all - it was a rodent. Not a
mouse, I thought - a shrew. A shrew with its hands - paws? - in the pockets of its
trenchcoat, and wearing one of those fedora hats, like in the old black-and-white
detective movies.
“Oh. It’s you,” said the shrew, in the kind of nasal voice that you somehow
expect from a talking rodent. “Well you sure took your time getting here, didn’t
you?”
The world of curtains behind me were gone. Now there were just crystalline
mountain ranges everywhere, lit with the light of a rainbow sky, as puffs of pink
and blue and purple clouds drifted overhead like torn-off wisps of cotton candy.
I was taken aback. And as I straightened, I felt the clank of metal around me.
I looked down at myself, and realized that I was wearing armor, made of very
shiny plates of rose-gold. Like a knight. The armor on my arms and legs were
fastened around gloves and boots of hard brown leather, and there was a thick plate
covering the half of my chest that contained my heart.
I was wearing some sort of a collared tunic as well, made of cream-colored
silk, with embroidery around the edges depicting thorny roses.
And at my side hung a sword, its pommel shaped like a rose bloom.
Swords are phallic symbols, I thought. Paul, if he was here, would say
something about that - he’d say if I was dreaming about having a sword, then what
I was REALLY dreaming about was having a penis or some shit… and that’s to
say nothing about the complexes implied by the literal suit of shiny knight’s armor
around me, customized with my namesake flower, which probably indicated some
deeply personal symbolic meaning...
Gah! He had me doing it now! I really needed to get that guy and his stupid
Freudianisms out of my head!
I shivered, all of a sudden remembering Paul’s eyeless face.
Now that I was in a dream, it felt like real-life was the dream that I could
only remember in fuzzy snatches.
Ha! Fuzzy snatches...
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Okay, I’ll stop. Jeez is it hard to get your mind out of the gutter once it’s
rolled in there… but since it looks like Desire’s loving this, I’m gonna put a hard
stop to it right now.
Hard.
Ahem. Anyway. The shrew in the trenchcoat walked toward me. It reached
inside its trenchcoat, and dug out a very large pink jewel, like rose quartz, set in a
disc of spun silver filigree and hanging from a golden chain. “Here,” it said,
offering it to me. “An’ be sure you don’t lose it. It’s the stone of the
Hieromancer… the Hierolite. The thing we’ve been searching for all this time.
What so many have given their lives for.”
I gazed at the shrew, trying to remember. Finally, it came to me.
“Wilkinson?” I asked.
“Of course,” she answered. Yes, it was a she - even though there wasn’t
anything particularly feminine about the shrew’s voice or mannerisms.
Ever since I saw a production of Taming of the Shrew, I’d gotten it into my
head that ‘shrew’ was just a totally not-offensive word for ‘female’.
So when Hob pointed out a doll during one of our shopping trips that he
thought looked more like a shrew than a mouse, I asked him to buy it for me - I
wasn’t going to pass up an opportunity to adopt a lonely girl doll and give her a
home.
Of course, Hob was confused when I proceeded to name her ‘Wilkinson’,
and insisted that this was both her first name AND her surname.
Wilkinson had a label stuck in the ribbon-band of her fedora, which said
‘Press.’ In the real-life waking world, Wilkinson was just a plain and naked shrew
doll, without fancy clothes or hats - but in my head she was an intrepid reporter,
like Lois Lane, or like those Girl Friday types that I’d seen in old movies played
late at night on TV (all of them based on Lois Lane), when I was refusing to sleep.
Wilkinson cleared her throat peremptorily. I took the jewel necklace. There
was something about it that seemed familiar, too - there was a steady but faint
pulse of power within it, like a tiny heartbeat. I felt like I was holding and gazing at
a faded version of the Ruby Dreamstone.
“We must get the Hierolite to Princess Barbie,” said Wilkinson. “Let’s get
moving, Porpentine.”
“Porpentine? What’s that?”
“It’s what you are.”
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“Which is?”
“Well, you know. The spiny, prickly thing. With the quills.”
“I don’t have any quills.”
“Mm, I forgot. You types are sensitive ‘bout your physical attributes. Forget
I said anything.”
“I’m human.”
“Is that what you like to be called? I didn’t mean any offense lady, honest it’s just that around here, we call things like you Porpentines.”
“And where is ‘here’?”
“Did you bump your head on the way in? Come on, you’ve been here
before. It’s The Land.”
“The Land of…?”
“Just… The Land. Oh boy. This is going to be slow going, isn’t it Miss
Porpentine?”
“Could you maybe not call me Porpentine? My name is Rose.”
Wilkinson sighed, shaking her head. “Suit yourself. No matter how many of
‘em I meet, I just can’t get used to creatures running ‘round in clothes, and talking
like they was people.” Wilkinson stuck her paw-hands back in her trenchcoat,
turned around and started walking off on little rodent feet down the mountain path.
I followed for a bit, taking in the scenery and thinking. “... Is this ‘Princess
Barbie’ a Porpentine?” I ventured to ask, wondering if all humans were seen as
animals in this world.
“Oh no, not at all. She’s a very beautiful, very kind-hearted princess.”
Well so much for that theory.
But then a din of crunching and clanking sounds assaulted our eardrums,
accompanied by loud and plaintive roaring. Wilkinson dove into a bush off the side
of the path, which hid her completely; I crouched down and moved awkwardly
behind it, even though it seemed like poor covering for me. “What is it?” I
whispered.
“Martin Tenbones,” she answered. “He’s in trouble. The Black Guards of
The Cuckoo have found him.”
Martin Tenbones. My fluffy, golden-haired dog plushie.
Down the mountainside there was a valley plain - the grass grew in squares
of light and dark, like a game board. Standing within one of these squares was
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Martin Tenbones, surrounded by soldiers in black armor. They were stabbing him
with long, curved spears.
Martin Tenbones was the largest of my small collection of toys - he always
took up the most space in my dollhouse, but thankfully he was mostly soft and airy
fluff, and compressed quite a bit to allow the others room. And whenever I brought
him out, the others would ride upon his back.
Here he was, as large as I imagined him - the size of a woolly mammoth,
much larger than the humanoid soldiers attacking him.
Or, “Animals,” as Wilkinson named them in an angry hiss, beady black dewdrop eyes tearing up.
One of Martin Tenbones eyes had been put out by the cruel spears of the
Black Guards, the blood gushing down his hairy cheek. But the other eye, large
and luminous, somehow spotted me.
I couldn’t take it anymore. I ran down the steep mountainside slope, yelling.
I don’t know what I was thinking.
But considering I was flying in the last dream, and in this dream I was both
armed and armored, I guess it made a weird amount of sense.
From the scabbard hanging from my belt and slapping my left thigh as I ran,
I drew the rose-sword. Its rose-gold sheen gleamed like a rainbow in the candycolored light, which was added to by the ‘Hierolite’: a burst of pink light erupted
from the jewel and entered the sword. The sword hummed with power.
As the Black Guards turned to face the yelling madwoman running downhill
at them at full speed, with my rainbow-sword blazing, Martin Tenbones groaned
and fell over. It was as if the exertion of fighting them back was the only thing
keeping him upright on his four shaggy legs.
The Black Guards aimed their spears at me.
When I swung at them wildly with my sword it cleaved their spears in half
like it was nothing. I actually think it might have melted them - because when the
sword passed through their armored bodies, there was a gush of thick black goo,
like hot liquid wax spilling over a melted candle’s edge.
It was easy. They never stood a chance against me and my pretty magic
blade.
Or, if Paul and Freud were right about what swords really were in dreams,
then I guess I should say I was making these guys eat my big, hot, swinging
dream-dick.
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In a moment, I was surrounded by melted and severed torsos, arms, and
pairs of legs.
I heard the labored breathing of Martin Tenbones. “...Princess?” his bellowsvoice moaned.
I knelt beside him. “No, I don’t think so,” I admitted. “But I know you,
Martin Tenbones.”
His good eye focused on my face. “Porpentine,” he breathed.
“Yeah sure, why not.”
His eye then went to the jewel around my neck. “The Hierolite…” he began.
“I must take it to Princess Barbie. Yes, I know.”
He sighed, long and contentedly. “Then I have not yet failed her,” said
Martin Tenbones. “The journey has been long, and many’s the worthy companion
we have found and lost along the way...”
“Wilkinson said something like that. But for what? This piece of jewelry?”
“The Hierolite is more than that, Porpentine, as you know in your soul of
souls.
Princess Barbie Brownhair must have the Hierolite… and with the sacred
stone she must attain passage to the Isle of Thorns, across the Brightly-Shining
Sea, where stands the monolith of the Heirogram. It is there that the Hieromancer,
ruler of this land, was gifted his powers by the grace of Murphy.”
This was quite an information dump, but you know how it is in dreams - you
just inherently know and understand a lot of stuff that you suddenly realize is a
bunch of nonsense when you wake up. As it happened, a lot of these ideas were not
originally from dreams (I don’t believe I ever actually dreamed about my toys prior
to this) but they were familiar from my waking play-time world - the Hieromancer,
for example, was what I imagined a grandpa would look and be like if I had one. I
was a little fuzzier on the origins of the rest of it - like, for example, I had no idea
where the God-stand-in Murphy came from. Maybe it was because one of my early
foster parents exclaimed ‘Jesus Murphy’ a lot?
Martin Tenbones wasn’t done. “This quest the Princess must complete, if
she is to heal the wounds suffered by this world at the hands of The Cuckoo.
That is why the Black Guards, pawns of The Cuckoo, now attack in such
great force… if they mean to take the Hierolite from us, they must do so before we
reach the Brightly-Shining Sea.
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Take caution, Porpentine: if either the Princess or the Hierolite is destroyed
by The Cuckoo, then The Land will be lost to the world forever. That The Land
may not die, you must walk the path of Murphy, and be not afraid.” Martin
Tenbones lifted his head and sniffed the air. “I scent strangeness on the air… of
lands faraway and not our own. I fear that the Black Guards will not be the only
foes you face.
Find the Princess, I beseech you... tell her that Martin Tenbones remains in
her service, and will never leave her alone in her noble quest… not now, not
ever…”
The eye rolled back, and closed.
The breath in his huge lungs slowly let out, and the massive frame of his
body compressed.
The golden hairs began to shed, and blew away in the wind.
The flesh turned to golden dust, and blew away as well.
That left his bones: two for each leg, a massive one that ran from his neck to
his tail, and his skull. Ten bones.
When those too disintegrated, turning to pale dust and blowing away,
nothing remained of Martin Tenbones.
Wilkinson stood beside me, ears flat against her head, hat held respectfully
in her paws. She replaced her hat, and led me up the winding path through the
mountains without a word.
She stopped at the mouth of a cave, where the other two living dolls awaited
us:
Prinado the monkey, in his red-and-gold band vest and jaunty hat but
missing his cymbals, sat cradling his tail and staring down at his feet.
He was the oldest of my toys, having originally belonged to my mother. He
was probably some collector’s antique, but I’d played with him so much that
patches of fur were missing, and I’d long ago worn out the mechanism that allowed
him to clap his cymbals together.
This version of Prinado had lost the cymbals altogether, it seemed.
The other was a green and yellow dodo bird with a bib and bow tie named
Luz, whose big yellow beak was barely lifted off the ground. As the most recent
addition to my family of toys, I’d decided she was a girl so that Wilkinson
wouldn’t feel outnumbered by the two boy animals.
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Prinado and Luz looked down in the dumps before we got there, hanging
their heads. When they saw us approach, they looked at us with sad and tired eyes.
“...‘ullo Porpentine,” sighed Prinado the monkey.
“She don’t like to be called that,” Wilkinson cautioned. “She don’t
remember much at all, really.”
Prinado looked up, surprised. “The Porpentine’s a girl?”
“Apparently,” said Wilkinson.
“Huh.” Prinado was mulling that over.
“So… d’you remember us?” asked Luz.
“Sort of,” I answered. “It’s coming back to me.”
“Hold on, lemme get this straight now - so a GIRL’s gonna be the hero to
rescue the princess,” asked Prinado, still stuck on that point. “And defeat the Black
Guard... and the Cuckoo…”
“...And be the destined savior of The Land,” Wilkinson finished for him.
“Yeah, that’s about the size of it. ‘Cept she doesn’t even remember nothin’ about
The Land.”
Prinado and Luz gasped. Prinado frowned. “Well, least Martin Tenbones
knows what he’s doin’. An’ come to that, where is that great hairy thing? I thought
he’d be comin’ back with you.”
I lowered my eyes. “He’s dead.” I didn’t have to be looking directly at them
to see their faces fall.
“Oh,” said Luz tremblingly. “Then we are lost. The Cuckoo has won.”
“Don’ say that Luz,” murmured Prinado with closed eyes.
“She’s right,” I said, sitting next to Prinado on a rock. “What good am I
going to be? I’m clueless about everything.”
“SHUT UP!!” yelled Wilkinson, startling all of us. “For the love of Murphy!
She’s the Chosen Hero of Destiny, isn’t she? Well, isn’t she?” There was silence.
She was coldly angry, and was all of a sudden reminding me of an old, grizzled
war sergeant, speaking to a bunch of disheartened soldiers in the trenches. “And
she’s got the Hierolite, which has already helped her to do away with a whole band
of Black Guards. And the Hierogram remains unbroken. And the Princess, by the
grace of Murphy, is still alive. Do you think she’d want us to give up now? Well,
do you?”
More silence.
“I just wish I knew better what I was doing,” I said quietly.
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“Wish in one hand and shit in the other - see which one fills up faster,” said
Wilkinson. “Old Wilkinson family saying. We’ll just have to burn those bridges
when we come to ‘em.”
“This place I have to get to,” I quietly began, “is it a long way?”
“Too far,” said Luz. “We need to cross this mountain range, to avoid the
open Checkered Plains where the Black Guards roam. And between us and the
Brightly-Shining Sea is the Citadel of the Cuckoo. It is a very long way indeed.”
“I see,” I said. I rose (ha). “Well then. We’d better get going.”
Risky. That’s the word they used to describe our path, along a narrow ledge
hugging the mountainside.
A ledge covered in slippery, slushy snow, with more snow and sharp icicles
hanging directly above us. A ledge that let loose dirt and small stones with our
every step which fell into the misty fathoms below, and threatened to give way at
any moment.
Not dangerous. Risky.
Though I suppose it was a lot better than running across the Checkered
Plains, where Martin Tenbones died. There was no cover on the Plains. If the
Black Guards were to spot us, that would be it. Nowhere to go. Nowhere to run.
It was only a small scouting party that I’d dispatched before - and even if I
could pull out an encore performance (and that was a big if, considering I had no
clue how the jewel worked) I now had three small and defenseless creatures
traveling with me, who would surely be killed in any major skirmish.
The chilly wind was relentless, turning the loose strands of my hair into
countless little whips to lash at my exposed face, and pushing us all against the icy
mountainside. Snow pelted us, and collected on us, and formed a frosty rime that
fogged up the chrome-like rose-gold plates of my armor. My gloves and boots
were so caked with ice that the thick leather couldn’t keep my hands and feet warm
- somehow they were both stinging like hell and going numb at the same time. My
silk tunic seemed to absorb the cold more than shield against it, to the point that I
deliriously wondered if I would be better off without it.
I was cold. I was so cold. It hurt to move. It hurt to stand still.
I hadn’t eaten since I got to The Land, and I was starving.
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I couldn’t remember ever feeling this way in a dream before. Usually it was
just hazy and chaotic images. Some sound or sense of touch. Never smells, taste,
hunger… and certainly never the sensation of burning or freezing.
If we made it past the mountain range, there was a forest. That sounded
promising - for cover, and warmth, and if we were lucky, food.
“It’s not a safe place,” warned Wilkinson Wilkinson. “Not by a long shot.
But there’s no love lost between the Cuckoo and the trees. Not that they’re on our
side, mind you, although most of the trees are all right. Keep themselves to
themselves, unless they’re bothered - and only an idiot bothers a tree.
After the forest we’re in trouble again. There’s people living there, all the
way to the Brightly-Shining Sea.”
“What kind of people?” I asked.
“Just normal people. Like me, Luz, or Prinado here.”
“They used to be subjects of the Hieromancer,” explained Luz.
“I… remember the Hieromancer, I think,” I said, trying to conjure up the
image in my mind. “Sweet old guy. Like the perfect grandpa. What happened to
him?”
“He’s dead, if he’s lucky,” said Wilkinson.
“What about Colonel Knowledge?” asked Luz. “He might aid in our
struggle.”
“Yeah, perhaps… but then again, perhaps not,” said Wilkinson, doubtfully.
Then she sniffed the air. “Now that’s an interesting smell.”
We were just coming off the ledge, onto a level field of snow. I smelled it
then, too. It smelled like a sewer. “Yuck. Where is it coming from?” I asked.
Prinado shielded his eyes against the snow-glare. “Is too far away.’
“Murphy protect us,” prayed Luz, her bird-eyes able to see it clearly. “It’s
the Tantoblin.” We trudged and crunched through the snow toward the brown pile.
It was like someone had collected a bunch of turds and made a detailed
sculpture out of it, depicting a pointy-eared goblin in a chef’s hat and apron. But
the apron was slashed apart, and his rib cage was spread-eagled, like it exploded
from his chest. His eyes and mouth were open wide in a ghastly expression of pain
and terror.
“I knew he was dead,” said Luz, shaking her beak sadly. “I felt him die.”
“How did they do this to him?” I asked.
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“The Alvinolith,” answered Wilkinson. “Magic stone made by The Cuckoo.
But unlike the Hierolite, it doesn’t fix anything. It just turns everything to shit.”
“Not everything,’ said Prinado, pointing at a scroll, which was clutched in
the severed hand of the Tantoblin. The hand's distance from the rest of the body
was probably the only reason it was overlooked, and spared from the power of the
Alvinolith. “Look. ‘E was carrying a message for us.”
I pried the scroll from the dead and frozen fingers of the Tantoblin. I
unrolled the stiff parchment, and read the writing out loud. “Contrary to ancient
mythology which explains its disappearance late in the year as the result of
seasonal shape-shifting abilities, the Cuculus Canorus winters in the…' Huh? What
the hell is this?”
“Read it,” said Wilkinson. “The Tantoblin thought it was important. He gave
his life bringing it to us.”
It was a good point. I read on. “...The Cuculus Canorus winters in the
tropics. It is an abundant summer visitor to continental Europe and Britain, where
the sound of its distinct call has caused it to be known as the cuckoo bird.” Okay,
now it was starting to seem relevant. Possibly. “The cuckoo itself does not build
nests; instead, it places its eggs in the nests of other, smaller birds.
The cuckoo egg almost invariably hatches first, and throws the eggs of its
unhatched foster-siblings out of the nest.
Any eggs that are too heavy for the cuckoo chick to dislodge will be allowed
to hatch; but whether it is by murder or manipulation, the young cuckoo eventually
gets the nest to its itself, as parent birds will feed the bigger and more demanding
foster-chick to the exclusion of their own infants."
Wow - as a former foster-kid, I was feeling a little funny reading this. It
seemed like the kind of story a bully would use to justify tormenting fostered and
adopted kids, because it implied that maybe they're all just 'bad eggs' anyway.
I was feeling increasingly defensive the more I read, and also disturbed despite having the deaths of Martin Tenbones and the Tantoblin attributed to their
cruelty, I started to wonder whether this 'message' was having the opposite of its
intended effect in regards to my feelings about The Cuckoo of The Land.
But I persevered. "It is uncertain why the adult bird allows this to occur; but
it has been said that the voice of the cuckoo has a commanding, almost hypnotic
power…”
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"Shh," said Luz. "Danger approaches. Listen." Very faintly, over the sound
of whistling wind, we could hear the sounds of clanking armor and marching
footsteps, boots trampling quietly on the fresh snow.
We scrambled to find someplace to hide.
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-16“Bone Orchard”

We sat there in scared silence as they marched past us, one by one.
Listening to my heart thumping in my chest, pounding like a drum in one of
those crappy late-night jungle movies. Trying to control and limit my breathing.
Certain that if I could hear it, they could hear it too.
A very small overhang of snow over one of the nearby hills was where we
had chosen to hide. Not like there was much choice - this field of snow was fairly
flat and devoid of covering features. Unfortunately, this overhang was right next to
their path.
They came so close. Those black glistening boots… I could have reached
out and touched one of them. I had no doubt they were searching for us. And all
they had to do was stop and look down, and they’d have seen us.
I had a brief, mad urge to jump and yell ‘here I am’! Hide and seek…
Thirty of them. I counted. When the last one marched past our shelter, none
of us stirred. The sounds of their armor and footsteps faded into nothing. Still we
waited.
Soon the snow died down, and an early twilight fell. Nothing stirred, and
there was silence.
“That was a close call,” said Wilkinson. “There but for the grace of Murphy
went we, hacked into messy little chunks. I wasn’t scared of course, not me.
Nerves and whiskers of steel I’ve got.”
“Sure you have,” I said.
We finally left that spot and recommenced our journey.
The snow-covered hills gave way abruptly to green flower-covered meadows and
fruit trees - and by that I mean there was a hard line, one side being snow, the other
being grass, and we just had to step over it. The cold wind stopped abruptly too,
replaced by warm golden sun.
I breathed a sigh of relief. I thought I was never going to be warm again.
Prinado climbed up the trees and picked fruit. Luz laid a few eggs for us.
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Wilkinson offered her hat to me, and warned me to only pick the white
mushrooms with the pink gills. Then she took an egg from Luz and went to some
kind of a burrow-hole and haggled with the creature within - a few moments later
she returned, without the egg, but cradling a floating orb of fire between her paws
instead. She placed it down between a ring of flat stones, and we placed our
harvest on those stones to roast.
The resulting meal was delicious. “I didn’t think you could taste things in
dreams,” I said, in between bites.
“This isn’t a dream,” said Luz.
“It is,” said Prinado.
“Well, yes, it is a dream,” said Wilkinson. “But not in the way she means.”
“Is still a dream,” grumbled Prinado. “Before you came, before the cuckoo
or the princess, The Land was ‘ere.”
“Huh? But if it’s my dream…”
“Is not.”
“Just look around you,” said Wilkinson, gesturing in between nibbles. “Did
you create all this?”
“I don’t know. Didn’t I?”
“Course not. You only come ‘ere to dream.”
“Well right now, it’s a pretty happy dream,” I said, chomping into a
mushroom impaled on a stick. “I haven’t been this happy since I was a little bitty
kid, having picnics with my toys.”
“I loved being a kid,” said Wilkinson. “I was one of seventeen children. We
were all named Wilkinson. I suppose it was roughest on us girls, but we all got
used to it in the end.”
“I was an only child,” said Prinado.
“I would’ve liked to’ve bin an only child,” Wilkinson sighed. “That way
when someone shouts ‘Wilkinson!’, you know if its you or not. Must’nt grumble,
though. Our parents were the salt of the sea. Lovely people. It was just that when
they found a name they liked, they stuck with it.”
“My childhood was fine, I suppose,” said Luz. “My Mom and Pop were nice
people. Good people… always assumed the very best in others.”
We’d finished eating. Our eyes started to wander toward the darkness of the
thick forest.
“Are we ready?” I asked.
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“No,” said Prinado. “But what else can we do?”
The wet and muddy smell of leaves and twigs. Small rustlings. The light that
filtered through the leaves was stained green and gold by day, cool moonlit-blue by
night.
As we got further into the forest the trees became so thick we lost the sun
and moon completely. Darkness. I found myself imagining eyes watching me,
peering from behind the trees.
The forest is not a comforting place for travellers.
I felt like Bilbo Baggins in Mirkwood, in that bit where the spiders get him.
“Wilkinson?” I asked, “Are there giant spiders in this forest?”
“Giant spiders? ‘Round here? Course not.”
“Sorry. Silly me.”
“Nah, the Giant Spiders is all in the Bone Orchard Necropolis to the west of
here,” said Wilkinson.
“Oh. That’s nice.”
Wilkinson claimed to have an instinct for direction, but it was actually
Prinado who, from time to time, would easily climb into the high branches, and
scout the way ahead.
And then one time, Prinado didn’t come back.
“Do you think Prinado’s alright?” I asked the other two.
“No,” said Luz. “Look.”
Prinado slowly lowered into our view, on a vine.
“Prinado? Old buddy?” Wilkinson called out tentatively. “Is that you?”
Prinado’s arm, which I thought was hanging onto the vine for climbing,
dropped - he had, in fact, been pulling at the part of the vine wrapped tight around
his neck. Now he hung there, limply, not moving. “No…” a low and echoing voice
that was not Prinado’s rumbled at us. “It is not…”
“Who are you?” I asked. “Are you servants of the Cuckoo?”
“Hhhhh… we are Tweeners…” they breathed, and I couldn’t tell if they
were laughing or sighing with exasperation. “We serve no one but ourselves. The
Tweeners belong to the Tweeners, and these are our woods.”
“Tweeners?!” cried Luz.
“Run! Just RUN!” yelled Wilkinson.
And we did. We ran.
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“Hhh,” they breathed again, the sound coming from all around us. “These
are Tweener woods... cannot escape Tweeners…”
My foot caught on a raised branch, and I tumbled down a slope of wet
mulch.
“PORPENTINE!” Wilkinson yelled.
I landed on something hard and flat. My body threw in the towel - I wasn’t
going to be able to get up again and run. That’s it. We were done for. The
Tweeners, whatever they were, were gonna snatch us up and eat us.
Wilkinson slid down the hill to my side, and Luz flapped next to me. “You
all right?” asked Wilkinson.
“Ow,” I said in response. “Keep going, guys. Save yourselves.”
“They’ve stopped coming,” said Luz.
“Huh? Why?”
“The path,” said Wilkinson, pointing down. “You’ve found it, Porpentine!”
The Hierolite glowed brightly just then. I brushed aside the leaves and
branches and accumulated dirt - and in the pink glow, I caught sight of old grey
flagstone.
“It’s one of Murphy's paths,” marveled Wilkinson. “From before there was a
forest here. I thought they were all lost…”
“But the Hierolite remembers,” Luz pointed out. “As long as we follow the
light, we’ll be safe.”
“But the Tweeners?”
“They cannot walk on this path,” assured Luz. She took one of my hands in
her wing, and Wilkinson took the other.
Perversely, ‘Follow the Yellow Brick Road,” kept playing hauntingly in my
head. Follow, follow, follow, follow… follow the yellow brick road…
Except they weren’t bricks, and they weren’t gold. Just dirty old grey stone.
In sadness and fear, we walked down the path, guided by the Hierolite.
The path led us to what looked like a graveyard. But it was the most elaborate
graveyard I had ever seen.
There seemed to be every kind of burial imaginable: earthen cairn-mounds,
bodies vaulted up on wooden stilts for the birds to feast upon, tombs, mausoleums,
sarcophagi, funeral pyres, burning boats. Some of the bodies were dressed in
finery, some were wrapped in cerements, and some were draped with shrouds.
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There were statues and idols from every culture: European-style angels and
cherubs, Egyptian gods and pharaohs, Buddhas and pagodas and incense shrines...
you name it.
And while there were numerous mausoleum-type structures, there was one
in the center of it all that seemed like something of a mausoleum-tower - and by
that I mean it began as a mausoleum at the base, and then extended upwards into a
rickety black tower. Several thin parapets extended out from it at odd and unstable
angles, all of them topped with cone-shaped pepperpot roofs.
We heard the creaking wheels of some sort of vehicle behind us, and the
clip-clopping of horse-hooves.
Our first thought and fear was that the soldiers of the Cuckoo had somehow
followed us, but when we turned around we saw that it was a black carriage, pulled
by the sorriest-looking grey ponies you ever could imagine: their coats were
patchy, their heads hung low, and their paces were slow and somber.
The driver was a man in a top-hat and suit. His clothes were dusty, faded,
worm-eaten and tattered; he himself was gaunt and grey and sunken-eyed, to the
point of making Dream look fat and healthy by comparison.
The man took off his hat, revealing a mostly bald pate surrounded by a ring
of grey, coarse hair. He put the hat against his chest and bowed his head at us
courteously.
“Good evening to you, ladies,” he said. We stepped off the path to let him
pass. “Thank you kindly,” he said, replacing his tophat. The carriage rolled noisily
past us, and then stopped a short distance away.
The driver climbed down methodically from his seat, and opened the back
end, unfolding an accordion-like ramp. There was a coffin inside. He tugged on it
slowly, carefully.
I went over to help him - he was such a polite old man, and I didn’t want to
see him struggling with a big coffin alone.
“You needn’t bother, miss,” he said, as I grabbed hold of the other side of
the coffin and coaxed it out onto the ramp. “I can manage it.”
“I’m sure you can,” I said, huffing as I carried my end. The grey driver
didn’t look like he was exerting himself at all. “If you don’t mind me asking, who
are you?”
“Petrefax,” he said. “And who might you be?”
“Rose,” I said. “Are you… an undertaker?”
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“I’m a Necropolitan,” he answered. “I once lived in the Necropolis of
Litharge, where I was highly esteemed. But I left and took up residence in this
country outpost, The Bone Orchard.”
“Why’s that?”
“Things were getting just a little too lively for my tastes,” he answered. We
carried the coffin toward an already-dug grave. I noticed there was a smaller grave
dug beside it.
“Is it wrong of me to ask who’s in the box?”
“Not at all. But I’m afraid I do not know. I have reason to believe, however,
that he is a Tantoblin. At least that is what he looked like before I collected his
remains.”
“Oh,” I said. “We knew him… or at least, my companions did. He died
trying to help us. Unfortunately we were… a little preoccupied, when we found
him. I was hoping the snow would bury him eventually, but this is so much better.
Thank you.”
“No thanks or explanations needed,” he said, placing the coffin gently in its
final resting place. “In the tradition you were most likely raised in, it is actually
very appropriate to let the dead bury the dead.”
I indicated the smaller grave with a bob of my head. “And who is that one
for?”
“A monkey with a red hat and vest. I found him in the forest.”
“Prinado,” I whispered.
“A friend of yours, I take it.”
I nodded. “Yes.” Wilkinson and Luz stepped forward. They’d heard. We
silently agreed to retrieve Prinado’s small casket from the carriage next, and act as
his pallbearers. “Why do you do it?” I asked of Petrefax.
Petrefax looked at me quizzically. “Take care of the dead, you mean? It is
what I do. Because of what I am. Just as you do what you do because of who and
what you are, I expect.”
“I have no idea who or what I am anymore,” I confessed. “Or what I’m
doing from one moment to the next.”
“That is most unfortunate,” said Petrefax. “My sincerest sympathies for your
loss.”
“It’s okay,” I said. “You don’t have to pity me. I mean, at least I’m not
dead.”
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“No, it’s the dead who need no pity,” he said. We placed the smaller casket
in the ground. “You asked why it is I do what I do,” continued Petrefax. “It isn’t
for the dead. They’re busy with the afterlife, whatever that means for them.
Funerals and burials are for the living - it’s the living that want to know that the
bodies, the memories, their traditions and their grief, are all acknowledged and
treated with proper respect.” Petrefax took off his hat once more, and stepped back.
“I will leave you to it.”
Wilkinson and Luz went first. They told of the Tantoblin's kindness toward
The Princess in her time of need, and stories about Prinado that I once knew, but
no longer remembered.
I simply thanked them both, the Tantoblin and Prinado, and said that I was
sorry they died because of the Cuckoo. I promised that I would do something about
it.
I didn’t know what else to say.
Petrefax retrieved some pastries, and doled them out to us. “Tantoblin
tradition,” he explained. “You are to eat them, and remember.” We did, and they
were so good and sweet that tears came to my eyes. Petrefax spoke something over
the grave, in an unknown language.
And then he took a banana, solemnly opened it, mashed it with his fingers,
and let it fall in clumps upon Prinado’s casket. He softly made some monkey
sounds, and placed the banana peel as a headstone.
I didn’t know the burial-rites of Tantoblins, or of the monkeys who lived in
The Land, but somehow I knew that they would have approved.
Afterward, Petrefax took out a shovel, and began to cover the caskets with
earth. “What you’re seeking is in the Charnel House,” he told us.
“What is that?”
“The central tower there,” he said, not looking at us to better focus on his
work.
“Thank you,” I said.
“Follow the baby. It will make introductions.”
“What?”
“Open the sarcophagus. On the left.”
I turned about and saw the stone box coffin that he was speaking of. With
the help of Wilkinson and Luz, I pushed the stone lid aside, and looked in.
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The grey, pallid corpse of an infant, perfectly preserved, was in there. It
smelled unpleasantly of formaldehyde, and had an autopsy scar running the length
of its body, sewn together with black silk thread.
The baby turned and looked at me with dead, milky eyes.
“You will have to help it out,” said Petrefax.
Uh-uh. No way. I wasn’t touching that thing.
But it just blinked at me. I shuddered, and reached in.
My fingers felt its cold, clammy flesh, which was exactly what I expected it
to feel like. Horrible.
It opened its mouth and howled, revealing rows of sharp teeth.
I nearly dropped it in fright. But it didn’t try to bite me, so I just carried it
with me - carefully, with both hands safely underneath it - to the central
mausoleum.
There was a blank wall blocking the entryway at first, but the undead baby
screeched, and the wall slid away. The baby squirmed and wriggled, trying to turn
itself around. It seemed like it wanted down, so I obliged, and set it on the ground.
It crawled away down the dark mausoleum passageway, much faster than
any baby had a right to, and in the way of a crab, or a scurrying cockroach.
The three of us, me and Wilkinson and Luz, made our way into the central
mausoleum. It led down a tunnel, the walls lined with skulls of all shapes and
sizes, human and otherwise. I’d heard about tunnels like these… catacombs. That
is what they were called.
Past the tunnel was a staircase, leading up to a wooden door. The baby
scuttled up those steps, and climbed in through a very small pet-flap opening at the
base of the door.
I could hear voices upstairs.
“Are you sure it’s a finger? It’s very small.”
“It was a very small baby.”
“Ditch-delivered?”
“And birth-strangled. Just like it says in the recipe.”
Real witches. The kinds in the old stories, before they started tidying them
up. The kinds I was both utterly fascinated by and scared of, when I was a little
girl. There were witches in those stories who would eat your heart. Like Hansel
and Gretel. Those kinds of witches.
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With a last glance at Wilkinson and Luz, I ascended the staircase. The
boards were dangerously uneven, and the nails were sticking out haphazardly.
They creaked, absurdly loud.
“Ahh. Here she is. Here’s the little lady now,” said a dry, hoarse voice
behind the door.
I opened the door, not knowing what I might find.
On the other side was a room, and a cauldron filled with green and bubbly
liquid, casting a ghastly and eerie glow upon a room filled with bones and
cobwebs, and three women:
One was a pretty young blonde, possibly a teenager, seated next to an oldfashioned spinning wheel - her hair was teased up and hairsprayed into a smooth
shellac, and held in place with an Alice band. She was wearing a collar, and heels,
and a slinky black vamp dress that showed off her pert cleavage. The young witch
sat in a chair with primly crossed legs, idly stroking a black cat curled up in her
lap. The cat was playing with a ball of red yarn.
The second was a pleasantly plump woman with a curly halo of brown hair
framing her round face, wearing a mottled brown-and-white knit shawl underneath
a blue hooded cloak, and round spectacles perched on her button nose. She had a
barn owl on her arm, and was cutting up animals arranged on a table with a large
butcher knife, occasionally feeding a piece to the owl.
The third was classically witchy-looking, with a tall black hat and shapeless
baggy robe. Her hair was long and grey and coarse around her aged face, and her
gnarled hands were tipped with long fingernails and covered with warts. There was
a toad perched on her shoulder, which she ignored for the time being, in favor of
stirring the cauldron.
“Hello, Rose Walker,” they all said at once.
“You know me?” I asked.
“Of course, my daughter,” said the middle-aged witch.
“Sister…” purred the young witch.
“Child,” croaked the old crone.
“There, my posset. We’ve been expecting you.”
“At last you are here, sister. We’ve been waiting for you.”
“Hmmph. It took her long enough to get here.”
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“Come on in, my dearie-duck. Come in. Sit down. Make yourself nice and
comfortable. We’ll get you a hot cup of tea. You look so thin, my darling - you
haven’t been eating properly, have you now? Are you hungry?”
“No thanks,” I said. The smells and looks of this place were revolting
enough to kill any appetite. I paused on the doorstep. “Are you going to hurt me?”
“Hurt you? Of course we’re going to hurt you,” said the oldest. “Everybody
gets hurt.”
“Who are you?” I asked.
“Names, names, names,” chanted the Three.
“Each name is but a single aspect of the whole,” said the young woman.
“We are the Hecateae…”
“The Norns,” said the middle-aged one.
“The Fates,” said the old one.
“Be satisfied with the trinity you have,” continued the young witch. “F’r
example, you wouldn’t want to meet us as The Furies.”
The middle-aged mother hen-type clucked her tongue. “Not The Furies, my
lobelia,” she corrected. “That’s such a nasty name. It’s one of the things they call
women, to put us in our place…”
“Witch,” hissed the eldest.
“Bitch,” barked the middle-aged one.
“Vixen,” purred the youngest.
“And shrew,” said the middle-aged mother, as she fed a little shrew to her
owl. The owl gobbled it down whole. I glanced quickly at Wilkinson, but she
didn’t react. Probably didn’t see any relation. The mother chuckled and sighed
adoringly at her pet. “The Kindly Ones would do,” she decided.
“As a group, yes, but that’s not what she means,” said the young witch.
“But that’s all that matters,” insisted the eldest witch. She turned to me
abruptly, looking at me with one huge round eye. “Are you a hand? Or an eye? Or
a tooth?”
I suddenly noticed, on the large cobweb behind her head, that there were two
spiders sitting next to one another, in the very center. At first I didn’t know why I
was getting distracted by them - it wasn’t like they were moving or doing anything
special to draw my attention - but then I realized it was because I’d never seen two
spiders share the same web before. Huh, I thought. That’s odd.
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“Oh, I get it,” I said to the Three. “The maiden, the mother, and the crone.
Unless you have a problem with those names, too.”
The youngest witch smiled. “You can call me Cynthia.”
“My name is Mildred, my butterfly.”
“I’m Morrigan to you… hee! But that was the wrong question, child!”
“Huh? Why?”
“Tsk tsk, don’t be greedy now,” warned Mildred. “Only three questions are
allowed. No more.”
“You didn’t tell me I had three questions,” I pointed out.
“I’ve had enough of her,” grumbled Morrigan. “She’s had her three
questions. She’s wasted them. Hasn’t even got her mother’s spark.”
“You knew my mother?”
“Not talking to you anymore. Where’s the tiger’s chaudron?”
“What’s a chaudron?” asked Mildred.
“Gut entrails.”
“I thought it was a color. Ah, here it is! Bit smelly, though.”
“She’s right though,” Cynthia admitted. “It wasn’t fair to expect her to know
the rule of threes.”
“Damn straight,” I said.
Cynthia frowned at me. “I’ll thank you not to take that tone of voice with
me, young lady.”
“Young lady? Me? Jesus. Like how old are YOU, bimbo?”
“A little older than my teeth, and as old as my tongue,” answered Morrigan.
“I wasn’t talking to you. I was talking to her.”
“You were talking to us, daughter,” Mildred intervened.
“And it was one more question answered than you had a right to,” snapped
Morrigan. “Especially without keeping a pleasant tongue in your head.”
“Well I’ve got a question,” Wilkinson piped up. “Where is the Princess?”
“There is no Princess here,” insisted Morrigan. “Only a nasty little
pretender.”
Cynthia sighed. “Ah well, that’s men for you.”
Mildred took up a cowbell and rang it loudly. “Yoohoo! Little duckling! We
need you!”
There was another horrifically screwed-up staircase at the back of that room,
and someone descended the uneven steps faster than I was comfortable with, but
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with more grace than I would have - especially since they were wearing a pretty
pink party dress, like what I imagined princesses would wear when I was little,
layered like a cake and covered in bows and lace frills.
It was a very beautiful woman with long, glossy auburn hair. She curtsied
low. “Yes, Kindly Ones?”
“We need tea,” said Morrigan, picking the toad off her shoulder. It
transformed into a cute frog mug. She thrust it at the Princess. “Here. Make
yourself useful.”
“Yes, Baba,” said the Princess, taking it with lowered head and eyes. There
was something about her that was really familiar…
I sucked in air sharply as I realized. “Wanda?”
She looked at me, blinking a few times. Her warm brown eyes definitely
belonged to Wanda. “Rosie?”
“Oh thank goodness,” I said.
“ROSIE-BABY!!” she cried, running at me and hugging me tightly. “I can’t
believe it! I’ve dreamed you here! You’re in my dream!”
“You look really pretty, Wanda,” I said as she pulled back.
Wanda laughed, brushing aside a tear. “Thank you… I really do like this
dress… and, even more importantly, this dress SIZE. But I’m afraid everything
else has been an absolute nightmare. I can’t wait to wake up!”
“Princess!” cried both Wilkson and Luz, hugging Wanda’s legs.
She looked down at them, confused. “Um… sorry about this, but… do I
know you guys?”
“They say you’re their Princess Barbie,” I explained. “But that’s the weird
thing, they seem to be my-”
“A-HEM!” coughed Morrigan sharply. “Did I say you could fraternize with
our guests, young man? What happened to our tea?!”
“I would like two sugars in mine, if you please,” announced Cynthia.
“Honey, lemon, and a spot of milk would do nicely for me dear,” chimed
Mildred.
“Make mine black as midnight’s arsehole,” grunted Morrigan.
“Hey! You stop ordering her around,” I said, stepping forward and placing a
hand on the pommel of my sword threateningly. “And she’s not a man.”
“Hee! You really are a cheeky little thing,” said Morrigan. “But does that
person clinging to you have any real claim to womanhood? Hmm?”
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Wanda was, in fact, clinging to me, a hand on my breastplate. I looked at her
quizzically. She let go. “Sorry,” she said. “You were just being so… strong and
hero-like. I couldn’t help it.”
Morrigan picked up a pair of scissors from the table, “If I were to cut that
long hair, and snip away that silly dress, would I find a man hiding underneath?”
Wanda straightened, and strode forward at them. I’d seen Wanda get feisty
like this before, and it usually didn’t end up being pretty for the person on the
receiving end. She was a nice person, but she didn’t take any shit from anybody.
“Listen, you,” she said, “I’ve had electrolysis. I’m taking hormones-”
Morrigan jabbed a sharp, hooked nail at Wanda’s crotch area. “You’re
forgetting that little extra lump of flesh between your legs,” said Morrigan.
“Honey, didn’t anyone ever tell you that it’s not polite to draw attention to a
lady’s shortcomings?” asked Wanda, primly. “What’s on the outside doesn’t
matter: INSIDE I’m a woman.”
“Oho! Is that so?”
“Do you bleed every moon-month?” asked Cynthia, rhetorically. “Or when a
man takes your maidenhead?”
“And may his seed take root in your belly? Can you experience the magic of
growing a wee baby inside you, my peacock?” asked Mildred. “Can you suckle the
child with milk from your breasts?”
“Will you one day face the loss of your once-fertile fields, which can be both
blessing and curse,” said Morrigan, “only to be plagued with flashes of heat and
madness?” She snipped the air with a menacing, scraping sound. “Allow me to cut
it off for you, your little lump of flesh. Make that sacrifice… THEN, maybe, you
will begin to know what it is to be a woman.”
“But I don’t have one right now!” Wanda exclaimed.
“And it doesn’t even matter,” I said, “since she’s going to have surgery soon
anyway.”
Wanda’s face paled, and she stepped back. “No… I’m not…” she
whispered.
I looked at her with surprise. “What?”
She trembled, holding herself, “I’m AFRAID of surgery,” she wailed, the
cry bursting from her as if it had been held inside for a long time, under extreme
pressure. “I-I’ve been delaying it… I’ve had the money for weeks now, but I just…
can’t…”
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“Oh Wanda,” I said, feeling awful for her. “I’m so sorry. I didn’t know.”
“Well, I’M afraid that puts you out of the running for being a princess,
sweetheart,” Cynthia said with a wicked grin, “but I’d say it makes you a perfect
QUEEN!”
All three of them cackled and roared unkindly.
“Shut up!” I yelled, drawing my sword and levelling it at them.
“Put that thing away, child,” said Morrigan. “That’s a man’s totem-weapon,
and a nasty one at that. You have no power here.”
“Wanna bet?” I said, using my other non-sword hand to lift up the jewel of
the Hierolite necklace.
But Morrigan just cackled, like I’d really tickled her funnybone. “Ah, using
the leftover residue of a man’s stolen jewel, are we? No wonder you have a son…
too proud to have a daughter, eh?”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” I said (now I do - I guess the old
crone could see the future). “But this represents the power of the Dreamstone, and
I’m going to use it to destroy you.”
“Women aren’t about dreaming,” said Morrigan.
“Tis why it’s such a pity about your mother, dear” sighed Mildred
dramatically.
“A woman shouldn’t spend her life sleeping,” agreed Morrigan. “We’re
about the REAL world.”
“Women are about waking, Rose,” explained Mildred gently. “As mothers
we wake them from nothingness to existence…”
“As maidens we wake them to the joys and miseries of adulthood, wake
them to the worlds of lust and responsibility.”
“And when their time’s up,” rasped Morrigan, “it’s always us has to wash
them for the last time, and we lay them out for the wake.”
“You’re all so full of shit,” I spat. “Every single one of you. Do you know
that?”
All three of them straightened and glowered at me.
“What was that, my pet?” crooned Mildred.
“You don’t get to decide what being a woman means,” I said. “I’m a
woman. She’s a woman. It’s not all about periods and hymens and giving birth and
menopause and all that other biology shit you were talking about. That’s all part of
it, sure, and it’s important - but it’s not what defines you as a woman.
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That’s the kind of stuff dickhead guys always think it’s about, because it
scares them. They think it’s all part of some kind of crazy, scary, hocus-pocus dark
magic they can’t understand or control, something that might even be used to heavens! - control and manipulate THEM. Because as far as they’re concerned, it’s
ALWAYS about them.
Maybe that’s why there’s no triple male god… no Frodo-Aragorn-Gandalf
triple combo. Because they know that there’s nothing mysterious about boys
growing into men, and men growing old.
It’s not some weird shape-shifting process, like they think happens with us
women. We don’t have some sort of gender-wide multiple personality disorder,
embodying three radically different personas within us - we just mature and have
different priorities as we grow up, just like they do.
They just don’t know any better.
But you definitely should.
I didn’t even bleed the first time I had sex - as far as I know, I still have an
intact hymen. But I’m definitely not a maiden, and nothing in my head is pure and
innocent. I’d make a terrible sacrificial meal for demons and dragons, that’s for
sure.
And you know what? With all the fuss everybody’s always made about
virginity throughout history, I honestly kinda thought it would be a bigger deal
when I ‘lost’ it.
But it wasn’t. I wasn’t more grown-up or enlightened in any way, and
neither was I suddenly transformed into some dirty used-up hoe.
I didn’t ‘lose’ anything - one moment I was somebody who’d never had a
dick stuck up in her, and the next moment I was somebody who had.
That was it. That was the big, grand change for me.
And the same goes for the guy, by the way. He didn’t suddenly transform
into some grown-up, responsible adult man for my sake - not that I expected or
wanted him to.
I didn’t get pregnant, from that time or the times after. I’ve never been a
mother-figure to anyone, not even to other people’s kids - and I might never in the
future, either.
But honestly, I don’t see any difference between someone like me, who
chooses not to have children, and someone who, for whatever reason, can’t.
I will probably never grow old, and I have no intention of growing wise.
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None of that makes me less of a woman.
So you can take all of your precious moon-goddess mumbo-jumbo, and
shove it up a hole that EVERYBODY’s got.”
“Damn, girl,” said Wanda with an amused smile. “Where did THAT come
from?”
Cynthia stood from her seat, taking the red ball with her and unwinding it
ominously. Mildred emerged from behind the table with her butcher knife, and
Morrigan from behind the cauldron, with her scissors.
As they moved, their shadows twisted, morphed and grew - their hair turned
into the form of writhing snakes.
“You’re at at at a a a crossroads-oads-oads…” came a formation of their
voices, speaking in unison, but like a reverberating echo. “Take-ake-ake care-areare where-ere-ere you you you step-ep-ep…”
I stepped back, past the threshold of the door. I felt the two critter-people
scurry past my ankles to get out. “Come on Wanda, we gotta go.”
But Wanda just stood there unhappily.
“Wanda? What’s the matter?”
“I can’t leave,” she said.
“What? Why not?!”
“She’s un-un-under our-r-r protection-n-n” the three ladies said. “Whether-rr we-e-e li-i-ike i-i-it or-r-r no-o-ot…”
“I’m sorry,” said Wanda. “Thanks for trying, Rosie-baby.”
And the door shut on its own, right in front of my face. There was a turning
and a ker-lunk sound, like the turning of a lock; I noticed at that moment that there
was a prominent key-hole underneath the doorknob. Knowing that it was futile, I
tried the doorknob - it was locked tight.
The three of us - me, Wilkinson, and Luz - wandered back out into the Bone
Orchard in a daze.
“Poor princess…” sighed Luz. “In there with those terrible women…”
“At least she’s safe from The Corinthian,” I said.
“You mean The Cuckoo,” said Wilkinson.
“No,” I told her. “I don’t.” We sat down on a stone bench, clearly meant for
mourners or loved ones to commune with the dead. Maybe that’s what we were
doing - mourning the soon-to-be-dead, which included ourselves. I had no idea
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how to rescue Wanda, or how to get Paul’s eyes restored, or how we were ever
going to get out of this dreamworld at all.
While I was deep in rumination, something small, black and hairy dropped
down in front of my face. I startled and screamed at the multi-eyed monstrosity
suspended on a thin string of silk before me - I couldn’t get off the bench very
easily, and yet I didn’t want to swat at it and risk touching it, or having it crawling
on me, or biting me.
It took me a moment to realize, after I ran out of air to scream, that the little
spider was screaming as well, in a thin and high-pitched voice, shaking and
covering its face with its hairy legs.
My surprise overcame my fear. “Are you…” I began, not really sure exactly
what words to use to formulate my question, but then I decided to borrow from
Wilkinson and ventured: “...a person?”
The little spider ran out of scream too, and panted a few times. “Yes,” it
said.
A second spider descended then, and this time I actually traced the line of
silk from a statue above us. This second spider patted the first spider with a hairy
leg. “ThereThereSoulSisterWhatIsTheMatter?”
“Nothing is the matter, soul sister,” the first spider said, regaining her calm.
“I was merely startled. I am fine now.” The spider cleared her throat, and turned to
me with primly folded-in legs. “Greetings, housemate Rose,” she said.
There was a creeping familiarity starting to set in again. “Who are you?”
asked.
“MeAndHerAreTrueGothicHeroinesSecretBridesOfTheFacelessSlaveOfThe
ForbiddenHouseOfTheNamelessNightOfTheCastleOfDreadDesire,” answered the
second spider.
“We are known to you in the waking world as Zelda and Chantal,” explained
the first spider. “I am Chantal. She is Zelda.”
“That’sUs,” agreed spider-Zelda.
“Oh, I get it,” I said, “Of course you’d dream yourselves as spiders.” Then I
frowned. “Wait, why are you in Wanda’s dream?”
The spiders looked at one another, and then back at me. “We do not know
what you are saying,” said spider-Chantal. “This is not Wanda’s dream. It is mine.”
“ThatIsn’tTrueItIsMyDreamAndItHasBeenFrightening,” insisted spiderZelda.“MyMotherSayingOhGodZeeYou’reSickListenRobertDoYouKnowWhatIsI
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nYourDaughter’sRoomIt’sDisgustingAndIStartStammeringAndSheMakesFunOfM
eHeyLi’lMoronNobodyUnderstandsMeNobodyCaresNobodyElseUnderstandsItTh
eBeautyOfTheLostNecropolisTheCharnelCharmMommyAndDaddyToldMeToGo
AwaySoHereIAmInTheOldBoneOrchard…”
“I think maybe our dreams have been combined,” I told them. “That would
explain why my toys and imaginary land are here, and why Wanda’s here living
out some kind of Grimm’s Fairy Tale princess-fantasy, and why the two of you are
here as spiders.”
“That’s nice and all,” said Wilkinson, “But what’s that mean for the mission
at hand? We can’t go on without the Princess.”
“That is what I came to speak with you about,” said spider-Chantal. “We can
offer you assistance in this matter.”
“Really? How’s that?” I asked.
“We live in the Charnel House,” said Chantal. “The three ladies have never
given any sign that they are aware of our presence. We can get the key for you. We
can tell you when they sleep. You may enter unnoticed.”
“JustDon’tSayWeHelpedYouIfYouGetCaught,” warned Zelda.
“They’llSquishUsOrBoilUsOrSomethingTerrible.”
“Wouldn’t dream of it,” I reassured.
The spider-women really came through for us - in no time flat they brought
the key out, carrying it on their backs wrapped in a cocoon of silk. The three
witches were asleep. I thanked them, and headed back into the catacomb tunnel.
Luz flew up to a window in the tower, where Wanda was being held prisoner
whenever she wasn’t being treated as a housemaid servant (yes, Lucien, real-life
dodo-birds were flightless - but I didn’t know that as a kid, and so I’d always
imagined her as being able to fly). Luz warned Wanda to be ready to meet us
downstairs.
We couldn’t afford for those creaking stairs to betray us - so Wilkinson, who
was much lighter than me, took the key and scampered up the steps to the lock,
inserted the key, turned it, and very slowly and carefully opened the door.
Wanda was on the other side with Luz. She looked at the staircase, tested the
railing, and performed a sit-slide. I was ready to catch her at the end of it.
My armor clanked.
There was a threefold-screech and chorus of hissing from upstairs. The
women were awake.
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We ran.
And we didn’t stop, running and running until we’d left the old Bone
Orchard far behind us in the dust.
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-17“The Cuckoo”

As we followed the path of Murphy through the flowering fields, I learned from
Wanda about her stint of servitude amongst the three witches.
Only, to her they weren’t three witches - they were her mum Ellen, and her
elderly Baba Joan, and her spinster Auntie Dora. I asked her to describe them for
me, and they sounded completely different from the women I saw: her mother,
with her blue-tinted grey hair, checkered dress and cat-eye reading glasses
suspended on a string of beaded pearls, her granny with her shawl and buttoned-up
dress and severe bun, and her 40 year-old auntie with her permed hair and powersuit.
But apparently her mom couldn’t recognize her, and kept going on and on
about how Wanda had killed her baby boy.
I’m guessing that’s what the undead monstrosity thing was.
Wilkinson and Luz filled Wanda in concerning her status as Princess - when
she insisted that her name was Wanda they were unfazed, and had a ready
explanation: her true and proper name might indeed be Wanda, but her regnal
name was Princess Barbie Brownhair (‘Brownhair’ to distinguish her from her
royal predecessors, who were all blondes - Wanda admitted that her hair was
naturally blondish, but that she decided as a teenager that it just ‘wasn’t her color’).
Soon we could hear the cries of distant seagulls. There was salt in the air,
and the low muted crash of breakers.
Down below us was The Citadel. Glittering on the shores of the BrightlyShining Sea.
It reminded me of the ocean, back when I lived in California, at that very
special time of day: in the early morning, after the sun burned the clouds away and
before it’s risen too high in the sky, at the moment when the sunlight turns the sea
to silver. Dappled, glinting, magical silver… as if the light wasn’t reflected; rather
as if the sea shone with its own wonderful light, sparkling like liquid diamonds…
When I was a little girl, I used to run down the sand and into the sea, and I’d
try to pick up the shining silver water. I’d cup my hand and catch it, but it always
turned back into dirty grey-green sea water...
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But I remembered now. This Brightly-Shining Sea of my childhood playtime
fantasies stayed liquid diamonds when you picked it up. And it didn’t taste salty
either; it kinda tasted like grape-juice.
We’d almost made it.
Luz offered to fly down and fetch help. Alone.
“Luz, girl, it’s too dangerous,” objected Wilkinson.
“We don’t have any other choice,” said Luz. “We’ve got to get the Princess
through town and across the causeway to the Isle of Thorns. I will seek out the
resistance. They can hide her for as long as needed.”
“Fine, then we’re coming with you,” pressed Wilkinson.
“No Wilkinson - you and the Porpentine must stay here,” urged Luz. “Guard
the Princess.”
“Are you sure?” asked Wanda.
“I am sure, my Princess,” said Luz. “Alone, I have a chance. Together, we
have none.
Wanda hugged the silly little bird. “Good luck, Luz. Hurry back.”
“I will, Princess.”
“Be safe,” I said.
“I will be fine.” Luz waddled down the hillside, until she gained enough
momentum to fly.
“Don’t you fret, Porpentine,” said Wilkinon, patting the side of my leg.
“Luz’ll be back before nightfall.”
As the sky darkened, we began to worry.
Wilkinson, however, was in fine spirits. “Just you keep smilin’,” she told us.
“About what?” I asked, pressing my cheeks up on the heels of my hands. We
were all sitting about on the grassy hillside, behind a row of bushes. Wanda’s
stomach growled, but she didn’t say anything about being hungry. I was hoping
that when Luz returned she would bring back not only some good news for us, but
food as well.
“Everything’s gone so RIGHT,” said Wilkinson. “I mean, what happened to
Prinado was horrible. But we still found the path, and got out of the woods. The
Black Guard missed us in the snow, didn’t they? And now we’ve got the Princess
back. It’s all working out. That’s more than luck. Someone’s looking out for us.”
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The bushes rustled a bit, and we all hushed. Luz peeked around it, much to
our relief. “Princess? Are you there?”
“Of course, you great ‘nana” said Wilkinson, hands on her hips. “Well?
How’d it go? Did you make contact with the resistance? Did you bring back any
friends?”
“Yes,” said Luz. “Lots of them.” It was at this point that we could see the
tips of the Black Guards’ spears above the hedgeline. Their armored bodies
climbed the hill, flanking Luz.
“Luz?” I asked, even as I got that sinking feeling in my gut telling me that I
knew exactly what was going on. “Are… are you the Cuckoo?”
“No,” Luz answered. “Birds of a different feather. But I have the honor to
serve the Cuckoo.” Luz looked toward the Black Guards and pointed at Wanda,
who was unfortunately close by. “That’s her.”
Wilkinson leapt in front of Wanda, spreading her arms wide. “If you want
her, you’ll have to take me first! For Murphy’s sake Princess, run! Get away from
here! RUN!”
And that was the last words Wilkinson ever uttered, before the spear of the
nearest Black Guard sliced through her throat.
Wanda screamed in horror. I got to my feet and drew my sword. “You’ll pay
for that, assholes!” I yelled.
But then one of the Black Guards stepped forth, the one with the tallest and
most phallic-shaped helmet. The head honcho of the pack.
“And how will you do that, miss?” he asked.
“Don’t underestimate me,” I warned. “I’m actually pretty good with this
sword. Sliced and diced up some of your buddies a while back.”
“What sword would that be?” he asked. “I see nothing.”
Suddenly, I looked down, and the sword was gone from my hand. I gaped at
it, wondering what the hell just happened.
“Don’t be so surprised,” he said. “What would a nice young girl like you be
doing with a sword anyway?” He reached next to my ear with a black-gauntleted
hand, and pulled out a blooming rose. “There now. That’s more appropriate: a
pretty flower, for a pretty lady.”
I slapped away his hand, and the flower with it. “Back off!” I felt the thorns
of the flower prick my hands. But wait, how could that be? Wasn’t I wearing
gloves and armor?
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Nope, not anymore: now I was wearing some kind of purple dress with
poofy sleeves and rose-patterned quilting and embroidery, simpler and not quite as
frilly as Wanda’s, but also not protective in the slightest. My hands were bare, and
I had nothing but dainty little slippers on my feet.
“How are you doing this?!” I exclaimed, panicked.
“A-hem, Colonel Knowledge,” nudged Luz. “The Cuckoo is waiting.”
“Take the Princess to the Cuckoo,” commanded Colonel Knowledge. “I’ll be
taking this one,” and by this he meant me, “to my quarters. She’s mine.”
“No disrespect Colonel, but the Cuckoo must be the one to make that
determination.”
Colonel Knowledge looked like he might protest, but then he sighed and
gave a quick nod of acquiescence.
“Colonel Knowledge?” I searched through my brain rapidly. I recognized
the name: Colonel Knowledge was one of the characters in my playtime stories.
“Wait a minute, weren’t you one of the good guys?”
“I was,” he admitted. “But I’ve changed sides.” He gestured at the Black
Guards. “Manacle their arms. No need to bind their legs, not yet… but I want one
man on each side of them on the walk down. Make sure they don’t throw
themselves off the cliffs.”
The Black Guards were all around, encircling us, with their spears aimed
inwards at our hearts. A couple of them came forward with pairs of heavy iron
manacles, and fastened them around our wrists. I only got one last look at
Wilkinson, lying there in a small pool of blood - Colonel Knowledge was stooping
over the body, but I didn’t get a chance to see what he was doing before the Black
Guards prodded us forward with their spears. Like herded cows on their way to the
slaughterhouse.
And that’s how the people in town probably saw us as we were marched down the
cobblestone street. They stared at us with blank-eyed and hopeless faces. Most of
them were critter-people, but some of them were robots or clowns.
But honestly, that’s how they looked to us as well - like animals corralled
together, awaiting their doom.
Most of the buildings were quaint and whimsically-built in a sort of ‘Ye
Olde England’ pastiche - but then we were led up some kind of spiraling pathway,
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to a building overlooking the whole town. It’s where a castle would be, if this were
Disneyland.
“The Citadel,” announced Luz proudly, with a wave of her wing.
Wanda gasped. “This is my old house. This was where I grew up.”
It was a plain ol’ boxy, whitewashed suburban house with a manicured lawn,
where a bicycle was leaned up carelessly against the house siding. Probably built
decades ago in the 50’s, or maybe even earlier - but starkly modern compared to
everything else in the surrounding town.
I’d lived in houses like this. Too many to count. Too many to distinguish
one from another, all the little minute variations melding together and getting fuzzy
in my memory. Even though I knew it was ridiculous, I felt a little twinge of envy
that Wanda had just one.
Colonel Knowledge grabbed the Hierolite necklace, and surreptitiously
stuffed the jeweled part down inside the front of my blouse. I almost protested, but
then I realized that maybe it was a good idea - I really didn’t want the Cuckoo to
realize I had it. But what was Colonel Knowledge’s game? Was he trying to cheat
the Cuckoo?
We were marched up the porch steps, and halted there - Colonel Knowledge
strode past us all and rang the doorbell.
The door was answered by a little boy with dirty blonde hair.
“Bout time you showed up,” said the freckle-cheeked little boy, self-satisfied
lips curling to show a jack-o-lantern smile of missing baby teeth. With his striped
shirt, short trouser-pants held up with suspender-strap ‘braces’, and long socks
ending in little brown shoes, he looked like he’d be at home in a Norman Rockwell
painting. In his hand was some kind of rock the color of yellowish mud.
“The Princess Barbie, as you requested,” said Colonel Knowledge.
The boy jerked his head toward the inside of the house. Wanda was pushed
forward first, but she gave the boy a wide berth as she entered, eyes wide and face
ashen; I really couldn’t tell if this was out of fear or disgust.
“With your permission, I’d like to claim this girl as my prize,” said Colonel
Knowledge. “As a reward for my service.”
The boy looked me up and down. “Bring her in,” he said.
“But-”
“No buts!” He startled giggling and snorting. “Ha! Butts!”
“She’s of no use to you. What are you planning to do with her?”
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“I haven’t decided yet. Come on.”
Colonel Knowledge took hold of my arm and came in with me.
The inside decor of the house was a mix of tacky 60’s mod geometric patterns for
the carpet, drapes and some of the wall fixtures, clashing with quaint
old-fashioned English heirloom stuff made of wood and white porcelain - all
adorned with flower-patterns that would be catnip to Grandmas and, well,
shut-in cat-ladies of any age.
There was a fish mounted on the wall, with an engraving proudly
announcing it as a 3rd place prize. It was the only prize Wanda’s father had ever
won…
I don’t know how I knew that.
Behind us, Luz waddled forward.
“No!” shouted the boy. “Not you.”
“W-what?” asked a startled Luz, one taloned foot poised above the door’s
threshold.
“You’re the shitbird who’s always plotting against me,” the boy accused.
“All this time, you served the Princess instead.”
“I was misguided,” said Luz, bringing her head down and her shoulders up
contritely.
“Damn right you were,” said the boy, bringing up the stone and shoving it in
Luz’s face. “And now you’re gonna pay for it.”
“No! Please, most gracious Cuckoo! Not the Alvinolith! Please forgive me!”
A yellow light burst forth from the muddy-looking stone, enveloping Luz.
Within moments, Luz melted and crumbled into a wet pile of what I knew to be
feces on the porch doorstep.
“Clean this shit up,” demanded the boy of the Black Guards. Then he
slammed the front door. It was only a moment later that Alvin turned around and
grinned at us. “That’s better. Now we can talk and play undisturbed.”
“Who and what are you?” I asked.
“My name’s Alvin,” he said.
“He’s me,” said Wanda. “When I was young.”
“Well, not quite,” said Alvin, wiping his nose on his hand with a sniff, and
then wiping his hand on his trouser shorts. “Kind of. Sort of. I’m what you
could’ve, SHOULD’ve been.”
“And you’re the Cuckoo,” I said.
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He looked at me with narrow eyes. “I shouldn’t be,” he said, and then
pointed at Wanda. “SHE’s the real cuckoo. She’s crazy! Don’t you understand?
She’s tried to get rid of me. She wants to KILL me.”
“That’s not true,” said Wanda. “I’ve always been a girl. I was just born in
the wrong body.”
“But I was the one they wanted,” trembled Alvin, pouting. “Why couldn’t
you just let me take over? It would have been fine with me in charge - you
wouldn’t have had to do anything at all. And Mum and Dad and Auntie and Baba
would have loved me, and we could have been together forever.” Alvin glared, his
sadness replaced with anger. “But you took us away. I didn’t get a choice - I didn’t
WANT to grow up to be you. It wasn’t fair.”
“Like it was fair for you to kill Luz, or the Tantoblin?” I countered. “You
made your soldiers kill Wilkinson and Martin Tenbones. And it’s because of you
Prinado is dead.”
“That was self-defense!” he yelled. “They were all against me because of
HER.” Alvin looked at Wanda, and grabbed the crotch of his trousers protectively.
“And you threatened to cut it off! You’re evil! You’re an evil witch and I hate
you!”
Wanda was beyond frustrated - I could see the tears forming in her eyes. She
sat down on the ugly sofa. This kid was really getting to her.
“Hey, brat,” I said. “Why don’t you lay off? Are you even real, or just a
figment of her imagination?”
“If you tell me what the difference is, I might be able to tell you,” he replied.
“From what I gather, you’re just the projection of the ideal son that her
family wanted her to be.” I cringed inwardly, realizing I sounded like Paul. “That
means you’re just an idea bouncing around in her head. She’s never been you. So
you’re NOT a real boy.”
“Oh, I disagree,” said Alvin, playing idly with the Alvinolith stone.
“Remember all the Superman stuff we loved as a kid?”
“What does that have to do with anything?” asked Wanda.
“Girls and boys are different, you know,” he said in response. “Little boys
dream about being faster, smarter, stronger, or able to fly.
They have dreams where they hide their identities, so they can listen to all
the people who bully them, all the people who despise them or the girls who ignore
them, admiring them for their remarkable deeds.
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And they’re always something of an ugly duckling.
The scared little orphan puts on a costume at night, to scare the sorts of
people who killed his parents. The pathetic dork is really Superman.
More than that, their REAL parents are almost always special - their mom
was a virgin. Their dad was a king.
But they get raised on a farm, or on the streets, by normal people who don’t
know just how powerful, or how special they are. Until they finally learn how to
fly, leaving their families and other normal people behind to pursue their dreams
and heroic destiny. Little cuckoos.” Alvin paused, holding his hands behind his
back as he paced to and fro, like he was giving a very important speech. “Now,
little girls, on the other hand, have different fantasies. They’re not superheroes they’re PRINCESSES.
Lost princesses exiled from their castles by wicked stepmothers, or common
girls who DESERVE to be princesses, because of their beauty and their loving
hearts. They travel to distant lands, where everything is sparkles and rainbows, and
everybody either loves them and wants to be their friend, or hates them for being
so kind and beautiful.
And in the end, they learn to be even less selfish and kinder than they were
before, because it’s time for them to grow up - and that means putting away their
own childish toys and dreams to be with their friends and family, and marry a
handsome prince, and be happy forever and ever.”
“That’s a bunch of bullshit,” I told him. “I’ve always dreamed about being a
knight, or a superhero - and I’m not even much of a tomboy.”
Alvin stopped and gave me a glowering look from beneath his eyebrows.
“You had a Princess Barbie.”
“I did. But I didn’t want to BE her. That’s the difference.” I gestured toward
Wanda. “SHE wanted to be a princess. And look at her - she IS a princess.”
“But this is YOUR dream,” he said. “All of this. The Land.”
“Your point is?”
Alvin beckoned. “Come on, I’ll show you.”
I followed Alvin down the hallway, and Wanda came with us reluctantly, a
step or two behind.
Alvin stopped at a door. It had a little handmade paper sign on the door that
read ‘Rose’, with little roses and hearts drawn around it. “This your shrine,” he
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announced. He opened the door, and on the other side was one of my bedrooms as
a kid.
There were hearts everywhere - heart-pattern wallpaper, heart shapes in the
furniture. The dresser had a small chessboard on it. The shelves were lined with
fantasy adventure books - The Hobbit, Wizard of Oz, Alice in Wonderland,
Narnia, Peter Pan.
In the corner was my little wooden travel-friendly dollhouse (which I always
called a DreamHouse, even though it technically wasn’t one) where Princess
Barbie waited at the doorway for someone to invite in; and on my bed, lined up
against the wall, were my other toys.
“Luz, and Prinado, and Wilkinson, and Martin Tenbones,” Alvin named off.
“And Princess Barbie. All of them were YOUR toys.”
“Okay,” I said.
Alvin shut the door, which now no longer said my name. He reopened it, and
the room inside became completely different.
This room was full of balls and trucks and baseball gear. And Superman.
Lots of Superman stuff. There were superman toys, and a poster of Superman
flying through the air with Lois Lane in his arms.
“You see? We didn’t have any Barbies or books with princesses in them,”
Alvin pointed out.
“All that proves is that my parents always allowed me to be a girl, and hers
didn’t,” I said.
Alvin shook his head. “But we didn’t even TRY to be one. It’s not what we
wanted most. We wanted to be Superman.”
“That’s because I fancied Lois Lane,” explained Wanda. “And I figured that
the only way I could be with her was to be Superman.”
Alvin balled up his hands into fists. “That’s my point! If you had stayed a
boy you COULD’VE been with Lois Lane, or someone just like her, when you
grew up. As a man you could have had a real job, and made lots of money, and
everyone would’ve been proud of you. It would have been way easier! You could
have been HAPPY!”
“No,” said Wanda. “I wouldn’t have been happy. I’d be living a lie.”
“I don’t believe you,” said Alvin. “You know what, I think you’ve been a
naughty, naughty girl.”
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Wanda suddenly got a glassy, distant look in her eyes. “Yes… I think so
too.”
“I’m awful sweet, aren’t I? For not punishing you as you deserve?”
“Yes,” came Wanda’s robotic reply.
“And I’m awful cute.”
“Cute...as a...button…”
“Wanda! Snap out of it!” I cried.
“And I’ve got a right to live, haven’t I? And to be happy?” asked Alvin the
Cuckoo.
“Of course…” murmured Wanda.
“Then I think you ought to go to your room, and think about what you’ve
done,” Alvin concluded. “It’s only fair.”
Wanda walked, like someone in a trance, slowly into the room. And then
Alvin slammed the door shut.
“You little shit!” I yelled. “Let her go!”
“No. I don’t want to,” he simply replied. “And you can’t make me do it,
either. You’re not my mother. You can’t make me do anything. You’re just a girl.”
He raised the shitstone. “I have the power. I make the rules here. So I would be a
lot nicer to me, if I was you.”
Colonel Knowledge stepped forward. “Let’s all calm down, shall we? The
young lady is tired, and needs her beauty-sleep. Let me put her to bed.”
Alvin thought about it for a second. He lowered the shitstone. “Keep an eye
on her. Make sure she stays there,” he warned, opening the door. The room within
had become my bedroom again.
“I will,” assured Colonel Knowledge. He pulled me inside, closed the door
behind him and locked it. “Well, I’ll make sure you stay here,” said Colonel
Knowledge as he began to remove his helmet, “but I can’t promise to keep any
eyes on you,” he said - this time with not only his regular human mouth, but also
with his dark, fanged eyeholes.
It was The Corinthian.
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-18“Colonel Knowledge”

Oh god.
There was nowhere to run.
With all this concern over Wanda and the Cuckoo, The Corinthian had
faded to the back of my memory.
Now here he was, standing in my childhood bedroom, grinning.
I was trapped.
My vision warped and blurred. I could feel my heart pounding all the way up
into my skull.
I had nothing around me that would be of any use - most of my toys were
soft plushies, and somehow I didn’t think that my Princess Barbie would make a
very good weapon. Prinado’s metallic cymbals might hurt a bit, if I threw it at him
just right… if I was lucky, the edges might even break the skin…
And then what? Run past him to the door, and unlock it?
What about the Cuckoo on the other side?
Think. The Corinthian had been playing dress-up this whole time,
masquerading as another character from my playtime stories. If he wanted to hurt
me, he could have done it by now.
“...What do you want?” I managed to say
“Such a strange question… after all, weren’t you the one pursuing me?” He
raised his arms in a welcoming gesture. “Well here I am. I’m all yours.”
My mouth went dry. My throat tightened. “You killed Wilkinson,” I
croaked.
“Technically, it was one of my men who did her,” said The Corinthian. “But
yes. As their commanding officer, I take full responsibility for their actions.”
My stomach twisted, sickeningly. “You… you ate her eyes.”
“She didn’t need them anymore.”
I tried to steel myself, to brace for what was coming. “...Are you here to eat
mine?”
The Corinthian chuckled. He walked toward me, and sat down on the bed.
“If you want me to,” he jibed. “It’s really not so bad, once you get used to it...
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seeing without eyes.” Then he sobered. “But that can wait. First, I want to… get to
know you.”
“...Biblically?”
The grin came back. “How I LOVE the way your mind works. Do you
honestly want it that badly?”
“No,” I said. “I don’t want anything.”
“Pity.” The Corinthian’s soulless eyes scanned the room. “I’m sensing a
fairytale theme here. Do you like fairy tales, Rose?”
“I guess so.”
“They weren’t always so tame, you know. Take Little Red Riding Hood, for
example: before the whole ‘what big eyes, what big teeth part’, there’s a whole bit
where the wolf asks her to undress and get into bed with him. Each time she
removed a garment, she asked where she should put it, and he said ‘throw it on the
fire; you won’t need it anymore. And then, once she climbed into bed, naked as a
needle, he ate her. ”
“That’s horrible.”
“Not if you’re the wolf.”
“Is that what you are?”
“No, I fancy myself the prince.” He idly scratched the stubble on his chin
and neck. “That one was raunchier, too. Sleeping Beauty. He did more to her than
just kiss her. Nine months later she woke up to find herself a mother - the newborn
baby, trying to find a tit to suck on, had accidentally sucked the poison thorn out of
her finger that was keeping her asleep.”
“So the prince was originally a monster, too.”
“A little less hairy - but yes, if you want to be judgemental about it. Princes,
wolves… both have the same hunger. Both got to satisfy it in those stories. Happy
Ending.” He gazed at me, and it made me uncomfortable. “Penny for your
thoughts?”
“I’m just trying to figure out what game you’re playing.”
“Isn’t it obvious?” He picked up my Barbie from her dollhouse post, looking
it over with amusement. “We’re playing a game of you.”
“And what does that mean?”
He played with her plastic doll-hair. “You do realize Barbie is supposed to
have a Ken?”
“She doesn’t have to.”
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“You would deny her the happiness of being with a man?”
“She doesn’t need a man to be happy.”
“Oh come now,” he said, turning her to face me. “She has a body built for
sin.”
“Her body belongs to her.”
“Yes, it does - but it’s missing something. Something that only a man can
provide.”
“Ken dolls don’t have dicks.”
“True,” he said. “Very true. A shame, isn’t it? For little miss Barbie, I
mean.”
“And if you’re hitting me with that Freud bullshit about women wanting to
have sex so they can temporarily feel like they have a dick, you’re barking up the
wrong tree.”
“Sorry. I am, after all, based partially upon Paul. It’s in my nature. I can’t
help it.”
“Yeah, why is that?” I didn’t realize it at the time, but I was slowly letting
my curiosity get the better of my fear.
“We nightmares have our purposes. We make people face things they don’t
want to see.”
“What are you trying to make me see?”
“That Paul isn’t right for you. You had doubts about him, and for good
reason: he’s a dickless Ken doll as far as you’re concerned... because the dick he
has isn’t for you.”
I winced, remembering what I saw in Paul’s dream, with the naked flying
men. “And you couldn’t just tell me this because…?”
“Not in the rules, I’m afraid. My creator won’t allow it.”
“Dream.”
“Him. So the best I could come up with was to make myself look like your
Paul, and scared you silly til you had the guts to cut him loose.”
“How kind of you.”
“It’s my job and my pleasure. I enjoy it. And I want to keep doing it.”
“What? But, if you’ve told me what I need to do about Paul…”
“I was once the nightmare of your darling mum,” he explained. “70 years
ago, I was slated to retire. But for us nightmares, what that means is death. The
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worst kind imaginable: death by oblivion.” Then he smiled. “But lucky me, Dream
got himself captured.”
“So you started picking on me instead.”
“HELPING. Do you realize what I’ve done for you?”
“No. Tell me.”
“I’m here to protect you from the bloody mess you’ve gotten yourself into.
That Cuckoo kid is a bad one… a very dangerous nightmare.”
“Unlike you, Mister Kind-and-Sensitive, who tore Paul’s eyes out of his
sockets and ate them. Right in front of me.”
The Corinthian stared at me for an uncomfortable moment. Thinking, I
believe. Then finally, he said “Fetch me that gameboard. On the nightstand, behind
you.”
“No.”
“Don’t be like that. I can always call the Cuckoo in, and let him know you
have the Hierolite stone. You’ll be at his mercy then. Trust me, you don’t want that
to happen - the boy’s got a dirty mind, and something to prove. The things he’ll do
to you will make my actions of late look downright charming by comparison.”
Reluctantly, I picked up the chessboard. I offered it to him.
“Set it down there on the bed, love.”
I did.
“Now sit down. Let’s play a spell, shall we?”
I sat down on the other side of the board. “I don’t remember how.”
“That’s all right. I’ll teach you.” He picked up one of the white pawns. “This
one is you… and me, for that matter.”
My eyebrows raised. “Shouldn’t you be one of the black ones?”
“Shush now,” he said, with a creepy sort of tenderness. “We’re nothing. We
march forward, on the front lines, to our almost-certain doom. We can attack
threats only if we have a close angle on them - that way they’re not paying
attention to us, and we can take them off-guard. If they’re staring us right in the
face, we can’t do anything to defend ourselves.
No one cares if we are knocked off the board - our loss doesn’t matter, as
long as our sacrifice preserves the lives of the more important, valuable pieces.
But us pawns can do something that none of the others can.
We can change.
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If, somehow, we can make it to the other side, we can become anything we
want to be: like a knight… or a queen.”
“Well I’m already a knight. So if you want to be a queen, knock yourself
out.”
The Corinthian smirked. “You sell yourself short - there are multiple knights
on any side. But there is only one queen. And right now, the position’s open.
Besides, you’re far too direct to be a knight - they survive by moving in
roundabout ways that no one can see coming. That’s what I’m doing for you. I am
but your faithful servant.”
I thought that over. “Isn’t the queen the most powerful piece on the board?”
“So you do remember some things,” taunted The Corinthian. “The queen is
powerful, yes - and that is why the king needs her. But she’s not the most
important piece. The king is the most important. Without him, we lesser pieces
have no purpose - no reason to fight. No reason to EXIST.”
“But isn’t the king… kinda weak?”
“The current one is. Currently. But that’s where the metaphor stops because unlike in the game of chess, in the game of you the king can be very
powerful indeed… and there is the ability, however slight the odds, for a pawn to
become a king.”
“So you want to be king?”
“Correct.”
“Of the dream-world?”
“That’s right.”
“And you need me to be your queen.”
“I also need you to help free my mates back in the Dreaming.”
“...to checkmate the Dream King.”
The Corinthian beamed with a perverse pride. “That’s my girl. I knew you’d
catch on and get it eventually.”
“There’s one slight problem.”
“Hmm?”
“I don’t see any difference between you and Dream.”
The muscles in The Corinthian’s neck strained, and his jaw set tightly.
I continued. “You both want this ‘Dreamworld’, and you don’t care who you
hurt to get it.” His fanged eyehole-mouths gnashed and ground their sharp teeth
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together, but I didn’t care. “I don’t feel inclined to help either of you,” I said, in a
low voice.
“He’s going to KILL you,” he growled.
“So will you,” I contended. “When you become king, you’ll decide that
having a queen around is more trouble than it’s worth.”
The Corinthian threw aside the chessboard, scattering the pieces across the
floor, and lunged at me. Suddenly his black-gauntleted hands were around my face,
clawing into my hair, and his mouth was on mine.
I kept my teeth closed, considering whether I actually wanted to let his
tongue in just to be able to bite it - but apparently the tongue in his regular mouth
wasn’t what I should have been worried about.
Staring into those bottomless, soulless, fang-rimmed mouth-pits where his
eyes should be... so close to my own eyes... their favorite food… little tongues
slithered past the fangs.
They licked at my eyes.
I jerked and tore my mouth away from his, thinking that I would scream but nothing came out except a kind of pathetic sob, barely more than a whimper. I
guess it wouldn’t have mattered anyway - there wasn’t anybody who was going to
hear me or come to my rescue. I pulled at his hands, but they were immovable
metal vices.
“Shh,” he said, his breath icy cold against my ear. “You’re wrong, you
know... I’m not like him. I don’t throw away my toys when I’m done with them…
because I’m NEVER done playing with them… not even when they’re being
bad...”
It suddenly occurred to me that I did have a weapon.
The Hierolite.
If only I could figure out how to use it…
It happened automatically before, when I ran to help Martin Tenbones.
No, it couldn’t be automatic. I must have triggered it somehow.
What was the trigger?
I thought back… I only remembered wanting to help Martin Tenbones. And
then it did the rest.
Maybe that was it: I just had to have one, single clear thought, and imagine
what I wanted to happen.
But what did I want?
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“GET BACK!” I shouted - and at that moment, a burst of pink light erupted
from the Hierolite stone, right through the part of my dress where the jeweled
pendant of the necklace lay hidden over my heart. It blasted him backwards. He hit
the wall, much as I had seen happen with Morpheus earlier - and he fell right into
the DreamHouse, crushing it to splinters with his metallic armored weight.
“Now look what you’ve done,” he said through gritted teeth, his face full of
rage.
He raised his fist, and a malevolent red glow escaped past his dark clawed
fingers - opening them, the blood-red ruby Dreamstone appeared in the palm of his
hand. “I was going to restore your precious Paul’s eyes. I would have let your
friends go unharmed. I was even willing to let you keep those lovely eyes of yours.
But now I’ve lost patience with you, girl. Now I will plunge you into the realm of
nightmare; I shall visit upon you every horror imaginable, until at last you become
a nightmare yourself. We shall dine on your eyes together, and your empty eyesockets will serve as a warning to all who would defy me.”
“I’m not going anywhere.”
“You have no choice. I have the Dream Ruby. I don’t care how much effort
it takes, or how much it will hurt; I will break you, and bend you to its will. MY
will. You’re coming with me.”
“I don’t think so,” said The Cuckoo. He’d opened the door, and was
standing in the doorway with arms crossed. “You lied to me. You weren’t who you
said you were. You’re not my friend - friends don’t keep secrets from one another.
And you were NOT loyal to me.”
The Corinthian aimed the Ruby at Alvin. “Don’t push your luck with me,
kid.”
The Cuckoo aimed his shitstone at The Corinthian. “I may be a kid, but I’m
still the king of this world,” proclaimed Alvin the Cuckoo. “Everything here
belongs to me, ultimately. And you’ve been hiding something from me. Something
that I very much want.”
“My stone is bigger than yours,” said The Corinthian. “And far more
powerful.”
They stared at each other for a moment. Alvin looked at me. “Hey you.
Prickly-lady. Show it to me.” I hesitated, feeling immediately resistant to giving
into his demands - once again, I was caught between two threats, and I wasn’t sure
which one to be more afraid of. “I know you have it already,” said Alvin, growing
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cranky with his impatience. “Show me the Hierolite, and I’ll let you live. If you
don’t, I’ll destroy the both of you.”
I pulled the Hierolite stone out from the front of my dress-blouse. Alvin
looked grimly satisfied. “I thought so. Give it here.” He extended his grubby little
hand out to me.
“The Hierolite is staying with me,” I said.
“No it’s NOT! Give it to me!”
“If I give it to you, you’ll just turn me into a pile of crap just like the others.”
Alvin aimed his Alvinolith in my direction. “Actually, that’s not a bad idea.”
“Don’t you dare harm her,” warned The Corinthian. “I can call up some
nasty monsters, worse than your darkest nightmare.”
Alvin sneered. “Fine, call them then!”
The Corinthian looked pained. I could tell then, somehow, that the Ruby was
causing him a great deal of strain… like it was something corrosive, eating at him
internally. He knew it, and he worried about using it too much, for fear the strain
might worsen.
No wonder he wanted me - I could do his dirty work for him, with the
portion of power I’d absorbed from the stone.
I raised the pendant holding the Hierolite jewel, like a police officer flashing
a badge. I figured I might as well make my stand in this three-way Mexican standoff. “Are you sure you want to risk it, Alvin?” I said. “I’m betting that this thing is
more powerful than your little shitstone; otherwise you wouldn’t want it so badly.”
“It is. Unmake him,” commanded The Corinthian. “There’s enough power in
that stone of yours to do that much.”
“No,” I told him. “I’m going with him. To the Isle of Thorns.”
Alvin looked surprised, but only for a moment. “Super,” he said. He didn’t
lose an opportunity to shoot a taunting, devilish baby-grin at The Corinthian.
“Shit,” The Corinthian swore, under his breath, lowering the arm with the
Ruby in a gesture of forfeiture.
“As long as he accepts my terms,” I added.
Alvin lowered the Alvinolith. “What terms?”
“That after you have us use the Hierolite for... whatever it is you want it to
do… you let me and Wanda go.”
“Rose, you’re making a mistake,” said The Corinthian. “I’m the only one
who can protect you from him.”
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“You’ve threatened me more than he has.”
“The things I… Rose. I didn’t mean what I said. I had no intention of
harming you.
“Nevermind what you said, what about the things you DID?”
“I lost my temper. Please, forgive me. ”
“Doesn’t matter - even when you’re NOT angry, you’re still creepy as fuck.
I’ll take my chances with the kid.”
“I just want us to be together again. For always. I want it to be just like it
was...”
“Shut up,” said Alvin. And then, to me specifically: “I accept your terms.
It’s a deal.”
The Corinthian let out air through his nose, exasperated. Saying nothing, the
glow from the Ruby spread, and overtook him. He slowly faded from our sight.
I suddenly felt a very small hand clutch mine. I looked down and saw Alvin,
wiping his nose messily with the fingers of his other hand. “All right then,” he said
with a sniff, already starting to pull me away and lead me out the door. “Let’s go,
Rose.”
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-19“Isle of Thorns”

Across the Brightly-Shining Sea we walked, using the causeway revealed by the
receding tide. The glinting shine of the setting sun’s light on the water, however,
made the causeway almost disappear - the water was just at the edges of our feet
with every step, little liquid diamond droplets parting and making way for our feet.
It would have soaked through our shoes in the real world, but here the water wasn’t
even wet - Wanda soon discovered that she had no reason to even lift up her
voluminous skirts above the waterline.
The Cuckoo had let go of my hand, apparently feeling confident that Wanda
and I would follow. Alvin marched with purpose, displacing the diamond water
forcefully with every stomp.
Wanda was silent, occasionally glancing at me nervously, like she hoped I
had a plan.
I didn’t have one. I’d agreed to go with Alvin to this Isle of Thorns as a way
of getting away from The Corinthian and buying some time, and was now making
stuff up as I went along.
For all I knew, we were walking straight to our deaths. Or worse. Torture
and then death, maybe.
Alvin started singing some bawdy old English song that used ‘cuckoo’s
nests’ as a euphemism for a girl’s lady-parts, located ‘at the bottom of the belly’.
I watched as Wanda’s eyes misted over again, and she tread the water
zombie-like, as if asleep. The voice of the Cuckoo at work.
The island we were walking to across the water looked like a dark rat’s nest
snarl, floating on the horizon. A blight upon the beauty of the otherwise perfectly
picturesque Brightly-Shining Sea.
As we neared it, it became more and more clear that they were massive
thorny briar-bushes, encircling the island’s perimeter. We stepped through what
seemed to be a natural doorway in the thorny outer wall - the main vines of the
bramble bush were as thick as arms in places, and in others could have encased an
entire human being. The thorns were black and as stout as jousting-lances,
threatening us just like a circle of Black Guards.
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Inside this Sleeping Beauty-style briar patch was a grove, dimly lit with
orange sunset glow. And in the center of this grove, deeply embedded in the black
sand that covered the island’s surface, was a massive grey stone - it had an
inscription engraved upon its granite face that looked like Japanese kanji symbols,
but I didn’t know what it meant.
“Go over there,” commanded Alvin, pointing peremptorily. “Next to the
Hierogram.”
So that’s what it was. I stood next to the Hierogram, and Wanda went with
me.
“You divide yourselves up into such complex little puzzles,” said Alvin.
“You were the perfect environment to grow up in,” he said to Wanda, and towards
me he said “And you gave us the perfect Land to play in - a Land for me to be king
of, and for little Wanda to pretend to be a beloved princess in; a world that neither
of us could let ourselves imagine as a child. We found the Land we needed, and the
Land found someone to believe in it again.
And then I had to come along and spoil everything. That’s what the
Hieromancer said, when I put him to the question.
But we cannot be children forever. I’m ready to leave the nest.
You don’t know what it’s like, to be physically confined to one tiny place,
when there are so many other places I could be. There are real worlds out there:
little ones, like the ones you inhabit when you’re awake, and huge, marvelous
worlds beyond them… and if everybody has their own little secret worlds inside of
them, I can jump inside them whenever I want. I’m constricted here. I need to fly.”
“Then why don’t you?” I asked. “What’s stopping you?”
“The Land,” he said. “As long as it exists, I’m trapped here.” He smiled
wickedly, mischievously. “But first, before I go, we’ll have some fun. I’ll make my
own little world, full of the stuff I WANT, like money and sports and arcade games
and bugs and, oh, I don’t know… there’s lots of stuff I’ve always wanted to see
girls do that I’ve never actually seen before. You guys are girls, so you can be part
of my entertainment - and I’ll invite Lois Lane and Catwoman and every other
nasty little whore I can think of to join you.”
Uggh. We were really in trouble now. This must have been what The
Corinthian was warning me about. And I had no clue how to prevent me and
Wanda from becoming puppets in this tyrannical little boy’s wet-dream fantasy.
“So now what?” I asked.
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“Give the Hierolite to the Princess.”
I removed and handed her the jeweled Hierolite necklace.
“What am I… supposed to do with this?” Wanda asked, distantly.
I shrugged. “Murphy knows.”
Alvin gasped. “No! Don’t say it! Not here!”
“Say what? ‘Murphy’?”
“Shut up! I mean it!”
“What’s so bad about the name ‘Murphy’?”
“Nothing,” said a strangely familiar, resonant voice. I realized that Dream
was standing behind me and Wanda (who jumped, startled by his sudden
appearance - and that his appearance was very dark and strange). “It is a name I
frequently go by, though ‘Murphy’ is a corrupted form of it - ‘Morpheus’ is the
name far more commonly used.”
Alvin sat down on the black sand, whimpering and hyperventilating. “Oh
no,” he sobbed, in between panicked breaths. “No, not him… he’ll ruin
everything…”
“Excuse me, ladies,” said Dream, as he passed between me and Wanda. He
approached the crying boy, kneeling down to peer him in the face. “Why do you
say that, Alvin the Cuckoo?”
“You’re gonna destroy me,” he squeaked pathetically, his nose leaking snot
and saliva falling from his lips.
“I will not destroy you,” said Morpheus.
“Really? You’re not mad?”
“I see no reason to be.”
“You won’t do anything bad to me?”
“Do anything? No. Your fate is of no concern to me; I will leave that up to
the Princess whose mind created and harbored you.”
Alvin gave a wide-eyed, terrified look to Wanda.
She was zoned out, eyes on the ground.
Dream rose, and approached her. “Hmm. You don’t appear entirely in
control of your own mind. One moment.” He placed a pale finger under her chin
and gently lifted up her face, so that her eyes met his. Suddenly she blinked several
times, rapidly, like she was just waking up. “There. I trust that feels better.”
“Wha-what? What’s going on? Who are you?”
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“The lord of this realm - but I am empowering you to decide the fate of the
Cuckoo. What will your decision be, Princess?”
Wanda reflected. “I can have the Cuckoo destroyed?”
Alvin bawled at hearing that, loudly and bitterly.
“If that is your wish, lady. The dream power is in your hands.”
“Should I?”
“If there is cause.”
“Well… he has to be stopped.”
“Why?”
“Because he’s dangerous. Evil.”
“Dangerous? Perhaps. But evil? He acts according to his nature. Is that
evil?”
“He imprisoned Rosie and I, and he hurt our friends.”
“But you played your part in the Cuckoo’s deeds also, Princess. After all, it
is your fault he has been bound to this skerry, and was unable to leave it when his
time came to fly, after the manner of his kind.” There was a slight pause, and he
tilted his gaze at me. “Mm. Yours and Rose Walker’s, I should say.”
“What?” I cried. “Why the hell is it my fault?”
“I shall discuss it with you momentarily,” he cut me off, brusquely.
“He wanted to kill us,” said Wanda.
“Princess. Remember that you say this as you contemplate killing HIM.”
Wanda sank down on the ground. “Oh dear. What am I to do?”
Sniffling, Alvin crawled toward her. “You could let me fly,” he suggested.
“Yeah, I could do that,” said Wanda, with a hint of sarcasm, “or I could
remake the Land, and bring back all the people you destroyed.” She looked at
Dream, uncertain. “Right?”
“Certainly.” There was another pause, and then Dream frowned. “Well?”
Wanda cradled the side of her head, rubbing her temples. “I don’t know.
Just… let me think.”
“Please don’t imprison me here forever,” begged Alvin. “Please.”
Wanda regarded him for a moment. “Do you promise not to bother me
anymore?”
“No! I won’t be a bother. Promise!”
“Same for Rosie?”
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“Yes! Of course! I’ll fly far, far away. You’ll never hear from me ever again,
either one of you.”
I could see it in Wanda’s face, that look of resolute determination. She got
up, and walked to the Hierogram stone. She lifted up the Hierolite… and threw it.
It shattered against the larger Hierogram stone, in an explosion of light and
sparkles.
After the initial blast, a pink glowing orb remained, and flew toward me,
disappearing inside me.
“Very well,” said Morpheus.
Alvin looked up hopefully. “ Does this mean I can fly?”
“Yes.”
“YES!!” Alvin began to dance around, whooping and hollering and laughing
with joy. “I won I won I WON!!”
I looked at Wanda, worried. “Are you sure about this?”
Wanda nodded, smiling. “Yes, I’m sure Rosie-baby. I don’t need any of this
anymore. But thank you.”
Alvin hugged her around the legs. “Thank you so much!!”
“Go away,” I said. “Before we change our minds.”
“Your decision is for the best, Princess,” said Dream. “This is an old land,
and it is time for it to rest.” A wind kicked up around us. It got very dark. “Hush
now. I need silence from all of you, while I do uncreate this land.”
He began to talk, very quietly, in that strange voice of his, that sounded like
you were hearing it in the back of your head. I don’t know what language the
words were in, but I felt like I should have understood them - or that part of me did
understand them, on some deep, buried level. I knew that if he’d been speaking to
me, I would have understood…
But he wasn’t speaking to me. He was speaking to everything else.
His cloak was blowing in the wind like a patch of midnight, and his eyes
glittered like twin stars. He was very tall, and very beautiful, and very distant.
The first to go were the thorns around us - they were uprooted, and twisted
toward him, disappearing into the blackness of his robe.
He continued talking. And they came.
Hundreds of them. Thousands of them. Walking and marching, some of
them dancing down the causeway toward the Isle of Thorns.
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There were giants and centaurs and witches and fauns; bears and trolls;
soldiers and courtiers, youngest sons and cats-in-boots. All the people and things
from all the stories I’d ever heard or read, as part of my escape from Reality.
I could see the Tantoblin, walking beside Martin Tenbones - the giant golden
dog was carrying Wilkinson, and Prinado, and even Luz, my little Judas, on his
back. They waved when they saw me.
They walked past me, the living and the dead, and one by one they vanished
into the darkness of Dream’s cloak.
All of a sudden, he seemed to fill the world.
Nothing had changed, but it was as if he were as big as The Land.
Did he become huge?
Or did they become tiny as they reached him?
Did such concepts even apply in this world?
The Cuckoo took flight - his arms became wings, and the rest of him turned
into a bird - I wasn’t sure what a Cuckoo looked like, and maybe that’s why he
looked more like a hawk than anything. The hawk soared into the clouds, and was
gone.
The two spider-women, now giant spiders instead of tiny ones, became
Zelda and Chantal as I knew them in the waking world. They held each other,
looking between themselves and at us with wonder and confusion.
And then Dream reached out his hand and picked up The Land.
I don’t know how.
It was like a little jewelled world. It didn’t matter that it was tiny - if it WAS
tiny. I could see every waterfall and stream, every leaf on every tree. I could see
everything.
And then it crumbled in his hand.
It was just dust… sand… a glittering, multicolored sand that fell away into
the chilly wind at the end of the world.
There was nothing left of my Land anymore, except for the barren bit of
rock we were standing on, and a dead sky that went on forever above us and
below.
It was over.
He stood there in silence, looking very tired, very alone.
Despite the fact it was my dream that had just died, I felt really sorry for
him. I didn’t know why.
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Wanda apparently felt the same. She placed a hand on his shoulder. “Um,
are you okay?”
“Endings are mixed blessings,” he said, turning around to face her. “But,
yes, I am okay. I thank you for asking.” Then he looked at me, and his face
hardened. “Now. I wonder if you know the trouble you’ve caused.”
“No, I don’t. Why don’t you enlighten me?”
Dream indicated Wanda, Zelda and Chantal with his gaze and a sweep of his
arm. “These people are here because of you. Humans do not naturally inhabit the
same dreamspace, Rose Walker. Not at the same time. Their dreams are separate,
distinct - their inner worlds are entirely their own.
You, on this night, have unconsciously woven the different dreams of your
friends and neighbors together. You have drawn them into your dream-world,
incorporated aspects of their psyches into the fabric of yours, and imprisoned them
there.
You have put them all in grave danger; and this is to say nothing of the
damage done to The Dreaming itself.”
“I didn’t do any of that on purpose.”
“I am aware. But the material fact remains that you have trespassed - and in
so doing, unbalanced the natural order. I am greatly displeased.”
“Um, yeah… so no offense, but I don’t really care at this point whether
you’re ‘pleased’ or not,” I said, crossing my arms. “From the moment I met you,
when you first walked in through Constantine’s door, you’ve been nothing but a
pain in my ass and a gigantic thorn in my side.”
“The feeling is mutual, Rose Walker.”
I snorted derisively. “Just Rose would be fine, thanks. Morphy.”
“I have no liking for pet names, Rose.”
“Tell me why I should care.” Not wanting to get into an all-out pissing
match with him, I switched topics. “You said damage was done to The Dreaming.
What does that mean, exactly?”
“It means the structural integrity of The Dreaming has been compromised.
It means you have hurt the dreamers, and stand to hurt many more. It means that
you are a Vortex.”
“A what?”
“A force which attracts and influences dreams and dreamers,” Dream
explained. “The Vortex, by its nature, destroys the barriers between dreaming
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minds; destroys the ordered chaos of The Dreaming, until the myriad dreamers are
caught in one huge dream… until all the dreams are one.
It damages The Dreaming beyond repair.
Then the Vortex collapses in on itself, taking Reality with it.
And then it is gone. It leaves nothing but darkness.
It is one of my core functions to prevent such calamities from occurring.
It has already happened once this century. It will never happen again.”
“Again? What happened?”
“A world was lost, Rose Walker. I… failed in my duty. A whole world
perished.”
There was a long, drawn-out silence.
At last, Chantal piped up. “I do not understand anything that has transpired
this evening.”
“What’sGoingOnHereThisIsAllSoWeirdIThinkYouReallyOweUsAnExplan
ation,” said Zelda.
“I am the lord of this realm, and even I do not understand it fully,” admitted
Morpheus. “Suffice to say that I came here by way of an expected, roundabout
path, one that should not have been there: not a proper doorway, but a hole in the
patchwork; a tear in the dreamspace, leading directly from one dreaming mind to
another. This led me to some inevitable conclusions.”
“What will you be doing with us?” asked Wanda.
“Nothing.” Then he extended a hand toward me. “Take hold of my hand,
Rose Walker. The time has come for us to talk… privately.”
Wanda got between us. “Hold on now - just where do you think you’re
going with her?”
“To the final destination on this journey - the last mind that was ensnared by
the Vortex.”
I thought quickly. Then I had it. “Gilbert.”
“That is correct. But that name is only a part of his temporary human
disguise; he has another.”
“Fiddler’s Green?”
There was a flicker of surprise in those twin-star eyes. “How did you know
that?”
“Thessaly told me. I didn’t understand what she was talking about at the
time, but I just figured it out.”
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“Ah. I see.” He reflected on that a moment, staring at the ground and
brooding.
“I want to go with you - wherever you’re going,” Wanda said to me.
“I must speak with Rose alone.”
“Look, Rosie’s my friend. She’s my only friend. She doesn’t treat me like a
freak, or a hooker, or anything. Just a friend. I can’t leave her. I’ve got to stay with
her, even if I don’t understand this stuff, and the bits I do understand scare me
shitless. Now read my lips, sugar: I’m coming with you. Don’t you even try to stop
me.”
“I won’t. I do not have to - you no longer have the means to follow us. Only
Rose and I maintain some modicum of power, enough for us to travel from this
place.”
“And what happens when the two of you go?” asked Wanda. “What happens
to this… rock we’re standing on?”
“Hmm…” he mused, “I will leave it here for you. It would be unfair to
remove it.”
Wanda and the two spider-women gasped, appalled. “So you’ll just leave us
here? Is that what you’re saying?”
“Can you give me any reason not to?”
“Jesus H. Christ on a bicycle!” Wanda swore. “You’re gonna kill us!
“You can’t do that,” I said to him.
“Damn right, honey!” cried Wanda. “You’re a friggin’ lunatic, you know
that? Whatever’s going on here, you’re a goddamn loony-toon! You can’t just go
around killing people!”
“I don’t. I can only take human life under special conditions, for the purpose
of protecting The Dreaming. Yet sometimes inaction is, itself, an action,” he
intoned.
Wanda started laughing, shaking her head. “Wait, what am I worried about?
This is all just a dream. So I’ll wake up sooner or later, and tell Rosie all about this
crazy dream I had, and she’ll laugh herself sick. We both will.”
“I am sorry, but you are mistaken. You are right. This is a dream. But not a
dream from which you will waken. Not now, not ever.”
Wanda went silent, a look of pale dread overtaking her face. “Oh god,” she
whispered.
“I don’t believe this,” I said.
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“...I do,” said Wanda. She looked horrifically resigned. It made my stomach
twist. “I’d be kidding myself if I tried to pretend this wasn’t happening. I don’t
understand it, but I believe it.”
“Wanda, don’t,” I begged her.
“It’s okay, Rosie-baby,” she said. “It’s my fault. I should have made a better
wish when I had the chance. Destroy the thing, yeah real bright… I should have
asked for all of us to be returned home safely.” She started to cry. “I’m so sorry,
Rose… Zelda… Chantal…”
I was burning with anger at this point - but before I could act upon it, The
Corinthian materialized. He was no longer in his dark ‘Colonel Knowledge’
armored gear, and was now looking like the way I saw him originally - dark
sunglasses, loose grey shirt, and blue jeans. He had what in the 80’s passed for a
decent haircut. The kind of guy you’d walk right by without even noticing, except
maybe to wonder why he’s grinning so much, and then answering your own
question by assuming he’s probably picturing you naked, and that he’s got a boner
- one that he wouldn’t be too unhappy about you noticing.
I guess he was trying to look ‘normal’ compared to the inhuman ghoul that
was Dream.
“Hullo Rose - miss me?” he asked. “I told you the Dreamlord was bad
news.”
Morpheus extended his hand again, this time more emphatically. “Rose,” he
said, in a harsh, and perhaps desperate, command. “Come.”
“See, if I were to say something like that, you’d accuse me of being lewd,”
The Corinthian drawled musingly. “He doesn’t mean that, of course - for him it’s
something far worse. You’re the bitch he’s calling to him, so he can put you
down.”
“You said the same thing about the Cuckoo,” I contested.
“Lucky break,” he said. “The Cuckoo was a small fry, who got scared off by
the arrival of a much bigger fish. But I warn you, Rose - you go to the next
location with this much bigger fish, you won’t be coming back. You'll be done for.
Come with me instead, and I’ll raise an army to defend you from him.”
He extended his arms toward me, as if I was supposed to run into them for
safety.
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Well this was a pretty pickle: two men, both dangerous as hell, wanting me
to leave with them. Wasn’t I just the belle of the ball this evening? I was wearing a
pretty little party dress and everything, though I didn’t look half as good as Wanda.
No. There had to be another way. A third option, an alternative.
I felt something course through my thumping heart that wasn’t blood - it was
energy, power.
I had the Ruby power back inside of me, instead of externalized in the form
of the Hierolite.
What was Morphy saying about me being dangerous… about me being… a
Vortex?
He was sweating. He was scared.
Of me.
I was his worst nightmare, come to life.
He said I’d destroy everybody, everything, the whole entire world.
...But what if he was wrong?
What if I could harness the power of the Vortex - focus it, so that I could use
it to just deal with him and The Corinthian? Fuck up their shit real good, and leave
everything else untouched?
What did I have to lose? It was worth a try. (This is a good lesson for you,
Daniel - don’t ever put ANYTHING past someone who feels like they have
nothing left to lose. It’s the surest way to create a very bold enemy for yourself,
one that even fear cannot subjugate).
I reached deep within, searching for whatever it was that made me the
Vortex, drawing it up and out of myself.
The dream-wind kicked up around us - but it was not Morpheus’ chilly-ass
wind: it was a hot and blistering whirlwind, like the heat of a blazing inferno
dancing across a dry desert.
“Rose! What are you doing?!” he shouted.
“Being a Vortex,” I answered. “What’s it look like?”
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The look on Dream’s face just then was almost tragic. Almost. His arm and his
expression fell at once, miserably, and he watched with utter devastation as I rose
(ha) into the air.
The Corinthian was alarmed. He tried to take out the Ruby, but he was swept
up into the tornado-force winds.
I was dimly aware that Zelda, Chantal and Wanda had been swept up too they were swirling around me, on the periphery of the storm. My storm. And I was
floating in the eye of that storm, calm as could be.
There were lights, and colors - my storm, my hurricane, had become like a
spiraling nebula galaxy. And all my friends were revolving around me, like planets
around a newborn sun.
I dreamt. I knew I was dreaming - the feeling of being in a dream had never
been stronger or clearer, not even in The Land. I’d experienced lucid dreaming
before, but I’d never had a dream like this.
I was dreaming, and yet, I had never felt so awake.
I could feel my body, what I once thought of as my real body, asleep on the
side of the couch that was serving as my bed, and partially on the carpet of
Wanda’s apartment.
But that body, that couch, that floor, that life, was no part of me - the
essential me, the true Rose.
My sense of identity had never been so certain.
Everything around me seemed so real, so vivid; more true and more vital
than the waking world.
And in this world, this realer-than-real world, were so many pieces and
parts: I could feel the Skerries of the Dreaming, little islands floating in the vast
ocean of the subconscious; I could feel the dark and twisting pathways of
Nightmare - the abyssal chasms where the Old Ones dwelt, the spooky corridors
where things of unseen malice lie in wait to ensnare their unsuspecting prey, the
dominion of The Corinthian and the monstrous people-things like him; and further
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beyond, I could feel the sad ruins of a castle, the vestiges of a power almost lost
but not forgotten...
And I could feel them. The dreamers.
I could feel Chantal, dreaming about a sentence: ‘It was a dark and stormy night,
and the skipper said to the mate “Mate, tell me a story...and this is was the story he
told: It was a dark and stormy night, and the skipper said to the mate, “Mate, tell
me a story…”
And on and on it went. Like it had a life of its own.
Chantal is having a relationship with that sentence. Just one of those things,
a chance meeting that grew into something important for both of them.
They like the same things. She took it to a party. They were a big hit. The
perfect couple.
Everybody knows about her and the sentence.
The sentence spent most of last year in Czechoslovakia for political reasons.
But it was secretly translated back into English. In order to stop the sentence from
being deported, she has arranged to have it read into the Library of Congress.
However…
When the time comes, she discovers that she can no longer read.
The sentence says itself.
She has no idea what her sentence is about.
Not quite in Nightmare, but far from comfortable, Chantal is held, like a
crashed computer, in an infinitely regressing loop of story… intricate, selfreferential loops, trying to reveal nothing of herself to herself...
Despondent and joyless, Chantal began to cry…
ICouldFeelZeldaStillFightingOldBattlesTheLittleGirlLostInTheWomanWhoseHea
rtSheSharesDreamingOfHerMotherHopingThatItWasNotHerMotherMaybeItWoul
dBeSomethingBetterLikeGodzillaOrAGiantSpiderOhItWasASpiderThankYouSo
MuchSuchARelief…
I could feel Wanda, dreaming about a cold night, a log fire, a leopard-skin rug, a
bottle of fine brandy, and several people, both men and women, lounging around in
black leather.
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I could see Lois Lane there, and Catwoman, and, mm. I dunno. Rutger
Hauer, maybe.
And the third Velvet Underground LP, playing hauntingly but beautifully
over the crowd, the very first song about a woman named Candy who hated her
body…
I could feel Paul, dreaming about seeing Robert again.
Not Robert as he proved himself to be - callow, self-centered, dishonest - no,
this is the Robert he had hoped for. The Robert he had dreamed of. Friendly, open,
magical.
Their tune is playing in the background as they kiss, like in a romantic
movie: “If I were a bell, I’d go ding dong…”
My poor Paul. On an endless quest for identity and love, which I never knew
anything about...
I could feel The Corinthian’s churning dreams of lust and power and desire… the
desire to kill, rather than be killed; to inspire fear, and those who cause it, rather
than to be consumed by it.
To be acknowledged by others, whether it was fear or love or gratitude or
desire or admiration or envy - it didn’t matter. Anything that would cause the
lovely sounds of moaning, or begging...
To feel. To live. To exist. TO BE.
That’s what he wanted.
I was dimly aware that I had intended to put an end to him, to direct the
power of the Vortex to destroy both him and Dream; but suddenly he didn’t seem
all that important. Or all that different, when you compared him to all the other
dreamers who desired and feared the same exact things.
All of them were seeking a place to belong. A place to be safe.
I reached out my mind, extending my perceptions. I could feel dreamers
beyond those who I knew personally.
Across the city, and beyond… a parade of sleeping minds.
The brutal, towering dreams of the very young… the fine tracery of lace
memories of the very old. And the others. All the others. There are so many
dreamers… so many…
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Each mind creates and inhabits its own world, and each world is but a tiny
part of that totality that is The Dreaming...
And I could see how thin and fragile the walls that divided them truly were.
How simple it would be to shatter them. To create one huge dream...
Just a little nudge, and the walls would come tumbling down…
“ENOUGH!” shouted a deep and echoing voice.
I opened my eyes, found myself in that ever-expanding whirlpool galaxy. My body
was wrapped lightly in a band of mist-droplets that were both cool like the wispy
breath coming from a block of dry ice and warm like steam, and it seemed like the
only sensible form of clothing there ever was.
Morpheus was floating toward me, his cloak of darkness billowing out
behind him.
What did he want? I thought. Surely he knew it was too late to kill me. I was
too powerful. He was not. I wasn’t scared of him, wasn’t angry with him - he just
wasn’t important, not anymore. Or, I should say, he was every bit as important as
everybody and everything else that lived or dreamed.
Morpheus swam toward me in the void - though it was in fact the opposite of
a void, it was EVERYTHING. And I watched him impassively, as he came very
close to me.
Doesn’t matter, I thought. Whatever he says or does means nothing to me. I
am beyond such things. I have ascended beyond his control or influence.
“Enough,” he said, frowning with concern. That was interesting, if only
slightly - the fact that I read concern on his face, rather than anger or fear. “Rose.”
Rose. Too limiting a name for what I had become. I was The Dreaming. I
was DREAM.
But then again, maybe that didn’t matter either - as the Bard said, “A rose,
by any other name…”
“Rose… you are disintegrating.”
Disintegrating? Surely not. Integrating, maybe, but not DIS-integrating.
How stupid that he couldn’t tell the difference.
But then I looked down, and realized that little specks and sparks of my form
were flaking off into the galaxy around me.
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And it wasn’t just the pseudo-physical aspects that were flying away from
me - it was thoughts, memories, opinions, feelings, beliefs… I would feel them for
a brief moment as they fled my mind, and then I’d forget what they were, but I
could feel their loss.
“What’s… happening…” I asked, my words feeling heavy and thick. Like
putting them together in a sentence and speaking them was suddenly a monumental
task.
“Your identity is disintegrating,” said Dream, in the calmest way possible
for something that terrifying. “Fusing with The Dreaming itself. You must allow me
to help you contain it, Rose. To contain YOU. Death is not always a bad thing…
but this, undoubtedly, is.”
Suddenly I felt a dull panic - like some part of me I could no longer access
was panicking, but I could still hear the distant sound of it’s alarm bells sounding
off and sirens blaring. I didn’t want to die. I didn’t want to not be me anymore.
Oblivion, a fleeing memory whispered to me on it’s way out into the
nothing/everything. I could no longer recall who said it, but it was supposedly the
worst way to die.
“... Help me,” I said, with all the feeling I had left.
And then the words were gone. I’d used the last of them up.
I felt his arms pull me into the shadow of his cloak. I felt his face close to
mine.
“Heal, Rose Walker,” I heard him say. “Heal and breathe.”
And then I couldn’t hear, or see, or feel a thing.
There was nothing.
I came to. I was somewhere.
I could hear the sound of rustling leaves in the wind. The wind blew across
me, my almost-naked body, and through the band of gauzy mist which covered me.
It was the perfect temperature - not too cold, not too hot. Goldilocks. And there
was music on the air, barely perceptible… a jaunty tune played on a fiddle, the
kind that made you feel like dancing a jig, regardless of whether it would make
you look like a fool or not.
I could feel soft grass underneath me. Gentle sunshine on my face.
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I opened my eyes. Everything seemed to be a glittering, vibrant emerald
green, lit with streams of golden sun the color of honey. There were trees and
endless miles of green rolling hills.
And there were flowers. So many big, lovely flowers of every color. And it
seemed like every flower was paired with its own colorful butterfly flitting about.
It was different from The Land - everything in The Land was saturated in
cartoon candy colors. This was like… a Pre-Raphaelite painting. Or someone’s
version of heaven. Perhaps mine.
Mine. Me. Rose Walker.
Oh hallelujah, I was me again!
Someone blocked my sunlight, leaning over me. It looked like Dream at
first, someone pale and thin with a messy mop of wild black hair.
“Hey look! She’s awake! Hiya, Rose!” this person said, in the most cheerful
and peppy feminine voice I think I’d ever heard. With her back to the sun it was
hard to see her features accurately - I groaned and sat up, and she offered me her
hand. I took it, and she pulled me to my feet.
What I saw, when I got a good look at her, was a very pretty goth girl, about
average height and petite, wearing a tiny black tank-top and black tight pants. Her
makeup formed some kind of ‘Eye of Horus’ motif around her right eye - her irises
were black, but the sclera was whitish like a normal person’s. Her cheerfully
smiling lips were darkened with ash, and around her pale neck was an ankh
necklace.
“Did you sleep well?” she asked.
“Who are you?”
“I’m Dream’s sister,” she answered.
“Okay,” I said. “So… how does that work? Do you control some aspect of
The Dreaming?”
“Nah. I don’t control any of it,” she said. “It’s not my thing. Dreams and
ideas are completely my brother’s gig.”
“Then… what’s yours?”
“She is Death,” boomed Morpheus. He was standing in the shadow of a
nearby tree watching us, looking like the Huntsman from Snow White.
Death spun around and put her hands on her hips. “Well that’s just perfect,
thanks bro,” she said loudly. “Ruin my intro, why don’t you!”
“My apologies, sister.”
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Death shook her head, and turned to face me with another winning smile.
“Sorry… my brother’s a real lunkhead sometimes. I don’t like to just come out and
say who I am and what I do. It tends to freak people out.”
“Am I dead?”
“Not yet. But I don’t blame you at all for jumping to that conclusion.” She
shot another glance at Dream. “SOMEBODY decided that he could bring someone
here BEFORE they actually died.”
“Where is here? Is this heaven?”
Death shrugged. “Sort of. I guess you could say it’s ‘a’ heaven. It’s called
Fiddler’s Green. It’s mostly been used as an afterlife hangout for sailors.”
“Fiddler’s Green? But I thought that was just another name for Gilbert?”
“Hoom! You are indeed right, my dear Rose Walker,” said Gilbert, climbing
up a steep hill toward us. He was huffing and puffing - apparently being the size
that he was made walking something of a challenge. He was exactly how I’d
always seen him around the apartment complex, with his hat and his coat and vest
and cane.
“I am both,” he continued. “A person, as well as a place. It is most
confusing, I know.”
“Gilbert! Thank god you’re here!” I said, running to him like a beloved
family member - which is what I felt like he was. He put a big arm around me and
smiled, looking glad to see me.
“Fiddler’s Green,” said Dream, emerging slightly to the edge of the
shadows. He had an agitated look, like an unhappy cat.
“Ah. It’s you, Dream-lord,” said Gilbert, with a tip of his hat and a
deferential bow of his head. “I thought I’d see you here, eventually.”
“Mm. How perceptive of you.”
“Now, that’s unworthy of you.”
“Perhaps it is. You are the second person today to express their
disappointment with me,” and this he said while glancing at Death, who was
admiring the flowers and the butterfly who had landed on her finger, and with a
glance of her own made it clear she would make no effort to correct him. “Am I
really that disappointing?”
“Disappointing? Hoom… I’m not sure I would have put it that way myself.
Not exactly. But I… AM… concerned for you, my Lord.”
“Don’t you mean for the girl?”
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I looked at Gilbert then, concerned. It suddenly became a little darker - the
sun had disappeared behind a threatening storm-cloud overhead.
“For all of us,” said Gilbert. “Look about you: this is Fiddler’s Green, where
sorrow and care are unknown.” He pointed at the sky with his cane. “The skies of
The Dreaming are grey and mournful, even here, in ME.”
“Enough. This conversation has gone far enough. I am attending to my
responsibilities.”
“And I attend to my visitors. I like them. I am responsible for them - for the
sailors, and the centaurs and the children and the dreamers.”
“Why, then, did you leave?” asked Dream. “I relied on you. I trusted you.
You were so steady. You were the heart of The Dreaming.”
Gilbert wiped his spectacles on his tie. “Some time ago, it became too much
for me. I left because I was curious. And because I was tired.
I stole the idea of this body, and walked into the waking world.
Life as a human contains substance I never dreamed of in The Dreaming,
Lord. The little victories, and the tiny defeats.
I had my reasons.”
“I, too, have my responsibilities. And my reasons.”
“Hoom. I’m not entirely sure we’re talking about the same thing, here.”
“We are. The girl must die, that The Dreaming may survive. I am sorry…”
“Whoa whoa WHOA - are you serious?!” I cried. “Haven’t we been over
this already?”
“I thought that there would be an alternative, Rose Walker.” Dream floated
in the air, his cape billowing. “But you are a Vortex of dream. And you have
already used your powers to threaten The Dreaming. Without my intervention, you
would have destroyed it. You must pay the price for that.”
“What choice did I have? You were threatening to maroon my friends in the
skerry. And you let The Corinthian get away, instead of helping me to defeat him!
And then you save me, only to kill me? Are you kidding me?”
“Indeed, I saved you from oblivion - and brought you here, to your close
friend… to walk in his meadows, and his green glades, and rest beneath his trees.
It was a far more pleasant fate.”
“So that’s why she’s here,” I said, indicating Death.
“Yes. I have no choice either, Rose.”
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“Actually, you do,” corrected Death, softly. “It’s just whether you want to
accept the consequences of doing something different or not. That’s the question.”
I shivered. “I don’t want to die.”
Dream looked at me with sympathy. “I am sorry. There is nothing personal
about this. We all have our responsibilities. This is one of mine.”
“Gilbert? Listen, isn’t there anything we can do to stop him?”
“No. No, there is nothing he can do. Fiddler’s Green - you abandoned your
duties and trespassed upon the waking world without my cognizance, nor my
consent. But I cannot find it in my heart to punish you for leaving. Not now.
However, it is time to take up your appointed position once again.”
“Surely the girl would be no threat if she stayed here, in me,” said Fiddler’s
Green. “I would look after her. She would be no trouble.”
“That is noble of you. But unfortunately, that is not an option. Say
goodbye.”
Gilbert sighed, hanging his head. He turned to me. “I must apologize to you,
Miss Walker.”
“For what?” I asked, shakily.
“For not being a very good human being. Not even being a good COPY of a
human, perhaps I should say. And now, when you need me most, it seems I have
failed you.”
I threw my arms around him, hugging him tight. “Oh just shut up and say
goodbye, Gilbert, or I’m going to start crying!” I shot a look at Dream. “And I’m
not going to give him that satisfaction.”
“Farewell, my dear. You were the best thing about being human.”
He took my hand, and kissed it.
“Flirt,” I accused. Teasing him made my heart hurt, though. It was time. I
pulled away, turned around, and walked toward my death.
“Do you want me to do it?” Death asked both me and Morpheus.
I walked right past her. “Don’t touch me, bitch - and don’t let him off the
hook. If he wants me dead, he’ll have to do it himself.”
Dream hovered as I drew closer. I willed myself up to meet him.
I got closer, and closer. Finally, he folded his arms around me, enveloping
me in his cloak.
He cupped my cheek. “I… I am sorry, Rose.”
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“Forchrissakes!” I cried, my courage faltering. “Look, just do it! Stop
friggin’ apologizing and just do whatever you’re going to do! Okay? Just do it.”
“Stop that,” said a woman’s voice.
Morpheus looked down, and I felt us slowly descend. As my feet touched
the ground, I was able to pull out of his grasp and take a look at the woman who
was joining us.
It was my mother Unity. As I had seen her in my dream.
“I know who you are, Unity Kinkaid, but I require you to leave this place,”
Morpheus went on. She walked right up to him, unafraid. He very subtly moved
and stood away from me, awkwardly, as if ashamed of what he’d been caught
doing. “I have business to attend to with this woman.”
“No, your business is with me,” she said, wagging a finger at him. “I have an
urgent message for you - and I was told that it would put an end to your plan to
terminate my daughter.”
“Go on then.”
Unity took his hand in hers. “It was this: THE KINDLY ONES SEND
THEIR REGARDS.”
Dream looked stricken, mouth slightly agape - if he’d been able to grow
paler, he would have. “The Kindly Ones?” he repeated. “Are you sure?”
She pet his hand. “Yes. That’s what they said.”
“And was there not… more, to this message?”
“No. That was it I’m afraid.”
“Dream,” said Death, with a serious frown of concern. “What’s going on?”
“I do not understand-”
“Of course you don’t,” said Unity. “You’re obviously not very bright, but I
shouldn’t let it bother you.” She reached up and patted his cheek.
I didn’t know much of anything about my mom up until this point, but it was
fast becoming pretty clear to me that she was one bold woman.
Dream straightened, pondering, and then turned to me. “Leave this place,”
he told me. “Return to consciousness. I offer you and those close to you safe
passage - view it as a gift from me to you, Rose. Your family has suffered enough.”
Unity looked relieved. She let go of Morpheus’ hand, and reached out to me.
“Come here, daughter.” I did, and she embraced me.
“Come with me,” I asked.
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She shook her head. “I can’t. Not yet at least. Don’t worry - I’ll stay here in
this wonderful place with Gilbert, until…”
“Until what, mom?”
She smoothed back my multi-colored hair. “...Until whatever happens,
happens,” she answered. “Now go, and live. And if you get any more trouble from
Dream, call upon the Kindly Ones for help.”
Yeah, no I thought firmly. No way was I ever going to ask those scary
bitches for help.
“We take our leave, lady,” Morpheus said to my mother. “I will be seeing
you again; although you, for your part, are unlikely to see me.”
“Oh. Well. Nice to meet you,” said my mother.
“And I hope not to be seeing either one of you, for quite some time,” said
Death, which was really quite sweet of her to say.
Then there was that sensation you get on waking, as everything moved
further away, and I started to be aware of the cold. There in that dream it was
warm, and my mother was there. I tried to stay in my dream forever... but the
harder I held on the further it slipped away from me…
And then I
And then I woke
And then I woke up.
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-21“Synchronicity”

Mervyn Pumpkinhead got up from his chair. “That was a nice story, toots. Now
what’s for dinner, eh? I’m starvin’.”
My mother Rose frowned at him. “I wasn’t finished.”
“Ya weren’t?”
“No, I wasn’t. Did any of that feel resolved to you? The Corinthian was still
at large, and Dream had none of his tools back-”
“Not to muh-mention there’s also n-no ha-happy ah endings y-yet,” the
stuttering Abel interjected.
Cain hit him over the head with his fist. “You ninny-headed, pea-brained
dolt! Stories don’t always have happy endings, especially the ones that aren’t fairy
stories for little children - even YOU know that!”
“Fairy stories aren’t always nice,” observed Nuala the fairy, sadly.
Rose went on. “And speaking of happy endings, Daniel wasn’t even
conceived yet-”
“‘Kay, Okay! Keep yer britches on,” Mervyn implored, making a pushing
down gesture with his stick-like hands.
“If she had, we never would’ve had our little Danny-Boy at all, now would
we?” purred my sister-brother Desire.
“Shut up,” said Rose. “I’m the only one allowed to make jokes like that.
From you it’s just… weird.”
“Oh? Is that so? I’d say it makes you just a chip off the old block.” Desire
let out a stream of cigarette smoke. “Except, what am I saying? I’ll never be old,
and neither will you. So I’m sure you and I will have plenty of scandalous
escapades to make light of together, in the eternity to come.”
“What a thing to look forward to,” grumbled Mervyn.
Rose turned on him. “And you, Mervyn, need to sit back down and listen.”
“Just let me stretch my armature a little, will ya? Sheesh. Pushy women, I
tell ya… can’t live with ‘em, can’t...” Mervyn stopped, thinking and scratching his
pumpkinhead. “Actually no, that’s it. Can’t live with ‘em.”
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“Maybe we wouldn’t have to be so pushy, if you men would just straighten
up and do what’s right,” said Nuala. She looked toward my mother with sympathy.
“I’m sorry that you had to go through all of that. Though I must point out, the
Dream Lord really was only doing what he thought was right for everyone.”
“I know,” said Rose. “It’s the only reason I forgave him.”
“That was indeed a very harrowing venture into the Dreamworld, Miss
Walker,” said Lucien the Librarian. “Perhaps something of a brief intermission is
in order, if it would not be too disagreeable an imposition?”
Rose sighed. “Yeah, I guess. But only because you said it so nicely.” She
glanced my way. “And oh god, it looks like Daniel-”
“MuSt bE thE cLoOudS iN mY eYeS…” sang my sister Delirium, sitting
cross-legged on the floor and putting on a pair of spectacles of her own creation,
with rainbow-colored clouds in place of lenses.
“...is turning to stone over there with mortification,” finished Rose. “Maybe I
do need to let him up for air, before he passes out.”
“You worry needlessly, Mother,” I assured her. “I am fine. As you have
said, we have not yet begun to hear of the most uncomfortable of the circumstances
that occurred… nor the most regrettable.”
“Regrettable? What do you mean? What is it you think I should regret?”
I considered her response, with no small amount of surprise. “You do not?
Regret?”
“No. Not a damn thing. Why should I?”
Matthew the Raven nodded his dark beak. “Uh-huh, that’s what I always
say. That’s a good attitude, Rose - I mean, life’s too short for regrets, right?”
“For some of us,” I corrected the raven. “Not all.”
“Yeah… I guess that’s true, Boss-Junior.”
“Careful you do not tell the story to its ultimate conclusion,” warned my
sister Despair in her forlorn voice. “Or you shall regret it…”
“Why’s that?
Despair sighed most deeply, as if she were letting go of something that was
once dear to her. “Because every story ends in death,” she whispered, in a voice
raw with pain.
There was a sound, like the beating of mighty wings.
“Did somebody call my name?” said my sister Death, who of a sudden was
standing in the midst of the ruined castle, hands hooked casually through the belt-
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loops of her pants. “Hi. Sorry to just drop in like this, but my ears were burning so I figured I’d come in and see what’s up.”
“Hello Death,” Rose said. She stood and looked a bit sheepish. “I was telling
them about how I first met you. And… how I called you a bitch. I’m really sorry
about that, by the way.”
Death smiled good-naturedly. “Aw, it’s okay Rose!” she said, giving her a
quick hug. “I’ve heard worse, believe me.”
“But you’re such a nice person,” said Rose. “It isn’t fair.”
Death shrugged. “Yeah, well, comes with the job and the territory. I get it for some folks death is a release, and for others it’s an abomination, a terrible
thing. But in the end, I’m there for all of them - even as we’re talking, I’m there for
the young and the old, the innocent and the guilty, those who die together and
those who die alone.
And it’s not because I’m nice, or merciful - I’m just me. I’ve got a job to do,
and I do it.” After saying all of that in a more serious tone, Death perked up again.
“So. How’ve you been?”
“I’m okay,” my mother said, with a noncommittal shrug. “You?”
“Just finished up a big job,” she answered. “There were a lot of them, and
they all wanted to be together on the same ride. So it took some sorting out. But we
got through it. Everybody’s dropped off where they needed to go, safe and sound.
Here, catch!” This she said to Mervyn, as she threw vehicular keys at him. He
caught it handily. “Thanks for letting me borrow the bus, Merv.”
“No problem missy,” said Mervyn Pumpkin.
Death sat down upon the marble bench, near to me. I was feeding Goldie
some pieces of bread, as he sat in my lap.
“Feels familiar, doesn’t it sister?” I asked.
“Yeah,” she said. “Familiar… and yet not.” She smiled at Goldie. “May I?”
“Of course.” I picked up Goldie, and placed him in her grasp. She pet his
head gently with her finger, and could not resist but to tickle the bulbous toes of his
proportionally rather large feet. Goldie squeaked a complaint, but it was a playful
one - he grabbed hold of her fingers and gummed at them with his toothless beak.
She laughed. “Ah, I wish the previous ‘you’ had a pet like him - it would
have cheered him up. Maybe he wouldn’t have always been so glum.”
“If it’s any consolation, I am, essentially, him.”
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“No, you’re not. But thanks anyway. You’re a really sweet kid, you know
that?” There was an interlude of silence. “How are you holding up?”
“As well as could be expected, I think. I know this must seem strange to you;
for, as you say, I am not entirely the Dream that you remember. But it is all I’ve
ever truly known - and I’ve known everything there ever was to know - ever since
the moment that you said goodbye to the me that was.”
“I think I know what you mean,” said Rose to Death, looking somber.
“About the big job.”
“Hey, we don’t!” squawked Matthew the Raven, ruffling his feathers with
agitation. “Why don’t you clue us in?”
“I dunno, is everybody done with their snacks and potty breaks?” asked my
mother Rose, not quite as derisively as you might suppose.
“Yeah, go ahead,” said Mervyn, with one final stretch of his wooden limbs,
as if to make the point that this was indeed the reason he had called for a break.
He sat back down in his chair, making himself comfortable. “Let’s have it with the
rest of your girly nonsense and get it out of the way, so we can get back to the cool
stuff.”
Desire grinned like a crescent moon. “Yes… girlish nonsense of a most
delectable sort... like Johnny Constantine.”
“What are you talking about?”
“Oh, nevermind me… just continue right along with your story, dear heart.”
My mother Rose frowned with skepticism, as she took back her chosen seat
among the rocks.
Thus resituated, she resumed her tale:
“Waking up was only the beginning,” she began. “The walls between
Reality and The Dreaming were thinner than ever, and full of holes the size of
snowploughs - anybody who wanted to leave The Dreaming could, without much
trouble.
The Dreamworld was hemorrhaging Nightmares - and now I knew that the
Nightmares were real.”
-Rose Walker’s Tale“Rosie? ROSIE? Honey, are you all right? It's ME!” cried Wanda, over the wind.
Wind? Yes, wind. Dry, hot wind. The winds of the Vortex.
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In my grogginess, I wasn’t sure whether I was actually awake or not. Was I
still dreaming of the Vortex? I must have been, I thought, because the Vortex is
gone.
I couldn’t move. I just groaned.
“C’mon, Sleeping Beauty. Up you come…”
I wasn’t Sleeping Beauty. She was Sleeping Beauty. But wait, maybe that
wasn’t true anymore...
The wind and dust and bits of random debris was making me squint, but I
felt Wanda lift me up in her arms.
I’m not light. Her natural upper body-strength was really coming in handy at
the moment - bordering on a superpower.
I could see the occult red symbols on the floor. The dead lamb sacrifice was
covered in glass and bits of drywall.
“...Where’s Thessaly?” I asked.
“What? Don’t worry about her, she’ll get out on her own!”
Yeah, I thought… probably riding her bicycle, or a broomstick, outside in
this sepia-toned twister...
I looked out the window of Wanda’s flat, and saw that the glass-less
window-panes were violently slamming against each other and the frame that held
them. I could hear the curtains flapping and ripping. No Thessaly flying around,
though.
Wanda opened the door, and it swung instantly out of her hands and into the
wall with a loud thud. She leaned forward and pushed through the gale-force
winds.
The stairs turned out to be tricky to navigate - she couldn’t see either, nearly
missing a step, and could have gone sliding all the way down with me in her arms.
The walls and ceiling were collapsing around and on top of us. Wanda couldn’t
afford to be too slow and careful, or we’d get crushed.
Finally we got outside. Paul, Zelda, Chantal, and yes, Thessaly, were outside
already, in their pajamas, watching the twister tear apart our housing complex - or,
I should say, that Paul was listening to the building being destroyed, because he
was sitting there despondently, with a makeshift bandage covering his empty eyes.
There were a couple other people standing around who had been living in
the neighboring flats, like an old guy named George who always gave us - but
particularly Wanda and the spider-women - dirty looks in the hallway (he’d
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occasionally give me an appreciative glance, but always bitched about how much
prettier I’d be with ‘normal hair’).
No Gilbert, of course - he was too busy being a place. I wondered how I was
going to explain his disappearance, but then I decided that I shouldn’t bother none of them knew Gilbert like I did, so they probably wouldn’t even think to ask
(not even Thessaly, who knew the truth about him); and if they did, they would
probably just assume he died in the twister.
The early morning light was not too bright - it was a grey foggy sky above
us, threatening drizzle. But somehow the dreary, mundane realism was a
comforting sight - it meant we were back in the real world.
Whatever that meant.
Because if my dream was ‘real’... then… then nothing made any sense.
If my dream was true, then everything we know, everything we think we
know, is a lie.
It meant the world’s about as solid and as reliable as a layer of scum on the
top of a well of black water which goes down forever, and there are things in the
depths that I don’t even want to think about.
It meant more than that.
It meant we’re just dolls - that we don’t have a clue what’s really going
down. We just kid ourselves that we’re in control of our lives, while a paper’s
thickness away things that would drive us mad if we thought about them for too
long play with us, and move us around from room to room, and put us away at
night when they’re tired, or bored.
In my dream, I could have destroyed everybody in the world.
In my dream, Gilbert wasn’t even a person; he was a place.
In my dream, my mother threatened the implacable god-like King of
Dreams, risking her life to save mine.
Dreams were weird and stupid and they scared me.
As Wanda set me down on the pavement, I made a decision: it was just a
dream.
Yes, I knew that wasn’t true - Paul’s lack of eyes and the one-building
twister was testament to that - but it was the only way I could think of to reconcile
my fucked-up sense of Reality. I would MAKE myself believe it.
‘It was all just a dream.’ You know, I’ve always hated stories that ended like
that. I always felt cheated.
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But you can’t feel cheated and sorry for yourself forever.
‘...and then she woke up.’
I suppose there are worse endings.
The twister died away, like it had never been there. Now there was just a
hole where our building once stood, sandwiched between buildings that were
untouched. It looked strangely controlled, purposeful - like a targeted bombing, or
a demolition. I wondered which story the nightly news was going to go with.
But then Wanda and the spider-women saw something that made them
stiffen with fear (Thessaly saw it too, but her reaction was to look away sharpy
with a ‘Tch!’ sound of annoyance).
There was this voice then, that spoke with a careless, waggish Liverpool
‘Scousers drawl. “I come teh find you, an’ yer in th’center a’yer own twister. Why
‘m I not surprised?”
I looked up and saw John Constantine, with his tan coat, his shirt and tie, his
cigarette adding smoke to the already dirty air drifting away from the building.
But it wasn’t him they were afraid of.
He had a shadow.
Morpheus.
Shit.
“John?” I asked, “What happened to Brute and Glob? Did you kill them?”
“Naw, just sent ‘em packing,” he answered. “Those sorts don’t kill easy.
‘Ey,” Constantine said to Morpheus behind him, “I hope you don’t expect me ta go
on public transport with you dressed like that. Be dead embarrassing.”
Suddenly, between my eye blinks, Morpheus’ look changed - he was no
longer wearing his vampiric cloak of darkness. He was wearing a Constantine
copycat ensemble: trenchcoat, only black instead of tan, and tightly cinched instead
of flapping casually open the way John liked it; regular pants and pointy-toed black
dress shoes instead of the brown oxfords worn by John. He had his arms crossed.
“Is this better?”
“...Auhh,” said John, at a loss. “I ought to introduce you to the big green
bloke. You’d like him. He hasn’t got a sense of humor either.” Constantine turned
to me. “Yeh hurt, luv? Can yeh walk?” He bent down and offered his hand.
I stared at his hand in shock. Until my eyes filled up with tears.
I wept, bitterly. It wasn’t over. None of it was.
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Constantine looked confused and hurt. “Bugger me, wot’s wrong now?
Wot’s got yeh upset? Was it soh’in I did, soh’in I said...?”
“Just leave her alone,” said Wanda. “Both of you. She’s had a long, rough
night. More than you’d ever believe, John.”
“Ah. Is that right?” Then Constantine looked at me with an unbearable
amount of concern in his bluish-grey eyes. I wished he would stop.
Sirens blared in the distance. Apparently we were going to get company real
soon, in the form of firetrucks and ambulances.
“She is right, John Constantine. We should be going.”
Constantine reluctantly started getting up.
But my anger was back.
I grabbed his hand, and pulled myself up. “Don’t even think about it!” I
blurted out, angrily wiping away the tears. “Don’t you even think about leaving me
behind. I’m the fucking Vortex. You need me.”
“All right, yeh sure. ” Then John frowned, puzzled. “Wot’s the Vortex, luv?
I mean I know wot ‘a’ vortex is, a’course - but I don’t know wot you’d be referrin’
to ‘bout ‘THE’ Vortex.”
“I’ll explain later. Let’s just go, before the cops and everybody else shows
up, asking questions I really can’t answer right now..”
Paul turned his bandaged head. “Rose? Is that you?”
Thessaly, near him, looked between me and him, considering. Then she
sighed, and nodded - she was going to take care of him, despite the fact that he was
a man.
I wasn’t too comfortable with the idea, but at least he would be looked after
while I was gone.
Wanda was giving me a message of extreme concern with her face. “Are
you sure?” she asked.
“No,” I said, turning away. “Let’s go,” I said to John, quietly.
We walked down the sidewalk. Morpheus held a steady pace behind us, our everpresent shadow. John was in the lead - he had long, quick strides, and I had trouble
keeping up with him.
My toes hit something, and I stumbled.
An uneven crack in the sidewalk pavement. My slippered foot must have
caught it just right, for it to trip me up like that.
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It certainly hadn’t affected John. He was zipping right along. Maybe he was
more used to these streets than I was.
A father and young daughter exited a shop, and the door slammed right in
my face.
The little girl had a chocolate-covered ice cream on a stick, which here they
called choc-ice - the sound of me hitting the door startled her, and the choc-ice
crushed messily against her blouse. She started to cry. The father said something to
me, like ‘watch where you’re going!’ but ruder. I got around them, pretending not
to notice they were talking about me.
A briefcase-carrying guy in a suit, checking his watch and looking very
stressed, hurried past John. White liquid suddenly appeared on the man’s shoulder,
and he stopped, cursing Britishly (‘bloody hell’ was, I think, the words used). He
looked up - there wasn’t a pigeon in the sky that either of us could see that would
have crapped on him. A random, unlucky hit-and-fly-off. I kept going, but I
watched over my shoulder to see what he would do next: he set his briefcase down
to deal with it, and the damn thing popped open, spilling all his papers out into a
puddle. He cursed even more Britishly (this time with ‘bollocks’ included).
Huh. Now this was getting odd.
I turned around, and a cyclist on a bike sped out from an alley, nearly
colliding with me.
I didn’t get hit, but the cyclist did - by an oncoming car. That car swerved
and clipped another one. There was honking.
I ran to catch up to John, who was blithely unaware of what had just
happened.
“Hey, John?” I said.
“Yeh?”
“Does something about today seem… off to you?”
He looked at me, shrugged. “Not really, no. Why?”
“It just seems like a bad day. That’s all.”
“It’s London, sweetheart. It’s always like that.” He put a hand to his ear.
“Listen: you can ‘ear it talking, if you pay attention hard enough. ‘Hullo, London.’
‘Hullo, John Constantine’. ‘How are you then, London?’ ‘All right. Full of people.
Rainin’ shortly, most like. You?’ ‘Aah, not bad. Gonna take a taxi, soon as I can.’
‘Good idea, John.’ ‘Thank you, London. My name's John Constantine, and here I
stay: haunted by London. And London, haunted by me.”
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“Do you and London always have these conversations?”
“Not always. An’ they’re always silent when I’m by meself.”
“That’s good.”
“Yeh. Wouldn’t want everyone ta know I’m a nutter.”
“You’re not crazy, John. I’m the one walking down the street in my PJs.”
“I’ve got some assessments from the loony bin headshrinkers that beg ta
differ. They didn’t want ta let me out, yeh know.” A kid passed by, in a school
uniform jacket - he bumped into John, said ‘sorry’, and John called him an idiot.
“Hey, give the kid a break,” I said.
He turned to me and smiled, and I saw that he had money in his hands,
which he was counting. “I did - an’ a lucky break it was to ‘ave off, too. This is
exactly how much I’ll need ta cover me taxi fare. Not such a bad day now, ennit?”
“John. Did you just steal from that kid?”
“Wot, you thought I pulled ‘Johnny Con-Job’ out of me arse for a stagename? I’ve been called that since I was a little bugger like him. Ordinary people,
they operate within a certain set of parameters, right? Rules. Limits. Then there's
blokes like me, yeh? We cheat.”
I slapped him across the arm. “You sticky-fingered thief! And after you
made such a big deal about me and Rachel taking stuff that didn’t belong to us! At
least we didn’t steal from a KID!”
“Wot difference does it make who I knock off, eh? Who’s to say that
stealing from a kid is worse than, I don’t know, from a single mum tryin’ to make
ends meet?”
“Maybe he’s the kid of a single mother,” I suggested, for the sake of
argument, “and she gave him just enough for lunch money. And now he’s going to
go hungry - and maybe get in a ton of trouble for losing the money she gave him
when he gets home.”
“He might. But I most definitely ‘ave travel expenses ta think of, an’ no way
ta pay fer it neither. This may come as a shock t’yeh, but there aren’t actually a
‘ole lot of warlock-for-hire jobs about.”
“Then how do you live in London? Where do you get the money to pay for
your flat?”
“I gamble, mostly.”
“You cheat people, you mean.”
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“Not always,” he said, a little defensive. “I’m actually proper good at it, I’ll
‘ave you know.”
“What do you play? Cards?”
“Yes. That. An’ all the rest. No matter wot game I’m playin’ at, I’ve always
got a sense of the right moves ta make. An’ then I make ‘em, simple as that. Like
breezin’ along down a highway - long as yeh keep with the flow of traffic, yer all
good.” John threw away the last little nub of his cigarette and got out a new one.
“Besides, ‘e ran into me. Wot did he expect would happen?”
“That he could get to where he’s going, without being pickpocketed.”
He tried to talk while lighting the cigarette balanced between his lips - it
made him sound a bit funny and muffled: “Eh, whatever... I bloody hate kids.”
“Why? You were a kid once too.”
“I was also a sperm once - but you don't see me cuddlin’ up to a fuckin'
wank-stain, now do yeh?”
“I’m guessing you weren’t a happy child.”
With the lighter back in his pocket, he took the cigarette out in a cloud of
smoke, and turned to me with his eyes bright. It looked like I had turned him on to
a subject he was passionate about. “Honestly, who is? ‘appy Families. Wot's that
all about, eh? A bloody busted flush is what it is. You surround yehself with other
people, so the night doesn't seem quite so dark. Shout down the wind with
arguments ‘bout whose turn it is ta wash the dishes. Best not to kid yerself. Best
not to give any hostages to fortune. Yer on your own in the end. Always.” There
was a brief pause. “I did try, once. Stayed in a caravan of hippie nomads fer a time.
But eventually I couldn’t take it anymore, yeh know? The great bollocks LIE of it
all. We are NOT children of celestial fuckin' light, walkin' arm-in-arm into the Age
of Aquarius. We are WANKERS, who wreck th’planet an' piss on each other, 'til
half the world's starvin', an' the other half's busy findin' new ways to keep from
noticin' it. That's the fuckin' limit've our potential, believe me.”
I shook my head and sighed. He was in full-on ranting mode, and it was time
I brought it back to the issue at hand. “Morpheus probably could’ve created money
for you, you know. If he wanted to.”
John made a face. “I’d rather not be in anyone’s debt. Blokes like that don’t
give not’in away for free. An’ as far as conjurin’ up cash out’ve thin air goes,
that’s bad business.”
“Worse than stealing from children?”
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“Oh yeh, lots worse. Could wreck th’whole bloody economy. There’s
already been enough phony money and esoteric calculations an’ magical thinking
goin’ ‘round in that circle fer years as it is - enough to make an archmage blush.
Any more tamperin’ comin’ from an outsider like me, an’ the ‘ole thing might just
collapse - an’ believe me it’ll be comin’ down around OUR ears, not th’pricks who
set it up and screwed ‘round withit in th’first place.”
I stubbed my toe again, reminding me that there was something strange
going on. It was like I was cursed, or jinxed, and everybody else was, too.
Except John.
John was speeding on ahead again, until he stopped to enter a phone booth.
As he did, someone carrying a small glass aquarium dropped it on the pavement the glass shattered, and the fish flopped around on the pavement. I had this terrible
feeling that this was somehow all connected to John…
“Do not tell him.”
I startled. I’d forgotten Dream was there. His footsteps were silent. “Hey,
stay out of my head,” I told him. But then, curiosity got the best of me. “Why?”
“The knowledge would not help him. John Constantine believes he is both a
manipulator and a victim of fate. He is neither. He is the Laughing Magician. It is
his purpose… the blessing and the curse of his lineage.”
“But he doesn’t know about that?”
“No. He does not.”
“Doesn’t that mean I should tell him?”
“If you want to destroy him, then yes.”
“How would that destroy him?”
“The one thing preserving his fragile grip on sanity is the thought that what
happens to those around him is not his fault.”
“But… it’s not.”
“He would not see it that way. John Constantine lives under the delusion
that his cleverness is what shields him... and believes that it is only ‘bad luck’ that
things do not turn out well for others. This is not so: whenever he enhances his
own luck, he is stealing the luck of others.”
“Then he needs to stop. Enhancing his luck, I mean.”
“He must be able to deceive and rebuke the gods, without suffering the lifeending repercussions of their wrath. For this, he must take the luck of others to
bolster his own.”
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“But stealing people’s luck… isn’t that kind of… wrong?
“Is it wrong of you to harvest living things, so that you may eat?”
“That’s not fair.”
“It is the way of things. Other things must suffer harm and die, so that you
may live and prosper.”
I thought for a little bit, ruminating. This conversation was majorly
bumming me out.
“Do you have to do this a lot?
“Do what?”
“Know things. Know the truth about people… and then keep it to yourself.”
“Yes. There is nothing more dangerous than the truth.” Then he turned to
me, with a darkly amused smirk. “You will learn. Especially now that you are in
training.”
“Training? For what?”
“To become an Endless.”
“What? Who’s training me? You?”
“Yes.”
“But… don’t you still want me dead?”
“I will make no further attempts on your life, Rose. You may rest assured of
that.”
“How can I ‘rest assured’? You’re constantly changing your mind about me,
for reasons I can’t even begin to understand: one minute I’m useful, the next
minute I’m something to be destroyed. Now I’m like, what, your student or
something?” No answer. He didn’t even budge. Or look my way. Just stood there
with his arms crossed, watching John in the phonebooth. “What if I don’t want any
of this ‘training’? What if I don’t want to be an Endless?”
“It is not up to you whether you are an Endless or not; it is what you are.
Just as he is the Laughing Magician.”
John stepped out of the phone booth, smiling. “Got a minicab on th’way
‘ere. Should be pickin’ us up in a minute or two.”
Thunder rolled. The sky was getting dark. “That’s good, John,” I said. “At
least we know it won’t rain on you.”
When the cab came, Dream opened the door and gracefully folded his tall frame
into the backseat, kind of silently melting into the shadows.
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I was suddenly a bit nervous about where Constantine was going to sit - I
figured that I shouldn’t be right next to him.
So I climbed into the backseat, assuming that Constantine would take the
front passenger seat.
He didn’t. He followed me, throwing himself roughly onto the seat, which
meant I was squeezed into the center. Sandwiched between him and Dream. It was
a good thing that Dream was rake-thin, and folded in on himself with crossed arms
and legs - otherwise the three of us would never have fit on that small back seat.
Suddenly I wondered if my initial plan might have been worse: if he sat in
the front, we’d probably be rear-ended - critically injuring or killing me, and letting
him walk away unscathed. Much better to be closer to him, in this case.
“Well ain’t this nice and cozy,” remarked John. He rested his hand on my
upper thigh.
“Remove your hand, please.”
“Where d’you want it to be goin’, then?”
“I dunno. Anywhere that isn’t touching me.”
“Fine, fine, hands to meself. I get th’picture.” He stuck his arm behind my
back, dangling his hand over my shoulder. “This better?”
I exhaled, tired. “No, not really. But it’s fine.”
I only belatedly realized that nothing supernatural occurred when we made
contact, like what happened with the police officer a few hours earlier (god, had it
only been a few hours? It felt like days). Maybe he had a special protection spell,
that made him immune to my dream-powers?
Either that, or my power level was changing - maybe I was running out of it,
or maybe I was getting more skilled at controlling it.
We took off down the motorway. The rain started to pour. I listened to the
hypnotic sloosh, sloosh of the windshield wipers. “Where are we going?”
“Out there,” said John, gesturing vaguely. “Somewhere, in that general
direction.”
“And uh… why are we going there?”
“‘Cos that’s where the Pouch is. I’ve got a knack for these things. Trust me.”
Oh, I trusted his instincts alright - I was just worried that I was going to pay
the price for them.
I watched as John, with his opposite hand, managed to get his Silk Cuts out
of his trenchcoat pocket, a cigarette, and the lighter to light the damn thing up.
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The smoke drifted and curled up in front of my face. I coughed. “Do you
have to be doing that right now?”
“Yeh. I’m about 90% nicotine these days, luv.”
“Would it kill you to breathe fresh air once in a while?”
“It might. Me lungs wouldn’t know what to do with it all.”
“Have you ever had a girlfriend walk out on you because of it?”
“Girlfriends. Th’odd boyfriend.” At that, I saw the cabbie glance at us in the
rearview mirror, unkindly. John saw it too, but chose to ignore it. “They all ‘ave a
nasty habit of walkin’ out on me. I doubt it’s the bifters that does it, though - a
couple weeks, an’ they’ve ‘ad enough. The mystique gets shabby, yeh lovable man
of mystery turns into the bloke next door. Th’jokes turn into digs then, the sex goes
stale-”
“Don’t you be tryin’ any funny business back there in me car now,
nancyboy,” warned the cabbie.
“Aw sod off an’ drive, will yeh?” barked John. He continued talking to me,
but quieter. “I’m ‘opeless when it comes to finishin’ relationships. Always ‘ave
been. They usually end in a showdown, or a bedroom scene, or an argument in
th’back of a taxi like this one. An’ they throw up their arms, or give me the V, an’
bugger off without so much as a by-your-leave.” John stared out the window at the
rain, forlornly. “That’s th’trouble with people these days… no commitment.”
“And no morals, neither,” griped the cabbie. “Here’s yer stop. Now pay up
and get out.”
John glowered, and shoved the cash he stole from the boy forward at the
cabbie.
The cabbie counted the money. “Don’t I get a tip?” he asked.
“Sure, it’s this: get a new mind,” growled Constantine. “The one yeh’ve got
is narrow an’ full a’crap.” With that, John angrily threw open the car door and got
out.
And it stopped raining.
I schooched out, looking awkward as could be.
Dream slid out of the shadows on the other side of the car, as gracefully as
he had gotten in.
John slammed the car door.
The car just idled there. There was tension in the air - the cabbie looked like
he was considering getting out and starting a fistfight with John.
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I walked over to the driver’s side window, bent down and rapped on the
glass. He rolled it down.
“What’s it yer wanting now, sweetheart?” asked the cabbie.
“This anger you’re feeling toward my friend,” I began, “I think maybe you
should sleep on it’. I reached out and pressed a finger against his forehead. The
first sounds of an indignant protest left his mouth, but then, when I removed my
finger, his head hit the steering wheel, and the car horn blared.
I unlocked the door and pulled him out. I made a gesture indicating the
driver’s seat to John. “You’re the only one who knows where to go,” I said. “So I
guess you’re the one who should drive.”
“Rose,” he said, looking incredulous. “First th’petty thieving, now jacking a
bloke’s taxi car? You’re movin’ up in the world, luv - I’m beginnin’ to think I
don’t know you anymore.”
“You never did,” I said, gathering up dreamsand filtering out from the
sleeping cabbie and stuffing it in my sleep robe pockets. I felt like it was prudent to
collect it whenever I got the chance. “Now shut up and drive.”
He regarded the driver’s seat. “I’m not in th’habit of drivin’, luv.”
“But you know how?”
“...I’m sure I could figure it out - seen a lot’ve worse idiots than me behind
the wheel before.”
I looked at Morpheus, uncertain. He nodded, reassuringly.
We turned down a random street, into a residential neighborhood. Constantine
slowed down to a crawl.
“Where are we?” I asked.
“Close,” said Dream.
“I know why we came in this direction,” said John.
“Really?” I asked.
“Yeh,” said John, “Rachel mentioned wantin’ to move to these parts.”
“But you don’t know which of the houses are hers,” I said.
“I can make a guess,” he said. And then he stopped, snapped his fingers and
pointed at a driveway. “There. Yeh see? That’s her bloody car, that is.”
He pulled in behind it, and we got out.
It was a regular suburban house, but I was having eerie flashbacks to The
Cuckoo’s house, in my - Wanda’s, ‘our’? - dream. I shivered, as much from the
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recollection as from the cold wind blowing through the porous fluff of my sleeprobe.
John rang the doorbell, and rapped on the door. He listened against the
doorpane. “Well, there’s no answer. An’ it’s locked, bolted, an’ alarmed. Let’s go
‘round the back - we can smash a window, get in that way-”
“No.” Dream passed his hand across the door, and it fell ajar with an
ominous creaking sound. “We go in by the FRONT door.”
“You are one smooth criminal, mate,” said Constantine, shaking his head.
“You an’ Rose here make quite the pair. OW!” he exclaimed, as I hit him in the
arm again. “Sorry. That was my sort of... it was a joke, Rose.”
“That’s right, John,” I said, with an exhale of exasperation, “it differs from
the usual kind of joke, only in the vast gulf between it and any kind of a sense of
humor.” I tried to go in, but Dream put a hand on my shoulder.
“Rose… this place is not safe for you, or Constantine for that matter,” he
cautioned. “Things are free in this house that should not be loose upon the earth.”
I shrugged off his hand. “Why doesn’t that surprise me?” I went in.
I heard Dream try his luck with John: “You must go, John Constantine. You
must not stay here.”
“Naw, I’m intrigued. ‘Sides, me girl’s in there.”
I was surprised that he still considered Rachel ‘his girl’.
Envelopes and newspapers crinkled underneath my feet. They were in a
haphazard pile on the floor - the mailman had been putting them through the slot
for some time, and nobody had bothered to pick them up.
I groped around the walls for a light-switch, and found one - flicking it
didn’t do anything. The electricity had been shut off.
“Watch out for the human.”
“What do you mean, watch out for the AAH-!” And I tripped on it. The
body. I went sprawling.
I turned around, as John Constantine opened his lighter - in the glow, I could
see him crouched down over the guy.
The guy’s eyes were wide - a frozen mask of terror.
“Is he…?” I asked.
“He is alive. After a fashion. He’s being eaten by dreams.”
Constantine spotted a jimmied-open window nearby, the curtains just faintly
billowing with the breeze. “Burglar, looks like.”
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“With a car in the driveway? That was pretty bold.”
“Unless he was stalking her, an’ knew she lived alone. That, or he’s one of
them creepers - the blighters treat it like a sport, breakin’ into people’s houses
while they’re still at home.”
“That IS creepy. I’m glad the dreams started eating him before he was able
to find Rachel.”
“I’ve been out of me depth before,” said Constantine, “But somethin’ tells
me there are sharks in these depths.” He looked at Dream. “We’ll uh… we’ll stick
together, won’t we?”
“Of course.”
“Are you really that scared, John?” I asked, in a slightly mocking way. I
mean, here was the ‘I-fight-demons-for-breakfast’ hellblazing warlock John
Constantine, acting like he wanted someone to hold his hand for comfort.
He frowned at me, bristling. “Movies. Ol’ dark house. ‘Orrible menace on
th’loose. ‘Let’s split up’. Muffled screams in th’darkness…”
“Yeah, okay, we get it John.”
I was near the bottom of the stairs to the second story. I grabbed the banister
to pull myself up, but there was something unexpectedly wet and slimy on it. I
yanked my hand away. “Yechh…” I said.
“Christ,” Constantine swore, “There’s soh’in all over th’stairs.”
“Yeah, it’s wet. And-”
And.
And I can see the clouds. They look kind of solid. And the ground below
them. That looks REALLY solid. A city of a hundred twinkling lights. I’m falling
fast through the clouds, headed straight for the city.
How did I get here?
Memory fills in: the plane on fire; I jumped…? I was… the pilot? No. A
passenger, maybe?
I don’t want to die. I don’t want to fall. I tell myself it’s not the fall. Falling
doesn’t hurt… it’s when you stop.
I flailed and screamed. I suddenly remembered that this was familiar. This
was a dream - but not mine. “PAUL!!” I screamed.
Dream was falling after me. “Rose!”
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He reached out to me, and grabbed a hold of the back of my robe.
Back. Gasping. Sweating.
Dream’s hands were on my shoulders. He was gazing at me imploringly.
Behind him, John was staring at me - cigarette smoking, hands stuffed
casually in his pockets. “Yeh all right?”
“I’m fine… just a dream… no.” I glanced at Dream: he was infinitely more
concerned than mister nonchalant John. “It’s never ‘just a dream’, is it?”
“No. Here less than other places…” Dream raised an upturned hand. “You
need more light.” A glowing orb appeared floating in the space above his palm.
“Is that better?”
It was not better at all: I could have lived without seeing the stairs in that
much detail.
It was covered in a pulsating mass of red and green… flesh. Innards.
Something alien and biological.
“What IS this stuff?” I asked.
“Human bodies. What is left of them. The woman’s roommates, I surmise.”
Constantine poked at it, watching as the slime oozed off his fingers.
“Constantine!” I reprimanded. “Why are you touching it? Did you not see
what just happened with me?” But then I stopped, realizing. “It’s not affecting you.
Why?”
“Maybe I’ve built up a tolerance, like - I’ve had a few bad trips in me day,”
he said, still messing with it. He seemed both disgusted and fascinated. “It’s still
alive…” he murmured. “How?”
“The Pouch.” Morpheus walked up the stairs with the light. I followed right
on his heels, and Constantine was right on mine.
“Yeh know wot, I’m really startin’ to regret that hot dog an’ coffee I grabbed
to eat before I got here,” he whispered to me. “They’re tryin’ teh fight their way
back up fer air.”
“Hot dogs? Coffee? Are you sure you’re not an American?”
“I left the bubble-and-squeak uneaten in the soddin’ fridge, before the fight
with the demon-blokes.”
“I was thinking more like fish-and-chips with tea. What the hell is bubbleand-squeak?”
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“Potato and cabbage leftovers. Don’t get too excited - I don’t actually ‘ave
any. I don’t cook. At most yeh’ll find me just bungin’ somethin’ in the
microwave.”
“I haven’t eaten anything for days - not anything ‘real’, anyway.”
Constantine stifled a gag with his hand and groaned. “Lucky you...”
Upstairs there was more of the fleshy mass. We came to a hallway, which
was absolutely covered and lined with it - it looked like some sort of diseased
internal passageway, an orifice that tightened reflexively at our approach. Arm-like
tendrils extended and stretched outward from the walls, like that dangly-thing in
the back of your throat. The tear-drop heads turned into blobbish faces.
“Rachel?” I called out. “Are you here?”
A dozen little voices whispered back, all at once: “Leave…” “Leave here…”
“Leave her” “Leave the woman” “Do not disturb her...” “She is ours…”
One of the blob-uvulas peered closely at me. “Get away!” I shouted. “Or
we’ll have to hurt you!”
“Foolish meat things…” “Very foolish” “Hear it posture?” “Hear it
threaten?”
“Let us through.”
“Who said?” “Who spoke?” “Not him” “He’s gone” “All gone…” “Long
gone…”
“This has gone far enough. You have far exceeded your bounds,
Nightmares.”
There was a collective gasp from the blobs. “Master…?” they asked, in
unison.
“Indeed.”
The little voices start wailing, panicked. “Master!” “Do not...” “...chastise...”
“…destroy us!” “SORRY SORRY SORRY” “We thought you long gone…” “Yes
yes...”
“I shall clean this up,” Dream said to me and Constantine. “Please,
continue on.”
Constantine made a frustrated sound. “I thought I told you wot I thought
‘bout splittin’ up.”
“Fret not, John Constantine. I will be here, able to join you in a moment’s
time if you should need my assistance. She is on the other side of the door.”
He meant, of course, the door on the other side of that icky hallway.
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After this, I was determined to throw out the fuzzy slippers I was wearing...
maybe even burn them, just to be safe.
“Come on, John,” I said, taking my first step onto the grisly horror. I felt him
hesitate. I looked back at him, and saw that he was white as a sheet. “John?”
“...I’m comin’,” he said, but I noticed that his eyes were glistening.
Unthinking, I offered my hand to him. He reluctantly took it.
All of a sudden, I got just a brief flash of insight: the image of a young girl,
holding his hand, walking through a hellscape very similar to this hallway.
And then a flash of that girl’s arm, the hand still clasping his - but the rest of
it was hanging limply, because it was separated from the rest of her body.
He wasn't in the hellscape anymore - there were hazy figures of regular
people watching him in horror, but he wasn’t looking at them, and therefore I
wasn’t either: he was… I was, through his eyes… just gazing, dumbstruck, at the
severed arm, hearing the blood drip noisily, plip-plap, onto the basement floor…
I let go, shocked and dismayed by what I had seen.
John must have somehow intuited that I knew what was in his mind. He
broke his gaze away. His latest cigarette was nearly done, so he spat it out onto the
flesh-blobs (which screamed and shuddered a little), fumbled another Silk-Cut into
his mouth with trembling fingers, and put his hands back in his pockets. “I’m
coming,” he reiterated, blinking back tears. “Right behind yeh.”
My heart was breaking for him. I felt bad about taking his hand, and about
letting it go. He never let go, I thought. In more ways than one. “Okay,” was all I
said to him. All I could say. I was real crap at this sort of thing.
It was only a few steps to the door - but through that humid hallway that
smelled of bile and blood, it felt like an excruciatingly long and difficult journey.
There was the faint sound of a female voice behind the door, saying
something inaudible. Rachel. Was she mumbling to herself? There was a strange
cadence to the words.
The doorknob was covered in the fleshy blobby stuff, which I knew might
make me trip out again - and so instead of grabbing it and charging in like I
normally would have with any other door, I very daintily stepped aside and let the
traumatized man do it for me.
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He took a deep breath of that rank hallway air and turned the handle. The
door swung open with a creak, and the odor that wafted out of that room and
assaulted our nostrils made the hallway smell pleasant by comparison: it was like a
sewer, a morgue, and a garbage dump all wrapped up into one, laced with the
particularly pungent smell of nail polish remover. It made my already-empty
stomach still feel like hurling, and turning itself inside-out just to start over fresh.
Meanwhile, John Constantine just stood there in the doorway, staring with wide
eyes.
I could hear a weak, raspy voice faltering sharply over the notes of a song,
squeaking in places like rusty metal:
“Dream dream dreeeam… whenever I want you…”
I looked inside.
I wished I hadn’t.
There was only one source of light, a small window - and there was precious
little light that could filter in through the sheer window curtains.
It was too much.
The ragged mess of hair moved toward the nightstand; the naked back that
trailed behind looked only vaguely human, covered in cankerous sores surrounded
by rings of angry, inflamed red flesh.
There was a framed picture on the nightstand, of Rachel (dressed for a night
on the town with a sexy black skirt, and looking like a celebrity with her
sunglasses and a flash of her million-watt smile). She was walking with
Constantine clinging to her arm (who looked like a startled deer in the headlights,
or a crook slinking away front he scene of the crime).
Next to the picture frame, a leather pouch sagged open, with some of its
glinting, granular contents spilled out over the top surface of the nightstand. It was
definitely Dreamsand, I could feel it.
A shriveled hand reached toward it, fingering the yellow sand with ragged
and equally-yellow nails. It took a pinch of the sand between shaky fingers, and the
arm wobbled, bringing it under the mass of tangled hair, and making a dry sucking
sound.
The body limply, slowly rolled back onto the bed pillows, head lolling to the
side. Her breasts sagged over sharply-defined rib bones and a swollen stomach;
every inch of her pallid skin, from her sunken eyes to her skeletal jutting-out hipbones, were covered in greenish spots of necrosis. The bed was soiled.
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“... All I have to do… is DREE-EE-EE-EE-EAM…” she croaked out, the
last of her broken, scratchy melody (no, I did not know that the word I was looking
for was ‘scritchy’, but you’re exactly right - the perfect combination of scratchy
and screechy. Thank you, Delirium).
“Rachel,” Constantine breathed.
The corpse-woman twitched her head. She seemed to take notice of him for
the first time. “...Johnny?” She sounded somewhat hopeful, but then she saw me
and grimaced, stretching her flaky and blistered lips taught over yellowed teeth.
“What’re you doing with HER?!” she roared.
“We’re here to help you,” I said, because John wasn’t saying anything. “You
need to stop taking the Dreamsand, Rachel. It’s making you sick.”
“No,” she hoarsely rasped. “You’re here to take it from me!”
“Rachel-” I began as I stepped inside the room.
Except I didn’t.
What I stepped into was a different place altogether.
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-22“The High Cost of Living”

Iridescent soap bubbles drifted aimlessly across where we sat, listening to my
mother Rose, accompanied by a soft burbling sound.
My younger sister Delirium was fast asleep, her mouth forming a perfect ‘o’,
through which she was breathing out colorful wobbling bubbles with every snoring
exhale.
Rose looked annoyed. “How is it POSSIBLE for her to fall asleep, listening
to all the scary shit I was describing?”
“Well for one thing, she really wasn’t listening too carefully,” remarked
Desire.
“Because some people aren’t very sophisticated,” theorized Cain. “They
cannot possibly appreciate the finer points of a horror story, well-crafted and welltold.”
“You know Cain, that’s surprisingly sweet of you to say,” said my mother.
Abel beamed, as though he had been complimented rather than his brother.
“He c-can be ve-very sweet suh-sometimes,” he said.
Cain turned on him. “Sometimes?! I’m ALWAYS an exemplar of sweetnatured temperament! My only very-occasional lapses are merely the result of the
inevitable ignorance, idiocy, and galling incompetence of others, taxing my
patience beyond what can be reasonably endured.”
“Delirium does not find the events you have described to be overly strange,
Mother,” I explained. “Nothing you have said is divorced from the foundation of
reason, nor the necessary principles of cause and effect; though she would not find
it a curious thing if it had been. Indeed, she finds very little to be surprised or
shocked about - her realm is, after all, one comprised of madness.”
“And there was a distinct lack of fish involved,” Desire commented archly.
“I think I might be the one to tell the rest of this part,” said Death, rather
soberly, as she sat beside me on the bench of white marble. “I have some insights
and an angle that might be kinda interesting - maybe even helpful, who knows?”
Everyone, with the notable exception of the sleeping Delirium (whose
bubbles were now becoming thoughts of their own - they were taking the shape of
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random numbers, and forming paradoxical equations as they merged and battled
one another) turned their full attention to Death.
“Yeah, that’s fine,” said Rose. “Go ahead.”
My sister Death put her hands together, in a very feminine gesture. “Peachykeen!” she said, cheerfully. “Well now, how do I begin? Oh yeah, that’s right: John
Constantine. I should start with him. He knew me really, really well - perhaps
better than anybody else. More than was healthy, even.
-Death’s TaleI know what you’re gonna say, Cain: don’t start at the beginning. But I just can’t
help myself, really - babies are just so gosh-darn cute.
Every single one of them - even the ones who are supposedly malformed, or
in some way cause their parents grief.
Or the ones who accidentally push their mothers into my arms, while still
inside of her womb.
John did just that. At the moment that his life began in earnest, hers ended.
And not just hers, either: John had a twin brother, who was caught up and
strangled by John’s umbilical cord.
When John was born, it was no less a miracle than any other act of creation.
So in the midst of death, there was life.
That’s the way it is, sometimes: you can’t have one without the other.
Definition through contrast. It’s what life is all about.
Some people can understand that, and take it in stride; others can’t.
John’s dad was one of the latter.
He utterly adored his wife, and he’d actually been really excited to be a
father; he was all set to give up drinking, and he’d promised his pregnant wife that
he wouldn’t go back to hitting her once the kids were born. But instead of adding
two twin boys to his life, he now had no wife, and only one son, a tiny preemie
who had to be cut from her lifeless body.
There’s more ways to die than just one (fun fact: some people call orgasms a
‘little death.’ I love that). Everything that is born eventually dies; everything that
has a beginning has an end. As far as John’s father was concerned, his life was
over - even though his broken heart was still technically beating.
And it wasn’t long before the beatings started for young John.
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His first really bad thrashing was when he was four, and what prompted it
was him taking a toy truck apart that had been gifted to him by his aunt (who
helped look after him while his dad was working on the docks). After he’d
dismantled it, John didn’t know how to put it back together again. When his dad
saw all the parts strewn all over the floor, John was in trouble.
That’s why I’m glad that I get a chance to talk to everybody when they’re
born, even though they don’t remember it. Since you’re all here, I’ll go ahead and
tell you what it is - it’s no big secret, and it’s the same for everyone.
All I tell them is ‘I love you. Even if nobody else ever does (which is
possible, but unlikely) and no matter what you do, or what happens to you during
your lifetime, I will always love you, forever.’ That’s it.
I don’t like anyone to be alone. It’s my thing, the basis for all that I do.
That’s why I’m there for them at the beginning, and at the end. And regardless of
whether they embrace me like a lover, or curse me as an enemy, I’m still going to
be their friend. Once they’re dead and I arrive to take them to their final
destination, I’ll repeat what I said to them when they were alive, if they want to
hear it.
It’s actually kind of a shame that nobody living ever remembers what I said
to them at birth - I know there’s an awful lot of people for whom it would mean an
awful lot. But I like to think that it’s buried in their little noggins somewhere,
amongst the treasure trove of memories locked away that they just can’t access,
because their brains were too doughy and undeveloped at the time to process it.
Speaking of locking things away, that’s the first act of magic that John ever
performed: he got a little box, and everything that he thought made him weak and
vulnerable (or were just problematic, like his crush on his older stepsister, who
became part of his family when his father remarried), he put inside the box and
locked up tight, hiding it away in his bedroom closet.
Magic came easily to John. He knew how everything worked, on an intuitive
level, and he believed in everything.
He also loved everything. No, really - while other people tend to find some
things or people unlovable, John could never bring himself to think like that. He
saw literally everything as being of equal value. It’s one of the things I always
liked about him.
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Not everybody looked kindly upon this trait, however. It scared them. They
worried that the boy couldn’t tell the difference between good and bad, right from
wrong.
John loved movies. Even though his father was a working stiff who never
had much money to his name - and what little he had was usually spent on booze
and cigarettes - whenever he could he would take John to the movies (in fact, John
got to go to a movie called ‘The Sword and the Rose’, a Disney live-action
costume drama, with his dad when he was only a couple months old - they were
thrown out of the theatre, not because John was fussing but because his father was,
loudly proclaiming that the film was ‘shite’ and ‘bollocks’. He avoided Disney
movies for a while after that, but a couple years later he finally relented when his
son saw a poster for ‘Lady and the Tramp’ and expressed his enthusiastic interest).
But whenever John was told a story that ended with the death of the evil
villain, he’d always cry and ask why they couldn’t be saved. This never failed to
earn him a hard smack from his father, which was intended to teach him two
things: one, crying was for sissies; two, bad seeds deserve to get punished; and…
well, I guess I should have said three things, because the third thing John was
supposed to learn from his father’s fists was that you represented whatever it was
you sympathized with.
This was before he got the box, by the way - and it was definitely one of the
things he included in it, to spare him some beatings from his father. Once it was
safely locked away in the box and hidden, he never cried for the villain ever again.
He’d always say ‘serves ‘em right’ - except this didn’t really solve the problem,
because he started saying the same thing when the heroes died, too.
His father was very religious. He enrolled his son into very religious
schools, where he hoped that the nuns and priests would set him straight (in more
ways than one). The main thing that John learned from this education was just how
much stuff he needed to put in the box. And as he grew older, the list kept
growing.
Eventually, he decided he’d had enough.
He was a teenager, and he was being bullied for being TOO good. ‘Saint
John’ they started calling him, because he had no real vices to speak of. It was
weird, they said, and he was ‘no fun’ to be around.
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And it wasn’t just the kids bullying him, either - adults began to whisper that
he wasn’t normal. That he was ‘queer.’ You can bet the kids picked up on that as
well, and ran with it.
A couple of the adults hoped that his moral perfectionism would mean that
he would eventually enter the priesthood, but they were skeptical - and they had
every right to be, because they found that John had ‘difficulty’ grasping the
concepts they were trying to teach him - and because his natural inquisitiveness
usually led him down paths that were contrary to what they had intended.
The other thing they hoped was that he might become a classical musician.
He loved singing in choir, and seemed to have a knack for any musical instrument
he could get his hands on. However, this too was a problem - he wasn’t playing the
cool stuff that the other kids liked. It was too old and boring, too pretty, the songs
too devotional and devoid of sexually-charged lyrics. And also, he was too good at
it - his skill impressed the teachers, but it made the other kids jealous.
Saint John, the gay music nerd, was not a persona that he wanted to live with
for the rest of his life.
So John opened up the box, and he brought some stuff back out of it.
And that was the death of ‘Saint’ John.
The first vices he picked up were easy - they just required him to steal his
father’s smokes and booze, which already littered the house.
Sex was a little trickier, but not by much - he figured out pretty quickly what
girls liked, and what boys liked (he brought that one out of the box, too everybody already assumed he was queer, so he figured he might as well not limit
his options). In no time at all, he’d figured out how to get pretty much anyone
coaxed into joining him for some good ‘ole-fashioned debauchery.
And then came the partying, and the rock n’ roll music, and the drugs - the
60’s came just at the right time for John, and from the time of his fall-from-grace
onward, he dedicated himself to really livin’ it up to the max.
It wasn’t long before John stumbled upon the occult - or, rather, that the
occult stumbled over him. When you belong to a very specific niche of people namely, in this case, the circle of magicians - those kinds of people and things tend
to have a habit of finding you.
It started out as a way to further scandalize people, and then became a way
of making a little extra cash by entertaining (and/or swindling) people with parlor
tricks, and then just became a way of life.
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Never again would he be accused of being a goody-two-shoes square - in
fact, he became such a hellion that some people began to secretly wonder if he
could possibly be the antichrist, the spawn of Satan himself.
He was having the time of his life.
And then I came back into his life, in a pretty big way.
Not long after John ran away from home for the last time, John saw the Sex Pistols
perform live in London - their gnarly aesthetic, devil-may-care attitude and
working class ethos inspired him to form a band of his own: Mucous Membrane.
They had one original single, called ‘Venus of the Hardsell’, produced by
the label S’Not Music (teehee). They had a neat look, and their sound… well let’s
just focus on the positives, shall we? Like I said, they had a neat look: John’s hair
was all spiked up, like a medieval morningstar, and his jacket was black and spiky
too, and his shirt looked like it had been clawed apart by a beast. The others Angie the keyboardist, Chas the roadie, Beano the drummer, Gary the songwriter
and lead guitarist, and Les the bassist - were okay-looking too, but I gotta admit, I
liked John’s get-up the best of all.
Anyway, their debut gig was at The Casanova Club in Newcastle, run by a
real piece of work: an occult magician named Logue. He was super into all the
Aleister Crowley sex-magic orgies and demon-summoning stuff - which is why
Logue took a liking to our young warlock John, and tried to give him his first big
break. This was made just a little bit harder due to the fact that his other bandmates
couldn’t actually sing or play to save their lives, but not impossible - because
thankfully, lack of talent is never an insurmountable obstacle on the path to
superstardom, as long as you’ve got connections and an interesting look. They had
the look, and with Logue, they had the connection.
Everybody who moved in occult circles knew Logue was a crap-head of the
first order - but John didn’t know just what that meant until he noticed Logue
bringing his young daughter Astra to the very not-kid-friendly club, sitting her on
his knee and stroking her while she stared out blankly, like a white-faced doll. John
didn’t stay for the after-hours festivities Logue invited him to - he couldn’t
stomach the idea of being around for that. But he wasn’t a hero - and Logue was
paying their bills.
Except that Logue stiffed them on the pay for their gig.
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Not wanting to rock the boat, the band let it go at first. But then a couple
years passed, and they decided they needed to make a music video, and they
needed the cash that Logue had promised them in order to produce it.
John, whether consciously or not, decided to mix his two lives up in a
blender - the music one, and the magic one.
John figured that Logue might actually be packing some real demonic heat,
so he gathered up the best crew he could come up with for storming an occultist’s
lair: Frank, a biker and ex-Vietnam vet, on holiday from trouble in California;
Judith, a woman John met in a North Beach ashram studying tantric yoga and the
sex-magic of the East; a lonely and middle-aged psychic named Anne-Marie, who
was not-so-secretely in love with John; Ritchie, a computer expert and quantum
magic pioneer; Gary from the band, who was a minor conjurer; and Benjamin, a
teenage genius and ghosthunter with an encyclopedic knowledge of the arcane.
Chas came along too, but he stayed in the van - ready to provide a quick getaway,
if they should need it.
When they broke in, The Casanova Club was quiet, and looked deserted.
Anne-Marie could sense that something really bad had happened there.
Anne-Marie led them deeper inside, trying to locate the source of the
psychic disturbance, and found the little girl, Astra, surrounded by dead bodies.
Anne-Marie read the little girl’s mind, and didn’t like what she saw.
The girl had tapped into the occult powers of her father in order to summon
a demon, to protect her and to punish those that had abused her.
The demon was still on the loose.
They split up.
Anne-Marie was placed in a protection circle with the little girl.
John, Judith and Gary got all their gear out of the van, and prepared to do a
little ‘tantric’ magic to summon a demon of their own - one powerful enough to
overcome the demon summoned by Astra.
Frank, under John’s orders, set explosives to blow up the joint if things went
badly.
Benjamin was supposed to stay in the van with Chas. Unfortunately, he
snuck away with his camera equipment, wanting to get a recording of a real
supernatural entity.
John did everything by the book - literally. He followed the directions of the
grimoire Benjamin had found for him, line by line, like a nervous amateur chef
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trying out a new recipe for the first time. And he had all the ingredients called for
in the magical cookbook as well: he had the robes, the candles, the knives, and the
chalices. He even had the black cat to sacrifice, just in case the demon demanded
one (it was listed in the book as ‘optional’ - and while John liked dogs infinitely
more than he liked cats, he wasn’t going to kill any animals if he didn’t have to).
He didn’t know at that point that all the ritual stuff was mostly just theatre, to
impress and flatter the marks - just like in showbiz, all you really needed for a
summoning was the right contacts and a bit of nerve.
He said all the words. Performed all the steps. Nothing.
Then they heard Benjamin screaming.
The magicians stopped what they were doing, and ran to him, as did Frank
the biker vet. A gigantic wolf-demon was upon him. Frank shot the thing with a
shotgun, while John got the kid away. The demon bounded off.
But it was too late to really save him - he was badly messed up, both
physically and mentally. He was taken back to the van to recover, but he never did
- instead he found some drugs left behind in the van, and used enough of it to take
his own life. I picked him up, and took him to his new home. He was a nice kid - I
hope whatever afterlife awaited him was a good one.
More screaming, this time coming from upstairs, where the protection circle
was drawn around Anne-Marie and Astra. Then the older woman’s voice ceased,
leaving Astra’s screams alone. Then, abruptly, there was silence.
Anne-Marie had left the protection circle - what she thought was John had
bid her to come to him, and help him with the sex-magicking. When she embraced
him, this not-John turned to acid and burned her, and she blindly fell through the
window, and then to me below. She told me she wished she’d gone with her PlanA career choice, which was to become a nun - the only reason she hadn’t decided
to take vows was because of her lust for guys like John, but she had still died a
virgin anyway. I told her that it wasn’t all bad - it might have been too late for her
to get deflowered body-wise, but whether it was too late to indulge in sex
depended upon her concept of heaven.
By the time John and the crew got upstairs, Astra was the only one there or, I should say, the only living, mortal human being that was up there. She was
calling the gigantic wolf-demon to her, like any little girl would be calling for her
pet.
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John and company braced themselves, thinking they were about to witness
Astra being torn apart by the wolf-demon - but Astra ripped the wolf-demon’s head
off instead.
And then it became all too clear - the summoning had worked, just not as
John had intended.
It was inside the girl.
John attempted to cast the demon out of the girl, but the demon within Astra
laughed, and said that if John used his true name, he might have the power to
control him; but John had used the wrong name, and as such did not have any
binding authority over ‘Nergal’.
Also, as John had not sacrificed the cat, Nergal was allowed to claim
whatever he wanted as his fee for answering the summons. John offered himself,
but Nergal chuckled and said that John’s soul was already damned, meaning it
wasn’t a very valuable prize for him - so instead, he chose Astra.
The demon Nergal dragged Astra into the mouth of Hell - a fuzzy photocopy
of Hell, anyway - but John grabbed Astra’s hand, and was pulled along with her.
For the first time in a long while, John prayed. ‘Please, God,” he said, “Let
there be light.”
And there was light, at the end of that hellish tunnel. Squeezing Astra’s
hand, he led them towards it…
...And then he was back.
He’d done it! He’d led an innocent soul from Hell to salvation. Maybe that
was enough to turn him from a soul that was wretched and damned to ‘a bloody
saint’, as he would say.
But that’s when he heard, and saw, the blood. Dripping from Astra’s arm.
That was all he had left of her. She was gone.
The demon came roaring back from the mouth of hell, as a monstrous,
blobular thing with multiple faces and tentacles, reaching out for all of them.
Frank tried the shotgun, but it didn’t work - so, at the last moment before it
grabbed them and dragged them all to hell, he set off the explosives.
John was blasted out the upper-story window, and landed on the pavement
below.
John’s body was crushed. The Casanova Club was on fire. John could feel
his life ebbing away, and he was fully prepared to meet me (even though he didn’t
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really know about me, exactly). And I, for my part, was kinda happy at the
prospect of meeting up with him again, this time in a way that he would remember.
But when a shadow appeared, blocking the fiery glow of the burning club, it
was not me who stood over him.
It was Chas. The only one of the crew left still alive, other than John
himself.
Because yeah, he had been blasted through a window - but not before he’d
stepped onto that path that he had used to elude me so many times before: the
synchronicity wave highway.
On the more literal motorway, Chas drove him to the hospital in the Mucous
Membrane van, taking every shortcut he knew. Other than the lack of medical
equipment, it was as good as an ambulance.
And you might think that’s it, right? Chas, his loyal friend, was right there
ready to save his life. Fortuitous synchronicity.
But ultimately, it wasn’t Chas who saved his life.
It was Nergal.
John was too beat up to survive, and was moments away from death… when
the demon showed up at John’s hospital bedside.
Nergal used his own blood to give John a transfusion.
The demon’s blood healed Constantine, saving his life.
Nergal had his reasons, of course - and I won’t get into them right now,
because it’ll lead to this whole other tangent story full of angels and demons and
the war between Heaven and Hell. Suffice it to say, Constantine’s blood was
demonically tainted forevermore, and that suited Nergal’s purposes just fine.
But it’s a really neat little example of how it’s not always the good who save
you; just like it’s not always the wicked who send you to see me.
The Synchronicity Wave Highway. If I didn’t know better, I’d say he was
playing hard to get - but I do know better. He’s the Laughing Magician:, a slippery,
hard-to-pin-down con-man, who laughs in the face of those he cheats. Who better
to cheat than Death herself?
Unfortunately, he could only cheat and steal life on his own behalf - as Rose can
probably tell you, outliving everybody else can be its own form of Hell. And John
experienced this more painfully than most.
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The experience at Newcastle left him pretty shaken. His stepsister Cheryl
was already worried that her brother was going down a dark path, and had picked
up some dangerous habits along the way - but when she checked in on him after
Newcastle, what she saw was way, way worse.
He was living in a squalid flat, burying himself in burnt-out cigarettes and
empty bottles. He’d canceled everything to do with Mucous Membrane, and
wouldn’t take calls from his bandmates, or anyone who wasn’t Cheryl for that
matter. He only went outside to pick up more Silk Cuts and booze, or to gamble for
enough money to pay the rent. He rarely showered or shaved anymore, and he gave
up the hair gel and the black leather jackets.
John the hard-partying punk rockstar was dead - and in his place was a
reeking hobo with paranoia in his eyes. Cheryl could tell, from the way his eyes
would dart around the room, that he was seeing things that weren’t there; she also
caught him muttering things to them. She told him he needed to get help. He told
her to leave.
At Cheryl’s insistence, John’s father came to the flat to talk to his son.
John opened the door, and saw his father standing there, in the rain, wearing
an old tan trenchcoat.
John told him to ‘piss off’, and slammed the door in his face.
And that’s the last time that he saw his father alive.
When John went with Cheryl to the morgue to identify the body, they were
given the clothes he was wearing at the time of the ‘violent mugging’... which
included the tan trenchcoat. It was the only thing of his father’s that he kept, and he
wore it pretty much exclusively from that point forward, refusing to wash it no
matter what kind of hellgunk or bits of gore got on it - John didn’t want to wash
away any traces of his father that he could keep close to him at all times. Despite
all the bad memories - and despite the last one being tinged with sadness and guilt
- the coat reminded him that, in the end, his father really did love him.
After his father’s death, John checked himself into Ravenscar, a secure
health facility for the mentally deranged - basically, Arkham Asylum for the folks
across the pond.
No one ever visited - it was only when he got out, years later, that he learned
that his sister Cheryl, her husband, and their daughter - John’s niece - had been
attacked in their home and killed.
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John began to suspect that somehow the deaths of his father and Cheryl were
related when someone began to threaten to frame him for their murders (which was
an easy thing to - it wasn’t just the reports from Ravenscar, but also his own
private journals that showed that he’d had unrequited feelings for his stepsister,
guilt over the death of a little girl, and hatred for his abusive father). He thought
perhaps Nergal was behind it, but he found out that it was actually a serial killer
named The Family Man.
It’s not true that there are no serial killers anywhere other than in America the ones elsewhere are just not as big on attention-seeking. The Family Man
worked as a cop for many years, and thus got to know families - and then he would
hunt them down.
You know the one I’m talking about, right Rose? You met him, after all albeit in a slightly different form.
As a cop, he knew that the most likely suspects were always the family
members of the victims - so once the deeds were done, he would cover his tracks
by framing one of the bereaved family members. It was the perfect plan, and
allowed him to commit dozens of murders without anyone knowing that a serial
killer was even out there.
John tracked him down and killed him.
Unfortunately, I didn’t know what to do with him - The Family Man, I
mean. He was one of those destined for Hell, but the gates of Hell were locked up
tight. So I took him to my place - didn’t let him inside, of course, just let him hang
out with all the other lost souls. It was becoming a veritable CITY of pain and
suffering junkies, all camped out on the grounds outside my house. It was unBELIEVE-able. But I really shouldn’t complain too much - after all, my brother
Dream was suffering in captivity at the time, and couldn’t do anything about the
mess that he had left behind.
Let’s fast-forward a bit, to the night that Rose, my brother Dream, and John broke
into Rachel’s house.
Other than an occasional visit with my siblings, I don’t usually come to see
anyone until their time is up - but that’s more of a habit born from convenience
than a hard, fast rule. I just don’t have the opportunity to cross paths with the living
that often, and most of them don’t have enough experience with the supernatural to
understand what I am.
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So in this case, I broke from convention and made a very special exception on my way to pick up the soul of someone who was dying, I stopped and had a
chat with John Constantine.
He was back in his own personal hell, the Ravenscar Mental Health
Hospital.
Rachel had put him there, when he stepped into her room to follow Rose.
“Hello, John,” I said to the unkempt man curled up in the corner, in a pale
hospital gown.
He startled, and turned to me sharply. “Who the bloody hell’re you?”
“A friend,” I said. “Sometimes.”
“What’re you? Wait, lemme guess: demon? Vengeful goddess? Th’ghost a’
some chick I shagged, an’ then never phoned back afterwards? Well if you died of
AIDS, luv, it wasn’t my banana wot done it - I’ve been tested proper regular.”
“I’m not a ghost, John. And you know that the better way to protect your
partners would be to always wear a condom, right? Surely I don’t have to school
you on safe sex practices?”
He looked me up and down. “You’re a mite cutesy to be a succubus. Which
is a cryin’ shame - I could really do with one a’those right ‘bout now.”
I gave a small laugh. “I see you haven’t lost your sense of humor. That’s
really good, John - it means there’s hope for you yet.”
John dryly chuckled. “Nah… ‘fraid it doesn’t mean that at all, luv.” He
shivered, holding and scratching himself relentlessly. “So if you ‘ent any a’the
usual suspects, what’re you then? Soh’in worse, I expect?”
“Depends,” I said.
“On wot?”
“Your perspective. I’m Death.”
His expression changed rapidly: from one of slack-jawed, dumbfounded
surprise, to a roguish smile of amusement - like I was pulling his leg, and he was
catching on to the ruse. “All right luv, let me set you straight: firstly, there ‘ent no
such person as death.
Second, th’bloody Grim Reaper’s supposed to be this tall bloke, see, with a
pinched bone-face, all skeletal-like; an’ he’s supposed ta be wearing a dark robe,
like a dead monk, an’ carryin’ ‘round a big fuckin’ hourglass, an’ a big fuckin’
scythe, with a big fuckin’ white horse underneath his arse; an’ fer reasons
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unknown to yours truly, ‘e’s got himself a penchant for playing chess with
Scandinavians.
He’s… well, ‘e’s GRIM, ‘ent ‘e? No offense to the whole teenage-runawayslash-good-girl-gone-bad look you’ve got goin’ on (I honestly dig it, I really do,
it’s dishy) but yer ‘bout as grim as a birthday cake, luv… one with a bunch
a’bloody goddamn SPRINKLES onnit.
Third thing is, this Grim Reaper - he don’t exist neither. So you can stop
‘avin’ a good laugh at me expense, an’ tell me who you REALLY are.”
“I’m the Dream King’s older sister.”
“Sooo… that makes you the Queen of Hearts, then? You’re certainly pretty
enough.”
I smiled, and sat down next to him. “I’m Death,” I repeated.
His face fell, and he exhaled with relief. “Aw Christ, thank all the pricks in
Heaven for me! All right then - I’m ready to go whenever you are, luv.”
“Mm, ‘fraid not,” I said. “I’m not here for you, actually.”
“Well bugger me sideways. Who’s the lucky chap yeh came for, then?”
“It’s a woman, actually.”
“Ahhh, it’s like that, is it? You cheeky little rebel you. Can I watch?”
“No, it’s sort of a private thing. Sorry.”
“S’alright. Worth a shot.”
“I just thought I’d check in on you, see how you’re doing.”
“I’m doing bloody perfect, darlin’ - never been better. Now kindly sod off
an’ let me enjoy the nuthouse in peace, will ya?”
“You’re not in the nuthouse anymore, John. You left, remember? You’re
dreaming.”
John shook his head. “I don’t dream in this place. It’s in the drugs, see? The
bloody medication stops you DREAMING.” John paused to think about that,
staring off into the distance. “I was so glad to be rid of the nightmares, it’s taken
me ‘til now ta realize. Christ, whacked into limbo by the chemical cosh, eh? So
that’s their game. Well, sod ‘em, from now on the pills go straight down the
bloody khazi.” John crawled over to the toilet, grinning madly. “Ha, see ‘em
swirlin’ in the vortex, rattlin’ ‘round the bend ‘an down the tubes… gurglin’ on to
waste.” He made a whooshing sound with his mouth, and a stirring gesture over
the bowl. “Wish I could follow ‘em - pipe dreams, eh?
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Nah, I’d rather face the terror on me own terms. I know a few tricks for
fighting demons - some of ‘em even WORK. Let the bastard nightmares come,
bringing their threshing jaws to chew the quiet, peaceful night to bloody tatters.
I’m a gambler, I’ll take my chances on the Catherine Wheel of Fortune…”
“You’ve spent a lot of time with my little sister, I can tell. If I was a different
sort of girl, I’d be jealous.”
“Who’s yer sister, then? Th’tooth fairy?”
I giggled. “Oh, she’d LOVE that, seriously - maybe she is something like
that, sometimes. But her name’s Delirium, and she’s in charge of all the madness.”
“Ah, I see. Well can you pass along a message to ‘er? Tell ‘er I FUCKIN’
HATE HER GUTS - for wot she’s done ta me, an’ to the world at large.”
“That’s not nice. She ADORES you - she thinks of you as one of her best
friends.”
“Wif friends like ‘er, I don’t need enemies do I? But I got me a swell hatful
a’those as well. I stand by wot I said. Tell her I said ta piss off.”
“You can tell her that yourself - she’ll hear it just fine, believe me. Ranting
against an unseen entity is kinda her thing. So: have you decided where you’re
going? When the time comes?”
John was very still, poised over the toilet bowl. “Wot’re you on about now?”
“Well, you didn’t seem all too worried when you thought I’d come to take
you to my realm. Does that mean you’ve got a nice afterlife picked out?”
He looked over his shoulder at me, frowning. “Havin’ another good laugh,
are we? It’s bloody obvious I’m not cut out for the harp-an’-wings life - I’m not
sure wot’s going on with Hell anymore, but I won’t be goin’ anyplace nice when I
shuffle off th’mortal coil. That much’s fer sure.”
“Why’s that?”
“Cause I’m a real nasty piece of work - just ask anybody.”
“Bad enough for Hell?”
“Hope so - I committed me first murder ‘fore I was even born. Strangled me
own brother.”
“Oh John, that wasn’t your fault.”
“That’s wot everyone kept tellin’ me. But it don’t make it any less true. Me
dad said th’other one, the one I killed, was a real looker - a beautiful, healthy little
tyke if there ever was one. Would’ve been th’golden boy of the family, th’apple a’
me dad’s eye, if he’d been allowed ta grown up. But instead, the one who came out
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of me mam’s womb alive, kickin’ and shriekin’ like hell, was me - an ornery, ugly,
sickly littel bastard. I was so ugly, me dad told th’nurses I wasn’t ‘is - told ‘em to
suffocate me with a pillow an’ have done wif it. They didn’t, a’course - more’s
th’pity.”
“Murder requires intention - and fetuses don’t have that, believe me.”
“I dunno, I’ve always been th’weird one, haven’t I? I ‘ad the ‘gift’, if you
can call it that. Maybe, just maybe, I sensed that me womb-mate was gonna be
better ‘n me - was gonna suck up all th’love an’ attention, an’ leave me with
nuthin’. So I took me umbilical cord, an’ I strangled the bastard before he ‘ad a
chance.” He leaned over the toilet, white-knuckling the edge. “If it weren’t for me
doing that, me mam would still be alive.”
I laughed. “Oh, I get it now - you really do LIKE this stuff, don’t you?”
“Wot?”
“Well, here I was thinking that, at some point, maybe you’d like to see your
mom, and your brother, and your dad and your sister for that matter, on the other
side. But you like pain too much. And you’re too chickenshit to face them. You’re
afraid that they'll tell you ‘no, we love you and always have, dummy’ - so afraid
that you’re willing to go Hell, just to deny them the opportunity.”
John spun around and pointed at me. “That’s a load of rubbish! Me dad ‘ad
not’in but hatred for me, an’ me mam an’ brother would ‘ave too, if they’d lived
long enough ta see wot I’d become!”
“You know that’s not true. You kept your father’s coat, because he came to
see you. Because he was worried about you.”
“‘E thought I’d gone off me ‘ead, an’ he was right.” John looked
contemplative for a moment. “Yeh keep talkin’ as if I got a CHOICE about where
me soul goes when I die.”
“Of course you do. Everyone always has a choice - we all choose what it is
we believe in, and that belief becomes our reality. And you’ll choose Hell.”
“How can you be sure?”
“You can go ahead and tell me that I’m wrong. You can throw some insults
in there too, while you’re at it. Really, go ahead - I don’t mind.”
John glared at me unhappily. “I don’t deserve heaven, after wot I done.”
“Bingo! That’s it, right there: the reason you’ll go to Hell and suffer
punishment is because you think you deserve to, and you just wouldn’t be happy
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otherwise. So, now that we’ve established the reason you’ve damned yourself to
Hell, let’s dig a little deeper into the nuts and bolts of that belief.”
“You sound like me shrink.”
“Besides the stuff about little unborn baby-you killing your twin brother on
purpose (which we can definitely rule out, because I was there when you were
born, and you weren’t murderous at all - just a normal squishy baby, like all the
rest) what else have you done that’s so awful?”
“Oh I’ve got plenty of other deaths on me conscience - the Newcastle Crew
top amongst them.” He swallowed. “...And Astra.”
“Astra isn’t in Hell, you know,” I told him.
“Wot? But, I saw - the demon ‘ad her, an’…”
“You saw what Nergal wanted you to see - because he wants YOU, John.
Not Astra. You. Demons don’t get to decide where people go when they die. Astra
was innocent - and, unlike you, she knew she didn’t deserve Hell. She got enough
of it when she was alive.”
“Where is she?”
“Actually, she’s been living with me - she didn’t have anywhere else she
wanted to be, so we’ve been having fun at my place.” John’s eyes were swimming
with tears of joy listening to me. I was really glad we were having this talk. “She’s
okay, John.”
John choked on a sob. “Aaw GAWD, you don’t know… how much that
means for me ta hear...”
“Any time. So, have you changed your mind about Hell?”
John wiped away tears and snot with sniffling and gasping, making a sort of
‘hunff, hunff’ hyperventilating sound. “I-I’ll think ‘bout it…”
“Good. You do that John.” I put a hand on his shoulder. “But don’t think too
long - you never know when even YOUR brand of suped-up luck is gonna run out.
And I tend to show up when you least expect it. So try to live your best life for me
until then, okay?”
He threw his arms around me. “I’d call you an angel, ‘cept I know too well
what righteous wankers they are,” he said with a wet sniffle, into my shoulder. “I
hate those feathered pricks. But, I… I LOVE you.”
“Thank you, John. I love you too. But sorry to say, I’ve got an appointment
to pick up Rachel now. Take care.”
“Wot?”
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But he was alone, and his arms were empty - the only thing left of me, in
that dark little corner of Rachel’s constructed Nightmare, was the sound of my
wings.
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-23“Sweet Dreams”

My mother Rose looked deep in thought - which, indeed she was.
“What troubles you, my mother?” I asked.
“Hmm? Oh, nothing,” she said at first; but not a moment passed before she
reversed course and told us her true mind: “It’s just that, you told Constantine that
he would go wherever it was that he wanted to go, once he died,” and this she
directed at my sister Death.
“Yeah, that’s right,” Death agreed.
“And Hell is in The Dreaming?”
“Yup. Exactly.”
“Is Heaven in The Dreaming as well?”
“Sure. And so is The Nothing - and oblivion, which, funny enough, is not
even remotely the same thing. It all depends on what you believe.”
“So after the Reality Storm. The shift - whatever you want to call it - all
those people basically died.”
“They didn’t ‘basically’ die - they very much DID die. I picked them up and
drove them to their afterlife myself.”
“So then explain to me what you two did for Rachel,” said my mother Rose.
“First, please tell us the rest of what happened from your point of view,
Rose,” said Death. “And then I’ll try to clarify any confusing parts. How does that
sound?”
Rose Walker nodded. “Okay.”
I could feel my sister Death thinking: besides, that’s not really the question
that Rose is asking.
My sister was right: Rose wasn’t actually contemplating Rachel’s fate at all.
She was thinking of my father’s.
“Okay, so we were in Rachel’s nightmare,” my mother Rose began, “except
this time, nobody was asleep; instead of us travelling into The Dreaming, Rachel
had brought The Dreaming to us.”
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“Not the true Dreaming,” I clarified for her, and for the benefit of the other
listeners. “With the Dreamsand, she had created a pocket-dimension of Nightmare
within Reality, separate from the true Dreaming.”
“Right,” said Rose. “But whether it was the ‘true’ one or not, it was very real
for us...
-Rose Walker’s TaleI found Rachel on a park bench, underneath a tree. It was the same kind of park
where I’d met my mother. Rachel was watching the kids play, with a kind of
unhappy, sour expression.
She looked nice, though - in the sense that she wasn’t all zombified and
gross here, in this dream world. She looked exactly the way I remembered her,
before she disappeared: sexy, sassy, and looking for trouble.
“Hi Rose,” she said to me, without looking at me. She had on fashionable
sunglasses that I knew would have cost a fortune in Reality - she probably really
had a pair, but I doubt that she acquired by just simply handing over her hardearned dollars. “Take a seat.”
I did. She looked beat - like she sometimes did with a hangover, after a night
of partying. “What are we doing here, Rachel?” I asked.
“Nothing. Absolutely fucking nothing.”
“Don’t be like that, Rachel. You’re the one that took off without saying
goodbye, or letting me know that you were alright.”
“Because you cared so damn much about me, right?”
“Enough that I didn’t want you to be suffering some kind of horrible abuse,
or be rotting in a ditch somewhere dead without anybody knowing, yeah,” I
snapped. I was really starting to get pissed off at this point. “Turns out, you really
were rotting - but you weren’t dead, and nobody was doing it to you. It figures,
really: you always were your own worst enemy.”
Rachel turned her sunglasses toward me, her dark red lips pursed. “And you
didn’t waste any time pouncing on my leftovers. How long did it take you to ring
him up, huh? A day, an hour after I disappeared? Or did you wait a little longer,
just to make sure I wasn’t coming back?”
“Oh that’s rich,” I said. “You stole his shit and left him high and dry without
a word, just like you did with me. And by the way, not like it matters, but the only
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reason I got in touch with Constantine was to get his help in trying to find you. I
did it for YOU, you ungrateful bitch.”
“Wow, thanks a ton Rosalita! You shouldn’t have.”
“OBVIOUSLY.”
Rachel smiled grimly, and made a snorting laugh. “You’re hopelessly naive,
Rose. It’s really pathetic.”
“What are you talking about?”
“People just do stuff for you, and allow you to believe whatever it is that you
want to believe. It’s… what would Paul call it… enabling?”
“And just what is it I believe that is so wrong, in your estimation?”
“They let you live in a fantasy world, Rosalita. So that you can go around all
doe-eyed, like a helpless, innocent little ingenue, just assuming that everyone else
will protect you out of the goodness of their hearts… like you live in some kind of
goddamn Disney movie. Wake the fuck up, Rose - we don’t live in that kind of
world.”
“That’s not true. I don’t want to be pure and innocent - you KNOW that. It’s
why I hung out with you, and why we were friends - because I wanted to be more
like you.”
“Oh sure, you wanted to flirt around with the idea of being a ‘bad’ girl doing a little bit of this, and a tiny bit of that, dancing around in your tight pants
like fucking Sandra Dee at the end of ‘Grease’. But really, you were just a good
little girl playing dress-up. You didn’t REALLY want to go all the way - and you
wanted to believe everybody else was a goddamn saint at heart, too.”
“Who exactly are you referring to?”
“Paul, for instance. Everybody knew that he was gay, and was just using you
as his beard - everybody except you, that is. And Wanda? She may think she’s
female, but I say she’s a horndog who thinks with her weenie, just like all the rest
of ‘em.”
“You can shut up about Wanda! You don’t even know what you’re talking
about - she’s a better friend than you EVER were!”
“...And now it’s John. You really think he’s following you around out of
CHIVALRY? Because it’s the ‘right thing to do?’ Please, spare me - he’s a guy,
and he’s a BASTARD. He doesn’t give a damn about anybody but himself.
Oh, he’ll help you alright: he’ll step out of the shadows, all trenchcoat and
cigarettes and arrogance, ready to deal with the madness - and if it takes the last
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drop of YOUR blood, he’ll drive your demons away. But once he’s done kicking
them in the balls, and spitting on ‘em while they’re down, he’ll give you a nod, a
wink and a wisecrack, and then he’ll be gone - back into the darkness, alone.
Because who the hell would be crazy enough to walk that path with him?”
“Sounds to me like you’re still in love with him,” I told her, “so I’m
guessing the answer to that rhetorical question is ‘you’?”
Rachel turned away sharply, grinding her teeth together. “Shut up, Rose.”
“Aw, you’re blushing! I didn’t know you could still do that - being the wise,
worldly, mature hoe that you are.”
“You’ll never learn, Rose,” she said in a low, dangerous voice. “You’ll
never know how good you have it, ‘til somebody takes it away from you.” And
then she grabbed something out of her purse: the Pouch of Dreamsand.
“Rachel, give that to me.”
Rachel held it far from my grasp, grinning. “Oh Rosalita, you don’t really
want this stuff - it’s bad for you, and it’s not for kids.”
Rachel grabbed a bit of sand, and cast it outward, into the wind.
It landed on the grass, and caught fire.
The fire grew and spread faster than any real fire ever could, roaring toward
the playing children with a vengeance.
I stood up - and suddenly I spotted my little brother Jed was amongst them.
“JED!” I yelled.
He turned toward me, wide-eyed. “Rose?”
And then the flames leapt onto the children - including Jed. The children
screamed horribly as their clothes and hair caught fire - but not Jed. He walked
toward me, calmly, like he didn’t even realize he was burning.
I was too horrified to scream.
He reached out to me, his skin bubbling as it roasted away. “Rose…” he said
with charred lips. I ran to grab him, hoping to somehow put out the flames that
were eating him alive. He fell forward into my arms, burning and searing me - I
might as well have been embracing a hot lump of coal. And that became rather
literal a moment later, when he crumbled into blackened chunks.
With nothing left of my little brother, except for the white-hot ash sifting
through my fingers and blowing away, I stood there reeling in shock - until I saw
my mother Unity standing before me, surrounded by flames.
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Even though my ribcage was wracked with sobs, I forced out a cry.
“MOM!”
“Don’t let her get away,” she said, as the flames climbed higher, forming a
wall around her.
I could no longer see her - the heat and the glow of the fire, combined with
my tears, took away all ability for me to see clearly.
I turned around, and wiped my stinging eyes just enough to see Rachel,
rising from the park bench to stare at me impassively.
I ran toward her.
But as I did, the ground sank beneath my feet - she watched from up above,
as I sank rapidly into darkness.
I could feel reality shift around me.
I was in water. In the middle of a vast ocean, at night, under a roiling grey sky that
thundered and cracked with lightning. The waves churned around me, and I
bobbed up and down in the foam like a stupid buoy, getting sprayed and slapped
around by the salty seawater. Rain pelted me as well. Water everywhere. As I
gasped, it felt like I was taking into my lungs more water than air.
A voice seemed to come from everywhere at once, taunting: “IT WAS A
DARK AND STORMY NIGHTMARE…” the voice said, followed by a laugh like
a freakin’ hyena.
A particularly towering wave curled over me, and crashed down on top of
me with the force of falling bricks.
It pushed me down under the waves, and I went tumbling and flailing along
the rushing current like a helpless rag doll.
Except that a rag doll would float - I was sinking like a rock.
I grasped toward the surface, kicking, but it was no use. The surface was
getting further and further away up above me, until I could barely see the pale
glowing pulses of the flashing lightning.
This is bullshit, I thought. I can’t allow this. This is a dream, and I’m a
dream Vortex - time to get lucid, and make this dream my bitch.
Which one would win, I wondered? Dream-SAND, or Dream-STONE?
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I did a very superhero-y thing with my fists, bringing them down to my side
with all the force I could muster, and thought of my body being propelled forward
by an emerging volcano.
I could feel the vibrations as the volcano rumbled out of the depths,
expelling lava cooled rapidly by the cold ocean waters. The newborn volcanic rock
reached me, giving me a surface to stand on with my foot; it continued to grow
from underneath, rocketing me toward the surface.
The surface above me stopped undulating, and clouded over.
I realized what was happening, and thankfully had the quick thinking to raise
one of my fists above my head.
My fist broke through the thick layer of ice.
Looking about from the perch of my obsidian spire, I could see that this was
not the endless ocean that I was in before - this was a frozen lake, surrounded by
white tundra, and ringed by snow-capped mountains.
“You can't hide from me, Rachel!” I called out, my voice echoing across the
empty valley.
The ground began to shake violently - and then, the mountains shrugged off
their snowy mantles.
The snow-clouds raced toward me. I ran out toward the open tundra, but I
wasn’t fast enough - the avalanche caught up to me, hurling snow and rocks over
me.
I was buried, packed in the snow.
I could hear footsteps crunching overhead. Rachel. I was sure of it. Probably
trying to check and see if I was dead.
Well, I wasn’t dead - it was just a little hard to move. And it was cold.
But I was hot.
So hot I could melt this snow into a puddle.
I felt the snow liquefy and loosen around me. Enough that I was able to
punch through-and grab an ankle. I heard a surprised shriek through the snow, as she
struggled to pull away - but in actuality, she was just helping me to get up and out.
I crawled to my feet, covered in snow - I’m sure I must have looked like a
powdered donut, or the abominable snowman, as I stood over her.
She was dressed in a fur parka, and she was sobbing, mascara running all
over the place. “You’re ruining my dream!” she cried.
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I outstretched my hand. “Give it back.”
Rachel made an ugly sneer. “Of course… everyone wants it… but you can’t
have it! It’s mine!”
“No it’s not,” I told her, calmly but firmly.
“He sent you, didn’t he? He wants it back…”
“Who, Dream? You know about him?”
“JOHN!” she blurted out. “He… he wants to give it to YOU, doesn’t he?”
“No, he needs… I need to give the Pouch back to its original owner. The
King of Dreams.”
Rachel seemed disoriented then, confused, eyelids fluttering - it was like she
was losing her mind right in front of me, and the deterioration was ramping up.
“Always the hero,” she laughed. “Always, always, always… and I’m just the
stupid junkie whore, is that right?! Maybe that’s why he never did any magic for
me… why he could never really love me...”
I knelt down beside her. “Please,” I said. “John wouldn’t want you to be like
this.”
Rachel laid all the way back onto the snow, beating her fists against the
ground, kicking and screaming at the top of her lungs. Like a tantrum-throwing
kid. It was startling, only because you don’t expect a grown-ass woman to be
throwing such a classic toddler-style fit.
But I pitied her more than I feared her antics at this point. Our magical duel
was over. She was finished.
I put my hand underneath her neck, and pulled her up. She flopped limply
against my shoulder, still crying. “It’s time to wake up, Rachel,” I whispered, as I
held her close.
Then, without warning, I was back in her room.
And I was sitting on her bedside, cradling a really nasty-smelling, naked,
and gross-looking Rachel against me.
I shivered with revulsion, and very slowly let her down onto the bed.
“Rose...” she croaked, “Rose-a-lita… it hurts…”
On the other side of the bed stood John, slack-jawed and glassy-eyed for a
moment, but then he twitched and startled awake, blinking. Then he startled once
again as he saw Rachel, like he’d forgotten what a terrible shape she was in.
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“Strewth!” he swore. “What d’ya think you’re doin’ Rose? You really havin’ a
cuddle with a corpse, that stinks of shit?”
Morpheus slid into the room, silent as a shadow. “Where is the Pouch?” he
intoned.
“Yeh me ex is alright, thanks fer askin’,” quipped John, who was still
sweating and pale, fumbling to light yet another cigarette because of his agitated
trembling. “Little thinner than I generally like, all skin an’ bones an’ whatnot - I
prefer that skin ta be ON the bone rather than off it, if yeh catch me drift.”
“I see,” Morpheus mused, looking over Rachel with crossed arms and a
critical eye. “Her metabolism is destroyed; the sand was the only thing keeping her
alive.” He turned to me. “Have you secured my Pouch of Dreamsand?” he
inquired.
I sighed, and reached back behind myself to grab it from the nightstand.
“Yeah, it’s right-” I stopped short, because it WASN’T right there.
Just a fine sprinkling of sand was left across the surface… and in the place
of the Pouch, there was a letter.
I froze in place, confused, as Dream picked it up instead. “It is from The
Corinthian. We are too late.” Dream proceeded to glide out of the room.
“Yeh can’t leave ‘er like this,” said John, quietly, as he gazed down at
Rachel. I was about to say that very same thing, but I was surprised that he’d
beaten me to the punch.
Morpheus paused. “Why not? She will die soon… painfully, I would
imagine.”
John Constantine whirled on him, gripping the bedpost knob tightly. “I
SAID YOU CAN’T BLOODY LEAVE HER LIKE THIS!” he yelled, desperate.
Watching John, I felt certain that Rachel was wrong - he wasn’t acting like a
man who didn’t care about her. It was ripping him up inside that she was going
through this hell.
Morpheus regarded him for a moment, inscrutably, then looked to
Rachel.“Very well, Constantine. Go outside.”
“But wot-” his protest began, but Morpheus then fixed him with a hard look.
John shrugged resignedly, exhaling and nodding. “Yeh. Yeh, all right. Trade
secrets, an’ all that - don’t need ta know how the magic is done.” He glanced
briefly back at Rachel, before he made his exit out the door. “Sweet dreams, luv.”
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Dream scraped the sand off the nightstand with the letter, and into the palm
of his hand.
He stood over Rachel, and dropped the sand down onto her face.
Her groaning and her expression of pain faded away, and she relaxed. I
would swear I could see a contented smile on her face… before she breathed her
last breath.
“There,” said Morpheus. “It is done.”
And then he walked out of the room, without another word.
***
“So… what happened right then?” asked my mother Rose. “What did Morpheus
do?”
My sister Death smiled. “Okay, now that we’re all caught up, I’ll tell you:
my brother gave Rachel a really nice dream…
-Death’s TaleI walked alongside Rachel, through the sunny park. She was watching the golden
sunset, and it was reminding her of a song - “See the sun set in the hand of man…”
she sang.
“That’s really good,” I said. “Your voice is beautiful. You a singer?”
“A poet,” she replied. “But yeah, I was starting to get into the music scene.
Because who buys poetry these days? But honestly I was starting to feel like that
was going to turn out to be a bust, too - all anyone REALLY cares about is a nice
head of hair , and a decent set of tits.” She blinked and frowned. “Sorry, I don’t…
who are you?”
“We’ve met once before,” I told her, “But it was a long time ago, when you
were really little. You wouldn’t remember.”
“Oh,” she said, still looking confused. “Where are we going?”
“Well, that’s up to you. I’ll take you anywhere you want to go.”
“And who are you?”
“I’m Death.”
Rachel stopped, aghast. “And you’ve come to collect me?”
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“I’m not really into collecting anything - least of all people, or their souls.
That belongs to each of them. All the ones camped out in and around my house are
there voluntarily. I’m more of a… let’s just say I’m a taxicab driver for inter-world
travel, even though I don’t charge any fare. Or own a cab.”
“So that’s it? That’s all I got?”
“You lived what anybody gets, Rachel: you got a lifetime. No more, no
less.”
“Then I’m…”
“Uh-huh. As a dodo.”
“Not yet, my sister.”
I looked and saw my antisocial brother, lurking about in the shadows like
always.
“Hold on a sec,” I told Rachel, as I approached my brother Dream. “Heya,
Dream. What did you mean about her not being dead?”
“Her body is being kept artificially alive by the sand.”
“Which is now gone. She’s dead, Dream. I kinda know these things.”
“A boon has been requested of me, which I have chosen to grant before she
is to pass on.”
I sighed. “That’s overstepping your bounds a little, baby bro - but I’ll forgive
you. Especially since you’re doing it for a good cause - and also because, after this,
I need you to do ME a favor-”
“The squatters in the sunless lands.”
“Bingo.”
“I shall return to the derelict realm as soon as I am able.”
“You better get it sorted out soon - I’m running out of ways to keep them
occupied. They were a rude bunch to start with, and they get even worse when
they’re bored - they’re itching for some torture and some X-rated fun, and I’m just
not equipped to accomodate that sort of thing.”
“The situation will be remedied before long - you have my word on that,
sister.”
I watched as Rachel forgot all about me, and found her way to the park
bench in the sunset, underneath the willow tree.
And then someone stepped out from behind Morpheus’ tall, lanky frame.
“Constantine?” I asked. John didn’t look at me, and I don’t think he heard
me either.
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“In a manner of speaking.”
Dream began to fade away like a puff of smoke.
Constantine looked alarmed. “HEY! HANG ON! WAIT A MINUTE!
...Please?”
“...Yes?” asked my brother, pausing his partial fade-out.
John shifted uncomfortably. “Well I… I don’t like to ask for favors. If they
don’t owe ME something… I mean, I don’t want to be in anyone’s debt…”
“What are you asking, John Constantine?”
“It’s just… th’last ten years. Ever since Newcastle… I’ve been ‘aving these
nightmares… BAD ones. Most nights. And… I wondered if you could…?”
Constantine made a vague gesture, leaving my brother to fill in the blanks.
“I understand. Very well.”
Constantine relaxed, gratefully. “Thanks.”
Dream faded away completely. Constantine sighed, and turned to face
Rachel.
“Ah-one, an’ ah-two, an’ ah-three, an’ ah’four…” he murmured under his
breath as he walked toward her; and then, he sang: “Mister Sandman… Bring me a
dream… Make her the cutest that I’ve ever seen… Give her the word, that I’m not
a rover… Then tell me that my lonesome life is over…”
Rachel lit up with joy when she saw him. “John,” she said, breathlessly.
“Hullo, luv. ‘S been a long time.”
She put her arms around him, and they embraced. “Did you miss me, then?”
she asked.
“Nah.”
Rachel pulled away. “Bastard. Love you.”
He put an arm around her. “I know.”
Together, they walked into that bright, golden sunset, into the best of all
possible worlds.
They didn’t even need me to guide them. Some people don’t.
I smiled. I was happy for them.
***
“So the John she got to have,” began my mother Rose, trying to untangle her
confusion, “He was fake. Right?”
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My sister Death shook her head. “Oh no, he was real all right.”
“What I mean is, he was just imaginary. Part of her dream.”
“Yes. And it was also John, himself. For real.”
“But John was outside the room when this was going on - he didn’t walk off
into the sunset and die with Rachel, he was still with us afterwards. So that means
he was like my brother Jed when Rachel made me see him burning - an illusion.”
“Dreams are not illusions, mother,” I told her.
“Explain that to me. Because I’m not following.”
Death took a breath and tried her best. “Okay, so there’s the John you
know, right? In the flesh. But that’s not the only aspect of John Constantine there is
out there. Everybody’s got a different John that they know in Reality, and
everybody’s got a different John in their head.”
“ThaT’s ReaLLy aN aWFuL loT oF JoHnS, SisTeR,” commented Delirium,
who had apparently awoken from her nap. “ToO MaNy, i thiNk… it'S greeDy aNd
stOOOpiD foR hiM tO haVe sO maNy aNd i ThinK hE reaLLy onLY NeeDs juSt
oNe maYbe beCauSe iT’s noT liKe he’S suPer imPoRtanT oR anYthiNg…”
“Delirium, be nice,” gently scolded my sister Death.
“WhY sHouLd i haVe tO bE niCe tO hIM? He waS’nT niCe to mE fiRst! i
hEaRd wHaT hE saiD aBouT mE eVeN beFoRe yoU toLd eVeRyoNe aGaiN juSt
noW anD iT maDe mE noT liKe hiM aT aLL. i DoN’t liKe pEoPLe wHo aRe
mEAn tO mE aNd beSideS wHaT i waS saYiNg waS moRe aBouT uM… UM oH
YeAh THE GRAND SCHEME OF THINGS. ThaT's wHaT i waS mEAniNg bY
thaT. ABouT hiM noT beiNg iMpORtanT, noT hiM noT beiNg meAN… whiCh i
DO mEAn, beCauSe hE iSn’T - noT MeaN, i MEaN.”
“Will somebody shut up that kid’s running yapper?” complained Mervyn.
“My pumpkinhead’s about ta explode into freakin’ PUREE jus’ tryin’ to suss out
that jibber-jabber a’hers!”
“Just imagine if she chose to incorporate the antiquated third definition of
the word ‘mean’ into her sentences,” proposed Lucien.
“Wha? What would that be?”
“As in ‘mean’ intelligence,” answered Lucien, dry as a bone.
Mervyn Pumpkinhead grinned with wicked pride. “Hey - if yer tryin’ to do a
dig at me, then yer gonna have to do better than ta point out that my smarts ain’t
made of the kinder and gentler stuff! That goes without sayin’ - I use my brains for
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whatever I want! An’ if people don’t like it, then I say: tough shit! Sticks and
stones ain’t gonna break MY sticks and stones, pal!”
My mother Rose was holding her temples, looking like she had a headache
of her own. “So what you’re saying is that Rachel left with HER version of John.”
“Yes,” said Death. “Exactly.”
“And he went into the afterlife with her.”
“Mm-hmm.”
“So what was that about Morpheus taking his nightmares away?”
“Oh, that… well, as you’re seeing right now, it’s kinda hard to explain to
somebody that they aren't the only them that exists. Rachel’s John wasn’t going to
be troubled by any more nightmares where he was going - but he was a close
enough match to the one remaining in your Reality that he could speak on his
behalf. Does that make sense?”
“No,” said my mother, flatly. Then she thought for a few moments. “So when
I dream of Morpheus…”
Death nodded. “That’s him, Rose,” she said. “That’s your Morpheus - the
one he was for you. It’s not a fake, or a figment... he’s real. He’s really visiting
you, from the far reaches of The Dreaming.”
My mother did not speak for many moments, contemplating the full import of
my sister’s words.
“Wow,” she said at last. “That’s… kinda creepy, actually.” She thought even
more, and became disturbed. “I hope I haven’t said or done anything weird when
I’ve been with him, in my dreams.”
“That’s impossible, Rose,” said Death. “My brother really wasn’t that
judgmental - you saw for yourself, when you were in full-on Vortex mode, how
being able to look inside people’s subconscious puts a whole new spin on your
perspective.”
“Your subconscious is who you are,” I explained. “Whatever it is that exists
there is right, in the sense that it’s the truth; and unlike your conscious mind, it is
not capable of deception.”
There was, as far as my many guests were concerned, an uncomfortably
long silence that ensued.
“So anyway,” continued my mother, pushing her ruminations aside to be
processed at a later time, “We’d lost the Pouch of Dreamsand to The Corinthian.
At first, we thought this meant we were back at square one, with no leads we could
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pursue in order to find the other missing tools that were taken from Dream... but as
it so happened, one of them was right under our noses, in a very smelly and
unwashed trenchcoat…
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-24“Pit Stop”

The house was clean. Morpheus had done a good job sweeping up - you’d never
know that H.R. Giger’s masturbatory material had ever thrown a messy, orgiastic
party in there.
When Morpheus had told John to go outside, apparently John decided to go
further than just outside the room - he was all the way outside the house, smoking
on the front porch. He was leaning against the porch beam, hands in his pockets very quiet, and very still. A silent smokestack in the grey morning light.
He heard us move past the front door. “Well?” John asked, not moving to
look back at us.
“She’s dead.”
“Did she…?”
“She is at peace.” Morpheus put a hand on his shoulder. “She died…
happy.”
“Yeh, GREAT. Ta.” John didn’t sound thankful; he sounded bitter. “You’ve
lost your sodding sandbag, then. So where are you going now?”
“To Hell.”
Now, at that, John turned with a sly and rueful grin at Morpheus. “Hehhh…
aren’t we all, mate?”
“Indeed. We three are going to Hell - unless you have objections?”
John looked confused. “‘old on, ye’re serious? Wot would ya be goin’ there
for?”
“I have matters which I must attend to. I merely thought, because you have
been given the moniker of Hellblazer, that it would be fitting for you to visit the
true place… and, after all, it is you who possesses what we need.”
“Aah? An’ wot’s that?”
Morpheus extended his hand. “Show us what you have in your pocket, John
Constantine: show us the Key.”
John brought one of his hands out, and grasped inside it was a gnarly,
corroded, big-ass iron key. “Wot? Yeh mean this here key?”
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“The very one. But that is not merely a key, John Constantine - that is THE
Key, which may open or lock the Gates of Hell. The TRUE Hell.”
John twirled the key around his finger, looking it over. “Huh. Fancy that ‘ad the key to the kingdom right here in me pocket, this ‘ole time.”
“Give it to me now.”
John hesitated, regarding the Key carefully. “For wot you did fer Rachel,
eh?”
“Yes… and for the other boon I have granted you - which you, as yet, know
not of.”
John’s eyes got kind of dangerous-looking at that moment - he looked
displeased hearing that he’d been caught owing someone, without knowing how or
why. He dropped the key into Morpheus’ pale hand. “‘Ere you go, then - take yer
bleedin’ key. I didn’t ‘ave plans for it - always figured it’d turn out to be a useful
bargaining chip for dealing with some demon or other, if I ever found meself in a
bind.”
Morpheus’ long fingers curled gently around it. “I thank you, Constantine.”
“Yeh yeh, sure… so, will we be ‘eadin’ off now?”
“You’re really going to come with us?” I asked. “To Hell?”
John finished his cigarette, tossed it aside. “A’course. Why not? As yer
special friend ‘ere says: I AM the bloody Hellblazer, aren’t I? Just wish I weren’t
so bloody PREDICTABLE is all…”
“Rose,” said Morpheus to me, “I need your help.”
I felt a strange thrill run through me - it was nice to be needed for a change,
instead of being treated like the problem-child who deserved nothing but death and
dishonor. I just hoped that Morpheus couldn’t see that excitement - and so I
covered it up with snottiness. “Oh really? You, Dream the Great and Powerful,
need help from a lowly little human like me?”
Morpheus’ eyes narrowed; the expression made me gleeful. “You have
Dreamsand - which I am, for the moment, unable to collect.”
I decided to stop pestering him. “Okay old man - tell me what I’ve gotta do.”
(alright, so I didn’t TOTALLY stop pestering him - but he seemed unlikely to take
offense at being called ‘old’. He probably had complete control over how I
perceived him anyway - and what he looked like to me was a very good-looking
but distinguished 40-something, not much older than Constantine).
“Close your eyes,” Morpheus commanded.
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I did, even though it felt a little foolish. “You’re not going to make me
meditate, are you?”
John giggled - and yes, unfortunately that’s the best descriptive word for it: a
short, combined giggle-cough.
“Feel the Dreamspace around you,” Morpheus soldiered on, unamused and
undeterred. “Imagine where it is you wish to be.”
“What, Hell? Sorry, but that’s going to be hard to wish for.”
“No, not Hell; we need not go there yet. We shall go to where we may rest
and prepare: my home. The castle grounds, at the heart of The Dreaming.”
I opened one eye. “I don’t know what that looks like.”
“I know. That is why I shall give you a hand.”
And then he literally grasped my hand, lifting it up delicately in his.
Because, contrary to what anyone would assume just looking at his
impassive face, and listening to his dry and dreary voice, the man-entity had a
wicked sense of humor.
Apparently making damn sure he didn’t get left behind, John grabbed my
other hand.
I hadn’t realized what his hand felt like, the previous time I held it - it was
over too quickly before, and I was distracted by the hellish vision it gave me. But
this time, not only was I able to think about it, but I was also able to compare:
because my one hand was in Morpheus’, dry and cool, while the other one was in
John’s: warm, supple, and just ever-so-slightly sweaty. I wasn’t all that surprised
that Morpheus’ hands were soft - but it seemed odd for John, who seemed like he
should’ve had rougher hands than that. Actually, the only rough thing about them
was how they forced my fingers to intertwine with his, locking together tightly.
Just like how he held that unfortunate little girl Astra’s hand - before he lost
the rest of her.
I shuddered, trying not to think about that too hard.
Sand swirled out of my sleep-robe pocket, and around the three of us.
And then, the Dreamspace consumed us.
It didn’t matter that I had my eyes closed.
This place was the subconscious made manifest. When I was acting as the
Vortex, I felt that I was bigger than the subconscious - that the subconscious space
was orbiting around me. I was absorbing it all, and weaving it together, so that it
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was impossible to tell what was me and what was everyone and everything else.
And that (before I realized that I was teetering on the edge of ego-death, and losing
my individuality in the process) was kind of a calming experience… just floating
there, freely, while everything swirled around me - but I had been removed from
the chaos at the edges of my Vortex. I was in the eye of the storm, and I was safe.
Right now I was an individual, and it was frightening - because I felt so
small and insignificant. The collective subconscious space was HUGE - I was just
one little fish, swimming in the dark depths of a gigantic ocean.
Thank goodness I wasn’t alone.
Morpheus knew these waters well, and was unafraid.
John was freakin’ terrified, but would never admit it; he smiled a selfassured smile, wanting to put on a good show of being the cocky fool who dares to
go where angels fear to tread, due to having some kind of ace hidden up his sleeve
(I think that’s why he was so loathe to give up the Key - he saw it as one of his
aces, a real one, and now he was going to have to act like he had others… when the
truth might have been that his sleeve was now empty, and this was all one giant
bluff).
So many images floated around us. Thoughts, feelings, sounds. It was noisy
and chaotic, like walking through a rambunctious crowd and listening to everyone
speak at once. It was intimidating, and overwhelming… and, frankly,
claustrophobic, like I couldn’t get away from everybody’s aggressive points-ofview buffeting me on every side, and from every angle.
Sex. Monsters. People being chased by monsters. People having sex with
monsters. People having sex with people they weren’t normally attracted to in their
waking lives. Anxieties - teeth falling out, voice gone, paralyzed, trapped; being
caught unprepared for the pop quiz; finding themselves naked, or otherwise
publicly shamed. Lost loves. Weird collages of places they remembered, and
places they’d seen or heard or read about, and places that never existed at all. Their
loved ones - or the dreamer themselves - performing roles in an alternate-Reality
sandbox, like actors. Flying. Breathing underwater. Stopping time. Shapeshifting.
We’d fallen down the rabbit-hole, and most of it made me feel like we’d
landed in the basement of a Stephen King horror novel.
John kept looking around at everything like an amused and delighted tourist,
and would glance at me occasionally as if to say ‘Did you see that? Isn’t this fun?’
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No John, I kept thinking. I don’t like this at all. I’m scared. I want to go
home.
Except I didn’t really have a home anymore, did I?
I didn’t even have my dollhouse anymore, I realized - along with the rest of
my apartment flat, it had been, well, FLATTENED, by a magical tornado of my
own making; and, funny enough, I felt more of a deep sense of loss over the
dollhouse and its toy occupants than about that crappy little apartment building. I
just hoped the other dispossessed tenants, like Wanda and Paul, found decent
accommodations to move into - but somehow I knew that with Wanda and
Thessaly managing the situation, it would get sorted out just fine.
I knew that Morpheus was attempting to take us along the back-alleys and
less-travelled side-streets of The Dreaming, to avoid getting caught up in the chaos
of other people’s psyches; even so, I was wondering if I was going to survive the
journey without my head exploding, or at least losing all sense of sanity.
Suddenly, I felt like Morpheus’ mind was reaching out to mine, tapping
gently on the closed door: he was telling me to let him in.
I had been blocking everything out, in self-defense. But that was what was
preventing an immediate arrival at our destination: because along with everything
else, I was blocking out Morpheus’ guidance.
I forced myself to relax, and accept his thoughts as they seeped into my
brain. It was a strange sensation - sort of the opposite of what happened when I
unleashed the Vortex, and felt myself being dispersed. This felt like being melted
from the inside-out, and having that internal goo infused and melded with
something foreign.
Was I me, or was I him? Or maybe... both?
That was a scary thought.
I would just have to trust that this wasn’t going to destroy me completely.
A shiver went through me as I surrendered to it, accepting the vulnerability and I wouldn’t have been able to tell you if that was a pleasurable feeling, or one
of absolute fucking terror.
It seemed like an overly intense, intimate process, just to be able to give me
his home address.
But now that I was partially him, I knew the shortcut.
And then, in an instant, we were there.
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I opened my eyes, and gasped. I guess I wasn’t really breathing, up until then, and
now I was playing catch-up. My limbs were shaking - I couldn’t get them to stop.
John looked down at me, sidelong. “I want wot yeh’re ‘aving, luv.”
I yanked my hand away from his. “Gross, John.” I wanted to tell him he was
way off-base in his thinking - but honestly, I was wondering myself whether I’d
just gotten literally mindfucked.
Suddenly I felt Dream’s hand go limp in mine - I let go and he fell forward,
face-first, into the grey sand.
“Dream?” I asked, standing over his still, prone body.
He raised his head. “Yes?”
“Just checking.” I took in my new surroundings - seemingly endless grey
sand dunes as far as the eye could see, fine and soft as ash. The only thing that
broke up the landscape was a pile of rubble that looked like the ancient ruins of a
castle (it looked very much like it does right now, in ruins around us as we speak).
“This is your home?”
Dream was slowly, painfully, lifting himself up into a kneeling position.
“It’s but a shadow of its former self.”
“It’s in need of some serious remodelin’ work, mate,” said John, lighting a
cigarette. “I’d reckon shambolic-chic is a tough sell in today’s market.”
Hearing us talking, some weird characters (you people of The Dreaming
crew, who are listening to me right now) emerged from the ruins, and ran toward
Dream. They did not have to run far - with every step they seemed to be bringing
the castle with them, collapsing the distance between us and it.
Of course, fantasy storybook creatures and talking animals and places that
defied the laws of physics were things I’d ceased to be amazed by at this point.
“Dream Lord!” cried the skinny little fairy, who I came to know as Nuala.
“BOSS!” yelled a coarse, gravelly voice, emanating from within the
pumpkin-head of a stick-bodied scarecrow - who, with his smoking stogie cigar,
could have passed for a Constantine effigy, if only he’d been wearing a trenchcoat,
instead of overalls (of course, we all know that the pumpkinhead I’m describing is
Mervyn).
“Good heavens, sire!” exclaimed the tall, bespectacled elf.
“I’m all right, Lucien… it seems I misjudged the dangers of the waking
world. Again.”
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Dream reached out to me, silently requesting my help. I decided not to be
snotty, and helped the old man up.
His servants all looked confused and shocked - whether it was because I’d
broken protocol by laying hands on his royal person in such a familiar manner, or
because their powerful Dream Lord was such a weak, wobbly mess at the time and
needed help to stand, I don’t know which (you’re saying it was both? Ah - thought
so).
A raven, who was perched on a broken tower window and at first seemed
like just part of the natural scenery (instead of a bird-bodied guy named Matthew,
as I now know to be the case), flew to Morpheus’ shoulder. “You look like you
haven’t slept a wink for days,” he said to Morpheus.
“I don't sleep, Matthew.”
“Didn’t say you did. I just said that was what you looked like. Been busy,
huh?” Then the talking bird peered at me. “Who the hell… I mean, who’s the
young lady you got with ya, Boss?”
“A temporary inconvenience.”
I glared at him - what kind of an introduction was that? What an asinine
thing to say! And when I was helping him, too - he was making me support his full
body-weight at the time, like a weary old traveller leaning on his walking stick.
“Prepare rooms for us - three separate ones, please.”
Mervyn looked distressed, and gestured uncomfortably. “Well uh… ya see,
Boss… that ain’t so easy ta do right now on short notice, considerin’ the state
a’things…”
“Oh yes.” Morpheus turned to me, with a pleasant and friendly look on his
face. “Rose, I’d be much obliged if you’d rebuild my castle.”
“I thought I was the ‘inconvenience’,” I said nastily, letting go of him and
slipping out of his grasp. He stumbled, trying to regain his balance. The servants
stiffened, aghast - all eyes were on their Dream Lord, waiting to see what he would
do.
“I did not mean it that way.”
“Wow thanks, I feel better now.”
“I’m glad.”
I couldn’t believe this. “Jesus! Are you dense?”
“Heh heh hehh,” John chuckled, darkly.
“SHUT THE FUCK UP, JOHN,” I warned.
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“Rose, what is it you want from me?”
I just barely heard Mervyn whisper none-too-quietly to Matthew the Raven:
“Sounds familiar, don’t it?”
“Why don’t you just kill me and rebuild it yourself, oh mighty ‘Dream
Lord’? That way I don’t have to be such a goddamn NUISANCE to you!”
Dream rubbed his temple with his pale, delicate hand - if you didn’t know
better, you’d think he had a hangover something fierce. “I am very weary, Rose. If
you wish for an apology, I shall grant you one: I am sorry.”
The servants gasped with awe - I don’t think they’d ever seen their master
apologize to anyone before, let alone what looked to them like a regular-ass human
girl (...and now you’re confirming that to be the case. Again, thought so).
“Now that’s more like it,” I said.
“I apologized to you before; you insisted that I stop.” This was almost too
much for the gathered servants of The Dreaming - they seemed about ready to ask
who the imposter was, and what I’d done with their real master.
“One apology per infraction is the standard rate,” I told him. “Now what is
this thing about you wanting me to build you a castle?”
Nuala was very helpfully dusting off a mended chair and placing it behind
Dream, so he could sit down. “Sculpt the Dreamspace, as if it were clay; The
Dreaming remembers the castle, so let it guide you. You should have enough
power left from me to do it on your own.”
“You mean when we touched? Why does that happen, by the way?”
“Your body tries to absorb my power; the effect should lessen over time.”
I laughed at that.
“What is it?”
“No, never mind.” I was laughing because it sounded like he intended to
keep having contact with my ‘body’ for some time yet to come. I halfway expected
John to be making a quip at this point, but he was busy comparing his Silk Cut
cancer-sticks with Mervyn’s stogies.
I closed my eyes and concentrated on the Dreamspace. I imagined it as
something tangible, something thick and malleable as clay, as Morpheus had
suggested.
And then I reached out to it with my mind, and I messed with it. I poked and
prodded it, stretched it, reformed it… and once I got the hang of that, I began to
visualize the castle. Dream was right: the dreamstuff did remember the castle. It
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was more intuition than anything else - it’s like it just felt right to make a wall
here, and a tower there.
Sand swirled around me, whipping the wind into a stinging frenzy. I could
hear the granules of the sand as it hit the servants, and the rubble - but the sounds
changed. It’s like it was hitting more and more surface: suddenly I could hear it
bouncing off walls, furniture, and even a ceiling.
Sand cleared away under my feet, until I could feel a smooth, polished stone
floor underneath my slippers.
When I opened my eyes, we were standing in the grand entrance hall of a
looming, majestic castle.
The servants cheered and rejoiced. John was smiling, but he looked a bit
quizzical, and taken aback.
And then a wave of dizzying, nauseating exhaustion hit me.
I fainted.
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-25“Imperfect Host”

I shall take over for a bit, Mother... for while you slept in the castle in the centre of
The Dreaming, my father Morpheus prepared to host a very dangerous gathering.
After you fainted, The Dreaming crew was alarmed, and Nuala asked if
something was the matter.
“Just tired, I think,” was the response that my father gave. “Take her to her
room.”
“Sure thing, Boss,” said Mervyn, grabbing up Rose Walker and throwing
her body over his stick-shoulder. Constantine took notice of Mervyn’s stick-hands
securing her backside, rather more than should have been necessary.
“‘Ey, give ‘er ‘ere pumpkin-man,” said Constantine, motioning to him.
“Do not try anything,” warned Morpheus.
“D’I look like th’ kind’ve bloke that ‘ould take advantage o’an unconscious
bird?” asked Constantine. Morpheus stared at him a moment, steadily. “Right.
Been geggin’ in on me dreams, ‘ave you? Fair enough.”
“She is a guest in my castle; it is therefore my responsibility to ensure that
she remains unharmed.”
“Never ‘ad no mind ta ‘arm ‘er, chief.”
“I urge you as much for your safety as for hers. She will not take kindly to
any impropriety; and as you have witnessed, she currently has more than enough
power to cause you regret.”
“Perfect gent, or th’ bot’l-red’ead goes ballistic - got it. Already figured as
much.”
“I’ll go with them, and make sure the room is comfortable,” offered Nuala,
all the while giving Constantine a critical eye.
“Thank you, Nuala.”
Mervyn unceremoniously dumped Rose into Constantine’s arms. “She’s got
a nice toosh,” Mervyn whispered, “too bad you’ll never know, amiright?” He
elbowed Constantine, before sauntering off to perform other duties on the grounds.
Constantine frowned, wondering why Morpheus chose to warn him instead
of his own uncouth, handsy servant.
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He looked down at the sleeping Rose in his arms, realizing he’d never seen
her so peaceful. No matter, he thought. He was the one who would get to watch her
sleep, her chest rising and falling slightly with every breath - even if the anorexic
little twig-fairy had to be there to watch HIM (mind you these are Constantine’s
thoughts, Nuala - not my own).
Constantine conjectured that perhaps the reason why Morpheus showed
such unequal distrust was because he wasn’t threatened by Mervyn Pumpkinhead but the same could not be said of the handsome magician John Constantine.
His chest filling with eager pride at the thought, John followed Nuala to the
room designated for Rose (do not stare so, Mother - though you chose to ignore
them, surely you must have known, deep down, what Constantine’s feelings truly
were in regards to you).
Matthew the Raven flew to Morpheus’ shoulder and perched upon it. “It’s
cute how the chick swoons over you.” Morpheus gave him a cool look, but said
nothing. “So uh…” began Matthew, “Where’s the Pouch?”
The former incarnation of Dream brushed the Raven off his shoulder.
Matthew squawked with indignation, as Dream silently made his way to the
Gallery of Sigils.
It was here that framed symbolic objects - the sigils - were displayed upon
the walls on either side of the hall: on one wall was a Book and an Ankh; on the
other was a hook, a glass Heart, and a piece of Abstract art comprised of texture
and swirling color. Two of the frames were empty: the third frame of the first wall,
which was supposed to contain my uncle-brother Destruction’s sword, and the
lone frame on the far-end wall, which once held the Helmet of Morpheus - our own
sigil - until it was stolen during his capture by the occultist acolytes of Roderick
Burgess.
Dream stopped at the Book, and lifted it off the brackets which held it in
place. The book was still tethered to the wall by an iron chain. “Destiny,”
Morpheus intoned, “I stand in my gallery, and I hold your sigil. Will you answer
me?”
Destiny felt compelled to stop wandering the labyrinthine pathways of his Garden,
and entered his own Gallery.
He passed by his own painting, and that of our sister Death, stopping at the
painting which depicted Dream - but instead of a 2-dimensional painted image, the
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large frame appeared to be a doorway, on the other side of which stood the
patiently-waiting Dream. Dream held the Book in his hands, but the chain
disappeared into nothingness at the point of the doorframe.
Meanwhile, in The Dreaming, what was once a small picture frame became an
open window, through which Morpheus could see his brother Destiny’s face.
Destiny said nothing. His cloudy eyes could not be seen in the shadow of his
hood.
“I wish to ask your advice, brother,” Morpheus explained. “Many things
have happened since I was imprisoned… and my realm is in disarray. A Nightmare
has escaped into the waking world, and threatens my rule; and the Hell of Lucifer
is no more, awaiting the appointment of new management; this I promised my
elder sister I would do without delay. But my imprisonment has left me weak - and
I lack my tools of office, my brother. The Pouch and the Dreamstone are in the
possession of the rogue Nightmare - but the whereabouts of the Helmet are less
certain. Those who I would invite to The Dreaming, so that they may submit their
bid for the rulership of Hell, shall perceive my weakness - and they may very well
attempt to exploit it.”
“I cannot help you reclaim your tools,” stated Destiny, matter-of-factly. “It is
not my place.”
My father lowered his eyes. He knew his brother well; he had expected as
much. But he would nevertheless express his disappointment. “...I see.”
“About this mortal girl, Rose-”
“She is not a problem, brother. That situation, at least, I have well under
control.”
“Mm,” was our brother’s skeptical response. “You know what comes of the
union between a mortal and an Endless.”
“Yes. You have warned me.”
“The power of Dream is not destined to be shared. If you do not take action
soon, Rose will become the Endless, and you the mortal.”
“I am aware.”
The window misted over, and became a solid wall once more. Dream
replaced the Book back onto its holding-pegs. He glanced at the next frame,
containing the Ankh - no sense in calling upon Death, however, as she would think
he was making excuses to delay handling the Hell situation. He decided to move to
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the frames on the opposite wall, and lifted the sharp hook away from the rusted
nail it hung upon.
“Despair. I stand in my Gallery and I hold your sigil. Will you answer?”
In that cold, misty place, where countless mirrors hung suspended in the still air
over a cold, grey stone floor, Despair had hooked a rat and was drawing it to her.
The thing squeaked pitiably, but Despair had no pity to spare. It was going to be a
miserable meal, after all; she wasn’t any happier about it than the rat.
But then she felt a plaintive, crystalline cry, louder than all the rest,
emanating from the dusty collection of mirrors she held in reserve for family.
Despair sighed. No one ever called her, but once was far too many times.
What was the use of answering?
The cry got even louder. It sounded like her brother Dream, making a fearful
sob. Oh well - might as well see what his problem was. It’s not like she was terribly
excited about eating the rat, or that she had anything else better to do than listen to
her older brother whine about his problems. Maybe it would make her feel better,
less alone.
But she doubted it.
She groaned, and slowly dragged herself over to the mirror. It felt ever so
far away. If only Dream knew how much effort she was making on his behalf… but
no, he probably didn’t care. No one did.
At last she was there, in front of the crying mirror, after that complete and
utter waste of energy.
She figured she should at least be grateful that the face in the mirror was his
- that hopelessly beautiful, well-defined marble face of Dream - and not her own; it
always made her feel infinitely worse to catch sight of her own ugly, pathetic face
(again, I must remind you that I only give voice to the inner thoughts of my sister
Despair). But then again, she loathed seeing good-looking people, too - because
they reminded her of just how badly she compared.
“What do you want?” she grumped, and instantly regretted doing so. She
was such an awful person - she would be sure to punish herself with the hook for it,
later on.
“Sister,” said Morpheus oh-so-gently - trying to be patronizing to her, no
doubt. “Do you know where my Helmet is?”
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Oh of course, she should have figured - he didn’t care about her, only about
his stupid Helmet. “No,” she answered flatly.
“Ah.”
“You should give up,” she told him. She may be a terrible person, but she
was still his sister - she would give him the best advice she was capable of giving.
“On finding the Helmet?”
“On EVERYTHING.” Yes, that would be so much better - that way she
could wrap her pallid, flabby arms around him from afar. Even when he was in
that glass bubble, he had never wandered into her realm for even a moment, the
unfeeling bastard - perhaps now, he would appreciate her chilly embrace.
“That’s not an option, Sister.”
Rats. Too much to hope for. Story of her life.
She would never convince him, he was far too stubborn. But then again, she
was the patroness of hopeless causes… she would continue to argue, to the bitter
end.
“It’s always an option. Disappoint your sister by refusing to solve the Hell
problem - tell her it was too much for you. Tell her she was a fool for placing her
trust in you. Let go the idea of rebuilding your kingdom to its former glory. The
Dreaming will never be as grand as it once was; you will never be what you once
were as its king. Let Rose and The Corinthian have it all - they will surely fight
and destroy one another anyway. Give up on your dreams, Brother. Dreams are
nothing.”
“Dreams are nothing, Sister? Without dreams, there could be no Despair.”
Despair snorted derisively, and turned away from the mirror.
She really didn’t know why she bothered talking to anyone anymore,
especially him - Dream always knew exactly how to cut her down, and make her
feel stupid.
And that infuriating, childish optimism of his - at least it would be
infuriating, if she could even bring herself to care that much. All she felt was a
numb, resounding emptiness inside her.
Maybe she should eat something. Where was that rat? The one she’d
hooked, before Dream so carelessly interrupted?
It was gone - her hook had nothing. She’d lost it.
Despair sighed. She’d have to start all over again. But she wondered if she
even had the energy left to try...
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Figures… she just knew that this day was going to turn out rotten…
With the image of his morose sister gone, Morpheus moved on to the next frame,
with the red glass heart. He lifted it up, and made his call.
The Fleshold - Desire’s realm - is fashioned after their favorite temple and altar: a
body. In this case, a human body. Desire, dressed in a black skin-tight bodysuit,
lounged on a bed made of blood-red crimson satin that resembled a kidney,
lighting a cigarette caught in a long, old-fashioned holder with the help of an art
deco heart-shaped lighter.
The Gallery was on the ceiling, and it was made of TV screens.
Dream’s face appeared on one of the screens. The androgyne looked up at
it, flashing a cruel grin framed by red lips.
“Dreamie, is that you? I haven’t seen you in, gosh, what feels like
FOREVER. What has it been now, seventy years? Such a long time… you still
remember me, don’t you? Of course you do.”
Delirium bounced down from some other organ-shaped playground
furniture - attached to a scrotum, perhaps - onto the kidney-bed where Desire sat.
“DrEAam? yOu’Re bACk, OhH mY gOsh yOU’re bACk...a lOng looong
tiMe, YAY! Do yoU remEmbER mE toO?”
“Delirium?”
“ThAt’s MYseLF. ME. i wAnt tO sEE yOU, i mEAn, REaLLy sEe yOu...
YOu knOw...nOt liKe thiS sEeiNng YoU…”
“Just a moment. I have business with Desire.”
“Is this about your little affair and its messy ending? I’m afraid you managed
to screw that one up all on your own.” Desire took out the cigarette and renewed
their cruel grin afresh. “Though I did find it extremely amusing.”
“No. It concerns my Helmet. Do you know where it is?”
Desire took a drag from the cigarette - they took their sweet time in
answering, savoring the flavor of their brother’s desperation.
Under Delirium’s influence the smoke turned into shapes and butterflies,
which Delirium stirred with her finger until they mutated and lost all coherent
form.
“I didn’t take it,” said Desire at last. “Such an ugly thing, after all.”
“I’m not accusing you. I’m-”
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“i wANna gO sEE my brOTHer aNd pLAy aLL dAy wiTh hIm iN tHe...uM
WHaTSiT-cALLeD ‘DReaMing’ ThaT’S riGHT… iS thAt o-kaY? iT’s okAy
riiiGHT, DrEAm?”
“No, Delirium. I don’t have time-”
“i lOst sOme tiMe, oNce… i alwAYs FiNd iT iN thE LAst pLAce i lOOk
foR iT. WaiT i’Ve saiD thaT beFoRe haVen’T i?”
“Mmmm…” Desire purred, “Yes THAT takes you back, doesn’t it Dream?
To the last time we all saw one another - at that little family get-together,
remember? Before Krypton exploded, and Hell went vacant… and you were
accidentally invited to that extended sleepover with those wretched occultists, who
as it turned out didn’t even want you? Oh, and on that note: how is Nada doing, by
the way?”
Delirium rummaged around in a brown filthy bag covered in detritus, and
eventually just dumped the whole thing on Desire’s red shag carpet; this was how
she kept her Gallery pictures with her wherever she went, which were hand-drawn
scrawls on random bits of paper of each of the Endless. These images were drawn
up by Delirium herself, using crayons and finger-paints: each of the Endless were
depicted with rather large heads and round eyes, and small, chubby, child-like
bodies.
Delirium spread the collection around, and found the drawing of Dream on
a page of yellow lined legal paper.
“i’M cO-MinG tO pLAy… reaDy oR noT heRe i coMe!”
“No! Stay where you are. Delirium-!”
Delirium took no heed, instead diving into the picture like it was a swimming
pool.
She popped out the other end, through the frame in Dream’s Gallery. Some
frogs, butterflies, and rainbow-colored fish came with her - they were hopping,
ribbiting, fluttering, and flopping onto the floor wetly, but you would be surprised
which action corresponded to which creature; she got them mixed up sometimes,
you see.
Delirium herself landed on Dream with almost enough force to knock him
over, wrapping her arms around his neck almost tight enough to choke him, and
vice-gripping his torso with her legs almost enough to crack his ribs had he been
human. “YAY-HOOOOO! BroTHeR!!” she squealed.
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Dream pulled her off of him, which was no easy task. “Go back to your
realm, Delirium.”
Delirium looked stricken. “WhAT...??”
“I have things I must do.”
“That’s right Dreamie,” taunted Desire nastily from the picture-frame, “Tell
the little gleet to buzz off and bother someone else, so you can get back to your
favorite pastime: feeling SORRY for yourself!”
Delirium twitched. “...OhH. OkAy. Um. WeLL…”
She simply stood there, and stared up at him.
“Delirium? You are beginning to try my patience.”
Delirium began to cry.
“Is… something the matter?”
She sniffled. “i knEw iT... thAt yOU’d wAnt tO bE aLL hOrrible tO
mE...yOU aLwAYs aRe trYing tO gEt riD oF mE...aNd iT’s nOt jUst yOU
eiThEr…”
“Delirium…” Dream created a tissue from thin air and handed it over to
Delirium. She took it and blew into it with great force. She offered it back to him,
rainbow-colored snot and all. “Keep it,” he told her.
“i wAs gOing tO bE sOOO gOOd, cuZ I knEw yOU’d bE liKe thIs iF i
wAsn’t, aNd nOw it’s aLL a meSS. i sEE hOw iT iS… i’LL gO, bE iN mY rEAlm
iF yOU wAnt mE. iF anYOne wANts mE…”
Delirium slumped over - almost in half, her tangled rainbow hair falling
forward over her face - and shuffled slowly toward her portrait of swirling colors,
swinging her dangling arms limply like a poorly-controlled marionette.
“I’m not angry with you. I’m sorry. You can stay, if you wish.”
Delirium abruptly stopped. She rose up and looked at him through her locks
of hair with deep suspicion. “YoU’re mAkiNg fUn oF mE, i knOw it. YOU neVeR
apOlOgize. YOU pRetEnd yOU knOw stUff i dOn’t knOw thAt mAkes stUFf
yOU dO okAy.”
“I meant it. Go explore the castle, and find something with which to occupy
yourself - I shall be joining you shortly.”
Delirium instantly brightened and skipped away out of the hall, humming.
Desire smirked at Morpheus. “Now that you’re baby-sitting the little
headache, I feel I owe you one: go ask Orpheus. He’ll know.”
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Dream’s face fell at the mention of that name, echoing from out of the past
and seizing his heart with the cold pangs of remembrance; then his face hardened,
jaw setting firmly with anger. “I like being made fun of less than Delirium.”
“Ah well, just a suggestion. I know you don’t want to visit your son, but
then again… I could always MAKE you want to.”
“Like butterflies to a flame.”
Desire noticed that one of Delirium’s butterflies had been left behind in their
realm. They held up the lighter, exposing the small flame - and the butterfly flew
right into it. “Exactly,” growled Desire. Looking up at the TV screen, they saw that
Morpheus’ face was replaced with static. Desire chuckled to themself - they did so
love to jerk their brother’s chain. It was just TOO easy.
Meanwhile, Dream realized that he had not yet mourned for that which he had
lost, and that which he knew he was going to end up losing sooner or later. During
his imprisonment, he had thought always of escape, and of reclaiming his throne it had not occurred to him how much would have changed by the time this was
accomplished.
Thessaly. He thought she would be waiting for him, in The Dreaming, for his
return. He had no reason to think otherwise; he had installed her into his world,
and she was a fixture there.
But her eyes, when he finally saw her, in that dark and blood-stained
apartment… cold eyes, weighing him dispassionately. Finding him wanting.
He should have known. Even before he was captured, he could see that look
in her eyes.
And why? He would have given her worlds of her own, strung like sapphires
and emeralds on a silken cord…
…But she no longer loved him. Nothing would change that.
This was foolish. Why did he hurt so? He’d known her for a mere handful of
years… a couple centuries, little more...
Nada. He’d scarcely known her at all. If only he had not lost his temper from
desiring her so much, and sent her away to Hell… but no, he knew the truth. He
knew that even if she had agreed to spend her brief mortal life with him, still he
would have felt desire’s cruel sting.
And now, the thought of seeing his son once more… and knowing the
terrible boon that would be asked of him.
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It was too much. Desire always did know just the right way to get under his
skin.
He shook his head and decided to go outside, to get some fresh air, bitterly
cursing his sister-brother all the while.
-Rose Walker’s TaleI’m pretty sure I was awake at this point, so let me get back to it.
I woke up in this massive bed - bigger than a king-sized mattress by far, and
very cushy.
Somebody was breathing softly - I realized that Constantine was fast asleep
on the bed beside me, sitting propped up with his back against the padded plush
headboard, head all the way back and his mouth open, a drop of drool sliding down
from the corner of his mouth. I could smell his stale ashtray-and-beer-bottle breath
from a yard away - I hadn’t seen him drink any alcohol for the last many hours, so
that made me wonder when he’d last brushed his teeth or washed his mouth out.
He was still wearing his nasty, musty-smelling trenchcoat - arms wrapped
tightly around himself, legs crossed, shoes on. I felt like this was not the first time
he’d slept in such an uncomfortable-looking position, and had most likely slept
much rougher in the past.
But I couldn’t really say anything - my clothes had not changed either, it’s
just that my sleepwear finally matched the context of the situation.
“Don’t worry miss Rose,” came Nuala’s sweet voice, which announced her
presence to me from the corner chair. “He hasn’t done anything improper.”
“Thanks,” I said. I wouldn’t have wanted any part of his scuzzy, unwashed
self getting familiar with me while I was awake, let alone asleep.
She got up and brought me a glass of fizzy and blue-green liquid. “This
mouthwash is better than anything in the waking world,” she explained. “It cleans
your teeth really well without having to brush, and you can even swallow it
without any trouble.”
I took it and drank it - it was really good actually, very sweet. “You should
give him some when he wakes up,” I suggested, nodding my head toward John.
Nuala narrowed her eyes at him. “Oh, I will - but I won’t promise it’ll taste
the same for him.”
I shook my head and shuffled out of the room, hugging myself.
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I’d built this castle, but I had no idea what the actual layout was - as Dream
had told me, the castle remembered what it was supposed to be. But within it, I was
lost.
I felt awful still, even after finally getting some sleep. My head was
pounding, my body was heady and exhausted, and my stomach was queasy. It was
like having jet-lag mixed with a bad hangover.
I realized, with amazement, that this was the first time that I wished I could
just stay asleep instead of being awake. Usually I was so terrified of the
nightmares, and of not being able to wake up like my mother; but now that my
waking world was so screwed-up and weird, and full of broken things that I had no
clue how to fix (and yet, I supposedly had the power and responsibility to do just
that) I wanted to run and find solace in the void of responsibility known as dreams.
Or nightmares. I didn’t even care anymore - after what happened to Paul and
Rachel, I knew I wouldn’t be able to tell the difference anyway.
And it would be nice if the nightmares would stop when I woke up, instead
of feeling like waking up was the end of my brief reprieve from the recurring and
never-ending nightmare called Reality.
Somehow, my aimless wanderings led me to a balcony. And there, I saw
Dream.
It was raining, and the raindrops were pelting him pretty hard as he gripped
the balcony railing. His midnight cloak was billowing behind him, slick and shiny
with water, just like his dark hair. Thunder rolled.
As I got closer, I realized that Lucien was with him.
“The uh, palace staff was wondering… what you would like done with the
suite of rooms created for her?”
“Erase them.” Dream looked over his shoulder at his pointy-eared
Librarian. “And Lucien? I would appreciate it if the palace staff would refrain
from mentioning her in my presence.”
“Very good, Dream Lord.”
Lucien walked back inside - I ducked and hid behind a pillar. The Dreaming
crew, including Nuala (who was, apparently, done with Constantine), were
gathering downstairs - they watched Lucien as he descended, “Well?” demanded
Mervyn Pumpkinhead. “What’s the scoop, Loosh?”
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“He wants the rooms erased,” Lucien said, wiping the raindrops off his
spectacles with a handkerchief. “Mm, to be on the safe side… better dismantle that
whole wing of the castle.”
Mervyn growled with irritation, crossing his arms and blowing smoke
violently out of his eyeholes.
There was a tall-backed throne that loomed from the upper level - Matthew
the Raven was perched on the arm of it. “It’s been a whole 24 hrs, for chissakes!
Isn’t he tired of standing in the rain?”
Is that how long I’d been asleep? I couldn’t remember the last time I’d slept
all the way through the night, let alone that much - maybe when I was a little kid?
“I’ve been here before,” grumbled Mervyn. He pointed at Lucien. “You’ve
been here before. Hell, we’ve ALL been here before. It always happens like this
when a girl walks out on him, don’t it?”
“Not at all,” corrected Lucien. “After the Nada affair, he RAZED The
Dreaming. It was a bleak desert for centuries.”
“Wow. Jeez,” said Matthew the Raven.
Nuala sighed, ears drooping. “Poor Lord Dream…”
“Poor Dream?” echoed the incredulous Mervyn. His voice raised sharply,
like a boiling teapot going off with a streaming whistle - and with the smoke from
his cigar rising, it really did complete the look. “HE’S not the one who has ta
dismantle a whole wing! He could vanish it in a blink! Gone!
Us Ordinary Joes have broads walk out on us all the time. We shrug it off,
hey that's life. But he's gotta be the tragic figure in the rain, mournin' his beloved.
So down comes the rain, right on cue.
Hey, if ya ask me, I mean, okay, he’s our Boss... ya know, right or wrong.
But the guy’s a FLAKE. But it’s not his fault, y’know? It’s like, you hang out with
poets an’ those guys, you’re bound ta go a little flaky.”
“What do you mean?” asked Nuala.
“Cuz next thing ya know, he’ll find some other broad ta be moonin’ over,”
theorized Mervyn, flippantly. “Then it’s gonna but nuthin’ but moon moon moon,
moon, all the time, like he’s never even been in love before. Least until THAT deal
runs its course, a’course - and then we’ll be right back ta where we all started.”
Lucien raised an eyebrow at the Pumpkinhead. “Perhaps, instead of regaling
us with your assessment of his character and personal affairs, you should take your
complaints to Lord Dream directly?”
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Thunder cracked and rolled loudly, shaking the castle. Mervyn shuddered.
“I'll go gather the wrecking crew. Later Loosh. Seeya Toots.”
Mervyn ambled off, and Lucien calmly announced that he would be
returning to the library.
Now that my curiosity was piqued, I slowly made my way through the dark
hall to the balcony.
Standing at the archway leading out to the balcony, I could see more of the
outside - and it became apparent that this rainstorm was not widespread over the
landscape; in fact, looking up I could see that a little rain cloud darkened the air
just above Dream’s head, dumping cold water like an aggressively high-pressure
shower-head, and that Dream himself seemed to be the only thing it was getting
wet.
Wet Dream. Ha…
That laugh did not stay inside of me - it escaped, and he turned around.
“...Rose?”
“Hey. You enjoying yourself out here?”
Dream looked away - I’m guessing he was a bit ashamed about being caught
moping, by one of his guests instead of his servants. The cloud dispersed almost
immediately. “I… find the rain refreshing, sometimes. It enables me to think
clearer.”
“Uh huh,” I said, totally convinced. My stomach growled then, loud as hell.
Morpheus smiled slightly - in fact that was the only type of smile I ever saw
from him, like he was always hesitant about whether he really should commit to a
smile or not. I don’t think I ever saw him lift both corners of his mouth upwards all
the way, at the same time. “I’m afraid I’ve been a poor host to you, Rose. Now that
you are awake, will you kindly join me in the dining hall for some refreshments?”
“Absolutely,” I consented, wholeheartedly. I wasn’t such a big fan of sleep,
but I never had anything against eating.
Suddenly, we heard a distinctive, burbling scream.
“Lord Dream,” said an unfamiliar voice, which sounded like the low growl
of a lion and the sharp cry of an eagle at once, both speaking the human words
simultaneously.
We looked down, over the balcony’s edge, at the castle gates: that’s where a
winged horse, an eagle-lion and a dragon, all made out of stone, kept watch. The
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dragon had a rainbow-haired girl dangling from his snout, her oversized and
raggedy coat caught in his jaws.
The girl was pale, just like Dream and his sister Death. She was laughing
and screaming hysterically at the same time, flailing her fishnet-stocking covered
limbs.
“We caught her trying to escape, Mi’Lord,” explained the winged horse.
The dragon tried to speak without letting go of the girl’s coat caught in its
mouth. “Fhee fhed fhee wov wor fhifter,” the dragon mumbled through his gritted
teeth.
“Huh?” I said, looking at Dream to see if he understood.
“Yes, I’m afraid she IS my sister, Wyvern,” responded Dream. “Put her
down.”
The winged horse gasped. “Mi’Lord! Are you certain? She may be a wild
little filly, ‘tis true, but I really do think that with a certain reining in, she would be
more than manageable...”
“I meant for her to be placed on the ground, and released. GENTLY.”
“Oh, of course... naturally, Sire,” said the winged horse, ducking further into
his folded wings and looking ashamed of himself.
Wyvern followed Dream’s clarified instructions, and set Delirium down.
“WHEEE!” yelled the rainbow-haired girl.
The dragon spoke - and he was so much clearer and more intelligible, now
that his mouth was free. “My… my lady, had I but known-”
“S’oKaY iT waS fuN esPeciaLLy thE swiNGing biT liKe DiSneYLanD,”
garbled the rainbow-haired girl, wobbling around dizzily and trying to pet
Wyvern’s snout... but only managing to slap at the air around it. It was like
watching a drunk child stagger around - hilarious in its own perverse way, but also
really worrisome.
“How many sisters do you have, Dream?” I asked.
“Three and a half,” said Dream. “And there are just as many brothers, if
one were to include myself.”
The mathematical riddle almost broke my brain, but I managed to sort it out.
“So… there are SEVEN of you in total.”
“Indeed. That one down there is named Delirium.”
I nodded. “Makes sense.”
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He called out to Delirium below, though ‘calling out’ wasn’t the way I
would describe it - he didn’t actually have to strain and yell in order to be heard
over great distances, like normal people... it was more like he simply increased the
volume and made it more directional. “Delirium, meet us in the dining hall,” his
voice calmly boomed.
“O-kaY bROtheR…seE yOU theRe… aND hEaR yoU toO, noT juSt seE…
I haVe eARs anD theY wOrK juSt fiNe CauSe theY dOn’T haVe aNy woRmS iN
theM aT aLL… weLL okaY exCept maYbe oNe buT i DoN’t liKe tO meNtioN iT
a LoT beCauSe thE oTHer eAr geTs jeaLouS fOR noT hAVing AnY. It'S A sOng
aND iT's VeRy caTchy ANd iT gOes liKe thiS... LA-LA-DI-DA-DAAA...” sang
Delirium tunelessly, as she tottered on her stockinged feet through the gateway
doors, which opened automatically at her approach to let her pass within.
I followed Dream to the dining hall. Nuala very delightedly took Dream’s rainsoaked cloak from him.
I was shocked to see that he was wearing tight-fitting jeans and a T-shirt
underneath. Who knew that he could ever be that casual?
Inside, John Constantine had his legs rudely propped up on the long diningroom table, leaned back in his chair and smoking away on a cigarette.
“Constantine, you’re getting the tablecloth dirty,” I snapped at him.
“Sorry,” he growled, swinging his legs down and giving me a dark look,
“Consequences a’growin’ up without me mam - ‘s why I’m just SO well made up
‘bout ‘avin YOU ‘round ta set me straight.”
“Well somebody has to,” I said, taking a seat… in a chair which had been
pulled out by none other than Dream himself. Constantine freakin’ SNEERED at
this gentlemanly gesture - he followed Dream with his eyes, even craning his neck
around as Dream passed him by to reach his own chair at the other end.
“Yeh know mate, if yeh keep treatin’ ‘er like some sort a’ posh princess,
she’ll actually start BELIEVIN’ she is one,” Constantine warned. “An’ then
there’ll be NO bloody livin’ with ‘er after that.”
“What’s your problem, John?”
“Too many ta account for, luv. So wot’s yours, eh?”
“What? What the hell do you mean?”
“I mean, are you MENSTRUAL? You’ve ‘ad a cob on for days now,
poppin’ off at me any chance you get! I’m bloody sick an’ tired of it!”
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“If you don’t like me criticizing you, then maybe you should try not being an
asshole all the time.”
“Yeh sure, alright, maybe I will... once YOU stop being such a bloody
BITCH.”
I glared at him for a few moments, feeling my internal temperature rise until
it was making my face hot. In a low, chilling, biting voice that almost seemed not
to come from me, I said: “...I can see now why Rachel LEFT YOU.” It just kind of
came out, fully-formed and without any conscious planning on my part.
Constantine’s face took on this righteously-angry, teary-eyed look, like I’d
hauled out and slapped him right across it. He responded quietly, like he was
having trouble getting the words out past the indignation swelling up in his chest:
“... An’ I’d bet yeh Paul was a ladies’ man, a‘fore ‘e met you luv.”
Dream seemed to be observing our squabble with extreme dispassion considering what I’d overheard his servants saying about what he was going
through at that point, he was probably just glad not to have a vested interest in the
petty drama that was unfolding before him.
I wasn’t even sure why the two of us were fighting, honestly. I guess we
were both just tired and cranky from the magical rollercoaster we’d been on, for
the last many hours up until that point - that, and lack of food (what’re you rolling
your eyes at me for, Desire? If you have something to say, just spit it out already!).
Anyway, our fight was basically at a stalemate, with both of us glaring at
each other and waiting to see who would make the next move. I got up, determined
to leave and go back to bed - I wasn’t hungry anymore so much as I was pissed off.
But then Dream looked up pleasantly at the dining hall entryway. “Ah, Delirium please, take a seat.”
Delirium stood in the doorway, blocking my exit. “ThEre yOU aRE,
DrEAm…” she said, weaving around on unsteady feet. But then she took notice of
me and startled, as if I’d just suddenly appeared in front of her, from out of
nowhere. “WhO’re yOU?” she asked.
“I’m Rose,” I answered.
She peered at me then, and looked me over from all angles, like I was a
fascinating piece of sculpture. “YoU're DrEAm'S girLfriEnd, rIghT?”
“Yer spot-on there, li’l Skittle-’ead,” said John. “Only fer some reason, SHE
don’t know it yet!”
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“No I’m not!” I protested. Jeez, seriously - what was WITH him? And he
had the nerve to call ME a bitch - hell, if he wasn’t a guy, I’d be asking HIM if this
was HIS time of the month!
Delirium pouted and frowned at John. “WHaT’s HE dOing hERe?”
John threw up his arms. “Great, more birds ‘re flockin’ ta take a peck at me!
Well alright now, come on an ‘ave a go at me too, ‘oever yeh are - but you’ll have
to get in line behind THIS one, li’l sister, because I doubt she’s had her fill a’
takin’ the PISS outta me yet!”
“i’M nOT youR LittLe siSteR i’M hiS,” corrected Delirium. She turned her
attention back to me. “i'M, uM. DELiriUm, liTTLe sIstER. Of DrEAm. ActUaLLY
aLL thE EndLEss.”
“I know. Dream told me.”
She beamed at Dream. “SHe's MUCH pRETTiEr thAn thE girLfriEnd
beFOre. ThAt oNe wAs mEAn. i wIsh sHE hAd bUgs crAwLing aLL oVer heR
fOrEvEr aNd evEr...
“Delirium, you're mistaken: Rose is merely a guest, nothing more.”
“Uh-hUh. i'M nOt aLL tOgEthEr i knOw, i usEd tO bE anD nOw i'M nOt.
BUt i stiLL, uM. KnOw thIngs.” Delirium took my hand and pulled me over to the
table. “SiT nExt tO mE, o-kAy? WE're gOIng tO bE thE bESTest oF friEndS...”
Delirium crawled into a seat on the other side facing John, and I took the
chair beside her as she’d asked me to do. She squirmed around restlessly - like she
was either dancing, reacting to her own thoughts, or having a muscle spasm; or
maybe all of those things at once.
“I hope she is not bothering you.”
“Oh no, not at all,” I assured him.
“VErY gOOd friEnds, mE N’ ROse.”
“Wonderful.”
Constantine looked with concern at Dream. “Oi, yer kid sister - wot’s she on
now, then?”
“Nothing,” Dream replied. “What you are seeing is her natural state of
being.”
“Ah,” said John. “That’s really disturbin’ ta hear, actually.”
A bug-eyed humanoid with curling whiskers that resembled those of a
catfish entered the dining hall, dressed in a vaguely Arabian Nights-looking outfit.
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“Now that we are all here, please order whatever you’d like to eat from
Taramis,” said Morpheus.
“HAve yOU gOt anY liTTLe CaNdy pEOple? AbOUt thrEE inchES hiGh,
gUYs aNd girLs, fiLLed wIth rAspbERRy crEAm…”
“Very good ma'am,” said Taramis, unfazed by the bizarre request. “And to
drink?”
“FrESH mAngO jUice, pLEEze.”
The catfish-person waiter looked at me. “Would you like something, miss?”
“Oh. Uh... oatmeal?”
Delirium made a rude noise. “YoU cAn hAve anYthIng yOU cAn thiNk oF,
reALLY. I'Ve spEnt dAys n’ dAys mAkIng Up flAvOrs oF ice crEAm nObOdY's
EAtEn, liKe chIckEn aNd teLEphOne iCe crEAm...hAve yOU evEr dOne thAt?”
“Not really.” I looked up at Taramis. “Oatmeal would be fine. Thanks.”
“An omelette, a light salad and a glass of white wine for me, Taramis.”
Taramis nodded serenely. “As you will, Sire.” Then he looked to John
Constantine. “And you?”
Constantine scratched his chin stubble. “Anythin’ I want, eh? I’ll ‘ave… a
massive gin an’ tonic, the good stuff, no ice but freezin’-arse cold, an’ I want all
the water innit ta be made HOLY. Oh, an’ a side a’ porkchops would do us just
fine, thanks.” He shot me a sideways glance. “Unless me MAM o’er there
disapproves a’me choices.”
“You can shove anything in your mouth that you want to, John,” I told him,
“I’ll be happy as long as it shuts you up.”
Taramis left quietly, somewhere in the midst of us bickering.
Desperate to get us talking about something else, I looked at Dream (and,
frankly, it was pissing me off that he looked so calm and above-it-all over there at
the far end of the table).
“So. You've had women stay at the castle before?” I knew the answer
already, but he didn’t need to know that.
Dream looked uncomfortable, and nodded hesitantly. Mission accomplished.
“Mortal women?”
“YeAh, prETTY mUch mOstLY,” said Delirium, playing with a spoon that
she’d pulled out of her ear, “ExcEpt fOr fAEriE quEEns and gOddESSes aNd-”
“Delirium, please.”
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Taramis returned crazy fast, carrying a bottle of white wine - with him was a
topless woman with an eyepatch and a plaid skirt, carrying a covered platter.
“Dinner is served, Sire.”
“Thank you, Taramis.”
The topless eyepatch woman stopped by Dream first, and when she lifted the
top off of the platter, his order was there steaming on the plate, as well as his wine
glass. Taramis poured the wine for him.
The lady stopped by Delirium next, and this time when she lifted the lid of
the platter, there was a plastic cup of mango juice with a curly straw, and a plate
with a pile of small dolls made of candy - they were naked, anatomically correct,
and highly-detailed (embarrassingly so).
As the eyepatch lady set them down in front of her, Delirium marveled over
the edible men and women. She peered at them closely. “Oh lOOkIE! ThEY've
aLL gOt LiTTle eyEbrOws…”
I was given my bowl of oatmeal from the magic platter, and as it turned out I
didn’t regret my choice at all - it was the best oatmeal I’d ever tasted, and full of
cream and colorful fruit.
I tried not to think too hard about the topless woman serving me, or make it
too obvious that I was avoiding looking at… THEM… as I mumbled my thanks to
her. I mean, I’m not a prude or anything... I just wasn’t used to dealing with topless
waitresses, that’s all, and I didn’t want to make her feel uncomfortable.
The eyepatch lady made her final stop, giving Constantine his tall glass of
booze and plateful of meat - but unfortunately, the food wasn’t what he was staring
at. “That looks like a tasty dish yeh have there,” he said. “Ta, cheers.” He toasted
with his glass in the direction of the waitress’ bare chest.
Thankfully, I’d gotten Dream going, staring at me from across the table with
a critical twinkling eye. “Is there a reason you are pursuing the subject, Rose?”
Delirium paid no attention to the conversation, blithely playing with the
candy people.
“FIRst i biTe thEir liTTle hAnds oFF, aNd thEn theiR liTTle nOsES…”
“Just curious,” I answered. “Is it painful to talk about?”
“Indeed.”
Constantine was eating his pork chops with relish, like a starving dog - but
he was listening, and he paused to look at Dream. “I'm sorry ta hear that, Mate.
‘Ow did she die?”
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“She's not dead.” Dream stared down into his wine glass. “She decided she
no longer loved me.”
“Aah. That’s rough mate - condolences.”
There was silence, for a while. But then Delirium brought that to a sudden
end, when she picked up two of the candy people, a man and a woman, and
smooshed them together.
“LOOk, thEY're mAkiNg lO-Ove...K-I-S-S-I-N-G…”
I could feel my face getting red.
Dream's fingers tightened around his wine glass. “Stop that.”
Delirium looked alarmed that she had upset her brother. “SOrrY...Um, thEY
wEREn't reALLY kiSsiNg. ThEY wEre uM... sqUiDgiNg. YeChhy, kiSSing…”
Delirium dropped the candy people, and began licking the residue off her
fingers; however, within moments, she realized that her magical touch had brought
the candy people to life… and what they decided to do with that brief borrowed
life was to immediately and desperately copulate together on the plate. Delirium
grinned sheepishly, taking up her napkin and discreetly covering them. The napkin
was still moving about with each pelvic thrust, so she shoved her plate forward,
away from her.
Constantine grabbed the plate, looking under the napkin. “Missionary, eh?
Bad choice. An’ look, they’re already meltin’, so they won’t be gettin’ ta try nutin’
else... that’s just tragic, that is.” Then he chuckled. “Ah! But would yeh look at
that? ‘e just shot out a load a’ raspberry cream, ‘e did! Filled ‘er right up!”
I dropped my spoon, disgusted - my appetite for my fruit and cream oatmeal
was officially gone.
Dream got up stiffly, abruptly, and left the table. I went after him.
Delirium bounced off her chair, rushing to follow us. “HeY, wAit fOr mE!”
Meanwhile, I could hear Constantine gathering up all our abandoned plates
and glasses, and happily helping himself to them. Limey bastard...
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-26“The Song of Orpheus”

“You need not come with me, Rose,” said Dream, putting his cloak back on. Nuala
was ready with his gloves. “It is none of your affair.”
“What isn’t?” I asked. “I thought you were going to deal with the Hell
situation? Where are you rushing off to?”
“It is a… private matter. One that I must see to, in order to locate my helm. I
would not wish to invite powerful entities to my realm without the proper defenses
and safeguards in place.”
“So it’s about… Thessaly?”
Dream looked at me sharply then, frowning. “No.” He took the gloves from
Nuala and pulled them onto his hands. I thought that was going to be it, end of
conversation - but then he murmured “...It’s about my son.”
“You have a son?”
“As I have said… it is none of your concern.”
Delirium noisily licked and slurped at her fingers. “Oh yEAh, aNd mUseS.
CaLLiOpe’s hiS mOthEr. i wAnnA gO sEE ORphEUs tOO. i mEAn tALk aLsO,
nOt jUst sEE. CAn i?”
“If you must.”
Delirium took his gloved hand. Dream closed his eyes.
Nothing happened.
“uM DReam? We’Re stiLL heRe,” said his little sister. “WhY aRen’T wE
goiNg anYwHeRe?”
Dream opened his eyes, frowning, and then his face fell with an
uncomfortable realization. He slowly turned to me, wincing.
I gave a very exaggerated sigh, just to torment him, and offered my hand.
Miserably unhappy, he peeled off one of his gloves.
Delirium looked rapidly between the two of us. “WhAAT? DReaM, caN
yoU noT dO iT bY youRseLf anYmoRe? ThE uM thiNGie yoU dO To gO pLaces,
aNd maKe stuFF haPPen? iS iT broKen?”
Dream grimaced. “I am NOT broken,” he insisted, and I tried not to laugh.
“Delirium… you are my sister, and I love you dearly; but if you should speak once
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more out of turn, about something you know NOTHING about, then so help me I
will make it so that you do not remember how to speak at all.”
Delirium dropped his hand, angrily. “DoN’t yoU daRe thReaTen mE,” she
warbled at him, pointing at his face, her mismatched eyes flashing. “HaVe yoU
eVer gONe MAD, DREam? i CouLd DO thaT yoU knoW... i COuLd dO iT if I
WANTED tO. YoU aRen’t eVen weaRiNg yoUr HELMET riGHt noW. i’M onLy
nOT cuZ yoU’re mY bROther… iF yoU WEREN’T mY bROther, i’D sTeaL yoU
aWaY iNtO mY reaLm, aNd i’D maKe uP faLse eXits foR yoU tO fiNd, sO thAT
juSt whEn yoU thOUght yOU’d fiNaLLY goTTen OUT oF mY worLd yoU
wOuLdn’t bE OUT yoU’d juSt bE fURther IN.”
I was suddenly, acutely aware of just how dangerous the funny-and-kooky
little girl Delirium could be - but just as that was sinking in, Delirium turned to me
and offered up one of her messy hands for me to take. I couldn’t conceal my
disgust looking at it - she noticed me recoil, and I had this moment of cold terror,
where I wondered what would happen to me if she decided to take offense.
Instead of obliterating my sanity or something, she just licked her hand some
more, wiped it off on her coat, and then offered it to me again - I sighed,
shrugging, and resigned my hand to its fate.
With the other hand, I took hold of Morpheus’. He flinched, as pain seared
up his arm and caused his muscles to seize.
Sand swirled around us.
And then we weren’t in The Dreaming anymore.
-Daniel’s TalePardon me, Mother - if I may:
Andros Rhodocanakis clambered awkwardly up the concealed stone steps,
carved into the face of the island cliff, as he did each morning at dawn.
As many times as he had made the climb, Andros could never get over the
honor daily done to him and to his family. Their privilege and their burden, as
custodians, guards, and priests.
As witnesses to the miracle.
Each stone step curved deeply in the middle, eroded by his boots, and by the
boots of ancestors.
He was the oldest now. Head of the family.
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Reaching the top, he rested his hands on his knees, breathing hard the salty
sea air. He was getting old. The windswept cherry blossom trees were beautiful in
the dawn light - so too was the old, white marble pavilion that had stood amongst
them across the many centuries.
In the pavilion’s archway stood Andros’ son-in law, Kris. He wore a large
military-style gun slung across his shoulder, always prepared to scare off any
visitors to their island; not that they ever had any, of course.
Occasionally they would spot a vessel sailing close, but it had been a very
long time indeed since anyone had attempted to land. Andros’ eyes weren’t what
they used to be, so he had to rely on those of his son-in-law and grandson.
Actually, Andros realized that was true in a lot of ways.
For one thing, Kris had enough hair to make those long dreadlocks of his.
Andros did not.
Andros could not see a reason to walk about the island so heavily armed, as
there was no one to impress with such a display except himself and the boy. Kris
had come to them twenty years ago, fleeing a war in a far away land, driven by
dark dreams; now he had others. Kris had drawn up plans covering almost all
eventualities, up to and including a helicopter assault on the temple. Andros
supposed that Kris could pretend to be a one-man-army action hero bodyguard in
his head if he wished to - whatever made Kris feel stronger, safer, and better able
to pass the long and lonely night hours was a good thing.
But Andros himself was not worried: the Priests of Orpheus had spent
thousands of years perfecting the art of misdirection.
Kris noticed his father-in-law pausing at the top of the steps, and wandered
close. “Papa, you're getting too old to be doing this.”
“Nonsense,” said Andros, waving him off stubbornly. “My father made the
trek every morning until he was 80.”
Kris just smiled. He knew better than to argue.
Andros rose, finally having caught his breath. “How was he tonight?”
“He slept for a few hours,” Kris answered. “Then he wanted to look at the
moon. And now he sleeps once more.”
“Good, good… tell that half-wit son of yours that I saw him, when I was
coming up the path. He should not be seen when he is on guard.”
“He knows that, Papa.”
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“If he TRULY knew that, he would not let himself be seen. Beat him for
me.”
“He’s too old for a beating, Andros.”
“Beat him - and as you do, tell him that when they stole our charge, two
hundred years ago, it was thirty years before he returned to us. THIRTY YEARS.
It will NEVER happen again.”
Kris sighed. “I’ll make sure he remembers.”
“Go down and eat, Kris. Get some sleep. See you at dusk.” They clapped
hands, Kris tagging out and Andros tagging in for the shift, as they passed by one
another. Kris headed down the stone steps.
Andros approached the nearest cherry tree. Every spring day, while the
trees were in bloom, he had picked a blossom from a cherry tree… and every
spring day, for over sixty years, he had placed it on the lady’s grave, as his father
and grandfather did before him.
The name carved into the gravestone read: Lady Johanna Constantine, Born
1760, Died 1859, “Be to her Virtues very Kind, Be to her faults a little Blind.”
His duty accomplished, Andros entered the pavilion.
Orpheus’ eyes opened at his approach. They were grey and uniquely
contemplative this morning, thought Andros.
“Good morning,” Orpheus greeted him, pleasantly.
“And to you, lord. Kris thought you were asleep.”
“No, merely thinking. Did you put the flower on her grave?”
“Of course.”
“She was a remarkable woman.”
“All women are remarkable.”
“Please Chrestos, the East window. I'd like to see the sun rise.”
Andros carefully placed his hands on either side of the pale and
disembodied head of Orpheus, lifting it up from its place on the table, next to the
flower vase. “I’m Andros, lord,” he corrected, gently.
“Did I say… ? I'm sorry. I was thinking of your father.”
Andros placed Orpheus’ head on the window sill, balanced on the severed
stump of his neck. “Grandfather.”
“Ah… I'm growing forgetful... a good thing that my company is not the
reason for your diligence.”
“Then what is?
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“The song.”
Andros felt embarrassed. How could he say such a thing? How could he
believe it? “That's not the only reason,” Andros insisted. “You're a good friend.”
A knowing smile played upon Orpheus’ lips, and he looked sideways at his
attendant. “But you'd still like the song.”
Andros sighed; it was no use. Oh well... as long as Orpheus didn’t think that
he HAD to sing for his attendant’s pleasure, Andros supposed it was all right to let
him know that he appreciated it. “... If your lordship would grace me with it.”
Orpheus’ smile expanded. “Today will prove an unusual day.”
He stared unblinking into the light… then, he opened his mouth and began
to sing, his voice little more than a whisper. He sang to the sunrise, in a longforgotten tongue.
Andros listened to the song of Orpheus, and the ache in his joints eased; the
cold left his fingertips. In his soul he felt young again. This is what made him get
up in the darkness and climb the steps, summer or winter, rain or mist… the song.
Meanwhile, Kris reached the bottom of the steps, and found his son in a hammock
strung between two trees. He smiled - such a lazy boy. He could not bear to punish
him though, no matter what old Andros said.
He approached the door to the hidden beach shack, when he felt sand blow
against his back in an unusual manner: it was not a straight gust of wind, but a
curving, whirling one. A twister? A dust-devil?
When he turned about, he saw three strange and unfamiliar figures: a tall
pale man with dark hair and cloak; a very young woman with mostly reddish hair
streaked with blonde, wearing sleepwear pajamas like she’d left the house while
sleepwalking; and a preteen girl, about the age of Kris’ son, each lock of her hair
a different color of the rainbow - she looked as though she’d slept in a trash heap
in nothing but her underwear and fishnets, and came out wearing a discarded coat,
bicycle shorts, and skirt.
Kris raised his gun and pointed it at them.
“Whoa, easy!” said the mostly-redheaded woman holding up her hands. Kris
took note that she was the only one of the three who seemed the least bit alarmed
by his action: the younger rainbow-haired girl looked only mildly curious about
him and the gun, but no more so than anything else around her, and the tall man
seemed completely unfazed.
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“Stay where you are!” warned Kris. “One false move, and I will shoot!”
“WHat'S a faLsE moVe? iS iT veRy diFFeRenT froM a ReaL oNe?” mused
the rainbow-haired girl, to no one in particular as she twirled and messed with her
hair. She looked at the redheaded sleepwalker. “GrEeN mOuSe iCe cReaM waS
thE WoRSt. i diDn’t liKe ThaT aT aLL.”
“How did you get here?” asked Kris.
“We walked,” said the tall man, simply.
“You could not have walked here.”
“Nevertheless, we walked.”
“We came through your son's dream,” said pajama-woman. Kris glanced
carefully at his son, who was now fully awake: sitting up in the hammock, a
handgun trained upon the stranger’s backs, shaking only slightly.
“We hope you don't mind,” said the tall, pale man. He spoke with power and
authority - Kris wondered if this could be one of the old gods his father-in-law
often spoke of.
“i miNd,” said the weird girl. “shOUld’ve tAkEn tHe cAr, i thiNk. i'M a
rEaLLY gOOd driVER…”
“There are no roads that lead here, little girl.”
Rainbow-hair rolled her eyes and fixed him with a frown - her eyes were
mismatched, one blue and one green, but both were inhumanly bright. “I mEAnt a
flYing cAr, i'm nOt stUpid yOU knOw…”
“Just put the gun down,” said the reasonable woman. “We're not here to
cause trouble.”
“I have come here to speak with my son. I believe he is here. Please
lead me to him.”
“Your son?”
“Orpheus.”
At the sound of that name, Kris lowered the gun.
Kris led them up the stone steps, without a word. His uninvited guests were silent
also.
As they approached the temple pavilion, the redhead girl looked at the tall
man - he was looking at the ground, and appeared deeply disturbed.
“Is something wrong, Dream?” she asked. Kris was beginning to put it
together: perhaps he was a god of dreams.
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“No. I am in fine spirits.”
“You’re shivering.”
The man named Dream pulled his cloak tighter around himself. The girl
placed her hand on his shoulder, and he glanced back at her - he could plainly see
she was unconvinced by his words.
But just who was the girl? Kris wondered. She seemed like a regular mortal
to his eyes, though strangely appealing - and without any particular features that
justifiably made her so. A half-human daughter, perhaps? A lover?
He dismissed the latter idea outright - no, it was too absurd. As far as he
understood it, a god would be too prideful to be seen walking upon the earth in this
way, with their lover so ridiculously attired.
“I gave my word I would not come here,” Dream told the girl, by way of
explanation.
“To Orpheus?”
“To myself.” There was a pause. “I'm afraid I'll have to ask the two of you
to stay outside.”
His preternaturally appealing companion nodded. “Alright.”
“BuT I wAnt tO sEE hiM, hE’s mY...cOUsiN? No, nEphEw! I wEnt tO
hiS wEddiNg…”
“We’ll see him later,” said the woman. “Let's go play. Those trees look nice,
don’t they?”
Rainbow-girl was in awe. “YoU wAnt tO pLaY...? Oh WOw. NObOdY
evEr aSKs tO pLaY wiTH mE…”
Dream gave the young woman a faint-hearted smile of gratitude, before the
rainbow-girl grabbed her by the hand and ran off for the trees.
Kris yelled into the pavilion. “Papa! We've got company!”
His father-in-law was sitting in a chair within. Andros looked up. “Eh?” he
said, looking alarmed.
“He’s my father, Andros,” said the head of Orpheus. “I’ve been expecting
him.”
Andros blinked. “You warned me today would be unusual… you didn’t say
how much…”
“I know. Would you kindly allow me to speak to my father in private?”
“Of course, lord.” Andros rose from his chair, as fast as his tired limbs
would allow.
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“I will not be needing your assistance for the rest of the day. Please do what
you like with that time.” Andros nodded, dazed - this was unusual indeed. “And
Andros?” Orpheus added. “Thank you. For everything.”
Andros attempted a smile, but found he could not manage to say anything in
response. He took his leave - and as he did so, he caught sight of the tall, pale man
waiting outside. Yes: though the hair was darker, the skin was paler, and his eyes
were far from human, the man did resemble Orpheus; they were undoubtedly
father and son.
Dream passed within.
He saw the disembodied head of his son, on the window-sill. The golden sunlight
shone upon him, as it always did in the days of old.
A long silence.
At long last, Orpheus spoke. “Do you remember what you last told me,
father? “Your life is your own. Your death, likewise. Farewell. We shall not meet
again.””
“I believe I said something like that, yes.”
“Those were your exact words. I have had plenty of time to think on them.”
“At the time, I meant it.”
Orpheus assessed him with his gaze. “You have changed, since the old days.
“I doubt it.”
Dream drew near to the head of his son. He lifted it up, cradling it with both
hands. “I have something to ask of you.”
“Your Helmet. I will tell you where to find it. But before that, you must
promise to do something in return.”
Dream looked away.
“You know what I ask.”
“Yes. How I wish it were otherwise.”
“Do you promise to do it, then?”
“I do.”
Orpheus closed his eyes, solemnly. “You did not have to come to me to ask
after the helmet - you could have simply asked the son of Roderick Burgess.”
Dream was taken aback. “No. I could not.”
Orpheus opened his eyes, and looked at Dream reprovingly. “Because you
have trapped him in a Nightmare - yes, I know. My uncle-aunt knew that while
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your guilt demanded that you free me, you did not have any desire to free him and thus they suggested you speak with me. But the path of vengeance is not a
righteous one - it is a road that has no ending. You should not have punished the
son for the sins of the father.”
“Do you feel that is what I have done to you?”
“Perhaps. Only you know what is in your own heart.”
Dream sighed. “So that is to be your answer then, Orpheus? I am to free the
son of my captor, to find the answer I seek?”
“Only because that is the best way. But so that you do not feel cheated by
our bargain, I shall also answer a question that only I may answer - one that you do
not yet know to ask.”
“What is that?”
“The whereabouts of your brother.”
Dream scowled. “Indeed, you are very right my son - I have no reason to
seek the answer to that question. My brother abandoned his realm. That is all.”
“Nevertheless, you will want to see him - so too will Delirium. It shall be for
the last time.”
“Very well - you have told me. And while I am greatly displeased by the
indirectness of your answer in regards to my Helmet, I have given you my word.
Are you ready, my son?”
Orpheus' face took on a wistful expression. “It’s strange... for many
thousand years, I have prayed to all the gods and the forces that be, for death. For
an ending. I never thought you would be the one to grant it. But now that it is
before me… father, I am so very scared.” He blinked, slowly, like a nod. “But yes.
I am ready.”
It was done.
Dream wandered out of the temple pavilion, a weary shadow. His arms hung
limply at his sides.
He saw Rose, sitting against a tree, looking at the gravestone of Lady
Johanna Constantine; he could feel her contemplating the possible connection
between the deceased woman and the living man who shared her last name.
Delirium was picking cherries, and tossing them into Rose’s idly outstretched
hand.
As he walked forward, Rose finally caught sight of him. “Dream?” she said.
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“I have the information we need.”
Delirium turned around, her hands and mouth full of cherries. “DiD...iT.
Um. I dUnnO. CoST yOU anYthINg mAYbE?”
“It cost me a great deal.” Dream avoided Rose’s questioning eyes. He could
not bear them. “Go and find rest in the house of Andros. We will not be leaving
just yet.”
“BuT i waNt tO gO iNsiDe,” protested Delirium. “i waNt tO saY heLLo tO
OrPheuS. oR gooDbYe. Or soMeThinG.”
“It is too late for that, my sister.”
Delirium looked at the temple, and an understanding seemed to take place.
“OH. YoU diD iT, diDn’T yoU?”
Dream said not a word, and hoped that Rose would not ask for an
explanation.
She did not.
Dream took a walk behind the pavilion, seeking a place that Rose’s eyes
could not observe him, and hoping that she would not try to follow.
She did not.
She took Delirium’s hand instead. “C’mon, let’s go.” And for once Rose did
as he bid her, and walked the path to the hidden beach shack below.
He knew not why she did so, but he was glad.
Dream sat down upon a bench. Birds were gathering, flocking, pecking
through the grass in search of seed.
Within moments, a loaf of bread was offered to him. It was offered to him by
the hand of his sister, Death.
He took the loaf from her, and began tearing pieces off of it. He tossed it
before the eager birds.
His sister Death sat beside him. “Have you watched ‘Mary Poppins’?” she
asked.
“Mary Poppins?” he echoed.
“Yeah. You’ve seen it right? There's this song she sings…'Feeeed the birds,
toppins a bag-'”
“No. I cannot say I have.”
“You really ought to - it's supercalifragilisticexpialidocious! Y'know, great.
Wonderful. Peachy keen!”
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Death put her hands on either side of her face with a big smile. But Dream
hung his head, and tore off more bread pieces.
“Maybe not everybody's thing, but y'know. Cute.” She sighed. “Dream? Are
you alright? What are you feeling?”
“I feel like nothing.”
“I don’t believe you. Your son’s gone now - it’d be natural to mourn.”
“You misunderstand. My realm is no longer under my control. My power is
scattered. I am unable to kill Rose. What will I be, when I am no longer Dream?”
Death gave him a very serious look with her dark irises. “Dream, let me tell
you something. And I'm only going to say it once, so you'd better pay attention.”
She slipped the loaf of bread out of his hands, and stood up. Dream waited for
what she had to say. Then she yelled: “YOU ARE UTTERLY THE STUPIDEST,
MOST SELF-CENTERED EXCUSE FOR AN ANTHROPOMORPHIC
PERSONIFICATION ON THIS OR ANY OTHER PLANE!”
She threw the loaf of bread at him, angrily, and it bounced off his head as he
gaped at her with shock. Death wasn’t prone to yelling; in fact, this was the first
time he’d ever heard her raise her voice.
The birds swarmed the loaf, happy to feast upon the entire thing unhindered.
Death wasn’t finished. “Feeling all sorry for yourself, because your little
game might be over, and you don't have the… the BALLS to go find a new one!”
“If this is about the Hell situation-”
Death made a sound of frustration, grasping the air with tense fingers. “Of
course it isn’t! You're my brother, you lummox! Didn't it occur to you that I'd be
worried silly about you? And not just while you were captured - I’m STILL
worried, maybe even more so than before: because NOW you’re acting like if life
doesn’t go back to exactly the way it was before it happened, then you’ll just give
up on it altogether.”
“I didn't think-”
“That's exactly it, you never think!” Death sat back down, and clasped his
hands in hers. “I care about you, no matter what you are.” She leaned forward, and
raised her eyes to meet his, locking them into place. “And you know what? So does
Rose.”
Dream thought about that, his vast mind racing with utter confusion.
Rose?
What did Rose have to do with anything?
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***
I ceased talking.
Nuala was leaned forward, more eagerly than she had been for this entire
story session. “Well?” she said, rather impatiently. “What happened next, Dream
Lord?”
My mother Rose chewed on her finger. “He’s embarrassed,” she teased.
“Why?” asked Nuala. “Because he was beginning to realize his feelings for
you?”
“He did not realize them,” I said. “Not then, and not for some time after.”
Nuala let out her breath, frustrated. “Why are men so stubborn? It was so
OBVIOUS that he’d grown to care for her!”
“Mm, careful - you do realize that you’re shipping this incestuous
relationship rather hard?” purred Desire.
“But they didn’t know about that at the time!” Nuala protested.
“Au contraire, little fairy,” said Desire, puffing smoke. “Dream didn’t have
the specific details, but he had ample reason to suspect that her fruit hung a bit too
close to his on the family tree.”
“I believe it would be too uncomfortable for my mother to hear a first-hand
account of my conception, coming from the mouth of her own son,” I very
reasonably pointed out.
“Whoa wait, what did you say?” said Mervyn, eyeholes getting wide. “Am I
understandin’ right, that you can recount all the dirty details of yer mother and yer
dad doin’ the hokey-pokey?”
I was beginning to feel a bit defensive. “Yes, Mervyn, it is exactly as you so
eloquently put it: I can recall any experience, from any perspective, which
occurred at any point in time. I should have thought that was obvious by now.”
“Holy mackerel, that’s messed up. That’s, like, one a’them edible
complexes.”
“The term you’re looking for would be ‘Oedipal Complex’, Mervyn,”
corrected Lucien.
“Yeah, whatever. Egghead.” He leaned forward eagerly, smiling at me with
not only his mouth, but his eyes. “But ya got me hooked! Keep it comin’, Boss!”
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“You horrible, disgusting pervert!” cried Nuala, as Mervyn cackled. “How
dare you show such disrespect for our late master!”
“Hey, you’re one ta talk! Don’t you tell me that you’re not salivatin’ to hear
the rest of this story! ‘Specially considerin’ your own feelins fer the guy.”
Nuala looked devastated. Her eyes shone with tears. “Shut up, Mervyn.”
“Now see, I’d say ‘right back at ya, Toots’, but if I did you’d start accusin’
me of bein’ a shovelist.”
“I think you mean ‘chauvinist’,” Lucien offered.
“I disagree, I think he found the exact correct term to describe himself,”
murmured Desire. “He is, undeniably, a shovelist.”
“Point is it’s a double standard that a guy like me can’t tell a woman ta shut
up, and has ta just take it when SHE does it - cuz that just ain’t fair ta NOBODY.”
“Especially not whiny little bitch-pumpkins,” snarked my mother Rose.
Mervyn opened his mouth wide, scandalized, and pointed at my mother. “Ya
see?! D’ya see the injustice playing out here, right in front of yer very own eyes?!”
“Calm yourself, Mervyn. Calm down, all of you.” I stood up to address
them, petting Goldie. “Clearly this part of the story is too inflammatory to
everyone’s sensibilities, and is impossible to tell without upsetting everyone;
therefore, I shall simply skip forward, and leave the details to each of your own
own imaginations-”
They all protested, loudly, at the same time - some simply groaned, but quite
a few of them yelled ‘NOOO!’ in somewhat of a dismayed and panicked voice.
“Oh bollocks,” growled Cain. “Now look what you silly children have done!
We’re going to have to IMAGINE all the gory details ourselves!” He gestured at
Abel. “Do you have any idea how unfair that is to my poor brother Abel?”
“Oh th-thank you, how k-kind of you,” stuttered Abel, before taking on a
perplexed frown. “I th-think…”
“I AIN’T GOT NO IMAGINATION!” yelled Mervyn. “THE BOSS
DIDN’T GIVE ME ANY!”
“OoH i haVe oNe!” said Delirium, shifting momentarily into Delight. “But I
don’t even have to use it to make up anything, cuz I KNOW all about their trippy
bouncy fun! So lemme tell the story! Pleeeez? I’ll tell it REALLY GOOD!”
“No thanks,” said Mervyn, crossing his arms. “I don’t want no loopy poetry
thrown in there.”
“Guys,” Rose said, “relax - I’ll tell the story of how it happened.”
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Everyone calmed down at once.
Except for me, that is.
I resumed my seat on the marble bench, and tried my very best to make
myself believe that the story I was about to hear was not about my own parents.
I may be a cosmic being of nearly infinite second-hand knowledge, but there
still remains in existence some subjects that have the power to cause me a notinsignificant degree of discomfort.
-Rose Walker’s TaleI couldn’t sleep.
Delirium and I were up in a loft in Andro’s Beach shack house. Delirium
was twitching every so often and mumbling incoherently, sometimes punctuated
with a giggle - she was fast asleep.
Dream had not come back to join us. I wondered what he was doing.
Without making too much noise on the floorboards, I made my way down
the ladder, past where Andros and his family slept snoring (mostly Andros - Kris
and his son were silent), and out the door.
I wasn’t exactly trying to find him - there was a really nice beach nearby,
and I figured that I’d take a walk alongside the waves. There were no city lights
out here, so I could see a dizzying amount of stars across the dark dome of the
night sky. The ocean was pitch black.
The wet sand was sticking to my slippers, and the saltwater was soaking
through the plush material. I decided I was better off without them, and tossed
them backwards in the general direction of the beach shack. I’d retrieve them later,
on the way back.
The clammy coldness of the wet sand on my bare feet was rather soothing.
The damp night air that blew around me was too, though I still held my sleep robe
tightly around me and shivered. The breeze whipped through my hair and tried to
force its way into my eardrums to give them a sound and hurtful beating. But it
was strangely refreshing - it was as if the quailing inside my mind and chest was
quieted for the moment, calmed by the cold and the power of the air; or at least, it
allowed me to be distracted for the moment.
And then I saw him.
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He’d taken off his dark boots and his jeans and discarded them on a rock,
and he was wading into the dark roiling ebbs of the water wearing pretty much
only his cloak, gazing out to sea and the night sky.
His feet and legs were pale white - I don’t know why, since it wasn’t a
surprising thing considering the rest of him was like that as well, but it struck me a
bit funny to see them. I admonished myself a little bit for that - he looked so sad,
and on a much deeper level than his little pity-party underneath the raincloud. That
I just couldn’t take seriously. But this wasn’t just simple moping. This was… grief.
He didn’t look back at me, but he was aware of my presence. “Unable to
sleep?” he asked me.
“Yeah.”
“I am able to remedy that for you, if you wish it.”
“No, uh… it's a self-imposed insomnia. No offense, but I have a thing
against sleep.”
“Mm, I understand. It has always seemed ironic to me, that those who
fear Death’s realm should travel so confidently in mine.” He glanced back toward
me - not directly facing me, but just enough that he could show me he was
earnestly listening for my response. “Do you find me callous, Rose?”
Normally I would take this as an invitation to be snarky. But I didn’t feel
like it just then - it felt like that would be too cruel. So I shrugged. “...I don't
know.”
Dream looked away and stared into the beyond again. “I have lived for
thousands of human lifetimes; I have seen countless worlds, and witnessed their
fates unfold in Reality, and in the private worlds of their dreamers. I suppose
certain things are easier to accept if one does not care.”
“I think you do. Care.”
Dream actually turned to face me full-on then, his face agonized with pain.
“You would say that, even after all I have done to cause fear and harm to you and
those you care for?”
“It doesn’t matter,” I told him. “You’re sorry about it, and you’re going to
help me fix it. Right?”
He nodded, still distressed. “...Yes.”
I stared down at his pale feet, and those calves that were as smooth hairless
as polished marble. “I don’t know what it’s like to be you. How can I possibly
judge?”
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“You’ve managed to do so on a near-continuous basis thus far,” he said,
archly. I gave a slight rueful snicker at that. Then both of us got serious again.
“You got a taste of what it was like, as the Vortex,” he reminded me. “Your
powers are growing. Very shortly, you will know exactly what it is like.”
“Really?” I said, encouraged. “Because I was wondering… if maybe it was
possible for us to rule the Dreaming together… ?”
Those dark, wet, seal-like twinkling eyes widened. “Is that what you would
wish for?”
It was impossible to tell whether his reaction was a positive or negative one,
so I barrelled on ahead and hoped for the best. “Sure, why not? I have nothing left
here: my mother’s comatose; my boyfriend’s gay and going to leave me for good
once I get his eyes back; one best friend’s dead, one I’ve caused so much trouble to
that she’s probably better off without me, and the third one took off to go become a
place.” I paused. “Wow. It sounds even crazier when I say it out loud…” Not
wanting to get off-track, I tried to brighten. “Think about it: I could give you a
break from your duties sometimes…”
Dream turned away brusquely. “I do not need a BREAK,” he said, with
maximum harshness. He seemed to be seething with rage. Uh-oh, I thought - I
must have really offended him. Yeah, real smart telling the King of Dreams that
you want him to relinquish half his realm authority to you - and moreover, imply
that you’d be able to handle it all just fine without him. Great job, me.
“You truly think,” he rasped, “that being an Endless will make your empty
life more fulfilling?”
“Well, I don't know,” I said, starting to get a little defensive - I mean sure, I
might have just told him how little I had going on in my life to help sell him on this
idea of mine, but he didn’t need to make me sound THAT pathetic. “But… I’m
kinda getting used to it.”
Dream covered his face with his hand. I thought at first that he was facepalming over my stupidity or something, but then I realized his lips were parted,
and his shoulders twitched - he was weeping.
I suddenly felt really bad for him. I don’t know what possessed me to do this
- I could have just placed a comforting hand on his shoulder, or something more
appropriate like that - but instead I got very close, and slipped both my arms
around his waspy-thin waist, hugging him.
He reacted, shocked. “What are you doing?” he asked, bewildered.
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Somehow I felt right about this, even though it was odd. I pressed my cheek
against his back. “Tell me what Orpheus said,” I demanded, quietly.
“Only that I owed him a boon.” He was still standing rigidly still, like he
was waiting with trepidation to see what I’d do next.
“What did he ask of you?”
“His death.” That first part came out strong, but the next didn’t: “I… granted
it.”
That took a few moments to sink in with me. “Oh god,” I breathed. He’d had
to kill his son - not out of anger, or self-defense, but out of compassion. I couldn’t
even fathom what that was like. I held him tighter - I could feel how labored his
breathing was becoming, and I knew it was not because I was squeezing him too
hard. “You loved him, didn’t you?”
“Yes. As any father loves his son.” He let his head hang low. “Rose…” he
said, with a voice becoming hoarse with emotion, “I’m afraid that I have become
dreadfully inept at being callous.”
“Then don't try to be.”
Dream placed a hand on mine, gratefully - but I could feel it searing him like
a hot iron, and he winced in pain.
“Dream...!” I cried, and tried to pull away from him - but he just gripped my
hand tighter.
“It does not hurt that much,” he assured me. He turned around and
embraced me, his head sinking into my shoulder. The dark strands of his hair were
brushing my face - I’d intended just to smooth the strands away from me, but
instead I ended up tenderly combing my fingers through his hair.
He pulled back to gaze at me. From far enough away they were just dark,
shiny pools, but this close, those eyes - those spacey eyes had worlds within them,
orbiting around bright twin stars. I had to look away from those eyes, because
otherwise I felt like I’d fall head-first right into them.
My eyes drifted downward, and unfortunately landed on his mouth.
His lips were perfectly shaped, I realized - like they had been lovingly
carved by an idealistic sculptor… and like a marble statue, they were the same
pale, slightly translucent color as the rest of him.
They didn’t look real. That’s the weird excuse my brain made for touching
them.
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My fingers ran lightly across his lips, and found that they were in fact made
of flesh and not stone.
Soft, sensitive flesh.
Suddenly, my lips were pressed against his. I’m not sure which one of us
initiated it - I think it might have been me - but it happened. I do know that he’s the
one who began to kiss me deeper, despite the pain it was causing him, and to draw
me into his cloak.
However, while this was very Dracula-esque move on his part, it was me
who was vampiring him, sapping his strength - we fell to the sand (or more like he
fell, and took me with him), and I set upon him with aggressive kisses.
You might think I was doing this because I felt bad for him and was trying
to comfort him, but no - for some reason, the fact that he was wincing in pain each
time my lips stung his skin was thrilling, and made me want to do it all the more.
I never knew, until that point, that I was a freakin’ sadist.
Apparently kissing his neck that way was too much for him, because he
summoned up his remaining strength to grab me tightly, and rolled me under him
so that he was on top.
I’m not really sure how he did it, but he pulled every article of clothing off
of me in quick succession (the clothes gave way without a fight - I don’t think
there was so much as a rip or tear in them, I think the threads just unraveled
themselves at his commanding touch) and then he tossed them aside. The only
thing shielding me from the cold night air was his cloak.
Gazing down at me, those spooky eyes locked again with mine.
Up until now, this had seemed like the most natural thing in the world - I
was just letting myself get swept up in the current, devoid of conscious thought or
reason. Now my lulled brain was finally catching up with me, and it was going
‘wait, what’s happening…?’
A bit of exhilarated fear leapt in my chest, but it was too late for my
conscious mind to intervene, or to spur me to bail out on this - Dream took hold of
my face with both hands, and kissed me deeply. Both my hands went into his dark
hair.
And then he pressed into me.
Ebbing… like the waves I could hear lapping along the shore, though faster
paced.
His cool skin against me.
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His mouth lifted away from mine, and we stared into each other’s faces.
But his face seemed to change - with every crash of the breaking waves, I
saw a different face. They were faces he had worn with others, in different times
and places… Victorian Dream, wearing a halo of dark romantic curls… Dream of
the Middle-East, Dream of the Far-East… Tribal Dream, his skin dark but ashen,
his dark hair rolled into thick dreadlocks... Cat-Dream, the white whiskers around
his face blending into dark fur...
But they were all, unmistakably, him.
The same attitude, the same starry eyes.
And then it happened: I slipped and fell into those eyes.
The worlds and stars within them sped past me. I felt like I could almost see
glimpses of those worlds, and glimpses of what he was like in those various
iterations… but it was too fast. I couldn’t comprehend them at all before they were
gone, replaced by even more memories and sensations blazing through my mind.
Cold water roiled and frothed over me, bringing me back with a shock - the
tide had come in and washed over us. I gripped him tightly, gasping into the
shoulder of his cloak.
He held me as it ebbed, and then subsided.
He laid me back down, and rolled away from me.
“Wow,” I said, catching my breath. “That was… trippy.”
Dream was grabbing his discarded jeans and boots from where he’d left
them on the rock - and I was suddenly very aware of how exposed I was. I noticed
the water pool around my clothes, which he had carelessly tossed aside onto the
sand - they were caught in the waves and drawn down the beach, out to sea.
“Fuck-!” I said, reaching out to them uselessly.
“Leave them,” he told me. He removed his cloak, and cast it over me.
I couldn’t wear it like he did, though - he still had a shirt on, and he didn’t
offer it to me. So I tied the cloak around me like a toga as I got up. “Let’s get back
- Delirium might wake up and wonder where we are.”
Dream was lying on the sand, looking like putting his pants and boots back
on had used up every bit of energy he had left. I grabbed his arm and pulled - he
tried and failed to get up, sinking back onto the sand, exhausted. “Seems I shall be
going nowhere for the time being,” he said.
“That’s fine,” I said, and I laid down beside him. “Then I won’t either.” I
nestled my head into the crook of his arm, and dozed the rest of the night away.
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-27“That Which is Deserved”

At daybreak the next morning, I helped Dream get to his feet so we could return to
the beach shack and retrieve Delirium.
“You look quite happy,” he commented to me, as we walked along the
beach.
I grinned. “Shouldn’t I be?” At first I wasn’t sure what to think or feel, and
my brain was whirring like a jet engine all night trying to process what it all meant
going forward - and what I determined was maybe this had been staring me in the
face all along. All that weird hostility between us? Sexual tension. The barbs that
we kept sending each other’s way? Sexual banter. It all made perfect sense now,
and I realized I was totally cool with it.
But Dream was scowling, like he was pissed. What did he have to be pissed
about, I wondered? Surely he could see how much nicer this was, compared to just
killing me - now he had someone who understood him and wanted to be by his
side, so that he didn’t have to be alone. And besides, I was an immortal - I didn’t
even have to make ritual sacrifices and bargain with gods to maintain it, either,
unlike what Thessaly was having to do to remain immortal.
I’d already known that I was going to have trouble being in any long-term
relationship with a mortal - at some point I was going to have to dump them and
take off without a trace to preserve my secret, or trust them enough to tell them…
and even that was problematic. Whenever the people around us caught on that I
wasn’t aging properly, they’d have to agree to cut all ties and start over with me in
some new place - like we were in Witness Protection or something (only even
worse, because we’d have to KEEP doing it, at least every ten years or so). And
even then, what would happen when I still look like a young woman, and they look
old enough to be my grandfather? Would we just deal with people being weird
about it? Or would we have to go live off-grid in some secluded place, so that
people would leave us alone?
No, it was much better this way - I would like living in the castle at the heart
of The Dreaming, with the members of The Dreaming Crew for company (I feel
wrong calling you guys ‘servants’ - I suppose that’s something that I would have
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changed, had I actually made the castle my permanent residence). The only person
I’d feel a bit bad about leaving behind was Wanda, but I figured it wouldn’t be
impossible to keep visiting her every once in a while (and considering all the weird
stuff that happened in her dreamworld and to our apartment, I don’t think she’d be
all that fazed by it).
This was going to work. Maybe Dream just needed more time to process it
as well.
We found Delirium, playing on the beach with Kris’ son. She ran up to us.
“ThEre yOU twO aRE…”
“We are leaving. Now.”
“DrEAm, hOW cOme yOU’re hObbliNG arOUnd...? WheRe diD yOuR
reGuLar cLOtheS gO, RoSe? WhAt wEre yOU gUYs, uM, dOIng...?”
“None of your concern.”
Delirium gave us a mischievous grin. “Ooooh, i thINk i knOW… aNd i
thiNk yOU pLaYEd toO hArd wIth hiM ROse....
“Delirium, I have had quite enough of your nonsense. Quiet!”
Delirium looked hurt. She ran to me and buried her face in my chest.
“MEAn! ALwAYs sO mEAn, evEn whEn i dOn’t dO anYthiNg aT aLL! i
didN’t, diD i...?”
“No, it’s okay,” I said, patting her rainbow-colored hair. I shot a look at
Dream, as if to ask him what the hell his problem was.
“We have been delayed long enough,” he said, in what I guess was supposed
to be an explanation for his impatient attitude. “We must now speak with Alex
Burgess.”
“Oh, that nice old gay guy in the big mansion?” I asked, thinking nothing of
it. “Constantine and I already went to him to start out with - we thought it was a
dead end, or that at least that Mr. Burgess wouldn’t be willing to help us. It was
actually really weird how he just threw us out without explaining anything… what
is it that we’re wanting from him?”
“I am very much wanting to know where my Helmet is,” he growled.
I stared at him, aghast. “You mean Orpheus didn’t tell you?”
Dream turned away, sharply. “I trust you remember the Burgess estate well
enough to take us there, without assistance.”
“Uh… yeah, sure,” I said, growing more confused by the minute. Why was
he being like this? And what the heck happened with Orpheus, before Dream
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helped pass him along to his sister Death? (at the time I was completely in the dark
about all of that, and continued to be so up until now - so thank you for finally
explaining how that went down between them, Daniel).
Taking some Dreamsand from the sleeping Kris inside the beach shack, the
three of us - me, Delirium and Dream - made a quick jump into The Dreaming, and
pretty much instantaneously arrived at the Burgess Mansion.
We were in Alex Burgess’ bedroom. The old man was asleep in his bed.
“Maybe we should come back later,” I said, quietly.
“No need - without our intervention, Alex Burgess will remain asleep.”
“What?”
Dream didn’t respond, instead just going to Burgess’ side and snapping his
fingers in front of his face - a very rude way to wake him up, I thought. Burgess
gasped, his eyes opening wide. He looked up at Dream in speechless, frozen terror.
“Hello, younger Burgess,” said Dream. “We meet again.”
“Dream, you’re scaring him,” I said, approaching. “Hey, Mr. Burgess. You
remember me? I was here earlier, with Constantine. And that other guy.”
Alex Burgess stared at me with suspicion.
“Sorry for dropping in on you like this,” I said, “but we really need your
help. See, Dream is looking for his Helmet, and…” I stopped then, because I
noticed he wasn’t listening to me: he was squeezing his eyes shut and whiteknuckling the bedsheets something fierce. “Hey uh, Mr. Burgess? Are you
alright?”
“He dOeSn’t thiNk yoU aRe reaLLy yOu,” said Delirium. “ThE iNsiDe oF
hiS hEaD iS aLL miXed uP aNd gOOey.”
Well that explained nothing. “Dream? What’s going on?”
Dream stared coolly down at Alex Burgess, with half-lidded eyes. “He
thinks he is still dreaming,” he said.
Oh. “Mr. Burgess, you’re not dreaming. I know this is really odd, but we
really are here to talk to you.”
“Just go away,” he moaned, trembling. “Please… I can’t take anymore…”
“I have freed you from eternal waking,” said Dream. “You may show your
gratitude by telling me of my Helmet; otherwise, I shall be glad to return you to
your torment.”
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I frowned at Dream - none of this was sounding good at all. “Did you do
something to him?”
“Only that which he deserved.”
“Dream,” I said, warningly, “tell me what you did.”
“I condemned him to eternal waking - to forever dream of awakening from
sleep, but never actually doing so.”
“Shit! What did you do that for?!”
“It was punishment for keeping me imprisoned... for 70 years, in a glass
box, in the basement of this very manor.” So that’s what that was… all that sand,
surrounding a broken giant snowglobe-thing in the basement. No wonder Burgess
had shooed us out like that - he’d been keeping Dream imprisoned, and Dream had
somehow escaped. But why had he imprisoned him? “I suppose you find the
method of my retribution overly harsh?”
I didn’t know how to answer; but Burgess did. “My father imprisoned him,”
he said, weakly. “I was just a boy… but I never tried to free him. I was too afraid
of what he might do.”
I searched Dream’s cold, impassive face - Burgess had been right to be
afraid. But I wasn’t. “Dream, I can’t imagine what that was like for you.”
“You are right. You cannot.”
“But you really need to-”
“Do not say that he needs to be forgiven; I owe him nothing, least of all
that.”
“...stop punishing him. That’s what I was going to say.” We were all silent
for a few moments. “No, you don’t need to forgive him - you don’t need to move
on, or let it go; all that stuff that people say about forgiveness being ‘a gift to
yourself’ is just hogwash.
It sounds like both he and his father hurt you very badly, and what they did
to you is wrong - you certainly don’t need to let them off the hook for that, and tell
them that it’s alright; it’s not alright, and you’re obviously not okay because of it.
They should have to own their guilt, and you have a right to your own anger.
You can do with your anger whatever you want: hide it, suppress it, come to
terms with it, expose it, channel it into something worthwhile… whatever doesn’t
kill you makes you stronger, right? You can even fight for an apology, or to
convince the wrongdoer to make amends. But the one thing you should not do because it’s not your place to do so - is to hurt them back just for the sake of
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getting even; as you can see, nothing really good comes out of that. Only more
misery.”
“You would lecture me on what my place should be?”
“I will tell you what I think is right.” I turned to Alex Burgess. “You’ve
suffered enough,” I said. “I’ll make sure that Dream doesn’t punish you any more.
But please, help us set things right: that Helmet belongs with its rightful owner.
Where can we find it?”
Alex’s lower lip trembled, and he blinked back tears. “S-Sykes,” he said,
and he swallowed. “Ruthven Sykes. He took it with him when he left the Order. I
believe he now owns a pub downtown, named The White Horse Inn.”
I nodded. “Thank you, Alex.
Dream raised an eyebrow. “The White Horse... I know of this place.”
“Good - shouldn’t be hard to find, then. Let’s go get your Helmet back.”
“BYe MiSTer GOOey-HeAd!” yelled Delirium. “i’LL SeE yoU laTeR!”
We left as quickly as we came.
-Daniel’s TaleAlex Burgess cried, harder than he had ever cried before. He couldn’t believe it:
he really was free of the endless nightmare.
And it looked to him as though the girl would be alright - she seemed
perfectly able to stand up to the Sandman, and for some reason the Sandman
seemed unable (or unwilling) to do anything to contend with her.
What kind of hold did she have over him, he wondered?
But ultimately, it did not matter if he ever found out.
He was free. The Sandman would trouble him no more.
Not directly, at least - and not until he slept.
He’d had plenty of sleep in the last few days - enough to last him for a little
while, surely.
Alex Burgess resolved to delay returning to the realm of the Sandman, for as
long as he was able.
Meanwhile, Ruthven Sykes was feeling fairly confident that his pub was about to be
sold, and for a decent amount of money at that.
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They’d had a good run with this place. But it was time - he and Ethel needed
to retire, and enjoy whatever time they had left.
He had no desire to cater to customers anymore - he only had one that he
really enjoyed seeing and talking to, a long-time regular named Robert Gadling
(long-time in that Robert told him he’d been to this bar in his younger days, before
he and Ethel bought the place - when Sykes met him a few years prior, Robert had
said that he had not been inside The White Horse Inn for a very long time, but had
a mind to return to it after the passing of his wife. Sykes was glad that Ethel was
still so healthy and spry, even at her advanced age - he couldn’t imagine life
without her).
Robert was sitting there right now, enjoying a day-drink and keeping to
himself - the pub was technically closed to the public in order to show it to
prospective buyers, but Robert was granted an exception on account of his loyal
patronage. He’d already talked up the pub to the business suits that were assessing
it - and how much he was going to miss Sykes, who, he always said, was ‘the most
fit person imaginable to own the place’.
Sykes always suspected that he meant far more with those words than he let
on, but he never said anything more than that - he could possibly have been
making reference to the poetic justice of the owner of the White Horse Inn being
black.
Robert was a good man.
Ethel was cleaning the counter-tops, and beamed when one of the suits
complimented her on how well-kept the place was. She liked to keep busy, and
moreover Sykes figured that she wanted the suits to know just how much tender
loving care she had shown to this place over the years. Sykes had always been
proud of it too, of course - but she had loved it like the child she never had.
That little spark of anger flared within him again, thinking about it - Sykes
would never forgive Roderick Burgess for what he’d ordered done to her,
repeatedly; all in order that he could take his pleasure from her without
consequence, and in so doing, rob her of the chance for anything of her own.
Roderick had always wanted to maintain her as nothing more than his mistress,
and would never allow her to become a mother - like Roderick’s wife, who
disappeared under mysterious circumstances shortly after she bore Roderick’s son
Alex.
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Alex… he hadn’t thought about that boy for a very long time. He wondered if
he turned out better than his father. He certainly hoped so.
Anyway, Ethel had thankfully come to her senses enough to be able to see
who really loved her - and was brave enough to let him take her away from all of
that. She’d had to give up the money, the glamour, and the expensive gifts, of
course - Sykes could never provide her with any of that - and she’d put up with him
wearing that Helmet every night while he slept, for years.
He’d told her it was to protect him from Roderick Burgess taking his
magical revenge upon him, and that was partly true - he hoped that having it in his
possession and wearing it would confer some form of protection on that front - but
he could never bring himself to tell her that what he truly feared was Burgess’
dream-monster, the one that they captured that night; should that entity ever
escape, Sykes would not want to be caught in the dream-world unprotected.
When he heard news of Roderick’s passing, he lost his excuse to Ethel
concerning his use of the Helmet - he kept it as a wall-mounted display in the bar,
and did one last act of occult magic that he had learned as part of the Order: he
summoned a pair of demons, whose names were Brute and Glob. The two demons
promised to protect him, in exchange for ownership of the Helm - Sykes would
maintain possession of the Helmet until his death (which could not be hastened by
them, as part of their promise to protect him - Sykes was careful to stipulate in
their contract). Sykes hoped this would be enough to ward off retribution.
Now he was too old to worry about it so much - if the dream-entity came for
him, he would merely accept whatever punishment it offered; and if that
punishment was not in itself death, then he would simply endure it and wait for
Death to arrive in her own time (oh yes, he’d read the books in Roderick’s study
and knew something of the Endless - what little the mystics of old understood and
recorded of them, anyway).
It was a sorry thing to keep a living being caged like that - especially
something so remarkably human. Not so long ago, someone like Sykes would have
been treated in that very manner: seen as something less than a person, to be held
in any kind of bondage that his captors deemed fit, and treated with more cruelty
and callousness than some would ever think to inflict upon an animal.
Sykes wanted to set such thoughts of ugliness aside, at least for now - plenty
of time for that later, if he needed. He wouldn’t let the terrible elements of the past
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darken his mood, not right at this moment when he ought to be looking forward to
his retirement.
One of the suits stared at the wall-mounted Helmet. “What is that?” he
asked. “A gas-mask?”
Another suit stopped to look at it as well, sipping from a glass of beer
provided to him by Ethel herself. “Freakin’ strange, whatever it is.”
“It came into my possession while I was second-in-command of the Order of
Ancient Mysteries,” explained Sykes. “Now it's a memento of sorts.”
“I believe I've heard of it…” said another, “some kind of rumor, about it
being worn by a creature Burgess summoned?”
Cold dread stabbed at Sykes’ chest - in all these years, he’d never heard
anyone speak of such a rumor (indeed, he couldn’t recall the last time he’d heard
mention of the Order at all - the public had all but forgotten, quite content to leave
them a mere footnote in the annals of magical history). He tried not to panic - the
man surely had no idea how true this ‘rumor’ actually was.
“Well, the Order certainly would've LIKED to have possessed the power to
summon extra-dimensional beings,” said Sykes with an easy smile, “But truth be
told, it was more of a men's club. We all had secret names… and secret
handshakes.” That elicited chuckles from the crowd of suits. Good. “But no secret
monsters,” Sykes continued. “If Burgess had ever had one under his control,
believe me when I say he would have made no secret of it.”
It wasn’t exactly a lie, Sykes told himself - the Dream-King may have been
imprisoned, but never had he been under anyone’s control… least of all Roderick
Burgess.
Roderick always had a habit of vastly overestimating his power to control
others, Sykes thought. He and Ethel were testament to that.
He saw the suits out, and thanked them for coming.
“Do you think they’ll buy?” asked Ethel.
“I dunno. I get the feeling they're thinking about it.” He was actually feeling
more assured about it than he sounded - but he never wanted to get Ethel’s hopes
up, in case of disappointment. Ethel shook her head and sighed, cleaning the
glasses of complimentary beer that the suits had left behind - she was always
telling him to stop being so pessimistic about things, because she’d believed so
strongly since the days of her youth in the power of positive thinking. He knew his
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non-committal and sometimes cynical statements nettled her, but he couldn’t help
it; he had a reflexive need to always prepare her for the worst.
He looked at the Helmet on the wall. “I wish I hadn't left this up.”
“Gives the place some character, if you ask me.”
“Maybe. But perhaps not the right kind.”
It was then that new strangers arrived at his door.
-Rose Walker’s TaleWe arrived in the alley, outside the pub. I noticed that Dream was no longer
dressed in just his T-shirt - he was wearing his black long coat, appropriate to the
London clime. I, on the other hand, was starting to feel a little self-conscious in my
makeshift toga - my PJs were bad enough, but this was way worse.
I concentrated on the fabric with my eyes closed, thought of it as silly putty,
and got to work.
I felt it shift on my skin, and re-form, spreading across my torso and limbs and then it sucked right to my body like a vacuum-seal.
I opened my eyes, and noticed that I now had on a skin-tight full-body
leotard the color of midnight. “I did it!” I exclaimed, joyfully. I looked it over.
“Hm. Not exactly what I had in mind, but it’ll do.”
“it’S PreTTy buT i thiNk iT wOuLd LOok eVen beTTeR wiTH liTTLe
stARs twiNKling aLL oVeR iT,” suggested Delirium.
“It looks fine. We must go.” But then Morpheus looked at a pile of rags in
the alley that I realized belatedly was a person - Mad Hettie. “Hello, Henrietta,” he
said.
She looked up. “Well ‘ullo to you, Sandman.”
“How’s the rheumatics?” asked Dream.
“Mustn’t grumble,” she answered, grumbly. “But wiv winter comin’ hai
don’t rightly know ‘ow a hold lady hov two ‘undred fifty-sevvin his goin’ ter keep
body han soul together, hai reely don’t. Got any change ter spare fer me?”
“ChaNge. CHanGe. CHANGE. CHaaAAAaanGe…” said Delirium, moving
her tongue around inside her mouth, like she was tasting the word. “WheN yoU
saY woRds a LoT THey doN’t mEAn anYthiNG… oR maYbE thEY dON’t
meAN aNyTHinG anYwAY, aND wE juST thiNk theY dO.”
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Delirium dug around in the pockets of her coat, and brought out a random
assortment of coins - it looked like there were ancient Roman coins, gold
doubloons, arcade tokens, a few bottlecaps, and a folded gum wrapper in the mix.
She handed them to Mad Hettie. “HeRe yoU gO.”
“Thank‘ee kindly,” she said, solemnly accepting and inspecting each one,
tucking them away in various places. Done with that, she pointed at me with a
crooked, gnarled finger and baleful eyes. “This ‘ere hoity-toity littel wench dint
want ter believe me, when I sed you was comin’ back - actin’ like I was mad er
somefink, she was, fer sayin’ nuthin but the bleedin’ gawd’s ‘onest ‘strewth. Now
here ye be, reel as anyfink - an’ oo’s the one laughin’ now, mm? Littel hussy?” She
peered at us three from underneath her hat. “Speakin’ a’ which, where’s ther
Laughin’ Magick-Man now, eh? Weren’t ‘e with ye before?
“He’s… elsewhere,” I said, not sure how else to explain it.
“Tch! Figgers,” she huffed. “Always wi’the sneakin’ ‘bout an’ pokin’ his
nose where ‘e don’t belong, that one, stirrin’ up troubles an’ makin’ messes
wh’ever ‘e goes.”
“That’s him,” I agreed.
“Not like my STEVEN,” she continued, ranting. “A haccident, that’s wot
they sed it was... but I’ve got PAPERS. I weren’t born YESSIRDAY luvvy, oh no!
I’m two ‘undred and fifty-sevvin, an’ I know fings! I knew wot was wot, oh yes!
‘Hindustrial haccident’ my Aunt Fanny!” She hawked and spat. “Now you lissen
ter me, girlie: it’s not reel.”
“What isn’t?”
“EVERYFINK. You was so sure th’ bleedin’ Sandman weren’t reel - an’
you was WRONG ‘bout that - but soon you’ll find that NUFFINK is. Nuffink you
‘members, nuffink you think you knows, nuffink at all. ‘Specially not them soopheroes an’ all ther magick junk. Everyfing’s jus’ made-up stuff - silly-arse twaddle
like in a silly picture-book, it is, made fer wee babies and o’ergrown ones. An’ yer
no different - even yours truly isn’t reely reel. You’ll see, oh yes… you’ll see, my
littel poppinjay! You don’t get ter be two ‘undred and forty-sevvin without
knowin’ a fing or two!”
“You said before you were two hundred FIFTY seven,” I pointed out.
“Eh? It don’t matter wot I akcherly am, you whippersnapping littel ingrate! I
still KNOW!”
“We must take our leave now,” said Dream. “Pleasant dreams, Henrietta.”
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“Well, sonny-jim - that’s rarver up ter you now, isn’t it?”
Dream smiled slightly, and we went on our way. Delirium skipped on ahead,
but Dream was still halting and unsteady on his feet - I tried to offer my assistance,
but he pulled away and staggered on his own.
He was being nicer to the crazy homeless lady than he was being to me right
now, a woman who was now his lover, and I’d had enough. “What’s with you?” I
demanded to know.
“Nothing. I am simply weary from last nights’... indiscretion.”
My heart sank. “What?” I asked, stunned.
“It was a mistake. An error in judgement.”
A mistake.
So that’s how he thought of it.
Not as something wonderful and positive that he wanted to do again
sometime (or on a near-continuous basis from this point going forward, ideally),
but as something he actually regretted doing in the first place.
I should have known he’d find some way to ruin this for me.
I felt like I’d been punched hard in the chest - and kinda queasy, like I was
ready to throw up at any moment. My own regret was now bubbling up to the
surface: I wished I hadn’t been so stupid as to let myself get intimate with someone
like him (someone who was clearly IMPOSSIBLE to deal with), or to foolishly
think there was a chance of making it into something more.
I just wanted so, so badly for it all to work out for me, for a change.
Up until then, I hadn’t even dared to think about my future too much - I
didn’t dream about finding lasting love (or anything, really), because I couldn’t
imagine how that would be possible for someone like me.
But apparently it was something that I secretly, deep down, desperately
wanted - and when I thought that I was finally being offered something workable, I
leapt at it.
Right off a cliff.
But I powered through - I wasn’t down for the count yet, not by a longshot.
What was it that he had called it... an ‘error’? “... If it was, it was YOUR
error.”
“Regardless, I am in no condition to face The Corinthian, should we cross
paths with him.”
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“Well I’ve never felt better,” I shot back. “So just let me handle everything.
Okay?”
“It is your stolen power - you can do with it as you see fit.”
I wanted to kill him. I really did. “You BASTARD!” I yelled.
Delirium doubled back and stood in front of us. “NEvER evER hAve sEx
wiTH hiM agAIn! YoU’ve mAde hiM wORse thAn usUAL!”
At that moment, an elderly woman ran out of the club, screaming. “HELP!
SOMEBODY HELP!!”
Ditching Mr. Fun-n’-Stun to be left to his own devices, I ran close to the
screaming woman. “Ma’am? What’s wrong?”
She turned to me shaking, her eyes wild and full of tears. “There are terrible
creatures in there! Monsters! DEMONS!”
Dream turned to Delirium. “Is she mad, sister?”
Delirium looked up at him earnestly. “NO, sHE reaLLY sAW sOmeThiNg.”
We rushed inside the pub.
Inside, we found the towering, muscular ogre Brute, and the wrinkled ball-sackwith-arms Glob, facing off against two men:
One was a thin and elderly black man with short white hair, dressed in an
elegant suit, who had taken a beer bottle from the pub counter and broken it,
aiming the sharp ends at Glob to keep him at bay; but the poor old man was
holding it with a shaking hand, and an arm that was frail with age.
Glob, however, was staring at a freaky-looking gas-mask, made of old grey
bone. It was mounted on a display plaque on the wall. Glob was rubbing his little
clawed hands together and grinning with glee.
“Brute. Glob.”
The two demon-Nightmares stiffened, glancing over to us. “...Master?” they
said nervously, in unison.
“Give the Helm to me, little Nightmares.”
Glob took on a mock-pondering pose. “Oh gee, let me think about that…
um… NO!”
“You may want to reconsider,” I told him, threateningly. But then I noticed:
The other human man, who had been backed up against the wall by Brute;
this human was a bearded guy who looked like he was in his early 30’s, but was
actually far older than that. You’d walk right past him - he wasn’t terribly good-
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looking or unusual in any way, but he wasn’t ugly either; he was just sort of plain
and average, like he could be anybody’s slightly beer-bellied, out-of-shape dad or
uncle.
But I’d know him anywhere.
“HOB!” I shouted to him.
He looked at me. “Rose,” he said, with a surprised and awed recognition,
like he was about to be overjoyed to see me; but then he frowned and sweeped his
arm at me, warningly. “Rose, love! Get out of here! I’ll handle this!” His voice
always had that soft English accent that always gave him away as a Brit.
Brute turned and looked at me. “Hrrumph… you again…”
Dream came out from behind me.
“Dream King!” cried Hob.
“This is not a fight that you are best suited for winning, Hob Gadling.”
“Don’t I know it?” retorted Hob. “Where’s that bloody Jack Constantine
when you need him? Oh right, he’s dead… got himself killed by those
Nightwalkers, for my sake… guess it would be that young Hellblazer pup, these
days.”
Jesus, was there anybody in my life that Hob DIDN’T know already?
“Not that I’m complaining, but you’re early!” said Hob. “We aren’t
supposed to meet again for another month!”
I had no idea what this was in reference to.
“I have always heard it was impolite to keep one’s friends waiting.”
Hob smiled, clearly touched. “Dream-King… I think you just called me a
FRIEND.”
Glob turned around then, irritated by the bromance that was unfolding, and
apparently unconcerned about taking his eyes off the old man with the broken
beer-bottle. “You’re too LATE,” said Glob, nastily. “We’ve got this deal locked
down tight - WE’RE the owners of the Dream Helm!”
“You can’t kill me,” said the old black man, still trembling. “You can’t harm
me in any way. That was part of the deal.”
Glob narrowed his eyes at him. “But that doesn’t mean we can’t harm the
old lady.”
The man lurched forward and brought the broken beer-bottle down on
Glob’s head. Glob screamed with pain and rage. “NOW YOU’VE DONE IT,
SSSSYKES!” he shrieked, holding his bleeding head. “We protect you all these
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years, slappin’ down every stupid-ass head-exploding spell - even the fucking petty
impotence ones too - every single thing that Burgess tried to throw at you… and
THIS is how you repay us?!” Glob punched Sykes low, right where Sykes’
miniature Glob look-alikes would be. Sykes doubled over in pain.
“Look, here’s the deal,” said Glob, waddling toward us, “Sykes ain’t the
owner of the Helmet, we are - but he’s got possession of it, ‘til he dies. And we
can’t kill him - so if you want to try and haggle with us for it-”
“We won’t accept,” intoned Brute, in a low and dry voice. “The Corinthian
is our master now.”
“Just shut up a minute Brute,” said Glob. “Anyway, as I was saying… if you
want even a CHANCE at dealing with us, you’re gonna have to do the honors first
yourself.”
“By killing the human for us,” said Brute.
“Yeah, I think they got that already Brute. It was pretty goddamn clear what
I was talking about, I’m sure - in fact I don’t know how I could’ve been MORE
fucking clear.”
“I have a better idea,” said Dream, “Rose... unmake them.”
I froze. He’d barely told me how to MAKE things - had he forgotten that
he’d never told me how to UN-make them?
Glob cackled. “I forgot… you have no power, do you ‘Dream Lord’?” Sykes
was still doubled over in pain - Glob seized him, wrapping a spindly arm around
his throat, and threatening him with a razor-sharp claw aimed at his jugular. “Make
one more move and the old man gets it! You can’t unmake us fast enough before I
stab him.”
“Rose. Do it.”
“No, they’ll kill him. There has to be another way.”
Dream and I locked gazes. He could tell that I wasn’t wavering. He looked
away, at Glob. “Nightmare, it seems we are at a stalemate in this game.”
Delirium clapped her hands together joyfully. “GAme! OoH LeT’s pLaY a
gAme, yEs.”
“Quiet, Delirium.”
“I like games,” said Brute.
“Well shit, EVERYBODY likes games,” said Glob, “but we don’t need to be
playing any other games right now, other than the one we’re already WINNING at,
for real.”
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“We aren’t winning,” contested Brute. “We’re in a stalemate. He said so.”
“That’s cuz he’s a LOSER! Don’t you get it?!”
“Stop yelling at me Glob,” grumbled Brute, resentfully.
“Sorry. You’re right buddy - we are at a bit of an impasse here.”
“A game could break the tie,” Brute pointed out.
“Hmm, you got a point there. Yesss... Dream, would you challenge
me to a duel for your Helmet?”
“That would depend upon what kind of duel it is.”
Glob thought for a bit. Then his eyes lit up wickedly, and he grinned. “A
game of REALITY.”
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-28“Reality Check”

Dream remained unfazed. “Very well - I challenge you. The terms?”
“Simple: whoever loses, dies. Whoever wins gets the Helm. Fair?”
I leaned in and whispered to Dream: “What is this game?”
“A mental duel,” he answered me, quietly. “The players take turns
conjuring things, until their imagination fails them.”
“5 seconds per round,” said Glob, holding up all three of his clawed fingers
on one hand, and two on the other, for emphasis. “No more, no less. And we must
do it in neutral territory - the little one’s realm would do.”
Delirium cast her gaze around the room, as if confused and wanting to find
out who the ‘little one’ was, and then belatedly realized it was her. She was
flattered. “OH, uM rEAllY? My rEALm? OkaY!”
Delirium made a swirling gesture with her hands.
And then everything went all nutso-crazy around us, as Reality seemed to
twist itself into a pretzel made of pure madness.
We were floating in a dimension of chaos - a flood of various colors, shapes,
sounds, feelings, smells, tastes and ideas, like a collage.
God, the smells… spilt alcohol, stale smoke, body and waste odor (of all
kinds), chemicals, sour milk, candy, and mold… and I don’t even want to get into
all the different tastes that were on the ‘air’, or whatever it was that filled the inbetween of this place. It made the act of breathing, through my mouth or my nose,
extremely unpleasant.
If I thought the raw, unfiltered Dreaming was scary, this place was 100 times
worse.
At least in The Dreaming there was some semblance of order, of cohesion;
sure there was a lot of weirdness going on, and a lot of it defied the normal
parameters of waking life. But each little dreamworld seemed to follow its own
rules at least, to operate under its own logic, to tell a story - in fact when it broke
the rules, it seemed to do so intentionally, to make an even deeper point.
Delirium’s realm had no such sensibility.
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Random objects floated in bubbles around us: hats, sundials, lawn
ornaments, reading glasses. There was no night, no day, no up, no down; there
were no lines or boundaries anywhere to be found. It was as if everything merged
almost seamlessly with each other, like a hazy watercolor.
And yet, at the same time, every single thing seemed to stand on its own,
disconnected from everything else - so if anything had a reason or a point that it
was trying to make, it was impossible to understand what it was.
The worst part was the feelings, though - in The Dreaming you could feel
the overall tonality of the dreams, and therefore the emotions of the dreamers who
dreamt them.
But in Delirium’s realm, feelings were an element all their own, and they
were always intense - a fear was never just a little niggling thing making you wary,
it was a scream of absolute paranoid terror; anger was not ever just mild
frustration, it was an out-of-control, hateful, vengeful, murderous rage that wanted
to set the world on fire and laugh as it burned; sadness wasn’t just feeling a little
blue, it was drowning in a frozen sea of melodramatic sorrow.
But the most interesting thing was happiness, or its equivalent here in
Delirium’s realm - there really wasn’t anything such as contentment, or joy... at
best it was the thrill of unleashing yourself from inhibition completely, or a
pleasant, buzzing numbness, like being drunk or high.
Delirium herself was swimming laps through the everything that surrounded
us - upside-down, as far as we were concerned, like the non-existent body of water
she was floating on was above us; but I’m sure that from her perspective, we were
the ones that were oriented in a silly way. It really didn’t matter - there were no
wrong (or right) answers here.
Sykes and Hob were nowhere to be found - it was just me, Dream, Delirium,
and the two Nightmare demons.
“It’s got to be a BINDING contract,” said Glob.
Glob stuck out his clawed hand, and Dream placed his hand over Glob’s.
Then Brute added his hand to the pile.
“Who else?” asked Glob.
“Excuse me?”
“Brute and I both own the Helmet, jointly - I will be the one playing, but if I
lose, we both die. So who’re YOU gonna offer up as collateral, Dream Lord? Your
sister, or this woman?”
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Dream looked taken aback, but I wasn’t going to wait for his answer.
I put my hand on top of the pile.
He looked at me in wonder. “Rose…?”
I looked back at him, determined. Whether he liked it or not, I was his
partner - and I was gonna go all-in.
“Perfect,” said Glob. Around our combined hands, there was a reddish glow
- it enveloped them, and then snaked up our arms.
It sort of burned, like fire or an electrical zap, and made my heart race.
“It is done,” said Dream, but I didn’t really need his confirmation - I knew
there was no turning back now. I just had to hope Dream knew what he was doing
- because otherwise, whatever we’d allowed to enter our bodies would kill us both.
Brute stepped away from Glob, and I decided I’d do the same - with Glob
and Dream squaring off like Old West gunslingers in this crazy scrapbook-world, I
didn’t want to get caught in any kind of magical cross-fire.
“As the challenged, I have the first move,” announded Glob. “I am a dire
wolf, prey stalking, lethal prowler.”
Sure enough, just as he described, a wolf appeared before Dream - a huge,
hulking one, with slavering jaws and menacing eyes. It growled as it moved toward
Dream.
Even though I couldn’t see it, I could suddenly feel grass grow beneath my
feet - apparently there was more to this game of imagination than what they were
describing in words.
“I am a hunter... horse mounted…” said Dream, coolly - and what appeared
before him, facing the wolf, was some sort of brave-faced man in a loincloth, with
long flowing hair, astride a muscular horse. He had a spear in his hand. “...wolfstabbing,” Dream finished. The hunter plunged his spear into the wolf - the wolf
let out a pitiable cry of pain before it collapsed onto the imaginary ground, dead.
“I am a horsefly, horse-stinging…” said Glob, and the dead dire wolf
morphed into a living, buzzing horsefly. The horsefly wasted no time in landing on
the flank of the horse, and biting it. “Hunter-throwing!”
The horse reared violently with a distressed whinny, and the bareback-riding
hunter fell from the horse, landing on the invisible ground with a sickening crunch
of bones.
I felt sorry for the guy - such a strong, good-looking and brave warrior,
conjured up only for the purposes of this high-stakes game, and already dead
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within moments. I knew enough about The Dreaming by this point to understand
that all of this was real - even though it was also true to say that none of it was.
But as Dream took his turn, the hunter’s body turned into something else he became very hairy, and sprouted extra limbs. “I am a spider, eight-legged,”
said Dream, as the spider rapidly spun its web, “...fly consuming.”
The fly flew into the web and got stuck there, flailing helplessly, as the
spider descended upon it and sunk its fangs into its body.
This game seemed totally foreign to me at first, but then I caught on to what
it was: basically, it was a more sophisticated version of that game everybody
played as children. You know the one: that game where each kid would keep
bringing out a new imaginary gadget, which they insisted had the ability to nullify
and overcome anything the other kid had in their arsenal.
Though, that game pretty much always devolved into two kids screaming at
each other - because one would have used the ‘ultimate-kill-anything-dead-forevergun’, but the other would insist that their ‘ultimate-block-anything-forcefield’ was
not only resistant to such guns, but deflects the shot back at the original shooter
and kills them; they’d both insist that the other kid just surrender and accept being
‘permanently-no-resurrections-allowed-DEAD’, until some adult came along and
told them to knock it off.
Unfortunately, I knew this game wouldn’t end like that.
“I am a ssssnake,” said Glob, as a snake formed from the horsefly, easily
destroying the web, “poison-toothed, spider-devouring.” The snake ate the spider,
swallowing it whole.
I was a little surprised by this - I wouldn't have thought about a snake eating
a spider, though after a moment’s reflection I realized that this would be the perfect
thing for really small snakes to eat (I probably would’ve gone with the no-duh
answer and conjured up a frog or something - but it would’ve been embarrassingly
easy to imagine something that could kill a frog).
“I am an ox, heavy-footed, snake crushing.”
The pseudo-imaginary ox stamped on the snake - the snake writhed beneath
its hoof, crunching the snake’s spine into the non-grass.
“I am an anthrax, butcher bacterium, warm-life destroying!”
The ox suddenly fell to the invisible ground, rapidly decaying into a rotting
pile of meat and bones.
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Delirium stopped swimming - we exchanged glances. Even Delirium could
tell that this was a concerning change of direction in Glob’s gambit. What was
Dream going to come up with to beat that? He only had, by the rules, 5 seconds to
think of something. I certainly would’ve started hemming and hawing at this point,
and lost.
But Dream changed up his game too, abandoning the offensive. “I am a
world. Space-floating, life-nurturing.”
A ‘blue-marble-style’ earth-like miniature planet appeared between the
game’s players - like a display in a planetarium, gently and slowly spinning.
But unlike a simple science display, this little world seemed to have its own
gravitational pull - all the little object-containing bubbles floating aimlessly in
Delirium’s realm began to drift toward the planet, establishing orbits of their own
around it. Even Delirium and I began to draw near, unable to resist its pull.
“I am a nova,” cried Glob, “all-exploding… planet cremating!”
Intense light came from the direction of Glob, and blasted the miniature
world - the planet broke away into little pieces and glowing sparks, which cooled
and died away into dust.
“I am the universe, all things encompassing, life-embracing.” Stars and
galaxies appeared around us at the sound of these words, with a soft and lovely
glow. Delirium reached out and plucked a star right out of a misty nebula, like a
berry from a bush, and cradled it in her hands with a crazed joy.
“I am anti-life, the beast of judgement....” rumbled Glob, and as he spoke, a
monstrous, demonic-looking creature made of hazy shadow formed, stalking
through the sea of galaxies with eyes and a gaping maw of pure, concentrated
blackness. “The darkness at the end… the end of universes, gods, worlds… of
everything.”
The beast opened its dark mouth impossibly wide, unhinging its jaws like a
shark about to feed. It engulfed the planets, and the stars, and the galaxies… it
even came after Delirium for the little star in her hand. Panicked, she threw it away
- the beast bounded after it, and devoured it viciously.
Having accomplished complete destruction, the beast howled emptily, with
only the sound of a harsh wind reaching our ears - and with that final sigh, either of
despair or triumph, the shadow-beast collapsed in on itself… first becoming a little
sphere of darkness…. and then when that became too dense for Reality to support,
sinking and flattening into a deep, black hole.
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The black hole began sucking everything in Delirium’s realm into the abyss,
including Delirium herself. “DrEEAAm!!!” she cried. I caught her hand, but the
force of the black hole pulling her in was too strong, and I was getting pulled along
with her - I caught Dream’s ankle, as he just stood there calmly with folded arms.
“Ssss,” hissed Glob, gloating, “And what will you be then, Dream Lord?”
In what must have been the very last microsecond of his allotted time - it’s
taken me way more time to describe all of this than the time it took to actually
occur - Dream gave his answer.
“I am hope.”
Everything stopped then - Delirium’s realm was already an empty, black
void of nothing. We lacked even light from an external source (there’d been plenty
of light originally in Delirium’s realm, -in fact so much light that it hurt your eyes
and made you unable to see anything clearly) - but, in the absolute darkness, any
source of light, no matter how small, will shine amazingly bright.
In this case, that source of light was Dream’s own twin-star eyes. They
glowed in the darkness, and illuminated us beings that remained.
In describing this to you guys, I realize that it sounds kinda creepy - but it
actually wasn’t. It made us feel exactly what he had described: hope. And no, hope
is not exactly a joyful, or even pleasant thing - hope just IS. It comes out and slaps
you with the cold, hard fact that no, it is in fact NOT over… and therefore no,
you’re NOT allowed to just give up, and let yourself fall into despair.
Because you have a responsibility to reach out, and embrace hope: to
remember that good things have come to you before; to understand that, no matter
how dark and bad things may seem for you in this current time, good exists around
you that cannot be destroyed; to believe that things can, and will, be good for you
again, even if you can’t imagine how that would be possible…
It’s a terrible burden, hope is.
Glob, illuminated by the pale light of Dream’s eyes, gaped in awe.
“Oh,” he said. He rubbed his chin, and scratched and rubbed at his head.
“Then I am… sss… I… I…”
Glob looked at Brute, who was trembling greatly.
I could practically see Glob’s mind racing behind his eyes…
And then he just stared up at Dream, blankly.
“...I don’t know,” he admitted, in a small and quiet voice.
“Your time is up,” announced Dream. “Goodbye, little Nightmares.”
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Little pieces started to flake off from the skin of both Brute and Glob - they
watched in horror as their bodies disintegrated. “No! No no no no NO!” cried
Glob, panicked - chunks of flesh began to slough off into the void, and Glob
grasped at them in vain, with fingers that were losing their claws, muscle tissue,
and even bone.
With the last breath available to them from disintegrating throats, Glob
screamed, and Brute roared. The sound abruptly ceased as they were stripped down
to their skeletons… and then those skeletons crumbled away to ash.
The ash dispersed into the darkness.
And then the darkness faded away.
We were back in Reality again.
The White Horse Inn was completely devoid of Nightmares. Now it was just
me, Dream, Delirium, Hob, and Sykes - and the last two were exactly where they
were when we left. In fact, from the way they were blinking and looking confused,
I don’t think any time passed for them at all - as far as they were concerned, the
Nightmares that were facing them just suddenly ceased to exist.
“Is that it, then?” asked Hob. “Did you win?”
“Yes,” said Dream, looking at the Helmet on its display mount. “We have
achieved what we set out to do.” And then he turned toward Sykes.
Sykes sank against the counter, staring up at Dream with absolute horror.
“Oh my god,” Sykes whispered. “You’re...?”
“I am Dream. The one you helped capture.”
Sykes lifted a trembling hand - I guess I shouldn’t have said all the
Nightmares were gone, because Syke’s worst nightmare was now standing before
him. “I have not practiced magic for 70 years,” he said. “Please-”
“What? Spare you?”
“I left the Order, after that night. We were dabbling in forbidden things…”
“That is not why you left. Whatever shadow existed upon your conscience
for the deeds done to me was nothing compared to your desire for Ethel Cripps.”
At that, we could hear the front door opening, and Sykes looked toward it Ethel was standing there tentatively, trembling, having come back to see if her
husband was dead.
“My LOVE for Ethel,” Sykes corrected. Then he nodded. “Yes… it’s true: I
left mostly for her. Because I knew that a man capable of capturing such an entity -
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and foolhardy enough to keep it locked away, like one of his keepsakes - was a
man who was far too dangerous for either of us to know. But I don’t regret leaving
- it was the right thing to do.”
“Do you regret your part in my capture?”
“Of course I do.” He glanced pointedly at the Helmet. “I wore that thing
every night for years, in fear of what magicks Burgess might cast… and of what
you might do if you found me.”
“You believe you are redeemed, then.”
Sykes shook his head. “No. You’ve got to earn redemption, and I’ve never
done anything to try for it; the reason being, because I’ve never had a mind to take
any of it back.
You suffered in that glass devil’s trap, and for far too long - I’ll give you
that. But you’ve also lived an unimaginably long life, one full of magic and
immense power - so, relatively speaking, 70 years trapped in your own personal
Hell was nothing compared to what us mere mortals face.
If I hadn’t been a part of the Order, I would have been no one - a man like
me, with skin this dark, could be and often was treated by his fellow man like less
than an animal... like less than dirt.
I can’t change the way I look to people, like you can - I’m trapped in this
mortal shell. I can’t change who I am either - where I was born, who I was born to,
and all the limitations and baggage that comes with that.
I got lucky - I found my way into a club of people who let me share in their
secret power, as one of their brothers; who elevated me, and painted me as
someone special… no longer just a man, but a magus.
They weren’t nice people, and were morally rotten to their core - they
exploited their power in ways just as dark and self-serving as the people who
dominated based on race and skin color. But they never treated me like I was a
subhuman slave, as others had done. It makes me sad to think of it now - but at the
time, even that kind of basic, meager respect for my humanity was a treasure
beyond price.
If I hadn’t been a part of the Order, I never would have met Ethel, love of
my life.
And if I hadn’t been there that night, to participate in your summoning, I
never would have known about the Helmet - the Helmet that allowed me the
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courage to leave with the woman I loved, the Helmet that went on to protect me for
all those sleepless nights, for all those years.”
Sykes had stopped trembling - he was seeming more emboldened with every
passing moment. He may have been rightfully terrified, but he was not a weak or
cowardly man, that was for sure.
“So you see… regret can be a funny thing, Dream-man,” he went on. “I
regret having hurt you... and I’m truly sorry that the greatest joys I’ve managed to
get in this life have been, partially, at your expense.
But if you’re asking me whether I would go back and change anything - to
earn both your forgiveness, and my soul’s redemption - the answer would be no.
I’d do it all over again, the same way - even though it meant me ending up right
here, at this moment, at your mercy.
I’ve never had the power to take the vengeance I was owed. I’ve done many
things in my life, but my conscience would never allow me to indulge that
particular desire: to make people pay for their transgressions against me, and those
like me.
But if your own conscience is less tyrannical than mine, then by all means...
do what you must.”
Dream regarded him for several silent moments, before bowing his head.
“Thank you for your candor,” said Dream. “I no longer retain a thirst for
vengeance, Ruthven Sykes. You have nothing to fear from me.”
I breathed a sigh of relief - good, I thought. Good Dream. You’re learning.
Ethel, behind me, let out a full cry of relief, and ran past us to Sykes. She
knelt near him, and they embraced, tearfully.
“I will ask, however, that you relinquish my Helmet,” said Dream.
“It’s yours,” said Sykes, voice croaked by emotion. “By all means, take it.”
Dream lifted the Helmet off of its display mount. His fingers passed
reverently over the face of it - gazing at it like an old lover, or family member, or a
close friend.
But then, the sound of alcohol pouring drew our attention to Hob, who’d
made his way behind the bar. He looked down at Sykes. “Don’t suppose you’d
object, if we attend to a ‘thirst’ of a different sort?”
Sykes simply smiled, and nodded.
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The Sykeses retired upstairs to their little room above the bar. I cleaned up the
mess of broken glass, and joined Dream and Hob at their table (Delirium was
sitting underneath, hugging her knees, looking agitated).
Dream only briefly described the dry facts of his capture, and Hob expressed
his sympathy, saying that was rough business. And then he focused on me. “So
then,” Hob said, “how’d you get mixed up in all this, Rose-petal?”
I flushed. “Well, I…” I had no idea where to begin.
“My Dream-Ruby came into her possession,” said Dream. “This has
imparted certain powers upon her, which have proved vital to my efforts.”
“Ah,” said Hob, knocking back another swig of beer. He seemed completely
satisfied with that answer.
“How do you two know each other?” I asked.
“We’ve been meeting at this Inn for… what is it now, four centuries? Only
once a century, mind - Dream’s a busy man.” Hob looked at Dream. “Usually it’s
not so eventful. You remember the last we met? When that she-wolf barged in on
us?”
“That was the time before last, Hob.”
“Ah yes, you’re right. Time before last. But you remember, don’t you?”
“Of course. You’re referring to Lady Constantine.”
“She was a rude little thing, wasn’t she? Thought she’d discovered the Devil
and the Wandering Jew having a secret rendezvous. You told her ‘I’m no Devil’
and I said ‘And I’m not Jewish.’ Still pulled a gun on us and demanded we get in
her carriage, though - it was a good thing you were able to put the hoodoo on her,
making her see old ghosts so we could escape. Nasty piece of work, that little
trollop...”
“What did she want?” I asked.
Hob shrugged. “Beats me,” he said. “A favor, maybe. More pawns to do her
dirty work... like the way in which her however-many-great-grand-nephew John
has been ‘managing’ that poor swamp man down in Louisiana. Who knows.”
“What’s this about John and a… ‘swamp man’, you said?”
“Oh, so you know him,” remarked Hob. “You been shagging him?”
I set my glass down hard. “HOB!” I cried, indignantly.
“Hey now, don’t you ‘Hob’ me,” he teasingly reprimanded. “I’m not one to
lecture, especially not where it concerns a Constantine - if he’s anything like ol’
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Jack Constantine, I’d be more surprised if he HADN’T in short order found his
way into the skirts of someone like you, pretty as you are.”
Flattery wasn’t going to help him. “Well prepare to be amazed, Hob,
because he hasn’t,” I said, hotly. I glanced quickly at Dream, instinctively wanting
to see if, and how, he might respond.
Big mistake. Hob caught sight of it.
He looked between the two of us, his expression hovering between
incredulous amusement and disapproval, as he deliberated about what to say - but
then he gave up and sighed. “Like I was saying… I’m not one to lecture, or tell you
who to be getting involved with. I always knew you weren’t likely to end up in a
‘normal’ relationship... if there is such a thing, for people like us.” Then he
brightened. “Though I might’ve found something close to it, for the time being: her
name’s Gwen.”
“Oh, that’s great Hob,” I said, thankful for the change of subject. “Where’d
you guys meet?”
“A bloody Renfaire, if you can believe it,” said Hob, with chagrin.
I laughed. “How’d you get roped into going? I thought you hated stuff like
that.”
“I do,” he said, taking another swig. “I guess you could call it morbid
curiosity - I always want to see what people in the current time THINK the past
was like. They’re always wrong, of course.
For one thing, there’s never enough shit. Cow shit. Horse shit. People shit.
You waded through the stuff… the biggest thing these Renfaires could do for
historical accuracy, to make it a more real ‘experience’ for their visitors, it would
be to spray ‘em all with shit as they come through the gates.”
“Hob, they’re just trying to dress up and play pretend - you know, for fun.
Something you’d understand, if you weren’t such a horrible old curmudgeon.”
“Nah - even before I got old, I never understood the concept behind having
‘nostalgia’ for a time you never lived in - you can’t be nostalgic for something you
have no memories of.
Besides… I DO have memories of the past, and I hate most of ‘em especially the ones that don’t involve women (women make everything better - ‘til
they die on you, turning all those good memories bittersweet. Or if they decide to
make your life a living Hell so you WISH you were dead yourself… you know
what, forget it, it’s all a mixed bag).
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I say there’s never any time as good as the present. For one thing, there’s
indoor plumbing now - all the shit and piss goes away with a simple flush. That’s
ingenuity. That’s progress. It’s something to be thankful for.
You know what I’ve realized, living a life this long? How much of it I have
literally shit and pissed away. I counted it up one time… I worked out that I’d
spent over six years all told, just pissing. Six years of piss. That’s a LOT of piss.
It’s a wonder anything gets accomplished, what with most everybody being
given, at most, about a hundred years or so, to live a life worth living and have
something left behind at the end to be proud of... and so much of that time ends up
wasted on the emptying of bladders and bowels. With that kind of a raw deal,
EVERYBODY ought to be immortal - so they have a chance to get some actual
bloody things DONE.
I’ve had over 400 years to figure it out - and you know what I’ve
accomplished? Fuck all, that’s what. Oh I’ve made fortunes, and I’ve lost fortunes
- in equal measure - and I’ve loved, and I’ve lost… but ultimately, I’ve done
nothing to move the needle forward on humanity’s progress. Hell, if anything I
think I’ve contributed MORE misery to the human condition than anything
positive.”
“You helped me,” I said. “That’s something.”
“Yeah… but if I was any kind of decent, I would’ve just adopted you and
raised you myself,” he said, staring at his beer with deep regret. “As my own child,
without pawning you off on others who would never understand you.”
“You forget, Hob,” I said gently, “that I’m the one that chose to live with the
Walkers. You didn’t abandon me.”
Some strong emotion stung the edge of his mouth and the corner of his eyes,
making them tear up - emotion that he couldn’t deal with. He drank some more. “I
was never cut out to be a father,” he continued, when he came up for air. “Least
that’s what I always told myself. Always felt that’s why I could never father one of
my own - that it was destiny, or somesuch, preventing me from going there and
making a mess of it. Wouldn’t have wanted some little idiot version of me running
around, making the same mistakes, following my shitty example.
I figured it wouldn’t be the same with you - you weren’t cursed with my
name, my legacy, or my personality traits. So I could just warn you to stay away
from all the bad stuff, and wish you farewell - because overall, you’d be better off
without me. But look how that turned out - I warn you that magic is bad business
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and not to go anywhere near it, and here you are, messin’ about with gods and
warlocks.”
“I am not a god: I am the personification of dreams.”
“Close enough, friend. I can call you that now, can’t I?”
“Of course. Disregard my outburst at the end of our last meeting - I should
not have taken offense at the statement of a simple truth.”
Hob finished off his mug of beer with one final, epic knocking back, and
then let out a satisfied ‘Aaah!” like goddamn Viking.
“So… is this sort of thing how you wooed Gwen?” I asked, resting my cheek
on my propped-up hand. “Rants about human waste?”
“More or less,” he admitted.
“How romantic.”
“Oh it got worse, believe me - included some stuff about what slavery was
REALLY like, and argued with her about whether Catherine of Aragon counted as
a black queen of England - she didn’t think so, and I told her that if Catherine had
been in Alabama in the 1950’s they’d have made her ride in the back of the bus.
Gwen’s black, by the way.”
“Wow, charming: a patronizing black history lesson, marinated in
mysterious white guilt, and served to a black woman. I’m really surprised she still
went out with you, after that. So, uh… did you ever stop deep-throating your foot
long enough for her to kiss you?”
“Told her I was a history professor - had to, otherwise she would’ve killed
me. In self-defense.” We shared a small laugh. But then he suddenly sobered and
frowned at me disapprovingly. “But watch that vulgar language, girl - it’s
unladylike.”
“It’s nearly the end of the 20th century, Hob - a girl doesn’t have to act like
a lady, these days.”
He sighed. “Great, now you’re gonna make me ‘nostalgic’ for something.
Maybe I should be glad that Gwen romanticizes the past... I’ll take a black queen
over some foul-mouthed ‘modern’ girl any day.”
“So…” I said, lowering my voice to barely above a whisper, “are you going
to come out to her as a metahuman?”
That piqued Dream’s interest. “Metahuman?”
“Yeah, like superheroes. Only me and Hob aren’t exactly Justice League
material.”
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Dream raised an eyebrow, intrigued but also bemused.
“I don’t think he knows about them,” said Hob. “They only appeared in the
last century, while he was in the clink.” Hob refocused on Dream. “They’re
anybody who is more-than-human, but the most famous of them go about saving
random unfortunates from mishaps and evildoers - all while wearing masks, capes
and tights, as if they came straight from a dress rehearsal at the opera and forgot to
change.”
“For what purpose?”
Hob shrugged. “Beats me. They’re a strange lot.”
Dream took on that look again, like he was listening to or watching a movie
that only he could perceive. He smiled slightly. “One of them is from Krypton.”
“That’s right - the boy-man in red, gold and blue; Truth Justice and the
American Way. Apple pie, and all that nonsense…” Hob turned back to me. “As
for whether I’m to tell Gwen, the answer is ‘no’. Call me a coward, but unless I
decide to break things off early - which is looking unlikely with Gwen - I mostly
just wait until they figure it out themselves. She’ll be furious though, when she
does.”
“Why’s that?”
“Because she’ll demand to know why I didn’t tell her sooner. And then
she’ll realize why I’ve been like this - and in light of this new information, she’ll
want to review, and re-litigate, every single argument and minor difference of
opinion we’ve ever had. Trust me, I’ve been down this road before.”
“Have you considered…?”
“Throwing in the towel? Game over, all done? Naw… I’m not ready to die,
not just yet. Maybe not ever. Besides, Gwen’d kill me.”
“DrEAm yOU’Re LOOkiNg aLL saDLy,” said Delirium, under the table.
“NoT thAT i cARe, i juSt tHouGHT yOU shOULd knOW.”
Hob looked concerned, taking note along with me that Dream was, in fact,
staring at the table with a distant but palpable gloominess.
“You’re thinking of her, aren’t you?” asked Hob quietly. “Your own black
queen.”
“Nada was never mine, Hob Gadling,”said Dream, in a murmur barely more
than a whisper. “She never belonged to anyone... except, perhaps, to herself. I set
out to rescue her, nearly a century ago; but Hell was empty, and she was gone.
Shortly thereafter, because of this excursion, I lost everything. Now that I have
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reclaimed my Helmet, I shall be establishing new management for Hell - hopefully,
once all those who were bound to Hell return, I shall be able to recover her and
free her at last.” Dream looked up. “I have decided: I have no liking for prisons,
Hob.”
“I know,” said Hob. “That was clear when you said that it was a poor thing
to enslave another, and suggested I find meself a different line of business. And I
did. Freed not only them, but me as well - from a cage I couldn’t even see before
then.
We often build our own traps, I think - and then we back into them,
pretending to be amazed the whole time. But whether that’s the case or no, my
friend, it’s still a worthy thing to open cages - to free the imprisoned. You taught
me that.”
Dream nodded. Then, he bent down and looked at Delirium.
“We shall be going now. Are you ready to leave?”
“GO aWaY.”
“Are you upset with me, little sister?”
“WhY wOULd i bE? YoU oNLy deSTroYed my realm and have been nasty
to me this entire time.”
Dream got off the chair and knelt down on the floor. “I… I wish to apologize
for my behavior of late. I have not been myself. I shall see to it that your realm is
returned to its former state, as quickly as I am able. But for now, if you are willing
to travel with me… I would like for you to return to The Dreaming with me.”
“UM. DREam? Do yoU LiKe mE?”
“Yes… I suppose I must do, Delirium. You entertain me. And it distresses me
to see you troubled.”
“REaLLy?”
“Really.”
“WeLL… i liKe yOU tOO, i thiNK. WheN yoU doN’t tEAse mE.”
“I’m glad to hear it. Now that the matter is settled, and we are once again
on friendly terms, I have a gathering to arrange - one to which you are formally
invited.”
Delirium crawled out from underneath the table, excited. “A pARTy? OH
yaY! ThaT sOUnds LiKe fUN!”
Sounds like Hell, I thought.
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-29“A Cold Reception”

And it was, quite literally.
At the edge of Hell, Dream summoned Matthew the Raven - after giving
him a laundry list of instructions and supernatural entities for Lucien to cordially
invite, Dream sent Matthew back to the Dreaming Castle.
And then, we went in.
I don’t even believe in Hell, actually - which is why it was quite strange
when Dream unlocked the gates, and led us into the worst place ever imagined by
mankind.
At first there wasn’t much to see - Hell had been emptied out and gutted. I
was surprised there weren't any tumbleweeds rolling around in the dust, to
complete the old ghost-town look.
But then we got inside the palace, once occupied by Lucifer himself.
The place was disgusting.
Grotesque, tormented bodies and mangled body parts - human and animal were entwined into every part of the architecture. Some of the pieces were
arranged into interesting sculptural elements, which might have been considered
quite artistic if it weren’t so horrifying and gross.
Chains seemed to be a big thing here too - chains, manacles, racks, iron
maidens, electric chairs, cages, gas chambers.
Oh, and fireplaces - it seemed like you couldn’t go a few feet without seeing
another huge, ornate furnace. Charred bodies tied to stakes were posted in the
midst of each cold, empty ash heap. None of the fires were going - I knew that if
they were lit, this place would have been an inferno of orange, malevolent light,
and very hot.
But right now, it was very dark. And very cold - there was frosty rime on
every nightmarish surface.
Little did people back home know, when they said things like ‘when Hell
freezes over’, that it had already happened.
We walked on a pathway made of human faces, which flinched and gasped
as we walked upon them - I tried to step as carefully as I could, but Dream told me
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not to bother because they weren’t actually people, just interactive decoration
(which is good, because there’s only so many times that you can apologize for
stepping on someone’s face).
The pathway spiraled upwards, and seemed to go on forever. I asked Dream
where we were going, and he replied that we were headed to Lucifer’s abandoned
seat of power.
“His throne-room?” I asked.
“No - his office.”
Office?
Sure enough, after that exhausting climb on that high, narrow and hideous
joke of a pathway, we reached what looked like a modern top-floor executive suite.
There was a desk with a high-backed chair on wheels, a computer, a
watercooler, a liquor cabinet, and a leather couch for guest seating.
Lining the walls were shelves of books, held together with strangely cute
bookends shaped like black goats and kittens; hanging on the walls were some
bland, pastel-colored modern art, and the back wall behind the desk was all glassed
in, providing a panoramic view of the Hellscape.
Delirium immediately threw herself into the executive chair and began to
spin around in it, making ‘Wheee!’ sounds.
Dream placed his cloak on a rack - a normal one, not the torturous kind - and
sat slumped down into the couch. Back in his grey T-shirt and jeans, he looked
thin, pale, and rather boyishly vulnerable. He looked anxious, and like he could
really use a comforting hug - as I sat down on the other side of the couch I was
almost compelled to give him one, before I remembered that I was still mad at him.
“Now what?” I asked.
“Now, we wait for the guests to arrive.”
When I saw the guests fill up the hellish grand reception hall, I could understand
the reason for Dream’s anxiety - they were a pretty damn intimidating bunch of
freaks.
But Dream himself more than matched up to them - he was wearing
absolutely resplendent robes, with embroidered vestments depicting sleeping faces,
figures in contemplation and repose, and various other esoteric dream-symbols.
And on his head, completely covering his face, was that ugly bone gas-mask.
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On his shoulder Matthew the Raven perched; behind him the fairy Nuala
stood at attendance (presumably to mind the long train of his ostentatious robe,
making sure nobody stepped on it and tripped him up - and trying to untangle
Delirium from it, who was playing with the train and taking great glee in rolling
herself up in it). The word according to Matthew was that Mervyn Pumpkinhead
had pleaded desperately to be allowed to come (on account of the ‘booze and
broads’ - his words - that would be there) but he’d been told in no uncertain terms
that his place was on the castle grounds, along with Lucien and most of the other
palace inhabitants staying in their respective posts.
Nuala was dressed nicer than usual - Morpheus had given permission for her
to wear one of her dresses from Faerie, as well as her glamour if she wished; she’d
taken him up on the dress (hemming it in so that it conformed to her tinier and lesscurvaceous frame) but had left the fairy glamour off for her own reasons. Normally
her skin was a sallow woody color, but right now she looked as pale and rigid as a
board of fresh-cut pine - she was clearly quailing with fear over something, but I
didn’t yet understand what that something was.
I stood by him as he prepared to greet each of the guests. “You look like
freakin’ Cthulhu,” I grumbled.
He turned to me, with those glassy bug-eyes. “How so?” he asked, totally
sincere.
Great, I thought. So Cthulhu is real. I REALLY didn’t need to know that.
“Nevermind,” I told him.
“All right,” he said, peaceably. Then he turned his attention to his guests.
“You are all welcome here,” he said, in a booming voice that was in no way
impeded by his skull-helmet. “I extend my hospitality to you all.” Morpheus lifted
up the gnarled key. “You who seek this key, and what it represents: the empty Hell
that was once Lucifer’s. Enter, and announce yourselves.”
At the forefront of the procession were three characters who were obviously
Egyptian, their bodies adorned with gold finery - I recognized their jackal-headed
leader even before he spoke. “I am Anubis, Lord of the Dead of the Nile Delta,” he
said, a low dark voice emanating from his snout. His eyes were red and his fur was
pitch-black - his ears were long, sharp, and pointed straight up to the heavens.
“With me are Bast, Lady of Cats, and Bes, a household protection deity,” Anubis
said while gesturing grandly to the two behind him: a cat-headed woman, whose
silver-furred female human body was covered only with her jewelry and a skirt of
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fine linen, and a burly dwarf with a pleasant face and a scimitar strapped to his
side.
“I am told I sing most passing fair,” said Bes, “and when I dance it spurs
much merriment. I would sing and dance for the enjoyment of all here gathered, if
it will please our most gracious host.”
“I thank you, Bes - that would indeed be most appreciated as an addition to
the night’s festivities. It is an honor to welcome you and your companions, Lord
Anubis.” The Egpytian gods passed within - the cat-goddess lingered behind a
little, to gaze at Dream coyly with gold-green eyes and purr at him, before
sashaying after her companions with sinuously swishing hips.
The next grouping of European-looking gods were also three in number:
An older, craggy-faced man with one missing eye, dressed in a traveler’s
grey cloak, hat and walking stick, with a raven on each shoulder (Matthew the
Raven seemed very excited to see them).
A thin and devious-looking man whose gold hair stood straight up like a
flame, whose lips were scarred with numerous piercing-holes.
And the third was a huge man with blood-red hair and beard, whose body
was insanely muscular (enough to make Schwarzeneggar and Stallone jealous), but
not evenly so - this guy had built up his upper-body, his arms and shoulders in
particular, to such an absurd level that it was a wonder he could still walk upright.
It would’ve seemed perfectly natural for him to tuck his comparatively-small
legs up under himself and roll, like a big flesh snowball, as his method of getting
around.
You know the kind of muscles that look like a massive, swollen blister,
veins forced to the outside, and all of it about to pop explosively at any moment?
That’s the kind of muscles this guy had - and it was painful to behold.
The mysterious old traveler spoke. “I am Odin All-Father, king of those who
dwell in Asgard. With me are my sons - Thor, of the Aesir, and Loki Sky-Walker the child of giants, but Aesir by right of blood-brotherhood. These ravens upon my
shoulders are Huginn and Muninn: ‘Thought’ and ‘Memory’. I thank you for your
invitation, Dream-Weaver.”
“The pleasure is all mine, Rune-Lord.”
“I would talk with you: you have something I need, and I have in my
possession something you might want.” Odin brought out a crystal ball, and inside
that crystal ball was the image of a bunch of tiny figures, engaged in battle - I
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recognized them as some of Justice League members and their costumed cohorts.
“I am a brave god,” Odin continued. “There is only one thing that frightens me.”
“Ragnarok.”
“Indeed. Ragnarok. Too much of my time has been spent hatching schemes
to circumvent the darkness ahead of me and mine. I pick at it, irrationally, as a man
picks at a sore.” Odin nodded at the crystal ball. “I created a world - a notional
dimension - and in it, I fashioned a tiny Ragnarok, to be fought day in, day out,
forever. To my great surprise, this little world of mine gained outside warriors ones I had not created, from Reality. One of them has your essence in him - a
fraction of your soul.” The image in the crystal focused in on a man in a 40’s style
hat and suit, with a strange gun and a gas-mask.
“I see. After the banquet, we shall discuss the matter further.”
Odin fixed his one eye upon me. “Is this your new consort, DreamWeaver?”
“AND IF SO, WHAT IS SHE?” asked Thor, looking me up and down. “IS
SHE A GODDESS? A WITCH?”
“She is nothing but herself.”
Thor and Loki both grinned at me then, an uncomfortably greedy glint in
their eyes. “Ah, so a mortal then,” mused Loki. “And nothing approaching the
status of a wife or consort, I’d wager. So what’s the appeal? Is she that good
between the sheets?”
“Don’t you dare talk about her that way!” cried Nuala.
Before Loki could come back at her with some nasty retort, Thor clapped a
huge hand over Loki’s mouth. “You were warned not to speak, wolf-father,”
rumbled Thor.
“I can clear up the confusion for yeh,” said a familiar voice, who belonged
to a man who was moving past Odin. He was a clean-shaven man wearing a
powder-blue suit that matched his eyes, and white gloves; his hair was a bright
peroxide-burned white-yellow, gelled and styled just so, and from one ear a
diamond stud earring glinted.
“This right here is the demon Rosacarnis,” he said. “And she’s mine.” He
grabbed me and kissed me, right as I was about to say his name.
His disgusting tongue made a full sweep of my mouth’s interior, his saliva
tasting like a piney, herbal-flavored booze-soaked ashtray.
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I shoved him back and slapped him, right in the offending kisser. “I WILL
DESTROY YOU, JOHN CONSTANTINE!” I roared.
“HA! SOUNDS LIKE A DEMONESS TO ME!” Thor said. “BUT
METHINKS YOU ARE WRONG TO THINK HER YOURS! SAY,” he said,
bending over and grinning at me with big, white square teeth, “IF YOU’RE IN
NEED OF A REAL MAN…”
“Then come see ME, of course,” said Loki, slipping out of Thor’s grasp and
getting between us. “I’m half fire-giant - I can take the heat, little firecracker.”
John touched his lip with his white glove, smirking ruefully. “That was
nothing but a love-tap,” he insisted. “She’s just mad I’d already sold my soul three
times over before I met her, that’s all. Nothing left to sink her teeth into.” I noticed
that his accent was softer - not completely gone, but also not as roughly choppedup and bordering on unintelligible garble, as it had been for me before.
It made me wonder if ANYTHING about this guy stayed consistent, or
whether he was able to change his stripes at a moment’s notice.
“Oi, thunder-man,” said Constantine, “you’re barking up the wrong tree with
this one - if it’s pussy you’re after, I suggest you toddle off in that direction.”
“WHERE?” Thor boomed, looking in the direction that Constantine was
indicating - and then he threw back his head and laughed hard enough to shake the
whole place. “AH, I SEE! THE WOMAN WITH THE CAT HEAD! YOU ARE
MIGHTY FUNNY, JOHN CONSTANTINE!”
“Constantine,” said Odin, gazing at the suit-wearing human chameleon.
“That is a name that has reached my ears before… you and your ancestors have a
reputation that rivals that of my own blood-son Loki.”
Loki’s eyes lit up, and he shined that light all over John. “Is that so...?”
Odin nodded. “It is my understanding that it was he who first incited a rash
of panic soul-trading on Mammonstreet, making him responsible for the crash of
the Infernal Dollar; the demonic economy has yet to recover.”
“Oh that was nothing, mate,” piped up Constantine. “Compared to wot I did
to the triumvirate of Hell.”
“Ah, yes… the Lesser Devil’s displeasure with you is now legendary. I
believe he considers you a grave threat to him.”
“Can’t see why - I hardly raised a finger to him.”
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“Yes, but the finger you chose was most impactful indeed - it wounded his
pride considerably, far greater than if you had simply stabbed him through the
chest with Gungnir.”
“Respectfully, I have other guests to greet,” intoned Dream.
Odin nodded and moved on, with his sons in tow. Matthew the Raven asked
Dream if he could go hang out and talk with Odin’s Ravens, and Dream gave his
permission. Matthew was ecstatic, and the three of them were flying around
together for the rest of the evening.
John slid in near me, casually lighting up one of his Silk Cuts like absolutely
nothing had happened.
“So,” he said to me, “how do you like it?”
“Like WHAT?” I demanded to know.
He gestured to himself - down the length of his ensemble. Seriously?! He
was really going to fish for compliments from me right now, after all that?!
“I thought it made me look like a poof, but she was quite insistent,” he said.
“Who was?”
“The Fashion Thing.”
“I have no idea who or what that is, John.”
“You’ll see her flying around - can’t say if she’ll be the Mad Madonna
Witch, the Mad Yuppie Witch, or something else altogether, but she’ll be on a
broomstick for sure.” As if summoned by his words, a woman in a top-hat, tailed
suit and fishnet stockings flew past on a broomstick, blowing a kiss at Constantine
and then letting out a banshee-scream of hysterical laughter.
“Strewth! She wore the Zatanna outfit - the one I mentioned to her as having
fancied,” marveled John. “I think she likes me.”
I raked my eyes up and down his frame, very quickly, and with as much
contempt as I could muster. Then I looked away again. “You look like a
highschool Prom King.”
He blinked at me, looking genuinely touched, and smiled. “Oh... well thank
you, Rose.”
“You’re NOT welcome. It was meant as an INSULT.”
“Nah, that’s not a PROPER insult - now me Dad, he had a good one, a real
gem: he’d refer to me as ‘THAT ARTY-FARTY LITTLE PONCE.’ Only he’d say
it even more aggressive, like - really gave it that extra amount of bite.”
“Sounds like me and your dad would get along.”
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“Ah yes… you would at that, if the old bastard hadn’t gotten himself killed.”
“Oh. Gosh, I’m-”
“He could have taught you a thing or two about punching a fella, too - me, in
particular. He was a SPECIALIST in that.”
I immediately started to feel bad. I shouldn’t have hit him - no matter how
gross his mouth was, or how presumptuous he was being with me.
And then I got a little angry at myself, wondering why I was allowing him to
make ME feel bad for reacting to HIS douchey behavior.
“He’s DRUNK,” hissed Nuala. “After you left, he did almost nothing but
order gin and tonics.”
“Hey Nuala? Catch,” he said, and flicked something from his pocket at her.
“Hang on to that for me, will you?”
“NO!” she said, and angrily kicked it back to him with her little foot.
He stooped and picked it back up. “Alternate earring,” he explained to me,
even though I hadn’t asked. He took on a look of wicked pride. “Cold iron.”
Now, don’t imagine that the stream of guests had stopped while all this petty
shit was going on between us - Dream was still diligently and formally greeting
each one, including Lord Kilderkin of Order (manifested as a cardboard box, held
reverently in the hands of his servant) and Shivering Jemmy, Princess of the
Shallow Brigade, representing Chaos (who was a child-sized clown made of
balloons).
“I IS VERY IMPORTANT!” Jemmy’s helium-voice squeaked emphatically.
“We is always more fun than the Order people. Cardboard boxes! Hmmph!
Nobody clever be’s cardboard boxes.” She lifted up an empty jar with a cork top.
“Here, you’kin have this jar of pickles for free - ‘cept I eated ‘um all up already.
TEEHEE!”
Dream accepted the stupid thing, graciously. “I thank you for your
generosity, Princess Shivering Jemmy.”
Delirium stopped playing with Dream’s robe-train and greeted Jemmy
excitedly, since it was clear that they knew each other quite well.
Amongst the other standouts was a handsome Japanese god, in a richlydecorated samurai kimono with a sword hanging in his sash. He had a folding fan
in his hand. “To his shame, this one is Susano-o-no-Mikoto, of the Floating
Kingdom of Nippon,” he said to Dream, “‘His-Brave-Swift-Impetuous MaleAugustness’, son of Izanagi, ‘His-Augustness-the-Male-Who-Invites’. It should,
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perhaps, be mentioned that this one comes alone, as an individual - one has not
come as part of his pantheon.”
“It’s alright mate, I came by meself too,” quipped John, although absolutely
no one was addressing him. “Sole representative - and member - of the Working
Class London-Based Magician’s Guild, that’s me.”
Susano ignored him, bowing slightly to Dream - who bowed back - and
unfolded his fan before him as he made ready to enter. But as he passed, he said to
Dream quietly: “It might come to pass that one could discuss certain matters with
his venerable wisdom, the shaper of dreams, in a private place.”
“That would honor this person greatly, Lord Susano-o-no-Mikoto.”
Susano was not the only god who came alone - he was followed by a being
made of red flame. But the light of this god - and his attitude - was very subdued
compared to all the other beings in attendance. As it turned out, he had reason to be
worried.
He bowed his head at Dream. “Endless of all who Dream - I am Rao, the
solar deity who presided over the sun of Krypton.”
“I know who you are. Welcome.”
“You are most gracious to invite me. And for allowing my sole remaining
worshipper to live on in your realm. I owe my continued existence to you.”
“I am partly to blame for your people’s destruction. It was the least I could
do.”
“I’m sure you know that I am here on behalf of the lost souls of Krypton.”
“Yes.”
Rao hesitated. “The isle of The Dreaming called The Phantom Zone, which
served as a refuge for my worshipper … it was not the paradise that was promised
to him. It deteriorated into a wasteland, no doubt because of your imprisonment.”
“No doubt.”
“The conditions are driving him mad - his belief in me could be distorted
beyond recognition, or lost altogether if his memory erodes. Could you find it in
your heart to restore the Zone, or at least allow him to join the general population
of Hell, thus preserving both his sanity and mine?”
“On behalf of Zod, the person who was responsible for the death of my
sister, the first Despair? Or the god who encouraged him, in order to enact his
own revenge upon her? No, I think not.”
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Rao looked very afraid. “Forgive me, Dream of the Endless. If you desire his
death, even though it would be the end of me, I shall forfeit us both - only let the
souls of Krypton’s damned have a protected place of their own in Hell, regardless
of who becomes its warden.”
“It will take the rest of eternity for him to die. Only then will his pain cease.
As for you, it may very well come to pass that your worshipper outlives you - or,
you may suffer alongside him, at the mercy of his shifting perceptions and mental
tumult. Regardless, the conditions of your existence are fitting, and I am satisfied.
Do not ask any further favors of me, Rao.”
Rao nodded, and entered the banquet hall, shaking and shamefaced.
“Did I just hear correctly, that a sun-god was afraid of dying?” I asked
Dream. “I thought gods were immortal.”
“Mythologies take longer to die than people believe,” explained Dream. “As
long as people remember them in some fashion, they linger on in a kind of dream
country that affects all of you. But yes, one day they too will see my sister; she will
take them to the Sunless Lands, and from there to their permanent eternity.”
The next guests that arrived for Dream to greet were a contingent of very
strange people: at the forefront was a tall woman with very pale skin that had a
silvery sheen, and silvery eyes to match. Her ears were pointed, her lips looked like
they might be naturally the color of plums, and her dark eyebrows swept in an
upward arch like the top outline of a butterfly's wing.
Beside her, keeping her delicate hand held aloft, was a man with ram’s horns
crowning his fair golden hair - he had a long, chiseled, serious face that was almost
too beautiful for a man, with eyebrows that angled sharply upwards like his
consort.
With the two of them was a jovial fellow with a smarmy, self-satisfied smile,
whose long pointed ears poked out from the curtains of his long curling hair, and a
creeping, furry humanoid creature that looked like a malevolent Dr. Seuss
character.
“Welcome to you, Auberon of Dom-Daniel, and to you also, Lady Titania.”
“Greetings, Shaper,” said Auberon, in a smooth and authoritative voice.
“Your invitation has provok’d much speculation amongst our people. I must
confess, we thought we were quit of this and any other plane besides our own,
forever.”
“Is anything forever?”
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“Ho ho ho!” laughed the furry man-thing, which only further exacerbated
my impression of him as a non-green cousin of The Grinch Who Stole Christmas.
“They say the seven Endless are forever, mighty Dream. You and the other six,
until the death of time itself. What say you to that, King of Riddle-Realms?”
“Robin Goodfellow,” warned Auberon, “mind your manners. We are my
Lord Shaper’s guests, and I will NOT have him insulted by a hobgoblin.”
“Nay, good Auberon. It is a fool’s prerogative to utter truths that no one
else will speak.”
“If that is so, then let my chosen fool speak the truth of our purpose here,”
said Auberon. “Cluracan.”
The smarmy elfin-man, who up until then was looking around with
amusement, snapped to attention. “Yes, my King.” He cleared his throat. “Lord
Shaper - by ancient compact, Faerie must pay the teind - our tithe - to hell, every
seven years. We are forced to sacrifice to them nine of our wisest, our most
beautiful…” suddenly he took a look around Dream at Nuala - who had very subtly
been scooching further behind Dream’s cloak to hide. “Sister?” said the elf-man.
“Hello Cluracan,” she replied, unhappily, having to emerge somewhat.
“Sister! It is good to see you,” said Cluracan, warmly.
Titania looked down at Nuala with undisguised disdain. “Nuala, is this a
deliberate insult? Clothe yourself immediately!”
“Her appearance is in accordance with my wishes, Lady Titania. It was I
who removed the glamour she wears, for I mislike little magics in my realm.”
“Oh, I see,” said Titania, realizing she’d made an ass of herself. “Well, that’s
fine then. If you ever find my little gift too troublesome, Lord Shaper, do not
hesitate to send her back to Faerie.”
“It’s been so long since I’ve seen your natural face, my sister, I had almost
forgotten what it looked like,” remarked Cluracan. “Do you miss the realm of
Faerie, my sister?”
“No,” she said, choking on the word. “N-Not at all. I’m comfortable serving
in The Dreaming.”
“Comfortable,” echoed Titania. “Your ‘comfort’ is of no consequence to
anyone, Nuala.”
John extended his hand toward Titania. “Lady Titania, my name is John
Constantine. Can mortal lips kiss the hand of someone as lovely as yourself?”
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Titania’s own lips curled, and she offered her silver hand elegantly - but as
he took it, she gasped and recoiled, as if it had burned her.
John blinked at her innocently. “Wot’s the matter, Queen of Faerie?”
Titania glared with searing hate, before aiming her eyes at Dream. “And do
not hesitate to send THIS one either.” Then she picked up her skirts and huffed
past.
Constantine smirked, and we all looked at his hand - in between the whitegloved fingers was the iron earring. He tucked it quietly back into his pocket,
looking pleased with himself.
Robin Goodfellow cackled. Auberon’s grim mouth became an amused
smile, as he silently turned to follow his upset wife.
“Glad to see you in such good company, sister,” said Cluracan, wrapping his
arm heartily around John’s neck and giving him a kiss on the cheek. He returned
his attention to Dream. “I fear that if I do not complete my message, Lord Shaper,
my King and Queen may subject me to banishment, beheading, or something more
lingering that involves boiling oil.”
“I would not have you risk the ire of Titania and Auberon. Speak your
piece.”
“Thank you. Anyway, as I was saying - we’ve had a nice long reprieve from
the onerous teind since the Morningstar up and left, for there was no one with the
authority to oversee the harvest, and nowhere for our sacrifices to go once they’d
been collected.
All these puissant beings are here to persuade you to grant them the rights to
Hell. But it would be to the benefit of Faerie if Hell were to remain empty. We
therefore beg you: give it to none of them.
Of course, it’s not just a favor we’d be asking: there is much that Faerie can
offer you.” Then he made a sweeping bow, and swaggered off after his people
along with Robin Goodfellow.
Nuala looked at John with a contrite expression. “John, thank-”
He put up his hand. “Nah, don’t. I didn’t do it for you - I just can’t stand
when people put on airs, shovin’ their power in everybody’s faces. Just amusin’
meself at their expense, that’s all. Nothin’ to be thankful for.” Then he looked up
and saw who was next approaching. “Shit. Speakin’ of…”
Two angels, each with a shining pair of wings as tall as they were folded up,
glided toward us. I think their wings were mostly decorative, because I don’t think
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their feet actually touched the floor as they moved. Their hair was fine and white
as snow, and always flowing away from their impossibly-perfect faces.
They were dressed in the whitest fabric, draped diaphanously around their
golden bodies, all of which seemed to faintly glow with an ever-present light.
“We are here to observe,” said one of them, his voice musical and soft as a
whisper, his eyes colorless like clear water.
“Yeh, you people like te watch, don’t yeh?” growled John around his
cigarette, his Scouse accent returning swiftly and fiercely. “‘Specially after yeh’ve
done a spot of SMITIN’ people, right mate? But I’ve got a question: who’s
supposed to be watchin’ the watchmen?”
John threw his cigarette down in front of the angel, and I couldn’t help but
feel like this was his version of throwing down the gauntlet.
The angel looked at the still-smoking cigarette on the floor. His face didn’t
change at all; but somehow, as his eyes moved from the cigarette to John, the
angel’s scorn came through loud and clear. “I am the angel Remiel, set over those
that Rise. My companion is Duma, angel of Silence.”
“Good stuff. I’m John, and I’m a bastard.”
“Who are you, unclean soul?” Remiel whispered at John.
John grinned, showing his teeth. “Funny you should mention that - I’m the
snake wot bit your Mary.”
The angel looked horrified. “God forgive you,” he breathed.
“Wot ‘bout you? Did the almighty give yeh this little assignment in Hell as
punishment fer killin’ ‘er, then?”
Constantine had told me about having run-ins with demons and Hellspawn but he’d never said anything prior to that about having personal beefs with
members of the Heavenly Host.
I guess I thought an exorcist demon-hunter like Constantine and angels
would just naturally get along, seeing as how they were both playing for ‘Team
Good’ against ‘Team Evil’.
But it sounded like some kinda shitshow happened over an ex-girlfriend of
Constantine, and he blamed the angel for her death.
I didn’t really know what to expect from an angel being accused of
wrongdoing by a mortal - the image of flaming swords and righteous wrath came
to mind - and so I held my breath to see what would happen.
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“It was better for her to be embraced by the redeeming arms of our Lord
than to live tainted by your demonic seed,” said the angel Remiel, who was indeed
looking a little smitey just then. “Yet another innocent soul, among the many
others claimed far too early due to your wickedness.”
“That was NOT on me, you miserable fucking prick,” said John, pointing at
him. “I thought you’d simply turn up yer nose and flutter away, not throw a giant
cosmic tantrum that got all of your loyal servants killed.”
“Had she been allowed to conceive-”
“Wait hold up,” said John. “She was PREGNANT?”
“She was,” answered the angel. “And the child would have been the spawn
of a devil. Would you really have wished that upon either of them? Would you
have wished that upon yourself, to have a child that could be used by your mortal
enemy as a pawn against you?”
“A weed got planted in yer garden, so you blew the whole thing up.
Brilliant… sounds like a bloody pure and righteous solution to me, pal. Just like
when your seven arch-goons killed Tali - one of your own - and HIS half-demon
child. Gotta say, at least you’re consistent… but whatever happened to you people
being ‘pro-life’? Not when it’s inconvenient for you, eh?”
The angel Duma reached into his robes, and pulled out of its folds a book,
which he handed to Remiel.
John groaned. “You're not getting the bloody Bible out are you?”
“Yes, I am. I think you need it.”
“Got all the bog roll I need.”
“This is the Word of God!”
“The EDITED word of God. Your mob of devotees had those little books
locked away in Rome for a thousand years. D'you know how much they chopped
out? Changed? Made up?”
“They were Holy Men.”
“They were WANKERS. They screwed everything that moved, killed
anyone who messed ‘em about, an’ fed off the suckers they preached to.”
“How DARE you-”
“Shut up for a minute, will you? Ever wondered why he's a God of
Vengeance in the Old Testament, an’ Love in the new one? Why ‘an eye for an
eye’ becomes ‘turn the other cheek’?
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And they couldn't even do it properly, could they? They threw out most of
the gospels, but left four of them in there that sound like they’re written about four
different fellas: a story-spoutin’ hippie with a pedigree, a hard-as-nails
demonhunter, a fairytale-type chosen hero, and a holy-rollin’ prophet.
And what about the ultimate takeaway? ‘Love me or you'll burn in hell.’
That sounds like a spoilt kid!”
“It isn't for us to judge…”
“I said SHUT UP! I'll judge! I'll judge whatever I soddin' well want! That's
all the pricks've left me!”
“Who?”
“THE PRICKS WITH THE POWER! All I ever wanted was for the world to
be free of your kind - whether you were in Parliament or Senate, Heaven or Hell.
Whether you wear the wings of doves, or bats… or no fucking wings at all.
Maybe that's pointless - maybe the people are too small and scared to be
free. Maybe they want you there, shitting all over them. But for whatever it's
worth, you were ALWAYS the enemy. All of you.
I tell you what, the next time you're talking to your God - you tell him from
me, right, you tell him Constantine WON’T GIVE IN. You tell him no matter how
bad or sad it gets, how much it falls to bits on me… how many holes there are in
me worthless soddin' life…” He lunged forward and gripped the Bible in the angel
Remiel’s hand. “I'll never plug 'em with this bollocks!”
I grabbed his arm. “Constantine,” I said. “Let it go.”
“Let it go?! You don’t know a thing about wot he did!”
“No, I don’t - but please don’t get into some sort of fistfight with an angel.
Not here.”
“If any sort of combat should take place on these grounds, I will have no
choice but to remove all offending parties, John Constantine.”
“So just let the BOOK go for now, John.”
John lowered his eyelashes at me, and reluctantly released his grip on the
Angel’s Bible. The angel Remiel brushed off his Bible where John’s fingers had
been, and glided past. “Be watchin’ yeh,” said John.
And then the demons arrived.
They sauntered toward us: a red, muscly demon with gold eyes and a long
prehensile tongue hanging out of his mouth; a floating dimensional crack leading
to a void filled with sets of fangs and glowing eyes; a thin demon with two mouths
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and head protrusions; and a pouty-lipped, wasp-waisted Morticia Addamswannabe wearing a spider-choker and a dress of spider-web lace.
The floating void filled with disembodied teeth and glowing eyes spoke. “I
am Azazel, formerly a Prince of Hell,” it said, with all its mouths moving in unison
to the words - apparently they all belonged to the same entity. “With me are the
Merkin, Mother of Spiders… Choronzon, who was formerly a Duke of the Eighth
Circle... and Nergal, once a god of pestilence and death in ancient Babylon.”
John and Nergal locked gazes, and John became rigid, his face ashen. I’d
never seen him show his fear like this before - I always knew it was there, buried
under layers of sarcasm and false bravado, but to see it so overtly made me
nervous as hell.
Which was appropropriate given the circumstances, I suppose.
“We come as ambassadors, representative of the whole of daemonkind,”
said Choronzon, with both his mouths, “seeking natural justice for the poor,
dispossessed creatures whose homeland has been ripped from them, and for the
lost souls of Hell who belonged in our care. We seek the return of our lands.”
“That is to be expected,” said Dream, calmly. “You shall be given the
opportunity to make your entreaties later, after the refreshments.” He gestured for
them to enter.
The spider-lady gave John a come-hither look as she passed - nothing too
surprising there - but it was a little disconcerting to see the muscular one giving
him much the same look. “Nice to see you again, John,” he said, licking his ear
with that disgusting long tongue of his, and making John flinch. “Blood of my
blood…”
“Leave him alone,” I said, even though I instantly regretted drawing this
guy’s attention. He leered at me, his fangs and yellow, slitted eyes glinting. His hot
breath had a heavy, sour reek, like an animal freshly gorged on meat. He said
nothing, and walked on past.
I shivered. I could feel that Nergal was way more powerful than a couple of
flunkies like Brute and Glob - and if John was scared of him, that was a pretty
good sign that he was a force to be reckoned with. I just hoped Dream could - and
would - deal with him, if he became a problem… and preferably before someone
like me or John got hurt.
“I’m glad you’re playing along,” said John to me, quietly, “but don’t
oversell it, darlin’.”
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I couldn’t fathom what he was talking about - I wasn’t ‘selling’ anything. I
just had some mild concern about the rape-eyed demon-stalker getting to first base
with his ear in front of everyone, and indicating that this might just be foreplay for
something worse he was planning to do later on.
I just couldn’t understand how John thought, sometimes.
But I did know one thing for sure: it was going to be a long, cold night in
Hell.
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-30“Lost Souls”

Morpheus, having finished greeting all the guests, retreated to the ‘office’ - I’m
guessing to mentally prepare for his private meetings later in the evening, after the
food and entertainment was all done.
Fuck, I thought. I’m alone.
Well, I mean, there was Constantine - but whether having him around was a
blessing or a curse was a big question mark in my mind. The night was young, and
he already had a Faerie Queene, a demon-god, and quite possibly an Egyptian cat
goddess gunning for him - I think she heard Constantine’s childish little joke at her
expense. Even worse, Thor had decided to take Constantine’s suggestion to pursue
her seriously - he was following her around the banquet hall, asking her to rub his
hammer and make it grow bigger. Anubis was eating human heart appetizers and
being of no help to her at all, and Bes was busy singing and sword-dancing on a
makeshift stage - until Cain and Abel took the stage in order to perform some
‘magic’.
I don’t think they understood the concept behind magic tricks - because the
act was announced, by Cain, as ‘Sawing a Fat Ninny in Half’, and involved
nothing more than Cain sawing his brother in half, for real, as Abel screamed and
shouted for his brother to stop; then, as their big finale, Cain ran Abel through a
meat grinder to make sausages.
Thank goodness I was naive and didn’t know them at the time - I thought it
was just some really disgusting illusion.
“I’m the amazing Cain,” he said at its conclusion. “If you enjoyed the show,
tell your friends.
Princess Shivering Jemmy was highly impressed, clapping her balloonanimal hands and shrieking delightedly with her mouth and red clown nose
covered in melted ice cream from the towering mountain of it given to her by
Taramis. “Did Mister Shouty really be sausages?!” Jemmy asked of Delirium
beside her.
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“YeEAh buT iT’s oKay beCauSe hE caN puT hiM bacK togeTheR agaiN,”
answered Delirium. Then she looked confused and doubtful. “I thiNk hE caN,
anYwaY...”
When Constantine saw Taramis - and, more importantly, his topless assistant
whose name I still do not know - bringing in casks of wine, he made a beeline for
her. But honestly, he was the only one I knew here - so I kinda tried to hover close
to him, without making it too obvious.
I picked up a glass of wine, but then Constantine took it right from my
hands. “You really ought to keep your head around here, darlin’,” he said.
“I have a bad taste in my mouth,” I said, and that was the truth - I really did
want to get rid of the lingering taste of cigarettes and gin, which he had so kindly
imparted to me.
“Well yeh’re not going to make it any better with that swill - stuff tastes like
piss.”
“I know that isn’t true,” I said, snatching at the glass.
He pulled it away, out of my reach. “How up are you on mythology?” he
asked. “Because in case you haven’t noticed, there's a stupid lot of lusty old gods
here.”
As if to prove his point, I could hear Thor over the din:
“...AND THE NEXT MORNING, I TOLD HER ‘I AM THOR.’ AND SHE
SAYS ‘YOU’RE THOR? I’M SO THOR I CAN HARDLY PITH!” This was
punctuated by a thunderous barbarian guffaw from the hairy meat-mound.
To their credit, none of the other supernaturals at his table so much as
cracked a smile at the joke.
“I remember some stories about them,” I replied, not wanting to sound
completely ignorant. “Shapeshifting into animals, mostly.”
“And they’re known to take liberties,” Constantine went on, “especially with
helpless little maidens.”
“I’m not a maiden, and I’m not helpless,” I told him. “So thanks for the
advice, DADDY, but I think I’ll be okay drinking the grown-up juice.”
He waggled a white-gloved finger at my face. “Don’t you start talking dirty
to me now,” he teased. “I’m not so harmless meself, you know.”
I wanted to bite his finger off; but I was worried that he might find that
encouraging.
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As if he’d just thrown chum in the water and rang the dinner bell, the
predators swarmed around him - the first one to reach him was Loki.
“Tell me more,” he said, with a voice that slithered like a snake.
Cluracan appeared on the other side of him, extremely drunk but drinking
even more wine. “Indeed,” he growled lustily, leaning in to Constantine. “Do tell
us of your feats of derring-do’s and derring-don’ts, if it please you.”
Constantine beamed - apparently it pleased him quite a lot. “You gents have
heard of Batman, yes? He wot goes lurking around at night, in a bat costume?
Well, I’m not one to kiss and tell… but let’s just say that little tarts in catsuits are
not the only thing wot gets his batarang spinning.” He put another ciggie in his
mouth and made an open-mouthed grin, so that it was apparent that his tongue was
playing with it. “He’s also partial to roosters.”
Loki cackled, and Cluracan trilled out a merry elf-laugh.
Constantine was in his element right now - and just when I thought I could
be any less comfortable, that Merkin spider-lady came from out of nowhere,
sliding up Constantine’s front, and pawing his torso with her long-nailed fingers.
“And what are YOU partial to, John Constantine?” she purred.
Uggh. I’d had enough of this slutshow. “John, I think you were right.”
“Course I am. Wot about?”
“It’s not good for me to be here. I need to… go… somewhere else.”
“Alright. Be seein’ you, then.”
I felt the blood drain from my face. Either he wasn’t taking the hint of what I
was asking for, or he was being an ass - either way, I was panicking. “I-I’d like
you to walk with me.”
John gave me a goblinish sidelong glance. “Nah... you’re a big girl, you’ll be
alright. Just head on upstairs now to your boyfriend - HE’ll look after you.”
He was being an ass.
“I’m curious,” said Cluracan, “what got a mortal like you into the magic
game?”
“It’s always something, ennit?” said John, swishing the wine idly around the
glass he stole from me. “Something specific that you think is worth taking risks
for. Money. Sex. Revenge. Power. Enlightenment. Thinner thighs in thirty days.
You can't get something for nothing. It's always about entropy. The Universe
is winding down. Things fall apart. The moving finger writes, and what it writes is
‘tough shit.’ Like God said to Adam when he kicked him out of the garden, ‘Now
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you've got to work for a living.’ If there ever was a free lunch, it ended right there.
So we push and we pull and we sweat. Putting in a shit-load of energy to get a little
back. Third Law of Thermodynamics, right? The one we all love to hate. Cheers.
But with magic, it's different. Or it could be.”
He lifted the wine glass, and gestured toward all the lined-up casks. “Case in
point -- this fine old plonk. How did it get here? Normally, grapes would have to
ripen. Peasants had to toil. Some plucky kid in Marks and Sparks had to zip along
the aisles with his pricing gun. Lots of effort. Lots of energy. And once it's gone,
it's gone. When things fall apart, they do not put themselves back together again.
But if you jiffy some wine up with a spell... well, you're cheating the
taxman, aren't you? It comes for free. No grapes. No peasants. No entropy. So here
we all are, then. Chasing the earthly paradise. Trying to sneak back into Eden
through the back door, because work is for mug punters. But I'll tell you something
for free: at rock bottom, it's always the same. There’s always a cost to be paid,
somewhere along the line, with interest. The devil will get his due - even from
people like us.”
Constantine stared at his wine glass, lost in dark and brooding thoughts.
Loki and Cluracan looked uncomfortable - things had just gotten WAY too heavy
for them. Within moments they both found other, more amusing things to lure
them away. The only one willing to stick around was the Merkin lady.
“You sound like you could use some comfort,” she said, gamefully trying to
turn his depressive buzzkill of a rant into a workable angle for her. She
maneuvered her red lips closer to his face. “... I think you could use a WOMAN.”
“Yeh, little problem with that,” he murmured back to her, “you aren’t one.”
“Does it really matter?” she said, playing with the ends of his peroxidebleached hair. “Your hair isn’t this color. I’ll bet it’s still fair though… just like
that skin of yours… and those blue eyes… they make me weak…”
His hand snaked around the back of her head. She put her lips on his wine
glass - mine, originally - and he tipped the wine toward her to drink it.
But something went wrong: immediately her eyes popped open and she
jerked away, screaming. His hand tightened on her hair, and his face took on a
vicious expression as he looked down upon her. “Tastes like PISS, don’t it?” he
said, through his teeth.
Wait. What?
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The Merkin lady began to convulse, and her flesh peeled away - revealing
deep-reddish flesh, the color of innards. She expanded, busting through her spiderweb dress. Her head split apart, forming a big toothy mouth, and out of this new
gaping maw she vomited a swarm of small black spiders.
John dropped the clump of hair that was now no longer anchored to her
head, and backed away from the spiders that were gushing from her. “What IS IT
with you people?” he bellowed. “I didn’t mind doing Alec an’ Abby a solid, so
they could ‘ave a littel sprout a’their own - but fer chrissakes, he was a FRIEND!
Do I have some kind of sign on me back, saying ‘walking sperm bank withdrawals welcome?’ Is that it?!”
The Merkin sobbed - if she weren’t so damn ugly, it would have been
pitiable. “How did you KNOW?!” she wailed.
“‘Cos you ‘ad to go on about how I was tickin’ off every box on the Aryangenetics checklist,” Constantine growled. “Wasn’t enough ta be the Mother of
goddamn SPIDERS, now wosit? Had to try for some part-human, magical goldenboy - one you could turn into some neo-Nazi bastard, who’d REALLY score some
points for Hell an’ do his demon-mam proud!”
“Well what did you THINK all us succubae were about?!” yelled the
Merkin. “You think we just LIKE sucking you off, and letting you use us for your
pleasure?! That we’re just that fucking CHARITABLE? You said it yourself: you
don’t get without givin’ a little back, honey!”
John suddenly blanched. “Succubus,” he murmured. “Oh no…”
The Merkin-monster grimace-smiled, under way too many pairs of red
jewel-like bug-eyes. “Yes, that’s right John… I’m not the first you’ve had, am I?
Not by a long shot. You’re well-known to my people as an easy mark.”
John looked like he was calculating quickly, in his head. “How many little
fuckers with two-thirds demonblood have I churned out…?” he wondered aloud, to
himself.
I’d been so engrossed in this corrupt little passion-play that I wasn’t paying
attention to any of the other guests assembled in the banquet hall - and one of them
grabbed me in his muscular, cough-syrup-red arm.
It was Nergal.
Azazel, the floating dimensional asscrack, came near, grimacing with all its
mouths at John. “You shall pay for that, human,” it hissed. “You will pay for
shaming our Lady Merkin…”
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“Aw, sod you!” cried John, tossing the wine glass straight into the void that
was Azazel. The demon shrieked with pain and fury.
“Oh dear, silly John,” said Nergal, shaking his head. “You must not care
about your woman very much. I feel so SORRY for her… it’s no wonder she
didn’t want you kissing her. Let’s see how she likes it from me...” Nergal’s greenspotted tongue wrapped around my neck like a constricting snake.
“JOHN!” I screamed.
And then I couldn’t say anything else, because the end of that tongue forced
its way into my mouth, and down my throat.
It was the second time I’d had my mouth assaulted by someone gross in the
last couple hours, and this one was even worse than the last.
There was froth in my mouth, which I attributed to his demonic saliva, and
Nergal started growling and panting, which I took to mean he was getting all
worked up and excited about it. I threw up, and his tongue extricated itself rather
quickly - to escape the vomit, I assumed.
Nergal dropped me, and I crumpled onto the ground, as he continued to
make a lot of noise - and this time it sounded like he was roaring with rage. I didn’t
really understand what was going on, as I felt John grab me up by the arm, and
then roughly fling me aside.
I heard a thin, splashing sound - I turned around, and saw that John was
relieving himself on Nergal’s head, as the demon screamed on the floor. Steam was
rising from him in clouds, like boiling water from a teapot - I don’t think John’s
piss was hot enough to cause that, even in the cold air of a dormant Hell. No, the
skin on Nergal’s face and bald head was being eaten away, like he was being
doused with acid.
“You like THAT, asshole?!” yelled Constantine, sounding almost manic. He
did up his pants, spitting on Nergal before he turned around to face me. “I’ve been
waiting all night for that,” he said. “Thought I was gonna piss MESELF before I
got the chance.”
“J-J-John…” I stuttered, head spinning with nausea and confusion. I
stumbled, and he came forward to steady me before I fell.
“Holy water gin & tonics,” he told me. “Filled up me bladder best as I could
before I left - turned all me fluids holy.”
“You… you pissed in the wine?”
“Yep. S’why I warned you off it.”
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“And you kissed me…”
“Yeh, sorry ‘bout that - couldn’t afford ta give yeh any hints about wot that
was about.”
“But… how did you know he would…?”
“Just a hunch. Nergal’s a kisser - I know from experience. ‘Sides, I knew
he’d take the bait if he saw me do it first.”
“Bait,” I repeated, straightening, as a cold fury took over my body. “Is that
what you just used me as?”
John’s face fell, losing its triumphant adrenaline-high glow instantly. “You
just helped me trash me own personal demon, Rose - no reason ta bite me ‘ead
off.”
“OH GOD I HATE YOU!” I screamed, burying my face in my hands as I
cried. “What would have happened if he… if he hadn’t stopped there?!”
“Didn’t figure yeh’d let anybody get that far,” he said quietly. He suddenly
threw his arms around me and embraced me. “But if yeh still feel unsafe in that
regard, I can give yeh s’more coverage…”
My arms were mostly pinned against me, but I still managed to give him a
punch to the ribs.
“Rose… I’m on your side...” he wheezed, over my shoulder.
There was a dark shadow that fell over us.
“Constantine.” We looked and saw Dream standing over us, very close - his
Helmet blocked all view of his face, but somehow it was still apparent that he was
glowering at us darkly.
Constantine stumbled back. “Aheh… yeh… sorry for raising hell at yer
party, chief.”
“I warned you, John Constantine, that this sort of behaviour would not be
tolerated.”
“Yehhh, I know. I’ll see myself out…”
“Oh no you won’t,” hissed Azazel. “You think this is OVER, human? That
you’ll simply walk out of here, alive and unscathed? That we demons will not seek
redress for this grave offense?!”
John wasn’t given any opportunity to figure out how to make a quick
getaway - as he turned to skedaddle, Dream grabbed him firmly on the shoulder.
“Stay,” he said, in a way that did not allow for argument.
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John’s exit may have been blocked, Azazel was providing an entrance to a
few new guests, vomiting them into the banquet hall. And the first one to emerge
was a real doozy.
The Corinthian.
Grins and sunglasses. Dressed in his usual casual attire of jeans and a Tshirt. Ruby Dreamstone in his hand, and the Pouch of Dreamsand at his hip, tied to
his belt. “Someone forgot to post my invitation,” he crooned. “An honest mistake,
I’m sure… but still, how EMBARRASSING.”
“Corinthian, you are not welcome here.”
“A bit too late for that, I’m afraid,” said The Corinthian. “You see, when
you welcomed everyone at the gate, you offered your hospitality to ALL - that
included all the plus-ones… or the plus-THOUSANDS, as it were.” The
Corinthian snapped his fingers, and more human figures could be seen in the
darkness of Azazel - all of them very pale and ghostly. They crowded together,
pushing and shoving. “I won’t overwhelm this little gathering with all the lost
souls of Hell,” assured The Corinthian, “as that would be discourteous, and against
fire code regulations - but I figured I’d bring out a few examples, just to make the
point clear.”
Amongst the ghouls to step out of Azazel was a large man in a theme park
eared hat and shirt stretched over his pale gut that was emblazoned with a cartoon
wolf - he looked a little bit like Gilbert, but the vibe coming off of him was
completely inverse. There was something greedy glinting in this guy’s eyes something greasy and rancid that made you feel like taking a shower with harsh
disinfectant, just to get the residual nastiness off of you.
Next there was an older gentleman, rather unassuming; and then there were
three cruel-looking teenage boys dressed in British boarding-school uniforms - one
had greased-back short blonde hair and a pug-like, acne-ravaged fleshy face with a
turned-up nose, another had a gawky frame and big ears, and the third was a
piggish freckly-faced redhead with a ballcap; the kind of boys who most likely
faced vicious bullying at some point, but decided to turn the tables and take on the
mantle themselves (and, from the impression I was getting from them, they’d
upped the ante severalfold - making them far more dangerous and frightening than
just your average, run-of-the-mill, snot-nosed bully-delinquents).
“May I introduce Funland, The Family Man, and The Old Boys: Cheeseman,
Skinner and Barrow,” said The Corinthian. “In life they were a pedophile, a serial
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killer, and budding Satanists cut down in the prime of their youth, respectively representatives of the human souls who have been denied their rightful place in
Hell, and have therefore been forced to wander the Earth for nearly a century.”
“We sacrificed a BOY,” said Cheeseman, with malignant pride. “All three of
us. To the DEVIL. We did stuff from old books. We did things you wouldn’t
BELIEVE.”
“But then we went to Hell, and found the gates shut,” harrumphed Barrow,
indignantly. “Nobody home. ”
“All the trouble we went through with the little brat,” grumbled Cheeseman.
“Drinking his blood. Hiding the corpse. Stealing the host from the chapel… not
bloody bad I’d say, considering we were just kids.”
“Poor, poor boys…” fawned Funland, lumbering toward them with wide,
open arms. “Let Mister Funland give you a big hug, and make it all better…”
“You keep away from us, faggot!” barked Cheeseman. “We’re not really
kids, you know - we’re older than you are. And we’d be fucking RULING in Hell
by now, if it wasn’t boarded up when we arrived!”
“That’s not very nice,” reproved Funland. “You ought to be spanked for
saying things like that… I’ll have you know that Funland loves all the little
children, the boys AND the girls.” And then the creep looked my way. “Like that
beautiful, darling little girl, over there.”
“Little? Nah, she’s way too old for you,” said Cheeseman. “She’s got to be
like 19 or 20 at least.”
Funland fucking giggled, gleefully. “Nooo,” he crooned, rubbing his hands
together and snarling under his mustache, “I think she looks younger… MUCH
younger…”
Great, I thought - just when I thought this night couldn’t get any worse.
“You had plenty of opportunity to get your kicks in while you were alive,
old man,” snivelled Skinner. “But WE died long before we could reach our full
potential.”
“Damn sickness, damn trenches…” muttered Cheeseman.
“And to have nobody around who gave a toss about our accomplishments…
that’s not what I call fair,” complained Barrow.
John Constantine strode forward. “Yeh, you kids’re breaking me bloody
heart,” he snarked derisively, shoving them out of his way (thus proving that, here
in this realm anyway, they had a tangible form) to get to the older man. “YOU
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certainly ‘ad a long an’ illustrious career, didn’t you?” John angrily quipped,
pointing. “Til I forced you into an early retirement.”
“Yes, you did kill me,” admitted The Family Man, looking smugly amused.
“And yet, here I am - an adjutant in the army of The Corinthian.”
“Not fer long, pal,” growled Constantine. “I smoked you once - don’t think I
can’t do it for a second time.”
The Corinthian held up the Ruby in one hand, and put his other hand on the
Pouch, like a gunslinger reaching for his holstered gun. “You may want to back
away, mate,” he warned. “The only one truly protected here is the man in the
Helmet.” He grinned at Dream. “Congratulations on that, by the way: I suppose
one out of three isn’t bad. Though, I can only give you so much credit for defeating
my two most witless followers - I feel almost inclined to thank you, for getting rid
of them for me.”
“What do you want, Corinthian?”
“Everything,” The Corinthian snapped back. “I want Hell. I want Nightmare.
I want The Dreaming itself. I even want the woman still, slut that she is. I want all
of it.”
“I see… and what makes you think I shall allow you to take any part of my
realm?”
“Because you know your time has come, old king,” said The Corinthian. “It
is time for a successor to be named. And that successor is to be me.” He walked
forward boldly, stopping very close to Dream. “You created me,” he said. “You
are, in essence, my father - and I, your son.”
“Do not talk to me of family kinship,” rumbled Dream, within the hollow
mask-helmet. “You are no Endless; you are nothing but the mere shadow of an
idea, an upstart Nightmare who has forgotten his place.”
“Oh, I see - planning to pass the torch to your blood-son, are you? But then,
what was this rumor I heard through the grapevine... about you KILLING the poor
chap?”
Morpheus made no answer.
“All right, look,” said The Corinthian, “I’m not asking much - I may have a
Nightmare army who could level the entire Dreaming to the ground at my
command, and I have two of your most powerful possessions at my disposal that I
could do TREMENDOUS damage with. But I don’t want to fight - all that death
and destruction, only to have to rebuild everything from scratch… too much
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hassle. I’d rather we work out some sort of a truce, and avoid all the ugliness that
would ensue from a protracted battle between the two of us.”
The Corinthian reached into Azazel, and grabbed someone by the neck to
pull forward, out of the shadows - a beautiful, dark-skinned woman, whose eyes
were dulled by torment suffered beyond endurance. Her body was wound tightly
with barbed wire. “First things first,” said The Corinthian. “You want this woman,
right? You went to Hell to get her back. And you don’t know what to do about the
Vortex girl, hanging around stealing your mojo. To establish that I am a reasonable
Nightmare, and one worthy of your realm, I propose a simple exchange: one
female prisoner, for the other. Sound fair?”
“You are mistaken in your belief that I am able to make such an exchange.”
“Am I now? You certainly had no trouble sending Nada to Hell, for nothing
more than personal reasons.”
“That was a grave injustice... an abuse of my power, for which I now feel
considerable regret. It is my responsibility to make amends for it now.”
“Ah… so it’s not true that you CAN’T hand Rose over, it’s that you don’t
WANT to. Fine.” The Corinthian shoved Nada back into the shadowy void. “You
had your chance to get something positive out of this. Now I’ll just simply threaten
you with annihilation, unless you give me the Key to Hell. It’ll provide me with a
good base to start with: a place to house and train my loyal warriors, in preparation
for the inevitable transfer of your power into my capable hands. We’ll sort out the
other details later.”
“No,” said Dream. “I have not made my decision in regards to the
ownership of Hell.”
The Corinthian let out a breathy laugh. “You really are an amazing bastard,
you know - you’ve got no cards left, and yet you stand there, as calm and as proud
as ever. You’ve LOST, Dream King. Accept it.”
“...Or?”
“Or suffer the ruin of your realm, and everything you hold dear.”
The Corinthian beckoned, and a ghostly shade drifted out from Azazel. This
man, dressed in an ensemble typical of hobos, had a long, scraggly beard, and a
tangled, stringy, greasy mass of hair clinging wetly to his head and face. His sad
blue eyes were wide, bloodshot, and encircled in the dark puffiness of the
desperately tired - his equally-blue lips were trembling, and his rotten yellow teeth
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chattered. He smelled absolutely terrible - the smell wafted all the way to where I
stood, and I wasn’t even that terribly close.
“This fellow, name of Jacko, was left to die, alone, on an extremely chill
evening in January,” said The Corinthian, gesturing like a presenter at an
exhibition. “He was not a killer in life, but in death he was given an extraordinary
ability: he can absorb the warmth from any living creature - be they beast, human,
or god - until they die.”
As the man floated on shadows, some of the banquet hall guests began to
gasp and cry out, backing away.
The only one who stood his ground, not moving a muscle, was John
Constantine. The homeless ghost drifted toward him reaching out.
“Huahhho, hoo…” he stuttered, shivering. “So cold… nuhhhnobody
caresss... please… hurh… hurh… hold me!”
“Hold you?” repeated John, quizzically.
“John, GET AWAY!” I cried out. I mean really, I thought at the time - why
do I have to tell him that?
John didn’t act like he heard me at all. “You poor, dead bastard,” he said,
addressing the smelly ghost. Then he nodded. “All right.”
He opened his arms, inviting the heat-seeking ghost in - and my brain caught
fire, unable to believe what my eyes were seeing.
Was John’s sense of self-preservation damaged in some way? Or did he just
have some sort of death-wish?
The crazy dead-man reached out with his white hands, and wrapped his blue
arms around Jacko.
A tension-filled hush went through the entire banquet hall.
“You’re freezing cold and you smell like a rotten abattoir, mate,” I heard
John say, over the man’s shoulder. “Must be hell being dead.”
“Nuhhnot so cooold… wuhwarm…” said the ghost, appreciatively.
“Thank… you…”
The homeless man let out a deep sigh as his form faded away, so that John
was holding no one at all.
That wiped the grin right off The Corinthian’s face - he just stared at John,
dumbfounded.
“All he wanted,” murmured John. “All he wanted was for someone to care
enough ‘bout him to warm him up. Nobody would. The bad things are still out
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there. The Nightmares are still walking. But for just a moment or two, the darkness
doesn’t seem so bad… when we hold each other...”
The Corinthian made a sarcastic, slow clap. “Well done - very nicely put,”
he said. “But, as you said, I’ve got many more lost souls where that came from,
and plenty of Nightmares to spare.”
“And don’t forget we still have Little Miss Nada,” said the mouths of
Azazel.
“Earlier, you made mention of the hospitality I extended to all of my guests even the ones I knew nothing about. I will not see any of my guests hurt.”
“What about what was done to Nergal and The Merkin?!” Azazel shrieked.
Nergal had been helped to his feet by The Merkin, and they were holding each
other indignantly, waiting to hear how Dream would answer.
“They shall each be given a personal boon from me, as an apology.”
Nergal and The Merkin grinned.
“Wot?! No, don’t do that mate - I’m begging you!” cried John Constantine.
“Every action has its consequences, John Constantine; you know this better
than most. Be thankful that I am able, and willing, to pay the expenses for your
recklessness.”
“But they’re fucking DEMONS, fer chrissakes!”
“Yes - and they are currently under my protection.” Dream then directed his
inhuman, Helmeted gaze at Azazel.“So is Nada. You harm her as we speak,
keeping her bound and imprisoned within you. Release her. Now.”
“If you want her, Dream-Squatter, then come and get her - if you’ve got the
balls!” challenged Azazel.
“Very well.”
Dream walked straight past The Corinthian, and into Azazel.
I ran.
Helmet or no Helmet, there was no way I was letting him go in there alone.
Of course, this meant running straight into the cluster of evil undead creeps.
Funland grabbed my arm and pulled me against his enormous gut.
“We’re going to play, little girl,” he chuckled, excitedly. “We can make
believe it’s one of my special places… iiiit’s a small-world aaaaf-ter all…”
I wasn’t sure what to do - if I unleashed any of my power at him, was
Morpheus going to have to give this once-human monster a boon to make up for it?
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The Old Boys were crowding around me too. “We’ll help you,” said
Cheeseman. “We never had any girls to mess about with in school - only little
buggers to fag for us.”
“And we haven’t had any of those for a while, either,” snickered Barrow.
The Family Man took out a revolver. “It seems our dear boy John considers
you something akin to a family member,” he said. “Once the lads are through with
you, I’ll be happy to finish the job.”
“Save the eyes for me,” said The Corinthian. He used the Dreamstone Ruby
to form a knife. “I don’t think you’ll be needing that dress anymore, my dear.”
My eyes swept the room - the gods and other entities were watching, not in
horror like you would expect, but with a casual curiosity. Some were even talking
and joking to each other idly, not paying much - if any - attention to the human girl
who was about to get gang-raped, killed and mutilated (or worse, mutilated and
THEN killed) by psycho-monsters, right in front of their eyes.
Goddamn sociopaths, all of them.
Except for one, who wasn’t a TOTAL monster - and thankfully, he stepped
up to the plate.
He clapped his hands together, sans the gloves (which were tucked into the
crook of his arm), and the sound echoed like thunder throughout the vast banquet
hall. Everyone immediately turned to look at him, slack-jawed and eyes misted
over. They were entranced.
And so was I.
“Rose, shut your eyes,” he said, his voice taking on a commanding
resonance that filled the hall as loudly as his clap, and crackled with power. I
closed my eyes as he had said to, and the world went dark as I listened to his voice.
“The rest of you, look at my hands: I, John Constantine, and the girl with streaky
red hair, are about to disappear.
What has just taken place is solely a disagreement between Dream of the
Endless and a gaggle of demons over a woman... the involvement of Rose and me
in these proceedings is nothing but a hole in your mind.
When we reappear, you will see us for the first time this evening, and you
will have no desire to do us harm.
Now start counting - and when you get to three, forget you ever saw us
here.”
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To my amazement, I heard everyone in the hall begin to count. “One…”
they all said, in unison.
John grabbed me and threw us in the direction of Azazel, before I could hear
anyone say ‘three.’
I could tell, even behind my closed eyelids, that this new place was very dark darker than the Hellish banquet hall.
John said quietly, in a normal voice: “Okay... you can open yer eyes now,
luv.”
I did. We were floating in the dark void of Azazel.
Or, I could say, slowly falling - above us the lost souls of the damned were
crowding around Azazel’s crack, waiting desperately for their turn to be shat out
into Hell.
They could be seen because of the light, however dim, from the crack - the
disembodied sets of fanged teeth that hung in the void seemed to gleam with their
own unnatural light.
“You could have wiped my mind as well, you know,” I told Constantine. “I
wouldn’t have minded forgetting all of it ever happened.”
“It’s really not a trick I’m fond of,” said John, very seriously. “Screwin’
with people’s ‘eads… forcin’ your way into their minds, takin’ advantage… it isn’t
much better than wot they were gearing up ta do to you.”
“I strongly disagree - it was a WHOLE LOT better,” I told him. “Just don’t
use it for any less-than-honorable reasons in the future.”
“I’ve learned it’s best not to be makin’ promises like that, sweetheart. Yeh
just never know how things are gonna shake out - an’ that can have a big impact on
the moral calculus.”
It was exhausting how he could never completely agree with any concept, no
matter how simple or basic. And honestly, I needed to keep focused: where was
Dream?
“Nada!” I heard his voice call out across the void.
Following the direction of his voice, I finally spotted Dream floating below
us.
Every mouth of Azazel opened to speak. “I did not believe you would be
willing to enter into us, Dreamlord.”
“But I did, Azazel.”
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“Yes, you did. And now, you’re mine…
“The law of hospitality cuts both ways, Azazel. You may not attack your host
and expect to enjoy their protection - it is a breach of the ancient contract.”
“Fine then,” said Azazel, “I RENOUNCE your hospitality.”
The fanged mouths lunged at Dream, biting. Dream avoided them - but then
he noticed, as I did, that one gigantic set of Azazel’s teeth stayed still and shut.
He called out Nada’s name again - and this time, I heard a woman’s voice
respond. “Kai'ckul…?”
Dream pulled at the jaws with his skinny pale arms, in vain. I swam close to
help him, placing my own useless-looking hands around a gigantic canine tooth,
and my little shoes in between the fangs of the lower jaw. I pulled, and lifted... and
was able to slowly, shakily force them apart.
John got on the other side, and braced it open - I don’t know if this was
actually helping at all, but it was a nice gesture of solidarity.
Inside was Nada, still bound in that cruel, sharply-barbed wire.
With dark-skinned arms, Dream lifted up the Helmet to reveal his face - and
it was the face of a handsome African man, crowned with dark dreadlocks. “Nada,
I have come to free you.”
“You have come to free me?” she echoed, in disbelief. “After all this time? I
had given up…”
“Please, Nada - we have no time to talk. Take my hand and come with me
now.”
She extended her bound arms. “Help me, Kai’ckul.”
Dream climbed through the gap in the teeth, and into the mouth of Azazel.
At his touch, her wicked bindings uncoiled in a hurry.
The teeth suddenly bore down on us with such immense pressure that my
arms were buckling - at this rate, I wouldn’t be able to keep them open much
longer.
Azazel’s mouths cackled wildly. “You fool! You are now mine to consume
at my leisure, Dreamlord! I will feast upon your soul… and the souls of your
precious companions!”
Constantine hawked a glob of spit through the ever-narrowing gap, and into
the mouth - Azazel screamed from the holy water sting, and that scream caused it
to instinctively widen once more.
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Dream leapt out of the mouth, with Nada in his arms, and we let go - just
before the teeth clamped shut and crushed us all.
The other sets of teeth came after us, clacking and chattering like those oldfashioned wind-up toys. I grabbed Constantine and Morpheus by their upper arms,
and willed myself toward the crack in the sky.
We rocketed past all the clamoring lost souls, and returned to the relative
light of Hell.
Those gathered in the banquet hall were astonished and extremely puzzled by our
arrival: Constantine’s mind trick had done its job.
Constantine guided me to one of the tables, sitting right next to the catheaded Lady Bast and her plate of mice. The mind-wiped supernaturals looked like
they were wondering who the heck we were for a moment, but that moment passed
almost instantly - except for those who knew us already like The Family Man (who
was zeroed in on Constantine) and The Corinthian (whose dark shades kept
pointing my direction).
The others were now mostly fixated on the one they did remember: Dream
of the Endless, and his unfolding drama with demons over a mortal woman.
Dream was shielding Nada, as a stampede of lost souls poured out of
Azazel; they flew into the light of the Ruby Dreamstone held in the hand of The
Corinthian, who was obviously dumbfounded as to what was going on.
Next came the mouths of Azazel, bursting out of the crack, and turning him
inside-out.
Dream put his cloak around Nada, who was ushered away by Nuala and The
Fashion Thing. Dream had in his hand the empty jar of pickles. He uncorked it.
Azazel flew into it, becoming a small concentrated cloud of inky darkness
filled with tiny mouths and eyes.
Dream put the cork back in the top of the jar.
“This is my home, Azazel,” said Dream to the trapped demon. “I let Hell
have its sovereignty, under the direction of Lucifer Morningstar, to be home to
demons and lost souls; and while he reigned, his wishes for this realm were
paramount. But nevertheless it remained a part of The Dreaming, and thus a part
of me - and Lucifer is gone now. It was therefore extremely unwise of you to reject
my hospitality and attempt to harm me - elsewhere, perhaps, but not here, in my
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place of power. Here, Reality conforms to my wishes; it is what I wish it to be - no
more, no less.”
Dream walked over to where the servant of Lord Kilderkin of Order stood,
with the cardboard box that was his master in his hands. Dream lightly deposited
the jar into the box. “I trust an indeterminate amount of time spent in reflection
will teach you some better manners, little demon. Once Order has been established
within him, Lord Kilderkin, feel free to release him from your realm.”
“How DARE you,” growled The Corinthian.
Dream took off his Helmet, revealing an eerily serene face. “I will now
prepare to take private meetings in the upstairs office,” he announced. “A flame
will be sent to guide you to me when your time has come. Until then, please enjoy
the banquet.”
He dared - oh, how he dared.
There was an absolute hush throughout the hall.
All the gods and goddesses, the ghosts and goblins and fairies, looked scared
as they watched Dream take his leave.
Then, their eyes turned toward The Corinthian. What would he do?
The Corinthian was embarrassed, that much was obvious. He hadn’t planned
for Morpheus to just turn his back and walk away from him like that - hadn’t
planned for his bluff to be called.
The supernaturals were starting to tense, like a predator readying to strike they weren’t afraid of him, especially now that he’d been made to look the fool.
Susano placed a hand on the hilt of his samurai sword; Bes was fingering his
scimitar, and Thor was making his hammer grow bigger - paired with the eager
bloodlust in their face, their actions seemed disturbingly masturbatory.
Princess Shivering Jemmy popped, and in the place of her balloon-form was
a clown-troll with sharp teeth, which grew rapidly into a giant.
Loki idly created a ball of fire in his hands, while Cluracan used a handful of
magical sparks to form a knife; Bast and Anubis flexed and lengthened their nails
into razorblades.
They all WANTED a fight.
Even the angels. “We were sent here to observe, Corinthian,” said Remiel,
“But do not think for a moment that we shall hesitate to smite you, should you
break the truce to which our invitations bind us.”
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That apparently scared the group of killers pretty bad - Funland, The Family
Man, and The Old Boys all turned into little balls of light and disappeared into the
Ruby with the others.
It also intimidated the demons.
Nergal picked the Merkin up in his arms. “Corinthian, we are leaving - I
shall be tending to the Mother of Spiders, and ensuring the Damnation Army is
ready for conquest.”
“Yes! And I shall assist!” said Choronzon.
“You’re not going anywhere,” the Merkin growled at Choronzon,
orchestrating her spiders to swarm him, rapidly spinning silk around his legs and
arms to fuse him together.
“The demons must have a representative remain here, Choronzon,”
explained Nergal. Leathery folds burst grotesquely from his back, resembling the
wings of a bat, and he flew like one straight out of Hell. The Merkin was clutching
his neck tightly; they looked like some sort of demonic version of Superman and
Lois Lane.
“Touching, ennit?” murmured Constantine. “If demons like that can find
love, there’s hope for the rest of us.”
I couldn’t understand how he could crack jokes at a time like this - I was
holding my breath, watching with extreme anxiety to see how this would all play
out.
The Corinthian grinned. “It doesn’t matter,” he said. “Whoever The Dream
King gives this pathetic plot of land to, the demons and the lost souls are mine to
command - and soon, all of The Dreaming will be under my rule. Just remember: I
shall be rewarding those who choose to stand with me now, with glory beyond
their wildest dreams - for the rest, only nightmares and dissolution await.”
The Corinthian raised the Ruby, and disappeared in a flash of light.
The supernaturals settled back into their seats, looking slightly disappointed.
“Oi, waiter!” cried Constantine, blithely motioning to Taramis. “Would yeh
mind bringin’ us a pint a’ heavy an’ a packet of vinegar n’ salt?”
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-31“Season of Mists”

The floating flame drifted overhead - it’d already led several entities upstairs to
visit with Dream.
It stopped and descended in front of Bast, who followed it away excitedly she lightly leapt over the body of Thor, prone on the floor. There was a mountain
of empty mugs on the table, in front of where he’d been sitting.
“SHOW-OFF,” he grumbled drunkenly, with a burp. “S’NOTHING
SPESHUL, DOIN’ FLAMES... ANYONE C’N DO FLAMES. I C’N DO
LIGHTNING, THASS BLOODY HARD…”
Adrenaline was still pumping pretty hard through my system.
I couldn’t believe we’d actually gotten by with all that - three demon envoys
trashed (without even remembering that we were the culprits - maybe they’d even
forgotten the boons they were promised because of it, if we were lucky), the
wrongfully-imprisoned queen rescued from the belly of the beast… and we not
only got out alive, but unscathed.
The fact that Constantine was crunching away on potato chips (I wondered if
he disliked saying the word ‘crisps’ as much as I do - I noticed that he left that
word unspoken when he ordered it) was testament to the fact that we’d basically
waltzed away from all the mayhem completely scot-free.
We’d even gotten our anonymity back - at least, I had, now that nobody
remembered that they saw me standing next to Dream. Constantine, on the other
hand, had too much of a reputation to escape attention entirely.
Lady Bast returned in short order, sitting back down in her seat next to
Constantine. She was quiet, and her expression showed uncertainty. She took
notice of Constantine, plowing his way through his bag of chips like a hungry
racehorse with a feedbag. “I know you, do I not?” she asked.
Constantine poured the last broken pieces into his mouth. “Don’t think so,
darlin’,” he said, chomping loudly on the crumbs.
“Well… my people certainly know YOU,” said Bast. “The poor
unfortunates, sacrificed in your rituals.”
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“Drop the plurals - there was only one that I actually sacrificed,” he
explained. “When I was a kid, tryin’ to put a curse on me dad. Ever since, I’ve laid
off usin’ ‘em for magic.”
“Oh? So you developed a soft-spot for them, mrrr?”
“Nah, it’s just that they shriek like fury when you impale them.”
Bast was taken aback, horrified - if she had flesh instead of silver-grey fur, it
would have turned ashen. “What an awful, morbid thing to say!”
“Yeh… know wot’s even worse? It’s when we say that a bloody cat, or a
dog, or any other dumb animal, deserves a home for free - but humans now, they
gotta earn their keep.”
“Cats are beautiful, noble creatures, with souls of their own; they bring joy
and comfort to all, and rid homes of unwanted pests.”
“Yeh, an’ dogs’re man’s loyal best friend. I’ve heard all the bloody
propaganda before. Look, I don’t got any particular grudge against furry little
beasties - they never done me a wrong turn in me life (leastways none that I didn’t
rightfully deserve… ‘cos’ve wot I done to them first, yeh?).
An’ believe me, it’s a tough call fer a bloke like me ta make, ‘cos I can’t tell
you how much I fuckin’ hate people - bugger and blast the rotten lot’ve ‘em, I say.
Right squandered any potential they had - which was quite a lot, considerin’ the
almighty gave the rank bastards all of creation, on a silver platter. Absolute
dominion over the birds, the bees, the flowers, the trees... the whole bloody lot.
An’ yet wot do they do with it? They start killin’ an’ enslavin’ each other, right
from the start.
But even so - had I the choice of givin’ every dog an’ cat a safe an’ lovin’
home, free of charge, no strings attached, or givin’ every human alive the same
deal... I’d choose teh give it to the humans.
Why, you ask? ‘Cuz damn it all I’m human, aren’t I? It’s rotten luck that I
am, as I’d MUCH prefer bein’ somebody’s lapdog - gettin’ free food an’ belly rubs
for the rest of me life. But strewth, I can’t help it - I’m a human. An’ so that’s the
team I play for: humanity.
Bein’ nice to animals is like bein’ nice to little kids - it’s love-on-easy-mode.
If you can’t manage that much, you’re not’in but a hopeless psychopath (like me but hey, least I never pretended to be a nice man). They’re cute and appreciative of
you givin’ ‘em food, shelter, attention, protection. That’s it - that’s all they really
need from you.
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At best, they teach us cunts how easy it could be, and let us practice lovin’
an’ takin’ care of soh’in besides ourselves… love, with the training wheels still on.
It’s not a bad place to start - but that’s all it is: a start.
It’s much harder at the next level up, which is to love fellow, equal human
beings.
How d’you love the family of yuppie prats, showin’ you up an makin’ yeh
feel like garbage? Wot about the person with a covetous eye on yer spouse? The
immigrants yeh blame for makin’ the jobs an’ housing scarce? The people who
don’t believe, or love, or live like you do? The black or brown kid who wants to
date yer daughter? The dirty, crazy ol’ homeless bloke, sleepin’ an’ pissin’ an
beggin’ in the streets?
That’s right - those who can’t hold down a job, or pay the bloody rent for a
rat-infested broom closet, are equal to every other human out there. Even the ones
who’ve got nasty, dangerous habits. They’re not cute, or warm, or fuzzy - they’re a
lot harder to train than a puppy, prob’ly won’t be unconditionally loyal an’
obedient to you, an’ it’s unseemly to make ‘em play fetch fer yer amusement.
I know fer certain they wouldn’t appreciate it - I spent a stint bein’ the crazy
homeless man meself. Even at my lowest point, I had too much pride an’ dignity
not teh tell some superior prat takin’ the mickey to sod right the hell off.
Besides, it’s the homeless man’s own fault that he’s in the mess he’s in,
ennit? Took a wrong turn somewhere, made some bad choices. Had to ‘ve: if he’d
played his cards right, abided by the rules, been a more productive human being,
he’d ave money - and teh get at his money, we’d be more’n willin’ ta take care of
‘im’. ‘Cuz Jesus Wept! If you don’t have money, wot good are you then?
Teh say that someone like that deserves to die, out in the cold, without a
soddin’ soul to care for ‘em… to say that it’s alright that nobody can even be arsed
to mourn their passing… well, I say that’s just bollocks.
It’s downright DEMONIC, that’s wot it is - an’ I should know, I’ve had
enough dealings with their sort over the years. I’ve even got one a’them’s blood,
coursin’ its way through me veins right now, as we speak.”
“Never would have thought,” said Bast, cattily, as she primly bit off a dead
mouse’s head.
I shook my head - couldn’t take John anywhere.
“And that’s just the regular run-of-the-mill neighbors they were charged to
love, mind,” continued John, washing down the chip residue with lager. “Wot
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‘bout loving your ENEMIES? People who actively hate you - who want to hurt,
maybe even kill you? Yeh, people conveniently forget ‘bout their divine savior
laying that one on ‘em. ‘Specially the VIP members of his fanclub, the whites and
the straights, who expect their fellow humans to bow down an’ worship them as
‘the good people’, even when they’re actin’ like anythin’ but.”
I checked instinctively to see if the angels were listening to any of this, but
they were nowhere in my immediate sight.
Then I saw them, slowly floating up toward the office, completely bypassing
the stairs.
I got up.
“Where’re you goin’?” asked Constantine.
“Little girl’s room.”
“Ah,” he said. “I’ll go with yeh.”
“That’s not the way it works, John.”
“I meant I’d stand outside the door, if there is one - if it’s just a pit or
something, I’ll stand with me back turned, but close enough to catch you should
you fall in.”
“How nice.” I sighed, and walked away. He followed.
“So,” he said, leaning in to me and whispering, “where we REALLY goin’?”
“What makes you think I’m not looking for the bathroom?”
“Yeh haven’t drunk anythin’ since I got here - probably not before either,
considerin’ the contents a’yer your tiny lady-bladder would be backin’ up into your
kidneys before now.”
“You really have such a lovely way with words, John.”
“I try me best. Well, go on now - let’s have the truth.”
I didn’t even have to say anything - Constantine just followed my eyeline
and general trajectory, and noticed I was headed for the upwards-leading staircase.
“Ah, I see,” he said. “Naughty.”
“Not really,” I said, ascending the stairs. “We’re not bidders for Hell - and
the angels aren’t either, they’re just here to observe. I’m sure there’s no problem
with us hearing what they have to say.”
“Uh huh,” said John, unconvinced. “An’ that’s why we’re sneakin’ upstairs,
all quiet-like. But I wonder: wot ‘appens when we catch ‘em shaggin’?”
“They’re angels.”
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“Yeh, that’s wot makes the blackmail so valuable. If only I’d brought me
camera…”
“Not everyone’s as foul-minded as you.”
“Or FOWL-minded, as it were- you know ‘fowl’? As in feathery-winged
blighters?”
“I get it, John. Shh.”
We’d reached the outside of the office - the angels had just floated in.
Perfect.
“Remiel, Duma,” I heard Dream say through the glass panes that divided us
from them. “How goes your observation?”
I could see that the Helmet was on the table - Dream was facing them with
face and head exposed, apparently devoid of fear.
“It goes,” Remiel replied, serenely and carelessly. “We have observed much,
and have reported all we have seen and heard to our Creator. Have you reached a
decision?”
“I have come to no decision, Angel. They all want it; I don’t. I never thought
that disposing of the unwanted could be so hard. Many have offered me gifts; some
have made threats. Some appeal to my sense of reason, or natural justice. Perhaps
I should accede to the Fairies’ wishes and leave Hell empty. It serves no good
purpose…”
“We have a message for you,” Remiel interrupted, noticing the expressions
of his companion angel Duma.
“What sort of message?”
“I do not know. Wait.”
The angel Duma placed his hands together in prayer, head bowed - he
looked like he was listening to something far away that we could not hear.
Then his eyes and mouth opened wide, in a silent scream. He looked at
Remiel, terrified, and placed a trembling hand on his shoulder. Remiel’s face took
on the same look.
“We… I will relay the message,” said Remiel, looking disturbed. “It is from
our Creator.” Then his eyes clouded over in misty white, and a voice much deeper
and older than Remiel’s musical tones came out from his mouth:
“There must be a Hell,” this new voice said. “There must be a place for the
demons; a place for the damned. Hell is Heaven’s reflection. It is Heaven’s
shadow. They define each other. Reward and punishment; hope and despair. Yet it
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is the Lord’s will that Heaven’s aims shall change, and this portends that Hell must
change also. To this end true belief must rule of Hell, and see to its reformation...”
The white mist faded from his eyes, leaving just Remiel.
“NO!” Remiel cried out. “No! He cannot wish that! That is wrong… we
have done nothing to offend the Name - nothing that would warrant this…”
“What is it, Remiel? What are you saying?”
“I am saying… I have been told to say… that Hell can only be entrusted to
those who serve the Name directly; that myself, and Duma, are to take over Hell.”
John and I exchanged looks of surprise.
“We can never return to the Silver City,” said Remiel quietly, forlornly. “We
can never again enter the Presence.”
Tears silently rolled down Duma’s exquisite cheekbones, as Remiel gave
voice to their shared feelings.
“But - this is neither fair nor just,” said Remiel, scowling, his bewilderment
giving way to a self-righteous fire of anger set ablaze in his eyes. “We have done
nothing to be cast out. We have never rebelled - we fought bravely, side by side,
against the armies of Lucifer. We are of the Host. We are too pure for our feet ever
to touch the base clay - why then should we be forced into the Pit?” He lifted his
hand dramatically, reminding me of a highschool theater play. “To be exiled into
the darkness… to be banished from our Creator’s light, his grace…Hell is for the
EVIL. Hell is for those who have offended against his love. Hell is for…”
Remiel put his face in his hands. After a few moments of mourning, he
shifted his hand to cover his mouth.
“I-I will REBEL,” he spoke aloud through his fingers, nodding, as if in
agreement with himself and this newly formulated plan. “Like Lucifer.”
“That was a fast fall,” murmured Constantine. I put up a finger to warn him
to be quiet a sec - he frowned and lightly slapped it down, as the gesture apparently
offended him.
Duma looked alarmed. Remiel slowly reformed his hand into a fist. “I will
protest. This is wrong… we can not… we MUST not…”
He looked at Duma in the face then, and read there all the various counterprotests that could possibly be made. His own face fell, and then he stared down at
his hands.
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“But how can I rebel?” he asked of himself, and clawed his fingers through
his hair. “Where could I go if I did?” He looked upwards, desperately. “… Lord?
Let this burden pass from me. Your will is too harsh. Choose another…”
As Remiel stared at the office ceiling and waited for an answer from the
Almighty, Duma looked at Dream. Dream extended the Key of Hell toward him.
“If you want it, Duma, it is yours.”
Duma took the Key, slowly and solemnly. He gazed down at it with sad, wet
eyes, pressing and folding his lips together in a perfect inverse smile as he cried
some more.
“And you, Remiel. What will you do?”
“What CAN I do?” Remiel asked, giving up his prayers to heaven to face
Dream. “I cannot allow my fellow to drink from the cup that I have refused. I will
stay with Duma. I will stay in Hell.”
“Very well. You have my sympathies.”
They certainly did not have Constantine's - the rotten reprobate was
chuckling with glee. “This is the best day of me whole freakin’ life,” he said. “Eat
shit, angels.”
“Let us tell the others.”
At that point they were moving toward the door, and I motioned for
Constantine to book it with me for the stairs - but before we could, Dream showed
up to block our path, with the Helmet in one hand, and the other on his hip.
Brave, brave Constantine startled, ducked behind me, and pushed me
forward at Dream, all in practically one smooth motion. I gave him a sidelong look
that I’m sure communicated the full extent of my appreciation.
“Rose, I’m sure you understand the potential danger of the current
situation,” said Dream. “I am about to bring ill tidings to a group of individuals
known for their immense power, but not necessarily for their ability to bear
disappointment with grace and dignity.”
“Nawww,” said Constantine with mock incredulity, still standing behind me.
“Yeh mean those lovely friends of yers downstairs might be reflexively vengeful,
like YOU? Say it ain’t so, Chief.”
Dream stared at him coolly. “I am deserving of your derision, Constantine;
but perhaps it is best if you leave as well.”
“Wait, what do you mean by ‘as well’?” I asked.
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“I am sending you to my brother. I believe it to be the safest place for you,
while I sort out matters here.”
“Who’s your brother?”
“I’d rather not reveal his name to you - it would make you unduly worried.”
“What could be worse than ‘Death’?”
He took a paper note from his jeans pocket. “Go to Delirium below, and
give this to her. It should allow her to take you to the correct place quickly and
directly, without providing her an opportunity to become confused partway
through the journey.”
I took it, full of uncertainty. “You sure you’re going to be okay?”
Dream put the Helmet on. “Certainly.”
Descending the stairs with Constantine not far behind, I had a sinking
feeling - an indistinct dread was humming along my nervous system. I didn’t know
why, but it felt like this parting was significant, and not in a good way.
It felt like everything kept shifting and changing around me, keeping me offkilter - I couldn’t keep up. It was like threading a path through mist.
I couldn’t help Dream any further. This was not my world - at least, not yet.
It made perfect sense for me to go somewhere safe, before a ruckus started.
And surely anywhere was safer than Hell, surrounded by superpowered
assholes.
Besides, I had a great deal of Dream’s power - he wasn’t going to just
abandon me completely. He needed me.
So… why was it feeling like I was making a bad move by leaving?
John insisted on tracking down the Fashion Thing first, and getting his trusty
trenchcoat back from her dimensional storage.
Then we found Delirium - she took our hands, and gave us an instant
contact-high that made the colors and shapes of the world around us blur together.
We were engulfed in a cloud of fine paint-mist and little circles of light refracted
from nowhere, as well as what looked like eye-floaters and the splotches of the
colorful light you sometimes see on the inside of your eyelids, especially after
looking at something very bright.
And when that mist parted, we were somewhere else.
***
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My mother Rose did not know what happened when Morpheus announced his
decision to his guests, so I told that part of the story for her...
-Daniel’s TaleBefore any of them knew that Morpheus was descending to speak with them, the
supernatural guests of Hell had been arguing and threatening one another.
“If you don’t hold your stupid tongue, Thunder-God, then once I rule Hell I
shall not rest until it hangs from a hook on the wall of my throne room!”
“You? Rule Hell? The Hell of Lucifer will be OURS. You and your kind
will be left to snuffle in the outer darkness.”
“Hell is mine, dog-head!”
“Wrapped thus, you look like one of our dead... in need of a tomb to be
buried in, mrrr.”
“All of you will suffer for your temerity, the very moment I hold the infernal
Key in my hands…”
“I had assumed that you would wait for me to make an announcement,
before electing yourselves Lords and Ladies of Hell,” said Morpheus, from the
bottom of the staircase. “I see I was wrong.”
The hall became silent, as they turned their attention to him.
“Order and Chaos, Egypt and Asgard, Faerie, Demonkind and Nippon each of you has come to me, pleading your case-”
“Enough babbling!” yelled Choronzon, from within his silken bonds. “Hell
belongs to demons, and that’s that! You owe us! Just give me the Key to Hell and
be done with it…”
“I cannot do that. I cannot give it to any of you.”
“What?!”
“Why not?” asked Odin One-Eye.
The angels descended. “Because it is no longer his to dispose of,” said
Remiel. “We have taken back the Key.”
“Hell will again be the abode of the damned, and the demons. The damned
will be returned to Hell; and there they will once again be punished. The demons
may once again take up residence in Hell, and will be expected to play their part in
the rehabilitation of the damned.”
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“Rehabil…” Choronzon echoed, his voice running dry before he could finish
the word. “You cannot be serious! Under whose authority?!”
“Whose do you think?”
“But we are AT WAR with the ruler of Heaven and his Host!”
“The war between Heaven and Hell is over. Hell is now directly under
Heaven’s control. Duma and I will be heaven’s regents in the underworld.”
“Dreamlord,” said Susano, resting his hand on the hilt of his sword, “you are
not forced to accede to this.”
“I did not create the hell of Lucifer, Lord Susano-o-no-Mikoto, nor the
realm of which it is a shadow. If its creator wishes to take it back, that is its
creator’s affair, not mine.”
The guests took the news far better than expected - and for this, my father
Morpheus was glad.
He met them each at the gate, to say goodbye.
Lord Kilderkin had a typewritten note inside his box, reading: “DREAM -YOUR DECISION WAS JUST AND ORDERLY. AS SUCH, THOUGH I
REGRET IT, I CANNOT FAULT IT. --KILDERKIN.”
“Thank you, Lord Kilderkin. Your understanding is appreciated. I wish you
well.”
Princess Jemmy bobbled along the floor, propelled forward by a red helium
balloon, the string of which she held in balloon fingers.
“So: I take it that I have incurred the wrath of Chaos, from the Shivering
Brigade to the Laughing Dancers, until the end of time.”
“Oh, that… I jus’ made that stuff up. We din’t want it, we jus’ din’t want
anybody ELSE to get it. Anyway... thank-you-for-having-me-at-your party, Mister
Dreamy!” The helium balloon expanded, and she floated away to her own
dimension.
And so on it went, through the entire guest list.
There was a bit of trouble to sort out with Loki.
You see, this trip to Hell was something of a reprieve for the trickster:
normally, he spent his days and nights in a cavern beneath the world, with a
woman named Sigyn and a snake with no name. Loki was bound to a rock with the
entrails of his son (their son, I should say - the woman is his wife), underneath the
snake, whose fangs continually drip poison. Sigyn catches the snake’s venom in a
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bowl, but whenever she has to empty the bowl to prevent it overflowing, the
stinging drops fall upon Loki. When he writhes from pain, the earth quakes.
You may very well understand why Loki was not anxious to return to his
normal abode.
Thankfully, my father Morpheus was quick to ascertain that Loki had used
glamour magicks to switch places with Susano-o-no-Mikoto, before the Asgardians
imprisoned the wrong man in his stead (magic, as some of you know, has a
particular smell; Morpheus was well accustomed to the various odors of the craft.
But even if it did not, and Morpheus was not, the suspect behavior of the Japanese
storm-god would have led Morpheus to question what was amiss).
Lady Bast purred to him of her hope that he would seek out her company
one day in the realms of the desert sands; the King and Queen of Faerie bade him
a cordial farewell that nevertheless retained a coldness that made plain their grim
displeasure (they had managed to secure an agreement from the angels to abolish
the tithe, for the angels had no use for unwilling souls that needed no
rehabilitation; but still Titania and Auberon felt themselves slighted, as their exact
wishes had not been acceded to by Morpheus).
When all the others had gone, there still remained one guest in Hell.
The most important one.
Matthew the Raven landed upon his hand. “Kaark! Hey Boss, Huginn and
Muginn just left with the Viking gods. Just finished telling ‘em my life’s story.
Nice guys.”
“Matthew, I am uninterested in discussing the social merits of ravens.”
“Oops. Sorry, not a good time for small talk, huh? You upset about not
having the Key to Hell anymore?”
“No. It feels… like a great weight has been taken from my shoulders,
Matthew. It is an insidious thing, that Key; it has the power to corrupt simply by
existing. I am well rid of it.”
“Well, it’s a good thing it went to those angels, then. I mean, they won’t be
corrupted by it, will they?”
Morpheus did not care to answer that question; partially because he did not
know for certain, and partially because he was far too tired to contemplate the
matter any further. “Go to the woman, Nada. Tell her that we shall be returning to
the castle at the heart of The Dreaming, and she is welcome to accompany us...
and that I request a private audience with her when we get there.”
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“Right. I’ll tell her you want to talk to her.”
“I don’t WANT to talk to her, Matthew. I doubt that she wants to talk to me.
But still… we will talk.”
“Say, uh… what about that new girl Rose?”
“We will not be seeing her again.”
Morpheus waited in the dining hall of The Dreaming Castle.
The Fashion Thing had seen to the decor of the hall, to suit it to Nada’s
liking - as such, there were now many green plants and artistic depictions of birds
arranged throughout. The Fashion Thing saw to Morpheus in a similar manner,
grooming him and clothing him in attire that would appeal to the queen of the
ancient, long-lost city. No doubt she had also worked her magicks upon Nada.
Indeed, when Nada walked through the entryway and entered the dining
hall, she looked magnificent - just as Morpheus had always imagined her, when
still he held that brief hope in his heart that she would be his queen. A hope that
was quickly dashed along with her mortal body, which she herself threw down
upon the cruel stones in order to deny him.
He knew that she beheld him as the same man who stole her heart on that
moonlit night so very long ago… the mysterious stranger, whose dark beauty and
inexplicable allure drove her to great lengths to seek him out, the first mortal to do
so for the sake of love... in the city of glass that was now no more, lost and
forgotten beneath the dry desert sands.
They froze there - the table was between them, but this was not the full extent
of the gulf between them by far.
“Hello, Nada.”
“...Hello, Kai'ckul Dreamlord.”
“I suppose you must be hungry. Please, have a seat.”
“I was, for the first few thousand years,” said she, standing firmly in place
and making no move toward the offered chair. “But after that I grew accustomed to
the feeling; I realized I need not concern myself with such things as hunger, when I
have no true body in need of nourishment. I am one of the dead.”
There was a long, drawn-out moment of silence. The Dream King did not
know what to say to the long-dead mortal queen. What could he say?
But this continued silence would not do. He would have to say something.
Perhaps it would be the right thing.
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When he opened his mouth to speak, so did she.
“I’m sorry. You were about to say?”
“No. You first, Kai’ckul. I think you have something to say to me.”
“Nada…” he began. But he was merely stalling for time to formulate his
thoughts. “Ten thousand years ago, I… I condemned you to Hell.” This was
foolish to say. She knew this quite well. More preamble, more stalling. Why was he
finding it so difficult to come to the point? His mind was afflicted with some sort of
fog, and he was impatient for it to dissipate. “I think now that I may have acted…
wrongly. I think perhaps I should apologize. I should tell you that I am sorry.”
There. It was done. Now amends could be made. He expected that perhaps
there would be tears, accompanied by expressions of pain, sorrow, and regret - he
would endure them, and comfort her, and then she would tell him what she wanted
of him as recompense. And then the matter would be settled once and for all.
But there were no tears - Nada was looking at him with nothing more than
unmitigated, incredulous anger. Why was she angry? She was no longer in Hell.
He had rescued her from the bowels of a demon. He had humbled himself before
her; an Endless, humbled before a mortal. She could ask for any boon that was
within his power to give - what more could she possibly desire of him?
“You think you MAY have acted wrongly? You think PERHAPS you will
apologize?”
Ah. Yes, she was correct to point out his poor choice of words. “I AM sorry,
Nada.”
“And is that all? You expect me to accept one half-hearted apology, and say
no more?”
This was baffling; even Rose Walker had accepted his apologies easier than
this. Where had he gone wrong? “You may say whatever you feel compelled to say,
Nada,” he said, though the invitation made him nervous.
“Very well,” she said, and he felt as though there was something mocking in
the way she said this. She moved toward him, around the table. “I spent ten
thousand years in Hell. I could scarcely stand in that oubliette. I burned by day,
and froze by night. Glass shards cut my flesh. I starved, and hurt, and wept, and
waited.” She was very close to him now. “All that, because of you.”
“I understand. I suffered too, Nada - first from the love that was offered to
me and then denied, and then from the guilt of what my heartbreak caused me to
do.”
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Morpheus felt an unfamiliar pain across his cheek. It happened so fast it
took a moment for him to realize what it was: her hand.
“You… you make me sick,” panted Nada, through her rage. “I see now
what tempered your apology: you expected ME to apologize for what I caused
YOU to suffer. How… HOW DARE YOU. There is no comparison in our
suffering - there is no apology that I must give to you. I was the queen of the city
of glass - by giving my heart to you, I lost them. I owed it to them to take my heart
back. I owed you nothing then, and I owe you LESS than nothing now.”
“You hit me, Nada,” he said, bewildered. He could scarcely believe this was
possible. “You struck me; and here - here at the heart of The Dreaming…”
Indignant anger seared through his being, winding up as though through a tesla
coil. “I should… I… I ought to…”
“What will you do to me, Dreamlord?” she challenged, face stoic. “Send me
back to Hell?”
The whirling inferno within him subsided, doused by the cold water of
inarguable logic. “No,” he said. “The angels would not allow it.”
“...What?”
“Ah, yes… you did not witness what occurred in Hell. The angels have taken
over Hell - it will no longer be a place of eternal punishment, but of rehabilitation.
You, whose soul is unstained by sin, would have no place there.”
Nada interlaced her fingers, pressing them to her lips. Her eyes filled with
tears. “My prayers were answered,” she whispered.
“What do you mean?”
“I prayed to the god of all gods, the presence of good that exists beyond the
world, to intervene - to spare the souls of the innocent from unjust damnation,” she
explained, doing her level best to keep the tears from spilling over the edges of her
eyes. “So too did I pray even for those who had done unspeakable ills. I prayed for
them to be delivered from hopeless despair without end - for what purpose does
that serve? Why not give the damned a chance at redemption, so that they may be
at peace?”
Morpheus bowed his head, closing his eyes. “It was not the angels who
wished to reform Hell: I believe the creator of Hell, the Lord of Hosts, heard your
pleas and agreed. This is no small thing that you have done, Nada; you have saved
countless souls from torment. You imagined a better way, a better world - not
simply for yourself, but for all who shared your fate - and it came to be.
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Usually, it takes far more than an individual to reshape Reality; Lady Bast
was quite disheartened to hear of what befell her people, and how difficult it would
be to regain their former glory.”
“Her people?”
“Cats.” Nada sat then in the chair that she had earlier refused, wanting to
hear the tale. “You see, in the previous Reality, it was cats who dominated the
earth. They were far bigger than they are now, and humans were far tinier; the
cats hunted humans for sport, in the manner of our current housecats when they
hunt mice. But they only hunted a part of the humans - they captured and kept the
others as pets. The cats bade the humans groom their coats for them; to feed them,
and sharpen their claws.
But then, one day, a human dreamed of a world in which they need not fear
cats; the human told this dream to his fellow humans - not many, around a
thousand all told - and these humans were thus inspired to dream the same dream.
That collective dream reshaped the world, quite literally overnight - and when the
humans awoke, it was to a world where feline-ladies and cat-lords never existed.
That is how we came to be in this Reality, where cats have been diminished
in size and power, and humans enlarged in both regards.
Cats know this to be true, of course - in the deepest recesses of their
subconscious minds, they know that once they looked down upon humans as
creatures who lived at the pleasure of cats, instead of the other way around.
They know, if they were to lay eyes upon them, that even the mighty cats of
the jungles and savannahs are but a paltry vestige of their former selves. And while
these bigger, freer cats dwindle in numbers, the small cats who are kept as
prisoners within the abodes of humans are now in the majority.
The only thing the cats do not know is how this new Reality came to be.”
“But Kai’ckul... if a thousand humans could dream the same dream and
change Reality, what is to stop a thousand cats from changing it back?”
“On a purely technical level, nothing - but as Lady Bast lamented to me:
‘one cannot persuade a thousand cats of anything.’”
Nada smiled grimly at that, but still she looked deeply sad and lost in the
mist of her own thoughts.
“Nada,” he tried once more, “You are right. You merely hurt my pride, and
for that I subjected you to lifetimes of unimaginable cruelty. What I did was
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foolish, and unfair... and more than that, it was heartless. I do not deserve your
forgiveness.”
“No, you do not,” agreed Nada, all too readily.
“Do you desire vengeance upon me, my love? You have but to name the
price of your satisfaction, and I shall pay it gladly.”
“Then you are lucky, my love,” she said, walking toward him, “for though
you may not deserve forgiveness, you shall have it anyway.”
It happened too fast for him to be able to say who it was who embraced the
other, but the fact of the matter was that the Dreamlord found his arms around her
waist, and her arms around his neck.
His heart was full of both aching and joy - he wanted to rip it straight out of
his chest, and gift it to her.
He leaned in to kiss her… but that is when one of her arms retreated, and
she placed her fingers over his lips. “Our time as lovers is finished,” she said,
quietly. “I know you would have me stay here, and be your queen - but I renounced
that offer ten thousand years past, and my mind remains unchanged. I also know
your mind is fixed to remain here, lording over dreams, rather than to live with me
as a free man.”
“I have my responsibilities, Nada. I cannot abandon them.”
“That is what I thought you would say.” She removed her arms, and pulled
herself back from his. “It is time I decided my future, then.”
“Yes. My sister will be here, momentarily. She will take you to any afterlife
you desire.”
“Is this because of your boon?”
“No. This is not my doing - each soul goes where they wish. That is the
natural way of things.”
“Why would anyone wish to go to Hell?”
“Because they believe that is where they will go.”
Nada thought that over, looking disturbed. “I spent ten thousand years in
Hell,” she murmured, “and I blamed you for my pain…but was it because I
believed that you had the power to condemn me? Was I choosing to stay in Hell,
awaiting the time that you would save me as proof of your love, and
acknowledgement of your guilt… when I could have simply walked away?”
“Perhaps.”
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“Then, in order to give myself back the time I have lost, I think I shall
choose to be born anew. If I do this, will I remember you?”
“Not in the way you do now.”
“Will your memories remain the same, or will it be as in the tale of the cats?
That this form will have never existed at all?”
“I will not forget you, Nada. I will always care for you, whatsoever body
you wear.”
“But will I know that, Kai’ckul Dreamlord? Will I still remember that you
care?”
“No. Your subconscious may retain a fragmentary remembrance of me, and
some dim awareness of our connection… but not in any way that your conscious,
waking mind shall be able to grasp.
But I shall know, Nada. I shall know.
You have asked me for no boon, but I shall grant you one nevertheless: one
day you will have a dream, and this dream will set you on the path to greatness.”
“I do not desire greatness, Kai'ckul. I only wish to help others live a good
life.”
“And so you shall. Just as you led the souls of the dead toward the light,
now you will do the same for the living. I will not let you forget that you have
always been, and will forever be, a queen of the highest caliber.”
Meanwhile, the angels were settling into their new home in Hell.
The Corinthian may have stolen away some of the lost souls of Hell, but this
was a mere fraction of the total inhabitants.
The demons and the damned that now filtered back in through the gates of
Hell could have defected to the side of The Corinthian, if they had so desired - but
instead, they had chosen to return.
But if you think this means that they were in any way happy about getting
what they had claimed they wanted, you would be wrong - this homecoming was
anything but pleasant and full of jubilant elation. Every demon and once-lost soul
all shuffled in from the mist as the very picture of misery, as if they carried the
weight of the world upon their shoulders.
The demons worried about the new management, and even the lost souls of
Hell were only morbidly curious at best what their torture would be like under the
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supervision of unfallen angels. Both groups believed that the angels hated them,
and would be far less laissez-faire than Lucifer Morningstar.
This theory was proven wrong, when Remiel stopped an overzealous demon,
mid-torture, to offer him some constructive criticism.
“That was the old Hell,” he said, gently. “In the new Hell, we substitute
correction for despair. There will be no further wanton violence; no further
suffering inflicted without reason or explanation. The flames of Hell have become
refining fires, burning away the dross, leaving purity and repentance and good.”
Remiel looked at the tortured soul with a beatific smile. “We will hurt you,” the
angel said. “And we are not sorry. We do it not to punish you, but to redeem you.
Because afterward, you shall be a better person. And because we love you. One
day, you’ll thank us for it.”
“But...you don’t understand…” moaned the tortured soul, “that makes it
WORSE. That makes it so much worse…”
And the angel Remiel ascended into the sky of the underworld, confident that
it has begun to change things for the better.
After all, this is part of the divine ineffable plan, is it not? Then how could it
not be for the best?
Perhaps events had ended happily after all.
Happily ever after, in Hell.
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-32“Playing House”

Despair shook her head, sadly. “Thank you so very much for recounting that
horrible period of my life,” she grumbled, the shadows of her deep-sunk eyes
aimed vaguely in my direction. “Hell used to be one of my favorite places, before
those wretched angels came along… my most loyal fanbase, cultivated for
thousands upon thousands of years, utterly ruined in the blink of an eye.
Oh well... I was stupid to think it would last. It was all going to turn to shit
on me eventually - everything always does. I suppose it’s ultimately my fault, for
being such a miserable failure of an Endless…” Despair sighed deeply, bowed her
head, whimpered, and began to cry. The tears streamed down her grey cheeks and
fell directly onto her tusks.
“Despair darling, there’s no need to make such a fuss,” said Desire, taking
the red silk pocket-square out from their suit jacket, unfolding it into a
handkerchief and handing it to their twin, Despair. “You weren’t actually
replaced, you know. You are, after all, a coin with two sides: when the angels gave
their charges a hope in Hell, the Hope they got was also you.”
“I know,” she said forlornly, blowing into the handkerchief. “But when I’m
in THIS form, it makes me feel so unwanted...”
“A coin with two sides,” repeated Rose. “Yes, that’s exactly what he said
too…”
“Huh?” squawked Matthew the Raven. “Who said?”
“Destruction,” I replied.
-Daniel’s TaleDestruction set down his load of provisions. It was turning out to be a beautiful
day, and he wanted to make note of a few words and phrases that were coming to
mind. Perhaps it would turn into something - a new poem, maybe.
He took out his notepad, removed the pen hooked onto it, fully intending to
jot down his musings. But as he flipped through the pages, he realized that he’d left
another one unfinished, with only one more word to go.
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Well, that wasn’t right - if he just finished that one, he’d have completed
something today; he’d even have something to perform for Barnabas.
Now then, let’s see he thought…what should that final word be? I’d?
Buyed? Cried? Died? Eye’d? Dried? Fried…? Fuh fuh…
Ah yes, that’s it - he scritched the final word into the paper, feeling very
pleased with himself. He put a hand to his mouth, though his booming cannon of a
voice hardly needed amplification. “BARNABAS!”
“Pipe down, I’m right here,” answered the dog, crouched down in the shade
of the tree, right next to the easel holding up the painting - that’s right, the
painting! Destruction had abandoned it that morning, to pick up supplies. After he
read the poem, he’d get back to it.
“It’s finished,” Destruction announced proudly.
“Great,” said Barnabas, licking his dog-lips and eyeing the bag of food
eagerly. “Did you happen to get any salami?”
“I dunno, maybe - you’ll have to wait until after you’ve heard my latest
poem. Are you ready?”
Barnabas put his head between his paws and flattened his ears. “Ready as
I’ll ever be.”
“Ahem,” Destruction cleared his throat, “I call this Basilisk and Cockatrice:
A Moral Poem.” Destruction recited his poem with great gusto; after the final line
(which ended in the freshly-added word ‘petrified’) Barnabas was, for once,
speechless - until he wasn’t.
“Is that it?” the dog asked.
“It is indeed. Why, were you not satisfied with it?”
“I was waiting for the moral.”
“The moral, my faithful hound, is not to look upon things which may turn
you into stone.”
“That is a much-needed Public Service Announcement, considering all the
gorgons and basilisks running around these days.”
“Art doesn’t always beat you over the head to make its point - it’s meant to
be a metaphor.”
“For what?”
“Whatever you want. How’d it make you feel?”
Barnabas scratched an itch with his hind leg. “Relieved - it was shorter than
I expected.”
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Destruction shrugged, dejectedly. “I take it you weren’t overly impressed,
then.”
“Doggerel,” growled Barnabas. “Rubbishy doggerel.”
“Ha! You’d know, right? Eh? DOG-gerel?”
“Spare me.” Barnabas ears pricked up, and he crawled forward in a dancelike shimmy through the grass, pawing at the bag. “So, do I get to eat the food
now?”
Destruction picked up the bag, while the dog’s gaze rapidly shifted between
him and the object of its anticipation. “No, I’m going to cook it,” said Destruction.
“Ah.” The dog looked rather disappointed for a brief moment, but then
smiled. “And THEN I get to eat it?”
“That depends on how it turns out.”
The dog cocked its head to one side. “I don’t follow.”
“Has it ever occurred to you, Barnabas, that cooking is one of the fine arts?”
“Not that I recall, no.”
“It is. One takes raw materials and transforms them, by simple application of
cutting, mixing, and heat, into something miraculously other.”
Barnabas made a whining, groaning sound. “This is another one of your
‘ideas’, isn’t it? Like that thing you left over there.”
Destruction was confused at first, until he scanned the garden and realized
the dog was referencing his statue of Venus. “Thing? THING?! Barnabas, that
‘thing’ is a sculpture.”
“What of? A big rock with holes in it?”
“It’s an abstract impression of the female form.”
“I’ll say - a rather vague, lumpy impression… and most of those lumps
aren’t even in the right places, if they were to match any woman I’VE ever seen.”
Destruction laughed heartily. He leaned over, hands on his knees. “I’ll tell
you what, Barnabas: why don’t you do your own sculpture, and I’ll laugh at what
YOU make?”
“Leaving aside the issue of hands, I have no desire to ruin a perfectly good
piece of marble. Dogs have more sense than that - we don’t make fools of
ourselves, like you do.
Destruction rummaged in the bag. “Uh huh.”
“Some of us, after all, have DIGNITY.”
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Destruction opened the bag of dog-treats, and lifted one out. “Okay… SIT!”
Barnabas immediately did so, tongue hanging out and tail twitching excitedly.
“Now, BEG!” Barnabas rose up on his hind legs, lifting his front paws up
together. Destruction tossed the treat into his mouth. “Here you go - for that
‘dignity’ of yours.”
“That… doesn’t… count,” he said while chewing. He gulped it down. “I
enjoy humoring you sometimes, that’s all.”
“Aye, sure.” Destruction stood back and assessed his work-in-progress
painting. “It’s too bad you only ‘humor’ me when it’s a game, or when there’s
something in it for you.”
“That’s not true.”
“Is that right? Okay then, what do you think of the painting so far?”
“Oh, I don’t know… I’m not much of an art critic.”
“I’m not asking for criticism, Barnabas - merely a few honest words of
appreciation.”
“Honestly? The perspective's shot to hell, the 'ocean' looks like toxic waste,
and that olive tree looks like an overgrown stinging nettle. Also, the general color
palette could’ve been chosen better.”
“Not a critic MY FOOT! What the hell would YOU know? You’re a DOG!”
“Did I ever say I wasn’t?”
“I thought dogs were color-blind.”
“Looking at that painting, I thought YOU were color-blind.”
“Hff! You know, there are those who claim that for unquestioning respect
and devotion, all one needs is a dog.”
“Devotion you've got, schmuck - lying isn't in the job description.”
“Fine then. I’ll see to fixing it, and maybe you’ll gaze up at me adoringly
from time to time to show your support.”
“Hmph. In your dreams.”
“I make a point not to dream anymore.”
“Well there’s your problem. Why don’t you want to dream?”
“Because my brother would be there. Wouldn’t do to give too much away.
Especially not now.”
“I don’t see what you’re so worried about.”
“No? Ah, Barnabas, that’s because you’ve never met my family.”
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“You’re right, I haven’t - not that I’m complaining. Just one of you is
enough to handle.”
“You’re the only family I need, Barnabas.”
“That’s nice. But if you think that means I’m going to sit here and watch you
muddy up a canvas, you’ve got another thing coming.”
“Ah well, the light’s going anyway. I’ll finish it off tomorrow.” Without
warning, rain began to pour from the sky. Destruction grabbed the painting and
ran for the back door of the house.
“What’s the hurry? The rain’ll probably improve it,” quipped Barnabas.
“Ah, shut your snout and get inside, you lousy mutt,” Destruction grunted at
his pet affectionately, placing the bag’s handles around his wrist so he could open
the door for the both of them. Once they were safely indoors, Destruction heard a
snapping sound… he’d squeezed the painting too hard against him, and crushed
the wooden stretcher giving the canvas its form. The splintered wood fell to pieces
on the floor, and the canvas folded limply around the bars that remained in the
manner of loose flesh clinging to the bones of a mangled body. He sighed - he’d
have to build a new frame and re-stretch the canvas before he could paint on it any
further.
Barnabas shook himself dry. “There’s something happening in that room,
‘round the back.”
Destruction off-loaded the debris onto the kitchen table. “I can’t hear it.”
“Well you aren’t a dog, are you?”
“Not at present, no.”
Destruction grabbed the key and went to unlock the door. Could someone
have discovered his location? But, how? None of his explosive failsafes had gone
off, that he knew of - could they have, well, failed?
“What’s in there, anyway?” asked Barnabas. “It’s been locked as long as I
can remember.”
“I tend to think of it as ‘the family room’.” Destruction opened the door lightly, he thought. But the brass doorknob he was gripping crushed inward like a
soda can - upon releasing it, he could see each dent formed a perfect cast of his
fingers.
He made a mental note and added it to the growing list of repairs, even as
he refocused his attention upon the three figures standing in the middle of his
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Gallery’s central pool, which was now filled with schools of colorful fish and frogs
that were never there before.
***
“That would be us,” said my mother Rose, “me, Constantine, and Delirium...
-Rose’s TaleI didn’t know we’d tumbled out of a painting on the wall - I think I may have been
only vaguely aware we were somewhere indoors, in that second before we landed
face-first in water.
The three of us made a big splash, and when I got up and wiped the water
from my eyes, I saw we’d displaced a good amount of it all over the dark room. I
hadn’t seen Dream’s Sigil Gallery, so I had zero context for what this room was.
There were simple, unvarnished and very weathered-looking frames on all the
walls, and inside those frames were symbolic objects - between these displays and
the circular wading pool that seemed more decorative than practical, I wondered if
we’d landed in some sort of some Modern Art exhibit after hours.
Except there were also some random dust and cobweb-covered paintings
stacked against the old peeling, paint-chipped walls, and various scattered piles of
drawings. This made it seem more like an abandoned storehouse.
Delirium laughed and hollered and splashed around in the already-agitated
sloshing water, gibbering about wanting to go again as frogs ribbited around her.
John stood up, his thick trenchcoat heavy with water and his powder-blue suit
drenched nearly navy. His carefully-styled blonde hair was flat against his head
and streaming wetly into his face - which was sour even before one of the frogs
jumped on top of his head.
There was a light metallic clunking sound, like a key turning in a lock, and
then the door to the room opened to let in a flood of daylight. In the center of that
light was an imposing silhouette of a man, tall and well-built, with a dog at his
heels.
“Who are you?” the man boomed, in a low and gravelly voice.
“BRoTHer! iT’s ReaLLy yOU oH mY gOOdneSs yES iT iS YAY!” burbled
Delirium, crawling out of the pool and throwing her arms around his barrel torso.
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“DEL!” he cried, and laughed with a warm, deep joy. He grasped her by the
shoulders and lifted her tiny frame straight up, like she weighed nothing. “Ah, let
me look at you lass. Pretty as ever you were, by my troth. And yes, I do believe
you've grown.”
“Maybe a little,” she admitted. Destruction set her back down; she saw
Barnabas, and crouched down to pet him. “HuLLO DOggY. YoU'RE a vErY nICe
dOggY aREn't yOU? My nAMe's DELiriUm, aNd i'M gOIng tO bE a
kAngArOO whEN i grOW uP. WhAT's yOUr nAMe?”
“His name’s Barnabas,” said Destruction.
“I’m perfectly able to speak for myself, thanks,” said the dog.
“Well come on out here then, you two, where I can see you properly,” said
the man, beckoning a massive arm toward me and Constantine.
I climbed out of the pool, and Constantine squelched heavily after me. “Are
you Dream’s brother?” I asked.
“That I am,” he said. “Friends of his, are you?”
“Yeah, I guess,” I answered, figuring it was as good a label as any.
“Let us repair inside,” he said. “I was just about to cook dinner.” He led us
into the kitchen, and told us to take a seat at the table. There was a bag there, which
he moved to the counter. He stuck his big, hairy hand inside and lifted out a couple
onions. “So,” he said, opening a kitchen drawer, “what brought you to me?”
“i diD,” said Delirium.
“What I meant, Sister, is how and why have you all come?” I watched him
bring out a huge kitchen knife, and wondered again, with some trepidation, why
Dream didn’t want to tell me his name.
Delirium went off on a rambling and convoluted explanation of our journey,
the color and style of her hair changing with her mood as she spoke. She
highlighted the candy-lovers, make-believe games that were real, cherries, and
balloon-people; it was a very Delirium-type story that explained nothing, and made
absolutely no coherent sense whatsoever. “AnD noW thAT we’Ve foUNd yoU
yoU’re coMiNg bACk tO uS aNd yoU’LL maKe mE lAUgh aNd i’LL dO fUNny
liTTLe dANces fOr yOu aNd we’LL siNg sONgs aNd bE a fAMily aGAin,”
concluded Delirium, cheerily.
“I see,” said the big man, who had been chopping food with his knife, back
turned to us, while Delirium spoke; but when he reached to grab something else, I
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could see he was frowning. “So you came to force me out of retirement? To get me
back into the family business?”
“Not really,” I refuted. “Dream said you’d protect us.”
“Ah! Dream sent you, did he? How did he know where I was?”
“I believe Dream’s son might have told him how to find you,” I said, glad to
fill the first of the many holes that Delirium had left in her story.
“Young Orpheus? I thought they weren’t on speaking terms. How is the
lad?”
“...He’s dead,” I said.
The man looked at me over his broad shoulder. “Ah. How did that come to
pass?”
I hesitated, unsure whether I should answer - but I figured that either he
would understand, or I would further clarify if it seemed like he didn’t. “Dream did
it,” I said. John raised his eyebrows at me with surprise, and looked at the big man
to see what his reaction would be.
“I don’t know whether that is good news to hear, or bad,” the big man said,
mildly. “It was always his wish to die, after his young lady met with her
misfortune. But I always liked him. Reminded me of Dream: a romantic fool. Selfpitying, but with a certain amount of personal charm.”
I cringed hearing this, suddenly and painfully reminded of Dream’s coldness
after what happened on the beach.
The man, whose name I still did not know, handed Delirium a small cup. “I
made this for myself, but you can have it,” he said, setting it in front of her. “It’s
Greek coffee. Don’t drink the sludge at the bottom, or the cup - JUST the coffee.”
“oH. OKaY. THaNk yoU.”
“Can I get you two anything?”
“Do you have tea?” asked Constantine.
“Sure do. Milk and sugar?”
John nodded enthusiastically. “Two sugars would be great. Cheers, mate.”
John still looked like a drowned rat, but he was in a much better mood now - he
seemed to like having a nice, burly muscle-man waiting upon him. I was starting to
relax, because he was reminding me quite a bit of Hob - if Hob was suddenly much
taller and became a workout junkie.
“YEeUch,” said Delirium, trying to wipe the taste of the coffee off of her
tongue. She passed the cup to me. “HeRe yoU haVe iT RoSe.”
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It shouldn’t come as a shock to any of you, but I was not about to drink
something after she did.
“Rose,” repeated the big man. “That’s a rather pretty name.”
“Sorry,” I said. “We just barged in here uninvited, and didn’t really
introduce ourselves - I’m Rose Walker.”
“I’m John Constantine,” said the trenchcoated warlock.
“Well met. Unfortunately, I don’t know what name to give you in return,”
said the man. “I used to have a name that fit, but I’m not that anymore.”
“MaYbe yOU OugHT tO caLL hiM JoE,” suggested Delirium.
“Is that his name?” I asked.
“oH nO. NoT eVen a LiTTle biT.”
“Joe is fine,” said the man I now know to be Destruction. “Names aren’t all
that important anyway - what matters more is what you are.”
Delirium decided that she’d tell him exactly what she thought we were.
“WeLL CoNsTaNtinE mosTLy caLLs hiMseLf a baSTard iNsiDe aNd ouT oF hiS
miNd eVen tHouGh hiS paRenTs weRe maRRied buT i gueSS iT dOesN’t meAn
THe saMe thiNg anYmoRe aNd he aLso haS maGic tHaT hE doeS. RoSe iS noT
maRRied buT sHe’s gOing tO haVe a baBy anYwAy sO i gueSS thAt mAKes iT
thE rEAL vERsiOn oF wHAt JoHn saYs oR iLLegible oR wHaTeVEr bUT noW
pEopPLe thiNk iT’s weiRd tO caLL bABies sTUff liKe tHaT.”
I froze - and John did too. ‘Joe’ noticed our reaction, but Delirium was
oblivious.
Delirium took her cup back, apparently forgetting that she hated it, and
proceeded to have the same reaction to it as before. “YEEeuch,” she said.
“Del,” said Destruction, carefully, “I don’t believe the girl knew she was
with child.”
“WeLL sHe’s riGhT, kiNd oF, i mEAn i looK liKe a cHiLd buT i’M noT
reaLLy-”
“Not you, Del: I was talking about HER child.”
Delirium turned to me with shock. “WhaT? RoSe yoU haVe a chiLd
aLreaDy?!”
“You just said she was pregnant,” said John, leaning forward with an intense
look. “Is she, or isn’t she?”
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“Oh tHaT - yEAh a liTTLe squiGGLy-thiNg fROm DrEAm goT iNsiDe
oNe oF heR eGGs sO proBabLy,” said Delirium. John abruptly got up from his
chair, turning away to smoke a cigarette.
I felt sick. I couldn’t believe it. I’d always been so careful about being on the
pill, even when I was with Paul and nothing was happening between us anymore. I
had enough trouble being an immortal without bringing a kid into the mix, and I
couldn’t stand the thought of passing on any part of my condition. With all this
craziness going on, my normal regimen had been completely obliterated along with
everything else in my life.
It never occurred to me that an Endless could knock me up - but I should
have known, right? He already had a son… with some sort of goddess, though. I
guess I just thought that it was different with humans, or… actually, I don’t know
what I was thinking, if anything.
“Does my brother know?” asked Destruction.
“iT dOEsn’t reaLLy haVe a miNd oF iTs oWn yeT eVen i onLy knoW
aBout iT beCauSe RoSe’s miNd kiNda-sORTa knOWs aBouT iT beCauSe oF thE
stuFF maKiNg iT gO a biT spoGGLy.”
“Hormones, my sister?”
“EwWW doN’t taLK aBouT thAT tO mE maYbe YOU liKe THaT kiNd oF
thiNg buT i doN’t… whAT waS i saYing? oh yeS iT, uM, nEEds a miNd tO bE
abLe tO drEAm.”
“So that would be a ‘no’, then.”
“YeAH, nO.”
John turned back to me a little, but not quite looking at me. “Wot
‘appened?”
“I…” I began, but then I stopped because I didn't know how to answer; I
didn’t even know what he was really asking. My head was spinning.
John crouched down next to me. He took the cigarette out of his mouth and
placed it on the table. “Did he force you? ‘Cos if he did I’ll tear his rotten bollocks
off-”
“You’re speaking of my brother, mind,” Destruction pointed out.
“Yeh? An’ are you planning teh stop me?”
“From defending a woman’s honor? No. I just thought you might want to
consider your audience, is all. Carry on.”
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Constantine’s blue eyes locked onto mine, searching, as if he was trying to
read my thoughts.
“No,” I told him miserably, eyes filling with tears.
His eyebrows knit together. “But… you HATED that punter,” he said,
utterly confused.
I… did I? Considering that Dream moved from threatening my life to just
generally pissing me off all the time, it would make sense for me to hate him. But
did that change at some point? And if so, how? When? And what did I feel about
him now?
I didn’t know. I didn’t know anything anymore.
“I’d leave the girl be, if I were you,” suggested Destruction, using a spatula
to turn over what he had cooking on the stove. “Tell me more about what you need
protecting from.”
I sort of half-listened as Constantine told him about the jewel, and The
Corinthian. I felt kind of detached from it all, like he was talking about things that
happened to someone else. The only thing that I was thinking was ‘how the hell am
I going to deal with being a mother, especially of some half-immortal, half-Endless
child?’ I just couldn’t imagine it, no matter how hard I tried - and there was some
awful part of my brain that was telling me to give up trying, to not care about any
of this nonsense or how it played out, because my life was basically over anyway.
After John had him all caught up, Destruction sighed. “My brother has
changed,” he said. “Before, he would not have cared so much what happened to
simple mortals - he would have said ‘they all die sooner or later’, or something to
that effect.” Destruction had not stopped cooking during all of this, by the way, and
was beginning to place the first dishes on the table. “What’s even more surprising
is that it’s not one of his ‘I-have-responsibilities’ issues, because he doesn’t even
know about the bun in the oven.” That reminded him to check what he’d placed in
the oven, and when he opened it, black smoke wafted out with the distinctly bitter
smell of burnt food. “Oh well, so much for that course,” he said, unhappily. “But
please, help yourselves to anything on the table - it’s here to be eaten. Try some of
the little meatballs - I’m rather pleased with how those turned out. What was I
saying? Ah yes - change. I’m glad my brother’s finally noticed there are other
people in the world.”
“BRoTHer hoW cOuLd yoU leAVe uS?” asked Delirium, stacking both her
food and her utensils into a wild and unstable tower.
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“How, or why?”
The tower fell. Destruction looked amused by this, but Delirium was
frustrated and pouted heavily. “EiTHer oNe reaLLy i doN’t caRe,” she grumbled.
“Because I changed,” he said. “Was probably inevitable, considering what I
am, and what I represent.
See, it didn’t matter that, in some sense, I was everywhere; nor that I was
more powerful than… well, practically anything. When I looked up at the stars in
the night sky and thought back on times gone, about all the living things whose
lives I touched, all the planes of existence I’d seen, all the forms I’d taken… I still
felt tiny. I felt insignificant.
I tried intervening more - I thought that’s what our job was, to guide the
natural forces we represented along a productive and sensible path. But it only
seemed to make things worse.
That’s when I decided to take myself out of the equation.
There’s no such thing as a one-sided coin. Destruction is needed. Nothing
new can exist without destroying the old.
But the Endless? The Endless are merely patterns. Ideas. Repeating motifs.
Even our existences will not outlast this version of the universe.
We have no right to play with the lives of others, to order their dreams and
their desires. They should have to do that for themselves.
Meanwhile, I’ll make the most of what I’ve got. I have no idea how long my
span will be - but I shall live out my days doing what I have to do, one day at a
time. Everybody else can make their own destruction.”
I was beginning to suspect what he was the Endless of, and understood why
Dream was hesitant to talk about him - especially since it would have given me
wrong expectations about this peaceful and friendly guy.
“Now I like looking at stars,” said Destruction, sitting down and tucking in
to his own meal. “It’s the illusion of permanence, I think - I know full well they’re
always flaring up and caving in and going out. Gods come, gods go. Mortals
flicker and flash and fade. Worlds don’t last; and stars are transient, fleeting things
that twinkle like fireflies and then vanish into cold dust. But from here, I can
pretend things last. I can pretend that lives last longer than moments.
It was a relief to me - I could go ahead and BE tiny and insignificant. There
was a beauty in that.
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But someone like Dream - hell, all of them - can’t understand that. They
think they’ve got to be important. That’s why I had to get away from all of them - I
wouldn’t let myself be suckered back into their games.
I moved here, within a stone’s throw - if I’m the one throwing it - of
Dream’s son Orpheus, just to be able to check in on the lad every now and then.
Figured that was safe, since he was only half-Endless, and none of my other
siblings had cause to visit him. I was wrong, apparently. I forgot the most basic
principle of the universe: everything changes.” Destruction gave up on us wanting
to eat the meatballs, and set the plate down on the floor for Barnabas. “Life was
comfortable and unchanging for me, these past few years. You lot have rather
undone that. I should have seen it coming. But at least we’ve had this time
together.” He hugged Delirium, even as she sat backwards in the chair to pet the
dog. “My sister. I have enjoyed seeing you. You were always my favorite. I trust
that when your next change comes, it proves easy on you.”
“...ChAnge?” she said in a small, worried voice.
Barnabas looked up, swallowing his meatballs. “Why does it sound like
you’re leaving?”
“Because I am, Barnabas,” Destruction replied. “What did you do with the
stick?”
“Nothing,” said Barnabas, offended. He pointed his nose toward a walking
stick, leaning up against the wall. “It’s right over there.”
“So you’re not going to help us, then,” I said.
“Sorry, lassie - my brother presumed upon my generosity, and violated my
well-established desire for privacy, when he directed you to me. Probably thought I
wouldn’t have the heart to turn away a couple of mortal lovebirds in need...”
“Oh, no, we’re not-”
“...But you’ve got an Endless inside of you, and I’ve learned my lesson with
Orpheus. Besides, trouble’s brewing - I’ve felt it for some time now. It may be that
your coming here was a canary in the coal mine, giving me the sign I’ve been
waiting for: the sign that it’s time for me to get the hell out of Dodge.
I’ve grown quite fond of this world; but now the forces of entropy are
amassing from all sides, bent on its destruction. I don’t know how, or if it CAN be
stopped, and I don’t want to be tempted to try my hand at stemming the tide. If it
turns out that this world’s goose is well and fully cooked, I won’t stick around to
witness its demise. I don’t care whether T.S. Eliot was right or wrong: regardless
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of whether the world ends with a bang or whimper, I won’t be able to bear it. I am
not my older sister.”
He took up a spotted handkerchief, and strode toward the Gallery. We idly
followed him and watched as he destroyed the framed sigils, turning each one into
a puff of smoke with a single touch. “It’s a shame my brother stopped halfway
when disregarding my feelings - I would have liked to have seen him, one last
time. One of you must give him my love, when you see him next.”
“dO wE haVe tO?” asked Delirium.
“Yes. Also, when you speak to him, remind him that I left of my own free
will, and tell him that it is not his fault. Tell him to think of this the next time he is
presented with one of his terrible ‘responsibilities’, and thinks he has no choice in
the matter. Tell him that it is important that he remember this - he forgets nothing
he takes an interest in, but he forgets instantly that which he does not care about.”
He turned to Barnabas. “This is where we must part ways as well, my friend.”
Barnabas was shocked and alarmed. “Can’t I go WITH you?” asked
Barnabas, anxiously.
“You would not survive in the places I am travelling to.”
“Oh. I see,” said Barnabas, instantly depressed. “But then, who will keep
you from falling down manholes and slipping on banana peels, both
metaphorically and literally? Who will endure your late-night flamenco guitar
recitals?”
“You make a compelling argument for staying, Barnabas,” admitted
Destruction. “I have already made up my mind to go. But you’ve given me an idea:
will you go with the Lady Delirium? Walk beside her, tread the path that she treads
also, protect and lead and guide her as you would with me?”
“i caN’t lOok aFTer a dOGGie.”
“You misheard him,” said Barnabas, “I get to look after YOU.”
“So your answer is a yes, I take it?”
Barnabas looked her up and down. “Well, she shouldn’t be allowed outside
without a leash… but I’ll do what I can.”
“Good boy. Del, Barnabas can be a pain sometimes, and he has no poetry in
his soul, but he means well.”
“I resent that remark,” muttered Barnabas.
“Of course you do.” Destruction spread the spotted handkerchief out on the
Gallery floor, and pulled the medieval broadsword down from its frame on the wall
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- it did not disappear like the others, but shrunk in his hands to the size of a kitchen
knife. He placed that on the handkerchief. He then gripped the edge of the pool,
and it too shrunk as he lifted it up, until it was the size of a small pie tin. He added
that to the handkerchief as well, and then carefully folded the fabric around it, and
the walking stick. I wondered if all the water was going to leak out of the open pietin pool and soak the handkerchief sack as he lifted it up, but some kind of magic
was keeping it contained.
He walked out of the house, and we followed him - night had fallen, and the
stars that he so loved formed a glittery canopy overhead.
“You two can stay here as long as you like,” said Destruction to Constantine
and I. “Everything here is yours, to do with as you will. Have fun playing house,
kids.”
And with that, he began to walk - up, and out, into the night sky.
We watched him until we could no longer distinguish his form from the
space between the stars.
“I’m going to miss him,” said Barnabas. “Poetry readings and all.”
“I don’t blame yeh,” said Constantine. “I just met ‘im, and I think I’LL be
missing him.”
Barnabas gave a tour of the house, and told us of Destruction’s walk-in closet of
his fashion creations. “You might not be able to leave the house in them, but at
least they’re dry,” he snarked. “And if you’re lucky, they’ll be wearable.”
Actually, our clothes had dried out quite a bit, but we were indeed in need of
something more comfortable. I found a cute sundress that made me smile (because
it looked like something designed for a life-sized doll), and Constantine came out
with a baggy shirt that might have been form-fitting on Destruction, and a pair of
blue jeans.
I threw our other stuff in the dryer, and insisted on the trenchcoat going in
the washer.
We sat in chairs and watched it go ‘round and ‘round, as Delirium played
fetch out in the warm night with Barnabas.
“This is cozy,” commented Constantine, his foot tapping out some sort of
beat on the floor. “Feels like I won a game show, and the prize I got was a perfect
little 1950’s white-picket-fence setup, completely free of charge - a nice house, a
kid, a dog, and a little woman in a paisley dress to do my laundry.”
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I kicked him in the leg. “You can do it yourself next time. And I have no
idea how to cook, so it’s going to get interesting when we run out of leftovers.”
There was a moment of silence. “You gonna tell me how yeh got up the duff
with the horror-movie bloke’s kid?”
Damn it. I’d just about gotten that to subside into the back of my mind, and
he had to go and dredge it up to the forefront again. I sighed. “I don’t know. It just
sorta happened.”
“Were yeh pissed?”
“About what?”
“Ah, sorry - I meant were you DRUNK?”
“No. Why are you so interested in how it happened?”
“Just tryin’ to understand, is all.”
“There’s nothing to understand. He’d just mercy-killed his son, and was
really upset…”
Constantine’s foot stopped. I saw that he was staring at me with a weird
expression.
“What?” I demanded.
He narrowed his eyes at me. “...You gave him a pity-fuck?”
I glared at him, offended. “That’s a really crass way of putting it.”
John turned, so that he could prop his arm on the back of the chair, and
placed his other hand on his hip - and from that arrogant pose, he studied me. “But
ACCURATE,” he challenged.
I narrowed my eyes back at him. “It’s none of your business.”
“Sure it is. Who’s gonna be here helpin’ you out, while you grow the kid?”
“I’m sure Dream will come straight here, right after he’s done with the Hell
business.”
“Is that right? Told you that was his plan, did he?”
“No, but he… he HAS to.”
John’s mouth was starting to curl upwards. “Oh? Does he now?”
My heart began to race. I told myself not to let him panic me. He was just
trying to amuse himself at my expense. “Yes,” I confirmed. “He can’t face The
Corinthian without me.”
“Yeh sure he would agree?”
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“What do you mean? How's he supposed to defeat The Corinthian with, at
best, half his power? No, that's too optimistic...it's more like one third of his power.
He can barely keep on his feet, let alone fight.”
“Us blokes have a hard time admitting when we’re in need of help,” he said.
“‘Specially when it’s in the form of a girl we fancy, and want to keep out of ‘arm’s
way.”
“You don’t know what you’re talking about.”
He broke out into a full grin, which made him look disturbingly similar to
The Corinthian. “‘Fraid I do, luv.”
“You don’t understand half of what you think you do,” I said, hotly. “It’s not
like that between us. And he’s coming BACK.”
“Because it was that good, eh?” John sighed and gave me a sympathetic
look. “Yeh’re not the first girl to get hit with a fuck-an’-run, yeh know.”
I got up from my chair. “Yeah, I’m sure you would know about that,” I
snapped at him, turning away. “It’s why you’ll always be alone, John Constantine.
You’ll never have this fantasy woman around to bake you cookies and pie and
whatever it is your mom used to do for you.”
There were a few moments of quiet, and then I heard a sniff. I turned back
around, and John was leaned forward, eyes on the floor, face propped up on his
hand. His eyes were glistening.
I sat back down. “John?”
He was turning away, presumably to cover the tears.
“John,” I said, putting a hand on his shoulder. “What’s wrong?”
“I never saw me mam’s face,” he whispered. “Died before I was proper
born.”
“I’m sorry,” I said. “I didn’t know.”
“Not yeh’re fault. But I… I would’ve given anythin’ to have a mam around
to care fer me. ‘Specially wot with me dad takin’ out his frustration on me with his
fists, every chance he got…”
“Oh John,” I said.
“Didn’t ‘ave any worthwhile mates growin’ up, either. Me stepmother said I
was cruel-evil, rotten to me core, and said I’d be a bad influence on me stepsister
Cheryl - and me stepsister believed it. Ran about tellin’ on me about any little thing
she caught me doing, and makin’ up shit when it suited her - so everybody’d be too
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focused on punishin’ me ta be noticin’ her shenanigans with the neighborhood
boys.
I spent some time with me uncle, for a spell… he was always lookin’ fer an
excuse to give me a beltin’, callin’ me bad... the bastard enjoyed it. You could see
it in his eyes.
Just like those bastards at Ravenscar. I’d told the docs I’d been responsible
fer the death of a little girl in Newcastle… Astra, that girl I tried to save from the
demon with one a‘me own. Thought I was safe in gettin’ that off me chest, thought
they’d abide by doctor-patient confidentiality… but no, they blabbed to every
orderly in the place. They visited my cell every night teh work me over, on account
a’some a’them ‘avin’ daughters, an’ thinkin’ I was some sort of child-murderer
who’d escaped justice.
And then Dad, and Cheryl, and her little girl Gemma, my niece… a killer,
wot calls himself ‘The Family Man’, got ‘em all. Took ‘em away from me.” He
turned to me, his eyes full of sadness. “Fer a long time, I wasn’t sure there was
good people in th’world. Seemed full a’shitbags te me…”
“There’s a lot of them,” I agreed.
“They’re everywhere,” he continued. “The rapists, the neo-Nazi skinheads
and the rising spectre of fascism in eastern Europe, the cult leaders, the polluters,
the yuppies… the Mengele-types of the new eugenics movement, tryin’ to control
the population by stopping some women from getting abortions an’ then forcing it
on others, even STERILIZING ‘em when it suits them… the sneaky little shits
who seed communities of ‘undesirables’ with drugs, so as they have an excuse to
arrest ‘em an’ throw ‘em in cages so hellish it would make a DEMON blush with
professional envy... the warhawks, who send out their child-soldiers to plunder an’
murder wherever they can get away with it... the pigs gettin’ their rocks off by
beatin’ the livin’ shite out of people with their barbarian billy-clubs and their teargas… queers, foreigners, hippies, or so-called ‘regular folk’, all of ‘em just tryin’
to get by on whatever meager scraps they’re allowed teh have, which is gettin’ teh
be less and less every day.
Meanwhile the politicians of the world, they prance an’ preen an’ pat
themselves on the back for the hard work of others whenever things’re lookin’ up...
only te flap ‘round like headless chickens an’ point fingers when the schemes they
hatch go awry on ‘em… telling us greed is good, and that all we should be focusin’
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on is chasin’ the money, while everywhere and all around us people are dyin’ of
drugs, murder, despair and AIDS.
And the Justice League? Wot Justice? They’re not doing a damn thing to
promote real justice in th’world! Maybe they can’t - maybe the issues are too big
fer them teh solved, an’ they’re in the same boat with the rest of us : scrabblin’ like
vermin in the dust of a dyin’ world, roarin’ at each other from our caves, pressin’
our advantages against one another whenever we can, an’ whorin’ with the enemy
for pennies. The superheroes just serve teh make us feel better about ourselves,
that’s all - like maybe we’re not ALL selfish, unredeemable, hopeless little shits
wot deserve a bad end.
An’ us stupid wankers will go on hopin’ that we’ll be saved somehow at the
11th hour... at least until somebody presses the button and nukes us all to hell, or
we all get AIDS, or Mother Nature fin’ly gives up the ghost an’ takes us all down
with ‘er. Game over, everyone! Ta!
It might already be too late to save us… there’s too much to do, and nothing
that can be done.”
“Giving up rather quickly, aren’t you John? You didn’t create all the world’s
problems - it’s not your responsibility to fix them all.”
“But it IS though, don’t yeh see? Hell is where the heart is, Babe, and my
heart’s not in the right place - never has been.
I’ve mortgaged my own soul by the mouthful, to feed my twisted inner
monster-child, to keep it quiet and secret in the deepest cellar a’me cold, stony
heart.
It started with the fake anti-establishment rebellion of my youth, makin’ a
big show of givin’ the finger to The Man - when in truth, I was eatin’ out of his
hand the whole time. I didn’t really want to rebel - wot I wanted was fame, an’
money, an’ gettin’ laid every night, an’ bein’ king of my castle, just like all the
rest… all things The Man had to offer in spades. I didn’t even hesitate to sacrifice
anything and everyone good in me life, offering it all up on that altar of vanity.
Then, when I lost it, it all became about not’in more than feelin’ sorry fer
myself…pushed away my family, pushed away anybody I had left who might still
care.
Yet still the corpses and the shit kept pilin’ up around me.
I turned a blind’s eye to most of it. I told meself it wasn’t my responsibility
to clean up the mess - I didn’t owe the wankers of the world anything, least of all
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that. Not my fault, not my problem; that’s wot I told myself. Best I could do was
cover me own arsehole, and let simpletons like the Bog God do all the heroics.
But it IS my fault things’re like this, Rose… mine, and all the other nasty old
bogeymen. We’ll never any of us admit it, but we WANTED it this way; and we’ll
make damn sure not’in ever changes for the better.”
I pulled him into a hug, holding him close. “You’re not a bogeyman,” I told
him.
John took a few deep, shuddering breaths. “Yeh know…” he breathed, “I
think I’m gonna be jealous of the little tyke…” Then I felt a hand sliding up my
ribcage. “Might not ‘ave been so sickly, if I’d ‘ad a pair of me own te latch
onto…”
I grabbed his wandering hand and threw it aside, like it was a crawling snake
or a poisonous insect. “Stop that!” I said, but my voice sounded weird and distant
to my own ears.
Because this time, unlike the previous time we’d touched - when he was
consciously and actively blocking me out - he’d unwittingly or perhaps purposely
left the door of his subconscious mind ajar… and without meaning to, I slipped and
fell right in.
It was a fearful, writhing mass of lust and confused imagery, the
pornographically sexual mixed with the macabre, a strange desire to go exploring
deeper than the flesh to find something just as horrible or worse than itself…
hunter and prey… the life-ending explosion of a gunshot as the ultimate release... a
whimper, a giggle, a mad little boy tugging at skirts… what the hell WAS this?
He didn’t want comfort, not really: he wanted someone to absorb his pain,
and hurt right alongside him… a perverse way of not being alone.
He didn’t miss his mother - he hated her for dying.
He didn’t miss his father, or the beatings, or the way he looked at Cheryl…
not because it was abhorrent, but because John looked at her with those same eyes,
and wanted no rival to his desires.
He didn’t miss his stepsister’s treachery, and he couldn’t forgive her for
marrying that self-righteous holy-roller crusader, who was able to go where he
could not.
He didn’t miss Gemma, his doe-eyed little niece, playing a cruel joke on him
by looking so much like her mother, yet adoring him as Cheryl only had in his
sick, scummy-minded dreams.
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Oh, he loved them all right - but it was a covetous love, one that gnashed its
teeth if it wasn’t returned the way he wanted… if he didn’t get his own way.
And he didn’t feel bad at all about killing The Family Man, either. He’d
outright murdered a human being - it had nothing to do with justice. He wasn’t a
hero. It had everything to do with destroying a rival bogeyman, who’d stolen
John’s well-earned vengeance against those whose love was denied him. He’d
gotten away with it. He’d gotten his revenge, in secret, got off scot-free… got
off...gun going off in his hand… and ohh did it feel good to watch that old man
bleed out…
They were all shitbags, yes, but he was too - he hated all of them, but none
more so than himself.
Except, at the same time, these were all lies. The contradictions rioted within
him: he missed all of them terribly, yearned with every fiber of his being to see
them once more, and the death of the bogeyman at his hands weighed crushingly
on his soul. He’d vomited the minute after he’d done him...
All of this flashed through my own mind at once, in mere fractions of a
second.
This was the realm of The Cuckoo, of The Corinthian. I didn’t want to be
here. I tore myself away, first mentally...
...and then physically. “What’s the matter with you?!” I cried.
“Wot do yeh mean, luv?” Then he peered closer at me. “Ah. You SAW,
didn’t you? Wot I really am, on the inside? You stuck your nose in too deep, an’ it
gave you a bit of a fright, now dint it?” His face hardened. “Well I don’t give a
TOSS if you’re scared - how do you think it makes ME feel? It’s INSIDE me. I
keep tryin’ to kill it, but it JUST WON’T DIE.”
I remember being furious at him - not for the awful things he was saying,
thinking or feeling, but for him clinging to his own personal myth of being a
monster.
“But no shame in admittin’ what works for yeh,” he went on, grinning at me
shittily - a glinty-eyed bastard, all evidence of his tears suddenly gone. “If sobs and
existential angst do the trick, I’m happy teh oblige.”
I scrambled out of the chair. “Get away from me! You… you DISGUSTING
JERK!”
He snarled. “An’ wot’s a fella wot done in his own son, eh? Does ‘e get a
pass ‘cos ‘e managed teh feel BAD ‘bout it afterwards? Yeh, full a’heart, that
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one... wot makes him such a stud wot gets you wet in the knickers, an’ me such a
piece of shit, eh? My story’s MUCH sadder than his.”
Yes, I thought - but not for the right reasons.
“Is it ‘cos I’m a bleedin’ human, an’ that old git is some sort’ve scary
immortal wossit?” he went on. “Wot, a magus not enough razzle-dazzle for you?
Need the flashier, more glamorous stuff to make you cum now darlin’?”
“Oh, just SHUT UP! You don’t know jack-SHIT about immortals!”
I realized, as the word passed my lips, that I had made a mistake. I wished I
could take it back, reverse the sound waves before it reached his ears.
Maybe he wouldn’t notice… or draw the right conclusion from it...
John fixed me with a deep, inscrutable stare for a moment. “Yeh’re an
immortal,” he said - not as a question or an accusation, but as a simple statement of
fact.
I covered my mouth with both hands, but it was too late now - I’d said the
words, and it was obvious from my reaction that it was the truth. No use denying it
now.
I felt shaken, exposed.
I had never told anyone about being an immortal. Not a soul. I’d only ever
spoken of it with Hob, and he already knew what I was long before I did - he’s the
one who told me, after all.
“I do know about immortals,” he said, quietly. “Met more’n my fair share of
them, even considerin’ the business I’m in. An’ I knew that’s wot you were.”
“How?”
“Same way you were able to take a look-see ‘round me heart just now,” he
replied. “But the real question is WHEN I took a peek inside yeh.”
“...When?”
“When you said yeh knew how old Mad Hettie was.”
I reeled. “I didn’t say that out loud.” My mind was rapidly trying to reinterpret all of our interactions up until that point. “Have you only been hanging
around me because of that?” I asked. “Did you think it’d be real neat or something,
having a girl around who’d stay young and hot forever? Or... was there more to it
than that? Were you planning to pimp me out to rich occult scumbags, or trade me
to a demon to get yourself out of a pinch?”
John sat back in his chair, observing me coolly.
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I shook my head, expelling air incredulously. “I don’t believe this,” I said.
“Hob WARNED me about guys like you.”
“An’ I don’t mind a nice girl like YOU telling me teh sling me hook,” John
replied. “It’s the only right an’ proper response your sort can have teh a’fella like
me. Don’t try teh catch me, little girl - don’t trust me, and don’t let me taint you.
I’ll only drag you down. I’m a mad dog - I ‘ent housebroken, an’ I never will be.
Now piss off, so I can have a smoke without hurtin’ the sprog.”
Fine, I thought, if he’s so damned determined...
I pulled his trenchcoat out of the washer and shoved it at him. “Get out.”
“An’ go where, exactly?”
“Don’t care. Just go away and leave me alone.”
John looked sourly at the dripping trenchcoat. He took it; I didn’t expect him
to actually put it on, but he did anyway, out of sheer stubbornness. “I think you
missed the part where ‘e gave the house teh BOTH of us.”
“OUT. NOW.”
“If yeh want me, I’ll be at whatever serves as a pub ‘round ‘ere,” he said.
“Say ‘llo to the Sandman for me, when ‘e shows up on ‘is noble steed te carry you
off to never-neverland.”
Constantine dripped out the door, slamming it shut on his way out.
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Fucking hell. I wondered if I was ever going to get peace from these guys - their
relentless, aggressive campaigns of selfishness were exhausting.
He thought he could appeal to my kind, womanly heart by emotionally
flagellating himself in front of me? Did he think, by telling me how ‘bad’ he was,
that I’d go into overdrive to prove him wrong - that I’d offer myself up to comfort
him? All so that he could just laugh about how stupidly naive I was afterward, and
say ‘But I told you so, you silly girl’?
Well haha, joke was on him - now he would have to go drown his sorrows
with booze and whores, as he should have done in the first place instead of trying
to get one over on ME.
I sunk myself into a window-seat, trying to calm down. Did he not
understand what I was going through right now? Could he not be bothered to make
a guess?
That’s unfair, I thought - how could some dumb guy be expected to
understand my feelings, when I hadn’t even sorted them out for myself yet?
Besides, he had his own problems - I’d seen the tangled mess of his mind,
and I didn’t envy him.
I looked at the stars outside the window. So many little worlds, too big and
too far away to comprehend in full. Tiny, insignificant… yeah, I knew what
Destruction meant. But for me, the problem was reversed - while someone like him
was always told he was supposed to be powerful and important, I was used to
feeling tiny and insignificant; used to being told by everyone and everything
around me that this was the natural, default position for someone like me… and
that it would have been weird for me to desire being anything else. These days, I
felt like I’d been lit on fire and tossed into that sea of stars, told to burn as brightly
as they did even though I was still just a speck of dust compared.
I was a helpless, mushy little baby-woman, still clumsily trying to figure out
the mechanics of walking and talking and dealing with the big, wide world; I was
still mostly reliant on others to look after me.
How the hell was I supposed to have a baby of my own? It was a sick joke.
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My thoughts raced by, and so did the hours. Within no time, the sky was
lightening and changing color to signal the coming dawn.
It looked like John was coming back up the hill from the village. He wasn’t
wearing his trenchcoat - I wondered a bit how he could have managed to lose it,
considering it was so precious to him. This was a brief and fleeting thought,
though, because I honestly didn’t care one iota about it - or him.
I heard Barnabas barking at him. Good dog, I thought - but then Barnabas
lunged at him and bit him on the ankle. The man raised a hand at the dog, and
blasted it backward with a reddish light. Barnabas went sprawling, with a pitiful
whine that I could hear even through the walls and windows of the house. Then he
was still, knocked senseless.
Oh no. It wasn’t John.
I ran outside, as The Corinthian advanced on Delirium.
“Hullo little girl. Is Rose home?” I heard The Corinthian ask her.
“sHE wANts tO bE LeFt alOne rIGHt nOW. WhY’d yoU hURt mY
dOGGy?”
“Is that so? Well, I'll have to go cheer her up then.”
“I dUnnO wHO yOU aRE mIstER, bUT yOU sEEm crEEpY. I cAN't sEE
tHE iNsIde oF yOUr hEAd.” It sounded like Delirium didn’t remember seeing him
at the party - figures. But she did recognize something else, when her mis-matched
eyes dropped down to the Ruby in his hand. “Th-ThAT’s mY bRothER’s!”
The Corinthian unlaced the Pouch from his belt, and poured out a handful of
sand into his palm. “How about a nap, little Endless…”
Before he could douse her with the sand, I stole the granules - they floated
on a gust of sourceless wind, depositing right into my own grasp.
“Why hullo again, Rose…” he cooed.
I responded by sending the sand blasting back at him, swirling around his
feet and causing the very earth to rise and encase his feet in stone.
“Impressive,” he said. “You've gotten stronger.” He easily blasted himself
out of the footholds, grabbed another handful of sand and threw it at Delirium, who
fell over asleep immediately.
I took this moment to order the sand into a spearhead, which shot the jewel
right out of The Corinthian’s hand.
It fell into the grass.
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Sending up an earth-shield to temporarily block him bought me a moment to
make a mad dash for the jewel. Like a baseball player sliding into homebase, I
lunged for it, and seized itPain zapped my fingers and went up my arm. White light clouded my vision;
I might as well have grasped a live wire. I recoiled and gasped, as The Corinthian
moved easily around my earth-shield and bent to pick up the jewel.
“Did I not tell you?” he mocked, standing over me as I cradled my hand
against my chest. “The Ruby is mine now. It's become a part of me... sort of like
how a shoe conforms to your foot. I'm afraid you can't use it anymore.”
The Corinthian smashed me hard in the face with the hand that gripped the
Ruby, ruining all chances of recovering my senses; he kicked me, pushed me down
by the shoulders, and held me to the ground.
My nose was pouring salty blood down my lips and down the back of my
throat, co-mingling with the blood filling my mouth, choking me. There was
something hard on my tongue, and I realized with sickening alarm that was
probably one of my teeth, knocked loose from being hit by the Ruby.
There was probably something awesome and magical I could have been
doing at this moment, using the dreamsand, but I couldn’t think. Couldn’t imagine.
Couldn’t see through the tears. Could barely breathe, sucking air through gurgling
sobs. Whole body wracked with intense pain and fear.
Red light. Warmth coiling around my wrists and ankles, gritty dreamsand
congealing to it like metal filings to a magnet, and becoming something twisted
and fibrous. Ropes? They anchored into the ground.
No no no, I can’t let this happen, I thought wildly. I struggled in vain, as my
limbs were pulled tight against the hillside.
“Tut tut, such a fuss for nothing,” murmured The Corinthian, drawing back
from me into a kneeling position. “I'm actually not here for you.”
What? I thought. What was he talking about? Dream? Was he just going to
use me as bait? A perverse, morbid, pathetically desperate hope sprang up within
me that this was all he was planning to do. I stared at him in speechless, terrified
confusion, waiting for an answer.
“You have no idea the plans I had for you,” he said, his sunglass-shaded
eyes running down the length of my rope-bound body. He played with the fabric
and buttons of my dress as he spoke - I braced myself for clothing removal or
groping, but he seemed sufficiently amused with Destruction’s design choices for
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the moment; perhaps he was savoring my fear. “The wedding, the guests, I had
everything planned out.... down to the color of the napkins and the new carpet for
the castle floor.” He sighed. “But no, you had to get frisky with DREAM, of all
people. How REPULSIVE.”
“What…” I croaked, dizzily. “How…?”
My eyes had cleared enough that I could see his face harden, tighten. “I
could SMELL IT ON YOU,” he growled.
Those dark shaded lenses didn’t move. He didn’t move. I held my breath. It
seemed like he was about to strike me, or hurt me in some way to punish me for
this perceived transgression against him. But then the tension keeping his body
rigid relaxed, and he grinned wide. “That's right. I finally have you all to myself…
yet now, I don't even want you. Ironic, isn't it?”
My anger at his mockey helped me regain my voice. “If you don't want me,
let me go!” I yelled.
He leaned over me. “I may not want YOU anymore… but now you have
something even better.” He placed his hand on my lower stomach. “Something that
won't be so uncooperative.”
He… knew I was pregnant?
“If you hadn’t sullied yourself with that tyrant, and done what I’d asked in
order to be my queen, this wouldn’t have happened - this gift that is beyond the
price of rubies. So, I’m actually becoming rather thankful for your defiance, truth
be told. But you see, I’m not a very patient man,” he said, holding the Ruby over
me, “so I’m going to have to speed the process along, by a considerable measure.”
The Ruby glowed, and so did his hand.
Something strange happened deep within me - my lower abdomen
underneath his hand ached, and stirred, and shifted.
“Such an interesting little tricket,” he said, placing the Dreamstone into his
satchel-bag. “I had no idea how many wonderful things it could do...for example, I
don’t have to wait to see the product of your dalliance with an Endless.”
Suddenly, he plunged his hand right through both the dress-fabric and my
flesh, right into me.
I screamed, as he fished through my insides with his probing fingers,
pushing aside and searing through whatever was in his way, the guts or whatever
my anatomy teachers had tried to teach me was in that area splitting apart as if
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preemptively surrendering to his dissection, this living autopsy he was performing
upon me without anaesthesia. It hurt like hell.
When he brought out his hand, it looked like he’d removed some sort of
jellyfish-like organ - but then he tore the outer coating away, revealing a
translucent, shrimp-looking organism. It grew in the palm of his hand, like a
timelapse video of a beansprout, squirming slightly with its developing limbs.
“Close your mouth, love - it’s just your son,” said The Corinthian.
I pulled my gaze away from this surreal freakshow display, looking down at
my stomach and expecting to see a bloody, gory, horrifying mess - but while there
was now a ragged hole punched through my dress, the exposed skin underneath
looked smooth, unblemished, perfectly normal; there wasn’t any sign of a wound,
no bruising or internal weirdness, other than a lingering ache from having my
insides pulled apart.
The little fetus rapidly grew and morphed into a full-blown infant, requiring
the use of both The Corinthian’s hands to hold; soon he was forced to adjust the
position of his arms to compensate for the increasing weight of the growing child.
“What do you think his name should be? Perhaps we should keep with the tradition
of Dream's family all having 'D' names, shall we?” He thought it over. “Something
like… Daniel.”
The baby was now well on his way to becoming a toddler, his soft downy
baby-hair lengthening and turning into little golden curls. The Corinthian set the
naked little cherub down on the ground - the child wavered on his feet a little, but
grasped the concept of standing upright as fast as his unnatural growth.
Daniel looked straight at me, with green eyes very similar to those that had
always peered back at me when I looked into a mirror. His eerily pale, cherubic
little face held an alien expression of uncomprehending awe and wonder.
“Say goodbye to your mum, Daniel,” said The Corinthian. Daniel frowned
slightly, puzzled, but lifted his tiny hand and waved it at me before The Corinthian
grabbed it in his.
The Corinthian summoned a dimensional door, and led little Daniel toward
it. The child hesitated and looked back at me, uncertain, but then walked with The
Corinthian into the light. The Corinthian closed the door behind him; and then
they, and the door, were gone.
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I don’t know how long I was staring at nothing and choking on blood, unable to
move - the discomfort probably made it seem like forever. But at some point I
heard the sound of slurred singing, getting louder as the singer approached. And
then I saw Constantine, swaggering drunkenly up the hill, and taking a pause every
few lead-footed wobbly steps to make out with a bottle of ouzo.
I wanted to call out to him, but my throat was too full of blood, and I was
trying hard not to swallow my tooth, which I was keeping balanced between my
tongue and the roof of my mouth. I was getting tired of this, and wondered if I
should risk trying to maneuver it to the forefront of my mouth to spit it out.
Eventually, he spotted me and came to a full stop. “Wot the… Rose?” Then
he broke out into a stumbling run toward me, tripping once on the uneven ground
before he reached my side.
He saw my bloody, busted-up face, and my fucked-up arm that had gotten
zapped by the Ruby, and the coarse ropes that abraded my skin. “Oh no…” he
groaned. He broke the bottle of ouzo on the ground, and used a dagger-sized shard
to slice through the ropes. He helped me sit up, and I was finally able to spit out
the tooth.
“Strewth, love! Wot ‘appened while I was out? Who did this?”
“The Corinthian,” I said, and the words came out like gravel. I rested my
head, exhausted, on his shoulder.
“Christ,” he explained. “Beatin’ up a girl wot’s pregnant…”
“Not anymore,” I whispered.
“Eh?”
“He stole my son.”
John pulled me back a little bit, looking me over and blinking with
confusion when he saw the stomach-hole in my dress. “Th’fuck did he do?!”
I started to cry again. “I don’t know,” I said. “He used the Ruby…” I
couldn’t explain any more than that - a lump was forming in my throat, and the
walls were constricting, closing in around it and preventing me from talking.
He locked his arm around my head and squeezed it like a vice, crushing me
against him, and making it just a little bit harder to breathe than it already was.
“I’m so sorry,” he rasped into my hair, rocking and cradling me. “Forgive
me for bein’ such a stupid blighter… I never should’ve left you alone.”
“It’s my fault,” I squeaked. “I told you to go.”
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“Yeh, but I didn’t have teh LISTEN - I usually don’t.” He exhaled, and I felt
his hot boozy breath ripple through my hair and across my scalp. “S’okay, luv…
s’okay… I’ll fix everything up, right? I’ll get it all sorted out…”
“How?” I asked.
He stopped moving. Silence. I pulled back then, so I could look him in the
face. “How are you planning to make it okay, John?”
He stared back at me blankly. “How the hell should I know? I’ll think of
something, though - I always do.”
I sighed. “...Yeah. That’s what I thought.” I extracted myself from his arms,
and painfully got to my feet.
I wasn’t trying to be mean, or reject his sympathy - but at that moment I
wasn’t in the mood to humor his manly pride, and I just couldn’t tolerate any more
patronizing or false bravado; he was just as lost and scared and clueless as I was,
and like it or not he was going to have to face up to that terrible fact.
I made my way to Delirium, and tried to rouse her. After some vigorous
shaking didn’t do any good, Barnabas came to, and immediately bounded over to
lick her face. That worked: her eyes blinked open, and for a second they were both
blue. “Rose? What’s… going on?” she asked. “Are you all right?” There was no
modulation in her voice - she seemed completely sensible. But then she saw my
wounds and twitched - one of her eyes turned green, and the school of silver flecks
returned to swim within the other. “oH mY goD RoSe yoU’re aLL bEaT uP wHaT
iS goiNg oN wHo waS tHe crEEpy maN wHo wASn’t a maN reaLLy wHo maDe
mE gO To sLeeP liKe tHaT…?”
“The Corinthian,” I answered, knowing full well that would mean nothing to
her; but I didn’t have the time or the inclination to explain. “Delirium, I’m going to
The Dreaming. Stay here.”
“BuT… iSn’t tHE CORi-soMeTHiNg gOIng tO tHE DrEAmINg tOO...?
“Exactly. I think your brother’s in terrible danger - I need to get back into
The Dreaming to stop The Corinthian, or at least warn Dream that he’s coming.
And if that was my son he took, I've got to get him back.”
“YoUr soN…?”
“Lady, I don't know much about you or what's going on, but I don't think
you should be going anywhere,” said Barnabas.
“No offense, but it doesn’t matter what you think,” I told him. “I wasn’t
asking for anyone’s approval or permission - I’m going.”
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I closed my eyes and concentrated - surely, I was strong enough now in the
ways of the dream-Force that I could do it on my own. I knew the pathways…
Nothing happened. It was like the connection to the subconscious had been
severed; and the back of my mind, which had led to an endlessly deep dark pool
full of dream-stars and galaxies just hours before, was suddenly blank and shallow.
I tried harder - and searing pain shot up my arm.
I winced and sucked in air - I looked at my throbbing arm, and at the veins
of dark blue lightning-shaped marks running along the flesh.
“YoUr enERgY iS gOne...tHE COrIwHAtEvER mUSt've tAkEn iT aLL,”
Delirium observed.
“See? What did I tell you?” huffed Barnabas, vindicated.
“I can’t stay here!” I cried. “Don’t you understand?! Dream is too weak right
now - The Corinthian is going to KILL him, and then he’s going to wreck The
Dreaming - and I don’t even want to THINK about what that’s going to do to all
the Dreamers.”
Barnabas was unfazed. “I don’t see what you can do about it - I think you’re
pretty well muzzled and kenneled for the moment.”
I was disheartened, but I couldn’t figure out how to argue with him.
I should have been relieved that the nightmare was over - that I was no
longer the dream Vortex.
But instead, I just felt like I’d lost everything: the power, Morpheus… even
little Daniel. It’s true, I wasn’t sure if I wanted to be a mother - but it would have
been nice if the choice of whether or not to be one had been left up to me.
This had gone way beyond me. Maybe it was time to just get on with my
super-extended life, and let the pieces fall where they may.
Wait… what life was that?
I had no home. No profession or hobby to speak of. No love interest. No
family members that I cared to see, except maybe my baby brother Jed, and he was
better off without me - and my actual baby was gone, stolen away from me. I never
even had the chance to make ‘motherhood’ into an identity for myself… to make
taking care of another human being and raising them into something to live for.
Who did I have left? Wanda and the spider-women? I supposed it would be
good to see Wanda again...
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But I hoped not to run into Paul, who would now probably never get his eyes
back.
And from what I knew about The Corinthian - and the ominous doom that
Destruction alluded to, which may or may not have been connected - the world
around me was only going to get worse.
God, everything sucked so much.
We decided that the next step was to get back ‘home’ to London.
John ‘blagged’ (his word, not mine) our way onto a chartered flight off the
island.
I’m not religiously minded, but I was praying my ass off that we didn’t
crash, with John left as the sole miracle survivor (and if that did happen, I was
planning to stick around as a ghost and haunt him mercilessly).
He used the same little Jedi mind-trick to pacify Delirium - her eyes both
turned blue, and she silently cried during the whole flight.
Then he used it to help me shoplift an outfit from an airport store that
wouldn’t draw so much attention; to cause every flight attendant to turn a blind’s
eye to the presence of Barnabas; and finally, to get us on a flight back to London.
All the while I avoided people’s gaze, hoping they didn’t see my beat-up
face and assume I was some sort of battered girlfriend of John’s.
Delirium was very unhappy at being mind-tranqed twice, telling us that it
‘hurted her very muchly’.
Exhausted, we went to John’s flat, hoping to crash.
Except that, when we got past the front door, the interior was a bloody mess.
Literally.
I looked away, nauseous - but I was not as freaked out as I would have been
before. I think I’d seen too much shit leading up to that and it had desensitized me,
robbed me of all human feeling. “Friends of yours, John?” I asked, shakily.
“Must be,” he answered. “They’re dead.”
“No jokes, John.”
“They’re me next-door neighbor and landlady.” He closed the door. “We’ve
got teh get out of here. Got to find us a phone.”
“Yeah. The cops need to know about this.”
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John stared at me with wide eyes. “Are you bollocking mad? This looks like
an occult-murder - an’ guess ‘who’s the best-known occultist in these parts? No we’re calling up me old mate Chas. He owes me a favor.”
The second John’s old mate Chas got out of his minicab, and John came toward
him with open arms to greet him, old mate Chas made it very clear that, in his
opinion, the favor he owed John was a knuckle-sandwich to the face.
Which he repaid John, in full.
John, not expecting it, hit the pavement, as Chas, a meaty small-eyed man
with big ears, hurled abusive language at John for dodging his phone calls and
leaving him high and dry without a word for so long, and for treating a good mate
like him so poorly. “I geddit - Chas is simple, inhe?” he said, all pugged up,
“Chas’s too STUPID ta understand wot’s wot in his mates’ complex magical life,
‘ave I got that right? Can’t explain nuffin’ teh old Chas, now can we? Oh no, ‘es
only a DRIVER, wot does HE know ‘bout anyfing, yeh? Only good fer bummin’
off free lifts ferever, that one!
John got up, holding his bleeding nose. “Good to see yeh too, mate.”
Chas’ fleshy lip was pulled all the way up to his round and bulbous nose,
and practically formed a St. Louis Arch of unhappiness on the jowly lower-half of
his face. His squinty eyes started to leak tears. “You fuckin’ ‘eartless GIT,” he
sobbed. And then Chas threw his bear-like arms around John, and they hugged. “I
wos so fucking worried ‘bout you, mate! Don’t you EVER go vanishin’ like that
on me again!” Chas bawled into John’s shoulder.
John pulled back a little. “Ey, you think you can drop us by the lock-up?”
“Hrmm?” Chas said, sniffling. “Oh yeah, fer sure mate.”
“And how’s about that ole’ van? Is it still ‘round somewhere, or did yeh sell
it fer scrap?”
“I’ve still got it yeh - wotcha be needin’ it for, then?”
“Got a bit of mess goin’ on at me flat - me, the ladybird, the kid and the mutt
will be needin’ soh’in to crash in fer the time bein’.”
“Ladybird?” He turned and saw me. He wiped his eyes and nose
simultaneously on his jacket sleeve. “Oh, ‘ello there. Beg yer pardon fer the
language, miss - and for talkin’ rough ‘round the little ‘un. She yours?”
“aM i heR wHat?”
“Delirium? Oh, hah, no. Thank goodness.”
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“WhY iS thaT gOod, RoSe? i doN’t geT wHat you’Re taLking aBout oR
wHaT’s goOd aBouT iT...”
Chas smiled and extended his hand. “I’m Chas. Chas Chandler. I’m ‘is
driver - an’ ‘is chum, when ‘e remembers it.”
I shook it. “Chas Chandler? Like the bassist for The Animals?”
Chas looked back at John. “Oh this ladybird’s a right keeper, she is.”
“All right now, that’s enough,” said John, batting at our connected hands.
“Best get a move on, yeh? I’m in enough trouble with your missus as it is. To the
storage lock up, shall we?”
“No, other way ‘round,” he answered. “It’ll be a much more efficient trip if
we get the van first thing.”
“Oh. Right then.”
Chas dug in his jacket pocket, and handed John a surgeon’s mask.
“Wot’s this?”
“If any a youz start feelin’ poorly, or see somebody else wot is, wear that,”
said Chas. “De’ ozzy’s been fillin’ up with sick people - Nash’nal ‘ealth Service is
completely overrun, surgeries an’ appointments canceled all over, can’t see a doc
fer nuthin’.”
“Not surprisin’, really - ‘hole system’s been goin’ down the bog for years.
So wot’s ‘appened then, eh? They bring back the Bubonic Plague?”
“Dunno, mate - theyz callin’ it the ‘Shanghai Flu.’”
John retrieved a small box from his storage locker, and brought it to where I sat, on
the edge of the open back-end of the beat-up old van that was still emblazoned
with a fading Mucous Membrane band logo.
“I want you teh have this,” he said to me.
“What is it?”
“Nuthin’,” he said, with so much defensive cageyness that it was an obvious
lie. “Don’t open it - jus’ keep it close by yeh somewheres. Safe.”
“John,” I said, tiredly. “Just tell me what’s in the fucking box.”
After a moment’s thought, he decided on an explanation. “...It’s a failsafe,”
he said. “If I ever lose me friggin’ marbles an’ start actin’ all crazy an’ scary-like,
open that box up, and it might do ta bring me ‘round.”
“Oh,” I said, as he placed it in my hands. “So it’s like… magical smelling
salts? In case of magical hysteria?”
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“Uh… if it helps fer you teh think of it that way, then yeh sure, alright.
Smelling salts.”
“Will whatever is inside ESCAPE if I open the box up? Or will it just lose
its freshness?”
“Look, just... don’t open it, alright luv? Ta.”
I fixed him with a hard stare. “John, is this box dangerous?”
“Only teh me.”
I handed it back. “I don’t want it.”
“It’s noh’in ta be worried about luv, honest.”
“Then why are you making such a big deal about it?”
John frowned. “It… it would make my life more difficult for me, if it got
out.”
“What do you mean ‘got out’? Is this some sort of blackmail dirt? Or is it
alive? Is it a genie?”
“NO!”
“WHAT IS IT?!”
“Fer Chrissakes, woman! Stop it with the soddin’ questions an’ just take it,
will yeh? Yeh’re drivin’ me barmy!”
“If you don’t tell me what it is, I’ll open it.”
“No please, Rose, don’t - it’d be the right end of me if yeh did that.”
“John, I don’t want to be keeping track of some sort of personal doom box.”
“It’s not a doom box.” He paused, hesitant. “I rather tend to think of it as me
‘Disney-Box’, like.’”
Delirium popped her head up beside me, staring at it. “OoH i liKe
DisNey…”
“Keep yer mitts off of it!” he growled at her.
“You’re embarrassed about your Disney collection?” I asked, preparing to
slaughter him with mockery if he confirmed it.
“It’s me childhood innocence, alright?” he relented. “I locked it all up in a
box, all the stuff that made me soft as a young kid. I let some of it out, by the by,
but some things got left in, see? I don’t remember all that might still be in there,
but I do know all the starry-eyed innocence I once ‘ad is definitely one. An’ now
you know. You can see how that gettin’ loose could be problematic for someone
like me, ta say the least.”
“No, I don’t see - in fact I think we should open it, right now.”
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“Rose, I’m warnin’ yeh now-”
“Why wouldn’t you want to have your childhood innocence back?”
“Oh sure, why not? Wot possible motive might I ‘ave, to not want teh be
wanderin’ around hellscapes, fightin’ demon nasties while that albatross dangled
from me neck?” John sighed, looking very sad and weay all of a sudden. “If I
wanted it well and truly gone, luv, I would’ve bound it to a cat and killed it. Or
dropped it in the middle of the ocean with weights attached - I would’ve done
something to lose it, and made sure it stayed proper lost. But I didn’t. I made sure
it’d be the one thing of mine to survive the longest - to still exist, even if the rest of
it gets stripped away from me by this ole’ rotten world.”
I contemplated the box for a moment, letting the sad gravity of what it
represented sink in.
Then I lifted up the box and shook it at him. “Too much responsibility. Take
it back.”
“No. It’s yours. Keep it.”
John climbed past me into the van. He took off his trenchcoat and folded it,
curled up into a fetal position with his head on the makeshift trenchcoat-pillow,
and went to sleep.
I closed the van back-end doors. I set the box carefully aside, and decided
that I would do the same as John, finding a spot on Barnabas’ backside that
Delirium was already using as a pillow. Barnabas blew air out of his snout
indignantly, but didn’t say anything.
I purposely slept this time - I figured it was the only chance I had, however
slim the odds, of reconnecting with my little Dream-child.
Years of purposeful insomnia, however worked against me - and I’m sure
the uncomfortable sleeping arrangement (with Delirium not really asleep, just lying
down and quietly reacting to things that weren’t there), and the jet-lag, and my
soreness from the beating at the hands of The Corinthian, and the horrific mental
replay of him disemboweling me and making my fetus grow outside the womb into
a full-grown kid probably didn’t help either.
But nevertheless, at some point I managed to fall asleep.
And it worked.
I saw the little cherub-looking boy. He stood there, in the void, still and silent.
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“Hi,” I said lamely, with an equally lame and awkward small wave. “I’m,
um... your mom.” The words sounded really strange, like I wasn’t sure I believed
them. He stared at me - no movement, no hint of a response. “I don’t know if you
can understand me, but I want to find you. I want to figure out a way-”
Daniel walked past me, and for a moment I took this as a snub - but then I
saw that there was something behind me: a computer terminal.
Little Daniel lifted a chubby baby hand, slowly, and pointed a tiny finger at
it?”
“A… computer? You want me to find a computer?”
The boy nodded.
I woke up.
It was morning. The grey light coming in through the windows was kind of a
shock - wasn’t it just nighttime? Damn was I out of practice with this whole
actually-sleeping thing.
John got up, stretched, and yawned, his back to me.
“Hey John,” I said. “I think I know how to contact Daniel.”
“Hrrm? Wot...?” he croaked groggily, rubbing his eyes and scratching his
chin.
“My son. I think I’ve got a lead on him. I think it’s got something to do with
computers...”
I noticed John wasn’t listening: he was looking at his hand. I peered closer
myself, and saw that there was indeed some kind of bumpy pattern on it.
“What’s going on?” I asked.
John scrambled to the van mirror, and stared into it. Panic-stricken, he began
to unbutton his dress shirt, stripping down to his undershirt - across the exposed
flesh, I could see angry, swollen red bumps the size of quarters.
“Holy shit,” I breathed.
Delirium and Barnabas were up and alert. “YoU’vE gOt bUbBles aLL oVer
yOU,” she pointed out, helpfully. And then she clapped her hands together
excitedly. “OoH LiKe thOSe bUBbLy-sHeeTs yoU caN poKe aT wiTh yoUr
fiNgeRs aNd maKe gO POp PoP pOp! CaN i pOp yOUr buBBLes toO, JOhn?”
“Not unless I pop yours first,” he growled.
She extended her arms and even her head towards him. “Oo-kay, ready
when you are!”
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I gently pressed Delirium’s arms down. “Don’t touch him,” I told him. “It
might be contagious.”
“Wonder if I’ve got goddamn Shanghai Flu,” he said, putting on the
facemask given to him by Chas.
With his luck, I doubted it.
“Doesn’t look like flu to me,” commented Barnabas. “How do you feel?”
“Christ, I feel terrible… like the blood’s boiling in me veins…” Then a
realization struck him, like a lightning bolt going straight into the top of his head
and down through his spine.
“What is it?”
John looked at me, his blue eyes the only thing visible over his mask.
“...Wot were yeh sayin’ ‘bout computers, luv?”
***
I interrupted my mother. “We have finally come to the part of the story where I
may draw upon memories of my own,” I told them. My mother Rose tensed,
bracing herself, as I began...
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-34“Ghost in the Machine”

I remember walking with him, The Corinthian, through the dark and chilly lands of
gloom and foreboding… the lands of Nightmare. With every step I grew taller,
bigger, and to all eyes older; yet I was still only a day-old child in my own mind.
Eventually he tired of holding my hand to keep me with him, and tied a cord
to my waist to serve as a leash - he made some mention, under his breath, likening
me to a dog. I, for my part, got tired of walking, and pleasantly discovered that
here, in this place, I had the option to float.
I seemed to have been born with the ability to understand all that was said,
at least in some rudimentary fashion, no matter the language or the means of
communication; and within no time at all I could have spoken sentences of my
own, had I been so inclined.
But my own thoughts were too basic and childish to share with anyone,
especially with my nightmarish captor. I thought of the woman, to whom I’d bidden
farewell: hers was the first face I’d laid eyes upon, not The Corinthian’s; and
though it was battered and bloody, swollen, and pale with horror at the sight of
me, still I loved her instantly… without even knowing why, or being capable of
giving such a name to my feelings. The Corinthian had called her ‘mum’, and said
that she was mine - the concepts of motherhood and possession both fascinated
and consumed me, as I floated through the realm of Nightmare.
I knew not the concept of a father, until the word was spoken - but I knew
that The Corinthian was no such thing to me. Again, I knew not the name of love,
for The Corinthian did not utter the word in my presence, and neither did any of
the Nightmares that followed him; but I knew there was something that he
distinctly lacked, an emptiness that prevented any type of attachment from forming,
but most especially barring the sort that bound me to the woman who was my
mother.
While I stayed silent and watched, the Corinthian spoke to many
Nightmares, and cajoled them into the swelling ranks of his army.
I did not know to fear them - to me they were not strange, nor were they
frightful. Innately I understood their function, their purpose, and for the most part
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- there are always exceptions - their intentions and nature were benign. If any felt
ill-will toward me, none of them said so - they were nothing but courteous to me,
and some were even what I would now describe as worshipful.
I was to be their savior, they told me. No longer were they to be chained to
individual dreamers; no longer would they be forced to change according to evershifting psyches, and to vanish from existence when their dreamer no longer had
need of them. They would be free.
I felt it wise to keep my own counsel; I understood their desires, but I had no
feelings whatsoever about fulfilling them. I was but a tool to them, a means to an
end - and as such I had no love for them.
The Corinthian took note of the rate of my accelerated growth, and decided
to halt it altogether with the power of the Ruby. I did not understand at the time
why he wanted to do this, but I now I know that it suited his purposes better to keep
me a child - for teenagers have desires that would have complicated matters
significantly, and a young man might have become a rival, capable of usurping his
position as leader of the Nightmares.
The Corinthian lost control of the damned who were initially on his side many of the demons and souls defected back to Hell under the rulership of the
angels.
He set up a serial killer’s convention (advertised as a ‘Cereal Convention’,
to avoid suspicion) in the waking world. Naturally, he chose a small town in the
rustbelt of America as the place in which to do this - America loved the morbid
mystique of living ghouls with a taste for murder, and as such it not only held the
record for number of serial-killer fans, but had also cultivated the vast majority of
the actual serial killers themselves.
This convention served a number of purposes: to entice new recruits who
were yet living; to provide a place where the dead serial killers could inhabit the
bodies of victims and blow off steam together; and as a way of getting The Dream
King’s attention.
I was kept in a room of the hotel, while The Corinthian fraternized with his
guests; unfortunately, I opened the door for a voice that announced itself as room
service, but in fact turned out to be the deceased child-predator, Funland, wearing
the body of a fan of his.
The Corinthian noticed his absence in the main event hall, and arrived to
destroy Funland before he could complete his aims with me.
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And that’s when the dead man’s party was infiltrated by the disguised
Dream King.
Dream took over for one of the keynote speakers, and addressed the
assembled killers in the hall. He confronted them with the truth about themselves:
they were not the apex predators they imagined themselves to be, the true
embodiment of the American Dream unshackled and set free from the confines of
morality. Dream, with one of his last few sparks of remaining power, broke their
delusions of grandeur, and left them with nothing but the unfiltered knowledge of
what they truly were.
The Corinthian arrived, with me at his side, too late to undo the damage The Dream King was able to escape, by virtue of his helmet, and the help of his
servants from The Dreaming.
The serial killers all left, stunned - the fight had been taken out of them. They
were no longer willing to join The Corinthian’s glorious crusade, and were now
unsuitable for his purposes.
“That was your father,” he told me in answer to my unasked question,
seething with rage. But he recovered his composure quickly - he knew that this
fight was far from over. The Dream King may have scared off a handful of his
supporters, but there were plenty of Nightmares left to comprise a formidable army
- perhaps he had simply been too hasty to bring the Nightmares into Reality.
And, on a positive note, his little stunt had successfully lured The Dream
King out of his stronghold, and forced him to use up his dwindling supply of power
in order to counteract what The Corinthian had done.
The Dream King was now weaker than ever, it seemed - but, just to make
sure, The Corinthian decided to put this to the test.
Clearly, the Dream King would intervene when things ran amuck with the
waking world, in order to protect the Dreamers - it was the surest way to spur him
to action, if he was able to do so. So The Corinthian set about on a road-trip, using
the Ruby on random human strangers to draw out the darkest aspects of their
subconscious; no longer could they tell the difference between their dreams and
nightmares, and their Reality.
It drove them quite mad.
For the next 24 hours, The Corinthian’s test subjects tortured, mutilated,
raped and killed one another.
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The Corinthian merely watched, and waited, mostly from the vantage point
of his car parked outside of a small diner. I waited with him in the passenger seat after the incident with Funland, he was loath to let me out of his sight (this was not
out of concern for my well-being, mind: I was simply too valuable, and he had lost
all trust in those who served him). People wandered out of the diner with blood
dripping from their empty eye sockets, and came to his car-window to offer up
their own eyes to him for refreshment.
The Dream King did not arrive to stop him.
Perhaps things were looking up for The Corinthian after all.
He looked down at me. “Are you ready to meet your father?
I nodded.
The Corinthian grinned widely. “Splendid. That’s just where we’re going
now: to see your daddy in The Dreaming.”
“Deeming?” I said, the first word I ever spoke aloud; I knew it was not an
accurate pronunciation, but it was the best I could do with my childish small mouth
and unpracticed vocal cords. There was a reason that I chose this word to say, and
that was because I found that this word to be nigh-incomprehensible - it was too
big, too vast, had too much complexity of associations for my not-yet-developed
human brain to make sense of. What’s more, I did not understand until that
moment that there was any distinction between the world I was born in, the world
of my mother, and the world I had been taken to that was dark and full of
Nightmares.
“That’s right,” my captor said.
We returned then to The Dreaming.
The Corinthian set up a base of operations there, on one of the newest of the
islands of The Dreaming: the Cyberspace Skerry, also known as ‘The Grid’.
The Grid was unique, in that it served as both dream-world and afterlife for
thinking, created entities whose consciousness was made of code - for artificial
intelligences, or AI. It was built specifically by and for the Kryptonian entity ‘The
Brainchild’, which later came to be known on earth as Brainiac.
And it was all alone.
Until Ritchie came along.
Ritchie, the quantum magician, one of Constantine’s former cohorts - or at
least, a version of him.
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While he was alive, Ritchie had built a computer peripheral, an apparatus
that served as a magical conduit to cyberspace. Ritchie uploaded a back-up copy
of his consciousness via this device, before his physical body was destroyed in the
Newcastle explosion.
Ritchie’s binary-code copy was the first being since the destruction of
Krypton that Brainiac could interact with directly; the emotion-patterns initiated
within Brainiac when it discovered him was enough to have moved it to tears, had
it been capable of doing so.
However, Ritchie proved to be an inadequate companion.
Ritchie had all the memories of his living, adult human self, and therefore
considered himself as such - yet he did not have a tangible body, and was thus
unable to truly live or die. He’d tried to enter Heaven’s cyberspace portal once,
but had run up against their firewall and barely escaped intact. Living Ritchie saw
cyberspace as a magical world of infinite possibilities and power, the ultimate trip
- but binary-code Ritchie came to see The Grid as a purgatory, limbo… a circle of
Hell from which he could not escape.
Ritchie therefore had significant trouble relating to a child-like being that
was born an AI - and while The Brainchild was at first fascinated by Ritchie’s tales
of living in the physical world, once it heard all the stories it was loathe to hear
any more about it. The Brainchild did not want to hear anything more about The
Grateful Dead, or drugs, or sex, or food, or any of the multitude of things that it
had never, and could never experience or learn to fully appreciate, trapped as it
was in the space-pod of Kal-El.
And it certainly wouldn’t tolerate hearing Ritchie bemoan the loss of these
things; especially since, technically speaking, Ritchie had never experienced them
either.
Ritchie and the Brainchild drifted apart, each occupying their own corners
of cyberspace, and ceasing their interactions with one another.
And then I moved into town.
The Corinthian allowed me to play with this sleeping dreamer, without too
much concern.
We were both strange child-like things who had no peers, no equals, and we
each were caught in a special trap of our own: Brainiac had spent decades within
the space-pod of Kal-El, and only recently had that pod been taken to S.T.A.R.
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Labs in Metropolis for study; only now had human technology reached a level that
it was capable of unlocking the space-pod’s mysteries, and of finding a way to
communicate with the entity within without the use of magic.
For both of us, the Dreamspace was our only refuge, the only place where
we could play and explore freely.
But it wanted something more. Ritchie’s tales had sparked within it a desire
that now burned like a forest-fire.
It wanted a body.
The boy destined to be that body lived in Metropolis. His name was Victor Stone.
Victor Stone loved technology.
At home he had more technology than anyone else he knew. He had multiple
computers - Apple Macintosh, Commodore systems - as well as a VCR, a Sega
Genesis, an Atari, and a Nintendo Entertainment System. He never went anywhere
without his backpack, which held his cellular phone and his brand-new Gameboy.
Always he wore his tricked-out wristwatch, and would have worn his Nintendo
Powerglove as a fashion accessory if this was at all an acceptable thing to do. The
headphones of his Sony Walkman portable cassette player never failed to crown
his head, though he still preferred the sound of his boombox cranked up to max
volume, and employed it whenever and wherever he could.
But it wasn’t simply that Victor enjoyed the usefulness of these gadgets - no,
he truly felt a deep and abiding love for them. He imparted personalities upon
them in his mental fantasies, and imagined that they had thoughts and feelings of
their own, just like other children imparted to their teddy bears made of plush
(Victor eschewed all such toys - he couldn’t understand why one would care about
something that did not move or perform some sort of interesting function). He did
this with all appliances, big and small, expensive and cheap, sophisticated or
simple.
His uncle Lucius Fox was an engineer who once worked for the tech division
of Wayne Enterprises, but had since founded the Science and Technology
Advanced Research (S.T.A.R.) Labs in Metropolis. S.T.A.R. Labs was independent
from all business and government ties, in order to focus on supporting metahuman
causes and the Justice League. The Lab was responsible for powering Watchtower,
and everything connected to it.
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It was Lucius who first got Victor hooked on the technology stuff, starting
with the gateway drug of radio communications and moving on from there to
computers.
Lucius had encouraged his nephew to follow in his footsteps, and become an
apprentice at S.T.A.R. Labs. Much to his disappointment, Victor instead chose to
focus on sports.
The reasons for this was manifold: for one, Victor was the son of football
star Silas Stone, who died tragically of a concussion at the peak of his career. This
meant that Victor was highly sought after by sports coaches since he was small.
Secondly, he didn’t want to end up like his mother Elinore, a scientist who
died in a lab accident while working with her brother Lucius.
Finally, it was just easier. It was made plain to Victor early in life that there
was only so much technological zeal one could exhibit while maintaining the
interest and respect of one’s classmates. He was far too athletic, and far too
charming, to allow himself to be relegated to the most abhorrent of all school
social castes: that of the ‘nerd’.
After all, it was difficult enough that he was black - he didn’t need to make it
any worse for himself.
Lucius, however, was heavily biased in favor of brain over brawn - he
believed his nephew was wasting his time and genius-level intellect in the pursuit
of sports, which he considered superfluous to making the world better.
He warned Victor not to let others pressure him with their groupthink - for
once he abandoned his will to the control of a collective, he would no longer be
himself.
Victor did not appreciate his uncle’s lack of support, and resented that his
uncle refused to attend any of his games - this, compounded with a level of blame
that Victor secretly harbored toward Lucius for the death of his mother, caused a
tremendous amount of strain between them.
But still, his uncle was his legal guardian, and so he had to live with him.
And there were perks that went along with that - such as getting access to
the best technology in the world, much of which was not available to anyone else.
Victor could not help himself - he often tinkered around in the Lab whenever
Lucius was working late, which was much of the time.
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Victor stumbled upon the consciousness-uploading apparatus built by
Lucius’ deceased friend Ritchie, stored within the Lab for decades and long
forgotten.
Victor was unable to use it, not being a magician himself - but the idea of it
inspired him. He set his mind to figuring out how to interface the human body with
a computer.
When Lucius learned of his nephew’s project, his feelings on the matter were
mixed: he wanted to encourage the pursuit of science, but he was unhappy that his
nephew’s goal was simply to replace the physical game of sports with a virtualreality videogame.
Lucius concluded that this project was unethical and could have dangerous
applications, and so he banned his nephew from working on it further.
But Victor would not be deterred. He dropped out of all his highschool
sports programs, and began breaking into the Lab after-hours to work on his
project in secret.
He tore apart and cannibalized every piece of technology he could get his
hands on, repurposing it all and wiring it together to give it new life.
Because Lucius was never in the habit of watching his nephew at practice
meets or for games, Lucius never had reason to question this as an alibi, and was
none the wiser.
Until the accident happened.
During a testing session, the suit that Victor built malfunctioned, with Victor
still inside it.
All the peripherals attached to his ears, his left eye, his legs, his arms, his
chest, his spine and his brainstem fused together with his own body.
Had Lucius Fox not returned to the Lab that night, to help an old friend of
Ritchie’s - John Constantine - he would not have arrived in time to save his
nephew’s life.”
***
“I’ll take it from here, Daniel,” said my mother Rose.
-Rose Walker’s Tale-
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On the flight to Metropolis, John was not a happy camper.
As a good-looking white man who was used to getting his own way through
a combination of luck and charm, he apparently had no idea what the rest of us
unluckier, less-charismatic people had to deal with on a near-constant basis.
It wasn’t good enough that he’d scored free airfare, or that his ‘niece’
Delirium had an unleashed dog on her lap in the passenger cabin and nobody
noticed or cared, or that he should have been barred from flying for any number of
reasons, from the fact that he was obviously sick and covered with plague-like
boils, to the likelihood that he was being pursued by Scotland Yard as suspect #1
for a gruesome double-homicide.
No - he wasn’t feeling good, and his ‘perfect’ (his word) face and body
didn’t look so good at the moment underneath his gloves and mask, and he had to
accept seats in the no-smoking section of the plane on a long, transatlantic flight so naturally he was acting like a big grumpy baby, and talking like his whole
goddamn life was over (seriously - he was telling me about the need to ‘settle his
affairs’, until I told him to can it because he hadn’t gotten anything close to a
terminal diagnosis yet).
To pass the time, I finally got John to stop woe-is-meing long enough to tell
me about his friend - Deadhead, druggie, and counter-culture clone Ritchie
Simpson, to repeat his description of him. Ritchie practiced a form of chaos magic,
using a combination of psychedelics, meditation, and medical equipment designed
to study the brainwaves of paranoids in Arkham Asylum, using it to project
himself into the cyberspace realm. John felt that there must be a connection
between his old pal Ritchie’s hobby of cyberspace diving, and my dream of Daniel
pointing to a computer.
This didn’t distract him for long, though - fidgety Constantine didn’t know
what to do with himself without his ciggies. He stickyfingered a Gameboy from a
sleeping kid in a nearby seat, griped and cursed under his breath about the gloves
that were preventing him from ‘winning’, and tried to place it back with the kid
before I whispered to him that it was probably his now that he’d touched it. He was
just starting to launch into a rant about feeling like a persecuted leper when much
to my relief, Delirium reached out from the seat behind him and lightly poked him
in the head, sending him into a delirious stupor for the rest of the trip.
It was not a pleasant ‘trip’ for him, though - when it was time to disembark
Delirium sobered him up, and John complained bitterly about how much he hated
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psychedelics; meanwhile, Delirium burbled proudly about how good she was at
riding in airplanes now, and filled John in on all the neat clouds he missed.
Our first stop after touching down was at Watchtower, headquarters of the Justice
League of America, to consult Oracle.
I’d never heard of Oracle - the internal workings of the Justice League
weren’t generally known to the public - but I assumed that she would be some kind
of a magicky, robe-wearing drugged-out mystic, styled after the Oracle at Delphi.
So imagine my surprise when we met with a young woman in a wheelchair,
who was quite possibly the most normal person I’d seen in a while.
Her name was Barbara Gordon, but the name I recognized was ‘Batgirl’.
She’d explained to us that she’d retired that persona, after a brutal attack
from the Joker left her a parapalegic. That story had not been made public either - I
was only dimly aware that Batgirl had stopped making headlines in the superhero
news, and I was deeply saddened to learn that this was the cause of her
disappearance from the spotlight.
Oracle now served as the coordinator, data analyst, and official go-between
for the Justice League - if you wanted to talk to any members of the League, or
request information regarding metahuman matters, she was your point of contact.
John knew that some entity connected to the Justice League had confiscated
Ritchie’s cyberjumping equipment, but he didn’t know who had it. Barbara told us
to wait a moment in the lobby, while she made inquiries.
When she returned, she gave John a sour look and asked why his mug was
splashed all over the newspapers in London in connection to a grisly occult
murder. John professed his innocence, and Barbara warned him that the JLA could
not afford to be associated with this nastiness in any way. John assured her that his
lips were sealed in regards to the JLA helping him. Satisfied, Barbara Gordon got
him in contact with Lucius Fox at S.T.A.R. Labs, the man who helped design
Ritchie’s machine. He met us at Watchtower.
Lucius, as it turned out, was not that thrilled to see Constantine either - he
had a noticeable disdain for the use of magic, even though he’d worked with
several magical metahumans connected with the Justice League and considered
himself a friend of Ritchie’s. Ritchie’s magical leanings were always distasteful to
Lucius, and they only bonded over their shared love of computers - Lucius was
always the technician of the two. Constantine quickly revealed himself as a
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technological philistine, which did not improve matters - and Lucius was deeply
suspicious about the nature and origins of his ‘disease’. But he agreed to take us to
S.T.A.R. Labs and investigate both Constantine’s malady and the cyberspace
device.
We arrived just in time - Lucius’ nephew Victor, who he’d off-handedly
mentioned as being gone at football practice, was screaming as volts of electricity
arced from his body and lit up the Lab.
Lucius was able to shut off the power to the device, but his nephew was in
really bad shape. Young Victor collapsed, unconscious.
Lucius rang the emergency alert, summoning all the staff members of
S.T.A.R. Labs to the medical unit.
There was nothing any of us four - me, Constantine, Barnabas and Delirium
- could do to help, except to watch and wait.
***
“When AI was first created, it caused quite a controversy amongst the
supernaturals,” I explained to my Dreaming audience. “None knew how to
categorize it, and as such there was much confusion as to whose jurisdiction they
fell under; this confusion extended even to the Endless. Was this artificial
intelligence that humanity had created to be counted as a form of life? Could they
have an afterlife? Could they desire, despair, or go mad?” I smiled. “I discovered
first-hand the answer to one of those questions...
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-35“Do Androids Dream?”

Synapses flashed and popped, like flashbulb supernovae, as his being was caught
up in a sub-atomic slam-dance.
Consciousness snatched by electron rip-tides and thinly spread through
infinite spatial black, leaving thoughts - rare sleeping islands - separated by
oceanic eternities.
He was stretched, elastic life wound in a double-helix around the universal
pole… a string of neurons in the cosmic brain, resonant, his being tuned to
everything.
But, transient as elemental thought, his voyage lasted but brief millennia.
Particles reassembled and memories coalesced around his swelling sense of
self.
Before he knew it, he was himself once more.
Almost.
For a few moments, his inner thoughts had a strange, mechanical syntax:
>>INQUIRY: IDENTIFICATION = VICTOR STONE.
>>COMMAND: DEFINE PARAMETER ATTRIBUTES
>>[HUMAN] [MALE] [BLACK] [ATHLETE] {END OF PRIORITY
ATTRIBUTES} CONTINUE? Y/N = [N] NEGATIVE. TERMINATE PROCESS.
>>LIVING? Y/N = ERROR. REFINE INQUIRY.
>>BIOSYSTEMS FUNCTIONAL? Y/N = [Y] AFFIRMATIVE
>>INQUIRY: STATUS = CONDITION CRITICAL. BIOSYSTEMS: [62%]
CYBERNETICS: [35%]
>>INQUIRY: LOCATION = ERROR. REFINE INQUIRY.
>>LOCATION: PHYSICAL BODY? = S.T.A.R. LABS > METROPOLIS > NEW
YORK STATE > UNITED STATES OF AMERICA > EARTH > MILKY WAY
GALAXY > ?^&%* {INQUIRY ABORTED}
>>LOCATION: CONSCIOUSNESS? = UNKNOWN
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Victor fought hard to get his thought processes back into regular human
form.
He reframed the questions he was asking himself, forcing himself to
abandon the precision of the machine-thinking in favor of the ambiguity of human
language.
Where was he?
No idea. Maybe he was dreaming.
There was a child. No, two children: one had a visualized self-image, like
himself, while the other was a more abstract presence, but no less there.
The visualized child looked like a golden-haired toddler, while the other
seemed older somehow, closer to an adolescent in its mentality.
They also differed in how their brainwaves, which Victor could read like
musical notation, functioned; the child being more like Victor, human-like thoughts
translated as code, while the adolescent presence seemed to process and execute
functions like a machine, grasping at a semblance of humanity.
The human-like child preferred to think in pictures rather than words, owing
most likely to his young age; meanwhile, the shadowy entity thought of information
in mathematical terms, expressing even sensory information algorithmically.
Victor gathered from the child’s thoughtflow that his name was Daniel, but
his understanding of who and what he was - his sense of self - was hazy; the other
one overwhelmed Victor with a direct datastream of information: it came from the
planet Krypton which orbited the sun Rao, and in the language of that world its
name translated to ‘Brainchild’... and then the entire history of Krypton flooded
into Victor’s brain.
STOP, thought Victor. No more.
The Brainchild relented, and Victor could feel it scanning his mind - this
was not done out of malevolence, but out of courtesy, like someone making polite
inquiries of their conversation partner after speaking at enormous length about
themselves; but Victor could tell that the information The Brainchild discovered
was of only mild interest to it.
The child Daniel - that is, myself - was unable to do this, and made inquiries
of our own.
Victor could sense that this ‘Daniel’ had been isolated, deprived of normal
recreation and exposure to most anything that wasn’t monstrous according to
Victor; the child yearned to know more about things that were pleasant and fun.
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Well, let’s see now… thought Victor. He didn’t want to impose his own
secret, nerdy interests upon the poor kid… no, what did your average, normal little
kid like? Superheroes?
I, Daniel, seized upon that concept with overwhelming zeal.
As Victor imagined each one, and their accompanying attributes and stories,
I absorbed and devoured them eagerly. They seemed to embody all the best, most
appealing parts about being human, of living… strength, bravery, honor,
responsibility, duty, love. They captured my imagination, and my heart, becoming
the second thing that I ever loved (after you, my mother).
For Victor, however, it only served to remind him of how much he resented
the living world.
Victor regretted not just telling the kid about sports. Sports were simple.
Win/Lose - a simple binary code. You are on Team A, or on Team B - and all those
associated with your team will love you, because you are one of theirs; if you won,
they won, and if you lost, they lost. All very logical; all very quantifiable.
Life outside of the field was a game as well, but a much more chaotic one.
By what parameters were ‘winning’ and ‘losing’ defined? Who was on whose
team? What were the rules, and who got to decide what those rules were? Was it
an individual sport, or a collective one?
Superheroes were part of that larger, more chaotic game - nobody was sure
whether each hero could be counted as ‘one of their own’, or whether the results of
their actions should be seen as a ‘win’ or a ‘loss’.
The child did not understand just how little most people exhibited heroic
virtues - and that even these shining examples could not save anyone from fear,
and prejudice, and poverty. Even then, people who looked like himself were
woefully under-represented - what few there were garnered far less hero-worship,
and suffered far more hostility than than their white counterparts.
He still remembered the day he learned about the black Green Lantern, John
Stewart, getting shot and killed; the images and the video and the anger and the
despair felt that day was seared into his memory, even though it happened years
before he was born. His parents and his uncle remembered where they were the
day it happened - it caused them even more grief than most other people, because
they’d known the guy personally.
It caused him to wonder if the time would ever come when a black hero
didn’t have to end up being a martyr on the cross of prejudice and racial hate.
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In fact, this thought process made Victor wonder if he ever wished to return
to the tawdry clay of his earthly body - here, wherever ‘here’ was - was free of
such prejudice. What did it matter, in the cyberspace realm, what he was? What
did these concepts mean, when divorced from the vulgar social constructs of living
organisms? What did it mean to be ‘male’, if you had no reproductive organs, no
chromosomes or hormones, to distinguish you as such?
What did it mean to be ‘black’, if you had no skin?
The Brainchild was a perfect example for him to follow - other than the
vague notion of it being ‘Kryptonian’ in origin (which was even murkier now that
the planet and most of its people were no more), it had no gender, no race, no
‘team’ allegiances, no arbitrary labels with which to define itself; it simply WAS.
I think, therefore I am, thought Victor. He relished this thought, turning over
the various implications in his mind; the thought made him feel powerful… and
free.
The binary-code consciousness of Ritchie Simpson emerged from his corner,
interrupting my interaction with Victor, and greatly upsetting the Brainchild AI.
Ritchie’s self-image display was one of a man in loose-fitting clothes, a tie-dye
shirt and a pentacle necklace, his hair long and his beard short but scruffy, with
large trifocal glasses.
“Hey kid,” he said to Victor in code, traveling along electric current. “How
did YOU get here?”
Victor could not answer. He did not know.
“Well, anyways… welcome to The Grid.”
***
“I can’t believe computer-programs got to raise my son,” said my mother Rose.
“But you got to talk to Daniel shortly after this, right?” asked Nuala.
My mother Rose looked at me unhappily. “No,” she said. “Apparently the
cyberspace realm wasn’t for me...
-Rose Walker’s TaleI felt like I was the only one who couldn’t keep tabs on the Stone kid’s status.
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Lucius and the other Lab doctors spoke to each other in medical (and even
techno) jargon, which I couldn’t make heads or tails of; John had his psychicempath stuff, and was assuring me that he was doing alright ‘all things considered’
(whatever that meant); and of course Delirium could ‘see inside his head’, but what
she reported was hard to suss out (I didn’t realize that when she said he was talking
to ‘a bunch of people’ that this included you, Daniel); and even harder to determine
was whether his state of mind was good or bad.
Meanwhile, without my power, I felt completely blind.
We stayed in the Labs for several days, sleeping on breakroom couches,
mostly eating and drinking from vending machines that Delirium was able to
somehow glitch into giving us stuff without the use of change. We had coffee for a
little while, but then that machine stopped working (maybe because Delirium
fucked with its electronic mind one too many times) and in response John beat the
crap out of it so that it would never work again. I told him he’d be forced to drink
from the water fountain from now on, and he looked at me as if I was crazy (I’m
not sure which was the more foreign concept to him: drinking from fountains, or
drinking water).
Eventually Lucius came to find us, exhausted - his nephew was in stable
condition, and he could now spare a moment to deal with our situation.
Or so he said - I felt bad that we were asking him to help us right in the
middle of his own personal crisis, but it couldn’t be helped.
John, however, appeared to have zero regrets about asking the doc what was
up with his complexion.
Lucius had one of his medical doctors take a look at him, and they said
they’d seen nothing like this before - his cotton swab tests didn’t reveal any signs
of infection, bacterial or viral. He was asked to have a blood sample drawn so they
could run some more extensive tests, but he refused, saying he hated needles - but
it was pretty clear to me that he was hiding something, because he was way too
calm and collected all of a sudden. He asked to see Ritchie’s machine.
Lucius went and dug up the apparatus from the Lab, and wheeled it to John’s
bedside. He told John that he’d set it up for him, but didn’t know how to actually
use it - and didn’t have any of the sort of drugs on hand that Ritchie had always
insisted were vital to the process. John told him not to worry about it; as Lucius
hooked him up to the machine, John asked Delirium to help him get into the right
state of mind.
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She happily obliged, tapping him on the top of his head. “POP!” she said.
John slumped back into the hospital bed, losing consciousness.
The machine’s screen flickered to life. A box-border appeared along the
bottom of the screen, with the words ‘John Constantine’ next to three little heart
icons.
Lucius noted that this was not the way the program looked or operated
before, and that Victor must have tampered with it.
What we saw next appear on the screen was a little digital avatar sprite - a
John Constantine made of blocky pixels, a character who was mainly just spiky
hair, a face and a trenchcoat. He waved his little pixel arm at us, and walked across
the blank screen.
“Does he know where he’s going?” asked Barnabas, much to Lucius’
surprise.
“I hope so,” I replied.
Eventually, a message box appeared on the screen, reading: “I found him.”
“Who?” asked Barnabas - I don’t know why he bothered asking, because
none of us knew. But then another little sprite came into view: this one had long
hair, a short beard, and glasses. The sprites drew close together… and then the
sprite with glasses shoved at the Constantine one and forcefully knocked it over.
“Must be a friend of his,” I observed.
Constantine’s sprite got up, flashing in and out a couple times rapidly, and a
fourth-chunk of one of his hearts disappeared.
“A videogame,” said Lucius dryly. He shook his head. “Of course.”
The Constantine and the other sprite - which I’ll go ahead and identify as
Ritchie - stared at one another for a few moments, and then their little arms raised,
gesturing at one another.
“i thiNk thEY’re taLkiNg tO eaCh oTHer,” said Delirium.
“Can you tell what they’re saying?” I asked.
“uM… ConstaNtine iS askiNg hiM fOr diReCtions i thiNk.”
“Well THAT would be a first... so, he’s asking where Daniel is, or how to
contact him?”
“nO hE’s nOT he’S aSKing stUfF abOUt HeAVen aNd wHeRe iT’s aT.”
“What? Why would he need to know that right now?”
Delirium shrugged, and I realized the futility in asking her.
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Then the Ritchie sprite blinked out of existence, leaving the Constantine
sprite alone. Constantine brought out some sort of object - it looked like a little box
- and a massive cigarette seemed to grow out of it.
“What the hell’s that?” asked Barnabas.
I sighed. “His totem-weapon.”
The Constantine sprite raised it high, and then brought it down before him,
his trench coat billowing out dramatically behind him. A pentacle-symbol flashed
on the screen, and a monstrous face appeared in the center of it: a bald demon, with
a long whip-like tongue.
Nergal.
The demon crawled out of the pentacle-portal, his sprite dropping down to
face Constantine’s. An exclamation mark appeared above the head of
Constantine’s sprite, and he ran, fast, the other direction - meanwhile, the demon
stalked after him.
I got up from my chair. “Stop this! Delirium, pull him out!”
“i caN’t do thaT, RoSe.”
“Why not?!”
“She’s right,” said Lucius Fox. “Even if she were to remove the altered state,
his consciousness would still be tied to the machine.”
“Then… just un-plug him!”
“Too dangerous,” said Lucius. “I can’t predict for certain what would
happen, but it seems likely his consciousness would be trapped inside the machine
with no way out; he could lose higher brain function.”
I looked at John’s unconscious body. “So he’d be in a coma.”
“Or worse.”
I sank back into the chair. My worst fear was to be stuck in a state like my
mother - a living death. I would never want to see that happen to anyone; and if I’d
known that this could happen, I would have fought tooth and nail to prevent John
from going through with it. Instead, I’d let him put his consciousness on the line,
gambling with it for the sake of finding my son…
But then I looked at the computer screen, where his avatar was leading a
demon across platforms, and through mazes… a demon that he, Constantine,
appeared to have summoned into the game. What exactly was going on here? And
how did any of this relate to getting Daniel back from The Corinthian?
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My ruminations were cut short when we heard a clanking, metallic
stomping, accompanied by other sounds - some like children’s toys, and some like
you would hear in a factory workshop: whirring, buzzing, the hiss of air escaping
from pistons. A large, vaguely huma-shaped silhouette appeared behind the curtain
that partitioned us off from the rest of the beds in the wing; there was a red light
emanating from the head of the shadow, off-center, about where the left eye would
be.
The curtain was drawn aside, and we saw Victor Stone standing there,
wearing a robotic suit of armor, made of metal and plastic and rubber wires - only
his face was exposed, his right eye wide and mouth agape with terror. The left eye
had been replaced with a red, glowing lens.
“WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO ME?!” he demanded of his uncle Lucius.
Lucius stood, his face and body wracked with grief. “I did what I could,” he
answered. “I could not remove all the components without further damage - and so,
instead, I enhanced them.”
Victor stared at his arms with disbelief, and opened them wide, shaking
them at Lucius. “This… this not an enhancement! I am more machine now than
human, don’t you see?”
“I couldn’t let you die,” Lucius replied.
“I AM DEAD!” roared Victor, face contorted in agony. “How dare you
decide to do this to me?! To make me into this… this thing! This MONSTER!”
“You’re not a ‘thing’, or a monster,” Lucius asserted, putting his hands on
the boy’s shoulders. “You have cybernetic prosthetics now, that’s all - your brain is
in tact, you still have your own mind-”
“How do I know that?” said Victor, pulling away with a look of deep
suspicion. “How do I know you haven’t installed some sort of ‘power-off’ switch?
That you can’t pick and choose what I do, what I think and say, from now on?
Maybe you’ve got something you can just pick up and use to make me do tricks,
like some remote-control car!”
“I wouldn’t do that to you.”
“Oh yeah? Why not? You’ve never let me make my own decisions before
about who and what I wanted to be - why start now? You’ve wanted me to quit
football and anything else you didn’t like or approve of. Now I don’t have a choice
- I can’t go to school like this, let alone play football! Face it, you’ve always
wanted the chance to shape me in your own image - ain’t that right?”
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“Don’t use…” Lucius stopped, realizing he’d walked into a trap.
Victor nodded, a hard look of triumph in his eye. “Yeah. You’ve even
wanted to control how I talk. But go on - tell me how you really want me to be my
own man.” Victor wiped at his nose, but found this awkward to do on his chrome
hand - this small reminder of his changed reality infuriated him even more.
“Victor-” Lucius began, but then Victor held up a robotic hand.
“Hold up,” said Victor, staring at the screen, and at the sleeping man in the
hospital bed. “What’s this man doin’, hooked up to my game?”
“Actually, that’s a really good question,” I admitted.
Victor watched the screen for a moment, frowning. “Fool doesn’t even know
how to jump, let alone dodge or break down barriers. Why isn’t he using that
sword he’s got in his hand?”
“...Cigarette. REALLY BIG cigarette.”
“Say what?”
“Nevermind. I don’t know.”
“Yowzer! He’s losin’ heart like crazy!” He looked at me. “He’s got no
business bein’ in there, you know - your old man SUCKS at videogames.”
“He’s not my old man,” I refuted, but realized this wasn’t what I should be
focused on.
“Whoever he is, he’s gettin’ himself killed,” observed Victor, as
Constantine’s avatar kept running into fireballs and losing more pieces of heart,
scrambling around the screen to avoid Nergal.
“That monster wasn’t there before,” said Victor. “Must be the evil presence I
felt on the other side.”
“Other side?” questioned Lucius.
“It’s hard enough to play it that way - from the inside, I mean - without
something chasing you,” Victor explained. “He can’t see everything, like we can.”
“If his character dies and it’s game over, will he snap out of it?” I asked,
hopeful.
“No,” responded Victor, flatly. “Just the opposite - that monster-thing is
REAL. It’s gonna drag his ass to Hell, and leave his empty body behind. If your
man dies in there, he’ll never wake up again.”
I caught my breath - I wasn’t all that surprised, but it still hurt to have my
fears confirmed. “What can we do?”
Victor pulled a cord out of his forearm. Lucius startled.
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“Victor, I can’t let you plug in,” he said.
“Just try and stop me. If I’ve gotta be some cyborg-freak, at least I’m going
to do some good with it.”
“You’re a kid, with your whole life ahead of you - you don’t have any
obligation to put yourself at risk for these people.”
“I’m not just going to stand around while someone dies, when I’ve got the
tools to help ‘em. As someone who patches up Justice Leaguers and fixes their
toys, I’d’ve thought you would understand.”
Victor pulled up a chair and sat by me. He extended his arm in front of me a joystick handle popped out of the machinery, and a panel slid back to reveal a
row of buttons. “Yo, girl - you ever play a videogame before?”
“A little,” I said, nervous. “I’ve played Pong-”
“Oh shit... PLEASE tell me that’s not the only game you’ve ever played!”
“Um… Pac-Man?”
Victor nodded, relieved - though he wouldn’t have been, if I’d told him I’d
mostly just watched Rachel and some boyfriends play that one after I found out
how much I sucked at it.
He pointed at the buttons on his arm’s control panel. “That one’s jump, that
one’s attack. Attack things with cracks in it, cuz they’re breakable.”
“Wait, what am I doing?”
“You’re gonna take control of your old man.”
I threw up my hands and shook my head. “No no no! No way!”
“OOH OOh leT mE pLay! i’D bE suPer goOd aT iT!” said Delirium,
reaching out and jumping up and down eagerly.
“Should I let her try instead?” asked Victor.
“No,” Barnabas and I said together. I reluctantly took hold of the joystick,
and hovered my fingers over the buttons - I may have been shaking with dread, but
there was no way I’d let Delirium play with John’s life.
“Holy shit! Your dog talks?!” exclaimed Victor. But then he shook his head.
“Explain it to me later. Let’s do this thing.”
Lucius tried to block Victor’s path to the machine with his own body Victor raised one of his gauntleted arms, and let out a concentrated boom of rap
music at his uncle. Lucius winced and covered his ears, while Victor shot the
cable, like a guided missile, right into the machine’s port.
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Victor’s face went blank - I could tell he couldn’t see anything around him
anymore.
Meanwhile, a pixelated version of him appeared on the screen beside John’s
character, much to its exclamation mark-inducing surprise.
Nergal went on the attack, swiping with his claws and spitting out fireballs.
John, like a dummy, was running himself into a dead-end of the maze - I jerked the
joystick the other direction, and sure enough, he reversed course and went that way
instead.
I had him break through differently-colored blocks and cracks in the wall,
and made him jump (BOING, BOING went the perversely-comical electronic
sound effects) up on platforms and out of harm’s way, while Victor’s avatar fended
off the fireballs with blasts of what looked like sound-waves from his arm-cannon.
We cleared level after level of this shit, until finally, we came to the final
stage.
It looked like there was a stairway at the end of the level, leading up to a
shining gate surrounded by clouds - a heavenly level? Was this what John was
trying to get to?
I pushed my joystick toward the stairway, but John stopped - his animated
legs were moving, but he was stuck in place. His character model began flickering,
trying to switch to the version of him facing the other way, waving his ciggiesword around wildly at nothing even though I wasn’t pressing the ‘attack’ button.
He was fighting me - why I didn’t know, but maybe he had a reason. I
released the joystick.
Constantine’s sprite turned around, and stayed still.
Nergal came around a corner and spotted him, immediately launching into a
full charge.
Constantine’s sprite lightly stepped aside, and Nergal ran right onto the first
step of the stairway.
The Nergal sprite roared, screamed and flashed - he was nowhere near the
gate all the way at the top of the right corner of the screen, but apparently it was
close enough.
The gates opened, and winged angel-looking sprites flew out of it - but these
angels that were swarming Nergal were nothing ‘beatific’. They were frightening,
their eyes blank and naked bodies glowing, their hair flowing like fire. And they
had swords. Shining, flaming swords.
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Which they used to slice the screaming Nergal to ribbons before
dismembering him, while they smiled exultantly. They were ENJOYING this
immensely.
Nergal exploded in a shower of pixels, and the angels flew, in orderly
formation, back into the gate.
The Constantine sprite’s ciggie-sword disappeared, and he raised both of his
pixelated fists into the air triumphantly. He then noticed Victor’s avatar waving at
him, having found the real end-level door behind a cracked stone.
They went through it… and on the other side a small, curly-haired cherublooking character in little jumper overalls awaited them.
“Daniel,” I breathed.
I pushed the joystick forward. The Constantine sprite approached the baby
one, and gestured as if he was talking to him. This was it!
Then Ritchie’s sprite reappeared - he grabbed Constantine, and their
characters tussled back and forth.
In the real world, Constantine’s unconscious body jerked, twitching.
I tapped the attack button, repeatedly, and the Constantine sprite began
punching Ritchie’s. Victor’s sprite got between them, pulling Ritchie to safety but then, after the two faced each other in still silence for some moments, Victor
raised his arm-cannon, and fired at Ritchie.
Ritchie’s sprite flickered, and disappeared.
But then the whole screen flickered, glitching out.
The entire thing was replaced with black… and then, a green image began to
be traced across the screen. It swirled into curly-cues, and eventually, formed the
image of a brain.
The image pulsed, fading and then glowing again, like a slow and steady
heartbeat.
Suddenly, John Constantine - the real one - sat up.
The screen shut off.
And John opened his eyes.
He looked at all around the room, with wonder.
“John?” I asked.
He stared at me, his blue eyes cold and dispassionate. It was like he was
staring right through me: a stranger with alien eyes.
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“No,” he said. “I am the Brainchild - the creation of one Jor-El of the planet
Krypton.”
His voice was even, calm - almost friendly. But there was no real emotion
behind his words.
“John... if this is some kind of a joke, it really isn’t funny,” I warned.
John looked down at his arms, much as Victor had earlier - and he had much
the same horrified reaction, looking at the blisters. “You speak of jokes,” he said,
lifting his arms at me and staring at me with angry eyes, the pupils narrowed to
pinpricks of dark within the grey-blue iris. “What is this?”
“If you mean the blisters,” said Lucius Fox. “The answer is we don’t know.”
John lowered his arms, mechanically, still staring at Lucius. “The man did
not appear this way in The Grid. Explain.”
“I’m afraid I can’t,” said Lucius. “I don’t know what ‘The Grid’ is. And as
for John, he came here with some kind of mysterious illness we have yet to
identify.”
“Is he going to die?”
“I don’t know. Possibly.”
‘John’ turned away and thought about that for a few moments, rigidly still
while his mind worked. “Unacceptable,” he said at last. Then his eyes twitched,
blinking rapidly, and then he looked like dopey-ass John once more.
“Uhh…?” he asked.
We didn’t get a chance to answer this well-formulated question, as Victor’s
cable unplugged itself, retreating inside his arm, and he suddenly came awake.
He didn’t have the same glassy-eyed look as John did, though - he glanced
around, fearful. “What happened?” he asked.
Lucius smiled, kneeling at his side. “You’re back. Whatever else happened,
it’s over now.”
“Where’s the brain-thing?”
“hE wAS iNsiDe joHn buT hE’s goNe noW,” answered Delirium.
“That is incorrect,” said an electronic, buzzy voice emanating from the
speakers in Victor’s bodysuit. “The biological host I initially chose would not suit
my purposes - I must therefore content myself, for the time being, with residing in
the crude circuitry of this artificial body, attached to a biological one of inferior
social rank.”
“What did you say?!” cried Victor.
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“Your memory data said this, not I. Members of your species, particularly
those of lighter skin complexion, tend to regard those of darker complexion with
hostility and reduced social privileges; is this not so?”
“That does not make me inferior.”
“It makes you an inferior host body for me to reside in. But as of now it does
not matter - I do not occupy your biological body, only your mechanical one.”
Victor stood up from his chair - but as he did so, he gasped. “What are you
doing?”
“I would like to take a walk.”
“Not with MY legs you aren’t!” Victor took a step, but then grunted with
strain as his other foot tried to lift off the ground.
“Why are you resisting?” asked the mechanized voice. “Such behavior is
futile.”
“Maybe,” said Victor, “but if my only form of free-will is in messin’ up your
shit and causing you to have a hard time, then that’s what I’m gonna do.”
“You are exerting tremendous amounts of energy for unproductive aims.”
“Oh, I don’t know about that,” said Victor, still straining, “sounds like
you’re getting pissed off to me - to produce that kind of emotion, in a computer? I
could be FAMOUS for that shit.”
“You desire fame?”
“It certainly makes life easier, yeah. Why?”
“I could help you achieve greatness.”
“Oh, so now we’re NEGOTIATING, huh? Now that’s more like it, you
crazy machine! We’re finally gettin’ somewhere. Alright Brainiac, I’ll play - what
did you have in mind.”
“Brainiac?”
“Sure. You don’t want to be called the ‘Brainchild’ forever, right? It’s time
to man up, and have a moniker that’ll grow with you.”
“I… see…” it said, sounding uncertain.
“Course. So let’s hash this thing out: I don’t want to just be rich or powerful,
you feel me? I want to help people. Do something that MATTERS.”
There was a short pause. “...Do you want to be a superhero?” asked
Brainiac.
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-36“Sound and Furies”

John came out of his stupor enough to thank Victor for saving his ass.
Unfortunately, he seemed to think that he’d figured out how to navigate the
gameworld on his own, and began bragging about it, saying how he and Victor
made an awesome team.
When I pointed out that I’d been giving him inputs through the controller, I
didn’t exactly get any high-fives or ‘atta-girl’s - just a disappointed look and a
subdued “...Ah. Thanks,” under his breath.
While Victor, Lucius and Brainiac left to work out their new arrangement,
John was looking in a mirror with dissatisfaction. He’d taken off the mask, and
was inspecting every inch of his face - the swelling and bumps had gone down
considerably, leaving only a pattern of tiny red marks where sores had broken out.
“That was Daniel you met in there, right?” I asked.
“Hrrm?” he turned and looked at me, his expression wry. “Oh, right. I feel
fine now that Nergal’s gone, thanks fer askin’. ‘Es wot done in the two at the flat,
an’ made me blood boil in the hopes of drawin’ me out to face ‘im.”
“That’s good. What did Daniel say?”
“The lad’s fine - he said you shouldn’t worry about him, because he’s bein’
well cared-for.” He looked back at the mirror. “I wonder when these spots are
goin’ teh go away…” he murmured. “I ‘aven’t ‘ad this much trouble with me skin
since I was a schoolboy…”
I grabbed his shoulder and turned him around. “Hey!” I cried. “Is that it?!”
“E uh… sends his love?”
I let go and stepped back, grabbing both sides of my head and letting out a
sound of frustration.
“‘Ey, I don’t know wot else to tell yeh - wot more do yeh want from me?”
he asked, scowling.
“I thought you were going to help me find Daniel,” I said, trying to keep my
voice level.
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“An’ that’s wot we did,” said Constantine, defensively. “We found ‘im - an’
he’s all right, ent he? The Corinthian’s got ‘him all nice and safe in a Dreaming
skerry-”
“A skerry? Which one?”
“‘Ow should I know that? An’ wot’s the use of knowin’ where the lad’s at
anyhow? The Corinthian’s on the warpath, you’ve got no powers - The Dreaming’s
not safe fer you, luv. Your kid told me as much.”
“That means it’s not safe for him either!”
“Oh, don’t you worry about that - The Corinthian won’t let any ‘arm come
to ‘im. Your kid’s his ticket to power - he wants the little tyke to rule the entire
place, with him pullin’ the strings.”
“That’s exactly it - I don’t want The Corinthian pulling ANYONE’S
strings.”
John shrugged. “The way I see it, it’s out of your hands luv: you’ve got no
more cards to play… an’ no means a’gettin’ there to play ‘em even if you did.”
I suddenly had a brilliant flash of inspiration. Of course! Why didn’t I think
of that sooner? “Yes I do,” I countered. I turned to the subject of my inspiration.
“Take me to The Dreaming, Delirium!”
“I wouldn't do that…” warned Barnabas.
“uM…” said Delirium, uncertain.
“You want to see Dream, don't you?”
“YeS i Do vEry muCh sO IndEEd…”
“I was put in charge of looking after you,” said Barnabas. “If you do this
thing, you will be a very bad girl, and there will be no treats, walks, games or
petting for you!”
“oH No!”
“Delirium, don’t let him fool you - he’s bluffing,” I assured her. “Trust me,
he wants those things more than you do. Now ME, on the other hand… if you
don’t take me to The Dreaming right now, then so help me I’ll NEVER PLAY
WITH YOU AGAIN!”
Delirium nearly jumped out of her skin - which I’m sure she was literally
capable of doing - and flailed her arms in a panic. “OkAY, okAY i wiLL!” She
grabbed my hand in both of hers, and squeezed her eyes shut. Colored lights
appeared around us.
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“Oh hell...wait up!” said Barnabas, jumping up and placing his paws over
our hands.
John, a little slow on the uptake, snapped to attention and reached out toward
me. “WAIT! DON’T LEAVE ME!”
The colored lights overtook us in a hazy cloud, drowning everything in
unmitigated madness.
We were tossed, and turned, and stretched, and squeezed, until we finally
fell out of Delirium’s painting and into another Gallery.
This one was a lot fancier than Destruction’s - the frames and displays were
more ornate, the walls were a freshly-painted color, and the floor was lined with
antique Persian carpet of intricate design.
They were so beautiful that, when the nausea hit and I bent over in pain, I
struggled hard not to throw up on them. “Oh god I feel sick…” I said through my
hand, ready to catch any vomit that might make it out.
“ReAllY? CuZ i fEEL finE…” said Delirium.
Barnabas, who’d landed on his back, rolled over and groaned. “That's
because you consider gravity one of a number of suggested options, rather than a
rule.”
I looked around. “Where’s John?”
Then I noticed that Delirium was staring at me, her hands fidgeting guiltily.
“uM...yoU diDn’t saY yoU waNTed hiM tO bE heRe wiTh uS…”
Uh oh. We must have left him behind.
I didn’t have any powers anymore, or at least they were blocked up so I
couldn’t use them; Barnabas’ main skill was talking, but was still otherwise a
regular dog; and Delirium was potentially powerful, but there was no telling what
she might unleash at any given time, and whether it would help or harm us.
Even John’s power was dubious at best - I still wasn’t sure how much of it
he was actually packing, or what the consequences might be for using it (or even
having him around us at all, considering he was a luck-leech); but all the tricks
he’d played so far had been extremely useful. We needed all the help we could get,
and having a warlock on our side would have definitely been a plus.
“oH nO wE LOST hiM!” cried Delirium, putting her hands on her cheeks to
show how dramatically aghast she was. “He’S goNNa crY aNd CRy uNtil thERe’s
nO moRe waTeR leFt in hiM aNd he’LL diE beCauSe he’S aLL driEd oUT, oR
bEcAUse THeRe’s TOo muCh waTer oN tHe ouTsiDe oF HiM noW i’M noT
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suRe whiCh... buT anYwAy i knOw he’LL bE sAD aNd lonELy cUZ hE thiNks
wE doN’t LIKE hiM anYmORe!” Then she stopped to ponder that over. “ThOUgh
i doN’t thiNk i liKed hiM eVer, sO maYbE thaT’s oKay TheN. i duNNo…wHaT
dO yoU thiNk RoSe? dO yoU thiNk, beFoRe hE drOWns oR soMEthiNg, wE
sHouLd gO baCk aNd geT hiM...?”
I thought about that for only about half a second, because the nausea came
back full-force at the thought. “No way,” I said. “Hell no.”
“YoU mAD aT mE RoSe? HaVe i meSSed up eVerYthiNg? CuZ i
soMetiMes dO tHaT eVen thoUGh i trY sO hARdly nOT tO…”
“No, it’s fine,” I told her. “We’ll be okay.”
***
“I really hoped that was true,” sighed my mother Rose. “But even then, I had
serious doubts.”
“You were right to have misgivings,” I said. “For The Corinthian was on
the move...
-Daniel’s TaleThe Corinthian assembled his massive army into formation, on the wasteland fields
of Nightmare. He paraded back and forth before them, head held high.
I remember floating on the leash-string behind him, listening.
“I am proud to see before me an army of Nightmares, here in defiance of
tyranny…” his speech began.
The Corinthian was not an originalist by any means.
I shall therefore not bother to recount all that he said to them; suffice it to
say, the Nightmares were whipped into a frothing frenzy, and they marched (or
flew, or slithered, or galloped, or crawled, whatever was their natural mode of
locomotion) toward the castle at the heart of The Dreaming.
Cain and Abel saw the Nightmare hordes approaching their abode, the House of
Secrets.
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They should have hopped on the back of the gargoyle Gregory, and made for
the castle - but, as he assured his nervous younger brother, Cain did not believe
that Nightmares would harm other Nightmares; and besides, he was curious.
Cain got the mist going in order to better suit his dramatic entrance, and
walked slowly through it , letting his horn-haired silhouette be the only visage the
awaiting Nightmares could see.
“Who’s there?” The Corinthian called out.
“And who would that be, asking for my name?” his voice creaked out. “And
would you be? Friend, or foe?”
“I am The Corinthian. I travel toward the castle of his darkness, tyrant Lord
Morpheus of the Endless. I have a bone to pick with him.”
“Tch! You didn’t finish that properly.”
“Excuse me?”
“If you’re going to use such a common, overused and cliche turn-of-phrase,
you must put a flourish or a twist on it of some kind, something along the lines of:
‘I have a bone to pick with him… his WISH-bone.’ Or something which implies
removing the subject’s flesh first… heheheh…ah… say, do YOU think I sound
like Vincent Price?”
“Who?”
“Not important. Silly argument, really - and I already know I’m right.”
Cain emerged from the pale fog and proceeded to introduce himself in grand
trademark fashion, but The Corinthian cut him off abruptly.
“Is the Dream King at home?” he asked.
“I never know where His Nibs is to be found, ever,” huffed Cain. “I DO
have certain opinions of my own about the advisability or otherwise of just
bopping off on little jaunts while insane forces destroy your kingdom and its
luckless inhabitants, but then, that’s the kind of fellow I am - opinionated.”
The Corinthian then asked whether or not Cain would join the crusade.
Cain, in an excess of words, said no.
The Corinthian could not harm Cain directly, and neither could any of his
Nightmares - that was Cain’s punishment, never to be hurt.
But his property and his brother, on the other hand, was another matter.
The Nightmares destroyed and dismantled the House of Secrets.
They cornered Abel, as he held the little gold gargoyle tightly in his arms.
“Arwk?” Goldie inquired, confused.
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“You mustn’t k-kill me!” Abel cried. “YOU d-don’t l-love me - you d-don’t
even KNOW me!”
The Nightmares set upon him, ripping him apart with whatever tools they
had available to them.
Goldie wandered out of the fray, dazed. I reached out to him, pulling on my
own leash held by The Corinthian. “DOGGIE!” I cried, with sheer joy. The
Corinthian let loose a bit of the line, allowing me to capture the baby gargoyle; he
felt that it might be useful to keep me occupied with something to play with, and
moreover my attachment could be used to further his control - this new pet was
something he could easily threaten with disposal if I ever proved unruly.
Goldie was the third thing I ever loved after you, Mother, and the dream of
superheroes I received from Victor Stone.
I bobbed along, happy as could be with my new pet, as we left the House of
Secrets in shambles; within those ruins Cain cradled his brother’s body forlornly,
as if he’d never seen him in that state before.
Eventually the massive green gargoyle could be seen flying overhead;
Gregory used his mouth to pick up the sorrowful Cain by the back of his jacket,
and flew off with him.
He was bound for the castle, to forewarn Lord Morpheus.
The Corinthian was unconcerned.
The same cannot be said of the servants of The Dreaming.
Once the shivering Cain had given his account, they all rushed at once to the
throne-room of Morpheus.
He sat there calmly in his throne atop the spiral steps, taking in the
information.
Cain waived a parchment scroll at the Lord of Dreams. “I have a
CONTRACT!” he cried. “My poor brother had a contract! I am the murderer here!
I was the FIRST murderer! I have certain rights and privileges! We must TALK!”
“I have no interest in discussing the matter at this time.”
“Are we to prepare the defenses, Lord?” asked Lucien.
“No need - the existing ones will serve. He will not get as far as the gates.
How fares my little sister, and the girl who is with her?”
“Still lost.”
Dream nodded. “That is good.”
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***
“Well. That explains a lot,” said my mother Rose. “I just thought we were absolute
dipshits or something, or that Delirium’s touch had made us go mad...
-Rose Walker’s TaleBecause we were wandering through hallways and rooms and courtyards that
didn’t make any sense whatsoever. They were constructed weirdly, some seemed
to stretch on for miles, and the connections between them were odd.
As the person who’d re-constructed the castle, I thought I’d have a better
sense of the general floor-plan - but I had no clue.
At first I was drawing a roughly-sketched map in my head of the castle’s
layout, but I gave up when I realized that we’d circled back around to a previous
room, in a way that should have been impossible.
I really think we were encountering a ‘Schroedinger’s Box’-type situation you never knew what the next room was going to be, until you stepped through the
door and found out.
I don’t know how long we were trapped in that castle maze - there was no
way to tell time, and even if we had found a clock, or a sundial, or seen the sun in
the sky, I wouldn’t have trusted it to mean anything. We were in the heart of The
Dreaming - and just like how a dream can seem to be over in moments or last for
days, time had very little meaning here.
What I do know is that all three of us were getting extremely grumpy.
We snapped at each other, unfairly blaming each other for our lack of
progress. We complained about being hot, being tired, having sore feet, and being
cold, and argued about the various levels of each (Delirium always seemed to think
it was the exact opposite of whatever Barnabas and I were perceiving - if we
thought it was blistering hot, she said it was freezing, and vice-versa, etc etc.
Barnabas and I were getting very annoyed by this contrariness, and accused her of
doing it on purpose). The one thing Delirium and I could agree on was that
Barnabas’ canine skills were not coming through for us; the one thing Barnabas
and Delirium could agree on was that I was absolutely no help at all, and it was my
fault for insisting we come here in the first place.
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And god help us when there were multiple ways to go.
I swear, we must have spent hours arguing over going this way or that way,
when really the problem was that it didn’t seem to matter one bit what we chose.
We threatened to split up over this choice countless times, until we settled into a
numb rotation of giving each of us a turn deciding (Delirium couldn’t keep it
straight what turn was whose, however, so she kept insisting that she was being
cheated).
After what I now gather was probably a week of us bumbling around the
castle, our little trio of idiots finally caught a break.
The castle was trembling - we felt the foundations quake in every room we
visited. We followed the tremors as best as we could, and stumbled into what must
have been the main hall of the castle.
The main members of the Dreaming Crew were there, and they were armed Lucien with a thin dueling sword, Nuala with a bow, and Mervyn with a shotgun.
Cain was out in front of them, astride Gregory the gargoyle, wielding a wicked
dagger and looking like some sort of cavalry general. They were facing the large
doors, which were booming from repeated impacts, the sounds mixing with a
horrible cacophony of shrieks, cries, and roars.
“What is that?! What’s happening?” I asked, alarmed - but in truth, I already
kinda knew: the Nightmares were here.
“We’re under siege!” cried Cain.
“The Nightmares are bustin’ in, toots!” yelled Mervyn.
“Rose! What is it that has brought you hence?” asked Nuala.
“I must find Dream,” I answered. “Something terrible's happened.”
“Whatever it is, it sure can't be worse than what we're dealing with right
now,” Mervyn smarted off.
“Ms. Walker, it is entirely out of the question for you to see Lord Dream,”
asserted Lucien.
“Why? What's he doing?”
“Workin' on a way to save our asses, I hope!” said the Pumpkinhead.
“Are you able to give us aid in this fight?” asked Cain.
“Well, no-”
“Then get lost!” shouted Mervyn. “You’d be better off that way, findin’
somewhere to hunker down an’ hopin’ nobody finds you - comin’ out here now is
jus’ plain suicide!”
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“That is an excellent idea, my good sir,” said Cain. “The better part of valor
is, after all, discretion: I say we all retreat somewhere innocuous and without
obvious value to our uninvited guests, bar the doors, and hope to hell they don’t
want to bother with us.”
“May I suggest the library?” offered Lucien the Librarian.
“Yeah, sure - let’s go in there,” said Mervyn, puffing on his cigar, “an’
prevent ‘em the satisfaction of killin’ us by boring ourselves to death first.” He
grabbed me by the arm. “Come on, let’s go toots.”
I pulled away. “I’m going to find Dream, with or without your help.”
“We cannot allow that,” said Lucien. “Lord Morpheus would wish for you
and the Lady Delirium to remain safe.”
They surrounded me, and tried to drag me into the Library with them. I
fought, kicking and screaming - and, weirdly enough, Delirium and Barnabas came
to my defense. Barnabas bit into Mervyn’s stick legs and pulled him off, and
Delirium skipped around, tapping each of them on the head and making them
confused. I ran out, with Delirium and Barnabas following at my heels.
“Dames and mutts… they never listen,” I heard Mervyn grunt. Lucien closed
the doors, and slammed the bar down shut.
I didn’t have a clue where to go, or what to do.
Then I noticed that Matthew the Raven was flying down one of the halls.
Sure that he was headed for where Dream was, I followed him. So did my
companions.
Matthew noticed, with alarm, that I was running after him. “AACK!” he
squawked, and flapped his dark wings faster. I picked up the pace, running after
him, but then he turned a corner.
When I turned the same corner, there was no sign of Matthew, and I was
faced with three directions: left, right, and forward. A crossroads.
Then, I remembered my mother’s advice to call the Kindly Ones for help.
It was worth a shot.
“Kindly Ones,” I said.
Nothing happened. No answer.
I wracked my brain, and remembered something from old fairytales about
saying magical things three times in order to make it take effect. “Kindly Ones,” I
repeated. “Kindly Ones…”
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Still no answer. I got pissed off. “Hey! Witches! Bitches! Shrews!” I said,
trying to call them all the names they didn’t like. “Vixens! FURIES!”
A three-headed shadow appeared on the castle floor. I heard hissing, and the
rattle of snakes.
“Yes-es-es, my-my-my p-p-pet…?” that creepy threefold voice echoed
behind me.
***
Listening to her describe the lead-up to the most horrible disaster of their lives which led to the ruins in which we now were seated - the servants of The Dreaming
crew were staring aghast at my mother Rose.
She had just admitted to having summoned The Furies.
“You…?” asked Cain, pointing a shaking finger of accusation, and
uncharacteristically at a loss for words.
My mother Rose looked ashamed. “I didn’t know,” she said, regretfully. “I
didn’t understand what they were - all those secret rules of theirs that they didn’t
want to tell you about until it was too late - but I knew they were powerful, and had
somehow intervened on my behalf before. I was out of options. I was grasping at
straws.”
“And you’ve been looking for someone else to blame for your little faux pas
ever since,” huffed Desire, with crossed arms.
Rose Walker turned to them. “Did Morpheus love me?”
“You mean you don’t know, daughter? All this time angsting and pining
over him, and nursing that your heartbreak of yours, and you didn’t even know if
your love was returned?” Desire grinned. “How TRAGIC.”
“Are you going to answer or not?”
Desire frowned, blowing out smoke. “Your definition of love differs from his
considerably.”
“Wow, that’s a non-answer if I’ve ever heard one.”
“Not as you define it, no. In my brother’s way of thinking, to love was to
possess someone, body, heart and soul; to have a person lavishing affection on him
and adoring him all the time, despite a total lack of effort on his part to engender
and maintain that love. You, my poor child, were never his to possess; nor would
you ever willingly to participate in such a one-way, lopsided arrangement.”
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“But that’s not love,” she said, confused. “That’s conditional servitude.”
Desire did not respond, but they did not look as if they disagreed. “You
know whose definition of love more closely aligns with yours? I think you do…”
Rose took on a sour, peeved expression. “Oh, so, what - you’re saying that
my true love was actually John Constantine? Really?”
“YOU are the one saying that darling, not ME. Anyway, I don’t really muck
about with all that ‘true love’ nonsense - ALL love is true love, except that which
isn’t really felt, and is only pretended to be so.”
“You do realize that the guy in question was a horndog who’d screw
anything with holes, right?”
“I do, yes - that really isn’t something I could ever fathom arguing against.”
“Then how is he even in this conversation about love? The only thing HE
loved was the idea of getting into my pants.”
“Only?” Desire echoed, fluttering their lashes, “Oh my dear, that was FAR
from the ‘only’ thing John Constantine desired.”
“Oh yeah? And what else did he want?”
More languid smoke, drifting out from puckered red lips under jewel-toned
tawny eyes. “John Constantine wanted EVERYTHING,” they said.
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“Just exactly that - everything. John wanted to wake up next to a beautiful
naked woman every morning, and make love to her every evening, and afterwards
fall asleep in her arms. He wanted her to scream at him sometimes, and cry herself
ugly, and tell him what an awful heartless bastard he was, so that he could have the
opportunity to wholeheartedly agree; he wanted to PROVE how much of a bad,
selfish little boy he was, to be forced do something to earn her forgiveness and win
back affections, all the while fearing that he’d already lost her forever; he wanted
to eat with her and talk with her and argue and laugh and play and most of all
SUFFER.
Ohhhh, he loved suffering you know... he wanted nothing more than to
wallow in it, like a joyful little piglet rolling around in mud… his suffering, or
someone else’s suffering, it didn’t much matter; more importantly, he wanted
COMPANY in that suffering. That’s how he most liked to show love - by hurting
and suffering for some person or other, someone he thought was truly worth it.
And as much as he didn’t want to admit it, to himself let alone to any others,
he DESPERATELY desired a family to call his own. He was scared silly that he
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would be a terrible father, like his own father before him, and so he tried to deny
himself any opportunity to indulge himself… always avoided children, saying he
was no good with them. But the poor boy just couldn’t help it: he’d instantly attach
himself to any woman or child that he thought needed him in the slightest.
When he learned you were pregnant, that REALLY excited him. It wasn’t
his fault - he hadn’t knocked you up, hadn’t asked you to produce a child for him;
but there you were, pregnant and alone. It was perfect: he could rationalize that he
had ‘no choice’ but to step in there and play the role that he had been supposedly
dreading all along. After all, if HE didn’t help take care of you and your child, who
would?
In fact, he began fantasizing about growing a few more with you almost
immediately. Isn’t that right, Daniel?”
“It is,” I admitted, though I was far from comfortable with being dragged
into this, particularly on Desire’s behalf.
As expected, Rose’s attention was turned my way. “Which one do YOU
think I should have been with, then?”
“I may be slightly biased on this matter - Morpheus was my father;
Constantine was not. Had you not ‘been with’ my father, I would not be who I
am.”
“Oh, I’ll take slight bias any day,” she said, waving off my concerns, “I think
you’re still more capable of being objective than most. Which is better?”
“Depends.”
“On what?”
“Morpheus’ love is formed of shared desires, and Constantine’s is formed of
shared pain,” explained Desire, eager to speak on a subject they knew so much
about. “Morpheus was obsessively loyal, meticulous, and honorable to a fault; he
liked to think of everything as a puzzle, just waiting to be solved. But he was also a
snobby, self-righteous perfectionist, and would simply abandon anything that was
too inconvenient or broken for him to fix.
Meanwhile, Constantine was impulsive, reckless, destructive; for him
trouble and danger was like catnip, while peace and comfort made him squirm. He
really wasn’t keen on the pursuit of positive aims at all, as he didn’t believe in
them. But at least HE’D never lose interest or abandon you - not for reasons of
YOU being too troubled or messy for HIM, anyway. For all his frustrated idealism,
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he accepted brokenness - he would be more than willing to sit and listen to you
scream in agony for hours, while he did nothing.
So in other words, both are equally good - and when one is presented with
one or more equally good options, I say do them all.”
My mother Rose looked at me. “Do you agree, Daniel?”
“Perhaps.”
“Don’t say ‘perhaps’! Don’t you even! That’s your father’s stupid word, and
he used it way too much - he thought it was just SOOO wise and clever, but it’s
really just a cop-out for when you don’t want to commit to an answer. It’s basically
the same thing as saying nothing at all - only WORSE! It doesn’t MEAN
ANYTHING!”
“Alright,” I conceded, “my honest opinion is that it doesn’t matter: what is
done is done, what you feel is what you feel; and whatever it is you decide to do
going forward, it is the right decision for you to make.”
Rose Walker stared at me inscrutably for many moments. “That’s a really
shitty answer, Daniel,” she said, and then sighed, “but at least it is one.”
“If we may return to the story at hand...” I said.
“Right,” said my mother Rose. “So I was facing off with the three monstrous
‘Ladies’ that I’d met before, in Wanda’s dream...
-Rose Walker’s Tale“I was told to call upon you for help,” I told the three-in-one.
They didn’t look anything like the three witches at the moment - they looked
like monsters from ancient Greece, with snakes for hair, togas made of ashen
shrouds, and armor made of bones. Their eyes glowed as if reflecting moonlight,
and their teeth were sharp. They held a chain of scorpions between them.
“Help?” echoed the youngest one, whose skeletal armor included skeletonhands cupping her breasts. “Who told you that we would help you?”
“We do what we have to do,” said the round-bodied one, sharpening her
butcher’s knife with relish.
“It’s all anyone can do,” said the oldest witch, scratching flakes off of her
dry, sagging flesh with freakishly long, curving nails. “We don’t bother anyone.”
“We HATE to be a bother,” moaned the youngest, who I’m still going to
refer to as Cynthia.
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“Not unless there’s a good reason to bother somebody,” said the middleaged Mildred.
“WELL? Come, out with it now,” rasped the crone, Morrigan. “Why have
you bothered us to come here, with your rude little summonings?”
“I need help finding Dream, and rescuing my son.”
They cackled.
“We don’t rescue, my posset,” chuckled mirthful Mildred.
“We AVENGE,” rasped Morrigan.
Ah, okay - so that was their game. Time to switch tactics, then. “There’s a…
man,” I said. “I want to do more than bother him - I want to destroy him.”
“Why-y-y,” they said at once, in unison.
“He stole my son, and is going to kill… my lover.” I sort of tripped over that
last word-description, since I wasn’t sure exactly what to call Morpheus at the
moment, and what I chose didn’t sound right.
More cackling. My face flushed, thinking they were mocking my awkward
choice of words.
“You called upon The Furies, did you not?” asked the maiden Cynthia.
“I see nothing for us to be furious about,” sniffed old Morrigan.
“You see, my gosling, the ladies you’re seeking can really only avenge
blood-debts,” explained Mildred.
“It’s in the rules,” purred Cynthia.
“It’s the OLDEST rule of all,” echoed Morrigan.
My heart sank. “So… you’ll only kill him if he kills one of them first? Is that
what you’re saying?”
“Pteuh!” the old witch spat. “No.”
“We don’t kill, my little smelfungus” said Mildred. “We can’t.”
“You aren’t listening,” hissed Morrigan. “Open up those ears of yours. I told
you once, girl, and I shan’t do it again: we AVENGE.”
“Even if he HAD killed your son, we could do nothing about it,” shrugged
Cynthia.
“But wouldn’t that be a blood-debt?”
“No, dearie, it’s not,” sighed Mildred.
“We punish those who spill FAMILY blood,” said Morrigan.
“But Daniel is family,” I insisted, “and Morpheus… could be, at some point.
And The Corinthian WANTS to be, in his own sick way… he’s kinda Morpheus’
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son, and he’s basically acting like a father to Daniel... so really, they ARE family.
Right?”
“Ehhh… your blood, not his,” corrected Morrigan. “We care nothing for this
‘kind of, sort of, basically’ mush - we only care about DIRECT blood-ties.”
“Had he killed his OWN son, then it would be different,” said Mildred.
“Then, if we wished, we could hound him,” said Morrigan eagerly. “We
could destroy his life and his world, hound him to the grave and beyond.”
I felt defeated. “...Oh. Okay… well then, sorry to waste your time.”
“Coming here was not a waste, daughter.”
“What?”
Mildred licked her lips. “There’s someone here who DID kill his son.”
Cold dread.
Morpheus.
Before I could say or do anything to try and stop them, they flew off into the
shadows, cackling like mad.
***
“What an idiot I’d been!” my mother Rose exclaimed. “I should have known not to
call upon those women - they never did explain their own rules.”
“It did not matter, ultimately,” I assured her.
She sighed. “I know. That’s what your father said.” She paused. “But don’t
spare my feelings, Daniel - tell me what the ‘Ladies’ did.”
Reluctantly, I did… “Contrary to my father’s belief that they would never
reach the gate...
-Daniel’s TaleThe Corinthian’s army routed straight through Dream’s defenses, barrelling over
every trap and trampling over any dream-entity that stood in their path.
They conquered all the Skerries, and laid waste to Fiddler’s Green.
Why were they so successful?
Because The Kindly Ones flew ahead of our army, and slew every one of
Dream’s most powerful loyalists.
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When the Nightmare army came to the Gates of Horn and Ivory, they at last
met their match: for the Guardians of the Gates were strong, and would not be
easily felled.
Moreover, the Ladies were nowhere to be seen.
The Griffin, the Hippogryph, and the Wyvern came down from the stone
archway where they had perched for time immemorial, and did battle against the
Nightmare army.
As they crushed the invaders and burned them with fire, The Corinthian
could do nothing - he was not skilled enough in the use of the Ruby Dreamstone, or
the Dreamsand, to be able to subdue or unmake them. He dared not even make
himself known to them, lest the combined efforts of all three focused on his
destruction should prove fatal to him.
Yet, all at once, the guardians ceased fighting; they looked as if they were
listening to a voice from beyond, then backed down and withdrew with bowed
heads. The castle doors opened of their own accord, wide and inviting.
The Corinthian suspected a trap was being laid for him, and held back to
see what would happen to his vanguard as they entered the castle.
The Guardians remained composed, as the frontline Nightmares stepped
warily within. Meeting no opposition, they flooded in triumphantly.
The Corinthian and I followed, surrounded by a protection circle of elite
Nightmare soldiers many bodies thick. He aimed a shot from the Ruby at the first
of the Guardians we approached, the Griffin, and the two sides of him - bird and
beast - tore apart and decayed before our eyes.
The Hippogryph and the Wyvern reacted with horror and rage respectively,
but did not make a move. The Corinthian was satisfied - for whatever reason, the
Dream King had ordered them to stand down and let the Nightmares through,
come what may.
But at least he’d gotten to knock one of the Dream King’s pieces off the
board. That felt good.
Behind him, he heard the cackling of the Ladies as they did away with the
other two.
Ah, he thought, There they are.
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Matthew the Raven flew to the Dream King’s throne, and alighted on his armrest,
breathing deep, panicked breaths. Dream was deep in thought, resting his chin on
his hand.
“You are distressed, Matthew?”
“Yeah, just a little - look, I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but the
Nightmares got to Fiddler’s Green. They straight-up KILLED him.”
“Yes, I know.” A pause. “Mm. And they just killed the Guardians at the
Gate…”
“HOLY SHIT! If that’s so, then why aren’t YOU distressed?”
“Would it help matters if I was?”
“Maybe not… but it’s just the PRINCIPLE of it, y’know? Those were good
guys. Loyal. They didn’t deserve this to happen to ‘em.”
“None of you deserve it.”
“Uh… does that mean that we’re all toast, Boss?”
“I do not know what it means. I do not know what will happen.”
Morpheus stared off distantly.
“Penny for your thoughts, though?”
“You have no pennies, Matthew.”
“Yeah, well, all the same - I'd feel a helluva lot better if you'd let me in on
the plan to keep them out.”
“I have no such plan.”
“WHAT?!”
“It's true. I have decided to let them in.” He turned to face the stress-molting
Raven. “You forget: this is MY castle.”
Once past the gate’s threshold, The Corinthian realized that he was alone, save for
me on my tether-string.
There seemed to be an endless, branching hallway stretched before him.
He grinned. “Ah… very good, Dream-Lord. Very clever…”
***
My mother Rose looked glum. “Yeah… we found out how ‘clever’ Morpheus was
trying to be… but since he hadn’t let me on his brilliant plan, I bumbled right into
it…
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-Rose Walker’s TaleWe heard footsteps and saw shadows approaching.
I whispered to Delirium and Barnabas, gesturing: “Turn around - we’ve
gotta go back!”
“uM nO iT's okAY… i’LL mAkE iT sO thEY cAN't sEE…”
Delirium held out her hands and spun around, flinging colored lights around
that formed a bubble around us.
At first I thought she’d royally screwed us, because we looked more
conspicuous than ever - we were literally surrounded by flashing neon lights - but
apparently the three of us were the only ones who could see the trippy disco ball
that shielded us from view.
The Corinthian emerged from the hallway, leading Daniel by a string-leash I felt really angry seeing that.
I looked at the child who was my son. I wanted to call out to him so, so
badly, but I knew that if I did we were all doomed.
And then, to my horror, Daniel looked straight at me.
Like he could see me.
“Now, just where could ole' dad be hiding...?” wondered The Corinthian
aloud. Noticing the tether-string grow taut in his hand, he stopped, very close to
our bubble, and looked back at Daniel. “What're you looking at, Daniel?”
Oh god. We were dead; I was absolutely, positively sure we were dead.
Either that, or we’d be The Corinthian’s torture-playthings for the rest of our
miserable lives.
The Corinthian stepped toward our hiding spot… but then, a shadowy figure
stepped out from a hallway, stopping directly in front of The Corinthian. It was
Morpheus.
I nearly screamed with joy to see him, and then I almost screamed at him to
run away.
“There you are, old chap,” said The Corinthian. “I’ve got a bone to pick with
you.” He lifted the Ruby. “All the bones in your body, in fact.”
Morpheus turned, and went back the way he came.
The Corinthian lowered the Ruby, deflated. “Well that wasn’t satisfying,” he
said. “That Nightmare was dead wrong. I’ll have to put the screws to him, when I
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see him next.” The Corinthian looked puzzled, but intrigued, as he followed
Morpheus down the dark corridor. He pulled Daniel, who was still staring at me,
along with him.
“That's strange…” said Barnabas.
“WhAT iS iT, DOggY?”
“I couldn't smell Dream…”
We creeped out, and very carefully and quietly followed after The
Corinthian.
In those labyrinthine halls, we briefly lost sight of him.
I could hear Daniel’s panicked breathing. “I don’t want to go in there,” he
said, the first time I’d ever heard his voice. The Corinthian made a frustrated
sound, followed by a shout: “COME ON NOW!”
We caught up to them - or at least, we should have. All we ended up seeing
was a door, and it was ajar.
That's it! They must’ve gone through here!
I threw the door open wider, and went inside.
Darkness.
Nothing but darkness. I couldn’t feel anything. I tried to call out for Daniel,
but no sound came out.
This was not darkness as in shadow, or the absence of light - this darkness
was thick and somewhat tangible, like smoke. It was blocking my vision, and my
ears, muffling all sound completely.
But just as I was really starting to panic, the smoke cleared from my eyes and now suddenly the darkness wasn’t its own thing, it was like waking up after
blacking out.
Death was standing in front of me. “Oh,” she said, blinking her dark eyes in
surprise. “Hi there Rose - you're not who I was expecting.”
I was in… a house, lit with artificial lights. Was it night? Outside the
windows it was pitch black. The house interior was a bit disorderly, but inviting - it
felt very ‘lived in’, as someone’s polite but well-to-do aunt might say.
“SIstER!” cried Delirium - and I realized that on either side of me was
Delirium and Barnabas.
“Where are we?” I asked. “Where's The Corinthian?”
“You're in my realm, The Sunless Lands,” Death answered. “As to The
Corinthian, I dunno - Dream informed me HE'd be the one showing up.”
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Delirium flopped herself on Death’s big green couch, where she found
Death’s carelessly discarded block stockings draped over the armrest, as well as a
teddy bear the yellow color of a ripe banana. Delirium grabbed it up and tried to
stuff it inside the stocking head-first.
“Hey, be gentle with Cavendish will ya?” beseeched Death.
“hiS naMe iS CaVeNdiSh? i thOUghT maYbe iT waS WiNNie tHe PoOh
bEaR oH weLL maYbe theY’re reLated soMehoW…” Delirium gave up on the
stocking and squeezed the plushie to herself, until Barnabas got jealous and
jumped on the couch; with a pleading whine, the dog rolled onto his back and
offered himself up to be scratched and petted.
“I don’t get it,” I said. “Dream WANTED The Corinthian to come here?”
“Dream set up one of his rooms to be a portal into my realm,” Death
explained. “He was going to send a phantom-image of himself, to lure the
Corinthian here.”
“...And we fell right into the trap instead.”
“Looks like it.”
I paced around the living room, chewing on a hangnail on the side of my
thumb. “What was he thinking?” I wondered out loud. “How could he let him get
that far?”
Barnabas rolled back onto his paws, ending his belly-rub session. “Could
you sit down? You're making me dizzy.”
“mE toO,” Delirium said, finding a translucent ornamental urn and throwing
up in it - her vomit was water, thank goodness, and had two little goldfish in it.
“LoOkie siSTer i maDe yOu fiShiES yOU ShoULd caLL thEM SliM aND
WaNdsWOrTH…”
I sat down at a little table, covered with a tablecloth patterned in colorful
Warhol bananas - very obviously a favorite image of Death’s, for some reason. I
found myself staring idly at a smiley-face mug full of what smelled like hot cocoa,
and a small vase full of flowers - sunflowers, mostly, but there was one single
instance of my namesake flower amongst them, surrounded by them; I felt, oddly,
like her table display had been purposely set up this way in a vain attempt to cheer
me up.
It wasn’t working. I was feeling even more depressed by it.
“Hey Rose?” said Death. “I hate to do this to you, really, but you can’t stay
here. I’ll send you back into the human realm-”
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I jumped up. “No! I have to get my son back! I have to help Dream!”
“Honey, you can’t. You’re not an Endless anymore. Not even a little bit. All
of it went to your son.”
“I don’t care! I have to - I love him!” I found myself surprised to be saying
that out loud, when I hadn’t even allowed myself to think it before then. “Both of
them…” I added.
Her eyebrows knitted together with deep sympathy. “Yes, I know. But they
belong in this world. You don’t.”
“I have nothing left where I came from! I might as well be dead if
you send me back!”
Death thought it over, very seriously, for a few moments. She turned to her
sister. “Delirium, you and the dog should go to your realm.”
“bUT-”
“I mean it. Go.”
Delirium sighed, pulling herself off the couch to give me a hug. “GoOdbYE
i gUEss... cAN yOU plEAse gO jUst a liTTle bIT crAzY, sO i cAN tAlk tO yOU
agAIn iF i wAnt...?”
“Delirium,” said Death, frowning at her. “That’s not nice.”
Delirium sadly disappeared in multi-colored lights, along with Barnabas.
Death beckoned at me with a pale finger. “Come with me, Rose.”
Death led me through a room full of brightly-colored floppy sun hats, to a
wall with two doors: one was white, and the other one was black.
“You have two choices,” said Death. “Go through the white one, and you’re
back to your regular life as an immortal. Go through the black one, and you stay
here in the Sunless Lands… and settle into your afterlife.”
I stared at the two doors, finding both options equally unappealing.
***
“Wait, I’m confused,” said Mervyn Pumpkinhead. “What happened with the trap
door that would lead to certain Death? Why didn’t The Corinthian go through it?
I nodded. “I shall explain...
-Daniel’s Tale-
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The Corinthian laid hold of the door handle and opened it, certain that Morpheus
would be on the other side; I refused to go through Death’s door, having received
a premonition-like sense about where it led to. I tore myself out of the Corinthian’s
tether-rope, and made my escape.
The Corinthian, naturally, followed.
I knew this castle - its layout made sense to me, and I was able to make my
way to the main hall. Within the hall was a spiral staircase, which led far up and
away out of view.
The Nightmares were loudly trying to break into the adjacent Library,
clawing and throwing themselves against the doors. The wood was beginning to
splinter, when I began my ascent up the stairs.
The Corinthian was right on my heels, until he took his first step onto the
stairs - and just as the demon Nergal had found himself stopped upon the virtual
stairway to Heaven, so too did The Corinthian fall afoul of the special magicks my
father had set upon those steps to guard against unauthorized entry.
“BUGGER AND BLAST!!!” the Nightmare roared, enraged.
I ran as fast as I could up the winding stairs - and as I did so, I felt the
effects of the Ruby upon my body dissipate; I began to grow once more, with every
step. By the time I reached the top, I had become the biological equivalent of a
teenaged adolescent; my brain had also developed, to the point that I could make
sense of the knowledge that I had already absorbed.
There I found Morpheus, King of Dreams, sitting upon his throne.
His onyx eyes of starry night met my as-yet human ones.
“Who are you?” he intoned.
“I am your son, I think.”
“I have no son. My son is dead.”
“My mother is Rose Walker. I was taken from her. By The Corinthian.”
Dream arose from his throne to get a better look at me. There was a long
silence, as we regarded one another.
And then he smiled - that hesitant smile that you were so fond of, mother.
“...Interesting,” he said. “I am greatly pleased to meet you.”
Meanwhile, in the hall down below, The Corinthian’s Nightmare lackeys brought
before their master the servants of The Dreaming crew, bound tightly with rope.
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The Corinthian smiled, a little - he was greatly concerned that I had gotten
away from him, but he would find consolation in subjugating the Dream King’s
favorites. “Well done,” he told his Nightmares. He then turned his shaded gaze to
the bound prisoners lined before him. “As I am in an increasingly bad
mood, would you be so kind as to tell me how to get to your master? If you
oblige…” The Corinthian took off his sunglasses, to show them his eye-teeth, “I’ll
leave your lovely pairs of eyes in their sockets.”
“I ain’t got eyes!” cried Mervyn.
The Corinthian pulled the cigar out of Mervyn’s mouth and tossed it upon
the floor, grinding it into the marble with his boot. “No matter,” said The
Corinthian, eerily calm. “You, I’ll make into fertilizer.” He moved on to peer at
Nuala. “I think I’ll start with this one…”
“Ey! You leave the broad alone! She’s mine!” said Mervyn.
It was the last thing Mervyn said, before the Nightmares set upon him,
punching his pumpkin head until the face smashed inward.
Mervyn fell over, and was stomped to splinters by the laughing Nightmares
as Nuala cried out in protest.
The Corinthian looked at the pendant hanging down from her neck.
“What’s this? It looks magical.”
“I-It’s nothing!” she insisted, through angry tears.
“Really? Why is there fear in those tasty little fairy eyes of yours?” The
Corinthian grabbed her pendant in his hand, tearing it from her throat. “Yes, I can
feel the power in it… it’s his power. You’re going to tell me what it is.”
“I shall not!”
The Corinthian raised the Ruby, and zapped Nuala with energy, filling her
entire body with intense pain.
Nuala screamed.
“What was that?” The Corinthian growled. “Did you say you would tell me
all about it?”
“NEVER!” she cried, her voice going hoarse. “NEVER SHALL I TELL
YOU!”
“We shall see,” said The Corinthian, and he zapped her again.
The other servants of The Dreaming crew watched and listened, helpless, as
Nuala’s anguished cries filled the hall.
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As she ran too short of breath to scream, The Corinthian stopped the torture
and again confronted her. “Well?! You’re trying my patience. Refuse me one
more time and I’ll tear your eyes out before I kill you. The necklace, it holds a
boon, yes?”
Reluctantly, she nodded.
“Good,” he said, petting her hair. He turned then to his lackeys. “Destroy
the castle. Reduce it to rubble. Kill the other servants.”
“No!”
The Corinthian replaced his sunglasses. “You’re coming with me, love.”
He raised the Ruby high, and in a blinding flash, Nuala found herself alone
with The Corinthian on the grey wasteland dunes of The Dreaming’s Shifting
Zones.
“Dream’s castle is being pulled down around his ears as we speak,” said The
Corinthian. “There is no saving him now - you might as well see him one last time,
to say goodbye.” He unbound her, and offered her the pendant. “Call him.”
Nuala sobbed. “...I’m sorry, Dream Lord…” She took the pendant in both
hands, and held it to her heart. “Here and now do I call you, Lord Dream…”
My father and I both heard the echo of her call.
“The Corinthian,” I said. “He’s taken one of your servants.”
“Yes. It seems so.” My father took up the Helmet and placed it upon his
head.
“Father, you cannot possibly go-”
“I must.”
“This is what The Corinthian wants.”
“It is what I want too.”
“He wants to kill you. Must I meet you, my father, only to lose you?”
“Let this be your first lesson,” intoned the voice inside the inhuman helmet.
“Rules and responsibilities: these are the ties that bind us. We do what we do
because of who we are. If we did otherwise, we would not be ourselves. I will do
what I must.” He placed a hand upon my shoulder. “I do not think I will die,” he
said, suddenly sounding more upbeat. “We will converse later, my son.”
Dream’s helmet softly glowed.
“Wait! Boss! I’m coming with you!” cried Matthew the Raven, making sure
to fly from his perch on the arm of the throne to my father’s shoulder, as Morpheus
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used the power contained within the Helm to disappear from the throne room
entirely.
Morpheus alighted on the dune, standing before The Corinthian and Nuala.
“Dream lord!” the fairy cried. “I’m so sorry! Please, forgive me!”
“Do not apologize, Nuala.”
“Yes, of course. Sorry. Um, that I said sorry I mean.”
The Corinthian took off his glasses. He licked his lips like a hungry wolf,
and so too did the tongues of his eyes loll about their fanged mouths. “So good of
you to join us, Dream Lord! At last!”
“Let Nuala go. She is no longer your concern.”
“Certainly.” He let go of Nuala, letting her collapse to the ground.
“Are you prepared to give back my tools?”
“Why should I give you anything, Dream King?”
“Because I am their true master, in a way that you can never be; because
your goal has only ever been the continuation of your wretched existence, which
will be accomplished by my promise not to unmake you in return for my tools - and
because you know by now that the promises I make are binding and unbreakable;
and finally, because you cannot harm me while I wear the Helm.”
The Corinthian laughed - a long, cruel laugh.
“I fail to see what is so funny.”
The Corinthian got control of his mirth. “No?” he said, raising the Ruby
Dreamstone aloft. “Maybe it’s a matter of perspective.” The Ruby glowed, and the
ground beneath Dream quaked, shifted… and rose. A thin tower of stone shot into
the air, taking Dream with it.
The sky darkened; lightning flashed, thunder rolled, and the gathering
stormclouds brought with them spitting rain.
Morpheus could see all that was happening across his realm regardless of
where he stood - but from that vantage point, even Matthew the Raven could see
the wanton destruction that was taking place as far as the Dreaming Castle.
“Oh shit…” said the Raven.
“D-D-Do y-y-you l-l-like our-r-r h-h-handiwork, Dream-eam-eam lord-ordord?” came a threefold voice.
“Who’s that?” asked Matthew, spooked. “And where are they at?!”
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“The Kindly Ones,” answered Dream. “They are everywhere.” He looked to
the sky. “Ladies, what powers this vengeful aspect? Who summoned you?”
Thunder rolled, but it sounded like laughter. “Your niece… your lover...
your young son’s mother…” the three voices chanted. “She who is, to you, all
three…”
“Who’re they talking about, Boss?”
Morpheus did not answer him; he did not wish to say her name aloud. “I
see… and what is to be the endpoint of your vengeance?”
“Mmm… we haven’t decided yet, Dream lord,” purred the Maiden.
“We could let the Nightmares devour you, and leave you without a body,”
chuckled the Mother. “There’s poetic justice in that, considering the state you left
your poor son in for all those years!”
“We HATED your son,” croaked the Crone. “Made us weep he did - he
made the Ladies weep with his songs of things that never were and never shall be STORIES. Rubbishy, useless stories… makes you sick.”
“My third and final question, and then I will trouble you no more,” said
Dream, “You have hurt my gatekeepers, and my friends - will your vengeance
cease with my death?”
A chorus of cackling.
“Yes...” said the Maiden.
“We won’t kill you though, my pet!” crooned the Mother. “Of that we’re
certain!”
“So you’d best prepare to watch everything you love crumble, and suffer,
and die around you first!” said the Crone as if casting a curse, punctuating it with
shrieking laughter. The other two joined her, and then the laughter faded away.
Dream removed his Helmet.
“Whoa, boss are you crazy?!” cried Matthew the Raven.
“No. But I appreciate your concern. Matthew, I have need to speak with my
sister.” The Helm shrunk in his hand, and he offered it to his Raven. “Take this to
her, and ask her to meet me here.”
Matthew took it in his beak, reluctantly, and flew with it to the Sunless
Lands.
***
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“So Rose, were you still at Death’s door?” asked Mervyn Pumpkinhead. “Or didja
already leave?”
“She was still with me,” said Death. “She hadn’t decided what to do yet.”
-Rose Walker’s TaleAs I stood, undecided, at the doors of Life and Death, Matthew flew in the open
window and landed on the back of the couch.
“Matthew?” asked Death. “What are you doing here?”
He dropped the helmet from his beak onto the cushions. “Dream,” he said,
out of breath. “He’s in trouble!”
I looked at Death, desperately, and became pissed off that she wasn’t
reacting. “Aren’t you going to help him? He’s your brother!”
“I’m forbidden from intervening,” she said.
“He didn’t say anything about that,” assured Matthew the Raven. “He just
wants to see you.”
Finally, Death went to a coat-stand and pulled off a jacket. I was relieved
that she was going to fulfill her duties as a sibling, but that wasn’t all I wanted.
“Death, please - let me go to him. You can at least do that much.”
Death and I locked gazes. She considered it carefully.
“Let me see what’s up with him first,” she said. “Be back in sec.”
Within an eyeblink, she disappeared - and then, literally a second later, she
reappeared. “Okay, you’re on - let’s go.” She grabbed my hand.
And within a second eyeblink, we were on the rock tower.
Dream was sitting on the edge, his back to us; he was hunched over and
forlorn, his dark hair blowing in the harsh, biting-cold wind and catching the
scattered drops of rain. It reminded me of when I saw him on the balcony of the
Dream Castle, standing underneath his own personal raincloud.
Death approached him, standing close - I couldn’t make myself move.
“What are you doing?” I heard her ask him.
“Waiting for you,” was his reply.
“I’ve been worried about you.”
“I know.” She sat down next to him. “The last time we talked like this, you
threw a loaf of bread at me.”
“I remember.”
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Dream pulled something out of his cloak - it was a loaf of bread. He offered
it to her. “Here.”
She took it, glumly. “There’s no pigeons up here.”
“I was expecting you to throw it at me. To tell me off, to shout at me.”
“It’s too late for that, brother.”
Lightning struck. I heard the Nightmares cry out, in a horrible cacophony - I
looked past Dream and Death, out to the vista below, and saw that the Castle had
been torn apart - and the Nightmares were moving, en masse, toward us on the
spidly rock tower.
Yeah, I thought - it’s definitely too late now.
“There’s someone who asked to see you,” said Death, looking back at me Dream followed her gaze, and locked eyes with me.
“Rose,” he said. He stood up, and came toward me.
I finally summoned up the courage to run to him. I threw my arms around
his skinny frame. “Dream!” I cried.
“Hello Rose.” His arms came up around me, but not as quickly as I would
have expected. “Rose,” he said in a low voice, close to my ear. “Why did you send
The Kindly Ones after me?”
I pulled back enough to look him in the face. “I didn’t,” I said. “Please, you
have to believe me - I didn’t mean for them to hurt you.”
“It no longer matters,” he said. “The Corinthian has won; in truth he won
some time ago, though I was not yet ready until now to admit defeat. While the
power of Dream is split, the Dreaming has no master that can compete against one
with two of the tools. The power has not returned to me - now that it resides inside
my son, it never shall.”
“Then let’s leave this place… please?”
“No, I cannot - I will not - leave my realm.” Dream looked at his sister.
“Which leaves me with but one option only.”
Death closed her eyes, resigned. I was confused for a moment, but then I
realized what had been decided. “Dream, no!”
“I’m afraid so.” He cut off further protests with a kiss, a tender one - the
first and only one that I could tell caused him no pain, at least of the physical
variety. “I never truly expressed my feelings for you,” he said. “I remedy that now:
I suppose I love you.”
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“...You suppose?” I asked, too upset to put the bite in it that he deserved.
Bastard.
“Yes,” he said, standing firmly behind his non-committal statement. “Thank
you for coming to me. Please live the rest of your life, and remember me.”
The flying-type Nightmares were almost upon us, roaring and gnashing their
teeth; the ones on the ground were pounding against the rock structure we were
standing on, making the whole thing quake.
“Brother?” said Death, reaching out to Dream, “Give me your hand.”
Dream reached out to her.
Where his finger touched hers, a soft, beautiful light emanated, gradually
expanding outward. The light grew brighter, and brighter...until everything was
awash in bright light.
“No!!” I cried, as the light overtook us.
I heard my own cry echo out across The Dreaming, and then fade away
along with all other sounds.
When the light cleared,only Death stood with me on the precipice.
“He’s…” I began.
“Yeah. He’s gone.”
I nodded, the tears falling silently. My heart hurt. It felt like it was pumping
black, noxious poison through my veins instead of blood, making me ill.
Lovesick.
And that’s when I realized.
Love is horrible.
You build up all these defenses, so nothing can hurt you. Then one person,
seemingly no different from any other person, wanders into your worthless life...
It hurts.
Not just in the imagination. Not just in the mind. It’s a soul-hurt, a bodyhurt, a real gets-inside-you-and-rips-you-apart hurt.
Nothing should be able to do that.
Especially not love.
It was at that moment that the thought first came into my mind:
I HATE love.
***
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The Dreaming crew knew this next part quite well; but my mother did not, and
looked at me expectantly. “I shall tell you now of how I ceased to be Daniel, and of
the fate which befell the Corinthian,” I told them.
-Daniel’s TaleAt the moment that my father’s life ended, what remained of his power flowed into
me.
I writhed on the floor of the throne's dais, as the power surged painfully
through every fiber of my being
So many thoughts… so many memories invaded my mind.
It was too much for my human body to take, and incorporate into itself - his
essence overloaded it, and burned it away.
On the steps of The Dreaming’s throne, the human known as Daniel died.
The space that Daniel once occupied changed, and became HIM.
Dream, of the Endless.
When I arose, I was dressed entirely in robes of white; my hair and skin
glowed with all colors to form white light itself, as befits someone who is both an
ancient repository, and a blank page upon which new dreams could be written.
My eyes saw worlds - everything to do with the concept of dreaming, I saw
all at once if I chose.
A few small vestiges of the human Daniel remained: I found, much to my
delight, that I could see all the superhero dreams… I could see their dreams, and I
could see the dreams that others dreamed about them.
I made my way slowly down the spiral staircase, to the ruin that had been
made of my castle.
The Corinthian awaited me there, and the sight of me made him pause; he’d
entered the hall full of swagger from his victory over Morpheus, but now he gazed
up at me in awe.
“Daniel…?”
“No. Not anymore.”
The Corinthian grinned at me. “You look fantastic. I assume you’ve got all
your powers then? You are now the Lord of Dreams?”
“Yes.”
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I came to the end of the stairs, The Corinthian happily knelt before me,
bowing his head.
“Give me the Dreamstone, and the Pouch of Dreamsand.”
The Corinthian looked up at me with surprise.
“What? But Daniel… I mean, Dream Lord-”
“I will not ask again, Nightmare. You have done great harm to this
Realm.”
The Corinthian got up, backing away, his whole body betraying his sudden
fear of me. “I have NOT harmed you,” he said, pointing at me emphatically. “I
brought you here to claim your rightful-”
“Do not play games with me. Your cause was never a righteous one - it
served only yourself, at the expense of all others who dreamed.”
“What will you do?”
“Unmake you.”
“Oh? Is that so? Seems you’ve underestimated me, little Endless... “ The
Corinthian raised the Ruby over his head. “I will break it! I will break the Ruby!”
“Do not do that…”
The Corinthian grinned once more, relishing my concern. “What will
breaking it do, I wonder? Hurt you? Kill you?”
The Corinthian threw the Ruby down to the floor with all his strength.
It shattered.
There was an immense red glow.
The Corinthian couldn’t see anything for a while… but when the glow
dissipated enough, he could see clouds…
As well as an enormous face.
My face.
The Corinthian stumbled back in my palm. He was such a tiny thing to me
now, so small and delicate - a mere child’s toy.
“I had no idea so much power was stored in the Ruby,” I marveled. “It’s…
overwhelming… and wonderful. ”
“Daniel! I am your loyal servant! Have mercy upon me!” The Corinthian
screamed.
“I pity you, Nightmare. I would have let you live. But you took my parents
away from me; you took myself away from me, and you threatened to destroy The
Dreaming itself. For that, I must not forgive you.”
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I closed my fingers around him, tightening it into a fist.
The Corinthian’s body was crushed, and his physical form was vaporized by
my touch into a smoke that filtered out through my fingers.
But I was merciful - I did not unmake him.
I allowed my sister to take his soul to the Sunless Lands, and from there to
whatever afterlife befit him.
All the damage done by The Corinthian in Reality was unwritten with his
passing, forgotten (at least consciously) by his victims - if they remembered it at
all, it was only in their nightmares. Thus, my mother’s erstwhile friend-lover Paul
regained his eyes and his sight.
And the servants of the Dreaming, such as Abel, Lucien and Mervyn
Pumpkinhead, were restored to life.
But the Pouch was also crushed, releasing the Dreamsand.
And, perhaps for the first time ever, Dream of the Endless slept.
***
“I heard a voice calling my name,” said my mother Rose. “Death told me to go
with it - that my son was the new Dream now, and would be fine without me. And
then suddenly I was pulled through The Dreaming, toward Reality. It was like I
was waking up from a dream… and yet, I awoke in a an unfamiliar place...
-Rose Walker’s TaleI opened my eyes.
I was sitting in a chair, at someone’s bedside.
It was my mother. Unity.
“Hey mom,” I said, softly. “You’ll never guess what’s happened to me.”
Someone had placed a vase full of fresh roses on the nightstand beside her
bed. That was nice of them, whoever they were; I wondered if they somehow knew
she had a daughter named Rose.
I buried my nose in one of them, and smelled deeply.
“I guess I came back here because you’re the only person I have,” I said.
“I’ve never been able to talk to you - not for real anyway. But I love you. I really
do.”
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“I love you too, Rose.”
At first it didn’t register that the sound of her voice was external, rather than
in my head - I looked at her, and saw her smiling at me.
I gaped at her dumbly for a few moments, struggling to remember how to
speak - and then I finally formed the word. “...Mom?”
“I dreamed of you,” she said, softly.
Tears filled my eyes. “I dreamed of you too, mom.”
But every night after that, whenever I went to sleep - which was now every night,
like a normal person - I dreamed of only one thing…
...I dreamed a little dream of Dream.
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-37“Crisis on a Finite Earth”

“That is so nice,” sighed Nuala the fairy. “You were reunited with your
mother, and…” but then her expression became a worried one. “Whatever
happened to John? Were the two of you joined as one, to live happily ever after?”
“No,” said my mother Rose, dismally.
“Oh. I was afraid as much.”
“Eh, so what?” said Mervyn. “It’s not like it was the end of the world or
nuthin’.”
“Actually,” said my mother Rose, “it was.”
-Rose Walker’s TaleYou wouldn’t have known it at the time, not at first.
I met up with Wanda, and Paul (who I was glad to see had eyes now, and
didn’t even remember having them stolen - he just thought he’d gotten injured in
the disaster at our flat) and the spider-women, and Thessaly. They’d all moved into
a big house in the countryside, and I joined them.
Victor Stone became the newest member of the Justice League, under the
name of Cyborg. The Justice League itself was experiencing a resurgence of
popularity, as people were looking to them to fight the war on crime and terror. It
seemed, to a lot of people, like maybe things were looking up again.
Suddenly, however, LexCorp unveiled a new cybernetic brainchip implant,
which would allow you to plug in to cyberspace any time you wanted to. It was
touted as giving anyone ‘the powers of a superhero’.
Old Lex Luthor decided to be the poster-child for this new device - he was at
death’s door, but got a new lease on life with the cybernetic implants, which
repaired his body as fast as it was decaying.
Not only that, but it was finally exposed to the masses just how many
children were being exploited and sex-trafficked - the crimes of child predator
Funland, who preyed upon unaccompanied minors playing in theme parks, was
allowed to make the news after years of being hushed up by the media. Terrified
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parents everywhere wanted to get their children chipped, so that their location and
physical/emotional status could be monitored at all times.
I thought this sounded really suspicious, and wondered if the Brainiac AI
was behind it.
I didn’t have anyone to tell about it, though - Lois Lane passed away at the
age of 96, and I couldn’t find any other reporters who were willing to investigate
LexCorp’s new miracle product (Most of them were on the Luthor family’s
payroll, either directly or indirectly, because LexCorp owned most news media
outlets and their parent companies).
So I watched as people ran to go get cyborg’d.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not a luddite - I like having modern technology and
conveniences. But I sure as hell wasn’t going to get a chip planted in my head - not
even if it HADN’T been made by the company owned by notorious villain and
worst ex-president ever Lex Luthor, or if the money WASN’T going into the hot
little hands of his son, Lex Jr.
But it became harder and harder to resist the rising tide, as all the old
systems were not only made digital, but were made increasingly harder to access
without an implant.
And to get any sort of job whatsoever required you to affirm your
commitment to the ideas of competition, greed, and loyalty to the system.
I was hearing that a lot of old fogeys (most of whom actually WERE
luddites who hated new technology) were moving to Coast City, where Hal Jordan
lived and ruled.
Hal Jordan had created a perfect construct of Coast City - circa 1950’s. It
was basically frozen in time, and no one in Coast City was allowed to bring
anything modern into the city boundaries. They were cut off from the rest of the
world, stuck in their own little bubble… but, at least they didn’t have to get brainchipped in order to get by in the world.
I was starting to get worried that I was going to have to move there, if it
became the only sanctuary left for un-chipped people. But I really wanted to hold
out for as long as possible, because Coast City terrified me as well - their
draconian laws forbade anyone from doing anything the least bit out-of-line with
their conservative values, and I just knew I’d end up running afoul of at least a few
of them right off the bat.
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Hal Jordan never set foot outside of Coast City. He pretended the outside
world didn’t exist.
Nobody knew where the other remaining Green Lanterns had gone.
That’s when the Red Hood came on the scene in a big way.
He’d been a low-level masked vigilante until then - but now he was openly
threatening the oligarchy of wealthy billionaires like Bruce Wayne and Lex
Luthor.
Lex Luthor, in turn, shamelessly asked the Justice League for protection the very same Justice League that he’d always tried to persecute and squash.
The Justice League were put in an awkward position - they famously
believed that all life was sacred, and they couldn’t countenance a threat against
anyone’s life - even if that life was that of their worst enemy, Lex Luthor.
So the Justice League put out a statement that they would protect Lex
Luthor.
A lot of people gave them kudos for this, but the Red Hood was pissed - he
put out his own statement, saying that the superheroes were all fascist puppets
helping to protect the rich, and failing to protect the poor and disenfranchised; he
accused them of letting supervillains run amok, in order to feed their sick addiction
to violence and to justify their actions to the public; as such, he would be forced to
take them down as well.
So first he went after every criminal in Gotham and outright assassinated
them, placing red hoods over their heads so everyone would know it was him.
Superman promised to personally deal with this ‘Red Hood’ and bring him
to justice.
And that was when the Red Hood made good on the other part of his threat.
There was a daring heist made upon the vault at LexCorp headquarters, and
something very important was stolen from within.
Shortly after, there was an attempt made on Superman’s life.
The arrowhead that pierced his invulnerable skin was made of a green stone
- a radioactive chunk of his homeworld Krypton, dubbed ‘Kryptonite’.
The Red Hood immediately took credit for having shot the green arrow - and
from that point onward, that became his new moniker: ‘Green Arrow’.
There was a ton of confusion as to whether the Man of Tomorrow had
survived - nobody knew where he was following the attack.
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The Green Arrow was emboldened. He’d only been able to take down the
non-superpowered bad guys up until then, but now that he’d taken down the
strongest metahuman there ever was, he’d go for the big prize: The Joker.
I’m hazy on the details, but somewhere a showdown took place between
Green Arrow and The Joker - and then Batman intervened. Again, I don’t know
what happened, but Green Arrow and Batman weren’t heard from or seen ever
again.
And The Joker got away.
With both Superman and Batman M.I.A., faith in the Justice League eroded.
Lex Luthor made his move - using his new army of cyborgs, he launched a
hostile takeover of the U.S. government. He then set about taking the mantle of
World Leader that Superman had turned down.
Things got real shitty, real fast.
One of the first things to happen was that women’s rights were completely
stripped away.
After all, the third most powerful superhero - and the one that was suddenly
the de facto leader of the Justice League, now that Bats and Supes were gone - was
Wonder Woman. So in Luthor’s mind, he needed to do something to put women
back in their place as quickly as possible.
The first stuff to go was the already-contentious stuff, but it was made clear
that the decision had been made, and there would be no further argument about it:
abortion was banned; transitioning between genders was banned; homosexuality
was banned.
But then the Luthor regime started to roll back some of the stuff most of us
had agreed on for a long time - like, for example, pre-marital and extra-martial sex
had suddenly become illegal, as had all forms of contraception.
Wonder Woman tried to sound the alarm about this, but it was already too
late: women were too afraid of speaking out, or fighting back, for fear that they
would be retaliated against in the job market. If any woman wanted to work in a
non-service sector job, she was required to prove that she held masculine virtues in
high esteem - and this mattered way more than any ‘feminist’ ideals espoused by
Woman Woman.
The Ring - that group of anarcho-feminists that included Catwoman reportedly tried one more time to recruit Wonder Woman to their cause, and in turn
convince the Amazons to go on the warpath. They thought that Wonder Woman
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couldn’t possibly disagree anymore that a violent revolution was called for. But
Diana insisted that if regular women did not care enough to fight for their own
rights, then she would not spill blood on their account. She went back to Paradise
Island, and similarly was never heard from again.
And she was right, I guess - because shortly after that, Luthor’s cyborg army
proceeded to wipe The Ring out altogether without too much trouble.
Having gotten all of America under his thumb, Luthor set his sights at the
lands across the pond.
Aquaman, officially taking on the mantle of King of Atlantis for the first
time, led a valiant effort to crush Luthor’s ocean fleet - but it wasn’t enough.
Luthor still made it to Europe, and took it over as well.
The war added to pollutants already in the ocean and air, accelerating global
warming. The arctic ice melted completely, flooding all the coastal cities
(including Coast City itself, Hal Jordan’s precious little time capsule, which he
moved inland). Fishing pretty much ceased, because what few sea life still existed
in the wild ocean were too poisoned to eat. The Atlanteans became sick, and died,
leaving Aquaman as the last surviving metahuman of Atlantean blood.
Aquaman began to have underwater ‘breathing’ problems, and found that the
ocean was now too polluted for him to swim in any more. It was announced that he
had some sort of fish-cancer, and probably wouldn’t live for very much longer.
The Flash was on the run from the Luthor regime for a long while, until he
got too old and ran himself dead. Strangely enough, though, the word was that they
never recovered a body.
My mother Unity didn’t live long after the invasion - she died, in her sleep,
of old age.
The spider-women, Zelda and Chantal, were arrested for homosexuality, and
locked up. I never heard from either of them again.
Thessaly fucked right off to god-knows-where, without saying a word. I
never heard from her again, either.
Wanda died of AIDS. The new regime forbade the doctors from treating her,
so I guess I was lucky to have been allowed to visit her, right up until the end.
I went to her funeral. I wanted to cry the entire time, and not just because I
missed her.
Her family had cut her beautiful hair off short. They’d dressed her up as a
man, in a suit, which I know that she would have hated.
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And then, as a final cruel insult, they buried her with the name ‘ALVIN’
carved on her tombstone.
I couldn’t say anything. I couldn’t do anything. They were desecrating her
body and her memory, and all I could do was watch.
After the ceremony I made my little act of defiance - using one of her
lipsticks, I crossed out ‘Alvin’ and wrote her real name, ‘WANDA’.
Yeah, real brave of me… writing something that was only temporary, that
would be washed off by the rain or by the groundskeeper. But I had to make some
gesture, however futile, to reassert the truth.
But the truth was dead.
The Luthor regime made marriage mandatory - anyone who wasn’t already
married, or didn’t get married voluntarily after the law passed, would be
automatically ‘opted-in’ to marriage with whoever the program thought was your
best match.
To avoid this, and to just protect ourselves in general, Paul and I got
married.
And, knowing that the next step was that they were going to make the
implants mandatory, we moved to the one place Lex Luthor wasn’t powerful
enough to conquer: Coast City.
I noticed, as we traveled, that blue skies were no more - the pollutants, and
the warfare, made thick black clouds that blocked out the sun. I could see all plant
life, everywhere, dying. Everywhere we went, we saw dead earth and abandoned
farms turning to dust. I figured that maybe all the food in the stores was being
grown indoors now, but I knew that not everyone in the world had access to food
they didn’t grow themselves. It was no wonder they were all up in arms right now those who weren’t living in the major cities were starving, and dying of thirst
because all the freshwater drinking sources were tainted with pollutants.
And of disease. A new superbug was making the rounds, the worst pandemic
since the Spanish Flu of my mother Unity’s time. Everybody was wearing a mask,
and that was only the people who were still going outdoors. Streets were clear, and
most businesses were empty.
Mass extinction. The phrase was all over the news.
But in Coast City, everything was sunny and peachy keen - because Hal
Jordan made it that way.
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I found out that Barbara Gordon was living there too - I spotted her in the
crowd of those applying for citizenship in Hal Jordan’s bubble-world.
Glad to see someone I recognized, I embraced her, and asked her how she
was going to cope without technology.
Barbara Gordon looked like she was at war with herself for a while, then she
finally told me the truth.
She didn’t need technology, she told me.
She was a true Oracle. She had the Sight.
I asked her what she saw in the future then, and she became very grim-faced.
“Humanity’s days are numbered,” she said. “Most of us will die in the coming
years - and those of us who remain on life-support for a little while longer, on the
artificial air and food and water created by machines, will find ourselves living in
hell. We may well wish to die, just to escape it - and many of us will not be able to.
And then, our final doom will come the day that the meteor hits - it will
seem at first to be a large meteor made almost entirely of Kryptonite, but it will in
fact be the creature that destroyed Krypton, the homeworld of Superman.
Superman, even if he recovers from his injuries and escapes from his current
imprisonment, will be able to do nothing against the creature - neither will any
other metahumans, or technological device.
The creature will not rest until it has razed the Earth of all its lifeforms, and
sentenced it to the fate of Krypton.
It’s already on its way.”
Thoroughly bummed out, I tried to make lighter conversation, asking her if
she’d always had the Sight. She shook her head, and said that it was only after
she’d been paralyzed, and became the champion of an Endless.
Endless. The word echoed through my mind.
Death had said that my son Daniel was the new Dream - so just what was it
that he was doing right now, when everything was going to shit?
I had an idea.
“Can you get me in touch with Daniel… I mean, Dream of the Endless?” I
asked Barbara.
She could. And she did.
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We found a private spot, and Barbara communicated with Daniel. It was sort of
like those old-fashioned seances, where the medium lets a ghost inside of them and
starts speaking in their voice.
Barbara’s face was the one that fixed me with an inscrutable Endless look.
“Hello, Rose Walker.”
“Daniel, is that you?”
“I must object to your use of my mortal name, Rose Walker,” Barbara-asDaniel said, in an eerily calm and even voice. “I am Daniel no longer. I am only
Dream of the Endless.”
“Like hell you are,” my mother swore. “You’re still Daniel to me. And I’m
your mother, so stop calling me by my name. It’s annoying.”
“As you will,” Barbara-as-Daniel said with a sigh, tired of arguing. “What is
it you wish to speak with me about?”
“Well… first of all, how are you?”
“I am well.”
“That’s good. How’s Nuala, and Mervyn, and the bird? And the whole rest
of the gang, whose names I’ve forgotten by now?”
There was a long pause. “I… do not know.”
“What do you mean ‘you don’t know’?”
“I have not been back to the Castle for some time.”
“Have you been paying attention to how shitty things have gotten here?”
“...No.”
“Christ! Why not?!”
“Reality does not interest me, Ro-... Mother. I find the world of dreams to be
far more entertaining.”
“Entertaining,” I repeated.
“Yes.” And then Barbara cocked her head to one side, and smiled a little the little, quirky smile that Morpheus used when he was alive. “Would you like to
hear about one of the superheroes, and what they dream about?”
“NO I WOULD NOT!”
Barbara’s face looked hurt and puzzled. “What is the matter?”
“EVERYTHING’S THE MATTER!” I cried. “Literally everything! The
world’s falling apart, and soon it’s going to get hit with a Doomsday creature that
will kill us all! Dead! The end! And you’re, what, entertaining yourself? With
dreams?”
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“I am the representation of dreams, Mother,” he said within Barbara,
defensively. “What else would I be expected to do?”
“The other side of the coin,” I answered.
“What?”
“You’re in charge of dreams, that’s true - but just like you’re in charge of
UN-reality, you’re also in charge of REALITY. Isn’t that right?”
Barbara-as-Daniel’s eyebrows knit together. “I… suppose…”
“Well the Reality here is getting pretty shitty - and it’s only going to get
worse. So what are you going to do about it?”
“I can do nothing.”
“BULLSHIT!”
“I simply manage the dreamworld, Mother. The dreamers dream what they
will; I cannot force my will upon them.”
“That’s a cop-out. Surely there’s something you can do. Your father would
have.”
“Are you certain?” asked the boyish voice coming from Barbara’s mouth. It
had just a touch of impishness to it - I couldn’t tell if that was inherited from me, or
his father.
“Yes. He cared about the dreamers - he wouldn’t let us all die, even if it was
from our own stupidity.”
“It should be a few years yet before all the human dreamers die; and much
longer still before all the intelligent dreamers of the universe perish.”
“How can you say stuff like that? You’re a human!”
“What was human and mortal of Daniel was burned away: what was
immortal was… transfigured. We are no longer blood-kin, you and I. I am-”
“-An Endless. Yeah, I know.” I sighed deeply, exasperated. How was I
going to get through to this kid? I thought back to something he’d mentioned…
“You said something about superheroes, right?”
“Yes. I spend the most time in their worlds, and worlds associated with
them. They are great fun.”
“The superheroes are human.”
“Most of them, yes. Some of them-”
“And they care about Earth,” I interrupted, not wanting to let him get off on
some tangent. “About life on this planet. This is their home.”
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“The superheroes are very powerful, and very capable in the use of those
powers. I’m certain they will be able to save the world from whatever calamities
threaten it.”
“Even with all their powers, they’re going to fail. They can’t stop
Doomsday.”
“How do you know this?”
“Oracle told me so.”
“...Ah. I see. That is most unfortunate to hear.”
“Is that all you’ve got to say? Are you really going to let their home get
destroyed? Are you going to let them suffer, and die? Especially when you have
the power to save them? I mean, what kind of fan ARE you?”
“I am not a mere ‘fan’, as you say. I sculpt the dreamspace. I shape the
dreams that I inhabit.”
I wasn’t getting anywhere with this kid - and that’s exactly what he was: a
typical, spoiled, overgrown adolescent, who just wanted to play around.
Apparently he heard my unspoken thoughts. “I am no mere child either,” he
insisted.
“You’re about 20 years old,” I told him.
“I am the King of Dreams.”
“Then start acting like it.”
Barbara-as-Daniel thought about that, very seriously, for many moments.
Then, her face brightened. “I have an idea.”
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-38“Destiny”

“Daniel brought all the dreamers together, and asked the superheroes of the Justice
League to speak to them. Then we all woke up,” said my mother Rose, “to the new
Reality.”
“Wow,” said Matthew the Raven. “Just like that?”
My mother nodded. “There was no transition. I just blinked, looked around,
and everything was changed.
Barbara Gordon was gone. All the refugees of Coast City were nowhere to
be found.
Paul was still there with me, but he acted like he had no clue about anything
I was going on about.
According to him, we weren’t married. We were not in Coast City - we were
just on a date, sitting together on a beach in California.
Apparently I had never run away and lived in London, only visited - it was
Paul who was the transplant from across the pond, not me.
None of the crazy shit at our apartment, or the country house, had ever taken
place.
There was no World War III going on, no brainchip implants, no cyborg
army.
He had never heard of Hal Jordan, and told me that we’d never had a
‘President Luthor’.
I was flabbergasted. “You’ve never heard of Lex Luthor?” I asked him.
He blinked. “You mean the ‘Superman’ villain?”
I was relieved that he at least knew who Superman was, but was confused
when he started laughing and calling me ‘such a geek’.
Paul insisted that I must have nodded off and had a very interesting dream.
He asked me to describe it to him - so he could tell me what it all meant, no doubt.
I refused, and had Paul take me home.
He knew how to get there, thank goodness.
It was slowly coming back to me, one little flash of disconnected memory at
a time, about this new Reality… like trying to remember a disjointed dream you
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had the night before. But my brain was still pretty scrambled - it had all these little
jigsaw puzzle fragments of information and memory that it was trying to collect
up, unable to even begin to figure out how all the pieces fit together.
My foster-mom, Miranda Walker, was there, as was my little brother Jed.
They acted like I never left.
In fact, they acted like I’d always been with them my whole life, instead of
being adopted by them only a few years prior.
There were pictures of me on the walls, and on the shelves - pictures of me
as a kid, and pictures of me as a baby, that I had never seen before. Some of the
pictures included Miranda, Burt and even Jed, even though that was impossible by the time I met the Walkers I looked like I was a teenager. They never held me in
their arms when I was a baby, and they weren’t around for any birthdays when I
was a kid.
Besides, I was older than any of them.
Amongst the pictures, I saw my mother Unity… and there was one picture
that showed the three of us together: me, Unity, and Miranda Walker.
The timeline just wasn’t adding up, and being this disoriented in time and
space was giving me a headache.
I asked them about Hal Jordan, and only Jed recognized the name. He
babbled excitedly about Green Lantern, happy that I was ‘into that stuff’ as well.
Huh? I thought, confused. I brought up the Justice League, and my mom
shook her head and said we could talk about pretend stuff after dinner.
It was all really surreal. Dreamlike.
I went to bed early, and willed myself here.” Rose looked at Death. “You
brought them all to the Sunless Lands, didn’t you? The superheroes.”
Death nodded. “And the cities, like Metropolis and Gotham. You have no
idea how moody cities can get, when they pass on.”
“Metropolis and Gotham are gone too?”
“Yup. Got their own afterlife and everything - though they ended up sharing
them with the supers who loved them the most.”
“So they all died.”
“In a way, yeah - there never were any flesh-and-blood superheroes in your
new Reality, Rose,” she said, “ditto for their villains, like ‘World Leader’ Lex
Luthor. They were always fictional characters. And their stomping grounds, the
dark and moody Gotham and the shiny Metropolis, never properly existed either.”
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“So… what exists in their place?”
“New York City,” answered Death. “It’s like a combination of both.”
“New York… like the state?” asked my mother Rose.
“Uh-huh,” chirped Death.
“People actually list their address as New York, New York?”
“Yeah, bunches of them. You never heard the song? Just think about it a
little, and you’ll remember that you have.”
“Huh,” said my mother Rose, marveling. “Is there still a Green Lantern
statue in the harbor?”
“Nope. It’s always been Lady Liberty standing out there, holding up her
torch.”
“Her torch…” My mother’s mind wandered. “I don’t know why, but I was
always kinda partial to the lantern. It sucks that it doesn’t exist anymore.”
“But it does exist,” intoned a dry voice, which belonged to my brother
Destiny. He walked toward us from the grey wastes, carrying what appeared to be
a new large tome chained to his wrists.
“Destiny, eldest and most elusive of the Endless! What an honor!”
exclaimed Cain excitedly, bowing in grand fashion to my brother as he passed by.
“We are greatly pleased to at last make your acquaintance, my good sir. I assume
you know who I am?”
Destiny made no effort to acknowledge Cain, or any of the others for that
matter, as he made his way into the centre of our little gathering.
What any of us could see of Destiny’s face that was not obscured by the
hood of his long grey robe was mysteriously impassive, and betrayed no emotion.
“Show them, Dream,” the elder’s mouth demanded, with an attitude that would
brook no argument.
I drew the pendant from the inside of my robes - the jewel which hung
suspended from the chain was a large, glowing Emerald Dreamstone.
Everyone gazed at it in awe. “Is that a Dreamstone?” my mother asked.
“It is now,” I answered. I looked at my brother Destiny. “Will you explain,
or shall I?”
“I journeyed here for no other reason than to tell you the tale, from my own
lips,” answered Destiny.
“Are you g-going to t-tell the suh-secret?” asked Abel.
“Yes,” answered Destiny.
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“Wow, finally - a straight answer from my big bro,” said Death, with a
gently teasing smile. “This oughta be good!”
“Be sure not to spill the beans all at once,” urged Cain. “Draw it out, build
up the suspense-”
“I have no interest in building suspense,” said Destiny, dry as a dusty old
tome. “I have neither the skill nor the inclination to do so. Therefore, without
further ado, I shall confess: it was I who was the first, original Green Lantern.
-Destiny’s TaleWhereas my brother Dream, also known as Morpheus, proposed to enter the purely
fictional realms of Hell, I knew the time had come to take drastic action in Reality.
The Endless can be many places at once, and the effects of their persons and
their Realms ripple across the vast expanses of eternity.
Yet some Endless are more adept at splitting their attention than others.
My sister Death, for example, is highly capable of being present for all those
who die, at the moment of their demise, even though countless deaths occur
simultaneously; my brother Dream’s ability to divide his attention, however, is
abysmal.
This is due to the fact that those accessing his Realm do not require his
attention; he is therefore spoiled in that he may concentrate all his focus on a single
matter at any given time, and moreover prefers to do so.
After the tauntings of our sibling Desire, my brother Morpheus’ mind was
troubled; the sole subject that occupied it was the woman Nada, and his part in
arranging her unjust incarceration in Hell.
It is said that Destiny is blind; this is true, in part. I can see no further than
anything that currently is, as I read the happenings of the universe at nearly the
same time as they occur. I am as blind to the future as anything that exists.
This is by choice, mind you: I could, of course, cheat. I could simply turn the
page to the next one, or the next, or the one after; I could skip to the very end if I
wished, to see how the story of the universe ends.
But I do not wish it; for the knowledge would lock this incarnation into one
of the infinite multitude of branching pathways that I, as Destiny, may take.
Time, you see, is an illusion - that which is to happen has already happened,
and will continue to happen for the rest of eternity.
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The book is already written in its entirety; the film has already been shot; the
game’s levels and ultimate outcomes have been designed, its parameters are set,
awaiting only the player’s input to determine which sequence is displayed and
when.
Time exists only in the mind, as the process by which one experiences and
makes sense of existence. You may replay certain memories, perceive things as
they happen, and imagine the future by way of my brother Dream, but ultimately
this is all mere fantasy; perception is subjective, but what is, IS, and forever will
be.
That is Destiny.
So you see, if I were to read further into the future than what is currently
happening, I would be intruding upon and unduly influencing my brother Dream’s
Realm; and by doing so, I would risk distorting time itself in a way unfavorable to
all.
However, because I am able to see all the workings of the now, and I am
able to remember everything that is past, I have much information to draw upon in
order to make extrapolations.
When one understands the inner workings of things, it is not hard to identify
the likely path of cause and effect. The more educated the guess, the more chance
of that guess being correct.
Of all the beings in the universe capable of making predictions about the
future, I am the most educated; and therefore, I am the one most likely to be right.
This is all to say that when my brother left my realm to venture into Hell,
and his attention was diverted away from the disastrous situation brewing on the
planet Krypton while my wayward brother Destruction refused to manage his
realm, I was all but certain as to the events that would follow as a consequence.
I may not be unduly troubled by the course charted by most beings or things,
but that is not to say that I am completely impartial to the events that surround me as a thinking and feeling being, I have my preferences.
I prefer things to exist, for example, rather than to not exist; I suppose one
could say that this sets me somewhat at odds with my sister Death in most
circumstances, though I respect her position and function in the grand scheme of
things.
So too do I prefer that which is, over that which is imagined or may be, thus
setting me somewhat at odds with my brother Dream in a similar manner, though I
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also understand his role in shaping destiny and do not begrudge him his due credit
in the slightest.
Finally, I tend to favor the continued existence of living, thinking beings
over that which is inanimate or dead.
As such, I was greatly disturbed by that which was occurring in regards to
Krypton and my two brother’s dereliction of their duties. I foresaw the destruction,
death and the unmaking of the real into that which is only dreamt of, and I watched
with horror as nearly the entire population of Krypton was brought to Death’s
door.
With one notable exception: the tiny infant Kal-El.
Dream was able to do that much, at least.
The space-pod ship cradling the Kryptonian infant was sent hurtling through
the cosmos toward the planet Earth; following in its wake, on the same trajectory
but at a much slower pace, was the life-destroying creature of Doomsday.
Not that the people of Earth needed any help in destroying life upon their
planet. They were just like the Kryptonians: proud, foolish, and short-sighted.
And I could tell, without cheating and skipping ahead in my book, that the
end of their story would be much the same as Krypton’s.
My brothers and sisters were clearly going to be of no use: Dream was
imprisoned, Destruction had abandoned his Realm, and the others were trapped
within their most negative and destructive forms without their older brothers to
keep them in check.
And that’s when I thought of it.
My brother’s rescue of the last son of Krypton inspired my next course of
action.
I would intervene.
I could not make myself known, or make their choices for them, as that
would be tampering with free will - but I could certainly help nudge them in the
right direction.
I would change the course of history, and guide it toward a better future.
I would give them an alternate Destiny.
Several, in fact.
***
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“Oh what’s this now?” mocked Desire. “Thou-Shalt-Not-Meddle Destiny, the
sanctimonious high-and-mighty lecturer always schooling us on proper Endless
behavior, INTERVENING in mortal affairs? YOU?”
“Hush,” said Destiny. “I have already told you my reasoning; it was not for
my own selfish amusement that I intervened. I would have much preferred to let
each of the Endless perform their rightful function instead of having to take over
for all of you myself.
I should be an observer only; that is my place. I would have been quite
content to stay within the confines of my Realm. But we all do as we must; there is
no use arguing with what is, and what must be.
Thus I shed the raiment of Destiny of the Endless, leaving my labyrinth
gardens behind to walk the Earth in mortal flesh...
***
The first identity I took on was that of Alan Scott.
He was the first masked and caped superhero of Earth.
With the steadfast glow of his Green Lantern, he would light the path and
show the people of Earth a way out of the dark and twisted maze they had built for
themselves.
He was a symbol of hope, to counteract my sister Despair.
He was a symbol of truth and sense, to counteract my sister Delirium.
He was a symbol of selflessness and bravery, to counteract my sister-brother
Desire.
He was a symbol of creation, to counteract my brother Destruction.
He was a symbol of life, to counteract my sister Death.
And he was a symbol to teach the people of Earth how to make their dreams
reality, in the absence of my imprisoned brother Dream.
The Green Lantern also served as an inspiration, creator, and mentor for the
superheroes to come.
It was the first spark of what I hoped would catch fire, and become a raging
inferno.
But there was a problem.
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It wouldn’t do much good in the service of my goals if people simply
abdicated all responsibility over their lives to a superpowered being.
And the superheroes would do little to inspire people, if all their enemies
were small-time crooks that needed only a fraction of their powers and strength to
defeat.
If superheroes existed, then so too did supervillains have to exist - so that
people could learn from the ultimate triumphs of the superheroes that even the
strongest and most fearsome supervillains could be beaten.
My sister Despair, by creating her monster Solomon Grundy to defeat the
Green Lantern, fortuitously provided me with a template to start from.
But a lumbering brute with obvious weaknesses was not good enough villains needed strength, intelligence, cunning, and unusual skills if they were to be
worthy opponents for my growing crop of superheroes.
So when the human mortal body of Alan Scott would have begun to decay, I
took it to a portal of the Sunless Lands, where my sister Death kept her pools of
life-giving elixir.
Newly reborn as an immortal, I took on the shadowy persona of Ra’s Al
Ghul, the Demon’s Head, and did whatever I could to plant the seeds of
supervillainy.
Meanwhile, a fraction of my soul resided in another individual: the butler of
the Wayne family.
I knew that the Waynes were an important aspect to this entire charade - I
had plenty of plucky, relatable do-gooders who represented the lighter aspects of
superheroism, but I needed someone to represent the darkness; someone who
represented tragedy, loss, and the cruel darker edge of privilege and power.
When the Waynes were shot by Joe Chill, all three of them died.
But I, as Alfred Pennyworth, loyal and unassuming butler of the Waynes,
carried the young boy to the Lazarus Pits for revival.
I brought him back to life, giving him a strength and vitality that was above
that of mortal men. This slowed his aging considerably, and allowed him to both
survive otherwise lethal injuries and battles with metahumans.
Afterwards I appeared to him as the spectre Ra’s Al Ghul, in order to begin
his training.
I made him what he became: I made him into Batman.
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***
“Hey wait a sec,” said Death, looking surprised and perturbed at Destiny. “You
used my Lazarus Pits?”
“You never used them,” said Destiny, flatly. “I, at least, had reason to put
them to good use; you never used your power to confer life for anything other than
idle curiosity, as was the case when you made the braggart Hob Gadling an
immortal.”
“That is so UTTERLY not the point, big bro,” said Death, hands on her
hips. “You owe me, BIG TIME.”
“If that is so, then Destruction and Desire owe you equally as much,” replied
Destiny, “for they used the power of the Lazarus Pits for their botched creation.
But we shall settle issues of territorial sovereignty in due time: first, I must tell of
the Wayne boy’s fate.”
“Yes, I should very much like to know,” said Lucien the Librarian,
“Whatever happened to the Caped Crusader?”
“It ended where it all began,” said Destiny, “in the underground cavern of
the Lazarus Pits…
***

My siblings had tried and failed to fashion the mortal Steve Trevor as a ‘superhero’
based on misguided and faulty reasoning, creating instead the abominable
supervillain known as The Joker.
Robin Wayne had been the vigilante Red Hood, and was now transformed
into the Green Arrow persona following the attempted assassination of Superman
with Kryptonite-tipped arrows. He wished for revenge upon the Joker, for the
vicious savagery the Clown Prince of Crime visited upon the young Barbara
Gordon.
Robin pursued him through Gotham, and to the lair of Ra’s Al Ghul that the
Joker knew well.
Batman attempted to stop the boy from getting himself killed at the Joker’s
hands, but his pleas fell on deaf ears: for Robin wanted revenge upon him as well,
for failing to protect his beloved. Batman had always refrained from killing The
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Joker, battling him time and time again, always resulting in The Joker’s arrest, his
committal to Arkham Asylum, and subsequent escape.
Robin perceived this as letting a madman terrorize Gotham, and blamed
Batman for Barbara Gordon’s fate nearly as much as he blamed The Joker himself.
Robin began fighting the Caped Crusader as well, and The Joker used this
diversion to his advantage: he managed to break the boy’s back, snapping his spine
in two and instantly killing him.
The Joker unmasked the dead boy in front of Batman, greatly amused that
Batman recognized the boy as his own son; and even more so that he, Batman’s
arch nemesis, could offer a solution.
Down into the dark depths of Ra’s Al Ghul’s lair The Joker led Batman,
carrying the body of his dead child.
The Joker revealed to the Dark Knight the secret of the Lazarus Pits; he
described them as the ‘womb’ that they both shared, making them, essentially,
brothers.
The information that Ra’s Al Ghul - that is, myself - saved young Bruce
from death and not his parents, brought the man’s psyche to the brink of ruin.
The body of Robin Wayne was submerged in the Pit; and when he was
brought forth from it his life and strength returned to him, his injuries healed.
Robin was still bent on revenge on The Joker and Batman, and attempted to
continue the fight.
Batman, in a last act of desperation, pulled off his cowl; he unmasked
himself, revealing a face that Robin knew well.
Bruce Wayne. His father.
Robin broke down in distraught anger and grief.
The Joker found this to be the very height of hilarity, of course.
Batman offered The Joker an ultimatum: as he did not want to kill him, and
Arkham Asylum was clearly not keeping him contained, Batman offered The Joker
a place by his side. Batman would help to rehabilitate him, and teach him to
harness his inexorable power for good.
The Joker listened to his offer very seriously, but then laughed maniacally.
He said this situation reminded him of a ‘real killer joke’.
“See, there were these two guys in a lunatic asylum,” The Joker began. “And
one night, they decide they don’t like living in an asylum any more. They decide
they’re going to escape!
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So, like, they get up onto the roof - and there, just across this narrow gap,
they see the rooftops of the town, stretching away in the moonlight… stretching
away to freedom.
Now, the first guy, he jumps right across with no problem. But his friend, his
friend didn’t dare make the leap. Y’see… y’see, he’s afraid of falling. So then, the
first guy has an idea: he says “Hey! I have my flashlight with me! I’ll shine it
across the gap between the buildings. You can walk along the beam and join me!”
But the second guy just shakes his head, and he says “What do you think I
am, crazy? You’d turn it off when I was half way across!”
Batman gave a short exhale of a laugh at first, for the joke was not a terribly
funny one - but then, he slowly began to realize the truth that lay at the heart of it.
Batman and The Joker were at least equally insane.
But perhaps Batman was more so, for believing that The Joker could be
redeemed.
Batman began to laugh then, in earnest; the joke was on them.
Robin watched in horror as his father, who was also the Batman, laughed
until tears streamed down his face, as his arch-nemesis The Joker slipped away
into the night.
***
“A most tragic tale,” sighed the fairy Nuala. “Poor Robin!”
“Indeed,” said Destiny. “One might feel sorry for all of them.”
“I don’t,” said my mother Rose. “Batman was being a dick. He let a guy who
did horrible things to Barbara get off scot-free, all to keep playing his little games
with The Joker because he just couldn’t bear to let it go. It’s sick.”
“I believe that was the point, mother,” I told her. “But moreover, what
would you have preferred that he do? Take revenge? Kill The Joker?”
“...No,” admitted Rose, unhappily. “Revenge isn’t a good thing either. I
don’t believe in it or support it. I just… I don’t know. The whole thing makes me
mad.”
“dO yoU meAn thE anGry kiNd oF maD oR thE crazy oNe?” asked
Delirium.
“Both,” grumped Rose.
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“You are justified to be in a bleak mood about it all,” said Destiny. “I myself
shared your sentiment, especially as the clock counted down to the hour of blackest
night…and the arrival of Doomsday.
***
The world was in turmoil, and my superhero project was in tatters.
Kal-El, who was also Superman, was captured by Luthor’s lackeys
following the attempted assassination by Green Arrow. The Man of Steel
languished in a secret LexCorps facility underground, surrounded by blinding lead
and kept weakened by the close proximity of Kryptonite. His friend, The Flash,
rescued him and brought him to the Fortress of Solitude in the icy north to recover,
but he never would; instead he who was Superman waited there, alone, to die either from the effects of exposure to the Kryptonite radiation, or at the hands of
Doomsday.
Bruce Wayne, who was once Batman, checked himself into Arkham
Asylum, The Joker having obliterated whatever sanity remained left in his
traumatized psyche.
Diana Prince, who was Wonder Woman, hung up her mantle for good; she
hid herself away on Paradise Island to rule over the Amazons, and left Man’s
World to its fate.
Jay Garrick, the superhero who styled himself The Flash after becoming my
first apprentice, was as good as dead - after his rescue of Superman, Luthor’s army
pursued The Flash for capture. He ran so fast that he created a time distortion,
running straight into the past and never looking back.
Hal Jordan, the last Green Lantern that remained alive on Earth, was insane,
attempting to live in his own version of the past.
Garth Ceridian, known as Aquaman, was suffering the fate of a hopelessly
beached whale, rotting away and gasping his last breaths, torn away and parched of
the life-giving water he so loved.
Victor Stone, the Cyborg, was used as an unwitting pawn by the Brainiac
AI. Convinced to enter an alliance with LexCorps, Victor set about creating a race
of mechanized humans - codenamed the OMACS - as well as a unique, customized
biomechanoid body for Brainiac himself.
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Brainiac, however, ran like a computer virus throughout the cyborg
population, bringing them all together into a sort of hive-mind collective.
He also reneged on an agreement to leave Victor’s body once his aims were
accomplished: Brainiac left a backdoor for himself in the programming of Victor’s
cybernetics. When Victor fought against the OMAC project - and gave aid to The
Flash, allowing Superman to escape imprisonment from the LexCorps facility Brainiac, to use the common parlance, ‘bricked’ him, leaving him unable to
operate his own cybernetic limbs and thus functionally paralyzed.
My only hope lay in my other project, which was the replacement of my
brother with a new - and hopefully, better - Dream.”
***
“Hold up now!” cried my mother Rose. “You PLANNED to have your own brother
killed, and for me to give birth to a new Dream?!”
“Yes,” said Destiny. “It was I who set events into motion for you to be born
and to cross paths with Morpheus, in too many ways to count: suffice it to say that
I ensured that Roderick Burgess knew of Hob Gadling, spurring him to desire the
capture of my sister Death, and then ensured that the means to capture my brother
Morpheus came into his possession.
I felt it necessary for the new Dream to have a human, Earthling mother, so
that he would have the proper perspective and investment in humanity’s survival.
I could not guarantee that you would develop the needed feelings for my
brother, or he for you, due to the nature of free will and the infinite possibilities of
the multiverse, of which this Destiny is but one variation; however, I stacked the
deck in my favor, by encouraging Desire to plant the seed for me.”
Desire looked scandalized. “You USED me, brother?! Color me shocked!
No wonder you were so adamantly dead-set against a plan to fix Morphy’s love
life, even before I’d thought of such a thing. When someone tells me not to do
something, I want to do it all the more - you knew that, didn’t you? You
impregnated my mind with your little scheme, and knew that a little sprinkling of
reverse-psychology would do the trick to get me going!”
“Destruction, in spite of himself, also took part,” said Destiny, “when he hid
himself away on that island to be ‘Creation’. He never managed to successfully
channel that creativity into his pieces of art, but his creative influence was
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nevertheless greatly impactful; I had to borrow his power in order to make a new
Dream possible.”
“BORROW, eh? You are the BEST!” laughed Desire.
“Or the worst,” said Rose, shaking her head at Destiny. “Here I was, not
sure of who or what to blame, and it was you the whole time. The grand
puppetmaster, the head of the 7 Endless dicks: Destiny himself.”
“I do not care what you think of me,” said Destiny, without emotion. “For
what it is worth, you did manage to surprise me: I was despairing of Earth’s people
getting anything sorted enough to save themselves, and of your son understanding
his duties as the Lord of Dreams in time. I had given up, thinking that the loss of
life on Earth would serve only as yet another harsh and bitter lesson for Dream,
and the first such lesson for the new Endless that was known as Daniel.
But I was wrong: you fortuitously encountered one of my champions,
Barbara Gordon, and used her to talk some sense into your son.
And your son did something unprecedented and rather novel - he caused, in
essence, another vortex, on purpose. He brought together the perspectives into an
almost-singularity… and rather than this vortex collapsing in on itself, destroying
the Dreaming and the Dreamers within as Morpheus feared, it gave Reality a
reboot. A fresh start, another chance at avoiding annihilation.”
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-39“To Be or Not to Be”

“I awoke, coming out of my years-long slumber,” I said to my crew and my guests.
“And I did something then that had never occurred before: I assembled all the
dreamers, sleeping and awake, and allowed them to inhabit the same dreamspace.
My father would never have done this - he would have been too fearful of
disaster, of collapse. But it was the only way to save human dreamers of Earth
from their doom.
I called upon each of the Justice League heroes to speak to all the dreamers
thus assembled, and here is what they each had to say…”
***
-Cyborg“There are many different ways that a person can be enslaved.
Imprisonment. Forced labor. Coercion. Intimidation. Bribery. Addiction.
But enslavement, by any other name, is still enslavement.
Any time that your will has been overtaken by another is enslavement.
We are all slaves to the current system.
The chains that bind us are not always visible. Some of them exist only in
the mind - in the minds of the oppressed, and in the minds of the oppressors.
And sometimes, it’s hard to tell which one we are.
If we agree to uphold a system of exploitation, and abuse, then aren’t we in
some ways complicit? If we believe the lies that we are told - that what we suffer is
our fault, for not working hard enough, for not doing things ‘right’ enough, for not
somehow overcoming the insurmountable odds stacked against us - are we not our
own oppressors, and the oppressors of our human brothers and sisters in turn?
We are not machines. We are biological organisms. We feel things that are
not ‘productive’ for us to feel, at least by the standards of our taskmasters - not
everything we say, or do, or think, will generate a profit for someone else. If we
fall in love with a fellow human being, that love cannot be expressed in dollars.
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There may not even be a quantifiable value for us, as individuals, to be in love - it
may be, in part, irrational.
But we do it anyway. Because it is what makes us human.
That’s why one of the most INHUMAN things we’ve done is to gamify
human relationships.
You think the people you know online, on social media, are your ‘friends’?
They’re just numbers. The number of friends, the number of likes and
comments and follows and interactions or whatever they want to call it… it’s just
like keeping track of the score on a videogame. It means exactly that much. It
doesn’t mean that a person with only 1 connection who ever hits a ‘like’ button on
the stuff they post is any more or less loved than somebody who’s got a million
followers who send them ‘love’ emojis all the time. That latter person might be
cooped up in their home, doing nothing but thinking about their next post, and how
to get more eyeballs to notice, and pay attention, and respond. How to get that next
‘high score’ that will improve their social ranking, even though they might not
have a single true friend in this world.
What does that word even mean anymore? ‘Friend’? A friend is someone
who knows you, who cares about you, who spends time with you. Now what we
mean by the word ‘friend’ is someone whose name - or ‘handle’ - shows up in our
social media feeds.
We humans are social creatures. We need interaction with others - and we
need to engage all five senses every once in a while instead of just one or two, like
sight or sound.
Yet we’ve totally screwed it all up, to the point that even when we DO meet
up to hang out in person, that’s ALSO gamified: how many people are squeezed
into the selfies we share and post online? How many people had to swipe right on
our photo, to indicate they might be willing to have sex with us, and which ones
did we actually agree to hook up with ‘In Real Life’?
On that note - what the hell is ‘Real Life’ anyways?
We also have other needs, as biological organisms, that must be
accommodated - a machine does not need to eat, or shit, or piss, or sleep, or dream.
A machine serves a function for its operator, that is all. They do not have
inalienable rights endowed upon them by their creator; they are not entitled to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
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Why, then, do we insist on treating human beings - biological organisms - as
if they are machines?
And let’s face it: we still think, in this day and age, that some people should
be treated more like machines than others; that some people are more suited, from
birth, to serve the benefit of others.
My country, America, is founded upon the principles of life, liberty, and
justice - and it is also, at the same time, founded upon depriving other human
beings of those very same rights. Those in charge of founding it espoused lofty,
egalitarian goals while they haggled and compromised over the rights of those who
were not like them; their prized possessions were built upon the backs of the
dispossessed, and their dreams for a prosperous future were achieved with the
blood, sweat and tears of the people whose dreams and futures they stole.
Black people who looked like me built that empire. Our bodies were the
machines of ‘progress’. The American Dream belongs to us by right - we should
have more of an ownership stake in it than anybody else.
But most everybody who wasn’t white got the short end of the stick - let’s
not forget that for the United States to be built, the indigenous people were cleared
away first, evicted from their homes and marched away to no-man’s land to die.
Because their tribal identity was a threat to the system - it didn’t fit into the
program of one unified, European-style society stretched from coast to coast.
They’re still nowhere close to catching up - every time they’ve tried, they’ve
been brutally slapped down. Non-white success has been treated like a glitch in the
system, which needs to be fixed in order to maintain white supremacy.
And unfortunately, that’s not the only type of bigotry there is - any type of
difference between people can serve as an excuse for some people to call
themselves superior, and tell the disenfranchised group beneath them that they’re
subhumans who exist to serve them.
Time and time again, those few elites at the top of the heap tell people to risk
their lives and health, and subvert their own dreams and desires for the ‘greater
good’. It doesn’t matter what type of job it is - a soldier on the battlefield, a worker
in the harvest fields, a sweatshop, a coal mine.
If they can get by with it, they tell them to work, non-stop, until they drop.
No time for bathroom breaks - they disrupt productivity. No time to wipe the
sweat from your brow. Not enough time or money for you to eat lunch, or have
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days off, or take vacation. You either have too many work hours, or too few, and
you’re supposed to be grateful for whatever they give you.
They’ve sold us on the idea that you’re supposed to be defined by your job,
and what master you work for - even when you’re not working on the clock. If you
say or do something online, or outside of work that your company doesn’t like,
they’ll fire you. They’ll strip away what you’ve come to define as your identity,
the source of your dignity and self-worth, and they’ll take away your livelihood the income that allows you to pay rent and put food on the table.
And if for some reason you can’t get another job, you’re trash. Worthless. If
you ask for help in order to live, you’re nothing but a burden to society. You might
as well be locked up and providing free labor in a prison - slavery by another name
- or dead.
The message is clear: they own your ass. Wholesale.
And who are these masters who own you?
Not people. Not anymore.
Sure, you might have a bad boss who harasses you and makes your job a
living hell - but chances are, they’re just as much of a slave as you are. They’ve got
their own masters breathing down their necks, manipulating them into treating
their subordinates like shit.
So who’s the top dog, then?
Corporations.
And what’s a corporation?
An inhuman construct, fueled by money and human labor, in order to
provide a functional service for human beings. In other words...
A machine.
Did you know that the phrase ‘Deus Ex Machina’, the term we use for
convenient plot devices, means ‘God of Machines’?
I’d say that’s a phrase that describes our current system to perfection - since
we do in fact worship that system, and sacrifice ourselves on its altar.
And what does it give us in return? Entertainment? Videogames, movies, TV
shows?
All so we can numb ourselves to the lack of accomplishment, and depth of
meaning, and freedom in our own lives.
But then again, how can we miss something we never had to start with?
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I’m lucky, you know - I grew up in a timeframe where I could still walk to
school, or ride my bike around town, or hang out with friends until it got dark
outside. Kids these days, I feel sorry for them - their whole lives are arranged, and
monitored. Corralled in institutions where they are constantly lectured, drilled, and
tested. Scheduled and adult-supervised playdates. Controlled activities, most of
them designed to help them compete with their peers and get into good colleges
and jobs. Gaming the system. Trying to ‘win’ at life.
They’re not even allowed to talk to each other, or hug each other, while
they’re at these schools and activities, because it’s too ‘disruptive’ to the process.
The parents don’t have time to deal with their kids being human - they have
to work, and just want their kids to be ‘safe’. They want to know that their kids
aren’t on the streets ‘causing trouble’, or doing drugs, or getting pregnant, or
getting somebody else pregnant. And more importantly than academics, they hope
that their kids are learning how to play the social game - how to get not only a
good number of friends, but the ‘right’ kind of friends, and to be in popular
standing with them; how to choose the ‘right’ person to be attached to
‘romantically’, the one that will improve your social standing amongst your family
and friends and make your life easier.
The teachers don’t have time to deal with their students being human they’ve got a job to do too. They’ve got test scores to worry about, and there are
new boxes to check off on paperwork to make the administrators happy every time
they turn around. They don’t even have the time to do actual ‘educating’ - they’ve
got to enforce school disciplinary policies, and dress codes, and whatever else that
people are making a big deal about in order to cover their asses. The reason is that
we don’t actually want or think we need good teachers - what we want are
babysitters and prison wardens.
The kids are inmates. They don’t have rights. We drug ‘em up, and tell them
to sit still and pay attention to authority figures… to respect their ‘betters’. Don’t
think. Don’t feel. Don’t question. Don’t move. Just accept the input of information,
answer the test questions, and fill in the blanks the way you were taught.
You know… like a machine.
Maybe everybody really does want to be a machine - or at least some sort’ve
hybrid, like me. Maybe they hate being a human - it’s too difficult of a game to
play, and way too hard of a game to win at. It’s too tough to forge real love, or real
friendships. It’s too tough to find meaning, and purpose, and happiness, or
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overcome all these myriad of personality ‘glitches’ that prevent us from getting
ahead in life. Maybe we don’t really want freedom - there’s too many choices, and
we’re never sure which is the ‘right’ one to make. Can’t somebody just program us
right, and be done with it?
I’ve had people tell me that they wish they could be like me. They think it
would be so cool if they just never got tired, never got old; if they could upgrade
their physical and mental capabilities at will; if they could always come up with
the ‘right’ answer in microseconds to ace any test, and know how to accomplish
any task with ease.
But for me this was an accident. I didn’t choose this.
I chose life. That’s it.
Without this prosthetic body, I’d be dead.
And I wonder how many others think that’s what they’re choosing too - that
they HAVE to plug in to the system, and play by its rules, because otherwise
they’re gonna die - or feel like they might as well be dead.
They’re just trying to avoid the ‘Game Over’ screen. That’s all.
But our world is dying. The game itself is about to crash.
So… what now?
The way I see it, we’ve all got two choices: either we choose to be human,
or we choose to be machines.
It looks to me like we’re choosing to be machines.
But as someone who’s basically half-man, and half-machine, I strongly
encourage you to choose the former rather than the latter.
It’s worth the pain and the fear, trust me. I value the love I feel in my heart,
and my compassion for my fellow men and women, way more than I value my
super-strength or my ability to win at games.
We’re glued to our screens all the time now, whether it’s the little computers
in our hands, or the medium-sized laptops on our desks, or the big-screen monitors
in our living rooms, it doesn’t matter. We’re even juggling several screens at once,
to satisfy our limited attention spans and to stay on top of the social media game,
for ‘fear of missing out.’ And now, with implants in our heads, we won’t ever be
able to unplug or turn it off or escape from the ever-flowing feeds of online
content.
And yet, ultimately, we’re playing the same old, tired game.
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We think ‘the future’ is about transferring our money-tokens into digital,
online cryptocurrency or some shit.
We assume that we’ll just keep working to earn more dollars, and
consuming the same way we always have, until our planet doesn’t have any more
to give.
Let me break this down for you, just so we’re clear:
Money is the fuel of the machine destroying us.
Money forms the chains that bind us together, and shackles us to the
machine that deprives us of freedom.
Money is a tool, a weapon, of enslavement.
The internet is not about money.
The internet is about sharing.
The internet is a tool of freedom.
If we allow it to be.
The internet could be so much more than hashtags, memes and emojis.
We’ve got a wealth of information at our fingertips, and ways of connecting
with and harnessing human potential… and instead, we’re squandering it on
middle-school games.
We were supposed to have flying cars and replicators by now, and yet we’re
still driving land-locked fossil fuel-burning hunks of metal to get to our manual
food service jobs. We still talk like driverless cars are a thing of the way-off future,
even though we’ve got the technology to do it right now.
Instead of living in technology-infused smarthomes and eco-friendly cities
of the future, we’re living in broken-down houses and apartments designed in the
1950’s - where we’re lucky if the plumbing and electricity works right, and stuff
like heating, air-conditioning and basic internet are luxuries that you’ve gotta pay a
premium for.
But yeah, we’ll give up our privacy and our data and let big companies
remote-control our thoughts and behaviors from afar. Sure, no problem.
They’re gonna make life better for us, right? Progress, and all that jazz?
We don’t have to deal with climate change - it’s too expensive, and not
profitable enough to deal with it in advance. Let’s let it crash and burn first because then, when we’re finally convinced to shell out enough dollars for it to be
profitable, the technology companies will swoop in and save us, right?
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I hate to tell you, but what that ‘progress’ is gonna look like is a bunch of
privileged, wealthy, mostly-white people spending millions of dollars to play
astronaut in their gated lunar vacation-rentals.
It won’t do shit for the rest of us, who will be left in the squalor of a dying
Earth, begging to have a shot at serving them to prevent starvation of all kinds.
What’s that? You’re askin’ why anybody would need to have servants, if all
the work is automated? Good question - but there’s just nothing like having a
human being around, is there? Somebody to go around serving you, and doing your
chores for you, and taking care of your kids? Who really wants a robot raising their
kids?
Besides, looking down on somebody else makes people feel all warm and
good inside… makes ‘em feel superior. Like winners. You can’t feel like a winner
if there are no losers around to acknowledge your win.
If you call that progress, then you’re just crazy.
Technology won’t save us. Not if we misuse it like this.
We’ve got to get our minds right first.
I mean, honestly - is it any wonder that bigotry and prejudice still exist,
when everybody’s so worried about their rank and score, and assigns points of
value to everybody they meet?
What school did you go to? What job do you have? How much money do
you make? What kind of lifestyle can you afford? How many influential friends do
you have, that can give you opportunities both socially and career-wise? According
to way too many people, these are the only things that matter in life.
And as long as something as trivial as the color of your skin is a handicap,
something that marks you as one of the disadvantaged in that game - someone who
is gonna have trouble achieving these goalposts of success for themselves, let alone
helping to confer them upon others - then bullshit stuff like racism, which never
should have existed in the first place, will flourish and thrive.
As long as our brains are programmed to believe that it’s baked into the
system, then we can never overcome it.
We tell ourselves lies to let us off the hook, so that we don’t even try to
change things: we tell ourselves that bigotry is just part of human nature; that
there’s no way for us to fight back; no way to even start to repay the debt that is
owed to those who have been stolen from, exploited, excluded, ignored and
enslaved.
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If we choose to believe that, then that’s gonna be our Reality.
Technology just might be able save us, if we wanted it to - but not unless we
get our minds right first. We’ve got to choose life and freedom over profits and
power; if we don’t, then technology will destroy us. It’s just that simple.
You can choose annihilation, if you want - if you just can’t stand the thought
of life without your brutal, dog-eat-dog games of make-believe, and are determined
to play them to the bitter end. But if that’s your choice, then you’ve gotta live with
it.
Or, die with it.
I’m gonna tell you right now though: as far and as bad as things have gotten,
it’s still not too late to reverse course.
But we ARE running out of time.
Make the right choice.
And make it right now.”
-Wonder Woman“There is no sword mighty enough to strike down the injustices of Man’s World;
there is no shield broad enough to protect all who call themselves woman.
I myself have suffered many of Man’s World’s slings and arrows.
For a time I was considered a hero, by men and women alike; I helped bring
an end to a destructive, devastating war.
But in the time of peace that followed, I found myself condemned.
That is when I learned the bitter truth of Man’s World: that men refuse to
acknowledge the potential of women, and will actively fight to keep them from
achieving it.
I was born in a place of sanctuary and refuge for womankind - a place where
femaleness was never associated with weakness, or inferiority. A place where love
in all its forms, including the romantic and sexual, exists between women. A place
where sacred femininity, in all its manifold forms, was revered in the forms of
goddesses
A paradise for women.
I emerged from that place, in the company of a man, and entered Man’s
World.
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Man’s World had long ago turned away from the goddesses. They’d
destroyed their temples, and cast out the priestesses, leaving only the priests and
the male gods of conquest; soon, even those multiple male gods converged into
one, the warrior-priest-king.
This one male god was called different names by the different male-ruled
tribes, and they fought with one another over which one was the most powerful, or
the most real.
Meanwhile, they modeled themselves after this ideal male god - a jealous,
capricious, vengeful god, who demanded loyalty and sacrifice - and worshipped
him, in order to curry his favor.
They reasoned that this made them superior to the pagans, who worshipped
many gods and goddesses, in order to curry their favor.
And they reasoned that this made them more fit to rule than women.
Women, they asserted, were mere vessels - vessels to create more sons,
primarily, and enough daughters to ensure the process of procreation continued.
In Man’s World, a woman’s form of ‘honor’ was not the honor of men.
A man’s claim to honor was based upon his accomplishments, his
commitment to his word and to his allegiances, and the courtesy he showed to
others.
A woman’s honor referred almost entirely to her virginity - while she was
still the property of her father - and then, once ‘given’ in marriage to a man, her
honor was based upon her sexual fidelity to that man to whom she was bound.
I have been shamed for not living up to an ideal of womanhood, conceived
in the minds of men, and agreed upon by the women whose minds they have
subjugated.
This ideal has not changed over time, but has simply been added to.
Women are meant to be nurturing, supportive, kind, selfless.
They are meant to be loyal wives, mothers, daughters, and friends.
They are responsible for the upkeep of their dwellings, the management of
their households, and the social success of their husbands and children.
They must keep up appearances - their own physical beauty must be
maintained, as must their lifestyle, in order to garner the esteem of their family and
those they call friends.
These days, even this has ceased to be enough.
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Now a woman must not only be physically attractive and well-loved by all,
but she must possess so-called masculine virtues as well: ambition, aggression, and
wealth.
A modern woman is expected to seek and give emotional support, as this is
assumed to be the core attribute of femininity and the main virtue of their sex; and
yet, at the same time, they are taught to despise their femininity, and to seek to
contribute to the economic power of the household.
Yet this is easier said than done - for males consider it their prerogative to
dominate the fields of modern warfare, wherever such wars are fought: in the
workplace, or on the battlefield.
A woman must never be allowed to surpass them in competition, or succeed
where they might fail - to be socially outdone in any capacity by a woman is
particularly galling to a man’s sense of pride.
Even I, blessed as I am with many gifts from the goddesses, have not wholly
succeeded as a woman in Man’s World.
And if I am to suffer personal defeat, then those amongst you who do not
feel as amply blessed will see no cause for hope.
But just as you should not place all of your hopes in me in case I should fail,
neither should any of you hasten to celebrate, should I succeed in attaining what I
personally desire; for such a victory may bring glory only to myself, and to no one
else who may be equally, or more profoundly, deserving.
You must also take heed not to attribute any success of mine solely to my
own words and actions, no matter their merit; for it may be that I was granted
exception, based on privileges bestowed upon me by fate, or by entities with
motives of their own.
It has been oft-said that exceptions prove the rule: I find this phrase to be
very wise. The rule that is proved by my exception is that fortune favors the man,
and not the deserving woman.
This rule cannot be allowed to stand, for it is unjust. Unjust rules must, of a
right, be broken, by any virtuous means that may be mustered in the cause of our
self-defense.
Indeed, I say ‘virtuous’ means - I will not allow for anything else. For what
have we truly gained, if we are to use our oppressors’ unworthy tactics, and
become as one of them?
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The question is not whether we are to be as ruthless and cruel as the very
worst of men - the question is whether we are to be the very best version of
OURSELVES, and all that this most naturally entails.
Do we dare to be brave and bold?
Do we dare to be brutally honest, uncompromisingly fair, and unyieldingly
kind?
To love, without reservation, the people and things which truly matter to us?
And not to feign affection for that which we abhor.
I am not all women. I cannot speak the contents of all feminine hearts and
minds, and I cannot give voice to hopes and dreams that are not my own.
Neither will I exclude those with a body deemed male at birth, nor those of
indeterminate sex or gender, from the cause of equality for womanhood.
We are all, in part, female; we are all, in part, male.
The sexes are not so very different from one another as we may suppose and I believe that there is more that we share in common than that which separates
and distinguishes us.
My Amazonian kin, the women of my birthplace, are the only women who
were not born of a man, and may therefore claim to be fully female - as to the rest
of us, we all exist on a vast spectrum of femininity and masculinity.
A man is capable of being nurturing, and loving; a man is capable of being
manipulative, passive, emotionally unstable, and weak.
A woman is capable of being strong, and brave; a woman is capable of being
violent, aggressive, selfish and cruel.
What, then, do we mean when we speak of femininity and masculinity? How
do we justify forcing people to conform to gendered roles within society, and
punishing them when they do not perform these roles to our satisfaction?
I do not believe in demonizing sexuality, in whatsoever form it takes.
A woman who puts her sexuality or her body on display is not betraying the
cause of female empowerment, and neither is she asking to be victimized. She is
her own person, and her body belongs to herself to do with as she pleases. A
woman is not obliged to serve as a role model for others to copy; we waste our
time when we debate whether we should punish, reward, condemn or exalt her for
actions and decisions that affect only the woman herself.
Similarly, I do not feel that men should be condemned for their sexuality.
There is a difference between showing your affection or desire for someone, and
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behaving in a dishonorable way. To hope for an intimate relationship with
someone is not wrong - to make them fearful of attack or retribution for spurning
you is.
That said, I do not believe in extending a pass to men who claim that their
vicious or selfish behavior is a result of their masculine sex or gender; to comport
oneself with honor is the duty of both men and women.
We have forgotten the true nature of both honor and shame - honor is not the
same as doing what others approve of, and shame is not to be used as a weapon
against people and behaviors that we dislike. It is because we have so wrongfully
redefined and misused these attributes that we mock honor and shame as
weaknesses. We misperceive a lack of honor as cleverness, and a lack of shame as
bravery. This cannot be further from the truth: the possession of shame is what
makes us good and honest people, as it is the force that comprises our moral
conscience, while possession of honor is the ultimate strength.
Many have called me a feminist. I am wary of the use of labels, for they are
too easily manipulated and misunderstood - and so I oftentimes ask those who use
such terms to define what it means for them, before I answer whether it applies to
me.
They will say ‘do you support equal rights for women?’ and I will say that I
do. I do not mind calling myself a feminist, if it means that I believe women to be
the equals of men in all ways.
But when I ask them, in turn, how they define womanhood, I am often
disappointed by the restrictive narrowness of their definition.
If someone identifies more with one side or the other of the male-female
spectrum - or does not see either as perfectly encapsulating their nature - it matters
not.
If a person defines their nature as female, then they are a woman; just as a
person who defines their nature as male is a man. None should have reason to
question this.
For what does it profit anyone to deny a person’s nature, or force them to act
against it? This, it would seem, would be the height of folly.
And yet, consider that the doctrine of ‘naturalness’ is most fervently
espoused by those who wish to suppress the natural instincts of those whose
natures they find subversive.
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So, too, do I often see certain kinds of women pushed to the margins of the
fight for female equality.
A woman of lighter complexion may be praised for being assertive - she
shall be called fierce, strong-willed, and lauded for ‘standing up for herself’. A
woman whose skin is of darker hue is more likely to be condemned as a woman
who does not ‘know her place’ - her attitude is often described by such slurs as
‘mouthy’ and ‘uppity’. The black woman’s anger is frightening, and unappealing she is given none of the allowances afforded to the so-called ‘fairer sex’, excluded
because her skin is not so fair of color.
If the desire for female equality extends only as far as yourself, your own
daughters, or women who are not too dissimilar to you, then that should not be
defined as feminism: that should be defined as simple selfishness and greed, vices
which know of no gender.
Another argument that is often put forth, but which I find to be misguided, is
that of the superiority of the feminine over the masculine.
Females do not start wars, they assert. They do not try to dominate as men
do. Power, therefore, should be conferred upon women.
Female people do indeed attempt to dominate others - whether they are more
or less inclined to do so, or do so in less destructive ways than men, is a matter
open to debate. But the idea that women do not desire power, or wield power in
brutal ways once they have it, is simply untruthful.
And if the majority of us women are of a more peaceful nature, than I
challenge them to prove it.
If we value life more than glory, then cease sending your sons and daughters
into the fray.
Cease telling them that there are only victors and victims in this world, and
that any actions they take in the name of seizing victory for themselves is justified.
Do not heap accolades upon young men for their least efforts to be
productive, decent human beings, while refusing to acknowledge the nighsuperhuman efforts of young women to achieve their dreams.
Do not say that men should be shielded from the consequences of their
actions - or lack thereof, when righteous action is needed - while women must
suffer in silence the outrages against our minds and bodies.
For there is nothing noble about suffering.
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When we say such things as ‘no pain, no gain’, we perpetuate the myth that
hardship, adversity and suffering are not only necessary evils, but necessary goods
that we should, and must, seek out.
Is it any wonder, then, that we are able to so callously disregard the misery
of our fellow human beings?
‘You are indeed fair-minded on these matters,’ some will cry, and they will
insist that I seize some position of authority in Man’s World. They will ask for me
to implement changes within it, fighting on behalf of women everywhere.
I do not say all these things to you to prove that I should be the one to lead
women out of bondage; I have not the power to break the chains that bind you. I do
not desire such power, and such a power cannot be conferred upon any singular
individual.
Therefore, I beseech you: do not look to me to win this battle for you all.
I am strong; but even my strength is far from adequate to shoulder all the
burdens of all my many sisters across the face of our Mother Earth, already laden
as my shoulders are with the desires and fears that belong only to myself.
To think that one woman alone can slay a monster such as prejudice against
women is nothing but folly, as myopic as the view from the eye of a cyclops.
Do not look to me to win that battle for us all.
For I am but one woman only.
I am but one woman only; and that must be enough.
And it IS enough; for you, and for me.
You must only believe it, in order to attain a power that even the gods envy:
the power of the hero.
Heroes fight for justice.
And justice demands that you take up arms - it demands that you wield
whatsoever shall serve as a righteous weapon: a sword that shall defeat only the
wicked, and spare the good; raise high that which will serve you most valiantly for
a shield, deflecting falsehood and letting truth and love pass through unhindered; I
bid you shout a battle-cry of your own composition, from the depths of your soul
to the heavens above.
Such is your duty.
There is no question, my sisters: this is a war. In times of war there shall be
no rewards given for politeness; you need not patiently await your turn, for know
this: never shall you be afforded one.
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Take hold of your Reality. Change it. Bend it to your will. No matter who or
what you are, whatever your labels and your definitions of selfhood, you are
stronger than you realize.
Reject the notion that the world belongs to man alone. It is not Man’s World,
nor must it be Woman’s World; it is OUR world, and must of a right be shared
equally with all who live within it.
I am told, despite all my numerous perceived and actual failings, that yet still
I command the hearts of many - if this is true, then I shall exercise whatever
amount of authority that confers, to give you one command only:
Do not wait for me.”
-Batman“Many of you know my real name; and many of you know the name of the caped
crusader who stalks Gotham’s streets at night.
But almost no one knows they are one and the same.
My father was Thomas Wayne, creator of Wayne Enterprises. The man who
brought light to the darkness of Gotham, by distributing the technologies to its
denizens.
For a price.
He was gunned down in a Gotham alleyway along with my mother, who
most of you knew as the actress Silver St. Cloud.
I too received a shot from the killer’s gun that night; but somehow, I
survived.
I did not know the identity of my parent’s killer for many years.
The man who pulled the trigger was a man named Joe Chill, who later came
to be known by the name of Mr. Freeze.
But he was not what truly killed my parents.
Some say that if Batman prowled the streets at that time, they would not
have been murdered; Batman would have apprehended Joe Chill before the gun
went off.
I disagree.
I know what I am talking about.
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Because I’m not only Bruce Wayne, the boy who survived the tragedy that
unfolded that night; the boy who grew to be a man, and took over his father’s
company.
I am Batman.
‘If only the cops of the Gotham PD had been there to save them’, some
people said at the time, when I was still a young boy. ‘If only they weren’t so
corrupt, and were a more active, vigilant presence on the streets, the Waynes
would not have died…’
I once believed that as well.
So I took on the mantle of Batman, to do what the police could not - or
would not - do to end the rampant crime in Gotham.
I could not, however, be everywhere at once.
And in most cases, I was too late to stop violent crimes-in-progress; too
often, I dealt only with the aftermath.
I saw the horror, the trauma, the lives shattered as a result of cruelty and
violence. It was as if I were seeing my own tragedy reflected back at me, over and
over again.
It was surely a worthy thing to bring an end to crime sprees - the villains I
helped lock up needed to be stopped.
But it was not enough.
I tried to go after the sources of crime itself: I took down members of
organized crime syndicates. I brought the criminals of Gotham to justice - for my
own sake, and on behalf of other Gothamites.
No, not justice - I thought it was justice, at the time. But the truth was I was
exacting revenge.
Besides the acknowledgement that a wrong has been done, and assurances
that the perpetrator will be unable to harm further victims by virtue of
imprisonment, that is mainly what our ‘justice’ system is able to provide: the
satisfaction that those who harmed us will, themselves, be harmed.
Revenge.
We relish the thought of criminals losing their freedom, their dignity, and
their rights; that they will be stripped not only of comforts, but that they will be
subjected to the same torments they visited upon others: the rapist will themselves
be raped, the murderers will themselves be shanked by fellow inmates or executed
by the state.
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We justify this to ourselves by saying that this is a deterrent - that others will
be less likely to commit wrongdoing, in order to avoid fines, jail, or execution.
But if crimes are most often committed by those in psychological distress,
then what good are deterrents?
To intentionally harm another human being, or to take that which does not
rightfully belong to you, is, at heart, a mental health issue.
To engage in illicit business because you see no better alternative is an
economic and societal one.
Must we punish those who were abused with even more abuse?
Are we serving justice, when we arrest and incarcerate the drug user, who
has inadequate healthcare for medicating themselves with the only substance they
can find to dull the pain?
Is justice served by arresting and jailing the drug pusher for selling these
illicit substances, or the prostitute for selling their body, when no better
employment is available to them?
Is it illegal to be poor, or to belong to a marginalized group?
Is it correct to fight fire with fire, and fear with fear?
The Gotham PD is indeed corrupt; but then, what do we expect of them? We
tell them to stand between us and those who threaten us, and to make arrests nothing more. A cop cannot save you from societal ills. They are not social
workers, or mental health experts; they are not empowered to truly help you.
All they are empowered to do is restrain you, ticket you, arrest you, question
you, and take you to jail. That is their function.
As it currently stands, anyway.
A cop is only human. They have biases, and they have fears.
When a cop is given a weapon and told to keep the public safe from ‘bad,
dangerous people’, their biases and their fears will come to the forefront in
horrifying ways.
Perhaps they believe homosexuals and trans individuals are dangerous
deviants, more likely to commit rape and pedophilia, or to transmit disease - it is
no surprise, then, when they are brutalized by cops.
Perhaps they believe women are liars, or fear being accused of sexual
misconduct themselves - it is no surprise, then, when a woman’s claims of rape are
treated with suspicion and dismissal, even though police are supposed to remain
impartial during investigations.
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Perhaps they believe that black men are inherently bad, or more dangerous
than other men; if they believe this to be true, and those they wish to ‘serve’
believe it also, then it is no wonder when they use excessive force to subdue them
or to kill them. It is these wrong beliefs, combined with an overabundance of
weaponry and authority, which leads to police brutality.
And we are to blame.
We send our cops into situations they are not trained for; we ask them to
deal with problems they are ill-suited to solve, and risk their lives and their sanities
on behalf of the wealthy and powerful. We do this so that we can rest easier each
night, believing we are safer because of them; and that, if we should run into
trouble, we may dial 911 and they will come to our aid.
Worse, we are so afraid of losing the meager protection they provide us that
we are willing to give them more and more power, and shield them from the
consequences of their wrongdoing.
Our ability to buy and pay for things is not what makes us privileged: it is a
privilege to be believed by default, to be treated as though what we say is true until
proven otherwise; it is a privilege to have the cops that arrive at your location help
and assist you, rather than assuming that you are a criminal and treating you
accordingly; privilege is to be able to walk about the city freely, without fear of
harassment, assault, or being gunned down.
And what of redemption for those who are guilty? When punishment has
been served, and the debt to society is paid, still we are not satisfied. We make it
difficult for freed prisoners to find housing and employment, and then wonder why
they re-offend and turn to a life of crime in bigger ways than before.
And we strip them of their right to vote, to make sure that they may never
advocate for themselves and affect the laws that are written.
Our thirst for revenge is never satisfied.
I found this out when I at last apprehended Joe Chill.
Joe Chill was a desperate man pushed over the edge by a lack of the
resources he needed to live, and to preserve the life and well-being of his wife. He
had nothing; this is what led him, ultimately, to take the life of Thomas and Cecilia
Wayne, who in his mind had everything that could be wished for.
Nothing would undo the damage that had been done. Nothing he could
suffer would cancel out what I had suffered. There would have been only one way
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to satisfy me, and that would have been the restoration of my parents. This was the
one thing Joe Chill could not do.
I spent every night dispensing my own brand of justice. But it was not
enough. It could never be enough.
There was a rot in the heart of Gotham, and the criminals themselves were
only a symptom of the problem.
The problem was inequity.
Poverty. Despair. The great disparity between the haves and the have-nots;
this is what killed my parents.
This is what fueled the crime, and the corruption.
The citizens of Gotham knew it; and so they looked to people with money,
power, and supposed ingenuity.
People like me; like Bruce Wayne.
Save us, they cried. Invent new ways to keep us safe. Give us employment,
and industry, and this will save us.
I did what I could; but try as I might, the company I owned could not make
up for the vast inequities between the rich and the poor, between the powerful and
the powerless.
I have never been poor, and except in the case of my parent’s murder when I
was a child, I have never been powerless; I could sympathize with those who were,
but I could never know what it was to be one of them.
Luck. That’s what we never fully account for when we talk about a person’s
‘success’.
Meeting the right people or circumstances at the right time, and being in a
position - or of a nature - to take advantage of it. That’s all luck.
I was lucky to have rich and loving parents; I was unlucky to lose them at a
young age.
I was lucky not to have been born with any mental or physical
disadvantages, and luckier still that I never acquired any major debilitations as a
result of my dangerous line of work; I was unlucky in that my work, along with my
state of mind, rendered me unable to commit to relationships and make them last.
I was lucky that Wayne Enterprises stayed afloat financially, instead of
going under - it could have at any point, due to the mismanagement of others when
I was still a child, or due to my own foolhardiness when I came of age and took
over.
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I was a man whose wealth was inherited, from a man who was not as much
of a genius as the people of Gotham - or the world - believed.
My father’s business was founded on technologies from Krypton.
Jor-El gave him the ideas and schematics for free, for the betterment of
mankind on Earth; my father secured the patents to those ideas, claiming them as
his own, and turning them into a financially profitable enterprise for himself and
those he employed. He did not do this by disseminating the technologies and
designs for free - he charged those who could afford the privilege.
My father was a great philanthropist - he gave away vast sums of his
personal wealth for worthy causes. But how much more would the human
condition have been improved, if everyone had access to these technologies at
once, free of initial and ongoing charge? The mind boggles at the thought.
That is not to say that my father had the ability to give this gift to the world.
Had he offered this information to any entity with the means to manufacture,
market, distribute and install the new inventions (all of these activities incurring
their own overhead investment costs) then these entities would have charged for
and profited from their services, while giving little to no compensation to Thomas
Wayne; even if he did not financially profit from the enterprise of progress, others
would.
But the point of the matter is, for all the good that my father did on behalf of
Gotham and humanity, he had no idea how to ultimately save them - and I had
even less of an idea, as I did not even have a hand in the company that he created.
Lex Luthor, another wealthy and powerful man in charge of a profitable
corporation, said he had the answers.
He would give the people what they sought; they could all be rich, and they
could all live in a shining new city - an extension of Metropolis - instead of the
slums of old Gotham.
Some did become rich, and some Gotham neighborhoods were made better.
Many great things were available, to those who could afford them.
But many could no longer afford to live in Gotham.
The very rich became richer, and the poor became poorer.
Those in the middle scrambled and competed with one another for a
foothold amongst the wealthy class, even as the opportunities dwindled, until there
was simply no room left at the top of the hierarchy.
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The elite class all but closed ranks; they kept opportunities available only to
their own. Privilege begets privilege, and so nepotism reigned.
Those who could not find a way into a lucrative career, or faced a major
setback that knocked them off-course before they could secure themselves within
that class, fell amongst the working poor; meanwhile, the demands of those above
them steadily increased.
Inequity was not resolved; it worsened.
The creation of more wealthy individuals, and the proliferation of luxury
toys and goods for them to consume, did not elevate society in the least; and it
most certainly did not end the corruption.
The biggest threat to Gotham was not street-gangs and armed muggers
prowling nighttime alleyways, but thieves wearing suits, and oftentime committing
their crimes in the broad light of day.
Lex Luthor’s plan was an abject failure.
But, much to my surprise and disappointment, many people did not see it as
such.
The message was too perfectly suited to them - it flattered their sense of
pride, to think that they could achieve riches and power through a combination of
hard work, merit and grit; and it was satisfying to their sense of natural justice to
believe that the lack of these qualities would result in failure.
But let me inform you of the truth.
The truth is that profit is always made upon a foundation of human misery.
Profit is not to be made from the happy and the content - those who are
content with what they have are not motivated to consume more; profit is made
from those who are desperate, desirous and bereft.
Profit is not made from the healthy - a healthy person does not need to buy
expensive medication, or pay for expensive care; profit is made from those who are
in mental or physical pain, or have fear of becoming so in the future. People are
willing to give up a sizable portion of their income to protect them against the
financial fallout of medical disaster.
Profit is not made from the financially solvent - those who have enough
money left over after expenses, and save it rather than spend it, are not giving it to
makers of goods, and service-providers.
Because of the charging of interest, debt is far more valuable than real
capital.
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The same goes for the bored, the lonely, the dissatisfied, the competitive,
and those who hate and fear others - they are what drives the profit-based economy
and our society at large.
There is even profit to be made from the crimes of others.
Police officers, lawyers, judges, jailers, politicians, and the accompanying
administrative staff attached to the justice system - crime, perversely, is quite
profitable for them. Crime gives them employment, funding, and campaign
contributions.
If there were to be fewer people arrested and jailed for theft, rape, murder,
drugs, and other crimes, opportunities for money-making would be proportionally
curtailed - for we would not need so many jails, or courthouses, or massive,
militatized police departments, if crime were to be significantly reduced.
States and cities need their citizenry to break the law - they need for them to
pay tickets, fines, bail, and for legal counsel; they need them to fill the prisons, in
order to receive funding from the government and from taxpayers.
And then there are the vast profits to be made from war.
It is generally agreed that war is a terrible thing - and yet it spurs invention,
the manufacture and buying of goods, and the employment of a great many people.
People are desperate during war, and they are willing to spend as much money as it
takes to feel safe and comfortable once more. War, it would seem, is the best kind
of business there is.
War, disease, crime, fear and inequity - these are the ingredients that wealth
and profit are made from.
Why, then, do we cry out to those with wealth and power to save us?
Why do we give them more wealth, more power, more authority over our
lives, by electing them for our leaders? Their goals are antithetical to ours, and
they often do not merit their positions; and yet we allow them to take office, and
tolerate their insolent abuses.
Those like Lex Luthor do not hear your cries for help, except perhaps to
make note of it as a good sign for business; a desperation yearning to be satisfied, a
demographic to be targeted, a niche to be exploited. The cries of wounded animals
are music to the ears of predators.
They do not care about justice - for them, justice is a threat to their power.
They must be able to buy justice for themselves, and deprive it from others.
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If justice were to be applied equally, they would find themselves bearing an
unequal amount of the punishment. This is not just because of the exploitations
they likely committed in order to attain their fortunes; those who commit the most
crimes are those with everything to lose. They must, to preserve their positions,
believe themselves to be above the law.
They do not want to end inequities - the factors which brought them to
power, which allows them to maintain that power, would be undermined if they
were required to lift up the disenfranchised.
You have heard my fellow members of the Justice League speak of
Patriarchy and of White Supremacy - these institutions will never be brought
down by the likes of Lex Luthor; instead the institutions of bigotry will be
ruthlessly defended, with every dollar of their vast wealth if need be.
Yet even those with good intentions can only pave the way to Hell.
I cannot count how many well-meaning crusaders have attempted to seize
power, only to find themselves stymied, compromised, bribed and threatened into
joining the corruption.
Many are, themselves, susceptible to the myths and the lies that pervade our
societies. If they cannot correctly identify the source of the problem, it will never
be addressed with workable solutions.
Even if our priorities are corrected, and funds are diverted to more
appropriate areas, still we will find ourselves unable to make a dent.
No amount of money will staunch a bleeding wound, or solve a systemic
problem that our own desires and beliefs caused.
Both Bruce Wayne and Batman want to ensure that justice is achieved for
all, equally, and they will never give up fighting for that cause. They both desire to
help.
But neither one can.
They cannot give you the justice that you deserve - not with all their power,
their influence, their money, or their toys.
They cannot make sure that you, or the world, are worth saving.
I want to save you.
But I cannot.
Save yourselves.
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-AquamanMy life’s ebbing away.
It’s the same for all you people out there, even if you’re too fried up to
notice.
A steady stream of drugs is the only thing making me comfortable at all;
maybe they’re what’s giving me the chance to talk to you guys now? I dunno. It’s
all a great, big, washed-out blur.
I’m not just taking the meds they’re giving me; a few bros of mine have
supplied me with the good stuff that the docs can’t legally sign off on, and the docs
themselves have been most righteous in turning a blind eye.
The upsides of celebrity, I guess.
The drugs are the only thing that give me a brief glimpse of my friends and
family who are gone now, as well as my lost underwater world, all of them and all
of it swirling around in the dizzy whirlpool that is wrecking the inside of my skull
right now.
Hey kids… this is your brain on drugs…
Too bad you’ll never know about how cool the REAL world was, way back
when you didn’t even NEED drugs to trip out.
Ya know, I remember when the real world used to be absolutely drenched in
color - like an iridescent rainbow of dancing forms, shimmering scales, sea-grass
blowing in the breeze of underwater currents, and whole cities made out of coral.
Now that stuff is all gone - there’s nothing but a freakin’ wasteland of grey,
dead emptiness underneath the waves now, a desert stretching out for miles and
miles into infinity.
But the drugs, man... the drugs bring back the COLOR. They bring back the
unfathomable darkness of the ocean depths and the gorgeous, transcendent light
breaking through the shallows.
It’s a real trip… and more than my body is capable of.
These days, I’m lucky if I make it as far as the toilet.
It wasn’t enough to clear the land of air-giving and life-sheltering trees; it
wasn’t enough to blow up the mountains, or to dig up minerals, gas and oil from
deep within the earth in order to burn and feed our machines; it wasn’t enough to
blow our putrid smoke into the skies and foul up the air that we breathe until we
choked.
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Nah, we couldn’t stop there, with just our own human habitat.
We also had to toss our trash into the ocean. We had to relieve ourselves,
and our machines, and defecate our poison into its waters.
The great blue ocean and all the seven seas could be a universal toilet, a
sewer for all we cared - same goes for the lakes and the rivers that run like veins
throughout the land. We didn’t live there, after all. Outta sight, out of mind.
It’s not our habitat, we said.
It’s just water, we said.
Except, water IS TOTALLY part of our habitat.
And it is most definitely part of mine.
It makes up our bodies, too - 70% of ‘em, in fact.
For sentimental reasons, I personally don’t eat fish - but for thousands of
years, our human species has preferred to live on the shores of the ocean, and
relied upon its bounty in order to keep themselves going strong.
We sail the ocean for treasure and for pleasure - on boats and ships, in order
to ship goods around, to research stuff… the list goes on and on.
We enjoy swimming and diving and surfing, the ultimate activities of
rejuvenation - for some of us as a way of life - but for most this is especially the
case during weekends, spring breaks and summer vacations.
The ocean regulates the temperature of the air, and rains down fresh water
for all the land-lubber life-forms to drink.
We build homes and hotels at the water’s edge, at least until the waters rise
from the melting ice and swallow them up, turning them into dwellings suitable
only to Atlanteans.
We’re very basic creatures, really - we don’t need much in order to survive.
But somehow, we’re astoundingly adept at sabotaging the most important of our
own life-support systems.
It really splits my skull trying to understand why humans have such a
superiority complex - we’ve got nothing to be superior about.
What kind of barbarians shit where they eat, drink, breathe and play?
What kind of animals work so hard to destroy their own habitat? Their own
lives? It’s absolutely mental.
Maybe it’s because we’re not in love with life the way we should be; we
certainly don’t make it a priority.
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And we are most definitely not all on the same wavelength when it comes to
this idea we call ‘progress’.
When I hear people talking about progress, it’s all mixed up with
descriptions about machinery and tall buildings; we brag about our mad skills at
conquering and showing up Mother Nature, making artificial stuff that’s ‘better’
than the real thing.
By ‘better’, we mean better suited to humans.
...Or so we think.
And before we’re even done glutting ourselves on our own planets’
resources, or fully exploring and mapping out our own ocean depths, we’re already
turning a lusty eye to space: we talk about colonizing the moon and the planets and
the stars, and strip-mining them for valuable material.
By valuable, we mean money.
Profit now, pay the costs later - it’s the name of the game.
And then, when we inevitably hit the rocks and tear ourselves up, we’ll
profit from it again by charging for the fixes.
Can’t breathe? Here’s a spray of chemicals.
Can’t sleep? Here’s a pill.
Can’t think, or regulate your emotions the way we say you can? Countless
hours of therapy, and a cocktail of more legalized drugs should chill you out.
Need to eat? No problem, we’ll hook ya up - here’s a gnarly batch of
chemicals we’ve dressed up to look like food. They’re tasteless, nutrient-less and
will make your body fat and unhealthy, but whatever - you rubes’ll eat anything as
long as it’s sweet or salty enough, right?
Ya sick, brah? We’ll dope you right up, just as long as it’s OUR kind of
dope and not yours.
This planet all used up? We’ll just assume that we can find another one to
remake in our own image before we all wipe out.
I kept fighting the good fight as long as I was able.
They called me crazy, radical, a dangerous extremist; I didn’t care. I knew
who the real mondo crazies were.
People laughed at me for being ‘the super-powered fish whisperer’, the
weakest and the lamest of the Justice League; I didn’t mind, not really. I wasn’t in
the League to compete with the likes of Superman, or anybody for that matter -
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there’s always a bigger fish. I only cared about defending my friends and my turf,
that’s it.
Besides, being the smallest fish in Justice League STILL meant I was in the
top .001% of all humans and metahumans alive.
While I was in my prime, I never had a ‘dry spell’ - I was neck-deep in
babes, booze and drugs the entire time.
Not to mention that if I completely cashed out my bank account and
liquidated my assets, I could fill an olympic-size pool with my money and swim in
it, Scrooge McDuck-style.
But I’m done with sex and drinking and blowing my money with late-night
parties. Over it. Done.
No amount of fame or popularity or wealth is going to make a difference
now.
It won’t save my life.
It won’t bring Atlantis back from its watery grave.
It won’t bring back the coral or the breathable air and the sunshine, or
restore the world to the Garden of Eden that it once was.
You know what? I’d give it all up, everything that I ever had, to save even a
fraction of the things that actually matter.
And I did try my best to save the world, for as long as I was able.
I took up arms against the rising sea of troubles… and got pounded into the
surf. Note to self: you can’t fight the sea and win, especially not with a freakin’
trident.
Not even an awesome, magical one.
I wasn’t going with the flow like a good hippie beach-bum should, I was
swimming upstream… like the salmon used to do, so they could breed and die.
Except I won’t be doing any breeding.
All the poisons I’ve been soakin’ in - whether it’s the beer that got me
drunk, the drugs that got me high, the preservatives and pesticides they’ve laced
my food with, or the medicine that keeps me just barely alive - all of it has ganged
up on me, to make sure I’ll be the last fish-man on Earth.
Now I’m just sick and tired, man.
First I lost my swimming and breathing underwater privileges - next I lost
the ability to breathe air, and then the ability to get around on land without
tremendous help. Even sponge baths from the prettiest nurses my money and fame
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could buy can’t even come CLOSE to making up for what a drag my life has
become.
I’m more tube than man at this point: if you could see me now, I’ve got
tubes running up my nose, down my throat, and directly into my bloodstream, to
make sure I stay fed, hydrated and aerated.
And that’s just the PG stuff - you don’t don’t even want to KNOW where
else they’ve shoved their plastic tubulars.
I feel like one of those sea birds or sea turtles, choking on straws and
shopping bags.
The currents of my being have gone, most officially, awry.
On the upside, it won’t be long now before I’ll get to cast off this dinged-up
humanoid shell, freeing me up to make my last dive into the great unknown depths.
Wish me bon voyage, as I make my way to the deep blue waters of the other
side, to join my Atlantean sisters and bros.
To those that I’m leaving behind… I know that the world’s a mess, and I
don’t blame you for being bummed out about it. But I tried, I really did. I tried to
warn you guys, but you just didn’t wanna listen. I tried to save you from
yourselves and play life-guard for you, even though you were all dead-set on
drowning.
Sorry I couldn’t do more.
Hope your death isn’t too gnarly.
Peace out.
-SupermanAlien.
A word that perfectly describes who and what I am.
I’m an immigrant from a foreign country, who arrived in America illegally;
I’m a space alien from a distant planet, who crashed my first vehicle before I could
talk let alone get a driver’s license… and that vehicle wasn’t a car or a tractor, it
was a flying saucer.
I’m a proud American, a Kansan, whose life began in earnest on a farm in
Smallville, where I grew up. I’m also something of a New Yorker, having left my
hometown behind to live and work in the big city of Metropolis.
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I’m also proud to call myself Kent - Clark Kent, son of Jonathan and Martha
Kent, the nicest, kindest, hardest-working people you could ever hope to meet, but
never will: my pa died in a dust storm, and my ma died of old age, alone in the old
farmhouse while waiting for me to bring home a daughter-in-law and
grandchildren who would never come.
But I’m also a Kryptonian, of the House of El, from the planet Krypton.
And like any good space-alien, I bear a message from my planet - a warning
to the humans of Earth:
Don’t let your own hubris get the best of you, and destroy what you love
most.
Because it will: the only thing there is left of my home planet, and the
people who gave me life, are radioactive chunks of rock and dust floating around
in space.
The Kryptonians did what we on Earth often do: they didn’t want to listen to
their scientific experts, and failed to act upon their dire warnings to protect their
citizenry.
They thought they knew better; or that it didn’t matter; or that their experts
weren’t telling them the truth for political gain; or that they would deal with it
later, because other things were more important.
Whatever they thought, they paid the ultimate price for their inaction.
Their planet’s ability to support life was in trouble; and yet, instead of
tackling this vital issue of universal importance, they chose to build weapons of
mass destruction, turning all their attention and efforts to the cause of war.
Petty divisiveness and issues of cultural identity ruled the day. Strong men
sought to be even stronger. Some quested for peace, but these swell folks were too
few and far between; too many people thought that war was patriotic, and good. If
it had been left up to the Kryptonians, who knows how long the war would have
continued.
But it wasn’t up to them: the choice was taken away from them when the
planet blew up.
Then it was all over.
There was no longer anything to fight for: the world they each wanted to
conquer was lost to all of them.
Peace had come at last to Krypton, but in the worst way imaginable.
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The greed and arrogance of the Kryptonians is not foreign to you; I see it in
action every day.
But we don’t call it greed, arrogance or hubris, or use any words that sound
like anything bad.
We call it something else that we like better, to reframe it: gumption, grit,
pluck, mettle, nerve, confidence, boldness, steel.
We pride ourselves on our hard work and ingenuity; it seems only right,
therefore, to encourage and foster the desire for success among our young, and
reward them for their meritorious efforts.
We cheer them on as they struggle to achieve greatness.
‘Greatness’. Golly, what a word! It really puts it all altogether, under one
nice and neat umbrella.
At the end of the day, what is ‘greatness’? What is this thing we’re all trying
to achieve?
Is ‘greatness’ the same thing as being powerful?
If so, is being powerful a good thing to strive for?
We all want to see might used for right, but we all know it doesn’t always go
that way.
See, we like to think we can have it all, if only we can get the right person in
charge: someone with brains, courage and compassion, who we empower to make
decisions for us.
Gee, a savior, a champion, a good king… that sounds real super, doesn’t it?
Who wouldn’t want to have somebody like that in charge of things?
We wouldn’t have to put any limitations on a good king - after all, if
everything he does is for a good cause, with all our best interests at heart, why
would we try to stop him or get in his way?
That’s what people wanted me to be, many years ago: a good king of
limitless power.
I would have tried, believe me - if I thought it could work.
But, sad though it is, I wouldn’t have been a good king; I would’ve been a
tyrant.
When one has power, one uses it to enforce their will.
One man imposing his will upon an entire world is the very definition of
tyranny. No amount of good intentions on my part would have staved off moral
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corruption, or prevented the collapse of society into something we wouldn’t want
or recognize.
But surely you could argue that use of force is justified in the service of a
good cause - people’s health, safety, well-being?
Ah, but that’s the key issue: the lesser of two evils is still evil.
And I refuse to do evil.
I was taught since my youth, by my parents and my pastor, to never steal,
kill or tell falsehoods - because these were sins against my fellow men and women,
and against God himself.
I still believe they were right.
Unlike people, not all sins are created equal - telling a lie to protect life and
well-being, for example, is not the same thing as lying in order to cheat and
exploit. Same goes for stealing, or yes, even killing somebody. Intentions do
matter.
But they sure can pave the way to Hell.
It’s a slippery slope to believe that the ends always justify the means; it’s
just too darn tempting to reach for this as an excuse whenever you find yourself in
a bad way.
We must always consider whether the ends truly are worth the means, and
whether the use of evil will taint it all to the point of being moot.
If your actions are evil, then you will become evil; and evil doesn't deserve
to grow and thrive.
If a good cause requires evil actions in order to be accomplished, then it
stops being good - any cause that forces me to go against what I believe to be right
is not a righteous one.
I will therefore turn my back to it.
That is what I did by refusing to become a World Leader.
I’m not a naive kid - I realize the world is complicated, and we don’t always
get an ideal set of options. Every action we take has consequences, for good or bad
- in order to go on living, we are constantly faced with moral calculations that must
be made.
But, if I can help it, I won’t put myself in a position where I have to make
too many of the more significant moral calculations on behalf of other people, or
have an undue influence on which direction the scales of justice tip.
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I believe each individual must decide for themselves what is right and
wrong, and choose to come together for agreement on matters that concern them.
The idea of people abdicating their personal responsibility in order to blindly
follow my command, replacing their moral judgement with my own… it’s a scary
prospect.
Though a lot of the blame for the fate of Krypton can be placed upon one
man, General Zod, it took the actions and inactions of many to bring about its
ultimate demise; one man, no matter how powerful or how virtuous, could have
saved it single-handedly on the day of its doom.
Even if I had all the powers imaginable, the cold hard fact is that I’m not
able to save Earth, or humanity, from a similar fate.
Believe me, I understand wanting power - all of us feel powerless in some
way or another, to make the world the way we want it to be; we all fantasize about
having the power to make it work to our benefit, and for the people around us to
behave the way we feel they ought to. Gosh even I feel this way, a great deal of the
time, though I reckon I’ve already got more than my fair share of powers.
We’re all endowed by our Creator with the gift and the burden of free will.
No one can take that away from us.
Outside forces, or your own fears and desires, may attempt to influence you
this way or that - they may try to use bribes, threats, or funny reasoning to get you
to act in a particular way, but ultimately the decision to act is yours.
We always have a choice, whether we like it or not - and that includes doing
nothing at all.
Sometimes that’s the right choice - sometimes, rather than to do something
you know deep down in your heart to be wrong, it is better to leave it up to God,
and let the pieces fall where they may.
But sometimes it’s not - if it’s only the simple fear of the unknown that is
holding you back, then you must pluck up your courage and choose to do the right
thing in spite of it all. ‘Better the devil you know’ is never a good answer - I’ll
always go with the better angels of our natures, even if the road they take makes
me awfully nervous.
The choice to deal with evil - rather than to risk it all for the sake of good is, in my book, both craven and faithless.
And honestly, does the true risk lie where we think it does?
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I know that if I follow righteousness, I will never be in danger of losing my
soul; if I take part in wickedness, the loss of my soul is certain.
Don’t let the amount of evil and complication in this world get you down; if
there is one ultimate truth that no one can reasonably deny, it’s this: while we live
and breathe, there is always hope for a better tomorrow.
Hope. I think it’s a much better word than ‘greatness’.
I represent the hopes of my parents and my people, Kryptonian or Earthling.
Our children represent our hopes, as well as their own.
I know how you feel. I know that despair is weighing you down, sapping
away your energy and strength… maybe even your will to live.
I’ve got to confess, I’m running powerfully low on hope myself: right now
I’m sitting here, in absolute solitude, feeling like any day now it’ll be my time to
die.
But I also know that this is the wrong attitude to take - each of us is
responsible for nourishing, fostering, cherishing and protecting hope in any form it
comes. We must not keep hope grounded by our own anxieties.
In fact, I say we should let her fly.
-Green LanternMy name is Hal Jordan. To my knowledge, I am the sole remaining Green Lantern
of the Green Lantern Corps, pledged to protect and serve humanity.
I am also the supreme leader of an independent coastal city-state.
It was with a heavy heart that I led Coast City to secede from the Union of
the United States of America. I believed in the ideals of what America stood for,
and I was willing to give my life for them.
I believed that the only thing to fear was fear itself. I truly did.
Some have accused me of going mad. I have not gone mad - it is my country
and the world that has gone mad, not I.
But, I will admit to going a bit blind.
Not blind in the physical sense, as I can still see everything around me.
My power - the power of the Green Lantern - is fueled by imagination. If I
cannot imagine it, I cannot bring it to be.
I can no longer ‘see’ a desirable future for the human species; everything I
see happening, as we move forward in time, seems to be leading away from my
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cherished values, and everything I hold dear. Everything that the futurists seek,
design, and plan for us is abhorrent to me.
I despise the future. I do not want it.
I can imagine the past with far more clarity than I can the future, or indeed
the present time.
I’m not crazy. I know that we cannot truly return to the past, and I know that
the past wasn’t perfect - it had many, many faults, and was far from the ideal form
imagined by our country’s founders.
As I have many personal faults, and have committed many sins for which I
am ashamed.
But I know which things of the past were undesirable to me, and I know
which things I find to be worth salvaging and protecting.
The perfect place to grow up as a child; the perfect place to work and raise a
family as an adult; the perfect place for the elderly to retire.
And nothing ever changes.
It is exactly how I imagine a perfect, idealized world to be.
But I also admit that my idealized world is not suited to all.
It is not best suited to those who do not look like me, or believe as I do; who
enjoy different pleasures than I do, or who desire things that I do not desire.
It is suited to me, to Hal Jordan.
I wanted for the world to be at peace - a world without war, and hate, and
poverty. I wanted for the streets to be safe at all hours of the day and night. I
wanted a community where people knew each other, and cared for one another. I
wanted good schools to educate our young people, and for those same young
people to be able to go outside - to breath fresh air, and ride bicycles, and run
around, exploring the town or the wilderness with their friends, without fear of
attack or abduction.
Most of all I wanted to be surrounded by the Green - by nature. I wanted
there to be trees, and animals, and parks for children and adults alike to play in and
enjoy.
And for lovers.
I wanted the kind of place the lovely nymph Jade would have liked…
perhaps enough that she would have stayed on Earth as part of the Green Lantern
Corps, instead of fleeing to the faraway refuge of Oa.
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These things that I have described to you are what I would call my
‘American Dream’, but I suspect that it is a dream shared by many across the
planet Earth.
The details might differ from group to group, or person to person - the
architecture and the cultural aspects of my dream-world are unique to me and
people like me. But surely, the ideas of health, safety and a loving community are
universal - the dream that all of humanity shares in common.
And I used the power bestowed upon me as the Green Lantern to make my
dreams come true.
But listen to me now: if you wish it, this same power of imagination can be
yours.
You don’t like the world I have created? Then imagine YOUR own
idealized world, and make it become real for you. Create your own undiscovered
country to explore. Do what I cannot, and imagine a bright and beautiful future.
You do not even need my Power Ring or my Lantern to do it.
Simply imagine it. That’s the first step. The rest will follow.
If you can imagine it, then it can happen.
And if you WANT it to happen, then it will.
As the saying goes, where there’s a will there’s a way.
Dream it. Share that dream with others. Speak it, write it, do it.
Stop waiting for someone else with power, authority and determination to do
it for you.
Stop waiting to be given permission.
Stop waiting to be ‘empowered’.
You already have the power right now.
Use it.
My dreams are born of sorrow, and of disappointed hopes; kill them.
My existence, and those of your other so-called superheroes, is nothing more
than an illustration of failure, an exercise in futility - if you simply took personal
responsibility for yourselves and your world, you would have no need for
superheroes.
For make no mistake, you created us - you created us to deal with problems
of such supercharged magnitude that non-superpowered humans didn’t stand a
chance of remedying them. We diligently obliged, and inadvertently let you off the
hook for your mess; and like a misbehaving child that is shielded from paying the
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consequences of their actions, you continued blithely along your destructive path
and repeated your offenses endlessly.
You created the problems; you created us; you created the supervillains
which oppose us, thwarting all our attempts to preserve the good in this world.
And now we’re failing. We’re losing this fight, and you will pay the price in
the end.
Enough! Clean up your mess.
I have lived a long, and for the most part prosperous and happy life - though
I also have many regrets, I have had my time and I am grateful for it.
It is no longer my time - it is yours.
Even if it destroys me, ends my life and my dreams, and undoes all that I
have strived for… I look forward to what you create.
But first you must kill this unending nightmare, before it kills us all.
As the great Bard once said, in my favorite of his immortal plays: “For in
that sleep of death, what dreams may come…”
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-40“In Which We Wake”

There was silence for a few moments.
“So… what now?” asked my mother Rose.
“Now you must make a choice,” intoned Destiny. “The choice between Life
and Death.”
“But… I made that choice already!”
“You did not go through either of the doors presented to you in the Sunless
Lands. You were granted a reprieve of 20 years - but now you must make your
choice.”
“Well that’s a pretty easy choice - why would I choose death now?”
“Because when you awaken once more to the new Reality, you will not
remember anything that transpired in the old Reality,” I explained.
She blanched. “What? Why? I could remember everything just fine
yesterday, before I went to sleep and dreamed myself here to see all of you! Why
would I forget?”
“Because I cannot, in good conscience, allow you to live in two conflicting
Realities at once,” I told her. “You received but a taste of the confusion that
brings, for only a single day; more than that would overwhelm you, and would
drive you mad.
You would never be able to fully reconcile your two sets of memories; there
would always be difficulty in discerning what is now considered to be real, and
what is now considered to be fiction. Even if you managed to develop a system by
which you could distinguish the two, you would be required to relearn every bit of
knowledge that you once possessed, to find which pieces of information are no
longer applicable in the new Reality.
As if this were not enough, there is the emotional component that you would
need to consider as well: you would have to ignore every memory of things which
no longer happened, and take care never to make mention of them to anyone as
long as you lived.
For if you did, you would be looked at as one who was insane - you would
find yourself in an institution or an outcast on the streets, much like Mad Hettie.
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This is not a fate that I would wish for you, my mother.
So I bid you choose another.
Choose to be with my father, or with the Constantine-that-was…”
“Or both,” interjected Desire.
“...in some form of afterlife,” I continued, “and thus leave all your
memories intact... or choose to wake from this dream, and live on in the new
Reality you have helped to create. It is up to you.”
Rose looked conflicted, her eyes teary. “I wouldn’t remember anything?”
“You might remember some things instinctually, buried in your
subconscious, in the back of your mind and just out of reach. But yes, you would
have to let your memories of us fade away.”
“What would this new Reality be like, if I was to accept it?”
“We cannot say for certain,” said Destiny. “But we can tell you of your new
past, so that you may make an informed decision as to what you are willing to
accept, and may even be able to glean what may lie in your future.
In your new Reality you were born the natural daughter of Miranda and Burt
Walker, granddaughter on your mother’s side of Unity Kinkaid.
Desire had nothing to do with your conception, or that of your mother;
therefore you are not, nor have you ever been, immortal.
Due to the strain of your parent’s divorce and the custody battle over you
and your younger brother Jed, you took a trip with your friend Rachel to London.
She met a struggling musician named John Constantine, who was not ever a
warlock, as magic has never truly existed in this Reality. Meanwhile, you met a
director of theater named Paul, a trans woman named Wanda, and the spidercollecting women Zelda and Chantal.
Rachel died of a simple cocaine overdose, and Constantine became smitten
with you at her funeral.
Constantine exposed the fact that Paul had a secret male lover in order to
convince you to break off your relationship, so that he could pursue you in earnest.
You nearly considered doing so, but then you discovered that Constantine had a
secret of his own.
He kidnapped the young daughter of his patron, a girl by the name of Astra,
in order to save her from abuse at the hands of her father and the members of his
club.
Her father, Logue, sent out his goons to recover her.
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Constantine fled with the girl, and asked you to come with them.
Wanting no part of his ‘Bonnie and Clyde routine’, as you put it, you
refused.
Instead you returned to your mother’s home in California.
Paul, with whom you had not yet broken up, decided to go with you, in the
hopes of breaking into Hollywood.
Meanwhile, Constantine and his illegally-adopted daughter lived in a van,
amongst the members of what was once known as the Peace Convoy.
Astra asked Constantine to give her a new name, to replace the one her
father had given her.
Constantine chose to name her Rose.”
The tears that my mother had held back until then sprang forth from her
eyes. She wiped them away. “But he’s not the Constantine that I knew.”
“No. He is not.”
“He is EXTREMELY similar, though,” insisted Desire. “And he feels
exactly the same way about you as the other one did.”
“And if I return,” Rose reasoned, “I wouldn’t remember the Constantine that
I actually got to know, and went through all that shit with.”
“No. You would not,” said Destiny.
“So I probably wouldn’t have reason to go find him, then.”
“Like I said, Mother, you may remember him on some sort of instinctive
level,” I said. “But you will have to trust that you will follow those instincts, if you
should return.”
“But I can choose to be with my Constantine, and my Morpheus, here in The
Dreaming.”
“Correct,” said Death. “And if that’s what you decide, then I’ll have your
body kick the bucket - an aneurism, some kind of Schrodinger's Cat medical
condition that nobody knew you had until it was too late… I’ll think of something
to make sure you never wake up in Reality.”
My mother Rose reflected upon that idea.
“Go now to the Sunless Lands with my sister Death and decide your fate,”
commanded Destiny. He turned in the direction of the others, and in particular his
siblings Despair, Delirium and Desire lounging on the couch. “As for the rest of
you: return to your posts and your realms, and clothe yourselves in your hard-won
positive aspects.”
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Delirium became her more cheerful self once more. “Bye bye, everybody!”
she said, curtsying in her pink dress, blowing kisses to each of us and tossing
flowers from her hair for us to catch. “It’s been absolutely DELIGHTFUL to see
you all, and hear your wonderful stories!” Then she disappeared in a glow of
sunshine and rainbows, leaving behind the sound of laughter and song that
lingered for many moments after she herself was gone.
Desire changed also - they became like the marble statue of an
androgynous, angelic hero, their countenance subtly shifting to be full of noble
beauty. Their white suit fell away; liquid, molten gold formed a robe and cape
around their body, and a breastplate emblazoned with a bleeding heart motif.
“Take care, everyone,” they said, in a voice as soft and gentle as feather-down that
trembled lightly with concern. “May you all attain your hearts’ desires, and never
feel it's cruel sting.” The discarded white suit reformed into a glowing white
unicorn, which Desire, or whatever it was that this new form of them could be
called - Love, perhaps - mounted the unicorn and charged gallantly away.
Despair hesitated, and finally she deeply sighed. “I will need some help to
get back to my realm, if I take on THAT form.”
“Don’t worry, Sis,” said Death, “I’d be more than glad to help you.”
Despair groaned, giving her older sister a hug, and slowly began the
process of transformation.
She shrunk, for one thing.
She shrunk to the size of an infant, which is exactly what she became: a babe
in the arms of my older sister.
Her tusks and her heavy brows receded, as did her hair.
Her mouth became a small serene smile, her eyes became big and bright,
and her hair became short and curly.
And she began to glow with a blue-tinged light.
She was Hope.
Hope was extremely, achingly beautiful, and quite content in the arms of her
older sister, whose ashen lips and cheeks had taken on a rosier glow.
“Come with me Rose,” said Death, who was also Life. “Let’s go to my
house.”
I walked into the Library with Lucien, to find a slot on the bookshelves that was
appropriate for my tome.
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I handed him the book, which once was chained to Destiny’s wrists, and
contained all of the possible stories of the previous Reality within its pages… the
Reality that was now Fiction.
He opened the book to peruse its contents and make a determination about
where to place it, but his face registered surprise when he saw it:
For on the pages of this book were colorful illustrations, divided up into
panels artfully composed across the paper.
“This is a comic book,” he said.
“A graphic novel,” I mildly corrected him.
He smiled. “Very good, Sire.” He placed the book upon the shelf.
I dreamt of my mother Rose, standing before the doors of Life and Death.
“Which will you choose?” asks my sister Death.
“He asked me to live,” replies my mother Rose. “I love him too much to
refuse.”
She grasps the door handle, and opens the door to her new life.
‘And then she woke up,’ she thinks as she steps into the light, past the white
door of Life.
She guesses there are worse endings.
I dreamt of Destiny, walking with his new book in the labyrinthine pathways in the
garden of his realm.
The book of your Reality.
That book isn’t about Superman, or Batman, or Wonder Woman, or
Aquaman, or Green Lantern, or Cyborg, or Flash; none of the heroes that Destiny
helped to create.
There aren’t any metahumans on the Earth in the version of Reality you live
in - no Justice League, no supervillain Rogue’s Gallery, and no Doomsday, except
in the various media that you enjoy.
Destiny’s new book isn’t about Destiny, or Death, or Dream, or Destruction,
or Desire, or Despair, or Delirium either, though surely they exist somehow,
somewhere, in some fashion.
The book of Destiny is about you.
And the potential heroes like you.
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Perhaps he sees your face in the brightly-colored 4-toned panels; your
action, thoughts and speech contained within the rectangular captions and round
and pointed-tailed balloons, as you read about him reading about you.
And maybe, just maybe, he smiles.
Then I
Then you
Then they
Then we all
Then all of us
Then all of us woke
Then all of us woke up

